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FOREWORD

The advent of cancer therapy with the use of varous particle beams requires full
understanding of radiation interactions with tumours and other materials for its optimal
perfomance. Relevant knowledge in this respect comes from physics, chemistry, biology,
medicine, and related technologies. A basic item of required Knowledge are the physical data
that characterize the earliest phase of radiation interactions on the molecular level, which sets
a stage for subsequent chemical and biological effects including the control of cancer. In
view of the necessity of an interdisciplinary approach to full understanding, it is desirable to
compile the physical data, to evaluate them for reliability, and to present them in a
comprehensive form for use by radiation scientists in genera!.

Recognizing this need, the Nuclear Data Section of the International Atomic Energy
Agency launched the Co-ordinated Research Programme (CRP) on Atomic and Molecular
Data for Radiotherapy and Radiation Research. The present volume is a comprehensive report
of the programme.

The germ of ideas for the CRP was born at a meeting at Rijswijk, Netherlands, in 1985.
The ideas were fully discussed and the scope of the CRI* was established at a follow-up
meeting held in Vienna in 1988. The CRP, which held three meetings altogether, was
commissioned to survey the current status of atomic and molecular data needed for
radiotherapy and related research, to identify outstanding problems suitable for study in the
near future, and to present findings in the form of a comprehensive report for the benefit of
data users and producers. Although the relevance of certain atomic and molecular data to
radiation interactions with matter is generally understood, it is appropriate to discuss briefly
the needs and availability of specific kinds of atomic and molecular data that are required for
special purposes.

In radiotherapy, the clinician must design methods and instruments to assure that a
desired dose will be delivered to a specified region of treatment, with a minimal dose
delivered elsewhere in the human body. A central problem here is accurate dosimetry, which
often rests on the knowledge of certain data. Examples of such data are stopping powers
(discussed in Chapter 7) and ionization yields of human tissue substances and of materials
used in dosimetry, for various charged particles (discussed in Chapter 8). Needs for data of
improved quality and quantity in this context are especially notable for high-energy ions and
for low-energy recoii ions resulting from the interactional neutrons with tissue substances, as
fully described in Chapter 1.

More generally, in radiation research one addresses a fundamental question: What are
the physical and chemical mechanisms that lead to eventual changes in matter caused by
ionizing radiation? This question is important in many contexts including dosimetry, probing
and diagnosis in medicine or materials science, as well as industrial processing of materials.
It is also crucial to the estimation of the risk of health effects of all radiations present in our
environment. Some of these radiations come from natural sources such as cosmic rays and
terrestrial radioactivity, and others from human activities such as nuclear energy technology
and the use of radiation in medicine and industry. !n most applications radiation doses
relevant to the assessment of risk estimate are low. Biological effects of such low doses are
minute and therefore difficult to determine through direct measurements. For this reason, the
study of the underlying mechanisms of radiation action is important. When it is fully
developed, the knowledge of these mechanisms should permit us to predict the low-dose
effects reliably.
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Chapter l

DEVELOPMENT OF PARTICLE THERAPY
IN CANCER MANAGEMENT.

EXPECTATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE
HEAVY-ION THERAPY PROGRAMMES

A. Wamfoersie
Service de Radiothérapie, Neutron- et Curietherapie,

Cliniques Universitaires St-Luc, Université Catholique de Louvain,
Brussels, Belgium



1.1. I N T R O D U C T I O N . P R E S E N T STATUS OF C A N C E R
M A N A G E M E N T

Today about 45 % of all cancer patients can be cured ( an average for all cancer types)[ 1 ] [ 2 ].

At the moment of the first admittance, around 65 % of the patients are presenting with
localized tumours. About 2/3 of them are cured either by surgery (22 % of the total
number of patients), radiotherapy (12 %) or a combination of both treatment modalities (6
%) (Table 1.1 ). In this group of patients, with localized tumours, with probable but
unproved subclinical metastatic disease, chemotherapy or immunotherapy, used as an
adjuvant treatment, may prolong life and maybe cure some additional patients.

Among the 35 % other patients presenting , at the first consultation, with either
inoperable or metastatic disease, only 5 % will be cured by combined treatment including
radiotherapy, chemotherapy and/or immunotherapy.

The most prominent progress in this field has been made by the medical treatment of
solid pédiatrie tumours, leukemias and lymphomas, and testicular tumours. These
tumours represent about 5 % of all cancers seen in a general population.

TABLE 1.1

Summary of the present situation concerning cancer cure rate

Cure rate

Patients presenting with localized tumour:

cured by surgery
cured by radiotherapy
cured by combination of surgery and
radiotherapy

Patients presenting with inoperable or
metastatic disease :

cured by combined treatment
including e.g. chemo-and immunotherapy

Total :

65%

22%
12%

6%

35%

5%

100 % 45 %

After Devita [1]



In any case, a strong effort is needed to improve local control of the tumours if we want to

see a reduction in the present cancer mortality rate, which is not declining as fast as one
may have hoped [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 4 ]. Following Devita, it is "axiomatic that you must control

local disease if you are ultimately to cure any cancer patient". In fact, it has been shown
that 1/3 of the patients dying with cancer had uncontrolled local disease. If local failure
could be reduced by 50 %, one could expect a 10 to 15 % improvement in cure rate [ 5 ].

The techniques of surgery have already reached a very high level of efficiency. Further
improvement will be seen in a reduction of the mutilating procedures (limb sparing

operation, breast conserving treatment, reduction of colostomies and urinary diversions).
On the other hand wider excisions are still foreseeable in relation with safer
anesthesiology, intensive care support and improvement in reconstructive surgery. The
association of surgery with irradiation on a wider scale will help to increase the !ocal
control rate.

Radiotherapy is still open to new developments. In the field of radiobiology (differential
effect), future improvement can be expected from the use of better fractionation schedules
or new radiosensitizers. But it is through the development of the irradiation techniques
that the most promising progress can be expected. The increase in dose to the tumour,

without exceeding the tolerance dose of the surrounding normal tissues, has always been
the key to better clinical results. Many new techniques like stereotactie radiosurgery,
intra-operative radiotherapy, high dose-rate brachytherapy, conformation therapy offer
already encouraging results.

However, in this paper, will shall concentrate on the application of new types of radiation
qualities : proton beams, fast neutrons and heavy ions.

When discussing the potential value of non-conventional types of radiations, one has to
distinguish :

- particle beams which only improve the physical selectivity of the irradiation, i.e. the dose
distribution (e.g. proton beams or helium ion beams);

- high-LET radiations which produce different types of biological effects, and which aim
at improving the differential effect between tumour and normal tissues (e.g. : fast
neutrons);

- the two approaches can be combined and one could seek after a high physical selectivity
with high-LET radiation. This can be achieved with heavy ions.

A large number of patients could benefit from progress in cancer management. Indeed,
the two following evaluations have to be kept in mind. In the year 1980, there were 730 000
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deaths attributed to cancer in the European Community countries, and there were 1 186 000
new (incident) cases in that year alone [ 6 ]. if the current prevention programmes are not
effective, these numbers will further increase. These estimates exclude non-melanoma skin

cancers which, although a rare cause of death, nevertheless demand adequate medical care.

1.2. I M P R O V E M E N T O F T H E P H Y S I C A L S E L E C T I V I T Y W I T H

PROTON B E A M S ( O R H E L I U M ! O N B E A M S )

1.2.1 R A T I O N A L E

Historically, the major improvement in the efficiency of radiation therapy was the
replacement of conventional X-rays (200 kV X-rays) by high-energy photons or electrons [7].
The clinical benefit was rapidly evident for all, or for the majority, of the patients (Table

1.2). This illustrates the importance of the physical selectivity in radiation therapy.

TABLE 1.2

Improved survival of several types of cancer when treated with
megavoltage radiotherapy

Localization /
Type of cancer

Survival rate (%)
with kilovoltage with megavoltage

X-rays X-rays
(1955) (1970)

Hodgkin's disease
Cancer of the cervix
Cancer of the ovary

Cancer of the bladder
Cancer of the prostate
Seminoma of the testis
Embryonal cancer of the testis

30-35
35-45
15-20

0-5
5-15

65-70
20-25

70-75
55-65
50-60

25-35
55-60
90-95
55-70

Cancer of the nasopharynx
Cancer of the tonsil
Retinoblastoma

20-25
25-30
30-40

45-50
40-50
80-85

From Conquest of Cancer, Report of the National Panel of Consultants, prepared for the
Committee on Labour and Public Welfare of the United States Senate, November 1970, p.
51. [7].
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We are now close to making a further step : the introduction of proton beams. The
characteristics of the proton beams make them superior to high-energy photons from the
point of view of the physical selectivity. No advantage can be expected from the
radiobiological point of view : for the high-energies required to the protons in external beam
therapy we stay in the field of iow-i ,ET radiations. On the other hand, at known doses, no

unexpected radiobiological effects could be feared [ 8 ]. For the present discussion, we can
assume that helium-ion beams are similar to proton beams from the radiobiological point of
view.

It is logical to expect that, as in the past with the replacement of 200 kV X-rays by high-
energy X-rays, a further improvement of the physical selectivity will result in a further
improvement in the clinical results. Indeed, the available clinical data indicate a clinical
benefit for the selected rumour types for which proton beams have been already applied.

In principle, the best indications for proton beams are radioresistant tumours, relatively
small in size, located close (or adjacent to) radiosensitive critical normal structures.

1.2.2 PROTON B E A M S FOR UVEAÎ, M E L A N O M A

Among the tumours for which the excellent physical selectivity of the proton beams couid be

mostly exploited, u veal melanoma is probably one of the best examples. Between 1961 and

CORNEA

LENS

OPTICAL NERVE

Figure 1.1

Frotontherapy of uveal melanoma. Dose distribution for a 60 MeV proton beam; the Bragg
peak has been spread out by modulating the energy from 0 to 46 MeV. The tumour (hatched
area), as well as some normal structures (cornea, lens, optic nerve) are indicated. The thick
arrow corresponds to the beam axis and the 90 %, 50 % and 20 % isodoses are drawn. Proton
beams allow achieving a homogeneous irradiation of the target volume with an efficient
sparing of the normal tissues. However, an accurate patient positioning is required.
[Courtesy Ch. Ferret, PSI-Villigen, 1986]
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T A B L E 1.3

T H E P R O T O N T H E R A P Y F A C I L I T I E S W O R L D W I D E
(Uanuary 1994)

Location - Country

USA California Berkeley- 184
Massachusetts Harvard

California Loma Linda
Indiana University

JAPAN Chiba
Tsukuba

SOUTH AFRICA NAC-Faure

EUROPE Sweden Uppsala

Uppaaia
Russia Dubna

Moscow
St Petersburg
Dubna

U K. Clatterbridge
Switzerland PSî-Vilhgen
France Nice

Orsay
Belgium Louvam-la-Neuve

Date of
first

treatment

1954
1961
1990
1993

1979
1983

1993

1957
1989
1967
1969
1975
1987
1989
1984
1991
1991
1991

Date of *
last

treatment

1957
->
— »

— »

-4

— >

-»

1976
— »
1974
— >
— »

->
— >

->
->
-»
->

Totai
number

of patients

30
6 010

682
j

86
354

6

73
41
84

2 550
719

24
463

1.600
337
334

24

Date of
evaluation

Dec. 1993
Dec 1993
Dec. 1993

June 1993
Sept. 1993

Nov 1993

U)
Dec 1993 (2)

(3)
Oct 1992
«June 1991
Aug. 1992 (4)
Jan 1994
March 1994
Dec 1993
Dec 1993
Dec. 1993

* If the facility was closed.
(1) first proton therapy programme in Uppsala
(2) new proton therapy programme in Uppsala
(3) first proton therapy programme in Dubna
(4) new proton therapy programme m Dubna.

March 1994, 2004 patients suffering from uveal melanoma were treated at the Harvard

University Cyclotron in the USA. A local control rate of 96 % and a survival rate of 80 %
were reported [ 9 j. Similar results were obtained with helium ion beams at Berkeley, where

the local control rate was 96 % [ 10 ].

As a result of these promising observations, several other centres initiated a proton therapy
program. Among them the OPT1S program was started at PSI-Villigen in Switzerland in

1984 and more that 1,600 patients with uveal melanoma were treated with protons from 1984

to March Î994 (Fig. 1.1) [11] [12].
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In addition, 3 other centres in Europe are treating uveal melanoma with proton beams :
Clatterbridge in UK, Nice and Orsay in France. The numbers of patients treated up to
December 1993 in these 3 centres reached 463, 337 and 334 respectively [13].

1.2.3 PROTON B E A M S FOR T U M O U R S OF THE CNS AND S K U L L

Besides uveal melanoma, there are other localizations where the high physical selectivity
of the proton beams can be fully exploited, e.g. chordomas or chondrosarcomas of the base of
the skull, and paraspinai tumours. At the Harvard cyclotron, local control rates of 82 % and
63 % were reported at 5 and 10 years respectively [ 14 ] ). A local control rate (actuarial at 3
years) of 70 % for chordomas, chondrosarcomas and meningiomas was reported from Berkeley
after helium ion treatment [ 15} [ 16 j.

The potential benefit of proton beams compared to X-ray beams for the treatment of Drain
lesions especially in children has been evaluated (Figures 1.2, 1.3, 1.4) [ 17 ]. A significant
reduction in late sequellae (mental retardation) can be expected.

1.2.4 OTHER C L I N I C A L I N D I C A T I O N S

There is an increasing number of programmes and new projects which aim at treating with
protons many other tumour types, and larger proportions of patients. As a matter of fact, since

an improved physical selectivity is, in itself, always a benefit, all photon patients could be,

in principle, potential candidates for proton treatment.

Prostatic adenocarcinomas, soft tissue sarcomas, some head and neck and rectal tumours are
treated with protons at the Harvard cyclotron [ 14 ]. In Japan, 250 MeV protons are used at
the University of Tsukuba for different localizations, including deep seated tumours [18]. The
Russian proton therapy programmes have been reviewed [ 19] [ 20].

A new proton therapy programme has been initiated at the Svedberg Laboratory in Uppsala-

Sweden. From April 1989 to December 1993, 20 patients have been treated with a 72 MeV

proton beam for uveal melanoma (54.5 Gy in 4 fractions using a single field). From April 1991,
21 patients with inoperable AVM's have been treated with modified 100 and 180 MeV proton
beams (20-25 Gy in 2-4 fractions, using 2-3 fields). Treatments of pituitary tumours, brain
métastases, malignant gliomas, as well as meningiomas of the base of the skull are planned
for 1994. In addition, a 200 MeV scanned beam with rotational gantry is in preparation [ 21 ].

At the National Accelerator Centre (NAC) in Faure - South Africa, the first patients were

treated with 250 MeV protons in 1993. An ambitious therapy programme using 250 MeV
protons is in preparation at the PSI in Villigen. At the Orsay-synchrocyclotron, besides the
therapy programme for eye rumours, a 250 MeV proton beam is in preparation [ 13 ]. In Jülich

- Germany, there is also a high-energy proton therapy project for deep seated tumours. The

Gröningen project, in the Netherlands, is making further progress (200 MeV protons).
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8MV X.rays

5.5cm x 5cm

95 MeV Protons
spread over 4cm

5.5cm x 5cm
r
0 5cm

Figure 1.2

Tumour boost for a cerebeilar medulloblastoma in a 2 year old child. Comparison of typical
planning sections for photon (a) and proton (b) irradiations. For 8 MV photons, the target
volume (hatched area) was boosted with 2 opposed lateral fields. For protons, the target
volume was treated with a direct posterior field. The Bragg peak of the 95 MeV proton beam
was spread over 4 cm. A bolus was needed to shape the treatment volume to the boost target
volume. In figures 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4, the indicated proton energies correspond to the incident
energies [17].
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Co-60

Beam ̂  2

53cm x 5 c rn

5cm

85 MeV Protons
spread over 4 cm

5.5cm x 5cm

r
o 5cm

Figure 1.3

Typical planning sections (boost) for an astrocytoma of the right cerebral hemisphere
treated by cobalt-60 y-rays (a) or 85 MeV protons spread over 4 cm (b). For cobalt-60, 2
perpendicular equally weighted, wedged beams were used; the normalization point was
chosen at the intersection of the beam axes. For protons, the target volume (hatched area)
was treated with a direct beam; a bolus was added to better shape the treatment volume
[17].
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8MV X rjys
Beam

W - 1

Beam & 2
W _ 1

55cm x 5cm

5 5crn * 5cm A

5cm

!30MeV Protons
spread over 4cm

B

110 MeV Protons
spread over 4cm

Beam
W = 1

5cm x 5cm

130 MeV Protons
spread over 4cm

!!0 MeV Protons
spread over 4cm

Beam # 2
W = 1
5crn x 5cm

Figure \ 4

Typical planning sections for a large suprasellar craniophary ngioma in a 3 year old child
treated with photons (a) or protons (b) The target \olume is indicated by the hatched area
For photons and protons, four equally weighted beams were used and the normalization pomt
was chose at the intersection of the beams axes For the 4 proton beams, the Bragg peak \A,as
spread over 4 cm [17]
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1.2.5 TWO D E D I C A T E D H O S P I T A L - B A S E D PROTON TH E R A P Y F A C I L I T I E S

One of the most impressive proton therapy programme has been developed at the Loma
Linda University Medical Centre in California. A variable energy synchrotron (70-250

MeV), and 3 treatment rooms with isocentric rotating gantry, are the "core" of a large

oncology department. Two additional rooms with horizontal fixed beams are reserved for

eye and brain irradiation and research respectively. Once all treatment rooms will be fully
operational, the centre is expected to have a capacity of treating 1 000 patients per year with
protons.

The first patients were treated in 1990, and 682 patients had been treated by December 1993.
The Loma Linda group is acting as a pioneer in the field to the extent that, based on a
superior physical selectivity, the proton facility is really aiming at systematically
substituting proton beams to conventional photon beams. However, the complexity and
mainly the cost of the existing equipment will probably limit the spreading of this type of
approach.

The approach followed at the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) in Boston is rather
different. Taking into account the results obtained with the Harvard University Cyclotron,

the US National Cancer Institute has decided to support the installation within the walls of
the MGH of a new dedicated proton therapy facility (about $ 17 Millions).

A 235 MeV cyclotron, two treatment rooms with isocentric gantry and a third room with a
fixed horizontal beam are planned. The beam penetration should be 32 cm in tissues. The

facility will be designed and constructed by the Ion Beam Applications Company (IBA ) from

Louvain-la-Neuve in Be?gium. Conventional cyclotron technology has been selected, as well
as passive scattering to achieve beam homogeneity. However, further addition of a wobbler
system and of a scanning beam should be possible. The aim of the engineers is to provide a

rather simple, compact, safe, reliable, low-cost facility, easy to use and cheap to maintain.

In the long term, it is only in these conditions that proton beam therapy can really expand
clinically, and gain its place among the other radiotherapy techniques.

1 . 3 I M P R O V E M E N T O F T H E D I F F E R E N T I A L E F F E C T W I T H

F A S T N E U T R O N S

After the first studies of Stone [ 22 j, neutron therapy programmes were initiated at the
Hammermith Hospital in London in 1970, and a few years later in several other centres.
They were based on radiobiological arguments. It is thus logical to discuss first these
radiobiological arguments before reviewing the clinical data as well as the technical

developments.
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1.3.1 R A D I O B I O L O G I C A L DATA

1.3.1.1. The hypoxic ce l ls

Historically, the rationale for introducing fast neutrons was the existence of hypoxic cells in
all (or in most of) the malignant tumours and a specific resistance of these hypoxic cells to X-
rays. The Oxygen Enhancement Ratio (OER) is approximately 3. With fast neutrons, the
OER is reduced from 3 to 1.6 and, to the extent that the tumour radioresistance is due to the
hypoxic cells, a therapeutic gain of about 1.9 (3 : 1.6) should be achieved.

Two points should be stressed: according to this rationale, the potential gain factor of 1.9 is
high and. it applies to all (or most of the) tumours since all (or most of them) are assumed to
contain hypoxic cells. In the seventies, when neutron therapy was started, it was expected
that the radiobiologicat therapeutic gain would be high enough to overcome the technical
difficulties which nevertheless were recognized.
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Figure 1.5

The differences in cell radiosensitivity related to the position in the mitotic cycle decrease
with increasing LET. On the ordinate, the cell radiosensitivity is expressed by the
parameter a (single-hit inactivation coefficient). Synchronized populations of Chinesse
hamster cells were irradiated in mitosis (closed triangles), Gj phase (open squares) and
stationary phase (closed circles), with 220 kV X-rays and various beams of charged particles.
The a coefficients arc plotted as a function of the median LET (in keV.um'1 ).

After Chapman J23].
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Today it can still be assumed that hypoxic cells do play a major role in the radioresistance of

sjDjoiE tumours, but certainly not in all of them because of the reoxygenation phenomenon,

which can be more or less efficient This raises the problem of the identification of the

tumours in which the hypoxic cells are relevant The importance of patient selection will be
stressed again in the next séchons

1.3.1.2 A reduction of the di f ferences in ra diosensiti vi f ry

When comparing the effects produced by neutrons and X-rays, other differences than simply
a reduction in OER are observed

With neutrons there is in genera! a reduction in the differences of radiosensitivity between
cell populations For example, Figure 1 5 illustrates the reduction in the radiosensitivity

0 5

Simulated diamete1* 2 /< rn

0 4_

0 3_

0 2_

neutrons
-0(14).» Be

gamma rays
GO« -~a*.Co n e u t r o n s

p | 65 j + Be "

V"\

0 1-I

0

id2 10
y / keV /( m' •1

10 10 10

Figure I 6

Comparison of energy depositions after irradiation with fast neutrons and f-rays The curves
indicate thp dis tr ibut ions of ind iv idua l energy-deposition events in a simulated volume of
tissue 2 /jrn in diameter The parameter y (hneal energy) represents the energy deposited by
a single charged particle traversing the sphere, divided by the mean cord length The peak
with y rays is at 0-3 keV ßm 1 and with d(14)+Be neutrons at 20 keV jjm ^ The spectrum for
p(65)+Be neutrons shows 4 peaks the f irst is at 8 keV fjm *• and corresponds to high energy
protons, the second at 1(X) keV ̂ m ^ corresponds to low energy protons, the third at 300
keV fjm * is due to a particles and the last at 700 keV /jm * is due to recoil nuclei

After Menzei et a! [ 25]
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differences of the celis related to their position in the mitotic cycîe [ 23 ]. Cell populations,
synchronized in vitro, are irradiated in different phases of the mitotic cycle. The large
differences, which are observed with X-rays (Jow-LET radiation), are progressively but

markedly reduced with increasing LET.

A reduction in the difference of intrinsic radiosensitivity between cell lines has also been
observed, although other data suggest that the ranking of radiosensitivity of some cell lines
could be a'tered when X-rays are replaced by fast neutrons [24|.

Finally, with increasing LET there is a reduction in the importance of the sublethaî lesions.

Differences in the capacity of accumulating and repairing sublethal lesions are then of less
importance, in practice, this implies that the dose per fraction also becomes less critical.

It could thus be concluded that al! cell populations in all conditions tend to respond in a more
similar way to neutrons than to X-rays. This can be logically related to the increase, by a

factor of about 100, in the sizes of the individual energy deposits as can be derived from
microdosimetric measurements (Fig. 1.6) [25J.

Î .3 .1 .3 .Pract ica l conclusions for rad iat ion therapy

Two practical conclusions can be derived from the available radiobiologica! data.

Need for propjgr patient selection

A reduction in the differences of radiosensitivity related to the position of the cells in the
mitotic cycle, cell line or repair capacity can be an advantage or a disadvantage depending
on the characteristics of the tumours and of the normal tissues at risk [26].

This stresses the importance of patient selection : an incorrect choice of the radiation quality
can worsen the clinical results. More generally, if a subgroup suitable for high-LET radiation

cannot be identified, and if the whole group is treated with neutrons, the advantage gained
in the subgroup will be diluted or counterbalanced by the worse results obtained in the other
subgroups which would have been better treated with photons. In practice this could lead to
erroneous clinical conclusions.

The importance of physical selectivity.

As a result of the reduction in the (radiobiological) differential effect with increasing LET,
the therapeutic efficiency of the treatment wil! depend to a larger extent on the physical

selectivity (dose distribution). Thus, physical selectivity is at least as important with

high-LET as with low-LET radiations This is the second important practical conclusion

which can be derived from the radiobiologicai data [27].
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1.3.2 R E V I E W AND D I S C U S S I O N OF THE C L I N I C A L DATA

1.3.2.1 Introduction

The clinical data should be reviewed and interpreted bearing in mind the two main

conclusions of the radiobiological analysis : the need for patient selection and the importance
of physical selectivity for high-LET radiations. The initial groups of patients were treated
in far from optimal technical conditions. This has resulted in complications which in turn
have influenced patient recruitment and have impaired the development of neutron therapy.

The clinical indications for fast neutrons are summarized in Table 1.4. They represent more
than 15 % of the patients currently referred to the radiation therapy departments. In
addition, the tumour types for which neutrons were shown to bring a benefit correspond to a
large extent to those predicted by the radiobiological data. Indeed, the most striking results

TABLE 1.4

Clinical Indications for Neutron Therapy
(Summary)

1. SALIVARY GLAND TUMOURS
locally extended, inoperable or recurrent / well differentiated

2. PARANASAL SINUSES
adenocarcinomas, adenoid cystic carcinomas, other histology (?)

3. SOME TUMOURS OF THE HEAD AND NECK AREA
locally extended, metastatic adenopathies

4. SOFT TISSUE SARCOMAS, OSTEOSARCOMAS, CHONDROSARCOMAS
slowly growing/well differentiated

5. PROSTATIC ADENOCARCINOMAS
locally extended/ well differentiated

6 RECTUM CARCINOMAS
Inoperable or recurrent

7 SOME NON-SMALL-CELL BRONCHUS CARCINOMAS

8 MELANOMAS
inoperable/recurrent (palliative treatment).
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were obtained for well differentiated, slowly growing tumours, often resistant to X-rays as

weil as to chemotherapy. The clinical results are reviewed in more detail elsewhere [28 j.
Only three important localizations are discussed here.

1.3.2.2. S a l i v a r y gland tumours

The conclusions of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) can be summarized as follows :
The results of the non-random clinical studies and of the prospective randomized trial
overwhelmingly support the contention that fast neutrons offer a significant advance in the
treatment of inoperable and unresectable primary or recurrent malignant salivary gland
tumours. Fast neutron therapy alone should be the treatment of choice for advanced stage
salivary gland tumours, and surgery should be limited to cases where there is a high

likelihood of achieving a negative surgical margin and where the risk of facial nerve
damage is small [ 29j.

1.3.2.3. Soft tissue sarcomas

Slowly growing, well differentiated soft tissue sarcomas have been treated in most of the
neutron therapy centres, mainly because they are often resistant to X-rays and also because of
the excellent results reported from Hammersmith [30]. When evaluating the results of

neutron therapy, comparison with historical series should be made very carefully, since the

series may differ by histology, degree of differentiation, localization, local extent, etc....
Furthermore, patient recruitment, in a given centre, is influenced by the general treatment
policy (i.e.the relative place of surgery and/or chemotherapy). Therefore, ideally
randomized trials are required, but so far have been difficult to achieve for practical

reasons.

A review of the results reported from the different centres (Table 1.5) indicates an overall
local control rate after neutron therapy of 53 % for inoperable soft tissue sarcomas. This value
is higher than the value of 38 % currently observed after low-LET radiation for similar

patients series [31]. High complication rates were reported in some series. They have to be
related mainly to the poor technical conditions of the irradiation (e.g. skin necrosis) or to the
patient recruitment (e.g. late fibrosis when large fields had to be used to cover extended

target volumes) [15] [28].

The proposed indications of neutron therapy (and/or photon therapy), for low grade soft

tissue sarcomas, are presented in Table 1.6, after Pötter et al. [32].

1.3.2.4. Prostatic adenocarcinomas

Prostatic adenocarcinomas, having in general a long doubling time, should be a good

indication for neutron therapy taking into account the available radiobiological data [33 J. In
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TABLE 1.5

REVIEW OF THE LOCAL CONTROL RATES FOR SOFT-TISSUE SARCOMAS
TREATED DEFINITIVELY WITH RADIATION THERAPY

NEUTRONS

Institutions

Essen + Heidelberg, 1983
Hammersmith, 1987
Harnburg, 1987
TAMVEC, 1980
FermiSaboratory, 1984
Seattle, 1989
Louvain-la-Neuve, 1982
Amsterdam, 1981
MRS, 1979
Edinburgh, 1986
MANTA, 1980

Overall

Number of patients *

60
50
45
29
26
21
19
13
12
12
10

297

Local control (%)

31
26
27
18
13
15
4
8
7
5
4

158

(52 %)
(52 %)
(60 %)
(62 %}
(50 %)
(71 %) **
(21 %)
(61 %)
(58 %)
(42 %)
(40 %)

(53 %)

PHOTONS/ELECTRONS

Institutions

Tepper & Suit, 1985
Duncan & Dewar, 1985
McNeer et al., 1968
Windeyer et al., 1966
Leibel et al., 1983

Overall

Number of patients *

51
25
25
22
5

128

Local

17
5

14
13
0

49

control

(33 %)
(20 %)
(56 %)
(59 %)

(38 %)

* Patients treated de noxo or for gross disease after surgery are included but not patients
treated postoperatively for microscopic residual disease or for limited macroscopic
residua! disease.

** Two-year actuarial data

Modified from Lararnore et al., [31 ]



TABLE 1.6

I n d i

Type of surgery

întracapsular

Marginal

Wide

Radical

ça t i ons of n e u t r o n

Plane of dissection

Within lesion

Within reactive zone
- extracapsular

Beyond reactive zone
through normal tissue
within compartment

Normal tissue
extracompartmental

( a n d / o r p h o t o n ) r a d i

Microscopic appearance

Tumour at margin

Reactive tissue
microsateîlite tumeur

Normal tissue

Normal tissue

o t h e r a p y f o r l o w

Local control after
surgery

0%

10 - 20 %

50 - 60 %

80 - 90 %

g r a d e s o f t t i s s u e

Indication for
radiotherapy

Neutrons
(+photons ?)

Neutrons
(+photons ?)

Photons

Photons (rare)

sa r coma s

Local control after
combined

30 - 50 %

> 50 %

90%

> 90 %

modality

(Modified after Pötter et al. [32]).
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fact, the benefit of neutron therapy was rapidly recognized in several centres, e.g. in
Hamburg by Franke [34], in Chiba by Tsunemoto et al. [35 ], and in Louvain-la-Neuve by
Richard et al. [36].

However, the most convincing data are the results of two randomized trials, initiated by the
Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG), on locally advanced adenocarcinoma of the
prostatic gland (Stages C and Dl).

In the first trial, between June 1977 and April 1983, the patients were randomized between
photon and mixed beam (neutron-!-photon) therapy. Neutrons were delivered using physics-
laboratory-based machines. A total of 91 analyzabSe patients were entered into the study,

and the two patient groups were balanced with respect to the major prognostic variables.
Ten-year results for clinically assessed local control are 70 % for the mixed beam group vs. 58
% for the photon group (p=0.03). The ten-year survival rates were 46 % for mixed beams vs.
29 % for photons (p=0.04); and ten-year disease-specific survival rates were 58 % for mixed

beams vs. 43 % for photons (p=0.05) [37].

This study suggested that a regional method of treatment can influence both local tumour

control and survival in patient with locally advanced adenocarcinoma of the prostatic gland.

While these results were impressive, a confirmatory study was designed comparing neutrons
only and photons, and using state-of-the art, hospital-based cyclotrons.

From April 1986 to October 1990, 178 patients were randomized on this follow-up study
comparing 20.4 Gy of neutrons delivered in 12 fractions over 4 weeks with 70 Gy of photons
delivered in 35 fractions over 7 weeks. Four institutions participated in the study : the
University of Washington in Seattle, the University of California in Los Angeles (UCLA),

the M.D. Anderson Hospital in Houston and the Great Lakes Neutron Treatment Association
(GLANTA). The depth-dose properties and isocentric delivery capabilities of the high
energy neutron beams allowed treatment with neutrons alone to this deep-seated tumour [38].

Patients eligible for the study were those with stages T3-4, NO-1, MO rumours with any
histologicai grade, as well as patients with high-grade T2 tumours. After stratification for
stage, Gleason grade, and me presence or absence of surgical nodal staging, 89 patients were
randomized to each treatment arm. The two treatment arms were balanced for all known

prognostic factors.

With a foliow-up time ranging from 40 to 86 months (68 months median foilow-up) the 5-
year actuarial clinical local-regional failure rate for patients treated with neutrons was 11
%, vs. 32 % for photons (p <0.01) . Incorporating the results of routine post-treatment prostate

biopsies, the resulting "histologicai" local-regional rumour failure rates were 13 % for

neutrons vs. 32 % for photons (p =0.01) (Table 1.7).
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T A B L E 1 .7

Neutrons vs.

First failure

Local only
Local-regional
Local -distant
Regional-distant
Distant only

photons for loca l ly advanced prostat ic adenocarcinoma

Site of f i r s t fa

Neutrons
No (%)

7 (8%)
0 (0%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)

24 (28%)

ilure

Assigned treatment

Photons
No {%)

20 (24%)
1 (1%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

22 (26%)

Total
No (%)

27 (16%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)

46 (27%)

After Russell et a». [38].

TABLE 1.8

Neutronthera py of prostatic adenocarcinoma :
bowel morbidity by institution

Institution Colostomies

University of Washington - Seattle
- p(50)+Be neutrons
- multileaf collimator

UCLA - Los Angeles
- p(45)+Be neutrons
- movable jaw collimator

M.D. Anderson - Houston
- p(42)+Be neutrons
- fixed cone collimator

0/49 (0 %)

2/25 (8 %)

4/10(40 %)

After NCI, Report 1991 [29].
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To date, ac tuar ia l survival and cause-specific survival rates are statistically

indistinguishable for the two patient cohorts, with 32 % of the neutron-treated patient

deaths and 41 % of the photon-treated patient deaths caused by prostate cancer (p - n.s.).
Prostate specific antigen (PSA) values were elevated in 17 % of neutron-treated patients and
45 % of photon-treated patients at 5 years (p < 0.001) .

Severe late complications of treatment were higher for the neutron-treated patients (11 % vs.
3%), and were inversely correlated with the degree of neutron beam shaping available at the

participating institutions.

The differences in major complication rates are primarily due to differences in large bowel
toxicities resulting in surgical intervention and colostomies. The colostomy rates for neutron-

treated patients are facility dependent (Table 1.8) and the differences in rates observed

between the Cyclotron Corporation machines ai M.D. Anderson and UCLA, and the

Scanditronix machine at the University of Washington are statistically significant vp=0.01).

Differences in these major complication rates are probably due to differences in beam

collirnation capabilities among the neutron facilities, but may also be due to differences in

beam energy spectra [27] [39]. The muitileaf coliimator allows the radiotherapist to better

match the size and shape of the neutron beam with the size and shape of the target volume
and thus to reduce the volumes of normal tissues unnecessarily exposed.

It can be concluded from this study that high-energy fast neutron radiotherapy is safe and
effective when adequate beam delivery systems and collimations are available, and it is
significantly superior to external beam photon radiotherapy in the local-regional treatment

of large prostatic rumours.

Of course, account must be taken of the slow natural history of prostatic adenocarcinoma and
caution is necessary before deriving definitive conclusions. However, the clinical data at

present available indicate a significant benefit for fast neutrons (used alone or in mixed
schedule ?} compared to the current photon irradiation modalities for locally advanced
cases. They confirm the selective efficiency of neutrons against slowly growing, well
differentiated rumours, as well as the importance of the physical selectivity when high-
LET radiations are used, as could be expected from the radiobioiogical data. The role of the
collirnation system on the complication rate is especially illustrative.

1.3.3. T E C H N I C A L D E V E L O P M E N T S

The technical conditions, in which fast neutron therapy is applied, have progressively been

improved during the two last decades.

As far as neutron energy is concerned, many of the first patient series were treated with low-

energy cyclotrons (16 MeV deuterons). Today, neutron beams produced by protons of 45 MeV
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I igure 1 " (a)

V a r ' a b l e m i i l t i leaf c o l l i m a t o r i n n e u t r o n t h e r i p \

Piagram of a v a r i a b l e n m l t i leaf co lh iTator shov \ ing the Kmer en 1 o* the l e m ^ and the
u i l l i m a t i )n sur face^ w h i c h a re a l l al igned w i t h the proton 'at ge t ( s \ m h n l i / t d b \ the * - 1
Fach leaf has i t ^ own motor dn\ e ai.d posit i m readout ( i f t» r Br<ihme c i ted m i t t [27])

for more) are available at several facilities and m 4 centres neutrons are produced by 60 MeV

protons, i e Clatterbrldge, Faure, Fermiiab and Louvam-la-Neuve The depth doses and

skin sparing are similar to that of a 8-10 MV photon linear accelerator

A fixed horizontal beam was often A practical limitation for patient set up when ph\sics

Iaboratory-ba-ed cyclotrons were used Today, a relational pantry is avai lable in several

centres such as Clatterbndge, Detroit, Houston, Faure, Seoul, Seattle UCLA, etc

Variable collirnators (movable jaws) are used in Clatterbndge, Faure, UCLA, and mul t i leaf

colhmators are used in Chiba, Detroit, Lou\am-la-Neuve, Nice and Seattle 'Fig 1 7 )

The neutron therapy facilit ies operational today ate fisted in Table 1 V w i th their mam

characteristics Of course, the technical problems raised by the beam colhmation and the

i^ocentric gantry are far more complex and thus more expensn e for neutrons tfvn for photons

Dosimetnc data about neutron beam1- and protocols for neutron theiapv, accepted at the

internationai !e\el, h^e been published [4O ] in addition, several intercompansons were

performed between the different neutron therapy centres These companions implied

dosimetnc, microdosimetric and radiobioiogical determination » [41 j [42]
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Figure 1.7 (b)

Variable multi-leaf collimator in neutron therapy.

Diagram of one of the leaves of the variable multi-leaf collimator recently installed at the
cyclotron of Louvain-la-Neuve. The collimator, which has been installed on a vertical
neutron beam line, consists of 2 sets of 22 leaves made of steel and borated polyethylene discs
(10 cm in 0). The leaves, calculated for p(65)+Be neutrons, are 92 cm thick. Their width is
about 1 cm [28].
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T A B L E 1 . 9 .

T H

Centre

E N E U T R O N TH E R A P Y F A C I L I T I E S
1s t J a n u a r y 1994

Neutron Producing
Reaction

W O R L D W I D E

Comments

E U R O P E

U K

Prance

Belgium

Germany

MRC-C!atterbndge

Orléans

Nice

UCL- Louvam-la-Neuve

Hamburg
Heidelberg
Munster
Essen

Garching -
T.U. Munich

p(62HBe

p(34HBe

p(60)-<-Be

p(65)+Be

(d + T)
(d + T)
(d + T)

d(14)+Be

reactor neutrons
(av.energy 2 MeV)

Rotational gantry
Variable coUimator

Vertical beam
(horizontal beam plpnned)

vertical beam
multileaf coihmator

Vertical beam
Multileaf collimator

(horizontal beam in preparation)

Rotational gantry

Rotational gantry

Mixed beam

U N I T E D S T A T E S

Texas

California

Washington

Illinois

Michigan

M. D. Anderson- Houston p(42)4-Be

UCLA - Los Angeles

Seattle

Fermilab

Detroit

p(46)+Be

p(50)+Be

p(66)+Be

d(48)+Be

Rotational gantry

Rotational gantry
Vanable collimator

Rotational gantry
Muitileaf coihmator

Horizontal beam

îsocentnc mounting
Multi-rod collunator

A S I A

Japan

Korea

China

Saudi
Arabia

National Institute of
Radiological Sciences
(NffiS) - Chiba

Institute for Medical
Sciences (IMS) - Tokyo

Korea Cancer Center
Hospital (KCCH) - Seoul

Institute of High Energy
Physics - Beijing

King Faisal Hospital-
Riyadh

d(30)+Be

d(14)+Be

p(50 5)+Be

p(35)+Be

p(26HBe

Vertical beam
Multileaf coîlimator

Horizontal beam

Rotational gantry

Proton Linac

Rotational gantry

A F R I C A

South Africa National Accelerator
Centre (NAC).Faure

p(66)+Be Rotational gantry
Vanable collimator
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1.4. T H E R A P E U T I C A P P L I C A T I O N S O F H E A V Y I O N S B E A M S

ï.4.1 R A T I O N A L E F O R H E A V Y - I O N T H E R A P Y

Heavy ions combine the advantage of a high physical selectivity with high-LET

characteristics (Fig. 1.8). Their physical selectivity is similar to that of proton or helium

ion beams. They even have a smaller penumbra, but it is questionable whether this factor

could be of clinical relevance.

More important is the fact that, with heavy ions, the higher RBE at the level of the spread-
out Bragg peak compared to the initia! plateau enhances the advantage of the dose
distribution. A further advantage can be obtained through fractionation due to differences in

repair possibility between, on the one hand, tissues located at the level of the initial

plateau (repair possible for these normal tissues) arid, on the other hand, tissues located at

the level of the spread out Bragg peak (the target volume) where high-LET does not allow

for repair.

The LET depends on the type and energy of the particles as well as on the width of the

spread out Bragg peak. This implies that the parameters which depend on LET, such as RBE,
OER and repair capacity, have to be determined for each type of treatment.

Heavy ion therapy programmes are justified by three sets of arguments :

1) the importance of a high physical selectivity which has been clearly demonstrated with

low-LET radiations. The benefit of replacing 200 kV X-rays by high-energy photons was

obvious, and the benefit of further improving the physical selectivity by the introduction

of proton beams has been proven for some selected rumour sites.

As stressed above (see section 1.3.1.3), the available radiobiological data indicate that a

high physical selectivity is even more important with high- than with iow-LET radiations
due to a general reduction in the differences in radiosensitivity between cell populations.

2) the radiobioiogicai and clinical data indicating that for the treatment of some tumour
sites. higlvLET radiations do bring a benefit compared to iow-LET radiations.

Radiobiology indicates some mechanims through which high-LET radiations could bring a

benefit in the treatment of some tumour types.

Review of the clinical results of fast neutron therapy indicates that indeed neutrons are

superior to photons for some tumour types as summarized in Table IV.

3) the encouraging clinicai results available witbJiea^yjQiiis, although it is recognized that
they were obtained only from one centre, i.e. Berkeley, and on limited and selected groups

of patients.
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Figure 1.8

Technical development has improved the physical selectivity of the treatments for high-,
as well as for low-LET radiations. In both groups of radiations, 3 steps are schematically
identified. For low-LET radiations, the 200 kV X-rays have now been completely replaced
by high-energy photons (or electrons), which tend, in turn, to be replaced for well selected
tumour types/sites by proton beams. The proportion of patients deserving proton beam
therapy needs to be assessed. Three steps in technological development are also
schematically identified for high-LET radiations : low-energy cyclotrons, high-energy
cyclotrons, and heavy ions. The proportion of high-LET patients which deserves heavy ions
also needs to be assessed (similar question as for the low-LET proton beams). The main
question which remains is the proportion of patients which could be better treated with
high-LET than with low-LET radiations. It is a radiobiological problem related only to the
characteristics of the tumour and not to the machines. The clinical value of high-LET
radiat ions has been assessed main ly in the past by comparing high-energy l inear
accelerators and low-energy cyclotrons (arrow 1). The right comparison (arrow 2) started
later on, and all the f ina l reports are not yet available. Some limited patient series were
also treated at the Berkeley heavy-ion fac i l i t y .
From [15]



1.4.2 THE C L I N I C A L D ATA F R O M B E R K E L E Y

The results obtained at Berkeley are summarized on Table 1.10 Some data obtained with
helium ions (low-LET) are compared with the neon ion data (high-LET) [43].

Comparison is diff icul t since the patient series are too small and probably not similar. In

particular, the soft tissue sarcomas treated with neon ions were more advanced, and the
clinical impression clearly suggests a greater efficiency of neon ions {which is not reflected in
the results presented in Table 1.10) [ J. Castro, personal communication].

Comparison of the neon and of the neutron clinical data is of interest (Table 1.11). The best

neon data were obtained for those rumours for which neutrons were proven to bring a benefit.
It is thus reasonable to assume that these results are related to the high-LET characteristics
of the beams [44].

TABLE 1.10

SUMMARY OF THE CLINICAL RESULTS OBTAINED WITH
HELIUM IONS AND NEON IONS AT BERKELEY

Tumour site

Salivary gland

Nasopharynx
Paranasal sinus

Sarcoma

Prostate

Lung

Glioblastoma
Brain

Local control rate with :
Helium ions

53%
(13 patients)

65%
(17 patients)

Neon ions

80%
(10 patients)

63%
(21 patients)

45%
(24 patients)

100%
(9 patients)

39%
(18 patients)

Median survival:
17 months

(13 patients)

Conventional
Treatment

28 %
(188 patients)

(Literature review)

21%
(97 patients)

(UCSF)

28%
(Literature review)

60-70 %
(Literature review)

22-40 %
(UCSF)

Median survival:
9-12 months

(UCSF, RTOG, NCOG)

Modified from J.R. Castro, [ 43 ].
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TABLE 1.11

SUMMARY OF THE CLINICAL RESULTS OBTAINED WITH HIGH-LET RADIATIONS
(FAST NEUTRONS AND NEON IONS)

Tumour site (or type) Local control rates after :

Fast neutrons Neon ions

• salivary gland rumours 67 % (24 %) 80 % (28 %)
• paranasal sinuses 67 % 63 % (21 %)
• fixed lymph nodes 69 % (55 %)
• sarcomas 53 % (38 %) 45 % (28 %)
• prostatic adenocarcinomas 77 % (31 %) 100% (60-70%)

( ) for comparison, the local control rates currently obtained with conventional low-LET
radiations for patient series as similar as possible.

From A. Wambersie [44]

1.4.3 PATIENT SELECTION FOR H E A V Y ION B E A M T H E R A P Y
The general principles of patient selection for heavy-ion beam therapy are presented on
Table 1.12. Two main groups of indications can be identified depending whether the
biological effects of high-LET radiations or the high physical selectivity of the beams is

thought to be the most important factor. In addition, more specific indications can be
proposed (G.R.H. Sealy, in [15]).

Concerning the first group of indications (for which the high-LET is considered to be most
important), it is possible to make a tentative prediction of the clinical benefit which could be
expected from heavy ion beams by considering both the conclusions of the neutron studies and
the heavy ion results from Berkeley (Tables 1.10 and 1,11).

It should be stressed again that neutron data were, in many centres, not obtained in optimal
technical conditions. A similar remark also applies, but for other reasons, to the neon results
for which in addition there was a severe (often negative) patient selection.

Concerning the second group of indications for heavy ions (for which the physical selectivity

is considered to be the most important factor), one can normally expect the same results as
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TABLE 1.12

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF PATIENT SELECTION
FOR HEAVY-ION BEAM THERAPY

To take advantage of the biological AND physical characteristics of the beams

A - The radiobiological advantage (high-LET) is thought to be the most important factor,
followed by the physical selectivity of the beams

a. where high-LET radiation already demonstrated to be useful

- salivary gland tumours
- paranasai sinuses
- fixed lymph nodes
- prostatic adenocarcinomas
- sarcomas, etc.

b. where additional information is needed

- pelvic rumours : bladder, rectum, cervix, etc.
- other tumours : stomach, biliary duct, etc.

B. - The physical selectivity (dose distribution) of the beams is thought to be the most
important factor followed by the radiobiological advantage of high-LET

Tumours in technically difficult situations, but where high-LET radiation may be better
than low-LET radiation (e.g. slowly growing rumours)

- adjacent to CNS : meningioma, pharyngioma, chordoma, optic nerve,
guoma, AVM, paraspinai cord tumour, paraaortic lymph node, etc.

- root of neck disease : upper oesophagus, post cricoid carcinoma, etc
- thoracic disease : tumour of the lung with mediastinal disease after

resection of primary, mesothelioma, etc.

C.- Additional indications

- where possible later surgery should not be prejudiced :
tongue, avoiding mandible, etc.

- very poor prognosis disease : unresectable hepatoma, pancreas,
retroperitoneal sarcoma, recurrent after previous radiotherapy, etc. .

Modified after G.R.H. Sealy in [ 1 5 ] .

with protons, but with the additional advantage of high-LET radiations for slowly growing

tumours. Heavy ions could extend the field of the ir aicarions of radiation therapy by

allowing the oncologists to envisage irradiation of groups of tumours "traditionally"

considered to be radioresistant {e.g. adenocarcinomas).
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1.4.4 THE HEAVY ION THERAPY F AC I LIT! ES W ORLDW IDE

Since the Berkeley facility was closed in 1993, there is unfortunately no further heavy-ion
therapy facility anywhere in the world. However, the follow-up studies on the patients
treated at Berkeley are still going on.

Another heavy ion therapy program wiîl start, in 1994, in Chiba-Japan, at the National

Institute for Radiological Sciences (MRS). Clinical protocols are now being designed and the

facility is prepared to accept patients from all parts of the world to be treated according to
these protocols.

Tie Chiba HIMAC (Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator) facility consists of an injector linac, two

synchrotron rings and the beam delivery systems. Three treatment rooms are constructed : one

with a vertical beam, the second one with a horizontal beam, the third one with a vertical
and horizontal beams. In the last one, the patient can be irradiated simultaneously with the
vertical and the horizontal beams (at different energies if needed). This is possible because

of the two synchroton rings. The dose rate (> 5 Gy/min) is sufficient to permit completion of
the treatments in much less than one minute.

Ion types from He to Ar can be accelerated at a maximum energy of 800 MeV/amu and at a

minimum energy of 100 MeV/amu. A these energies, any tumour even deep seated (30 cm) can

be reached [45] [46].

In Europe, the Commission of the European Communities initiated a feasibility study for the

project EULIMA (European Light Ion Medical Accelerators), but, at the end, was not able to
support such a complex and expensive project [15].

At the GSI-Darmstadt, in Germany, a heavy ion therapy program is in preparation in

collaboration with the University of Heidelberg Cancer Centre. In France, the possibility of
treating patients at the Accelerator Saturne in Saclay is now under examination.

1 . 5 S U M M A R Y A N D C O N C L U S I O N S

More than any other medical discipline, radiation therapy is dependent on technological
developments. Historically, this has been clearly illustrated when 200 kV X-rays were
replaced by modern high-energy linear accelerators. In addition, it is recognized that

radiation therapy has taken advantage of the progress made in other technical disciplines
such as medical imaging, dosimetry, computerized treatment planning.

Today, one of the most promizing approaches to improve the efficiency of radiotherapy (and

thus the local control rate of malignant tumours) is the replacement of X-rays by other

radiation qualities (i.e. particle beam therapy). The importance of technological

developments in the field of particle therapy is particularly evident as shown below.
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Proton beams aim at improving the physical selectivity of the irradiation while fast

neutrons aim at improving the (radiobiological) differential effect. Proton beams can be
expected to be especially useful for patients when physical selectivity is important, i.e.
when a radioresistant tumour is located ciose a radiosensitive critical normal structure. The
potential benefit of protons can be, to some extent, evaluated from the critical comparison of

the "dose distributions", since at equal dose, the biological effects produced by protons and X--
rays are similar.

Identification of the patients (or of trie groups of patients) who could benefit from neutron
therapy is a more difficult problem since it involves radiobiological arguments. In principle,
the indications for neutron therapy could be derived from several already available data :

- when hypoxic cells are shown to be the cause of tumour resistance to X-rays (cf. the clinical

studies with hyperbaric oxygen, with hypoxic eel! radiosensitizers, etc) [26] [28];

- slowly growing, well differentiated rumours [23];

- cell strains intrinsically resistant to X-rays;

- rapidly proliferating rumours for which a short overall time could be of interest. Since the
dose per fraction is less critical with neutrons, shorter overall times can be applied more
easily than whith X-rays.

This last argument may seem in contradiction with some of the previous ones and the clinical
data only will allow deriving the right conclusion. Clinical data are accumulating

continuously and more than 20 000 patients have been treated so far with neutrons worldwide.

However, today, for a given patient, the choice of the appropriate radiation quality (low- or
high-LET) remains so far a difficult problem, and much hope is placed in the development of

predictive tests.

When evaluating the clinical results of proton and neutron therapy, the technical conditions
in which they were applied should be kept in rnind. Most of the first patient series were

treated in "sub-optimal" technical conditions, with laboratory machines designed initially
for physics experiments and later on adapted for clinical applications. These machines were
often cumbersome, complex to run and expensive to maintain, not fully available for therapy,
located outside the hospital, and the fixed radiation beams raised difficult problems for
patient positioning.

In neutron therapy, there was, with some machines, an additional difficulty due to the poor
beam penetration, as well as a lack of appropriate collimation system. These poor technical
conditions resulted in complications (mainly late complications) which in turn impaired the
development of neutron therapy for several years.

The situation has today considerably improved, and progress has been made in 2 quite
independent directions due to technicalogical developments. Firstly, hospital-based
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accelerators were installed, fully available for therapy and with technical characteristics
suitable for routine clinical applications : for example, for neutron therapy, in Seattle (USA),
Clatterbridge (UK), Seoul (Korea) and, for proton beam therapy, a pioneer centre is Loma-
Linda in the USA.

Secondly, some physics machines were adapted to meet the clinical requirements. For

example, for neutron therapy, the beams used in Louvain-la-Neuve, Faure and Ferrnilab
fully meet the therapy requirements. The same is true for the proton beams used for uveal
melanoma in different centres such as Harvard, PSI-Viîligen, Orsay, etc.

As a result of these different developments and improvements, patients can be treated today
in safe conditions with neutrons or protons at different facilities worldwide. However, there
is only a limited number of such facilities, and thus only a small proportion of me patients
who need them can benefit today from these new therapeutic modalities. This is partly
related to the fact that the existing facilities are expensive, cumbersome, complex and
expensive to run and to maintain, although it is recognized that the available clinical data
justify a further development of neutron and proton therapy.

Finally, one has to stress that recent technological developments have significantly changed
the situation. Using super-conducting magnets or even conventional technology, the engineers
are now able to offer compact, reliable machines, easy to use and to maintain, at reasonable
price, which aliow the therapist to irradiate with neutrons and protons as safely and as

accurately as with the modern electron linacs. The first example for neutron therapy is a

super-conducting cyclotron installed in Detroit which is as compact as a modern electron linac
and can also rotate around the patient (Table 1.9). For proton therapy, the first example of

the new generation of compact, simple, reliable, proton therapy machine is the 235 MeV
cyclotron planned for the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) for which conventional
cyclotron technology has been chosen.

These two examples will probably be the first ones of a larger series, and it is only with mis
type of machine that nautron therapy and proton therapy could clinically expand and gain a
real place, in cancer treatment, among the other radiotherapy techniques.

The problems raised by heavy ion beam therapy are quite different due to the high cost and
technical complexity of the equipment [15]. [47]. At present, only a few facilities could be
planned worldwide.

An international cooperation is necessary in order to ensure a rapid exchange or information
and an appropriate patient recruitment. Sufficient patient recruitment is needed for se-
selecting tumour types or sites for which there is evidence that better results could be

expected with heavy ions than with conventional treatments. From a more scientific point
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of view, appropriate recruitment is needed for initiating randomized trials designed to
answer specific questions of great relevance in radiobiology and/or radiation therapy.

In photon therapy, an accuracy on dose delivery as high as 3.5 % (i.e., one standard
deviation on the absorbed dose at the specification point) is required. This requirement is due

to the steepness of the dose-effect relations for local tumour control and normal tissue
complications. For high-LET radiations, the available clinical and radiobiological data
indicate that the dose-effect relations are as steep as those observed for photons, and
consequently the same degree of accuracy must to be achieved. Furthermore, as discussed

above, at least the same physical selectivity (dose distribution) is required due to a reduced
differentia! effect with high-LET radiations [48].

Therefore, in order to obtain the maximum benefit of the application of these new beams
(neutrons, protons, heavy ions), and to use them in optimal conditions, research in dosimetry
is necessary as well as development of quality assurance programmes. In addition, further

research on atomic and molecular data is justified for the different components of human
(and biologicai) tissues and detectors, as wel! as for materials used for the beam coliirnation
and shielding. Acquisition of data should be extended to the types of particles and energy

ranges considered in this report.
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Glossary of commonly used terras and symbols in chapter II
(Because this review encompasses several subfields of physics

symbols may, in some cases, be redefined in the text)

CCT
CDW-EIS

CTMC
DDCS

dQ

dQdO
€

E
eV
f
I

keV
LET
m

MeV

PWBA

q
Q

RBE
SDCS

a or <7T

< 7 ( £ )

0(0)

0(6,0)

Bohr radius (5.29 X 10"11 m)

R
T

binding energy of the ith electronic shell of an atom or molecule
charge transfer to the ionization continuum of the projectile
continuum distorted wave-eikonal initial state; atomic wave function
model
classical trajectory Monte Carlo computational model
doubly differential ionization cross section, differential in
elected electron energy and solid angle of emission
singly differential ionization cross section, differential in energy
loss Q
doubly differential ionization cross section, differential in
energy loss Q and solid angle Q of electron emission
ejected electron energy
energy of the incident particle (projectile)
electron volts
dipole oscillator strength
ionization potential on the outermost bound electron in the target
atom or molecule
thousand electron volts
linear energy transfer
electron mass (also designated as me)
rest mass of the electron
million electron volts
number of electrons in the ifch subshell of the target
plane wave Born approximation
pi = 3.1416
net charge of the incident particle (for bare ions q=z)
energy loss, i.e., normally Q = « + I, however, for consideration
of atomic or molecular electronic subshells, Qj = « + Bx

relative biological effectiveness
singly differential ionization cross section; in this chapter,
refers to electron emission cross sections differential with respect
to ejected electron energy
total cross section; in this chapter, commonly refers to the total
ionization cross section
singly differential ionization cross section, differential with
respect to ejected electron energy «; experimentally determined,
and, therefore, averaged over the energy resolution of the
detection system.
singly differential ionization cross section, differential with
respect to the solid angle of detection for ejected electrons at an
emission angle 0 ; experimentally determined, and, therefore,
averaged over the angular resolution of the detection system.
doubly differential ionization cross section, differential with
respect to the ejected electron energy e and the solid angle for
detection of an electron at an emission angle d; experimentally
determined, and, therefore, averaged over the energy and angular
acceptance of the detection system.
Rydberg unit of energy (R = 13.6 eV)
energy of the incident particle in units of the energy of an
electron of equal velocity, T=^mevp2, where me is the rest mass of
the electron and vp is the projectile velocity.
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TOF time-of-flight; refers to an electron energy analysis technique
& ejected electron emission angle measured with respect to the

forward direction the incident projectile.
Y(Q,T) ratio of the measured SDCS, for energy loss Q and projectile scaled

energy T, to the corresponding values derived from the Rutherford
formula

v incident particle velocity
w e/I; or, for atomic or molecular aubshells WA = e/B^
2 or Z2 target nuclear charge
z or Zx projectile nuclear charge
Z(Q,T,#) ratio of the measured DDCS, for energy loss Q from an incident

particle of scaled energy T to an electron ejected at an angle 9, to
the corresponding SDCS obtained from the Rutherford formula
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2.1. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the biological consequences of the interaction of radiation
with matter, whether for developing protocol for radiation therapy or for the
practice of radiation protection, relies on an accurate knowledge of a broad
range of atomic and molecular data. A common feature of energy deposition by
all ionizing radiation is the production and degradation of secondary
electrons in the absorbing medium. The relative biological effectiveness
(RBE) of different radiations must, therefore, be related to the detailed
characteristics of these events and how they influence the subsequent chemical
and biological processes. For radiation of high-linear-energy-transfer (high-
LET) the interactions contributing to energy loss may lead to the release of
fast secondary electrons and energetic recoil ions that, in turn, may produce
further ionization, as well as lead to excited states of the atomic and
molecular constituents of the medium. These interactions result in locally
dense regions of energy deposition that spawn highly inhomogeneous chemical
reactions, the products of which must subsequently be confronted by the
biological system.

Considerable progress has been made in understanding the effects of
radiation quality on biological effectiveness through the study of
microdosimetry, charged particle track structure, and biochemically based
biophysical models of the damage initiated by ionizing radiation. Common to
all these studies is the application of a detailed data base of excitation and
ionization cross sections for the interaction of charged particles with
atomic, molecular and condensed phase targets. Inokuti [1] has emphasized
that to be useful for radiological applications this data base must be "right,
absolute, and comprehensive". In this chapter we review the present status of
data base contributing to our understanding of ionization for interactions of
charged particles with biologically important material and explore techniques
to assess the accuracy of the available data. This review will be limited
primarily to those ionization cross sections that have been presented as
absolute values or that can be placed on an absolute scale in an unambiguous
manner. Some departure from this condition is allowed where the systematics
of cross sections, such as their energy dependence, is explored.

This chapter focuses on review of differential and total ionization cross
sections for charged particle impact, with a more limited discussion of charge
transfer, inner-shell ionization, and the use of effective charge in
radiobiology. Total ionization cross sections are useful in radiobiology for
determination of ion mean-free-paths and they provide useful information for
assessing the accuracy of differential ionization cross sections. Cross
sections differential in ejected electron energy (SDCS) provide detailed
information on the energy loss process and doubly differential cross sections
(DDCS), differential in ejected electron energy and emission angle, provide
data necessary for determining the spatial patterns of energy deposition. We
do not treat triply differential cross sections, differential in the angle of
the scattered primary as well as in ejected electron energy and emission
angle, in this report; the availability of such data is limited in extent and
has limited application to radiation biology. Singly and doubly differential
cross sections are discussed for electron impact, proton impact, and heavy ion
impact; in this context heavy ions are considered to be those ions heavier
than protons, including neutral hydrogen.

A serious attempt was made in preparing this chapter to be consistent
with notation commonly used in the field of radiation physics. Being a
review, however, we have selected data from many sources and in numerous
occasions the notation used in those sources is different from the "standard"
adopted for this chapter. In cases where the work of referenced authors
differs from our style, either their notation is changed to conform to ours,
or their notation is retained with proper definition of the symbols used. The
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notation we have used in reference to measured doubly differential cross
sections is that the quantity a(e,0) represents the differential cross section
in units of area, per unit energy (eV) and per unit solid angle (averaged over
the energy and angular acceptance of the detector), for ejection of an
electron of energy « at an emission angle of 0 with respect to the outgoing
ionizing particle; the energy of the incident ion is not explicitly shown.
For singly differential cross sections, a(e) represents the cross section, per
unit energy, for emission of an electron of energy e, and 0(6) is the cross
section per unit solid angle for emission of an electron at an angle 8. The
total cross section for electron production is given simply by a, or in some
cases the more explicit notation aT is used. The use of a, a{e), and a(t,B )
are limited for reference to measured quantities; differential cross sections
obtained from theoretical calculations are designated by da/dQ (differential
with respect to energy loss) and d2a/dQdß (differential with respect to both
energy loss of the projectile and solid angle of the ejected electron) to
explicitly indicate the true differential character of these quantities.
Charge transfer cross section commonly use the notation alf to refer to
collisions in which the incident particle has charge i and the final charge
state of the ion is given by f.

The review of total ionization cross sections in this chapter is limited
to ion impact; total ionization cross sections for electron impact will be
discussed in chapter 3. All ionization cross section measurements that are
reviewed in this chapter were obtained in experiments under single collision
conditions using gas phase targets with the exception of some of the
measeruments of innershell ionization cross section, and stopping power,
where, in some instances, solid targets were used. Portions of this chapter
were also included in a recent review of Atomic and Molecular Physics in the
Gas Phase presented by Toburen [2] at a Symposium sponsored by the U. S.
Department of Energy.

2.2. DOUBLY DIFFERENTIAL IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS
2.2.1. Electros Impact

Ionizing radiation, by definition, results in the deposition of energy
through the release of free electrons and, thereby, the generation of ions in
matter. The chemical and biological response of the medium to the absorption
of energy from the radiation field is largely determined by the fate of these
electrons as they undergo subsequent interactions with the constitutents of
the stopping medium and ultimately thermalize. Energy transport by the
slowing down of electrons leads to the spatial pattern of energy deposition
that, on a microscopic scale, is uniquely, albeit stochastically, defined by
the parameters of the radiation fie^d. This initial pattern of energy
deposition sets the stage for subsequent chemical reactions that ultimately
lead to the response of the biological system. It is, therefore, important
that one have a detailed knowledge of the cross sections for interactions of
electrons with the stopping medium of interest if an assessment of the effects
of radiation quality on biological effectiveness is to be possible. Of
particular importance to radiation biology is the energy and angular
distribution of secondary electrons ejected in collisions between moving
electrons and the bound electrons of the absorbing media. These cross
sections determine the transport of energy via secondary electrons and define
the spatial characteristics of the absorbed energy. Singly differential and
total ionization cross sections play a role, not only in determining the
pattern of energy deposition, but also in assessing the reliability of the
doubly differential cross sections.

An excellent review of the doubly differential cross sections for
electron impact ionization has been published by McDaniel et al. [3] and a
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TABLE 2.l
PUBLISHED DOUBLY DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

ELECTRON IMPACT

Incident Electron Uiected Electron
Target
He
He
He

He

He

He

He

He

Ne
Ne

Ar
Ar

Ar
Kr

Energy Energy
{ eV ) ( eV )

50 - 300 1-1/2(E-I)
100, 200 3-(E-I)
50 - 2000 4 - 2000

200 - 2000 2 - E

100 - 600 2 - 4 0

100 1 - (E-I)

50 - 500 4 - (E-I)

500, 1000 25 - 45

100 - 500 4-(E-I)
500 4 - 200

100 - 500 4-(E-I)
500 4 - 200

1000 4 - 500
500 4 - 200

Angle
{Deareea)
6 -
10
30

30

18 •

2.5

10

10

10
30

10
30

90
30

156
- 150
- 150

- 150

- 150

- 164

-150

- 130

- 150
- 150

- 150
- 150

- 150

Investiqators
Shyn and Sharp [ 5 3
Rudd and DuBois [6]
Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson [7,8]

Goruganthu and Bonham
[9]

Muller-Fiedler, Jung, and
Ehrhardt [10]

Goodrich [11]

Sethuraman, Rees, and
Gibson [12]

Oda, Nishimura, and
Tahira [13]

DuBois and Rudd [14]
Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson [7,8]

DuBois and Rudd [14]
Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson [7,8]

Mathis and Vroom [15]
Opal, Beaty, and

Kr

Xe

H2
HZ

HZ

N,

N,

1000

500

100 - 500
500

25 - 250

100 - 500
50 - 2000

200 - 2000

500 - 1000

21 - 52

4 - 200

4 - 200

4 - 200

2-E

5 - 500

Peterson [7,8]
10 - 130 Oda, Nishimura, and

Tahira [13]
30 - 150 Opal, Beaty, arid

Peterson [7,8]
10 - 150 DuBois and Rudd [14]
30 - 150 Opal, Beaty, and

Peterson [7,8]

12 - 156 Shyn, Sharp, anü Xim
[16]

10 - 150 DuBois and Rudd [14]
30 - 150 Opal, Beaty, and

Peterson [7,8]
30 - 150 Goruganthu, Wilson, and

Bonham [17]
40 - 115 Tisone [18]
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TABLE 2.1 (cont'd)
PUBLISHED DOUBLY DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

ELECTRON IMPACT

Incident Electron
Energy

Target (eV)
Ejected Electron
Energy

N2

N2
02

02
CH4

CH4
NH3

H2O

H7O

1000 4 - 500

50 - 400 1-1/2 (E-I)

50 - 2000 4 - 200

25 - 250 1-1/2{E-I)
200 4 - 200

500, 1000 5 - 1000

200 4 - 200

50 - 2000 2-(E-I)

1500 2 - 1500

90

12 -

30 -

12 -

30 -

15 -

30 -

15 -

15 -

156

150

156

150

148
150

150

150

Angle
(Degrees) Investigators

H2O 500

H2O 1000

H,O 1000

H2O 500, 1000

C,H, 500

CO

CO

NO

CO2

CO2

CO,

4 - 200

800

50O

500

500

50 - 400

500, 1000

4

4

5

4

.9

4

- 500

- 500

- 1000

- 200

- 393

- 200

4 - 200

4 - 200

1-1/2(E-I

5 - 1000

30 - 150

90

90

15 - 148

30 - 150

30 - 150

30 - 15O

30 - 150

30 - 150

12 - 156

15 - 148

Mathis and Vroom [15]

Shyn [19]
Opal, Beaty, and

Peterson [7,8]
Shyn and Sharp [20]
Opal, Beaty, and

Peterson [7,8]
Oda [21]
Opal, Beaty, and

Peterson [7,8]
Bolorizadeh and Rudd [22]

Hollman, Kerby, Rudd, Miller,
and Manson [23]

Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson [7,8]

Mathis and Vroom [15]
Mathis and Vroom [15]

(clusters)
Oda [21]

Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson [7,8]

Ma and Bonham [24]

Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson [7,8]

Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson [7,8]

Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson [7,8]

Shyn and Sharp [25]
Oda [21]

more recent review by Paretzke [4] provides an excellent guide to the
literature of electron interactions of interest to radiobiology and to
radiation chemistry. Table 2.1 of this chapter provides a listing of the
measured doubly-differential electron emission cross sections, differential
with respect to "ejected" electron energy and emission angle, that has been
obtained from a search of the literature through 1990. Since electrons are
indistinguishable, the slower of the two electrons leaving a collision is
defined as the secondary "ejected" electron. To completely define the
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collision for electron impact one would need to measure triply-differential
cross section, i.e., also detect the scattering angle of the primary electron.
A limited number of triply-differential cross sections have been measured for
simple gas targets such as helium and argon; see, for example, Ehrhardt et al.
[26,27], Beaty et al.(28], and Hong and Beaty [29], As indicated above, these
data are considered out of the scope of the present review as they have been
of little practical use in microdoaimetry and track structure calculations.
However, they have been excellent tools for the detailed testing of collision
theory.

Although Table 2.1 illustrates that there is a relatively large amount of
data available regarding the DOCS's for ionization of atomic and molecular
targets by incident electrons, only a limited subset of this data is
appropriate to targets of direct interest to radiation therapy or radiation
biology. In addition, where data have been obtained by different groups, such
as the cross sections for ionization of water vapor shown in FIG. 2.1, there
is, in certain regions of the spectra, considerable scatter among the data
sets. For the data shown in FIG. 2.1, general agreement is observed among the
data of Opal et al. [7], Oda [21], and Bolorizadeh and Rudd [22] for electrons

W

0)

Eü
<ETtJ

10

10 -21

30 60 90 120
0(degrees)

150 180

FIG. 2.1. Angular distributions of electrons ejected from water vapor by
SOOeV electron impact. The data are from (O) Opal et al. [7], (M) Oda [21],
and (o) Bolorizadeh and Rudd [22],
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emitted at intermediate angles , however, at both large and small emission
angles the cross sections of Opal et al. tend to be smaller than the other two
measurements. These differences are attributed to instrumental effects and
the manner by which the authors use different methods to account for the
finite size of the target as it is viewed from different angles. The true
cross sections are probably somewhere between the extremes represented by the
data of Opal et al. [7] and of Bolorizadeh and Rudd [22] .

The increase in the cross section for small emission angles has been a
consistent feature in the data of the University of Nebraska [6, 14, 22] and
has also been observed by Oda [21] and Ehrhardt et al. [30]. However, a peak
at small emission angles was not observed in more recent measurements of
Gorunganthu et al. [17] that focussed on the ionization of molecular nitrogen
by electrons of comparable impact energy. This latter data is particularly
significant in that Gorunganthu et al. used an entirely different experimental
technique in their study. They used a time-of-flight system to measure the
energy spectrum of ejected electrons and determined the absolute scale by
matching the experimental elastic differential cross sections to the absolute
measurements at each primary energy. Gorunganthu et al. found no evidence of
a peak at small angles at any of the electron energies they investigated. In
addition, in his analysis of doubly differential cross sections for ionization
of helium by electrons (discussed below) Kim [31] concluded there was no
theoretical justification for such a peak at small emission angles. In
addition, more recent work at the University of Nebz'aska, with improved
methods of spurious electron suppression [23] has resulted in only a slight
indication of a forward peak. These latter results cast doubt on the validity
of the data for small emission angles presented by Rudd and DuBois [6], Oda
[21], Bolorizadeh and Rudd [22], and Ehrhardt et al. [30].

Because of the lack of a comprehensive set of electron impact data and
the scatter among experimental data from different research groups, a good
deal of effort has gone into theoretical techniques to evaluate the accuracy
of measured cross sections and to provide a means to extrapolate data to
regions where data are nonexistent. Following the lead of Platzman, Kirn has
explored the consistency of experimental data for electron and proton
collisions using well established theory [31-36]. In the study of DDCS for
ionization of helium by electron impact Kim [31] described six major
requirements that the data must exhibit; if they are to be considered correct.
These requirements are 1} proper threshold behavior, 2) appropriate asymptotic
(high-energy) behavior, 3) angular symmetry in the slope of the Fano plot, 4)
correct integrated cross sections, 5) correct energy-loss cross sections, and
6} proper kinetics of the binary peak. As Kim points out, the first
requirement is trivial; this requires that the cross sections must vanish at
the appropriate thresholds. The second requirement implies that, when the
DDCS for a specific ejected electron energy e and emission angle 6 are plotted
as a function of ln(T/R) the limiting slopes must be proportional to the
oscillator strengths for photoionization; here T is the kinetic energy of the
incident electron and R is the Rydberg unit of energy. The third requirement
indicates that the slopes observed in plots of the form described in
requirement 2 should be similar for comparison of doubly differential cross
sections at complementary angles, i.e., for $1+$2=180; this results from the
nature of the angular distributions of photoelectrons. Requirement 4 is that
the integrated cross sections must yield the proper single differential and
total ionization cross sections and that they must exhibit the proper slopes
when plotted as a Fano plot, i.e., the slope as determined from the
corresponding oscillator strengths for photoionization. Requirement 5
provides no direct information on the DDCS, but insures consistency with
energy loss measurements following integration of the DDCS. The last
requirement, number 6 above, is that the scattering kinematics for collisions
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resulting in large energy loss must reflect a classical description of the
scattering process; i.e., electron-electron or ion-electron scattering should
obey classical scattering relationships when the energy transfer is large
compared to the electron binding energy.

Because of the effects of electron binding ,the kinematic requirement,
the last of Kirn's requirements listed above, becomes more a qualitative
guideline than a definitive test. For electron collisions, assuming a free
target electron, classical kinematics give the relationship T = Troaxcos2$ ,
where T is the energy transferred to the free electron, Tmax is the initial
kinetic energy of the incident electron, and 8 is the angle between the
direction of the extended path of the incident electron and that of the
ejected electron. Except for the lowest ejected electron energy data of
Bolorizadeh and Rudd the angular distributions shown in FIG. 2.1 peak near the
kinematic prediction. The widths of the angular distributions reflect the
effect of the initial momentum distributions of the bound electrons.

Another direct test of the DDCS described by the consistency requirements
of Kirn is provided by a Fano plot as stated in condition 3, The Fano plot of
the DDCS plotted for supplementary angles (but for the same ejected electron
energy) should have the same slope. This condition results from relationship
between the differential oscillator strengths, photoionization cross sections,
and the angular distribution of electrons ejected by unpolarized photons. To
illustrate these relationships it is convenient to follow the convention
introduced by Kirn and first scale the DDCS in units of the corresponding
Rutherford cross section. By scaling the DDCS in this way it is possible to
reduce the wide dynamic range of the DDCS and exhibit them on linear, rather
than logarithmic, scales. This enables one to see features in the
experimental cross sections that may otherwise go unnoticed in a logarithmic
display. The Rutherford cross section for an energy loss Q in a collision
between a bare charged particle of charge z and a bound electron is given by

doR 7r0 R

" —— — '

where a0 is the Bohr radius, R is the Rydberg energy (13.6 eV) , T=^mv2 (m is
the electron mass and v is the incident particle velocity), and Q=e+I (e is
the ejected electron energy and I is the ionization potential of the target
atom or molecule). Equation 2.1 gives the cross section per target electron;
the total cross section would be a sum over all bound electrons, and the
ionization potential I required to evaluate Eg. 2.1 refers to each respective
electron in that sum. Unfortunately the experiments can not normally
distinguish in which electronic shell the electron was initially bound.
Therefore for scaling purposes the Rutherford cross section per electron is
used and, for an atom with more than one electronic shell, the ionization
potential is taken as that for the outermost, most loosely bound, electron.

The Rutherford cross section can be used to scale either the DDCS or the
singly differential cross sections (SDCS) that are obtained by integration of
the DDCS with respect to the solid angle of emission. Conventionally the
scaled SDCS 's for electron impact (z = 1) are defined as

(2-2)

and the scaled DDCS's are defined as

Z(Q,T,9) --
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FIG. 2.2. Fano plot of the DDCS for secondary electron emission by electron
impact ionization of helium. Cross sections are plotted for a secondary
electron energy of 20 eV at the supplementary angles of 60 and 120 degrees.
Experimental data are from (o,D ) Opal et al. [8] and (0,x) Shyn and Sharp
[5]. The dashed and solid lines are the asymptotic slopes derived from
photoionization data by Kirn [31].

One of the tests of the reliability and consistency of experimental cross
sections {the Fano plot) takes advantage of the asymptotic (high-T) behavior
of the Born approximation [37,38]. One can express the Born cross section for
ionization by electrons as

[A ln(T/R) + B] (2.4)

where A and B, known as the Bethe parameters, are constants that depend on the
properties of the target atom, but not on the projectile properties or its
energy. In addition, the parameter A is directly related to the dipole
oscillator strength f through the relationship

A =
Q/R

(2.5)

By using Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5 in either Eq. 2.2 or 2.3 one can show that both
Y(Q,T) and Z{T,Q,0) are proportional to f in(T/R) at sufficiently high
projectile energy T. Therefore, if one is to plot Y(Q,T) or Z(Q,T,0) versus
ln(T/R) at a fixed electron emission angle 6, and/or ejected electron energy
e, at sufficiently large T the slope of the curve should be proportional to
the dipole oscillator strength. This plot, known as the Fano plot, provides
an estimate of the reliability of the cross sections in that data sets that do
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not approach a straight line dependence for large T, with slope proportional
to the dipole oscillator strengths, would be suspect. For DDCS's one can
perform an additional consistency test based on the proportionality between
the dipole oscillator strengths and the photoionization process. Remembering
that the angular distribution of photoelectrons has the general form

1 , (2-6)

where E is the photon energy, CTE is the integrated photoionization cross
section at photon energy E, ß is the asymmetry parameter, and P2 is the second
order Legendre polynomial, one can see that the slope of the high T portion of
the curve will be the same for emission angles where P2(cos01) is equal to
P2(cos02); this will occur under the condition that 6l + 02 = 180°. A Fano
plot of the experimental data for electron impact ionization of helium is
shown in FIG. 2.2 for 20 eV electrons ejected at 60 and 120 degrees. Note
that, although there is considerable scatter in the data, the curves drawn
through the data points do tend to have the same slope as the line that Kirn
[31] derived from photoionization data.

A semi-empirical model for the DDCS for electron impact which meets all
six of the requirements specified by Kirn, above, was presented by Rudd [39].
The model for the angular distributions is part of a more comprehensive model
which includes the SDCS and the total ionization cross sections that will be
discussed in later sections. So far, the model has only been applied to
single-shell targets (H2 and He), but it may be possible to extend it to more
complex targets by adding contributions from individual subshells.
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FIG. 2.3. Double differential cross sections for 500 eV e~ + He collisions
plotted versus angle for various ejected electron energies. The full line was
calculated using Eq. 2.7.
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He

He

TABLE 2.2
PUBLISHED DOUBLY DIFFERENTIAL CROSS

PROTON IMPACT

SECTIONS

Elected Electron
Ion Energy

Target Range (keV)
H2 50 - 100
H2 50 - 100
H2 100 - 300
H2 300

H2 300 - 1500

H2 1000
H2 5 - 100

He 75 - 150
He 50 - 150
He 100 - 300

He 2 - 100
He 2000
He 300
He 300 - 5000

Energy
Range (eV)
4 - 300
1 -
2 -
2 -
O „

100
1.5
1 -
1 -
2 -

K _

30 -
1 -™

1 -

500
1000
800
3500
- 1000
- 300
550
500
1000

100
1500

1030
8577

Angle
( Degrees!
23 - 152
10 -
10 -
20 -

20 -
20 -
10 -
10 -
10 -
10 -

0 -
20 -
20 -
15 -

160
160
130
130
130
160
160
160
160

100
130
150
160

Investigators
Kuyatt and Jorgensen [46]
Rudd and Jorgensen [47]
Rudd, Sautter and Bailey [48]
Toburen [49]
Toburen and Wilson [50]
Toburen [51]
Rudd [52]
Cheng, Rudd, and Hsu [53]
Rudd and Jorgensen [47]
Rudd, Sautter, and

Bailey [48]
Gibson and Reid [54]
Toburen [51]
Stolterfoht [55]
Manson, Toburen, Madison and

5 - 5000

5 - 100

1 - 8577

10 - 200

10 - 160

10 - 160

He
He
He
He

He

Ne
Ne
Ne
Ne
Ar

300 - 1500
5 - 100

100 - 300

50, 100

1000

7.5 - 150
50 - 300
1000
300 - 1500
50 - 300

1
10

40

5

2.

1
1.
1
1
1.

- 3500
- 200

- 180

- 300

5 - 2500

- 550
5 - 1057
- 2000
- 3500
5 - 1057

15
10

0

0

20

10
10
15
15

10

- 125
- 160

- 90

- 160

- 160
- 160
- 125
- 125
- 160

Stolterfoht [56]
Rudd, Toburen and Stolterfoht

[57]

Rudd, Webster, Blocker, and
Madison [58]

Toburen, Manson, and Kim [59]
Rudd and Madison [60]
Crooks and Rudd [61]
Bernardi, Suarez, Fainstein,
Garibotti, Meckbach, Focke
[62]

Pedersen, Hvelplund, Petersen
and Fainstein [63]

Cheng, Rudd, and Hsu [53]
Crooks and Rudd [64]
Toburen and Manson [65]
Toburen, Manson, and Kim [59]
Crooks and Rudd [64]
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TABLE 2.2 (cont'd)
PUBLISHED DOUBLY DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

PROTON IMPACT

Ion Energy
Target Range ( keV )

Ar 5 - 1500

Ar
Ar

Ar
Ar
Ar

Ar

Ar

Kr
Kr
Kr
Xe
N
2

N2
N2

N2

°2

02
H2O

H20

CH4
CH4
GH,

300 - 5000
5 - 2000

1000
300 - 1500
100

5 - 2 0

5 - 5000

7.5 - 150
1000
1000 - 4200
300 - 2000
300 - 1700

50 - 300
5 - 7 0

200 - 500

50 - 300

300 - 1500
15 - 150
300 - 1500
200 - 400
300 - 1000
250 - 2000

Elected
Energy

Range (eV)

1 - 3500

1.1
1 -

1 -
1 -
3 -

1 -

1 -

1 -
1 -
30,
2 -
2 -
1.5

1.5

1 -

1.5

1 -
1 -

1 -

1 -

4 -

1 -

- 10000
3500

360
3500
250

26

10000

550
3000
136
4620
4000

- 1057

- 300

1300

- 1057

3500
3000

3500

1270

5000

5000

Electron
Angle

(Degrees) Investigators

15 - 160

25 -
15 -

15 -
15 -
160

30 -

10 -

10 -
15 &
15 -
20 -
20 -

10 -
10 -

20 -
10 -
15 -
10 -
15 -

20 -
20 -
20 -

150
125

125
125

140

160

1601
90
90
130
130
160
160

150

160

125
160

125
150
130
130

Criswell, Toburen, and
Rudd [66]

Gabler [67]
Criswell, Wilson, and
Toburen [68]

Manson and Toburen [69]
Toburen, Manson, and Kim [59]
Rudd, Jorgensen, and
Volz [70]

Sataka, Okuno, Urakawa and
Oda [71]

Rudd, Toburen, and
Stolterfoht [72]

Cheng, Rudd, and Hsu [53]
Manson and Toburen [73]
Toburen and Manson [74]
Toburen [75]
Toburen [49]
Crooks and Rudd [64]
Rudd [52]
Stolterfoht [55]
Crooks and Rudd [64]
Toburen and Wilson [76]
Bolorizadeh and Rudd [77]
Toburen and Wilson [76]
Stolterfoht [78]
Wilson and Toburen [79]
Lynch, Toburen, and

CH2 6

300 - 1000 4 - 5000 20 - 130
300 - 1000 4 - 5000 20 - 130

300 - 1000 4 - 5000 20 - 130

Wilson [80]
Wilson and Toburen [79]
Wilson and Toburen [79]
Wilson and Toburen [79]
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Target

TABLE 2.2 (cont'd)
PUBLISHED DOUBLY DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

PROTON IMPACT

Ion Energy
Range (keV)

Elected Electron
Energy Angle

Ranqe (eV> (Deqrees) Investiqators

C6H6 300 - 2000 4 - 5000
NH3 250 - 2000 1 - 5000

CH3NH2 250 - 2000 1 - 5000

{CH3)2NH 250 - 2000 1 - 5000

300 - 1800 1 - 5000

300 - 1800 1 - 5000

20 - 130 Wilson and Toburen [79]
20 - 130 Lynch, Toburen, and Wilson

[80]
20 - 130 Lynch, Toburen, and Wilson

[80]
20 - 130 Lynch, Toburen, and Wilson

[80]
20 - 130 Toburen, Wilson, and Porter

[81]
20 - 130 Toburen, Wilson, and Porter

[81]

In the model of Rudd the angular distribution of ejected electrons,
whether true secondary electrons from the target or scattered primaries, can
be represented by two Lorentzian peaks; the binary peak centered at an angle
which depends on the primary and secondary electron energies, and a backward
peak centered at 180°. The doubly differential cross section, in terms of the
dimensionless variables w=e/I and t=T/I, at(w,0), where £ is the detected
electron energy, T the primary energy, and I the target electron binding
energy, is given by

cosfl (2.7)

The quantities Glf ...G5 are the fitting parameters which, in general are
functions of w and t. The center of the binary peak, G2, is obtainable from
momentum and energy considerations and is given by G2=[(w+1)/t]1/2. G3 is the
width of the binary peak which is given by G3=0.60[(l-G^)/w]1/2. The relative
size of the backward peak is given by GA=10( 1-w/t)3/[t (w+1) ] . The value of
G5, the width of the backward peak, can be taken to be a constant equal to
0.33. GI is determined by equating the integral over angle of Eq. 2.7 to the
singly differential cross sections at(w) (to be discussed later). This yields

at(w)/27r
i f i - G 2 i i fi+G2Ïi man-1 _i UtarT1 L_5 ko^tan'1 L£

[ G3 J [ G3 JJ |G5

(2.8)

The DDCS calculated from the model are compared to experimental values for 500
eV e"+He in FIG. 2.3.
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TABLE 2.3
PUBLISHED DOUBLY DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

STRUCTURED-ION IMPACT

Reaction
H2+ + H2
Ne+ + Ne
Nen++ Ne
(n=l-4)

Ar* + Ar
Ar"1" + Ar

On+ = 02
(n=4-8)

H2+ H2

Elected Electron
Ion Energy Energy Angle
Ranqe (keV) Ranqe (eV} (Decrees) Investiqators
600 - 1500 2 - 2000 20 - 125 Wilson and Toburen [82]
50 - 300 1.5 - 1000 10 - 160 Cacak and Jorgensen [83]
25 - 800 1.6 - 1100 45 - 135 Woerlee, Gordeev, de Waard,

and Saris [84]; and
Woerlee [85]

50 - 300 1.5 - 1000 10 - 160 Cacak and Jorgensen [83]
100 3 - 250 160 Rudd, Jorgensen, and Volz

[70]
30000 10 - 4000 25 - 90 Stolterfoht, et al. [86]

1000, 2000 20 - 1000
He* He

30 - 140 Oda and Nishimura [87]

Ar
He0

5-20 1 - 2 6 30 - 140 Sataka, Okuno, Urakawa, and
Oda [71]

H° + He

3He° + He
''He0 + He

15 - 150 1.5 - 300 10 - 160 Fryar, Rudd, and Risley
[88]

H° + He

He2+ + He

He* He

15 - 150

50, 100

+ Ne 1200
He2"1" Ar

1.5 - 300 15 - 150 Rudd, Risley, Friar, and
Rolf es [89]

5 - 300 0-90 Bernardi, Suarez, Fainstein,
Garibotti, Meckbach, Focke
[62]

1 - 3500 15 - 125 Toburen and Wilson [90]

He+

He
He

2+
+ Ar 300 - 2000 l - 4000

+ H?0
He2+

300 - 2000 1 - 4000

15 - 125 Toburen and Wilson [91]

15 - 125 Toburen, Wilson, and
Popowich [92]
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TABLE 2.3 (conf d)
PUBLISHED DOUBLY DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

STRUCTURED-ION IMPACT

Reaction
Ion Energy
Range (keV)

Ejected Electron
Energy
Range feV)

Angle
(Degrees) Investigators

H° + H2O 20 - 150 1 - 300 10 - 160 Bolorizadeh and Rudd
[93]

+ He 5 - 2 0 2 - 5 0 30 - 120 Urakawa, Tokoro, and
Oda [94]

H2+ + Ar

He+
5-20 2 - 2 6 30, 90 Sataka, Urakawa, and

Oda [95]

2+He

C6+ + He
-.8+

1000/u 2 - 2500 20 - 160 Pedersen, Hvelplund,
Petersen, and
Fainstein [63]

C+
HeNe
Ar 1200 1 - 800 30, 90 Toburen [96]

+ He

Cr'+ + Ar
(n=l-3)

800 - 4200

1300 - 3000

10 - 1500

1 - 4000

15 - 130 Reinhold, Schultz, Oison,
Toburen, and DuBois
[97]; and Toburen,
DuBois,Reinhold,
Schultz, and Oison
[98]

15 - 130 Toburen [99]

0+
+ Ar 50 - 500 5 - 500 16 - 160 Stolterfoht and Schneider

[100]

Kr
(n=2-5)

Krn+ + Kr
(n=2-5)

50 - 1000 80 - 1000 45 - 135 Gordeev, Woerlee, deWaard
and Saris [101]; and
Woerlee [85]

25 - 800 16 - 1100 45 - 135 Gordeev, Woerlee, DeWaard,
and Saris [102]; and
Woerlee [85]
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TABLE 2.3 (cont'd)
PUBLISHED DOUBLY DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

STRUCTURED-ION IMPACT

Reaction
Ion Energy
Range (keV)

Elected Electron
Energy Angle

Ranqe (eV) (Degrees) Investigators

Fe17 +

.22++ He, Ar 3500/u 5 - 8000 27 - 155 Schneider, DeWitt, Bauer,
Mowat, Graham,
Schlachter, Skogvall,
Fainstein, and
Rivarola [103]

He 2500/u 2 - 5000 20 - 160 Stolterfoht et al. [104;

U33+ + Ar 1400/u 1 - 4000 20 - 90 Kelbch, Olson, Schmidt,
Schmidt-Böcking, and
Hagmann [105]

U33+ + Ne 1400/u 1 - 4000 20 - 90 Kelbch, Olson, Schmidt,
Schinidt-Böcking, and
Hagmann [105]

U33+ + Ar

U38+ + He

Th38*+ Ar

1400/u

6000/u

1 - 4000

5 - 5000

20 - 90 Schmidt-Böcking, Ramm,
Kraft, Ullrich,Berg,
Kelbch, Olson, DuBois,
Hagmann, and Jiazhen
[106]

20 - 150 Schneider et al. [107;

2.2.2. Pro-ton Impact

There has been a wide range of experimental and theoretical studies of doubly-
differential cross sections for proton impact ionization of atomic and
molecular targets and, to a much lesser extent, data are available for much
heavier bare, or nearly bare, ions. Several reviews of doubly-differential
cross sections for ion impact have been published including those by Toburen
[1, 40-42], Rudd and Macek [43], Rudd [44] and Stolterfoht [45]. An updated
listing, first published by Toburen [41], of the publications that report
measured doubly differential cross sections for proton impact is presented in
Table 2.2 of this chapter and a listing of publications concerned with data
for heavier ions and neutral particles is given in Table 2.3. These listings
focus on studies that report absolute cross sections and that cover a broad
spectrum of ejected electron energies and angles. We have not included in
this review studies of special features of the emission spectra such as
"convoy electrons" (see, for example, Breinig, et al., [108] or studies that
focus on a narrow angular range, eg. publications that focus on electrons
ejected at zero degrees; such studies are not considered highly relevant to
Radiation Therapy, or to Radiological Physics in general.
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2.2.2.1 Available experimental data;

From a survey of the proton impact data presented in Table 2.2, doubly
differential cross sections are observed to be available that span the regions
of low (5-50 keV), intermediate (50-300 keV), and high (greater than about 300
keV) proton energies; these energy ranges reflect regions requiring different
theoretical approaches to describe the collision process. Only a few
molecular targets, eg., hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and water vapor, have been
studied throughout these energy ranges. Those molecules, however, provide a
good representation of the constituents of tissue. The majority of the data
base that has been used to investigate effects of molecular bonding on
electron emission cross sections has been developed in the region of high-
energy proton collisions.

An indication of the precision of the various measurements that have been
reported can be addressed by an evaluation of the uncertainties contributing
to the individual measurements and by comparison of measurements of different
investigators. A comparison of DDCS for ejection of electrons from nitrogen
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FIG. 2.4. Comparison of absolute doubly differential cross sections a(f,6)
plotted as a function of ejected electron energy e for ionization of N2 by 0.3
MeV protons measured by (®) Stolterfoht [55], (O) Crooks and Rudd [64], and
(x) Toburen [49]. The solid lines represent cross sections obtained for low-
energy ejected electrons measured by time-of-flight techniques by Toburen and
Wilson [109].
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by 0.3 Mev protons measured by three different research groups is shown in
FIG. 2.4. For ejected electron energies greater than about 15 eV the
agreement is well within the estimated uncertainties in the individual
measurements of approximately 20%. For low-energy ejected electrons the data
of Toburen [49], Stolterfoht [55], and Crooks and Rudd [64], obtained using
electrostatic energy analysis of the ejected electrons, diverge. These
disagreements are attributed to several possible experimental difficulties,
including scattering of the low-energy electrons in the target and residual
gas, uncertainties in detection efficiencies for low-energy electrons, and/or
effects of stray electrostatic and magnetic fields on the transmission of
electrons through the electrostatic energy analyzers. In an effort to resolve
some of these uncertainties in the cross sections for low energy electron
emission a time-of-flight (TOF) technique was developed by Toburen and Wilson
[109] that was optimized to measure relative cross sections for ejected
electron energies in the range from 1 to 200 eV. This system used a short TOF
path (about 7.5 cm) from the collision region to the detector to minimize
effects of stray electric and magnetic fields on the transmission of low-
energy electrons, had no analyzing fields that might be distorted by surface
affects or fringing, and employed a gas jet as the target to minimize the
scattering of low-energy electrons during their transit from the target to the
detector. The solid lines shown in FIG. 2.4 were derived from TOF
measurements of the relative electron yields converted to absolute cross
sections by normalization to the electrostatic results of Toburen [49] at 100
eV. The combination of electrostatic and TOF measurements provides reliable
cross sections for the ejected energy range from approximately 1 to 5000 eV,
thus providing a wide range of data for analysis of cross section systematics
and for development of theoretical models. Cross sections measured using this
combination of experimental techniques have been published for proton impact
ionization of a number of carbon containing molecules [79], and nitrogen
containing molecules [80], as well as noble gas atoms [66,110].

2.2.2.2. Theoretical studies;

Coincident with the proliferation of experimental results for the energy
and angular distributions of electrons ejected in proton collisions with
atomic and molecular targets was a similar activity in the theoretical
description of these collisions. Although confined to "fast" collisions,
where fast refers to collisions in which the projectile velocity is much
greater than the bound electron velocity, both quantum mechanical and
classical methods were exploited (See the reviews by Rudd and Macek [43],
Stolterfoht [45], and Rudd and Grégoire [111]). The simplest of these
theories to apply in practice is the classical binary encounter theory first
advanced for differential ionization cross sections by Vriens [112] and
exploited by Rudd and Grégoire [111], Bonsen and Vriens [113], and numerous
others. This method is essentially a classical description of the collision
between an incoming bare charged particle and a free electron. The major
contribution of these authors beyond earlier classical methods was the
inclusion of techniques to account for the effects of electronic binding of
target, electrons to an atom or molecule. This was accomplished by considering
the target electron to have an initial non-zero velocity distribution owing to
the fact that it is bound. Various means of estimating this initial velocity
distribution for bound electrons were devised; these ranged from the simple
procedure of setting the kinetic energy of the bound electron equal to its
binding energy, to the more elaborate scheme of calculating the velocity
distribution from a Hartree-Fock description of the electrons in the atom.
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The most common method is to assume the velocity distribution to be isotropic
with a quantum-mechanical speed distribution deduced from a Fock distribution
(see, for example, Rudd and Macek [43], Rudd and Grégoire [111], and Toburen
et al. [114,115]. The primary effect of different assumptions of the initial
velocity distribution of the target electron is observed in the energy
distributions of ejected electrons and will be discussed in a later section of
this chapter that deals with the singly differential electron emission cross
sections.

In general, the angular distributions of ejected electrons obtained by
binary encounter calculations are somewhat more sharply peaked at the
classically predicted angles than are measured values. This is illustrated in
FIG. 2.5 where calculated angular distributions of electrons ejected at
selected energies are compared with measurements for ionization of helium by
2-MeV protons. Although there is excellent agreement between the measured and
calculated cross sections near the peak in each distribution there are
discrepancies as large as an order of magnitude at both the largest and
smallest emission angles.

Considerable effort has also been given to quantum mechanical
calculations of the energy and angular distributions of electrons ejected in
proton-atom collisions. The Born approximation has been applied to the study
of proton ionization of helium in a number of studies {see, for example,
Manson et al., [56], Madison [116], and Oldham [117]}. The use of the Born
approximation with hydrogenic wave functions to describe initial discrete and
final continuum states leads to angular distributions similar to those
obtained with binary encounter theory. However, with the use of more
realistic wave functions to describe both the bound and continuum states of
the target the Born approximation provides a notable improvement over the
semi-classical treatments. The calculations of Madison [116], shown in FIG.
2.5, are based on a Born approximation with Hartree-Fock initial discrete and
final continuum wave functions. This calculation is observed to provide much
improved agreement with experimental cross sections compared to the cross
sections obtained from binary encounter theory. There are, however, still
sizeable discrepancies between the Born calculations and measurements for
electrons ejected into small emission angles with velocity comparable to the
outgoing proton. These discrepancies are attributed to an enhancement of the
measured cross sections by the process of continuum-charge-transfer [44]. As
first suggested by Oldham [117], this process is due to an interaction between
the ejected electron and the scattered proton in which the projectile is
considered to "pull" a bound target electron from its orbit as though to
capture it, but rather than be captured into a bound projectile state the
electron is "captured" into a continuum projectile state. This ionization
mechanism exhibits its primary influence for electron emission into small
angles for ejected electron velocities near that of the projectile velocity.
Continuum-charge-transfer (CCT), also referred to as electron capture to the
continuum (ECC) or charge transfer to the continuum (CTC), can lead to
sizeable differences between calculated and measured cross sections, as are
observed in FIG. 2.5, because the final state interaction between the
projectile and the ejected electron is not usually included as a part of the
theoretical calculation; i.e., it is not included in the the plane wave Born
calculation of FIG. 2.5. The theory for the CCT process was first explored by
Salin [118] using the Born distorted wave approximation and by Macek [119]
using the Neuman expansion of Faddeev's equation for the final state of the
electron-proton-residual ion system. The Faddeev results of Macek [119,120]
are compared in FIG. 2.6 to a hydrogenic Born calculation that includes no
contribution from CCT and to measurements for electrons ejected with
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FIG. 2.5. Doubly differential cross sections for ionization of helium by 2
MeV protons. The binary encounter theory calculation (BEA) is from Bonson and
Vriens [113] and the plane wave Born calculation is from the work of Madison
[116].
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velocities near that of the incident proton (the equivalent electron velocity
for a 1 MeV proton is 544 eV) where the maximum contribution from CCT is
expected. The Faddeev calculation of Macek is shown to be in excellent
agreement with the measurements. These comparisons between theory and
experiment illustrate the important role DDCS's can play in investigating the
basic interaction mechanism and testing our theoretical understanding.

Although there have been Born calculations of doubly differential cross
sections for proton impact ionization of a number of atomic targets including
neon [65], argon [69], and krypton [73,74], the only comprehensive
experimental and theoretical studies have been for helium targets [56,60,116].
In general the agreement between theory and experiment has been quite good for
high energy proton impact, i.e., for proton energies greater than about 500
keV. There are, of course, discrepancies in the region of the spectra where
continuum-charge transfer is important since it is not included in the plane
wave Born approximation. As the proton energy increases the agreement between
Born calculations and experiment improves because the CCT process falls off
much more rapidly with proton velocity than does direct ionization. This is
illustrated in FIG. 2.7, where the angular distribution of 81.6 eV electrons
ejected by protons with energies of 100-, 300-, 1000-, and 5000-keV are
compared with Born calculations. The Born calculations by Manson et al. [56j
are based on the use of Hartree-Slater wave functions for the initial discrete
and final continuum states; these wave functions are only slightly different
from the Hartree-Fock wavefunctions used by Madison [116]. At the highest
proton energy excellent agreement is obtained between the measured and
calculated cross sections. It should also be noted that cross sections
calculated for electron impact at comparable velocities to the highest energy
protons shown in FIG. 2.7 are in equally good agreement with experiment [56].
This comparison leads one to the conclusion that the plane wave Born
approximation is very good at describing the direct ionization of helium by
fast protons and electrons and that the differences observed between theory
and experiment at the lower energies, but still within the expected range of
validity of the Born approximation, are a measure of the importance of the CCT
mechanism of target ionization. Using this reasoning, Manson et al. [56]
looked at the relative contribution of CCT to the doubly differential cross
sections for electron energies where this mechanism was expected to be
maximum. The results of their analysis are shown in FIG. 2.8 as a function of
ejected electron emission angle and incident proton energy. The CCT
contribution is observed to peak for proton energies somewhere between 300 and
500 keV which is approximately where the velocity of the bound electron and
the incident proton coincide. It should be noted that, although the maximum
contribution of the CCT process to the doubly differential cross sections may
be quite large, its influence is over a relatively small region of ejected
electron energy and emission angle and therefore does not contribute
significantly to the total yield of ejected electrons. This will be apparent
in the discussion of singly differential and total electron production cross
sections that is presented later in this chapter.

The phenomenon of post-collision electron-projectile interactions has
received a good deal of attention in the last few years. Interest was
rekindled by the studies of Meckbach et al. [121] who noted that CCT is only a
special case of the full three-body final state in which all three particles
interact equally. In their work the similarities of this interaction to that
of the escape of two electrons from a positive core as treated within the
Wannier theory was exploited. They were able to show that the ridge in the
doubly differential cross section surface along the 0 degree axis was produced
by electrons that were ejected in the combined field of the projectile and the
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results from a Born approximation (PWBA). The long dashed lines are from a
CDW-EIS calculation for both H+ and Mo40+ impact. Both experimental and
theoretical data are from Stolterfoht et al. [104].

residual target ion. These "saddle-point" electrons were also successfully
treated using the Classical Trajectory Monte Carlo Theory {CTMC) of Oison et
al. [122]. The CTMC theory treats the classical motion of the electron in the
combined coulomb field of the collision partners. In their CTMC calculation
the saddle-point electrons were shown to be produced by a classically
understandable mechanism and observed at non-zero scattering angles.

Both the CTMC and the Wannier calculations mentioned above had focussed
on understanding that portion of the electron spectra between the CCT peak and
the low energy peak resulting from electrons escaping with low energies from
the target. In measurements of the secondary electrons emitted in collisions
of projectiles with higher charge states [63,104,107] the effect of the two
charge centers could be seen over a broad range of the ejected electron
spectra. In these studies the emission cross sections are enhanced in the
forward direction and reduced for angles greater than 90°; results from the
work of Stolterfoht are shown in FIG. 2.9. Variations from the expected
charge scaling are observed to occur for ejected electron energies well beyond
the equal velocity considerations of CCT. In these collisions first order
Born calculations are found to give an incomplete representation of the
process and appear to be inadequate to describe the doubly differential cross
sections even for what might be considered "high enough" collision velocities.
These two-center effects have been quite successfully described by Fainstein
et al. [123] using the continuum-distorted-wave eikonal-initial-state (CDW-
EIS) model (see also, Pedersen et al., [63] and Stolterfoht et al. [104]).
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The Coulombic behavior due to the active electron-projectile interaction is
included in the entry channel by choosing a distorted initial wavefunction
where the initial bound state is multiplied by an eikonal phase associated
with that interaction. In the exit channel, the active electron is assumed to
feel simultaneously the fields of the projectile and of the residual target.

2.2.2.3. Consistency teats;

In principle, the DDCS for electron emission in collisions of protons, or
other ions, with atomic or molecular targets are subject to the same
consistency tests described above for electron impact. Ions are in some ways
simpler to deal with than electrons, since, owing to their large mass, they
have nominally straight line trajectories and one does not have to consider
exchange processes as is necessary for ionization by electrons. On the other
hand, positive ions present additional ionization channels not found for
incident electrons. For example, positive ions can produce ionization by
capturing electrons from the target atom or molecule into either bound or
continuum states of the ion. Once an ion has captured an electron into a
bound state it can release that electron in a subsequent collision. In this
section of this chapter we are considering only bare projectiles, therefore
only capture into continuum states is of concern here. With that condition,
the consistency test developed above for electron impact become valuable tools
for examining the reliability of proton impact data so long as we take care to
apply them to only the regions of the emission spectra that are relatively
unaffected by CCT. For comparing ion and electron cross sections it is also
convenient to express the ion energy in units of the equivalent electron
energy. For example the proton energy is expressed as T = ^mvp2, where m is
the electron mass and vp is the proton velocity (or T = Eptn/M, where Ep ia the
proton energy and M is the proton mass). This notation can also be
generalized to any ion impact by simply using the ion velocity (or ion energy
and mass) in place of the proton value in the relationship given for T.

One of the consistency requirements discussed by Kirn [31] was that the
observed kinematics of the cross sections must be consistent with well
established classical scattering relationships for ion-electron collisions.
For collisions of a proton of energy T (as defined above) with a free electron
the kinematic collision conditions are only slightly different from the
relationship discussed in the previous section for electron impact. For an
incident proton of energy T the ejected electron energy e and emission angle 8
must satisfy the condition e = 4Tcos20. This relationship is valid for all
ions of sufficiently high velocity that the incident ion is not significantly
deflected during the collision. Figure 2.10 shows the angular distributions
of ejected electrons of a number of energies resulting from ionization of
xenon by 2 MeV protons. The dashed line indicates the position of the peak of
the angular distribution determined from the kinematics of a proton collision
with a free electron. This peak is often referred to as the binary encounter
peak because it reflects the kinematics of a two-body (or binary) collision
between the incident proton (or ion) and the target electron. For the lowest
energy electrons the measured angular distribution shows only a vague
indication of a peak at the position predicted for free electrons. This
absence of a peak results because the ejected electron has an initial velocity
distribution, owing to its being bound, that dominates the observed angular
distribution at low energies. At higher ejected electron energies the peak in
the observed angular distribution is more pronounced and the width of that
peak reflects the initial velocity distribution of the bound electrons. In
general the maximum in the peak in the angular distribution occurs at the
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angle that is expected from the classical prediction. The angular
distributions for the three highest energies exhibited in FIG. 2.10 seem to
peak at somewhat smaller angles than is expected based on the classical
prediction. The shift of the peak to smaller angles may be an indication of
experimental difficulties in these measurements or it may reflect a breakdown
in the classical description of the collision process. In a study of the
binary encounter peak for electrons ejected from helium by 1 Mev protons
conducted by Pedersen et al. [63] it was found that the peak energies were
shifted by about 4% to lower energies than predicted by classical theory. In
that work this shift was attributed to the interaction of the outgoing
electron with the combined charge of the residual target and the projectile.
Such an interaction would also be expected to affect the position of the peak
in the angular distribution and may contribute to the shift observed in FIG.
2.10.

It is interesting to consider the difference in the position of the
binary encounter electron peak with respect to the angular distributions of
electrons ejected by electron and proton impact. The observed difference
reflects the influence of the mass of the incident particle on the kinematics
of the collision; recall that for electrons 0 is given by cos"1 ( e/T)*, whereas
for ions 6 is given by cos"3̂ e/4T)\ Data for electron ejection by equal
velocity proton and electron impact are shown in FIG. 2.11. These data show
explicitly the difficulty of directly scaling doubly differential cross
sections from proton to electron impact.

The second consistency test advocated by Kirn [31] to test the reliability
of doubly differential cross sections was the use of the Fano plot. As
discussed above for electron impact, a plot of Z(T,e,0) versus ln(T/R) for
electrons ejected at supplementary angles should produce straight lines with
similar slopes. Data from ionization of SF6 by protons [81] are plotted in
this manner in FIG. 2.12. The slopes of the curves for supplementary angles
are found to be parallel indicating that the proton energy dependence of the
doubly differential cross sections is consistent with theoretical
expectations. As indicated above, however, one must be careful not to choose
data that are dominated by CCT if this test is to be considered valid. Since
CCT is more important in the spectra of electrons ejected into small angles
and has an ion energy dependence different from direct ionization it may
contribute to supplementary angles having different slopes within the Fano
plot. This must be taken into consideration when using the Fano plot to
evaluate the consistency of doubly differential cross sections for positive
ions.

2.2.2.4. Cross section systematics:

To this point the discussion of doubly differential cross sections for proton
impact has been limited predominantly to atomic targets; with the majority of
the work, experimental and theoretical, being for the target helium. Helium
is the simplest target amenable to experiments and provides a good test case
for theoretical developments. For applications to radiological physics, or
radiation therapy, cross sections are needed for molecular targets and, more
specifically, there is a need to know the emission cross sections for
heterogenous condensed phase targets. Such targets are not amenable to
measurements of secondary electron cross sections, however, because the
electrons are absorbed in the targets before they can be detected, i.e., the
ranges of electrons for the energies of interest are shorter than the thinnest
practical targets. The challenge for the physicist is then to develop an
understanding of the systematics of the emission cross sections that will
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In this work the number of weakly bound electrons is defined as all electrons
except the K-shell electrons of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen.
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enable him to scale the gas phase cross sections for application in condensed
phase material.

A great deal of effort has gone into studies of the effects of electronic
binding and molecular structure on interaction cross sections. For molecular
targets, there is considerable similarity in the angular distributions of
electrons ejected by protons for all of the molecules that have been studied,
with the exception of molecular hydrogen. Data for a number of simple
molecular targets are shown in FIG. 2.13 for 1.5 MeV proton impact. For
comparing cross sections for different molecules we have scaled the cross
sections by dividing each by the number of weakly bound electrons in the
respective molecule. For this purpose we define weakly bound electrons to be
all electrons except the K-shell electrons of carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen.
The K~shell electrons of these atoms are excluded because, at the proton
energy shown, they contribute little to the total yield of electrons. Scaled
in this way, data for all molecules, except hydrogen, agree within
experimental uncertainties. Similar results were obtained for cross sections
measured for hydrocarbon molecules; this is illustrated in FIG. 2.14. In this
comparison, the cross-hatched area of the curves represent data from a number
of simple hydrocarbon molecules [79] including CHA, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, and C6H8.
The data for hydrocarbon molecules show slightly higher values at the peaks in
the angular distributions, i.e., they exhibit a somewhat more hydrogen-like
character in the binary-encounter peaks, than the non-hydrogen containing
molecular targets. When scaled in this manner all of these molecular targets
provide cross sections that agree well at both, large and small emission
angles. If cross sections for higher ejected electron energies were plotted
the peaks in the angular distributions would move to smaller angles in
agreement with classical kinematics; i.e., proportional to cos26. Evidence of
ionization via the CCT mechanism is also seen in figs. 2.13 and 2.14; this
ionization mechanism contributes to the increase in the cross sections for the
smallest angles of ejection with the largest contribution at the highest
energy electrons shown. We would expect enhancement due to CCT to be most
evident in distributions for ejected electron energies near 817 eV in FIG.
2.13 and 544 eV in FIG. 2.14; these electrons are of equivalent velocity to
the incident 1.5- and 1.0-MeV protons, respectively, shown in these figures.

The most dramatic differences observed among the data for the different
molecules shown in Figs. 2.13 and 2.14 are between the scaled molecular
hydrogen cross sections and those of all the other molecules. Differences of
more than an order of magnitude occur at both, small and large emission angle.
These differences carry an even more important meaning when we recall that
serai-classical and hydrogenic Born calculations yield results that mimic the
hydrogen measurements. It is only when realistic wave functions are used for
both bound and continuum states that the Born approximation gives adequate
agreement with measured doubly differential cross sections [56]. Unfortunately
techniques have not been developed for application of Born theory to molecular
targets owing primarily to the unavailability of adequate target wave
functions.

The general trends of the angular distributions shown in Figs. 2.13 and
2.14 are representative of what we may call "fast" collisions; collisions in
which the incident proton is fast relative to the speed of the bound
electrons. These conditions lead to the appearance of the binary encounter
peak in the angular distribution of ejected electrons; this is particularly
evident for ejected electrons with energies significantly greater than the
initial binding energy of the ejected electron. An examination of the angular
distributions of electrons ejected by much lower energy proton impact, shown
in FIG. 2.15, illustrates that these have a quite different distribution. For
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FIG. 2.15. Angular distributions of electrons of several energies ejected
from krypton by low energy protons; this figure was reproduced from Cheng et
al. [53].

such low-energy protons the ejected electron distributions peak at zero
degrees for all ejected electron energies [53].

As can be seen, there have been a wide range of measurements of doubly
differential cross sections for proton impact and these results provide a
clear indication of the cross section systematics. However, no theoretical
models have been developed for the DOCS's for molecular targets and there has
been little work published with regard to phenomenological models of these
cross sections that can be used in radiobiological modeling. One model of the
doubly differential cross sections for electron emission from molecular
targets presently in use for Monte Carlo track structure calculations is that
of Wilson [124, 125]. Wilson bases his semi-theoretical model on Bethe-Born
theory (Eq. 2.4) where the doubly differential cross section for electron
emission is given by Kirn [32] as

T/R
(2.9)
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where z is the charge of the incident particle and A and B are defined below.
The first term in the brackets of Eq. 2.9 describes the distant interactions
involving small momentum transfers, glancing collisions. The second term is
the "hard" collision component, representing close interactions that transfer
significant momentum to the target particle. In Wilson's current model the
higher order terms, O(1/T), are considered negligible and ignored.

The angular dependent part of the glancing collisions term, A(e,0), is
represented in the optical approximation by

where R/(e+Ij) dfj/de is the dipole optical oscillator strength for shell j .
In Eq. 2.10, j3j is the photoelectron asymmetry parameter, P2 is the Legendre
polynomial of second order and Ij is the ionization threshold for shell j.
For the oscillator strengths, Wilson uses a piece-wise polynomial
representation of the Berkowitz tabulation [126] of the total oscillator
strength and branching ratios of Tan et al. [127] and of Blake and Carter
[128]. The asymmetry parameter ß^ is theoretically equal to 2 for S states,
(the 2al orbital of water); for other states ßj is energy dependent and a
phenomenological fit to experimental DDCS data [76] is used.

The fast collisions component, B(e,ff), of the experimental angular
distributions is well represented by a (Gaussian) normal distribution [124,
125 j. Therefore, this component in Eq. 2.9 is approximated by a product of
three functions; ge ( 6 ) , Sbea(e), and fb(£). The angular dependence, ge(o), is
described by a normalized Gaussian function

g t ( 9 ) - --exp- , (2.11)V27T r
where $bar is the mean value of the angle at which the binary encounter peak
occurs in the angular distribution and T̂ .s the width of the Gaussian fit to
that peak. The coefficients, F and cos 6, contained in Eq. 2.11 are
parameterized as a function of proton energy and energy loss by least squares
fitting to the experimental angular distributions. The amplitude of the hard
collisions term is determined primarily by the second function, Sbea(e). For
it, Wilson uses a simple singly differential binary-encounter treatment [43].
Finally, the function fb is introduced to force the hard collisions component
to tend to zero as £ -> 0, in order to achieve better agreement with
experiment (e in eV) ,

fb(e) = max ••• — «———— > (2-12)

This scheme has been used by Wilson for representing water vapor cross
sections and the results of his calculations plotted as differential partial
stopping cross sections [eo(e,8)], i.e., that part of the stopping cross
section arising from energy loss to kinetic energy of electrons ejected at
specific angles, are reproduced for 1 MeV proton impact in FIG. 2.16. The
partial stopping cross section for ionization can be obtained from the
measured doubly differential cross sections by carrying out the integration in
the expression Jd£ JdO(I+£)a(e,8), where I is the initial binding energy of
the ejected electron.



1.0 MeV FT ON HoO

FIG. 2.16. Doubly differential energy loss cross sections for energy
deposited as kinetic energy of ejected electrons [eo(e,8), in units of cm2/sr
molecule] calculated using the model of Wilson [124,125] with parameters
obtained from fitting the data of Toburen and Wilson [76] for proton impact
ionization of water vapor.

From a review of the doubly differential cross sections for electron
emission by protons it would appear that the mechanisms responsible for
ionization are well understood; this is particularly true for fast ions where
the Born approximation in expected to be valid. Theoretical techniques to
predict doubly differential cross sections in the high energy region (energies
greater than a few hundred keV) have been successful based on the Born
approximation. Binary encounter theory and hydrogenic Born calculations both
underestimate the cross sections for emission of electrons into large and
small angles. The similarity of angular distributions for a wide range of
molecular targets, however, is conducive to the development of molecular
models for use in track structure calculations. Charge-transfer-to-continuum
states contribute to an enhancement of the cross sections for small emission
angles, but do not contribute significantly to the total yield of electrons.
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Before moving on to the discussion of doubly differential electron
emission cross sections for heavier ions it is appropriate to comment on the
general features of the angular distributions of electrons ejected in proton
collisions and the relationship of what is observed to that assumed in common
radiological calculations for high LET radiation. The angular distributions
of ejected electrons have been shown to have a broad angular distribution
that, in the intermediate- and high-energy range, varies from nearly isotropic
for the lowest energy ejected electrons to narrow distributions peaked at the
classical emission angles for high-energy ejected electrons. This is
summarized here to emphasize that not all electrons are ejected at 90 degrees
to the ion path as has been assumed in traditional track structure
calculations (see, for example, Butts and Katz [129] and Chatterjee and
Shaeffer, [130]).

2.2.3. Heavy Ion Impact

2.2.3.1. Bare Ions:

Protons represent, by far, the most comprehensive data base of doubly
differential cross sections for bare ions. The second largest data set for a
bare ion is that available for alpha particles, He2'1". There have also been
some measurements of doubly differential cross sections for heavier ions, such
as C5+, and O8+ [63], O8+ [86], and the nearly bare Mo40* ion [104], These
data, for somewhat isolated collision systems, serve to examine methods for
ion charge-state scaling of cross sections and provide tests of evolving
theory, eg., these data were mentioned briefly above in the context of
theoretical techniques that include the effects of the two charge centers,
projectile and target, on the ejected electron spectra. It suffices to repeat
here that, for projectiles of sufficiently high charge states, z2 scaling may
be modified somewhat compared to that expected on the basis of first order
classical and quantum calculations.

The doubly differential cross sections for ejection of electrons into a
"large" emission angle (125 degrees) from argon by 1.2 and 2.0 MeV alpha
particles are shown in FIG. 2.17 where they are compared to cross sections for
electron emission by equal velocity protons. Here the cross sections for
proton impact were multiplied by a factor of 4 to scale them according to z2
scaling, as predicted by classical (Eq. 2.1) and quantum mechanical (Eq. 2.8)
theory, for comparison to the alpha particle results. Note that there is
excellent agreement between the scaled proton data and the equal velocity
alpha particle cross sections. The only difference observed among the data
for the two projectiles is the somewhat broader Auger electron spectra
superimposed on the continuum spectra at approximately 200 eV for the alpha
particle impact. The extra width of the alpha particle induced Auger spectra
results from increased multiple ionization of the target by alpha particles,
thus resulting in Auger transitions with a broader energy range [131]. A
similar comparison of doubly differential cross sections is shown in FIG. 2.18
for electron emission into a forward angle. Here we see that the z2 scaling
provides excellent agreement among the data for the two projectiles at the
largest and smallest ejected electron energies. Discrepancies are observed,
however, at the intermediate electron energies. These discrepancies are
attributed to the influence of the CCT ionization mechanism. CCT is expected
to scale as z3 [132] compared to the z2 scaling of direct ionization; this
would lead to larger cross sections for the alpha particles in the region of
the spectra where CCT contributes. This mechanism should have a maximum
effect at ejected electron energies such that the outgoing projectile and
electron have comparable velocity; equal velocities occur at ejected electron
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energies of 272 eV and 163 eV for alpha particle (proton) energies of 2 MeV
(0.5 MeV) and 1.2 MeV (0.3 MeV), respectively. These data would suggest that
the CCT lonization mechanism is an important contribution to the ionized
electron spectra over a broad range of electron energies and emission angles.

2.2.3.2. Structured Ions:

Studies of lonization of atomic and molecular targets by structured ions,
i.e., ions that carry bound electrons and are sometimes referred to as clothed
or dressed ions, have been underway for more than 20 years (see for example,
Rudd et al. [70], Cacak and Jorgensen, [83], Wilson and Toburen, [82], and
have been discussed in reviews by Toburen [1, 41, 42], Rudd and Macek [43],
Rudd [44] e and Stolterfoht [45]. Publications addressing doubly-differential
cross sections for a broad range of collision partners are reviewed in table
2.3; in preparing this table the publications were limited to those that
present measurements of absolute cross sections and that cover a reasonably
wide range of ejected electron energies and ancles.

The primary differences in the spectra of electrons ejected by fast ions
that carry bound electrons from those ejected by bare ions can be seen in FIG.
2.19, where spectra are shown for ejection of electrons from water vapor oy
0.3 MeV/u H+, He++, and He* ions [92]; the proton data are shown both, as
unsealed cross sections for low-energy electron emission, and as full spectra
multiplied by a factor of 4 to account for z2 scaling for comparison to the
helium ion data. Note that the scaled proton data are in excellent agreement
with the He++ results over most of the energy and angular range. The greatest
differences between the scaled proton and bare helium ion cross sections occur
at the smallest angles and for electron energies near 160 eV; the latter is
the electron energy at which the electron and ion have comparable velocity.
These differences are attributed, as discussed above, to the CCT mechanism of
lonization which scales as a higher power of z than direct lonization.

In contrast to the excellent agreement observed between scaled H+ and
He++ cross sections the emission cross sections for He* impact exhibit marked
differences from the bare ion results. Most evident is the reduction in cross
section for ejection of low-energy electrons; at the smallest ejected electron
energies the cross sections more nearly reflect the unsealed proton results.
Low-energy electrons are ejected in distant "soft" collisions in which the
bound projectile electron provides an effective electrostatic shield of the
helium ion nucleus [114] such that the strength of the electrostatic
interaction is greatly reduced. Higher energy electrons, on the other hand,
are ejected with increasingly close collisions that penetrate the shielding
radius of the He* bound electron and are subject to the Coulomb potential of
the full nuclear charge of the projectile. Thus, cross sections for high-
energy electrons ejected in He+ collisions are similar to those for He**
impact, whereas the low-energy data are more nearly equal to those of unsealed
proton cross sections. More explicitly, one finds a gradual change in the
nature of the cross sections, from lo^-energy electrons that are ejected in
large-impact parameter collisions by what would appear to be a proton ("heavy"
particle) of charge +1, to fast electrons ejected in close collisions by an
effectively bare alpha particle of charge +2. Unfortunately the functional
relationship that allows one to scale the charge as a function of energy loss,
or impact parameter, has not been determined for different ion species and
different molecular targets. The most obvious implication of the energy
dependence of the "effective" nuclear charge is that the effective charge of
stopping power theory, i.e., an effective charge that is only a function of
the nuclear charge and particle velocity, is totally inadequate for use in any
theory of differential energy loss by dressed ions. On the other hand, the
dependence of effective cnarge on energy loss determined from measured
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differential ionization cross sections can provide insights into the origins
of the effective charge of stopping power theory; if the contribution to
stopping power from target excitation is small the effective charge of
stopping power theory can be obtained from an integral over the energy-loss
dependent effective charge derived from ionization data such as those shown in
FIG. 2.19 when averaged over the population of charge states in a charge
equilibrated beam. The concept of effective charge will be treated in greater
detail in a later section of this chapter and again in Chapter 7.5.

The second feature observed in the electron spectra measured for
structured ion impact that is different from bare ions is the presence of a
broad peak in the spectra originating from electrons that are stripped from
the incident ion. These electrons are found predominantly in the forward
directions, small emission angles in the laboratory reference frame, and at
electron energies that correspond to electrons of the same velocity as the
ion. Such a peak is visible in FIG. 2.19 in the 15- and 30-degree spectra at
approximately 160 eV. In the 15-degree spectrum the contribution from
projectile electron loss actually enhances the cross sections in the He*
spectrum to the point that it is larger than that of the He1"1" spectrum. At
the larger emission angles the contribution to the spectra from projectile
electron loss is less obvious and the primary difference between the spectra
for the different ions is the strong influence of the bound He+ electron in
screening the projectile nucleus. The contribution to the electron emission
spectra from projectile-electron loss is also strongly dependent upon the
projectile energy in this intermediate energy range. The cross sections for
electron emission into an angle of 125 degrees from ionization of argon by He1"
ions is shown in FIG. 2.20 for ion energies from 0.3 MeV to 2 MeV, i.e., 75 to
500 keV/u. Here the contribution from electron loss is seen to disappear as
the ion energy is decreased. This reflects the well known tendency of the
electron stripping cross sections to decrease as the ion energy decreases.

Theoretical studies of doubly differential cross sections for He* impact
have been limited primarily to the Born approximation (see, for example,
Manson and Toburen, [133], and McGuire, et al., [134]), although efforts have
also been made to apply the binary encounter approximation [114]. A
comparison of the doubly-differential cross sections calculated with the Born
approximation for the He^-He collision system to spectra measured at 15 and 60
degrees with respect to the outgoing He+ ion is shown in FIG. 2.21, this is
reprinted from the work of Manson and Toburen [133]. Excellent agreement
between theory and experiment is observed for electrons ejected at 60 degrees,
but differences of approximately a factor of 2 are found for the 15 degree
spectra. Since electrons are indistinguishable in these measurement it could
not be determined whether the discrepancy were with the calculation of target
or projectile ionization. More recently measurements were made in which
electrons were detected in coincidence with either the transmitted He+ or
stripped He1""̂  ion [135]. Those measurements demonstrated the inadequacy of
the theoretical treatment to address simultaneous ionization processes, eg.,
ionization of both the projectile and target in a single collision. It was
not clear from this work, however, whether discrepancies were the result of
the use of inadequate wave functions or if they were a result of a breakdown
in the Born approximation itself. More recently measurements have been
undertaken for the H°-He collision system [136] that now indicate that the
Born approximation is sufficient to describe these few electron systems if
adequate wave functions are used for both, discrete and continuum states.

An example of the spectrum of electrons ejected in He+ collisions with
water vapor in which electrons are detected in coincidence with the stripped
He2* ion is shown in FIG. 2.22. These measurements were conducted at the
Pacific Northwest Laboratory by R. D. DuBois using experimental techniques
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FIG. 2.21. Comparison of the measured doubly-differential cross sections for
ionization of helium by 2 MeV He+ to calculations based on the Born approxima-
tion [133].

described by DuBois and Manson [135]. One would expect the coincidence
spectrum to be dominated by electrons lost by the projectile; a spectrum that
peaks at approximately 400 eV for the ion energy considered here. The
expected spectrum of electrons stripped from the projectiles, based on the
transformation of an ejected electron spectrum from the projectile frame of
reference to the laboratory frame is shown as the dashed line in FIG. 2.22.
The large contribution of electrons ejected with energies less than 400 eV in
the coincidence spectrum is attributed to simultaneous projectile and target
ionization. This simultaneous ionization implies there will be a significant
amount of correlation between the two ejected electrons as they slow down in a
biological medium. Such correlation may influence the subsequent chemical
reactions and lead to biologically active chemical species that are different
from those following non-correlated energy deposition events.

Only a limited amount of data are available for structured ions heavier
than helium (see Table 2.3 for details). At the low-energy end of the
projectile energy spectrum these studies range from the pioneering work of
Jorgensen and his colleagues at the University of Nebraska for symmetric Ar+ -
Ar and Ne"1" - Ne collisions [70,83] to the more recent work of Woerlee et al.
[84,85] for Nen+ - Ne, n=l-3, Stolterfoht and Schneider [100] for O+ and N"1"
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collisions with Ar, and Toburen et al. [98] for ionization of He by C+. High-
energy projectile studies range from the early studies of Stolterfoht et al.
[86] for fast oxygen ions to the very fast, very heavy ion work of Schneider
et al. [103] for Fe17+ and Fe22+ ions, Stolterfoht et al. [104] for Mo40'1' ions,
Kelbch et al. [105] for U33+ ions, Schmidt-Bocking et al. [106]) for U33+ ions,
and Schneider et al. [107] for Th38+ and U38+ ions. For the most part, these
data for heavy ions are limited in scope; by this we mean they do not cover a
broad enough range in projectile energy or charge state to gain a detailed
understanding of the collision systematics. They do, however, provide
excellent tests of collision theory. Such tests were discussed above for bare
ions and will be examined further later in this section.

In our studies at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory we have investigated
the cross section systematics for intermediate-energy "light" heavy ions, eg.,
carbon and oxygen ions. The general features of the ejected electron spectra
for these intermediate-energy clothed ions are illustrated in FIG. 2.23 for
ionization of water vapor by oxygen ions. For an ion of the relatively small
velocity shown in FIG. 2.23, we see only a small contribution to the ejected
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FIG. 2.22. Comparison of the spectrum of electrons detected in coincidence
with ionization of the He+ projectile to that of all electrons ejected at 20
degrees with respect to the exiting ion. These unpublished data were measured
by R. D. DuBois at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory using the technique
described by DuBois and Manson [135],
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FIG. 2.23. Cross sections for emission of electrons at 15 degrees for
ionization of water vapor by oxygen ions. The position in the spectrum at
which the ejected electron velovity is equal to the ion velocity is noted by
ve = vx; the binary encounter peak is designated as BEP and the high energy
peak is attributed to the KL1L2s Auger electron emitted from the oxygen ion
excited and decaying in flight. These are unpublished data from the author's
studies at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory.

electron spectra resulting from electron loss from the projectile (exhibited
as a small peak where the ejected electron velocity Ve is nearly equal to the
ion velocity vx). The contribution is largest for the singly charged ion and
then decreases as the projectile charge state increases. The binary encounter
peak (BEP) for "fast" electrons ejected in these collisions is observed as a
shoulder on the high energy portion of the spectra and this contribution is
observed to increase slightly with increased projectile charge state. Above
the BEP the cross sections decrease rapidly; the "width" of the binary peak
reflects the initial velocity distribution of the bound target electrons. It
is interesting to note the somewhat faster fall-off of the cross sections for
the higher projectile charge states. This may be the effect of the electrons
feeling the potential of the two charge centers which tends to decrease the
cross sections for electrons that exit the collision with velocities greater
than the projectile [63,104,123]. The peak observed in the spectra at
approximately 1000 eV results from Auger electrons emitted from the oxygen
projectile following collision induced K-shell vacancy production. The Auger
spectra are observed in the laboratory frame-of-reference at the Doppler
shifted energy (For a review of the kinematics of projectile emitted Auger
processes, see Stolterfoht [45]). The effect of projectile electron screening
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FIG. 2.24. Secondary electron emission are shown for electron emission at 15
degrees with respect to the out going projectile by equal velocity Hf, He"*",
and C+ ions colliding with a helium target. The proton data are from the
compilation of Rudd et al. [72], the He+ data are from Toburen and Wilson
[90], and the C+ data are from Toburen et al. [98].

on the collision cross sections is seen in the decreasing cross section for
low-energy electron emission as the charge state of the ion decreases. For
the lowest energy electrons ejected, those resulting from the most distant
collisions, one would expect the cross sections to be representative of a
projectile point charge equal to the net ion charge. Thus the results for O+
may be expected to approach the cross sections obtained for equal velocity
protons. Likewise cross sections for O2+ and OJ+ may be expected to be factors
of 4 and 9 larger than O+ results, reflecting "z2" scaling, at sufficiently
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FIG. 2.25. Single differential cross sections for ionization of argon by
equal velocity H+, He+, and C+ ions. The data for He+ and C* ion impact have
been divided by 4 and 36, respectively, in accord with z2 scaling for compari-
son to the proton résulta.

low ejected electron energies. The fact that the cross sections at the lowest
energies shown do not exhibit these ratios is either because we have not yet
measured low enough ejected electron energies, or that the basic scaling
assumption is invalid.

Cross sections for emission of electrons into an angle of 15 degrees for
ionization of He by equal velocity 300 keV/u H+, He+, and c+ ions are shown in
FIG. 2.24. The cross sections for low-energy electron emission by C+ ions
approach the same values as those for the other two singly charged ions
illustrating the screening efficiency of projectile electrons. For higher
electron energies, those ejected in small impact parameter collisions, the
carbon cross sections are approximately 36 times greater than the proton
results; this reflect interactions between the incident ion and bound electron
that occur with an essentially unscreened carbon nucleus. This dramatic
effect of nuclear screening by the projectile electrons is perhaps more
clearly seen in the data for singly differential cross sections, obtained from
measured doubly differential cross sections by integration with respect to
emission angle, shown in FIG. 2.25. Here it is reasonably clear that the
high-energy electrons scale as the square of the projectile nuclear charge,
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whereas the low-energy electrons ejected in soft, or distant, collisions are
representative of interactions with a highly screened projectile nuclear
charge. Although the comparison of secondary electron spectra to proton data
clearly shows that the effective charge of heavier, clothed ions is a function
of the energy loss, there is no theory available, nor is there adequate ex-
perimental data at this time, to accurately define the functional relation-
ships of this "effective charge" with ion energy, ion opecies, and energy
loss.

The interpretation of the cross sections in terms of theory for electron
emission in collisions involving structured ions depends strongly on the
energy range of the incident ions. At the highest energies of the incident
ions one can expect calculations based on the Born approximation to be
reasonably successful. At high projectile energies the ions have an
equilibrium charge that is representative of nearly bare nuclei and
theoretical calculations for collisions with such ions are in good agreement
with measurements [63,104,123].

For low-energy dressed ions the ejected electron energy spectra have a
nearly exponential shape. This is illustrated in FIG. 2.26 where the data of
Woerlee [84,85] are compared with the somewhat higher energy results from the
author's work at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory. The observation by Woerlee
[85] that the differential cross sections exhibit an exponential dependence on
ejected electron energy and, for given ion energy, decrease with increasing
projectile charge has lead to the use of quasi-molecular theory to describe
these collisions [43,84,85]. In that theory the electron emission is
considered as a result of direct coupling of the discrete and continuum
electronic states via a rotational or radial coupling. This leads to the
functional form of the cross section given by

f. \
(2.13)

where the electrons are assumed to be emitted isotropically and, in their
notation, R0, a, and 5 are parameters that can be determined from the
experimental data [84]. The physical interpretation of these parameters is
that a is the width of the region where the coupling to the continuum takes
place, 5 is the energy of the discrete state, and R0 is the internuclear
distance where the coupling is strongest. In the fitting of their
experimental Ne+ - Ne data, Woerlee et al. found valves of R0 = 1.32 au, a =
0.42 au, and 6 = 10 eV which are reasonable values within the assumed
mechanism. It should be noted, however, that the angular distributions are
not found experimentally to be isotropic as assumed in arriving at Eq. 2.13.
Woerlee et al. [84] find the angular distributions of ejected electrons to be
approximately cosö in shape in the center-of-mass reference frame with the 90
degree minimum to be about 30% of the values at 50 and 140 degrees.

Although the direct coupling theory is expected to be valid only at the
extreme low-energy end of the range of ion-atoms collision energies we have
taken the liberty to add our unpublished carbon ion data obtained at somewhat
higher ion energy to the Woerlee et al. data for comparison in FIG. 2.26. The
good agreement in shape and magnitude between the C+ and Ne2+ ion data is
quite interesting. It would seem to imply that the details of the projectile-
target electronic structure is not very important in this ion energy range.
This conclusion could also be drawn from the similarity of cross sections
found for different neon ion charge states by Woerlee et al. [84]. If this
conclusion is valid and not simply a coincidence of the particular data sets
being compared, then the direct coupling theory may provide a good method for
parameterizing data for use in radiological modeling. For example, Eq. 2.13
would suggest that if the logarithm of the doubly differential cross sections
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FIG. 2.26. Doubly differential cross sections for production of electrons in
collisions of Ne2"1" and C+ ions with neon; the emission angle is 90 degrees.
The data for Ne2+ are from Woerlee [85] and the C+ results are unpublished
results of Toburen at PNL.

were plotted versus the reciprocal of the ion velocity for a specified
electron emission angle the curves for constant ejected electron energy should
form straight lines. Data for ionization of neon by C"1" and Ne+ ions are shown
plotted in this manner in FIG. 2.27. Except for the lowest energy ejected
electrons it would appear the curves of constant electron energy are straight
lines in agreement with Eq. 2.13, and, remarkably, these straight lines extend
through the data obtained with the higher energy carbon ion impact. The
curvature in the lowest energy electron cross sections may be evidence of a
breakdown in the direct coupling model and a transition to the direct Coulomb
ionization model where the ion is moving relatively fast compared to the
ejected electron velocity. As a matter of caution we should note that this
interpretation of the interaction mechanisms may be fortuitous since data for
ionization of CH4 by C+ ions, shown in FIG. 2.27 for one ejected electron
energy at 30 degrees tend to exhibit a more sharply decreasing slope with
decreasing ion velocity; these data are connected with a dashed line to guide
the eye. What appeared to be scatter of the data points around the straight
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FIG. 2.27. Cross sections for ionization of neon by C+ and Ne+ ions plotted
as recommended by the theory of direct coupling between discrete and continuum
states. The Ne ion data are from the work of Cacak and Jorgensen [83] and the
carbon ion data are unpublished data from the Pacific Northwest Laboratory
using the techniques discussed by Toburen [96B, 99B].

line in the neon target data is accurately reproduced in the CH<, data. One
must ask whether the high energy C+ data do indeed exhibit a different slope
than the solid lines suggests, or are we justified in connecting the high
energy C+ data with the lower energy Ne+ ion data? Resolving this question
will require more study.

Although the direct coupling theory seems to describe the general
features of the ejected electron spectra for low and intermediate energy
collisions of structured ions with atomic targets this theory is of limited
application as it does not provide ab initio absolute cross sections. Only
with the recent developments of the Classical Trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC)
theory [97,98,105] does it appear that one may be able to address the problem
of calculating absolute cross sections for collisions involving intermediate-
energy structured ions. Doubly differential cross sections for ionization of
helium by 200 keV/u C+ ions are compared at an emission angle of 5C degrees
with CTMC results in FIG. 2.28. In this illustration the experimental results
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FIG. 2.28. Comparison of measured doubly differential cross sections for
emission of electrons at 50 degrees by C+ ions to classical trajectory Monte
Carlo (CTMC) calculations, see Reinhold et al. [97].

are about 40% larger than the CTMC results, however the agreement tends to
improve as one compares at both larger and smaller angles and excellent
agreement is obtained for this ion energy and electrons emitted at 20 degrees
(see, for example, Toburen et al. T98]). A powerful aspect of the CTMC theory
is that it can follow the fate of electrons from both target and projectile
during the collision and thereby provide information on the relative
contribution of these electrons to the various regions of the observed
spectra. The dashed line in FIG. 2.28 is the contribution of electrons that
are emitted from the projectile. Without this calculation it would not be
possible to know whether th-a broad "peak" at an electron energy of about 200
eV superimposed on an otherwise smooth continuum was the result of a binary
encounter peak of electrons from the target or the effect of electrons lost
from the projectile. A difficulty with application of the CTMC theory is the
computer intensive nature of the calculations. It is not practical to
calculate cross sections for wide ranges of the parameters of the collision
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FIG. 2.29. Single differential cross sections for ionization of molecular
nitrogen by 500 eV electron impact. The data are from the work of Opal, et
al. [7J.

systems of interest to radiobiology and radiation therapy. However it may be
possible to use this technique to gain a better understanding of the collision
process that will enable the development of phenomenological models that can
still reproduce the features of the ejected electron spectra with more simple
computational forms.

2.3. SINGLY DIFFERENTIAL IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS

2.3.1 Electron Impact

Although singly differential cross sections (SDCS) for electron emission
in ion atom/molecule collisions are in concept simpler than doubly
differential cross sections there have been essentially1 no experiments
designed that measure them directly. Singly differential cross sections are
normally obtained by integration of the doubly differential cross sections
with respect to either ejected electron energy or emission angle. The SDCS

xThe electron spectrometer developed by Mathis and Vroom [15j could, in
principle measure singly differential cross sections directly by electrically
connecting the angular electron detectors together. In practice, however, *-*-
spectrometer was not used in that fashion. the
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are somewhat less sensitive to the details of the collision physics because
the act of integration over one collision variable tends to average subtle
features of the ejected electron spectra. However, for many applications in
radiological physics the SDCS provide an adequate description of the
collisions, eg., the SDCS, a(«), obtained from integration of DDCS over
emission angle is an accurate indicator of the probability of energy loss by a
projectile in an encounter with the target electron. The SDCS obtained by
integration of DDCS 's also provide additional tests of the accuracy and
reliability of experimental data.

Singly differential cross sections, a ( € ) , for the ionization of molecular
nitrogen are shown in FIG. 2.29. These data from the work of Opal et al. [7]
illustrate the general shape of the secondary electron spectra; for electron
impact, secondary electrons are defined as electrons detected with less then
one half of the incident electron energy. From collision kinematics it is
known that for each secondary electron detected with energy « , the primary
electron will be observed in the spectrum with an energy given by Ee - e - Ie,
where Ee is the incident electron energy, and Ie is the initial binding energy
of the ejected electron. The contribution to the spectra from degraded
primaries is observed as the tendency of the cross sections to increase at the
high energy end of the spectra for the four lowest energy incident electrons
shown in FIG. 2.29. If each of the spectra had been continued out to the
primary energy the high-energy half of the spectra would mirror that of the
low-energy half, however shifted slightly to lower energies to account for the
loss of energy in overcoming electron binding, and at £ = Ee the elastic
scattering peak would be seen. A full electron spectrum for ionization of
methane by 500 eV electrons is shown in FIG. 2.30. This comparison from the
work of Oda [21] also demonstrates the good agreement between his results and
the measurements of Opal et al. [7]. The Mott cross sections given in the
work of Oda agree well with the experimental data through the center of the
spectrum, but fall below the experimental values for low-energy ejected
electrons and overestimate the cross sections at the upper end of the
spectrum. The steps, or discontinuities, seen in the Mott cross sections are
due to the effects of inner-shell contributions to the electron spectrum.

The data for ionization of atomic and molecular targets by electron
impact are available for only a limited range of incident energies and target
species; see the publications cited in Table 2.1. Because of this limited
range of the availability of experimental data, and the scatter in the data
from different sources, a good deal of effort has gone into the development of
theoretical techniques to test and extend the existing data. As indicated
above in the discussion of doubly differential cross section, Kim and his
colleagues [32-36] have developed methods based on established theory to test
the reliability and to extend the range of electron emission cross sections.
For the analysis of singly differential electron emission cross sections it is
convenient to present the SDCS 's as their ratio to the Rutherford or, in the
case of electron impact, the Mott cross sections; this reduces the wide
dynamic range of the energy loss spectra enabling their display on a linear
scale and helps to illustrate established theoretical constraints on the cross
sections. To determine this ratio, presented explicitly for the Rutherford
cross sections in Eq. 2.2, above, to targets with more than one electronic
shell it is necessary to sum over all contributing electronic levels. In that
case Eq. 2.2 should be rewritten as

(e + IJ2 au), , (2.14)
47ra0.R'iz i

where i refers to the electronic level from which the ejected electron
originated, IA is the electron binding energy of the ith level, and a(f.)l
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FIG. 2.30. Single differential cross sections for ionization of methane gas
by 500 eV electron impact. The data are from Opal et al. [8] and Oda [21].
The Mott calculation was presented by Oda [21].

the differential cross section for ejection of an electron from the i level.
Unfortunately the experiments do not normally determine the shell or subshell
from which the detected electron was ejected. Therefore the valence shej.1
binding energy Ix is used for all ejected electrons reducing Eq. 2,14 to

(e a(e) (2.15)

This approximation is considered appropriate based on the fact that, at the
electron energies we are considering, the valence electrons provide the
majority of the contribution to the energy loss cross section. The
simplification afforded by Eq. 2.15 is equivalent to dividing the experimental
cross sections by the Rutherford cross section per target valence electron.
For electron impact it is instructive to plot the experimental data in the
form of Y(Q,T) defined in Eq. 2.15 against the reciprocal of the energy loss.
As was pointed out by Kirn and Noguchi [36], the area under the curve in a plot
of Y(Q,t) versus R/Q can be shown to be proportional to the total ionization
cross section

(2.16)
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FIG. 2.31. Secondary electron spectra for electron impact ionization of N2.
The areas under the curves have been normalized to the respective total
ionization cross sections. The area between the shaded lines corresponds to
the fraction of the electrons ejected with insufficient energies to produce
further ionization in the target medium. These data are from Kirn [33].

where I is the electron binding energy and E0 is the incident electron energy.
Such a plot is useful for testing absolute normalization of the differential
cross sections and for determining the importance of specific features of the
spectra as contributors to the overall yield of ionization. Total ionization
cross sections are available with accuracies of 5% to 10% for a wide range of
atoms and molecules (Total ionization cross sections for electron impact
ionization are reviewed in Chapter 3 of this report.). The functional form of
the differential cross sections can be determined for specified energy regions
by the use of appropriate theory. For example, the Mott cross section should
be accurate for providing the magnitude of the SDCS for fast electrons ejected
in collisions involving sufficiently high-energy incident electrons. For
electrons ejected with low energies the Bethe-Born theory provides a
convenient framework to investigate the features of the singly differential
cross sections and their dependence upon projectile parameters. The Bethe-
Born formula can be written [137] as

(2.17)
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where df/dQ is the differential optical oscillator atrength distribution. The
first term in the brackets includes a dependence on the logarithm of the
incident electron energy, thus leading to its dominance as the incident
particle energy increases. That combined with the 1/Q dependence leads to the
low-energy ejected electron spectral shape that is determined by the dipole
oscillator strength at sufficiently high energies of the incident electrons
{or any charged particle); the spectra should become increasingly optical in
nature as the ion energy increases. The second term in the brackets of Eq.
2.17 is independent of the incident particle energy except for the kinematic
restrictions in the maximum energy loss that can occur ir a collision.
Although B(Q} contributes at all Q it is expected to dorrr.iate at high Q where
the first term has become negligible. An estimate of B{Q) can be obtained
from use of the Matt formalism at sufficiently high values jf the energy loss.
The last term in the expression includes all contributions from terms of
higher order in 1/T; these are normally negligible in the energy range of
validity of the Bethe-Born approximation. An example of the utility of this
method of data analysis taken from Kirn [32] is shown in FIG. 2.31, where the
ratios of the experimental cross sections to the corresponding Rutherford
cross sections are plotted as a function of the reciprocal of the energy loss.
Plotted in this way the area under the curve is proportional to the total
ionization cross section and the shape of the low-energy portion of the curve
is representative of the dipole oscillator strength. The fraction of the
electrons ejected with energies between the shaded vertical lines, that
correspond to «=o and e=15.6 eV with Q=15.6 eV, represents those electrons
that are unable to produce further ionization as they slow down in the target
medium. In the example shown in FIG. 2.31, the only experimental differential
cross sections used to establish the family of curves were those for electron
emission by 500 eV incident electrons. Those data were used, along with the
dipole oscillator strengths, to define the overall shape of the curve for 500
eV primaries. The magnitude of the cross sections was then established by
normalization of the a^rea under the curve to the total ionization cross
section. Curves for other primary energies were then drawn by extrapolation
based on maintaining 1) a curve shape consistent with the optical oscillator
strengths, 2) the proper integrated area consistent with total ionization
cross sections, and 3) the proper kinematic limit to the secondary electron
energy consistent with the maximum energy transfer. Models of this type
provide means to evaluate experimental consistency, to extrapolate data to
regions where data are unavailable, and provide convenient methods of
introducing data into computer codes for track structure calculations. This
technique of data analysis and extrapolation takes advantage of the
availability of a wide range of experimental data on total ionization cross
sections (see, for example, reviews by Schräm et al.,[138] and Shiraamura,
[139]) and oscillator strengths [126,140]. In addition, the use of spectra
based on oscillator strength distributions has the potential for application

Table 2.4
Values of fitting parameters

Parameter Hydrogen Helium
A! 0.74 0.85
A2 0.87 0.36
A3 -0.60 -0.10
n 2.4 2.4
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FIG. 2.32. Single differential cross sections for 200-eV e' + He collisions
plotted as X versus w, where X is the ratio of the experimental cross section
to the Mott cross section and w is the ejected electron energy. The data
plotted are; solid lines - calculated from Eq. 2.18, dashed line is from the
recommended values of Kirn [31], squares - Shyn and Sharp [5], circles are from
the data of Opal et al. [B], x's are the data of Goruganthu and Bonham [9],
trianglas are data of Rudd and DuBois [6], and diamonds are the data of
Mueller-Fiedler [10].

to both gas and condensed phase targets by simply using the proper oscillator
strengths. These techniques will be described in more detail in the following
sections with regard to their application to proton-induced ionization. For
greater detail in the application of this method to electron-impact ionization
the interested reader is directed to the work of Kirn referenced above, as well
as to his review [33], and to studies by Miller et al. [137] and Miller and
Manson [141].

The semi-empirical model of Rudd [39], described earlier for DDCS,
Eqs. 2.7 and 2.8, is part of a comprehensive model that includes the following
expression for the SDCS, at(w), for ejection of an electron of scaled energy w
(w=e/I) by impact on an incident electron of scaled energy t (t=T/I):

(2.18)

where S=47raoN(R/I)2, N is the number of electrons of binding energy I, R is
the Rydberg unit of energy (13.6 eV), a0 is the Bohr radius, and n is an
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adjustable parameter evaluated by fitting to experimental electron spectra,
and

F(t) = (Alin(t) + A2 + A3/t)/£ . (2.19)

The values of Alf A2, and A3 are obtained either by fitting to experimental
SDCSs or, more accurately, by fitting the integral of the SDCS expression to
the experimental total cross sections. The expression for the total cross
section given by this model will be given in a later section. The values of
these fitting parameters and of n for hydrogen and helium targets are given in
Table 2.4. A sample plot of the ratio of the results of Eg. 2.18 to the
corresponding Mott cross section is shown in FIG. 2.32 as the quantity X
plotted versus the reduced electron energy w.

One of the major gaps in our knowledge of differential cross sections for
interactions of electrons with biologically relevant targets is the lack of
direct -measurements of these processes for the condensed phase. Presently the
basis of condensed phase electron transport used in track structure simulation
is deduced from the theory of charged particle interactions in condensed
phase, and from oscillator strengths for photoabsorption [126,140]. During
the past few years, however, there have been significant advances in our
understanding of electron interactions in the condensed phase brought about by
the pioneering work of Leon Sanche and his coworkers [142-145]. Measurements
that they have conducted, and continue to conduct, on the scattering of low-
energy electrons in thin films are providing detailed information on the
energy-loss mechanisms associated with the slowing down of low-energy
electrons. A particularly interesting feature in the preliminary studies has
been the similarity of elastic and inelastic electron scattering processes in
the solid to those observed in the gas phase, eg., resonant processes, such as
transient negative-ion formation [143], are strong features in the energy-loss
spectra for very low-energy electrons. A detailed discussion of electron
transport in the condensed phase is presented in chapter 4 of this report.

2.3.2. Pioton Impact

Singly differential cross sections for proton impact ionization of atomic
and molecular targets are normally obtained, as discussed above for electron
impact, by integration of measured doubly differential cross sections with
respect to either the electron ejection energy or the emission angle. In
general the integration is performed with respect to emission angle and the
SDCS, a(e), differential in ejected electron energy is presented. This
spectrum gives the probability of a given energy loss occurring in an ionizing
collision and is therefore of relatively high interest in Radiological
Physics. An excellent review of the energy distributions of electrons emitted
in collisions of protons with atomic and molecular targets has recently been
published by Rudd et al. [146].

As with electron impact, discussed above, it is convenient to display the
SDCS for proton impact as the ratio of the measured cross sections to the
respective Rutherford cross sections. For fast proton impact ionization the
high energy extremes of the ejected electron spectra are expected to be
reliably given by the Rutherford cross section. Therefore, if we plot Y(Q,T),
as defined by Eq. 2.15, against the energy loss Q, the ratio Y(Q,T) should
approach a constant value for large ejected electron energies. Owing to the
fact that the Rutherford formula incorporated in Eq. 2.15 gives the cross
section per target electron, the magnitude of that constant should be equal to
the number of electrons in the atomic or molecular target. In FIG. 2.33, this
ratio, Y(Q,T), is plotted versus Q for an atomic helium target. In this
illustration the ratios approach a value of approximately 2.2 which is
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FIG. 2.33. The ratio of the measured singly-differential cross sectic i for
proton ionization of helium [110] to the Rutherford cross section plotted
versus collisional energy loss.

indicative that the measured cross sections may be systematically 10% too
large; that is, if the Rutherford cross section can be expected to be valid.
Similar ratios are plotted in FIG. 2.34 for a wider range of proton energies
and an atomic neon target; note that, at the two largest proton energies, the
high-energy cutoff of these spectra is due to spectrometer limitations, not a
lack of high-energy electrons. In principle, for an atom such as neon, where
the electron can be ejected from inner shells or sub-shells, the ionization
potential used in the Rutherford formula should reflect the origin of the
electron. However, the experiments are not able to determine the origin of
the detected electron, therefore, the ratio is calculated assuming that all
electrons originate from the valence shell [110]. For neon the ratio Y(Q,T)
approaches a value of approximately 10, indicative of the number of bound
electrons in the atom; the peak observed at approximately 800 eV results from
Auger electron emission following K-shell vacancy production that occurs in a
small fraction of the collisions. For the highest energy protons Y(Q,T)
approaches a value somewhat greater than 10, the total number of electrons in
neon; this is, as for the helium data shown in FIG. 2.33, again indicative
that the experimental values may be systematically about 10% higher than would
be expected. It should be noted, however, that the ratio Y(Q,T) observed for
1.5 MeV protons reaches a plateau at approximately 8 which is in good
agreement with the Rutherford prediction if only the outer, n = 2, shell
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electrons participate; the inner-shell electrons are tightly bound and
contribute little to the Rutherford cross section at this proton energy.

An increased scatter in the Y(Q,T) data is observed for the higher energy
ejected electrons shown in FIG. 2.34. This scatter occurs because the cross
sections are becoming significantly smaller and statistical uncertainties are
greater; the 1/Q2 factor in the Rutherford cross section masks the absolute
value, and therefore the rapid decrease of these cross sections. The
Rutherford analysis generally confirms that the differential cross sections
obtained in the work at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) are accurate to
within the stated absolute uncertainties, approximately 20%, derived from the
experimental parameters; data for proton impact from other laboratories are
generally at lower proton energies and not amenable to this theoretical test,
but where data from different laboratories overlap there is good agreement.

Data have been obtained for proton impact ionization of a wide range of
molecular targets for investigating the effects of molecular structure on
electron emission cross sections. In FIG. 2.35 are displayed the single
differential electron emission cross sections, a ( (. ) , for a number of carbon
containing molecules plotted as the ratio to the respective Rutherford cross
sections against the energy loss. The horizontal lines with the number to the
right give the Rutherford estimate of the asymptotic value those cross
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FIG. 2.34. The ratio of the measured singly-differential cross section to the
Rutherford cross sections for ionization of neon by protons (data of Toburen
et al., [110]).
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FIG. 2.35. The ratio of the measured to Rutherford singly-differential cross
sections for ionization of a number of molecules by protons; data are from
Lynch et al., [80].

sections should attain; i.e., the number of electrons actively contributing to
the cross section. This agreement between experimental data and the
predictions is simply a confirmation of the Bragg rule for scaling cross
sections for emission of fast electrons or, alternatively, a statement of the
independent particle model for ionization. One must be careful at this point
to stress that this independent electron model is a scaling feature of
collisions involving large energy loss and it does not apply to soft
collisions; this will be discussed in detail later. It does, however, provide
justification for application of simplified theory and scaling techniques that
are very useful in track structure calculations.

The limits of applicability and reliability of various theoretical
calculations can be assessed by comparison of their predictions to
experimental data. In FIG, 2.36 the results of binary encounter theory, the
Born approximation, and Rutherford theory are plotted as the ratio to the
corresponding Rutherford cross section for ionization of the outermost
electron of neon and compared with measured cross sections. The primary
reason for comparing results by dividing by the Rutherford cross section is
that the principal dependence on energy loss, 1/Q2, is removed and one can
compare data on a linear, rather than a logarithmic scale, thus accentuating
spectral features. The gradual increase with energy loss of the Rutherford
cross sections, in this case calculated for each bound electron, summed and
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then divided by the Rutherford cross section for an outer shell electron, that
is plotted as the solid occurs because of the contribution of electrons
ejected from inner shells [33]; at larger values of the energy loss the more
tightly bound electrons contribute more to the total.

Rutherford theory for ionization of a free electron by a 1 MeV proton
would predict an abrupt decrease in the SDCS at approximately 160 R as that is
the kinematic maximum energy that can be transferred in classical proton-
electron collision. The measured cross sections, on the other hand, show a
gradual decrease in magnitude between approximately 100 R and 160 R reflecting
the initial momentum distribution of the bound electrons. The increasing
Rutherford cross section, owing to inner shell contributions, combined with
the decrease in the experimental values near the maximum energy transfer,
owing to binding effects, renders Rutherford theory inappropriate as a
definitive test of the accuracy of measured cross sections in this proton
energy range for target atoms or molecules with tightly bound inner-shell
electrons. At higher proton energies, as shown in FIG. 2.34, a plateau value
of 10 can be expected over a broader ejected electron energy range.

Binary encounter theory (reviewed by Rudd and Macek [43] and Rudd [44])
extends the classical Rutherford-like approach to collisions of charged
particles with electrons that have an initial velocity distribution owing to
the fact that they are bound to the atom. By integrating the classical
collision spectrum over a quantum mechanical distribution of bound electron
velocities the high energy portion of the ejected electron spectra is well
represented. The only parameter that is not well defined in this
computational technique is the mean value of the initial distribution of
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FIG. 2.36. Comparison of measured and calculated singly-differential cross
sections for ionization of neon by 1.0 MeV protons; cross sections are
presented as the ratio to the Rutherford cross section for outer-shell
ionization of neon. The measured single differential cross sections {xj are
from Toburen et al. [110]. The cross section for zero energy ejected electrons
(D) is from Grissom [147]. The binary encounter calculations are from a
program of Rudd [44] and includes results assuming the average kinetic energy
of the bound electron is equal to the binding energy (BEj) or given by
Slater's rules (BES) . The Rutherford cross section is calculated including
inner-shell contributions [34] and the Plane wave Born Calculation (A) is
described by Toburen et al-, [110].
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FIG. 2.37. Singly-differential cross sections for ionization of several
molecules by 1 MeV protons.

kinetic energies exhibited by the orbital electrons. Calculations that assume
the initial kinetic energy is equal to the binding energy, BEI? and that use
the kinetic energy derived from Slater's rules (see Robinson, [148]), BES, are
shown in FIG. 2.36; the use of Slater's rules seems to provide a slightly
better agreement at high energies than the binding energy approach. For low-
energy electron emission neither approach is very good, although the use of
Slater's rules extends the agreement with experimental data to somewhat lower
energies.

The results of calculations based on the plane wave Born approximation
[110] are also shown in FIG. 2.36. This calculation is in good agreement with
the measured differential cross sections for ejection of low-energy electrons
and with the independent measurement of Grissom et al. [147] for electrons
ejected with near zero kinetic energy; the Born calculation was not carried
out to ejected electron energies greater than 64 R because it is based on a
partial wave analysis and the number of partial waves necessary to describe
the higher energy processes makes the calculation unwieldy. Similar Born
calculations are in good agreement for helium targets [56]. The use of this
technique for molecules has not been attempted, however, due to a lack of
adequate wave functions to describe the molecular systems.
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The data shown in FIG. 2.36 clearly illustrate the limitations of
classical and semi-classical theory for predicting the cross sections for
ejection of low-energy electrons. The relative importance of this region of
the spectra and the variations one observes for different target species is
illustrated in FIG. 2.37, where ejected electron distributions are displayed
for ionization of several different molecules by 1 MeV protons. The
hydrocarbons referenced in FIG. 2.37, are the same as those of FIG. 2.35, now
scaled on a per "effective" electron basis. For this purpose the effective
number of electrons in a molecule is taken as the total number of electrons
bound to the molecule minus the K-shell electrons [79,80]; from the data for
neon shown in FIG. 2.34 one would not expect the K-shell electrons to
contribute significantly to the emission cross sections for ionization of low-
Z, first row, elements by 1 MeV protons. Note the large differences in the
electron yields associated with different molecules as the ejected electron
energies decrease below approximately 20 eV. This is also the portion of the
emission spectrum that is the major contributor to the total yield of
electrons and therefore directly influences the total ionization cross
section.

As was discussed above for electron impact, one can make use of the
analysis developed by Kirn to focue on the accuracy and consistency of the low-
energy portion of the ejected electron spectra. This is seen in FIG. 2.38,
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FIG. 2.38. Ratio of the measured singly-differential cross sections to the
corresponding Rutherford values plotted as a function of I/energy-loss for
ionization of neon by protons and electrons. The electron results are from
Opal et al. [7] and the proton data are from Toburen et al., [110].
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where data for ionization of helium by protons of different energies are shown
plotted as Y(Q,T) versus 1/Q; also shown for comparison are data of Opal et al
[7] for 500 eV electrons; 500 eV electrons are of comparable velocity to 1 MeV
protons. The shape of the spectra for low-energy electron ejection are
similar in shape for electron and proton impact reflecting the dependence on
the optical oscillator strengths. Recall from the discussion for electron
impact that equal areas under the cross section curves contribute equally to
the total ionization cross section; the total area is proportional to the
total ionization cross section. The data displayed in FIG. 2.38 illustrate
the importance of knowing the shape of the low-energy portion of the spectra
if one is to be able to gain an accurate knowledge of the total yield of
electrons; a major fraction of the electrons have energies less than 25 eV
(R/Oj=0.27). The need for accurate low-energy electron ejection cross sections
presents no difficulties where cross section have been measured using both,
electrostatic and TOF techniques, such as was done for the proton impact data
in FIG. 2.38. However, where TOF is not available there may be large
uncertainties in the low-energy portion of the spectra; see, for example the
data in fig. 2.4 at the beginning of this chapter.

An accurate knowledge of the total yield of electrons produced in
collisions of charged particles with biological material can be important in
the analysis of such radiologically important quantities as W-values, mean
free paths, stopping power, etc. The importance of the low-energy portion of
the spectra to determination of the total yield of electrons, total ionization
cross sections, was demonstrated in Figs. 2.37 and 2.38. To overcome the
potential experimental uncertainties in low-energy electron emission data
Miller et al. [149] applied the Bethe-Born approximation, as originally
advocated by Kim and Inokuti [35], to develop a method to combine experimental
data on SDCS's and dipole oscillator strengths to obtain reliable low-energy
electron yields. Inspection of Eq. 2.17 indicates that if we have
experimental data at any proton energy for which the Born approximation is
valid those data can be used with optical oscillator strengths to evaluate
what has been called the hard collision component of the interaction B(Q);
some authors have expressed this quantity in ejected electron energy B(e)
rather than in energy loss Q, Q=e-H, because the experimental data are for
measured electron energy, not energy loss (see Wilson et al. [150]).
Evaluation of B(Q), or B(e), using experimental data assumes that terms of
higher order in Q/'.? are negligible. Since B(Q) is independent of the incident
proton energy, once determined that spectrum can be used to obtain cross
sections at other energies. In principle B(Q) could be calculated, however
this is impractical for most atomic and molecular targets because of the lack
of adequate wave functions to accurately describe the system.

In practice experimental data for oscillator strengths and SDCS's are
used to obtain B(Q) for low-energy ejected electrons and the results are then
merged with binary encounter theory to obtain an estimate of B{Q)+O(Q/T) for
high energy ejected electrons in order to obtain the full spectrum; binary
encounter has been shown to describe fast ejected electrons reasonably well.
The hard collisions contribution, B(e), for ionization of water vapor by
protons, as determined by Wilson et al. [150] using this technique, is shown
in FIG, 2.39. Although B(e) is theoretically independent of ion energy there
was considerable scatter among the data for B(e) derived from different proton
energies. To determine the spectrum of B(e) for use in calculating emission
cross sections these authors used a simple average of the experimental values
at different ion energies (the solid line in FIG. 2.39). Cross sections
derived from this determination of B(e) are shown in FIG. 2.40. This model of
the differential cross sections provides values in good agreement with the
0.5- and 1.5-MeV data, as it must be because these data were used in the
determination of B(e), and there is good agreement for electron energies
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FIG. 2.39. The hard collision component of the Bethe-Born cross section,
B(Q), for ionization of water vapor by protons as determined by Wilson et al.
[150].

greater than about 20 eV with the measurements for 3.0- and 4.2-MeV protons;
these high energy data were obtained with a different experimental system and
were not included in the fitting process. The measured low-energy cross
sections e < 25-eV have large uncertainties owing to the effects of residual
electric and magnetic fields in the analyzing field of the electron
spectrometer; no TOF measurements are available for this target system. An
important attribute of the modeling technique is that a high degree of
accuracy can be obtained for the determination of the low-energy portion of
the ejected electron spectra owing to the use of optical oscillator strengths
that dominate in this region.

Models of the ejected electron spectra based on Eq. 2.17 rely on two
primary sources of experimental data; differential electron emission cross
sections, for at least one ion energy, and a source of optical oscillator
strengths. We have discussed the electron spectra at length, but have said
little regarding the availability of oscillator strengths. For the water
vapor data discussed above, oscillator strengths were derived from the
photoabsorption cross sections compiled by Berkowitz [126] using the
expression

R df = (2.205
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where aph/Mb is the photo absorption cross section in units of megabarns (Mb)
and R=13.6. A good review of photoabsorption cross sections is also given by
Gallagher et <al. [140]. Oscillator strengths are also available for a number
of molecules of biological interest, such as DNA [151,152] and DNA bases
[153,154]. We can also expect considerable progress to be made in the
measurement of photoabsorption cross sections in the near future as
synchrotron light sources become more widely used. A more thorough review of
optical oscillator strength can be found in Chapter 5 of this report.

One of the shortcomings of modeJ.s of secondary electron emission cross
sections based on Bethe-Born theory, as expressed in Eq. 2.17, is that the
application is limited to ion energies that are sufficiently large for the
Born approximation to be valid. A model developed by Rudd [155] overcomes
this difficulty by incorporating aspects of molecular promotion theory to
enable extensions of the model to low-energy ions. Rudd's model is not as
versatile as the Bethe-Born, however, with respect to changing target
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FIG. 2.40. Singly-differential cross sections for ionization of water vapor
by protons as presented by Wilson et al [150], The solid lines are derived
from the model of Miller et al. [149] with the hard collisions component
evaluated by fitting the low-energy proton data of Toburen and Wilson [76].
This comparison illustrates the value of the model in providing reliable cross
sections for low-energy ejected electrons where the experimental cross
sections scattered owing to experimental difficulties. The 0.5- and 1.5-MeV
cross sections are from the work of Toburen and Wilson [76] and the higher
energy proton data are unpublished data of Toburen.
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parameters and it requires a much more extensive set of data to determine the
full range of model parameters. Rudd's model is based on the molecular
promotion model at low proton energies and on the classical binary encounter
approximation, modified to agree with Bethe-Born theory, at higher energies.

The expression for the singly differential cross sections given by Rudd's
model is as follows:

(2.21)
<w+l ) 3 { l+exp[a (w-w c ) / v ]}

where w=e/I, v=(T/I)%, T=AEp, Ais the ratio of the electron to proton mass, Ep
is the incident proton energy, S=4^aoN(R/I)2, wc=4v2-2v-R/4I, N is the number
of electrons in the target atom or molecule, and where

H (2.22)

and
Fz(v) = L2HZ/[LZ + H2] (2.23)

with

v2]/[v (2.24)

(2.25)

H2 = R2/v2 (2.26)

and
L2 = (2.27)

The ten basic parameters, A^.-Ej, A2...D2 and a are given for various targets
in Table 2.5.

Table 2.5
Parameters for fitting singly differential cross sections

to the model of Rudd

He Ne Ar Kr N, H,0 CO, GH/, inner shells

AIBI
CiDIEI
&2
B2
C2
D2
a

1.02
2.4
0.70
1.15
0.70
0.84
6.0
0.70
0.50
0.86

0.58
65
0.23
0.55
0.16
1.40
0.0
0.72
1.35
0.57

1.20
8.0
0.86
0.00
0.80
0.90
2.7
0.75
0.80
0.71

1.46
5.7
0.65
-.55
1.00
1.30
22
0.95
-1.0
0.78

0.96
2.6
0.38
0.23
2.2
1.04
5.9
1.15
0.20
0.87

1.05
12.0
0.74
-.39
0.80
0.9F
1.20
1.00
1.30
0.70

1.02
50
0.40
0.12
0.30
1.00
5.0
0.55
0.0
0.59

0.97
82
0.40
-.30
0.38
1.04
17.3
0.76
0.04
0.64

1.09
25
0.75
0.75
0.65
0.78
3.0
0.70
0.85
0.53

1.15
14
0.35
0.50
3.0
0.60
3.8
1.20
0.45
0.61

1.25
0.50
1.00
1.00
3.0
1.10
1.3
1.00
0.0
0.66
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FIG. 2.41. The calculated singly-differential cross sections for ionization
of N2 by protons from the model of Rudd [155] (solid lines) compared to the
experimental data of (o) Rudd [52], (*) Crooks and Rudd [64], (x) Toburen
[49], and (O) stolterfoht [55]. The arrows indicate the position in the
spectra where one may expect an enhancement on the cross sections from the
continuum charge transfer (CCT) ionization mechanism; this mechanism is not
explicitly included in the model calculations.

In total, Rudd's model requires 10 basic fitting parameters for each
electronic shell of each target. These parameters have been published for
proton impact ionization of H2, He, and Ar by Rudd [155] and He, Ne, Ar, and
Kr by Cheng et al. [53]. Model parameters for N2, CO2, H2O, and O2 are
available from Rudd by private communication. An example of the results of
Rudd's model fit to molecular nitrogen data and divided by the corresponding
Rutherford cross sections for an outer shell electron is shown in FIG. 2.41
for proton ionization of molecular nitrogen. This example illustrates the
wide range in proton energy attainable by this model. The experimental data
shown in FIG. 2.41 also illustrates the excellent agreement among the
different experimental groups; Toburen [49], Rudd [52], Stolterfoht [55], and
Crooks and Rudd [64]. The arrows in the figure point to the electron energy
where one would expect to see enhancement of the cross sections by the process
of continuum-charge-transfer (CCT). This mechanism can be described as an
electron being "dragged" out of the collision by the proton owing to the
coulomb attraction, but failing to be captured into a bound state of the
projectile [44]. This mechanism should enhance the crocs section for electron
energies where the velocity of the out-going electron and proton are
comparable; the arrows in FIG. 2.41 are placed at those electron energies.
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The lack of observable enhancement in the singly differential cross sections
at the appropriate energy is evidence that this mechanism does not contribute
markedly to the total electron yield; the model of Rudd does not include any
theoretical mechanism for this process.

2.3.3. Heavy Ion Impact

The singly differential cross sections for electron emission in
collisions of structured ions with atomic and molecular targets provide a
convenient means to access the effects of electrons bound to the projectile on
the energy loss process. Using Eq. 2.15 and plotting Y(Q,T) versus R/Q the
effect of the bound projectile electron on the yield of electrons ejected by
different ions can be easily seen. Data for ionization of helium by H+, He+,
and He2+ are shown plotted in this manner in FIG. 2.42. Excellent agreement
is observed between the H"1" and He++ induced cross sections illustrating the
accuracy of z-squared scaling of bare ions in this energy range; the only
differences observed are at electron energies less than about 18 eV (R/Q=0.3).
At ejected electron energies less than 10 to 20 eV one can expect larger
uncertainties in the helium ion cross sections because only electrostatic
analysis was used in these measurements, no TOP data are available. For small

0
0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0

1/Q (1/R)
FIG. 2.42. Ratio of the measured singly-differential cross sections for
ionization of helium by 0.3 MeV/u protons and helium ions to the corresponding
Rutherford cross sections plotted against the reciprocal of the collinional
energy loss; data are from Toburen and Wilson [90]. The area under the curve
in this plot is proportional to the total ionization cross section.
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FIG. 2.43. Comparison of the singly differential cross sections for
ionization of helium by 0.3 MeV/u H+, He+, and C+ ions plotted as the ratio to
the corresponding Rutherford cross sections versus the reciprocal of the
energy loss. The H+ and He"1" data are the same as plotted in FIG. 2.42.

values of energy loss the spectrum for He+ impact is considerably smaller than
for the bare ions. This reflects the screening of the He nuclear charge by
the He* bound electron, thus reducing the strength of the interactions
involving the large impact parameter collisions contributing to small energy
losses. In FIG. 2.42 the effect of electron loss from the projectile is
clearly seen in the He+ data; it enhances the cross sections for He* impact
well over those for bare ions in the region near electron energies of 160 eV
(R/Q=.Q7); this corresponds to emission of electrons with velocity comparable
to the ion velocity. The actual contribution of electron loss to the total
electron production cross section is, however, hard to determine accurately
because the effects of projectile screening make identification of the portion
of the curve due to target ionization alone difficult. One can see from this
illustration, recalling that equal areas under the curve contribute equally to
the total ionization cross section, that the mean energy of the ejected
electrons will certainly be greater for He+ ions than for bare ions, i.e., the
electron spectrum is biased toward higher electron energies in the case of the
He+ ion impact.

The relative importance of interactions leading to energy loss by clothed
ions is further explored in FIG. 2.43 where the ratio Y(Q,T) for ionization of
helium is plotted versus R/Q for singly charged carbon, helium, and hydrogen
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ions. The effect of screening by projectile electrons is clearly seen in this
illustration in that the z-squared scaling implicit in the definition of
Y(Q,T) has reduced the cross sections for carbon ion impact by approximately
an order of magnitude below the proton values for the collisions involving
small energy loss. Recall that data for electron energies less than about 15
eV ( R/Q > .35 ) are subject to large uncertainties and should not be taken
seriously. They are plotted here, where the area under the curves are
proportional to the total ionization cross sections, to show that these
uncertainties have very little influence on the total, yield of electrons that
would be obtained from integration of the SDCS's for carbon ion impact. That
is an important fact to keep in mind when using Integrated cross sections to
teat absolute calibration of the cross section scale by comparison to measured
total ionization cross sections. In particular, this uncertainty contributed
by low-energy electron cross sections becomes increasingly small as the atomic
number of the ion increases for ions that possess a large fraction of their
bound electrona. As the degree of ionization of the projectile increases, the
importance of low-energy electrons as contributors to the total energy loss
process increases until, for a bare projectile, it should approach the shape
of the proton curve given in Figs. 2.42 and 2.43.

Helium Target

Carbon ion impact

o
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- 0.8 MeV
- — 1.2 MeV
--- 2.4 MeV
...... 3.6 MeV
..... 4_2 MeV

0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2
1/Q (1/R)

0.1 0.0

FIG. 2.44. The ratio of measured and Rutherford cross sections for ionization
of helium by singly-charged carbon ions of several energies plotted as a
function of the inverse of the energy loss.
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FIG. 2.45. The ratio of measured and Rutherford cross sections for ionization
of helium by singly charged carbon ions plotted as a function of the energy
loss.

The spectra for the clothed ions in Figs. 2.42 and 2.43 are all scaled
according to Rutherford theory by simply the square of the bare projectile
charge, therefore only the highest energy cross sections, produced by very
close collisions, may be expected to scale to the same values; low-energy
ejected electron cross sections reflect the extent of screening by the bound
electrons.

There is evidence of a peak in the ejected electron spectra of Figs. 2.42
and 2.43 at the equal velocity condition, ve=vt {this occurs for R/Q=0.07),
for both the He+ and C+ ions; this indicates contributions to the spectra
arising predominantly from electron loss from the projectile; charge transfer
to the continuum is expected to be a relatively small contribution. It is
interesting to note that, although the carbon ion has a greater number of
bound electrons and they are more loosely bound than in the helium ion, the
relative strength of the electron loss contribution from the carbon ion is
much smaller. The mechanistic implications of this observation on the
ionization process are not clear at this point in time.

A comparison of spectra for different C+ ion energies is shown in FIG.
2.44. This illustration shows that the electron loss contribution grows as
the ion velocity increases reflecting the increasing cross section for
electron loss. The most obvious characteristic of energy loss in collisions
of C+ ions with atomic targets seen in Figs. 2.43 and 2.44 is the much lower
fraction of low-energy electrons resulting from dressed ion collisions
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compared to bare ions. This leads to a much higher mean energy of the ejected
electron in such collisions. Also note that it is not possible to scale
proton cross sections to structured ion impact in any simple manner.

In the relatively low energy range where we have studied differencial
cross sections for carbon and oxygen ion impact, the analysis advocated by
Kirn, where the electron spectra are tested against the plateau value
determined from Rutherford theory, does not enable a test of the absolute
croBS sections; there is no high energy plateau in the plot of Y(Q,T) versus Q
for carbon ions in this energy range. This lack of high energy plateau, in
contrast to the plateau observed in Figs. 2.33-2.36 for higher velocity proton
impact, is illustrated in FIG. 2.45. Absolute cross sections must, therefore
be evaluated from parameters of the experiment and/or from measured total
ionization cross sections [97,98],

Because of the combination of effects of screening by projectile
electrons; and electron loss from the projectile, the origin of the spectral
features observed in FIG. 2.45 are more difficult to identify than for bare
ions. The peak, or what appears as a shoulder on the spectra for lower energy
ions, at the low-energy end of the spectra (10 < Q/R < 20, for ion energies
from 0.3 to 4.2 MeV, respectively) is a result of electron loss from the
projectile; the maximum contribution from this process for 4.2 MeV ions should
occur at about 190 eV (Q/R=16). The electron loss peaks appear at a somewhat
higher energy than predicted by kinematics because these peaks are on a
rapidly increasing background of electrons from target ionization. The binary
encounter peak should occur with about 4 times higher energy, or at
approximately 58 Rydbergs for the 4.2 MeV spectrum. For even the largest
particle velocity shown here one cannot expect a well defined binary encounter
peak, see for example the proton impact data of FIG. 2.31.

The small peaks observed superimposed on the spectra for the two highest
energy ions in FIG. 2.45, result from Auger transitions following inner-shell
vacancy production in the carbon projectile. These transitions are observed
at Doppler shifted energies in the laboratory reference frame as determined by
the kinematics of the collision (for a discussion of the kinematics of
projectile electron emission, see Stolterfoht [45]). Since the spectra shown
in FIG. 2.45 were obtained from integration of doubly-differential electron
energy distributions measured at discrete angles, these peaks carry forward as
discrete peaks in the integral spectrum. The intensity of these transitions
in the double differential cross sections also provides a means to determine
the consistency of the magnitude of the measured absolute cross sections and
the energy scales by comparison to other measurements on inner-shell
ionization. That was exploited in a recent study of the doubly differential
cross sections for ionization of helium by carbon ions [98].

AS discussed above with regard to doubly differential cross sections,
there has been very little collision theory developed for application to the
study of ionization by structured ions. The most promising theory is
presently the classical trajectory monte carlo (CTMC) technique [97,156].
This technique is attractive in that it provides ab initio absolute cross
sections and includes continuum charge transfer and multiple ionisation
processes, as well as being appropriate to the intermediate ion energy range.
The primary disadvantage of this technique is the extraordinarily long
computer times required for the computation. In FIG. 2.46 are shown recent
calculations by Reinhold et al. [97] (also presented in a more detailed
comparison to experiment by Toburen et al. [98]) of the singly differential
cross sections for ejection of electrons in C+ + He collisions at 200 keV/u.
There is good agreement between theory and experiment for the high energy
portion of the spectra with the experimental data being about 50% larger than
theory at the low energies. A strength of theory, as contrast to experiments,
is that one is able to estimate the contribution, and the spectral shape, of
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FIG. 2.46. Comparison of measured singly differential cross sections (SDCS)
to those calculated using classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) theory. The
solid line is the CTMC calculation of the sum of electrons ejected from the
target and projectile; CTMC calculations of electrons originating for the
target are given by the light stippled line and those originating from the
projectile are given by the heavy stippled line. The result were taken from
the work of Toburen et al. [98].

electrons coming from either the target or the projectile. The dashed line in
FIG. 2.46 is the calculated contribution of electrons ejected from the
projectile. Although there are discrepancies between the CTMC calculations
and experiment, the agreement is comparable to, or better than, that seen
earlier for Born calculations for simple collision systems. This, plus the
fact that the CTMC calculations can be applied to essentially any system, as
it does not rely on special system wave functions, make this theory highly
attractive for complex collision systems.

One could summarize our knowledge of differential ionization cross
sections for structured ions as fragmentary. We have a reasonable
understanding of collisions for light projectiles such as H° and He+, although
there is no theoretical means of calculating doubly-differential cross
sections for molecular targets at the present time; neither have models been
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developed for fitting or extrapolating such cross sections. Data presently in
existence, however, show dramatically that scaling from bare ions to dressed
ions is not possible with a single parameter, such as the effective charge of
stopping power theory, and that the mean energy of electrons emitted in
collisions involving structured ions is much higher than that for bare ions.
There is a long way to go before cross sections for structured ions will be
understood with the same detail as bare ions, but recent advances in the
development of theory and in experimental techniques give optimism to a vastly
improved understanding in the near future.

2.4. TOTAL IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS

2.4.1. Proton Impact

Total ionization cross sections for collisions of protons with atomic and
molecular targets have been the subject of a large number of experimental and
theoretical investigation. Perhaps the most comprehensive experimental study
has been that of Rudd et al. [157], where targets of He, Ne, Ar, Kr, H2, N2,
CO, O2, CH4, and CO2 were investigated over the proton energy range from 5 to
4000 keV. A comprehensive review of all proton impact total ionization cross
sections has been prepared by Rudd et al. [158], In that report over 130
references are reviewed, data are compiled, fitted, and recommended cross
sections presented. For the most part, data from different experiments for
proton energies of greater than a few hundred keV are in good agreement,
however a considerable amount of scatter exists among data at low proton
energies and there is often disagreement between experimental data sets that
overlap only at the extremes of the proton energy ranges covered by each
experiment.

Before discussing the recommended cross sections of Rudd et al. [158] it
is necessary to define precisely what is meant by an ionization cross section.
When a positively charged particle collides with a neutral atom or molecule,
free electrons may be produced and/or electrons may be captured from the
target by the projectile. The total cross sections for production of
electrons and positive [target] ions are commonly defined as a_ and a±,
respectively. If ale is defined as the cross section for the production of i
electrons and <jjc is the cross section for the capture of j electrons by the
incident ion, then in the notation of Rudd et al. [158]

+ 2^aJc ( 2 . 2 8 )
i j

and

O s > ÏOi „ « /9 9 Q \- Z-f le (j£ . ^y )
i

Using this definition, aie includes all processes that produce i electrons
including those in which excitation or charge transfer occur simultaneously;
similarly for £7jc. From these definitions it is clear that

CT* " a- = UC^Jc • (2.30)j

For protons where only single and double capture processes are observed. Then
o+ - o_ = olc + 202c . (2.31)

For application of total ionization cross sections to testing the accuracy of
differential electron emission cross sections, the quantity of interest is the
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electron production cross section; that is the quantity to which the
integrated doubly differential electron emission cross sections should be
compared. This comparison then provides a stringent test of the doubly
differential cross sections in that the total cross sections can be measured
with a much higher degree of accuracy. The recommended cross sections of Rudd
et al. [158] are considered to be accurate to better than 10%, with those for
a wide range of incident energy and target species considered accurate to a
few percent .

In providing recommended ionization cross sections, Rudd et al. [158] fit
each set of data for a given target to an empirical equation. This provided
cross sections as a continuous function of energy whereas a simple average of
the available data would have resulted in discontinuities in energy regions
where different data sets meet. The criteria he used for deriving the fitting
equation were as follows.

(1) The equation should have the correct high-energy dependence; that
behavior was assumed to be predicted by the Bethe-Born
approx imat ion .

(2) It should have a power-law dependence on proton energy at the low
energies.

(3) The equation should be relatively simple.
(4) There should be a small number of adjustable parameters.
(5) The same form of the equation should be appropriate to all targets.
(6) It should fit the energy dependence of the data within experimental

uncertainty.
The empirical equation chosen is a simple combination of the cross sections
appropriate to the low- and high-energy regions;

a- = ("I1 ̂ hV1 - <2'32>

where
CTL = 47ra0

2CxD ( 2 . 3 3 )

and

+ x) + B]/x . ( 2 .34 )

In Eqs. 2.33 and 2.34, x=T/R= Ep/1836R, a0 = 0.529 A, and R = 13.6 eV and A,
B, C, and D are the adjustable fitting parameters. Values of the fitting
parameters obtained by Rudd et al. [158] are presented in Table 2.6. These
fitting parameters lead to recommended cross sections that are in agreement
with the measured values to within 10% to 25%; agreement is best, commonly
better than 10%f for higher energy protons with the largest discrepancies, 25%
or more, occurring for low-energy protons.

By careful analysis of the published data, and fitting the model to that
data, Rudd has been able to provide recommended total cross sections for
ionization of a number of atomic and molecular targets by protons [158]. An
example of their fit to the data is shown in FIG. 2.47 for ionization of
molecular oxygen. Here the recommended values from the model are in excellent
agreement with published results of Crooks and Rudd [64], Hooper et al. [159],
De Heer et al. [160], McNeal and Birely [161], and with the high energy
portion of Rudd et al. [157]. The data of Dufay et al. [162] appear to be
much too large and the results of Park et al. [163] much too small. Data used
to fit the model to molecular oxygen data, as well as a number of other gas
targets, are given in Table 2.6. For molecular targets where data are not
available one may provide estimates of the total cross sections from simple
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Table 2.6
Values of the fitting parameters for Eqs. 2.22 and 2.23.

Target A
H 0.28
He 0.49
Ne 1.63
Ar 3.85
Kr 5.67
Xe 7.33
H2 0.71
N2 3.83
02 4.77
CO 3.67
CO2 6.55
NH3 4.01
CH4 4.55

B

1.15
0.62
0.73
1.98
5.5
11.1
1.63
2.78
0.00
2.79
0.00
0.00
2.07

C

0.44
0.13
0.31
1.89
2.42
4.12
0.51
1.80
1.76
2.08
3.74
1.73
2.54

D

.907
1.52
1.14
0.89
0.65
0.41
1.24
0.70
0.93
1.05
1.16
1.02
1.08

1 0

0.1 1 0 100
Ep (keV)

1000

FIG. 2.47. Cross sections for production of electrons in the ionization of
molecular oxygen by protons. The solid line is the recommended fit of Rudd et
al. [158]. Experimental data are: (A), Crooks and Rudd [64]; (*) Rudd et al.
[157]; (+) Hooper et al. [159]; (38) De Heer et al. [160]; (O) McNeal and
Birely [161]; (0) Dufay et al. [162]; and (D) Park et al. [163].
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scaling techniques. Scaling by the number of outer shell electrons was found
to be reasonably successful in studies of ionization of hydrocarbons and
amines for relatively high-energy protons [79,80].

2.4.2. Heavy Ion Impact

The largest amount of information on total ionisation cross sections for
heavy, or dressed, ions and neutral particles has been obtained for the
simplest collision systems. There has been a considerable number of studies
involving collisions of helium ions with different targets. Total cross
section measurements for collisions of H, H2, He and Li atoms and ions with
atoms and molecules have been reviewed by Barnett, et al. [164] in the ORNL
"Redbooks", Vol. I of the 6086 series. Since this review focusses only on
data for the light targets of helium, hydrogen, and lithium of interest to
fusion studies it is of limited value for radiological applications, but
provides a data base to help estimate cross sections for some applications. t
number of total cross sections for helium ion impact have been obtained for
rare gas and alkali targets (see for example, DuBois and Toburen, [165], and
DuBois, [166-170] and other ions on simple targets such as molecular hydrogen
[171,172], rare gases [173,174], and helium [98]. A review of cross sections
for collisions of and with H, H2, and He has been published by Gilbody
et al. [175]. Total ionization cross sections can also be obtained from
doubly differential cross sections for the collision systems listed in Table
2.3 where sufficiently broad ranges of ejected electron energies and angles
were measured for reliable integration to be performed.
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FIG. 2.48. Total cross sections for ionization of neon by carbon ions. The
data for highly charged states of carbon are from the work of Schlachter et
al. [173] and the singly charged carbon ion data are unpublished data of
Toburen from the Pacific Northwest Laboratory.
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By far the largest quantity of data concerning ionization by heavy ions
(mass greater than helium) has come from the Berkeley group of Schlachter and
his co-workers, In their studies with fast multiply charged ions they were
able to define a scaling relationship for the ionization cross sections. When
the ionization cross section divided by the projectile charge was plotted as a
function of the energy per nucléon of the incident ion the data for highly
charged ions tend to form a common line. This scaling breaks down at lower
charge states as is shown in FIG. 2.48 where the highly charged ion data of
Schlachter et al. [173] for ionization of neon by carbon ions are compared to
unpublished results for singly charged carbon ions from our laboratory. The
scaled data for singly charged ions are somewhat larger than the multiply
charged ion cross sections and exhibit a considerably different energy
dependence. Unfortunately there is not sufficient experimental or theoretical
work available for ionization by heavy ions to provide any significant guide
to cross section systematics covering other than a narrow range of
experimental parameters.

2.5. CHARGE TRANSFER CROSS SECTIONS

The process of charge transfer between a moving ion, or neutral particle, and
the atomic constituents of the stopping material becomes increasingly
important as the velocity of the moving particle decreases, i.e., for ion
energies less than approximately 1 MeV/u. Processes of electron capture and
loss contribute to the energy loss process in several different ways. The
actual process of electron transfer may lead to either an energy loss or an
energy gain by the projectile depending on the initial and final electronic
binding energies. This direct contribution of charge transfer processes to
the total energy transfer that occurs between the projectile and the medium
may be quite small, if not negligible. However, the transfer of electrons may
have important consequences on the subsequent interaction probabilities and
thereby have profound effects on energy transfer, eg. see the discussion
earlier in this chapter regarding the effects of electronic screening by bound
projectile electrons on the ejected electron energy distributions observed in
ionization of atomic and molecular targets by dressed ions. A knowledge of
the charge state of an ion is also necessary when evaluating experimental
studies of interactions involving charged particles since such experiments
usually depend on measurements of beam current as a measure of beam fluence.
In the study of charged particle track structure and its influence on the
relative biological effectiveness of high-LET radiation the processes of
charge transfer are particularly important near the ends of the tracks. It is
here (ion energies less than about 0.5 to 1 MeV/u) that charge transfer plays
an important role in mean free paths between ionizing events and in the
relative amount or energy loss that occurs in each interaction.

By far the largest body of data describing charge transfer collisions has
been generated by experiments directed towards reactions of interest to fusion
energy. These studies have focussed on reactions of plasma components such as
H+, H°, He+, etc. with plasma impurity atoms and molecules such as H2, N2, O2,
H2O, etc. Some studies with heavier ions have been conducted for the
molecules H, H2, and He for application as plasma diagnostics. These data are
very important as data sources for radiological physics as well, but many of
the important interactions, such as interactions with biological constituents
(water, hydrocarbons, etc.) or interactions involving ions representative of
recoiling tissue constituents (carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, etc.) have not been
measured and there is no reliable theory that can predict charge transfer
cross sections for intermediate energy ions of most interest to radiological
issues.
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As noted above, there has been an extensive data base established for
charged particle interactions of interest to controlled fusion research. The
fusion community has also had a dedicated effort to the review of that data
and to the presentation of recommended cross sections. In 1977, a two volume
compilation of atomic data relevant to fusion research was published as ORNL
reports ORNL-5206 and ORNL-5207. Since that time a good deal of new data was
published and that is included in the most recent update of that compilation.
The most recent reviews have been issued as ORNL report 6086 which consiste of
a six volume set of data compilations: Vol. 1, "Collisions of H, H2, He, and
Li Atoms and Ions with Atoms and Molecules" [164]; Vol.0, "Collisions of
Electrons with Atoms and Molecules" [176]; Vol. 3, "Particle Interactions with
Surfaces" [177]? Vol. 4, "Spectroscopic Data for Iron" [178]; Vol. 5,
"Collisions of Carbon and Oxygen Ions with Electrons, H, H2, and He" [179];
and Vol. 6., "Spectroscopic Data for Titanium,, Chromium, and Nickel" [180]. Of
particular interest to work in Radiological Physics and Radiation Therapy are
Volumes 1 and 2.

In addition to the ORNL compilations an excellent source of data on
charge transfer and ionization is found in a data compilation published by
McDaniel et al. [3]. These authors review data for a wide range of collision
processes and collision partners. Volume 1 of this compilation [3] includes
cross sections for electron capture and loss in collisions of noble gas ions
with noble gas atoms with collision energies less than about 100 keV. They
also include cross sections for excitation occurring in charge transfer
collisions. Data for heavy ion collisions involving electron capture arid loss
by the projectile, as well as target excitation and dissociation are reviewed
in Vol. IV of the review of McDaniel et al. They include such reactions as
He0 collisions with CH4 leading to products H+, CH^+, CH3+, CH2+, CH+, C+, H/,
etc.

Perhaps the most thorough review of charge changing cross sections for
fast heavy ions is that of Betz [181]. This review focuses on ions with
atomic numbers in the range 16<z<92 and includes ion energies up to 400 MeV.
Charge transfer in both gaseous and solid targets is discussed.

There are only limited data available involving ions heavier than helium
in collision with molecular targets of interest to radiobiology, i.e., targets
such as H2O, CH/, etc. Fleischmann et al. [182] have reviewed a broad base of
data on electron stripping collisions involving such targets as helium, neon,
argon, krypton, xenon, molecular hydrogen, molecular nitrogen, and molecular
nitrogen. Their review included ions and neutral particles of hydrogen, noble
gases, lithium, barium, boron, and nitrogen with energies in the range of a
few keV to several MeV/u. They also compared the data to Firsov theory.
Cross sections for charge exchange between high charge states of C, N, and O
and hydrogen gas have been reported by Crandall et al. [183] and in helium by
Crandall [184] for ion energies of from 25 to about 75 keV. Somewhat higher
energies were covered for these same ions in collisions with atomic and
molecular hydrogen by Phaneuf et al. [185]. Olsen and Hvelplund [186] have
measured electron capture and loss for oxygen ions of 100 to 500 keV in
molecular hydrogen. Lockwood [187] studied charge transfer in F+ collisions
with H2, N2, He, Ne, and Ar in the energy range 14 to 100 keV. Collisions of
multiply charged ions of nitrogen and neon have been studied by Dmitriev et
al. [188] as they interact with helium, nitrogen, neon, and argon with ion
velocities of 2.7, 4.0, and 8 X 108cm/sec. Electron capture by 60 to 200 keV
Ne2"*" on He. Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe has been measured by Suk et al. [189] and
electron loss has been measured by Hird and Suk [190] for 35 to 140 keV N+
ions in Ne, Ar, and Kr. These references illustrate that, although there has
been a good deal of work performed in the study of charge transfer, there is
still a lack of data relevant to radiobiology and radiation therapy.
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2.6. MULTIPLE IONISATION

Cross sections for electron emission from energy loss collisions of
charged particles with atomic and molecular targets are of primary importance
for the development of track structure descriptions of the spatial pattern of
energy deposition by high-LET radiation. However, the traditional studies of
electron production do not provide any information regarding the fate of the
projectile or target following electron emission nor do they include
information on ionization (positive ion production) produced by charge
transfer. In addition, such meaouremînts do not provide information on the
number of electrons that may be emitted in a single collision when multiple
electron capture and loss evonte occur. The latter may be biologically
significant because the multiply emitted electrons would slow clown Ln a
spatially and temporally correlated way. To fully describe the interactions
appropriate to charged particles one must have information on the charge
transfer cross sections, the spectrum of electrons emitted (if any) during
charge transfer events, the number of electrons emitted per interaction and
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E/M (keV/u)

1000

FIG. 2.49. Comparison of the relative importance of the principal mechanisms
for production of free electrons in collisions of protons and helium ions with
neon. fe is the fraction of the total number of electrons that are emitted as
a consequence of the indicated ionization mechanism; direct ionization of the
target, electron loss from the projectile, and electron capture by the
projectile. For electron capture to result in electron production requires
simultaneous electron ejection from the target; double ionization of the
target.
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FIG. 2,50. Comparison of the fractions of free electrons produced from
multiple ionisation events for protons and helium ions colliding with neon
atome. fe is the fraction of the total electron ejected that result from
collisions that leave the target multiply ionized.

their individual energy and angular distributions, and the excitation and
dissociation states of the target molecules. To have detailed information on
all of these processes, and the effect of target structure on them, is a tall
order. AB a first step, an assessment of the relative importance of the
different processes can be very useful. For the past few years studies have
been ongoing in our laboratory at PNL, as elsewhere, to measure the spectrum
of charge states of atomic and molecular products following ionizing
collisions with light ions. Such studies enable one to gain insight into the
relative importance of different ionization channels appropriate to energy
loss by ions and neutrals (see for example, DuBois and Toburen [165], DuBois
[166-169,191], DuBois and Kover, [192], and DuBois et al., [193j.

The principal interaction mechanisms leading to the release of free
electrons following collisions of H+ and He+ ions with a neon target are
illustrated in FIG. 2.49 for ion energies from a few keV/u to a few hundred
keV/u. As expected, direct ionization of the target is the primary source of
electrons for proton collisions throughout the proton energy range shown.
Electron capture, which requires simultaneous target ionization to release a
free electron, is at most a 5% contribution to free electron production. For
helium ion impact, however, electron capture and loss can make a sizeable
contribution to the free electron production. In the case of electron capture
this implies a high probability of simultaneous capture-plus-target ionization
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leaving the target multiply ionized. It is also found that target ionization
is produced with a high probability in collisions resulting in projectile
ionization, although it is not obvious from this illustration. The message to
be derived from this analysis is that, as energy loss by projectiles heavier
than protons are considered, processes other than direct ionization of the
target must by considered xf electron production along the charged particle
track ia to be fully described.

In addition to the process of electron capture-plus-target ionization
that leaves the target atom doubly ionized it is also possible to produce a
doubly ionized target simply by direct ionization. The fraction of free
electrons that result from multiple ionization of neon by protons and helium
ions is shown in FIG. 2.50. This fraction never goes above 10% for proton
impact, however, for alpha particles the fraction approaches 100% at very low
energies and is nearly 40% for He+ ions over a rather broad energy range.
These data should serve as a reminder that one cannot simply scale data from
protons to heavier ions. It should also encourage the investigation of the
biological consequences of multiple ionization, ie., what are the affects of a
transient build-up of localized Coulomb charge on biological damage. It is no
doubt true that multiple ionizatic'' is less frequent in molecular and
condensed phase targets than the examples displayed for atomic targets,
however, the difference in multiple ionization cross sections for different
ions may be manifest as different molecular fragmentation patterns and yields
that may be important in leading to biologically important damage. With the
present emphasis on fundamental studies in molecular science we should see, in
the near future, an enhanced understanding of the relationship between the
initial products of radiation and the subsequent chemistry and biology that is
initiated. With advances that are taking place in molecular biology a
molecular description of radiation damage that fo}lows events from energy
deposition to the expression of biological damage is within our grasp.

2.7. EFFECTIVE CHARGE

The concept of average effective ionic charge was first introduced by
Bohr [194,195] to describe effects of the capture and loss of electrons on the
slowing down of fission fragments in cloud chambers. With decreasing ion
velocity he noted that the fragment-charge that was effective in electronic
interactions would rapidly decrease owing to the capture of target electrons
into bound states of the projectile. He observed that the direct transfer of
momentum from the fragment to the gas atoms of the media through nuclear
collisions would gradually become of increasing importance as the projectile
slowed. In that work he assumed that the fragment, to a first approximation,
would possess an average effective charge equal to the ratio of its velocity v
to the orbital velocity of the least tightly bound electron in the atom. Thus
all electrons carried by the ion would have velocities greater than, or equal
to, the ion velocity v and the rest of the electrons would have been stripped
from the moving ion. Bohr [195] introduced his concept of an average
effective charge into the formulation of energy loss in order to provide a
quantitative description of the velocity-range relationships observed for
fission fragments. Since that time, the concept of average effective charge
has been firmly established in studies of stopping power (see, for example,
Kreussler et al., [196], Anthony and Lanford, [197], and Bichsel, [198]). The
effective charge is usually determined experimentally from the ratio of the
stopping power for the ion of interest to that for a bare charged ion, such as
a proton.

The spectra of energy loss measured for collisions of projectiles with
well characterized charge states provide a new perspective from which to
assess the influence of bound projectile electrons on energy loss and on which
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to base concepts of effective charge. Whereas stopping power provides only
average quantities, averages over all charge states of the ion and all
processes leading to energy loss, the ejected electron spectra measured in
single collisions of ions with atomic and molecular targets provides detail on
the effective charge responsible for a specified quantity of energy loss as a
function of projectile charge. Examples of the influence of projectile
electrons on the yield of secondary electrons, or energy loss, were shown
above in Figs. 2.19-2.25 and 2.42-2.46 in the discussion of cross sections for
electron emission for structured ions. Those data clearly illustrated that,
within the concepts of high energy theories such as the plane wave Born
approximation or binary encounter theory, the effective charge of the ion is a
strong function of the energy loss; for small values of energy loss that occur
predominately in large impact parameter collisions the bound electrons serve
as an effective screen of the projectile nucleus, whereas collisions involving
large energy loss occur at small impact parameters where the bound projectile
electrons provide essentially no screening of the projectile nucleus, at least
at the energies of ions considered in this chapter.

The relationship between the ejected electron spectra and stopping power
can be easily shown. In the study of ionization of water vapor by helium ions
Toburen et al. [92] examined the mean electrons energies, total ionization
cross sections and partial stopping cross sections for He+, He2+, and equal
velocity H+ ions. In that work the total ionization cross sections were
derived from measured doubly differential electron emission cross sections
using the expression

(2.35)

where o(e,6) are the measured doubly differential cross sections for
ionization by a particle of reduced energy T. The major fraction of the total
stopping power can also be derived from doubly differential cross sections and
the density of the medium. Projectile energy loss that is transferred to
kinetic energy of ejected electrons plus the energy lost in overcoming the
binding energy to eject electrons account for as much as 90% of the total
stopping power for 0.5 MeV/u ions [199]; additional energy may be lost through
charge transfer processes and excitation of the target. The partial stopping
cross section owing to energy loss to ionization can be calculated from the
expression

>18° , ̂  „ ̂  r««» , r1800(e,0)sin8dQ -*• 2n\ ectef
IQ JQ Jo Jo

= 2jilfe°"d£f18°0(e,0)sin8d8 + 2n f ̂ecte f18°o (e,6) sinödö , (2.36)Jo Jo Jo Jo

where a(c,d) are the measured doubly differential cross sections (DDCS) for
electron emission. Similarly, one can obtain the mean energy of ejected
electron from the measured DDCS using the following expression

/"*"*€*f o(e,6)sinod9
Jo_____J_o_____________

231 f*"•"<&f18°0 (8, e)sinod0
Jo Jo

T = J0 __________ . (2.37)-ISO * '

These derived quantities CTT, £, and eaT (the partial stopping cross section
for energy deposited as kinetic energy of ionized electrons) for collisions of
protons and helium ions with water vapor are reproduced from Toburen et al.
[92] in Table 2.7. In this energy range the total ionization cross section is
decreasing with increasing ion energy. The mean energy of the electrons
ejected by the bare ions is, however, nearly constant over this energy range.
The most dramatic change in these quantities in this energy range is the
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TABLE 2.7

Energy loss as kinetic energy of free electrons in water vapor

Ion Energy
(MeV/u)

0.075
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50

1.23
0.90
0.95
0.77

He2+

€

45
52
49
51

He + H +

~€aT

55.6
47.1
46.7
39.5

't
0.838
0.661
0.557
0.476
0.362

€

39
63
78
92
112

»T -T -< »,
33.0
41.6
43.3 0.257 45 11.6
44.1
40.5 0.170 56 9.6

-15 2CTT in units of 10 cm

e in units of eV
_ — 1 5 2ea_ in units of 10 eVcm

(total ionization cross section)

(mean energy of ejected electrons)

(partial energy loss cross section
for energy loss as kinetic energy of
free electrons)

TABLE 2.8
Partial and Total Stopping Cross Sections for water

Partial Stopping Cross Sections Stopping Cross Sections
Ion Energy
(MeV/u)

0.075
0.200
0.300
0.400
0.500

He+

vapor
43.5
50
50
50
45

He2 +

vapor
71
58
59
49

charge state
average

vapor
60.5
56
58
49

Matteson
et air

liquid
63.2
72.9
66.6
58.7
52.1

Palmer and .
Akhavan-Rezayat

liquid
68
64
56
51

vapor
77
62
56
51

a) Partial stopping cross sections including contributions from binding
energy and kinetic energy of electrons released in ionizing collisions;
cross sections in units of 10~15 eV cmz/molecule.

b) Stopping cross sections in units of 10~15 eV cm2/molecule.
c) Data from Matteson et al., [200].
d) Data from Palmer and Akhavan-Rezayat, [201]
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FIG. 2.51. Single differential cross sections for electron emission from
helium in collisions of equal velocity protons and singly charged carbon ions.
The proton data are from Rudd and Madison [60] and the carbon ion data are
from Toburen et al. [98]
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increase in the mean energy of electrons ejected by the He* ions as their
energy increases. The partial stopping cross sections for the transfer of
energy to ejected electron kinetic energy for He"*" and He2"1" ions are very
similar and, within experimental uncertainties, equal to four times the
comparable partial stopping cross sections for protons as would be expected
from z2 scaling. It is interesting that the total ionization cross section
for He+ tends to decrease at about the same rate as the mean energy of the
ejected electron energy increases such that the partial stopping cross section
remains nearly constant for He+ and equal to that of He2"1".

In order to compare the stopping cross sections obtained from
differential cross sections for electron emission to measured stopping cross
sections it is necessary to include the contributions from electron binding to
that contributing to electron kinetic energy given in Table 2.7 as prescribed
in Eq. 2.36, and one must sum over the fractions of the beam in different
charge states; stopping cross section and stopping power measurements are made
for particles in charge state equilibrium. For the energy range of the
measurements shown in Table 2.7 only the singly and doubly charged ions are
significant components of the equilibrated beam. Also, one should note that
Eq. 2.36 does not include contributions from production of excited states of
energy transfer in charge transfer collisions. The charge state average
stopping cross sections obtained by using Eq. 2.36 are shown in Table 2.8
along with measured values. The partial cross sections obtained from the
differential cross sections are smaller than the measurements [200,201] by
about 20% at the lowest ion energy and 5-10% at the higher energies. These
differences are consistent with the expected contributions for excitation
[199] that need to be added to the partial cross sections based solely on
ionization. Note also the partial cross sections are for water vapor.
Stopping cross sections for the vapor are found to be somewhat smaller than
for liquid or solid as indicated from the work of Palmer and Akhavan-Rezayat
[201].

When we examine the partial stopping cross sections of ions of a
specified charge state in single collisions with atomic or molecular targets
the normal concepts of effective charge become difficult to visualize. For
example, in stopping power theory, as indicated above, it is common to relate
the effective charge to the number of electrons that are effectively stripped
off the swift ion by the medium [194-197]. This seems inappropriate when we
compare the spectra of energy that is lost to ionization electrons by equal
velocity H+ and C* ions shown in FIG. 2.51. If the effective charge for C"1" is
determined from the differential ionization cross sections, namely that zeff
is given by

[(I + e)<7T]
[(I + e)<7T]

(2.38)

then the effective charge for the singly charged 1.2 MeV carbon ion, as
determined from the data shown in FIG. 2.51, is approximately 2.7 and it is
found to increase with increasing ion energy. This would imply that the
effective charge for energy loss must be somewhat larger than the actual
charge on a moving ion because screening by the bound projectile is not 100%
efficient. This has also been noted in the work of Brandt and Kitagawa [202]
in their analysis of stopping power data. Some of the ionization that
contributes to the energy loss of the ion occurs with impact parameters within
the screening radius of the bound projectile electrons. If one were to take
the assumption literally, that the effective charge on a moving ion is equal
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FIG. 2.52. Comparison of the empirical effective proton charge obtained in
the work of Yarlagadda et al. [203] using stopping power and theory to the
average ion charge obtained from charge transfer cross sections for proton-
hydrogen collisions tabulated by HcDaniel et al. [3]. The solid line is drawn
through the data points to guide the eye. Also shown is the effective charge
given by the empirical formula of Barkas [204].

to the mean charge on the ion, (as some authors still maintain) then a slow
ion that has become neutralized by electron capture would not be expected to
interact in any way with the electrons of the media it was traversing. This
is certainly not true and is clearly demonstrated in studies of ionization of
atoms and molecules by the passage of neutral hydrogen particles (see for
example, Rudd et al. [89]; ionization remains a dominant mechanism for energy
loss even at H° velocities slower that that of the bound projectile electron
in contradiction to the assumptions of Bohr [194].

A comparison of the average effective charge obtained from stopping power
measurements and the mean ion charge obtained from charge transfer
measurements is shown in FIG. 2.52 as a function of ion velocity for proton
impact. For relative velocities greater than about V!/v0=2.5 the two methods
of arriving at an effective charge are equivalent; at those high velocities
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the moving ion is effectively bare. At lower proton energies, however, there
is a considerable difference between these two methods of arriving at an
effective charge. As discussed above, the effective charge for energy loss is
larger than that obtained based on equilibrium charge transfer cross sections.
Also shown in FIG. 2.52 is the effective charge derived from the empirical
formula of Barkas [204]. The Barkas formula is in relatively good agreement
with the effective charge from stopping power data; to be expected as it was
originally derived from stopping power data. The data of FIG. 2.52 would
suggest that the equilibrium charge measurements may not be a good indication
of the effective charge for energy loss at low velocities of the incident
particle where the equilibrium charge is relatively small due to capture of
electrons.

Anthony and Lanford measured stopping power for a wide range of heavy
ions with energies near the peak in the stopping power and for several

1.0
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0.8

0.7

0.6

Anthony and Lanford

_q (solid)
Z = 35

Barkas (Z = 35)

FIG. 2.53. Values of the effective charge, divided by the ion atomic number,
obtained from stopping power and from equilibrium charge measurements. The
solid line is from a fit to the effective charge determined by Anthony and
Lansford [197] from experimental stopping power for a number of ions including
higher order z corrections. The dotted lines are the average charge of
bromine ions measured as they exit gases and solida by Betz [181], Also shown
is the effective charge of bromine ions obtained from the empirical formula of
Barkas [204].
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targets. From these data they derived the projectile effective charge from a
ratio to proton stopping power and compared the results to equilibrium charge
measurements compiled by Betz [181]. A comparison of their results to Betz
and to the Barkas formula is shown in FIG. 2.53. In general stopping power
measurements lead to an effective projectile charge that is independent of the
target material (see, for example, J. F. Ziegler, [205] and Ziegler et al.,
[206]), whereas the equilibrium charge measured in different material is
observed to be larger for targets of higher atomic number. Anthony and
Lanford took this difference in target dependence for the different methods of
measurements to be an artifact of the means by which the stopping power data
were analyzed, ie, that a z2 dependence on stopping power was used implicitly
in the analysis. By invoking higher order z contributions in the theory of
stopping power they were able to demonstrate a target dependence that was in
agreement with equilibrium charge measurements. Still, their results, shown
in FIG. 2.53, mimicked the gas phase equilibrium charge measurements, ie.,
they were considerably smaller than the solid state measurements. This
occurred in spite of the fact that their stopping power measurements were made
in solid targets. The use of higher order terms in projectile charge in the
analysis of stopping power data does tend to result in effective charges that
agree with the average equilibrium charge of the beam. However, one may
question whether this agreement is forced by the assumptions inherent in the
constraint applied by Anthony and Lansford in their analysis, i.e. that the
effective charge must have the same target dependence as that of the
equilibrium charge. Recognize that the lack of target dependence observed
when stopping power data are analyzed in terms of a z2 dependence on
projectile charge is more in agreement with the studies of differential
ionization cross sections.

To explore the effect of target structure on stopping power one can
examine the relative contributions of the energy loos spectra to stopping
power and compare that with the effect of target structure on energy loss.
From the spectra of energy loss in charged particle collisions with different
atomic and molecular targets (see, for example, the data of FIG. 2.37) one
observes that the effects of target electronic structure is evident only for
the very low-energy portion of the ejected electron spectrum, i.e., ejected
electron energies less than about 20 eV. This has an important effect on the
yield of electrons ejected in ionizing collisions because cross sections for
low-energy electrons are very large. The cross section for energy loss,
however, entails the product of ejected electron energy, plus the binding
energy, times the respective cross section for electron ejection, ie.,
probability of energy loss is given by (e+I)a(e). This shifts the influence
of the spectral shape on stopping power to higher electron energies. The
result is that one would expect a greatly reduced effect of target structure
on stopping power relative to its effect on ionization. Thus, one would
expect the stopping power to be a function of target electron density, but not
on the detailed electronic structure of the target. On the other hand,
equilibrium charge states depend on the probability of electron capture and
loss processes that are more characteristic of low-energy ionization
processes. This echoes the sentiment expressed by Yarlagadda et al. [203]
that "a model useful and adequate for stopping power need not apply to other
phenomena".

2.8. INNER SHELL IONIZATION

Most of the results discussed to this point in this chapter refer to the
ionization of the outer electronic shells of atomic or molecular targets. But
when the energy of the projectile is large enough, inner atomic shells may
also be ionized, although with smaller probability. The total ionization
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FIG. 2.54. Comparison between experimental and theoretical cross sections for
K-shell ionization of light atoms (Z2 = 6 to 18) by electron impact. crKxI2 is
plotted versus T/I. Curves and symbols are defined as follows:__PWBA
calculation for 6 = 0.70 [209], —— Born-Ochkur calculation for 8 = 0.70
[209]; Experimental data for O-carbon [210], v-nitrogen [210], A-neon [210],
•-neon [211], o-aluminum [212], B-argon [213]. The x-ray data of Tawara et
al. [214], for A-carbon, are normalized to Glupe and Mehlhorn's data [210].
The data for T-argon, have been converted to ionization cross sections using a
fluorescence yield w = 0.118 [207].

cross section for an inner shell, for example the K shell, CTK, can be obtained
either from the x-ray production cross section crK.x ray or from the Auger-
electron production cross section <7K_Auger if the fluorescence yield o> is known
(see, for example, Krause, [207]. The total K-shell ionization cross section
is obtained from the x-ray cross sections by crK = â -* ray/w« or from the K-
Auger cross sections using a = ̂ K-Auger/(1-w )• For targets involving light
atoms, w is small and we have aK = c7K_Auger. The data in FIG. 2.54, taken from
the very useful review by R. Hippler [208], illustrate experimental and
theoretical cross sections for K-shell ionization of light atoms by electron
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impact; here the total cross section CTK is multiplied by I2, where I is the K-
shell ionization energy, and plotted versus T/I. All the data shown in FIG.
2.54 are well represented by the Born-Ochkur calculation [209] for 6 = 0.7.
In this calculation, B = I/(Z2-0.3)2R measures the effect of screening by
outer electrons, the constant 0.3 corrects for the screening by the second K-
shell electron, and R is the Rydberg energy. The cross section rises from
threshold (at T = I) to a maximum at about 41 and then decreases again.

The experimental total K-shell ionization cross sections for excitation
by light ions have been reviewed by Paul and Muhr [215] and specifically for H
and He ions by G. Lapicki [216]. The data are fairly well described by the
ECPSSR theory [217] which is based on the PWBA and contains several
corrections for higher order effects. At a certain normalized projectile
energy T/I, the cross section is approximately proportional to Z21/Z42, to
first order.

104 r

O

E.fMeV1
FIG. 2.55. K-shell ionization cross section for protons on aluminum in units
of 10"28m2, versus proton energy. The curve is the ECPSSR theory [217]; the
letters signify measured points compiled from various publications by Paul and
Sacher [218] including; A, Ogier et al. [219]; B, Khan et al. [220]; C, Khan
et al. [221]; D, Shima et al. [222]; E, Basbas et al. [223]; F, Tawara et al.
[224J; G, Basbas et al. [225]; H, Sera et al. [226]; I, Bonani et al. [227];
and K, Geretschläger, M., Benka, O., [228].
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FIG. 2.56. Double differential cross section (DDCS) vs. electron ejection
angle for 350 keV proton-argon collisions and 6-electron energies of (a) 47
eV, (b) 100 eV, and (c) 308 eV. DDCS for total (M-, L-, and K-shell) and for
L-shell 5-electron ejection are shown. Experimental data of Gabler et al. (as
presented in Rudd et al. [72]) and Sarkadi et al. [231] are compared with PWBA
calculations using (——) hydrogenic or (__) Hartree-Fock/Hartree-Slater wave
functions, (from Sarkadi et al., [231])

By normalizing the experimental data (i.e., dividing them by the ECPSSR
theory) and by averaging and interpolating these normalized data, Paul and
Sacher [218] produced a table of empirical reference cross sections for K-
shell ionization by protons, for any element between Be and U. For example,
for protons on O2 they obtain a maximum cross section of 2.9xlO~23 m2. This
cross section for K-shell ionization is much lower than that shown for the
total ionization cross section in FIG. 2.47 and the maximum in the cross
section occurs at 1.4 MeV, an energy much higher than that for the
corresponding total cross sections shown in FIG. 2.47. Experimental data for
ionization of Al by protons [215] are compared to ECPSSR theory in FIG. 2.55.
The shape of the curve (quite different from that for electrons shown in FIG.
2.54) looks similar for all other targets; the maximum cross section occurs at
a projectile speed that roughly equals the speed of the K-shell electron.
Although the proton cross section must have a threshold also at T = I, it is
hardly possible to measure down to energies below about 10 I. For He
projectiles, a table of empirical K-shell reference cross sections is in
preparation by Paul and Bolik [229].
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Concerning L-shell ionization, a compilation of experimental x-ray
production and ionization cross sections has been produced by Sokhi and
Crumpton [230], For the L-shell, the curve of the cross section versus energy
looks similar to that for the K-shell, but the maximum occurs at lower ion
impact energies (since the L-shell electrons are slower, i.e., smaller binding
energy) and the cross section at the maximum is larger. The cross sections
corresponding to the three L~subshells differ; the one for the L3 subshell
being largest.

At low projectile energies, there is, in addition to direct ionization,
the possibility of ionizing the inner shell by charge transfer (or electron
capture by the projectile, as it is often called). This process contributes
about 6% to the total K-shell ionization cross sections of N2 by protons, and
less for heavier targets [216]. Since the reference cross sections [218] are
based on empirical ionization data, they include this contribution.

Doubly differential cross sections (differential in ejected electron
energy and angle) can also be measured for electrons ejected from inner shells
by requiring a coincidence between Auger electrons or characteristic x-rays
that signal the decay of an inner shell hole and the ejected electron.
Measurements of electron spectra from argon are shown in FIG. 2.56 [231]. The
curves marked "L" refer to the L-shell; the "total" is essentially M-shell.
Another type of differential cross section can be measured by requiring a
coincidence between the projectile scattered at a certain angle and the
characteristic x-ray (or Auger alectron). Since the scattering angle depends
on the impact parameter b of the projectile with respect to the target
nucleus, this effectively measures the probability P(b) of inner-shell
ionization for a particle incident at an impact parameter b. A typical impact
parameter dependent measurement is shown in FIG. 2.57 for ionization of copper
by 0.7- and 2-MeV protons [232].
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3.1. Introduction

The major mechanism for energy loss of fast charged particles (electrons, protons,
heavier ions) and photons is the ionization of atomic and molecular constituents (i.e.
production of electron-ion pairs) of the irradiated materials (in their gaseous, liquid and solid
state). Therefore a large fraction of the primary energy is converted to kinetic energy of
secondary electrons, including electrons with energies ranging from thermal up to very high
energies. The interaction of these secondary electrons as well as that of the primary
electrons with matter is of utmost importance in assessing radiation damage occurring in
radiation therapy.

In order to carry out these calculations, cross section fonctions (cross sections versus
electron energy) must be known for inelastic and elastic electron collisions for targets and
materials used in dosimetry and radiotherapy (i.e., in particular key substances such as Ne,
Ar, Ü2, N2, C>2, H2Û, CÛ2, CtLj and C3Hg gases; see also chapter 1), i.e. including total
and differential elastic scattering cross sections; total, partial, and differential ionization
cross sections for parent and fragment ions; partial electronic, vibrational and rotational
excitation cross sections; total and partial attachment cross sections, and cross sections for
the dissociation of molecules into neutral fragments.

Differential cross sections have been discussed in chapter 1. Here, experimental data
and theoretical formulae for partial and total cross sections will be presented and discussed
critically. The chapter will start with a short introduction and definition of the concept of
ionization cross sections.

3.2. Electron impact ionization mechanism and definitions

Electrons accelerated through a potential of several tens of volts have a de Broglie
wavelength of ~ 0.1 nm. This wavelength and the molecular dimensions are similar and
mutual quantum effects (distortions) occur; that is, an electron may be promoted from a
lower to a higher orbital (excitation) or-if the electron energy is greater than a critical value
(the ionization energy or appearance energy) - an electron may be ejected from the target,
thus producing a positive ion (cation).

Conversely, direct attachment of the incident electron to an atomic target to give a
stable anion is less likely. The reason for this is that the translational energy of the attaching
electron and the binding energy (electron affinity) must be taken up (accommodated) in the
emerging product (anion). Usually, the excess energy leads to either fragmentation (in the
case of a molecular target) of the anion or shake-off (détachement) of the electron.
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As the electron energy is increased, the variety and abundance of the cations
produced from a specific molecular target will increase, because the electron ionization
process may proceed via different reaction channels, each of which gives rise to
characteristic ionized and neutral products. These include the following types of ions [1,2]:
parent ion, fragment ion, multiply charged ion, excited ion, metastable ion, rearrangement
ion, and ion pair. For the simple case of a diatomic molecule AB these reaction channels are
(including excitation and dissociation):

AB + e-»
AB+ + es + ee (single ionization) (3.1)
AB2+ + es + 2ee (double ionization) (3.2)
ABz+ + es + zee (multiple ionization) (3.3)
ABK+ + es + ee (K-shell ionization) (3.4)
AB** + es -» AB+ + es + ee (autoionization) (3.5)
AB+* + es + ee -» A+ + B + es + ee (fragmentation) (3.6)

AB2+ + es + 2ee (autoionization) (3.7)
AB+ + es + ee + hv (radiative ionization) (3.8)

A+ + B + es + ee (dissociative ionization) (3.9)
A+ + B" + es (ion pair formation) (310)
AB* + es (excitation) (3.11)
AB'* (attachment) (3.12)
A"+B (dissociative attachment) (3.13)
A + B +e (dissociation into neutrals) (3.14)
A* + B + e (dissociation into excited neutrals)

(3.15)

where es is a "scattered" electron and ee an "ejected" electron. Other products may be
obtained, especially when one is using complex atomic targets (i.e., polyatomic molecules
[1] or clusters [3,4,5]).

Most of the ionization reactions summarized above (e.g., process (3.1) through
(3.4), (3.9), and (3.10)) can be classified as direct ionization events, in which the ejected and
the scattered electron leave the ion within 10'̂  sec. Conversely, there exist alternative
ionization channels (competing with direct ionization) in which the electrons are ejected one
after the other (see Fig. 3.1 for a schematic representation of possible ionization mechanism
[6]). For instance, autoionization (e.g., process (3.5) and (3.7)) can be described as a two-
step reaction: First, a neutral molecule (or atom) is raised to a superexcited state, which can
exist for some finite time. Then, radiationless transition into the continuum occurs. For
molecules, the upper autoionization rate (and hence the ionization cross section) is limited
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dissociative capture
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ion pair production
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double ionization
Coulomb explosion
metastable ion

Fig. 3.1 Schematic time chart of possible electron impact ionization processes after Mark
[6].
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Fig. 3.3 Partial electron impact ionization cross section function for the reaction N2 + e
+ 3e after Halas and Adamczyk [8].
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Fig. 3.4 Schematic view of an electron impact ionization experiment after Mark [6].

by the characteristic energy-storage mode frequency. In addition, if predissociation (into two
neutrals) is faster than autoionization, the latter will not occur at an appreciable rate.

Moreover, autoionization is a resonance process and this will complicate the
respective ionization cross-section dependence (i) at low electron energy (e.g., deviation
from the threshold law; e.g., see Ref.[l]), but also (ii) at higher energies (e.g., see the partial
ionization cross-section function for the production of Ar+ shown in Fig. 3.2 [7]). The top
curve in Fig. 3.2 shows the variation of the cross-section function obtained by summing over
all possible ionization mechanisms. The two curves in the middle illustrate the variation of
the strengths of the 3d and 4p autoionization processes (e.g., Ar + e —» Ar*(3s3p^3d) + e
-> Ar+ (3s^3p^) + 2e). The bottom curve shows the behavior of the direct ionization
mechanism (see reaction (3.1)).

Quite similarly, multiply charged ions can be formed in a two-step autoionization
process. First, a singly charged ion is produced by the ejection of an electron from an inner
shell (inner-shell ionization process (3.4)). This internally ionized atom (or molecule) may
then be transformed (see reaction (3.7)) into a multiply charged ion by a series of
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radiationless transitions (Auger effect). Figure 3.3 shows as an example the ionization cross
section curve for the production of N2^+, which demonstrates the occurrence and effect of
this Auger autoionization process at ~ 430 eV [8].

Because of ambiguities in the nomenclature in the literature some definitions will be
given here concerning various ionization cross section terms used:
Consider, as shown in Fig. 3.4, a parallel, homogeneous, and monoenergetic beam of
electrons crossing a semiinfinite medium containing N^ target particles per cubic centimeter
at rest. If n(0)e represents the incident electron current, i.e., the number of electrons per unit
time, the unscattered electron current at depth x (taking into account only the ionizing
collisions) is given by the exponential absorption law

n(x)e = n(0)e exp(-Nta x) (3.16)

If Nt ax « 1 (single-collision condition*), the number of ions, n(L)f, generated per second
along the collision interaction path x = L (over which the ions collected and analyzed) is

n(L)j = n(0)eNtacL, (3.17)

where ac is the counting ionization cross section in square centimeters. The total positive-
ion current, if produced in this interaction volume is given by

it - n(0)e eNtatL, (3.18)

where Of is the total ionization cross section and e the elemental charge. In the measurement
of Of no information is obtained in general about individual partial cross sections. If the
produced ions are analyzed with a mass spectrometer according to their mass, m, to charge
z ratio, however, the respective individual ion currents, ims, are given by

where ozj is the partial ionization cross section for the production of a specific ion i with
charge ze.

This condition my be achieved by using low enough number densities Nt and this
condition is necessary in order to avoid multiple electron collisions and secondary ion
molecule reactions, both of which would lead to erroneous cross section results. If this
condition is fullfilled, equ. (3.16) may be linearized allowing to derive the relationship
given in equ. (3.17).
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Total and counting ionization cross sections of a specific target system are the
weighted and the simple sum of the various single and multiple partial cross sections,
respectively, i.e.

°t = ^azi • z and °c ~ ̂ °zi (3.20)

Under certain circumstances single ionization is dominant (e.g., for atoms at electron
energies below the double ionization threshold and for many molecules in the entire energy
regime) and then

°t = ac (321)

Sometimes the macroscopic cross section s - O|Nt which represents the total effective
cross-sectional area for ionization of all target molecules in 1 cm^ of the target medium, is
used. This quantity is numerically equal to the ionization efficiency, usually defined as the
number of charges (or ion pairs) produced per centimeter of path at l Torr and 0°C.

For more information and details on the ionization mechanisms and processes see
Ref. [1,2,6, 9-12].

3.3. Total electron impact ionization cross sections of atoms and molecules
3.3.1. Experimental

According to equ. (3.18) the determination of the total ionization cross section o^
requires the measurement of four quantities, i.e., ij, n(0)e, Nj and L. Kieffer and Dunn [13]
have extensively discussed the problems encountered when trying to measure accurate
experimental CTJ values (see also a more recent review [14]).

One of the earliest and widest used experimental methods to determine total
ionization cross sections is the condenser plate method of Täte and Smith [15]. This method
was later used very successfully by Rapp et al. [16] to produce their benchmark total
ionization cross section functions for the rare gases and several small molecules. In short
(see Fig. 3.5), in this method a magnetically collimated electron beam is directed through a
target gas of known density N^. All ions which are produced in a well defined region are
completely removed and collected. The main limitation of this method is the absolute
measurement of the gas density, a difficult matter for many gases. Djuric et al. [17,18] have
recently overcome some of the difficulties by using a capacitance manometer to determine
the gas pressure in their parallel plate ionization chamber. De Heer and Inokuti [14], in their
definitive 1985 review on total electron impact ionization cross sections, discussed and
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Fig 3 6 Schematic view of the fast neutral beam apparatus after Freund et al [39]

summarized experiments and results up to this year, including also the Lozier tube [19], the
summation method [20], gas-filled counters [21] and crossed beam methods [22]

Excellent data on total (and partial, see below) ionization cross sections have been
obtained recently by Freund and coworkers [23] using a modified crossed-beam method
where an electron beam is crossed with a fast neutral beam, prepared by charge transfer
neutralization of a mass selected ion beam. This approach was first used for atomic
ionization cross-section measurements by Peterson et al [24]; it has since been used by
Ziegler et al [25] and has been refined by Harrison and coworkers [26-29]. Extensions by
Freund and coworkers [30-39] have made it a powerful method (see also Decker and
coworkers [40]).
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In the fast neutral beam apparatus of Freund et al. (Fig. 3.6), atomic or molecular
ions are (i) extracted from a dc discharge, (ii) accelerated to 3 kV, and (iii) mass-separated
by a Wien filter. The ion beam is then neutralized by charge transfer with a gas selected to
have an ionization energy resonant with that of the ions. The pressure is adjusted to
neutralize several percent of the ions, with the remainder being deflected to a collector.
According to Freund [23] the resulting neutral beam in general has a flux of 1010s~V Its
relative intensity is measured by kinetic electron ejection from a metal surface. For accurate
flux measurements, a pyroelectric crystal is used to calibrate the electron ejection coefficient.
Ionization is produced by crossing the fast neutral beam with a well-characterized electron
beam. The resulting ions are steered and focussed with magnetic and electrostratic fields to a
hemispherical energy analyzer. This analyzer separates ions of different charge or mass,
since all ions retain essentially the same velocity of the 3 keV parent neutral beam. For
molecular species, 100% collection of fragments is possible. Ions are finally detected by a
channel electron multiplier. The biggest advantage of this method is that it permits
preparation of a pure beam even of unstable species, and that the high beam velocity permits
accurate flux measurements.

3.3.2. Theoretical

The theoretical treatment of the basic electron impact ionization process (i.e., in the
exit channel a full three body problem) has received a great deal of attention. Quantum
mechanical (approximation) calculations are difficult, few and some of them not as accurate
as necessary [41]. Therefore, other methods have been developed, with the goal to obtain
reasonably accurate cross sections. Three different approaches have been used, i.e., (i)
empirical and semiempirical formulae, (ii) classical theories, and (iii) semiclassical collision
theories. Theoretical methods have been reviewed several times in great detail
[1,2,6,9,11,41-50], in particular the accuracy and reliability of the most widely used
formulae [1,47,50]. Most of these treatments apply only to single ionization. Nevertheless
these formulae (for a compilation of these fomulae see Ref. [47,50]) are used in general also
for the estimation of total ionization cross sections (e.g., see equ. (3.21)). In the following,
very recent theoretical developments will be presented which allow the easy calculation of
electron impact (single) ionization cross sections as a function of electron energy for
(ground state and excited) atoms, radicals, molecules and clusters [51-57].

Using classical mechanics, Thomson [58] was the first to derive a formula for the
electron impact ionization cross section (for single ionization), i.e.,

a = I 4mn E
n o E.m

u-1
u2 (3.22)
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with ao the Bohr radius, £n the number of electrons in the n-th subshell, Ejn the ionization
energy in the n-th subshell, E^ ionization energy of H, u = E/Em, and E energy of incident
electron. This classical treatment has been modified by several authors (e.g. see Ref.
[47,50]) using different initial conditions. None of these formulae, however, represents
according to Rudge [41] a substantial improvement over the Thomson formula, because all
of them suffer from the same large deviations at high and low energies as does the Thomson
treatment. A definitive improvement introduced by Gryzinski [59] is the assumption of a
continuous velocity distribution for atomic electrons, leading to an expression for the cross
section

o
<E*_
~Ë7~

v m y

2
,3/2

u Vu + 3 2u

(3.23)

Burgess [60] and Vriens [61] also suggested further means to improve the classical theory
by incorporating certain quantal features, e.g. exchange effects. Although all these formulae
constitute a significant improvement, they still fail in case of rather simple atoms such as for
instance neon, nitrogen and fluorine in predicting the correct magnitude of ionization cross
section functions (e.g. see Ref. [51,52]). Moreover, while in certain cases empirical formulas
(such as the Lotz formula [62]) are helpful, many of them are of limited usefulness [41]
(they are providing good fits to certain classes of known data (see also the approximate
analytic formula given by Bell et al. [63]), but will not allow reliable predictions for other
unknown systems) and have been superseeded by later formulas which we discuss in the
following.

Based on a comparison between these classical formulae and the Born-Bethe formula
[64] (which is only accurate at higher energies due to the use of the Born approximation),

2Z4,rao ^ — -ln u (3.24)

with Mfj dipole matrix element and Cjj collisional parameter (to be determined by Fano plot
analyses, see Ref. [14,43]), Deutsch and Mark [52] recently suggested to replace the Bohr
radius in the classical formulae (3.23) by the radius of the corresponding electron subshell.
This step is in line (i) with a result of Bethe's calculation that the ionization cross section of
an atomic electron with quantum numbers (n,l) is approximately proportional to the mean
square radius <r^>ni of the electron shell (n,l) [65] and (ii) with the experimental
observation of a correlation between the maximum of the atomic cross section and the sum
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Fig. 3.7 Weighting factors gjj as a function of quantum numbers n and i after Margreiter et
al. [53,54].

of the mean square radii of all outer electrons [65-67], Following up this suggestion,
Margreiter et al. [53,68] successfully applied this DM approach to a large number of ground
state and excited state atoms using

1+ 2 fi . -L l In (2.7 + (u-l)1/2

(3.25)

with Tni2 the mean square radius of the nl shell, and gnj weighting factors (following the
original approach of Bethe [64], who calculated these "lonisierungsfaktoren" as a function
of the quantum numbers n and 1 using hydrogenic wave functions; see also considerations by
Mann [66]). Margreiter et al. [53,54] determined via a fitting procedure these generalized
weighting factors gjj (see Fig. 3.7) using accurate experimental data of the rare gases and
uranium as test cases. It was demonstrated that formula (3.25) leads in general to an
improved agreement with the experimental results not only in case of ground state atoms,
but also in case of excited state atoms [53]. Recently, these authors derived relationships for
the product gni. Ejn yielding with its use even better agreement with the experimental data
[68,69], allowing also the calculation of inner-shell ionization cross sections [55] (e.g. see
corresponding data for Ne and Ar in Figs 3.8 and 3.9) and outer-shell ionization cross
sections [80]. For more information on inner-shell ionization cross sections and then-
possible applications see Ref. [55,81].
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Fig. 3.8 Lj-shell ionization cross section versus electron energy for neon: x experimental

results of Luyken et al. [70], — Bora approximation by Peach [71], o Born
approximation by Omidvar and Kyle [72], -.-.- binary encounter calculation by Vriens
[73], — •• — semi-empirical calculation by Lotz [62], --.-- Bom approximation by Me
Guire [74], - - - semiclassical calculation (after Gryzinski [50]) using equ. (3.23), and
—— DM approach [52] using modified equ. (3.25), see Ref. [55], It is interesting to
note the failure of the semiclassical concept (equ (3.23)) and, moreover, it is important
to note that recently de Heer and coworkers [75] revised their experimental data [70]
downwards by a factor of 3.7.
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Fig. 3.9 K-shell ionization cross section versus electron energy for argon: • experimental
results of Hippler et al. [76], o experimental results of Tawara et al. [77], — PWBA
calculation of Hippler et al. [78], -x-x PWBA Ochkur calculation of Hippler et al.
[78], - - - • -Coulomb Born exchange calculation of Moores et al. [79] and __
DM approach [52] using a modified equ. (3.25), see Ref. 55.

Whereas in the case of atoms several approaches at various theoretical levels
(quantum mechanical, semi-classical, classical, empirical) are existing (see above), in the
case of molecules the available theoretical tools are not yet sufficiently accurate and/or
versatile. Some of the classical and semiclassical formulae developed for atoms have been
applied with limited success (see also below) to certain selected cases or classes of
molecules (e.g. H2, hydrocarbons, chlorine compounds [50,82]); these formulae fail
however in predicting data for other cases or classes of molecules (e.g. molecules containing
fluorine [51,83,84]). Based on the successful concept of the additivity rule [65-67, 83,84],
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Deutsch et al. [51] introduced recently an empirical correction factor which allows the use
of these previous classical and semiclassical theories to calculate ionization cross section
functions of molecules containing fluorine and related atoms.

Conversely, Khare and associates [85,86] were among the first to suggest a formula
specifically designed to allow the calculation of total (and recently also partial [87,88])
ionization cross sections of molecules. This Jain-Khare formula is based on a semi-empirical
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Fig. 3.10 Total electron impact ionization cross section function for neon. • Smith [101], D
Asundi and Kurepa [102], • Rapp and Englander-Golden [16], V Schräm et al. [103,
104], o Gaudin and Hagemann [105], A Fletcher and Cowling [106], — Krishnakumar
and Srivastava [107]. The recent results of Wetzel et. al. [33] (not shown for the sake
of clarity) are in good agreement with those of Rapp and Englander-Golden [16]. The
data of Schräm et al. [104] extend up to an electron energy of 20 keV. Me Clure
[108] summarizes data in the MeV region. For more details on the accuracy and
reliability see discussion in Ref. [l 1,13,14,23,107].
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Fig. 3.11 Total electron impact ionization cross section function for argon. • Rapp and

Englander-Golden [16], V Schräm et al. [103,104], o Gaudin and Hagemann [105],
Kurepa et al. [109], x Wetzel et al. [33], - - - Krishnakumar and Srivastava [107]. The
data of Schräm et al. [104] extend up to an electron energy of 20 keV (see also a
recent study by Me Callion et al. [110] extending up to 5.3 keV). Me Clure [108]
summarizes data in the MeV region (see also Rieke and Prepejchal [111]). For more
details on the accuracy and reliability see disscusions in Ref. [l 1,13,14,23,107].

combination of the Born-Bethe (equ. (3.24)) and the Mott differential cross sections.
Besides other atomic properties it is necessary to know the differential optical oscillator
strengths and the collisional parameter of the molecule under study. This, unfortunately,
limits the approach of Khare and coworkers to those molecules which have been studied
already by photon or electron collisions.

Recently, Margreiter et al. [54] have extended the above mentioned DM approach to
molecules using the additivity rule according to which the ionization cross section of a
molecule is the sum of the cross sections of the constituent atoms [65-67]. In order to
calculate molecular ionization cross sections with the DM equ. (3.25) it is essential to
identify the corresponding atomic orbitals of the molecular electrons (using available
Mulliken population analyses of the respective molecules). The main advantage of this DM
treatment is that ionization cross sections can be described by a simple analytical formula
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(depending only on basic atomic properties), which yields results in better agreement with
experimental data than classical, setniclassical or empirical formulae [54]. Very recently
formula (3.25) has also been shown to be applicable to radicals [56] and clusters [57,69]
(see 3.5.).

3.3.3. Recommended total cross sections

As mentioned above, there exists a number of comprehensive reviews on
experimental and theoretical cross section determinations [1,2,6,11,13,14,23,39-50,89,90]
including also compilations of recommended data [91-100]. It is outside the scope of this
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Fig. 3.12 Total electron impact ionization cross section function for H2 • Rapp and

Englander-Golden [16], V Schräm et al. [103,104] (these data extend up to an
electron energy of 20 keV), A Cowling and Fletcher [112]. Data reported in the MeV
range are summarized by Me Clure [108] and de Heer [92] (see also Rieke and
Prepejchal [111]) For more details on the accuracy and reliability see discussions in
Ref. [11,13,14,92].
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Fig. 3.13 Total electron impact ionization cross section function forN2 (designated •), and
CH4 (designated A ) after Rapp and Englander-Golden [16], whose total ionization
cross sections are regarded to be the most reliable data sets available. The results (not
shown) of Schräm et al. [103,104] for N2 and of Schräm et al. [113] for CH4 extend
up to an electron energy of 20 keV and 12 keV, respectively (MeV data see Ref.
[111]). The recent results on CÜ4 of Chatham et al. [114] (not shown) are in good
agreement with those of Rapp and Englander-Golden [16].

review to give a detailed account of all available results. Nevertheless, total ionization cross
section functions for the most important targets related to radiotherapy (i.e., Ne, Ar, FT?,
N2, 02, H/^O, CÛ2, CH4, C3Hg) have been assessed and reviewed here and the best data
sets available at the time (see discussion in figure headings) are presented in graphical form
in Figs. 3.10-3.17.

3.4. Partial electron impact ionization cross sections
3.4.1. Experimental

According to relation (3.19) the determination of partial electron impact ionization
cross sections o^ not only requires the measurement of n(0)e, Nt, L and ij (as in the case of
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total cross section measurements), but in addition an accurate analysis of i^ in terms of
individual ion currents, ims, produced. In order to measure individual ion currents, ims, mass
spectrometers must be used in the respective experimental set up. Because of the great
difficulty in achieving a known and reliable transmission and collection efficiency
(independent from the m/z value of the ion to be analyzed) in those instruments, their
primary value has been for a long time the identification of different ions produced and the
measurement of approximate partial cross section ratios.

The first mass spectrometric determination of partial electron impact ionization cross
section functions have been made in the 30's. Some of these studies were repeated later on,
however, up to recently large differences (as an example see a comparison of the cross
section ratio between singly and doubly charged Ar ions shown in Fig. 3.18) existed in both,
magnitude and shape, of partial electron impact ionization cross section functions
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Fig. 3.14 Total electron impact ionization cross section function for C>2 o Täte and Smith

[15], V Rapp and Englander-Golden [16], A Schräm et al. [103,104], Peresse and
Tuffin [115],--- Krishnakumar and Srivastava [116]. The data of Schräm et al. [104]
extend up to an electron energy of 20 keV (MeV data see Ref. [Ill]) For more
details on the accuracy and reliability see discussions in Ref [11,13,14,112].
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Fig. 3.15 Total electron impact ionization cross section function for CC>2 after Rapp and
Englander-Golden [16] (designated *). Also shown for comparison calculated cross
sections using the Jain Khare method [85,86] (designated •), the DM formulation
[54], equ. (3.25), (designated __) and the Gryzinski formula [59], equ (3.23),
(designated - - - -) As described in the text the Gryzinski formula gives erroneous
results for molecular targets.

[1,2,6,11,13,23,47,89,90,126,127]. As pointed out by many workers [1,2,13,126] this is due
to large discrimination effects occurring at the ion source exit and at the mass spectrometer
slits (discussed in more detail below). Moreover, a common problem (never solved
satisfactorily) is the absolute calibration. Closely related to this is the fact that discrimination
may also occur at the ion detector (see [124,128] and references therein).

There exist, however, some recent experimental studies using new and sophisticated
approaches in order to overcome these difficulties. Some of these new studies come very
close to meet the main prerequisites for measuring accurate partial ionization cross section
functions, i.e. a constant (known) or complete ion source-mass spectrometer collection
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Fig. 3.16 Total electron impact ionization cross section function for H2Û. + Schütten et al.
[117], o Bolorizadeh and Rudd [118], and D Djuric et al. [17]. Also shown for
comparison calculated cross sections using the Jain Khare method [85,86] designated
as füll line. For more details on the accuracy and reliability see Ref. 17 (MeV data see
Ref. [111]).
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efficiency independent (i) of the mass to charge ratio of the ion under study, independent (ii)
of the incident electron energy, and in some cases independent (iii) of the initial kinetic ion
energy. These studies include:
1. Improved crossed thermal beam methods [ 124, 129-133]
2. Crossed fast atom beam techniques [23-40,90,134,135]
3. Improved metastable ion detection [136-139,134]
4. Trapped ion mass spectrometry [140]
5. Improved ion extraction and transmission techniques (also in

combination with molecular beam techniques), i.e.
5.1. Cycloidal mass spectrometry [8,117,141-147]
5.2. Fourier transform mass spectrometry [148]
5.3. Large acceptance sector field mass spectrometry [149]
5.4. Fieldfree diffusive extraction [7,150]
5.5. Pulsed electron beam and ion extraction technique

[107,110,116,124,125,151-165] or coincidences technique [165,166]
5.6. Penetrating-field-extraction and ion beam deflection method

[47,89,119,120,123,167-180]
The last of these methods (developed and constantly improved over the past 10 years in the
Innsbruck laboratory) employing a Nier type ion source in combination with a sector field
mass spectrometer system (e.g. see Fig. 3.19), will be discussed as an example in detail in
the following paragraph, because (i) of the widespread use of this instrumentation in mass
spectrometer laboratories and (ii) its recent success in the determination of accurate partial
ionization cross section functions for atoms and molecules. For a detailed and critical
discussion of the other rather successful very recent approaches (applied to a series of target
systems), including the groups of Freund and Becker and coworkers, Srivastava and
coworkers, Gilbody and coworkers, Syage, and Bonham and coworkers, see Ref. 90.

The extraction of ions from the ionization region in a Nier type ion source depends
under usual experimental conditions on various parameters, i.e. the initial energy of the ions,
the mass to charge ratio, m/z, the guiding magnetic field, the electron beam space charge
and the applied extraction field. Usually, ions are extracted from the ionization region (in
which there is a crossed electric and magnetic field) by a weak electric field applied between
the collision chamber exit slit and an electrode opposite to the exit slit,.i.e., the pusher. This
extraction, however, is not complete and results in discrimination for ions with different m/z
(e.g., see detailed discussions in Ref. [1,2,13,47,126]). In an alternative approach a
penetrating field from external electrodes may be used, i.e. all electrodes confining the
collision chamber are kept at the same potential (e.g. ion acceleration voltage of 3 kV), and
ions are drawn out of the collision chamber through the ion source exit slit under the action
of an electric field applied to the external electrodes (Fig. 3.19). It has been shown that this
penetrating field extraction assures saturation of the parent ion current [123,167]. Ions
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Fig. 3.18 Measured partial ionization cross section ratio a(Ar2+/Ar)/ o (Ar4"/Ar) at 100 eV

electron energy versus year of publication of these results (original data references
given in Ref. [89] and [120]). Cross section ratios designated with open circles are
measured with improved and controlled experimental conditions (see text) and agree
quite well with each other within the experimental error bars, i.e. including the results
of Crowe et al. 1972 [7], Drewitz 1976 [121,122], Stephan et al. 1980 [123], Wetzel
et al. 19S7 [33], Syage 1991 [124], Bruce and Bonham 1992 [128], Tarnovsky and
Becker 1992 [40] and Me Callion et al. 1992 [110].

extracted in this manner are then centered and focussed by various elements and reach the
end of the acceleration region at the so called earth slit. Stephan et al. [123] additionally
introduced in front of the mass spectrometer entrance slit Sj pairs of deflection plates (see
Lg-Lg in Fig. 3.19), which serve to sweep the ion beam across the mass spectrometer
entrance slit Sj in the y direction (perpendicular to Si) and z direction (parallel to Sj). This
allows the recording and integration of the ion beam profile, and hence discrimination at Sj
can be avoided.

It is of special interest to note that this technique has been recently extended to the
quantitative detection of fragment ions. Stephan et al. [175] have shown for CF4 that the
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double focussing mass spectrometer system after Ref. [119]. L}, collision chamber
exit slit electrodes; L2 penetrating field electrodes, L3 and Lq, focussing electrodes,
L5, ground slit; Lg, Lj, Lg and Lg, ion beam deflection electrodes; Sj mass
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overall ion beam shapes are essentially a product of the profiles in either direction. Thus, in
order to account for the overall discrimination at Sj Stephan et al. have demonstrated that it
is sufficient to determine separately the profile in the z direction at one particular y value
(e.g., Uy = 0 V) and the profile in the y direction at one particular z value (e.g., Uz = 0 V)
and then integrate with help of these two data sets over the whole beam shape. This
integration method was improved [178] by operating a 1 kHz sweep generator on the y-
deflection plates during the z scan. It is then sufficient to integrate over this y-integrated z-
ion-beam profile in order to obtain a representative measure of the total ion current of the
ion under study.
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Fig. 3.20 Calculated extracted ion fraction and discrimination factor (see text) as a function
of initial kinetic ion energy for the Nier type ion source used in combination with a
double focussing mass spectrometer (see Fig. 3.19) after Poll et al. [ 179].

Moreover, Margreiter et al. [120] recently introduced an additional correction
procedure to account for an non-permissible discrimination of energetic fragment ions at the
ion source exit slits. It was demonstrated in the case of SFß that the smaller fragment ions
(which have larger excess kinetic energies than the larger fragment ions) are not extracted
out of the ion source with the same efficiency as the large fragment ions despite the
experimental improvements employed previously [175,178]. This new correction procedure
is based on a study of the discrimination in the ion source and mass spectrometer by means
of computer simulations [179]. Ion trajectories were calculated in this study as a function of
initial kinetic energy, starting position and starting angle in the ion source. Fig.3.20 shows
the calculated extracted ion fraction as a function of initial kinetic energy. This relationship
may be used to correct measured (total) fragment ion currents or in the case of earlier
measurements unconnected partial ionization cross sections. The discrimination factor is
defined, according to Fig. 3.20 and Ref. [179], as the ratio between the calculated extracted
ion fraction of an ion with initial thermal kinetic energy and of the ion under study (having a
higher kinetic energy), respectively. A representative measure for the kinetic energies has
been obtained in these studies [119,120,179,180] by measuring the z-deflection curves of all
fragment ions in comparison to Ar+ and Ar^+ (using a relationship between the kinetic
energy and the deflection voltage derived by Franklin and coworkers [181]).

In order to complete this survey on recent experimental studies a number of other
studies -mostly using quadrupole mass filters or time of flight mass spectrometers - should
be mentioned, e.g., see reference [114, 182-188].
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Fig. 3.21 Partial ionization cross section ratio o(H+/H2) / o(H2+/H2> for the electron
impact ionization of H2 as a function of electron energy given by Hippie (see Ref.
[190]) designated •, by Adamczyk et al. [141] designated • and by Crowe and Me
Conkey [191] designated __ Also shown (designated -.-.-.) for comparison are
predictions by Browning and Fryar [192] using Franck Condon factors (see text).

3.4.2. Theoretical

In contrast to the situation for total ionization cross sections almost no theoretical
treatments are available for the determination of absolute partial ionization cross sections
(except for those cases with atomic targets where the total cross section is about equal to
the single ionization cross section, see above). Besides a few quantum and classical
approximations for the production of doubly charged rare gase atoms (see Figs. 16 to 19 in
Ref. [47]) which are disagreeing strongly with the accepted experimental results, the only
approach to calculate absolute partial ionization cross section functions is the semiempirical
formulation by Khare and coworkers [87,88]. In this approach Khaire et al. utilized a
modified Jain-Khare formula (see 3.3.2.) in order to predict the dissociative ionization of
small molecules such as NH3, H2O and F^S. Whereas the cross sections for the dominant
ions are in good agreement with the experimental results, for the minor ions the theory
underestimates the cross sections.

Another possibility to predict in the case of diatomic or pseudo-diatomic molecules
at least cross section ratios is the use of the Franck-Condon principle. If the corresponding
potential energy curves of the neutral and ionized diatomic molecule are known, the
resulting fragmentation ratios between atomic and diatomic ion may be derived from the
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calculated normalized vibrational overlap integrals called Franck-Condon factors (see Ref.
[126] and [189] and references therein). Fig. 3.21 shows as an example calculated and
measured results for the H~i7H2+ ratio for H/? as a function of electron energy from
threshold up to 25 eV, i.e. including therefore only contributions from the ^Ig+ state of
H2

+(seeFig. 5-1 in Ref. [126]).
The electron impact ionization of large polyatomic compounds also proceeds without

nuclear displacement, however, the few two-dimensional potential energy curves have to be
replaced by a multitude of n-dimensional potential energy hypersurfaces. Moreover,
subsequent dissociation is not occurring directly, but only via unimolecular decomposition
reactions after the excess energy has been transferred and distributed to the many degrees of
freedom. In order to describe this ionization and fragmentation process it is possible to use
statistical methods, i.e. the Quasi-Equilibrium Theory (QET) developed in 1952 by
Rosenstock et al. [193] or its equivalent, the RRKM theory (see Ref. [194]). In the
framework of QET ionization cross section ratios may be derived [126,189] by (i)
determining the rate of dissociation, k(E), for each fragmentation channel as a fonction of
the internal energy E, (ii) constructing the breakdown graph from these individual
dissociation rates and (iii) convoluting this breakdown graph with the total internal energy
distribution (which can be obtained from photoelectron spectroscopy, photoionization
studies or from the second derivative of the total electron impact ionization cross section
function). The whole procedure hinges on the assumption of a linear electron ionization
threshold law and needs detailed knowledge of the polyatomic compound in terms of
vibrational frequencies, activation energies and structure of the transition state. Despite
these drawbacks the mass spectra (cross section ratios) of a variety of smaller and also more
complex molecules have been calculated (see references in [126,189]). Fig. 3.22 shows as an
example experimental and calculated normalized partial cross sections as a function of
electron energy for the C3Hg molecule.

3.4.3. State selected partial cross sections

Most of the partial electron impact ionization cross section functions reported in the
literature so far concern ionization of stagnant (in thermal equilibrium) target gas systems in
their electronic ground state into specific ions only distinguished by charge and mass and not
due to their electronic state. For a limited number of cases, however, there exist partial cross
sections for electron impact ionization reactions taking into account the electronic states of
either the neutral target or the ion produced (for a detailed discussion see Ref. [126]). In
order to illustrate this point Fig. 3.23 shows the corresponding cross section function for the
single ionization of metastable neon atoms. It is interesting to note that this cross section is
about one order of magnitude larger than that for the ground state atom. Moreover, in
certain instances it is of interest also to determine the (state-selected) partial cross section
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Fig. 3.23 Partial électron impact ionization cross section function for the reaction Ne"1 + e
—» Ne+ + 2e after Dixon et al. [196] designated * Also shown for comparison
theoretical data using the Bom approximation (Ton That and Flannery [197])
designated o, using the scaled Born approximation (Me Guire [198]) designated V,
and using the semiclassical DM approach, equ. (3 25) (Margreiter et al [53])
designated ——

for the removal of specific electrons from the target shell in the course of an electron impact
ionization process. Typical examples for this case are inner-shell ionization reactions [55]
(see Fig 3.9) or outer-shell ionization reactions [80] (see Fig 3 8).

3.4.4. Recommended partial cross sections

As mentioned above, there exists a number of comprehensive reviews on partial
electron impact ionization cross section determinations [1,2,6,11,13,23,47,63,89-
100,126,127] including also compilations of recommended data. Moreover, as discussed
above, the data for partial cross sections are less reliable than those for total cross sections
due to errors introduced by discrimination effects in the mass spectrometers, ion sources and
at the detector and due to problems arising in the absolute calibration [126] These effects
have only been taken into account properly in the past few years. Nevertheless, most of the
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Fig. 3.24 Partial electron impact ionization cross section function for the reactions Ne + e —>
Ne+ + 2e (upper part), Ne + e -» Ne2+ + 3e (lower part, left scale) and Ne + e ->
Ne3+ + 4e (lower part, right scale). A Schräm et al. [199], o Gaudin and Hagemann
[105], D Nagy et al. [149], • Stephan et al. [123], x Wetzel et al. [33] and - - -
Krishnakumar and Srivastava [107]. The data of Nagy et al. extend up to 5 keV and of
Schräm et al. up to 18 keV (including up to fivefold charged ions). For more details on
the accuracy and reliability see discussions in Ref. [l 1,23,47,107 and 126].
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Fig. 3.25 Partial electron impact ionization cross section function for the reactions Ar + e —»
Ar+ + 2e (designated 1), Ar + e -> Ar2+ + 3e (designated 2), Ar + e -» Ar3+ + 4e
(designated 3), Ar + e -> Ar^+ + 5e (designated 4) and Ar + e -> Ar^+ + 6e
(designated 5). D Schräm [200], A Nagy et al. [149], V Stephan et al. [123], x
Wetzel et al. [33], • Krishnakumar and Srivastava [107], + Ma et al. [161] and o MC
Callion et al. [l 10]. The data of Schräm extend up to 18 keV including up to
sevenfold charged ions. For more details on the accuracy and reliability see discussions
in Ref. [11, 23, 47, 107, 110 and 126] (see also Fig. 3.18 and the corresponding
discussion in the text).
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Fig. 3.26 Partial electron impact ionization cross section function for the reaction H2 + e ->

H+ (with kinetic energies > 0.25 eV) + H + 2e after Rapp et al. [201]. For further
partial cross sections and ratios see Fig. 3.21 and Table 3.1. For more details see Ref.
[92 and 99]. Double ionization of Ü2 has been recently studied by Edwards et al.
[154].

Table 1. Partial electron impact ionization cross sections (in 10~22 m^) for the reaction H2
+ e-»H+ + H + 2e and H^ + e ->H2+ + 2e, respectively, as a function of electron energy E
after Adamczyk et al. [141].

E(eV)
20
30
50
70
100
150
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

H+
0.118
0.71
1.68
2.1
2.0
1.76
1.56
1.08
0.91
0.75
0.67
0.62
0.55
0.52
0.49

H2+
24
58
81
86
80
71
62
48
41
33
29
26
24
23
21
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Fig. 3.27 Partial electron impact ionization cross section fonction for the reactions (>2 + e —>
C>2+ + 2e (upper part) and C>2 + e -> O2+ (lower part, right hand scale) and the
production of O22+ plus O+ (lower part, left hand scale). • Rapp et al. [201], 0 Mark
[202], A Evans et al. [203] and - - - Krishnakumar and Srivastava [116]. The data of
Rapp et al. relate to cross sections for the production of ions with kinetic energies
larger than 0.25 eV and can be best compared with the results of other authors for O+

production. Double ionization of (>2 has been studied and discussed by Mark [202]
(see Table 3.2). Triple ionization has been estimated to amount at 1 keV to appr. 7.lx
10"4 of the total ionization cross section [166]. For more details on the accuracy and
reliability see discussions in Ref. [l l, 116, 126 and 202].
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Table 2 Partial electron impact ionization cross sections for thé reactions C>2 + e —» C>22+ +
3e and N2 + e —> N22+ + 3e, respectively, as a function of electron energy E after Mark
[202].

E(eV) O22+(10-22m2) E(eV) N2
2+(10-22m2)

42 0.011 44.5 0.006
44 0.023 46.5 0.028
48 0.045 50 0.11

51.5 0.080 53.5 0.28
53 0.10 57 0.49
62 0.24 60.5 0.76
73 0.41 68.5 1.30

94.5 0.87 78.5 2.17
109 1.02 98.5 2.95
126 1.04 118.5 3.32
139 1.07 124.5 3.35
156 1.04 145.5 3.22
167 1.00 165.5 2.59

cross sections for the most important targets related to radiotherapy (i.e. Ne, Ar, Ü2, N2,
C>25 H2Û, C(>2, CH4, C3Hg) have been measured recently. The data on these targets have
been assessed and reviewed here and the best data sets available (partial cross section
functions and/or ratios) at the present time are presented in graphical form in Figs. 3.24-
3.32.

3.5. Electron impact ionization of clusters

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in a new category of molecules, i.e.
the clusters (see also the discussion in other chapters of this report). Neutral atomic or
molecular clusters (bound by weak forces such as dispersion forces) are produced in free jet
nozzle expansion, and most of these experiments on so called van der Waals clusters (see
Ref. [4]) use electron impact ionization in combination with mass spectrometry for the
detection of these species. However, very little quantitative information is known yet in
terms of ionization cross sections. This is mainly due to the fact that it is not possible to
produce beams of neutral clusters of known density and defined size [3-5].
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Fig. 3.28 Partial electron impact ionization cross section function for the reactions ̂ 2 + e ~*
N2+ + 2e (upper part) and N2 + e -> N2+ (lower part, right hand scale) and the
production of N22+ plus N+ (lower part, left hand scale). • Crowe and Me Conkey
[191], D Rapp and Englander-Golden [16] and Rapp et al. [201], • Mark [202], and -
- - Krishnakumar and Srivastava [159]. The data of Rapp et al. [201] (lower part)
relate to cross sections for the production of ions with kinetic energies larger than 0.25
eV and can be best compared with the results of other authors for N4" production.
Double ionization of N2 has been studied and discussed by Mark [202] (see Table
3.2). Triple ionization has been estimated to amount at 1 keV to appr. 7 Ax 10"4 of
the total ionization cross section [166]. For more details on the accuracy and reliability
see discussions in Ref. [11, 126,159 and 202].
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Fig. 3.29 Partial electron impact ionization cross section functions for the reactions H2Û + e
-» H2O+ + 2e, H2O + e -> OH+ + H + 2e, H2O + e ~» H4" + products, and H2<3 + e
-> O+ + products after Schütten et al. [117], designated o, (for the much smaller
production channels concerning the O2+ and H2+ fragments see [117]). Also shown
for comparison the experimental data of Mark and Egger [205] for the case of H2O+,
designated •, and theoretical estimates of Khare and Meath [87], designated —
(curve A without and curve B with transfer of a certain percentage of the oscillator
strengths corresponding to t^O4" and Off1" to those of O+).
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Fig. 3.30 Partial electron impact ionization cross section function for the reaction CC>2 + e

--> CC>2+ + 2e: • Adamcyzk et al, [143], o Crowe and Me Conkey [205], A Mark and
Hille [206], • Orient and Srivastava [185] and - - - Krishnakumar [158]. Double
ionization of C(>2 has been studied by Mark and Hille [206] and other partial cross
sections have been reported by Adamczyk et al. [143]. Moreover, Jackson et al. [207]
have reported on the influence of the temperature on the dissociative ionization of
C02

No absolute total, counting or partial ionization cross sections for a specific cluster
size (except for dimers, see Fig. 3.33 and Table 3.3 [4,126]) have been reported up to date.
Conversely, total, counting and partial ionization cross sections have been measured for
cluster distributions of H2 and CC>2 (for more detail see references given in Ref. [4]). Fig.
3.34 and 3.35 show the total ionization cross section functions divided by the averaged
number of cluster constituents ("effective" cross section) for various H2 and CÛ2 cluster
distributions, respectively. The position of the maximum of the cross section shifts to higher
electron energies with larger averaged cluster size m and the magnitude of the effective
cross section decreases for larger m. Also shown in Figs. 3.34 and 35 are theoretical
estimates from Deutsch et al. [69] using a modified DM approach.
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According to theoretical considerations [210,211] supported by a limited number of
experiments, the total ionization cross section O| m for a cluster of size m may be envisioned
to be the product of three terms times the total cross section of the monomer, a^ j , i.e ,

T2-T3) (3-26)

The first term TI involves the probability that an electron strikes the cluster. This depends
ou the geometric cross-sectional area of the cluster and is proportional to m2/3 for a
spherical (or cubic) cluster of m constituents if the density of the cluster is assumed to be
independent of cluster size. One must also assume that the cross-section of a molecule
within the cluster is the same as that of the free molecule. The next term, T2, corresponds to
the probability that a colliding electron can cause an ionizing event within the cluster This

o
«N

i
O

o 400 800 1200 1600

Electron energy (eV)
20C

Fig. 3.31 Partial electron impact ionization cross section functions for the reactions CIfy + e
-> CH4+ , CH4 + e -> CH3

+, CH4 + e -> CH2
+ , CH4 + e -» CH+ , CR^ + e -> C+

, CH4 + e -» H2+ ,and CÜ4 + e -> H+ after Adamczyk et al [141] (Neutral products
also produced in these reactions are not considered in this context). Similar results
have been obtained recently by Chatham et al. [l 14].
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Fig. 3.32 Partial electron impact ionization cross section fonctions for the production of
C3H8

+, C3H7+ C3H6+, C3H5+, C3H4+, C3H3+ C3H2+, C3H+ C3+; C2H5+,
C2H4+C2H3+, C2H2+ C ,̂ C2+; CH3+, CH2

+, CH ,̂ C+; C3H52+ C3H^-+,
C3H3

2+ and C3H2
2+ ions via electron impact ionization of C3Hg after Grill et al.

[l 19]. See also relative partial cross sections given in Fig. 3.22 and corresponding
discussion in the text.
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Fig 3.33 Partial electron impact ionization cross sections for the reaction Ar + e -» Ar+ +
2e and Arç + e -> Ar2+ + 2e, respectively, as a function of electron energy after Mark
[4]

term can be expressed as 1 - e~ where d is the mean distance traveled inside the cluster
by the incident electron and A is the mean free path for ionization within the cluster The
mean free path A, depends only on the energy of the incident electron, whereas d depends on
the radial dimension of the cluster which is proportional to m^ Thus, for a small cluster (d
« A.), 1 - e~^ is proportional to m^ and for a large cluster (d » >.), the term is unity
The last term, T3, considers the probability that the ensuing secondary electron escapes the
cluster This probability is given by 1 - e-D/A. where D is the mean distance that a
secondary electron can travel in the cluster and still have sufficient energy to escape the
cluster. In this case, for a small cluster (d « D), the probability is unity, whereas for a large
cluster the probability is proportional to rn'1/3 Therefore, the total ionization probability for
a small cluster (d « A, or D) is directly proportional to the cluster size m. For a larger
cluster (d » A. or D) the probability becomes proportional to m2/3 The dimension D is
expected to be smaller than A,, so the expected criterion for this proportionality is d » D. If
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Table 3. Estimated absolute partial ionization cross sections for the production of parent
ions in Arç, ArKr, Kr2, KrXe and Xe2 after Mark [126]. Electron energy in eV and cross
sections in 10~20m2.

Electron a(Ar2V a(ArKrV a(Kr2
 + / a(KrXeV a(Xe2V

energy Ar 2 ) ArKr) Kr 2 ) KrXe) Xe 2 )

12.5
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180

-
-
1.
2.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.

49
66
17
40
46
43
38
41
43
38
33
28
30
32
32
29
25
17
10
02

~
0.
1.
2.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
3.
3.
3.
3.

24
43
54
44
82
98
10
03
08
15
08
99
97
89
07
09
05
99
98
90
71

-
0.
2.
3.
4.
4.
5.
5.
5.
5.
5.
5.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
3.
3.

51
21
59
73
96
11
32
29
58
57
23
93
67
96
90
69
49
31
10
71
62

0.
1.
4.
5.
6.
6.
6.
6.
5.
6.
6.
6.
5.
5.
5.
5.
5.
5.
5.
4.
4.
4.

21
53
03
74
17
36
15
09
92
05
13
24
71
61
64
71
52
28
01
77
41
06

0.
2.
6.
7.
7.
7.
7.
7.
7.
7.
7.
7.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
5.
5.
4.

25
91
14
49
69
40
27
43
18
43
58
27
84
54
56
63
51
09
06
48
11
68

the cluster is very large (d » K and D), the proportionality should fall to m^. Bottiglioni
et al. [210] point out that electrons of about 80 eV incident energy can be captured only by
clusters exceeding 10^ molecules.

From the dependence of the total charge production cross section on cluster size (see
Fig. 3.34,3.35), Henkes and coworkers determined the ionization shell thickness D to be
about three molecular layers for CÛ2 clusters [209] and five and one-half for the H2 clusters
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Fig. 3.34 EiFective total electron impact ionization cross section functions for various

cluster distributions with an averaged cluster size m after Henkes and Mikosch [208]
designated Exp. Also shown for comparison are calculated values using a modified
DM approach after Deutsch el al. [69], designated -.-.- (a = 0.47) and -*-*- (a =
0.48). In this case r^, ̂  and gjj in equ. (3.25) have been replaced by ma r^
and gnl/m , respectively [69].

[208]. In the case of the H2 clusters, however, the cross-sections to be used in the
relationship (3.26) were found to be about half of the cross-section for the free molecule.

A few relative partial ionization cross section functions have been reported (the most
extensive study concerns Ar clusters [212]; others are summarized in Ref. [4,126]). For the
reasons given above no absolute values are available. Owing to this deficiency of data, the
additivity rule [63-65,83,84] (despite being only valid for total cross sections) has been used
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Fig. 3.35 Effective total electron impact ionization cross section functions for various
(CO2)m cluster distributions with an averaged cluster size m after Hagena and Henkes
[209] designated Exp. Also shown for comparison are calculated values using a
modified DM approach after Deutsch et al. [69], designated -.-.- (a = 0.41; see Fig.
3.34).

Table 4 Fragmentation ratio f^^ for electron ionization of Arç and Arç. This ratio is
defined as fmn = Xm

+/I Xm
+ for reaction Xn + e -> Xm

+ + 2e (n-m)X.

Ar3

0.33 [216]
0.40 [217]

0.30 [217]

0.67 [216]
0.60 [217]

0.70 [217] < 10-4 [217]
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occasionally to calibrate cluster ion signals detected by mass spectrometry, i.e. assuming for
instance that the dimer ion signal is twice the monomer ion signal and so forth. This
procedure, however, is at variance with the results presented above (Fig.3.33). It neglects
possible fragmentation of the neutral under study and possible cascading from larger neutral
clusters present in the distributions. Using a modified additivity rule taking into account
dissociative channels, it is possible to deduce at least for rare gas dimers absolute partial
ionization cross sections [4,47] (e.g., see Fig. 3.33 and Table 3.3). Moreover, in a few cases
accurate partial ionization cross section ratios have been determined for small clusters using
either spectroscopic methods [213] or the method of producing size selected neutral clusters
by momentum transfer via scattering [214]. As expected from the mass spectrometry of
ordinary molecules [1,2] appreciable fragmentation is occurring for some of the clusters
studied [4,215], Fragmentation ratios deduced for Ar2 and Arç are given in Table 3.4 i.e.,
40% of the ions produced (including prompt and metastable dissociation) from Ar 2 are Ar+

fragment ions, and in the case of Ar3 almost 100% of the ions are ending up as Ar2+ or Ar+

fragment ions.

For more details and information on the electron impact ionization of clusters see
Ref. [3-5, 126,21 land 215].

3.6. Electron Attachment

Electron attachment is a process in which electrons are captured by atoms or
molecules to form negative ions and classified into two types; dissociative and non-
dissociative processes as shown in the following reaction scheme,

A + X- (3.27)
cror k *

e" + AX <^> AX" =>
\!T

AX" + energy . (3.28)

Interaction of low-energy electrons with molecules, AX, produces unstable negative ions,
AX'*, with a cross section a or a rate constant k. The autodetachment of electrons from
AX~* with a lifetime t may compete with the dissociation of AX" or with the formation of
stable molecular negative ions, AX", which requires the release of the excess energy from
AX'*. The lifetime T is related to the electron-energy width of the attachment resonance.
The value of 1/t is a rate constant for the autodetachment process. In the presence of third-
body molecules, AX~* is collisionally stabilized to form stable AX". The branching ratios
among the unimolecular processes of decaying AX~* depend on the interrelationship of the
potential energy curves between AX and AX", and also on electron energies. The relative
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importance of the collisional stabilization process in the overall decaying processes of
electrons depends largely on these unimolecular processes particularly the lifetime T and on
the number density and character of third-body molecules, in which one may expect some
environmental effects on the over-all scheme of electron attachment processes. In addition
to the determination of cross sections or rate constants for electron attachment or negative-
ion formation and their electron energy dependences, it has been of prime importance in
electron attachment studies to clarify the attachment mechanism, not only the two-body
mechanism but also the overall mechanism and how environmental conditions affect the
mechanism.

Electron attachment processes have been extensively studied theoretically and
experimentally, and these are comprehensively summarized in recent review papers [218-
229]. A brief survey is given here of only the experimental studies.
Low-energy electron attachment to molecules has been studied using,

1) Beam methods
1.1. Electron scattering spectroscopy
1.2. Electron impact mass spectroscopy of negative ions
1.3. Photo-electron spectroscopy of negative ions
1.4. Collision of Rydberg atoms with molecules
1.5. Collision of alkali metal atoms with molecules

2) Swarm methods
2.1. Electron-swarm (or drift-tube) techniques
2.2. Microwave techniques combined with flowing or static afterglow methods

(or with electrical discharges)
2.3. Microwave technique combined with pulse radiolysis methods
2.4. Electron cyclotron resonance spectroscopy
2.5. Pulse sampling technique
2.6. Electron density sampling method (the Cavalleri method)

Various types of electron scattering experiments at low energies less than several eV
have given cross sections of electron attachment and information on the initial interaction
potential between electron and molecule, and thus provided an efficient knowledge of the
structure of formed negative ions or the interrelationship of the potential curves between AX
and AX". Since it has been difficult, in general, to make electron attachment experiments
using beam methods at extremely low energies particularly near thermal energies [230,231],
heavy particle collisions such as those using Rydberg atoms [232,233] or alkali metal atoms
[234,235] as low energy electron sources have been a good substitute giving an important
information on electron attachment processes. Electron scattering experiments using beam
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methods at such low energies including even thermal energies are certainly one of the
important subjects not only in collision physics itself but also as a bridge between beam
experiments and swarm experiments.

Instead of beam methods, electron-swarm or drift tube techniques have played a
major role in those investigations and accumulated data on attachment rate constants, their
electron energy dependences, formed negative ions, etc. Most electron swarm studies
monitor the rate of removal of electrons in the swarm drifting in a tube, usually under DC
electric field in the presence of a buffer gas. In addition to usual swarm techniques an
interesting approach of measuring cyclotron resonance signals due to free electrons in gases
has been carried out for the study of electron attachment to various molecules as a function
of electron energy in the range of 1 to 10 kT. Another interesting approach to electron
attachment studies is highly sensitive monitoring of electron density in the swarm by the
Cavalleri method. The pulse sampling technique is simple but capable of yielding precise
data particularly on energetics of negative-ion formation. A microwave technique for
monitoring the rate of removal of electrons in the swarm has been combined with static or
flowing afterglows produced by electrical discharges. This technique has been combined also
with the pulse radiolysis method in order to eliminate essential limitations inherent to the
above-mentioned microwave technique. The response time of the detection system for
electrons has been highly improved and the effect of the presence of various species in
afterglows on electron attachment processes has been eliminated. This combination has
shown, therefore, a distinct advantage in studying thermal electron attachment to molecules,
making possible to perform time-resolved observation of decaying electrons with very fast
response in a wide range of the pressure of an environmental gas which is chosen with
virtually no limitation (see 4.2). Thus, the mechanism of low-energy electron attachment to
molecules has been discussed primarily in terms of the interaction of electrons with
molecules even in a multiple collision system. Recent studies of thermal electron attachment
to C>2, N2O and other molecules using this technique have revealed interesting features of
the electron attachment to van der Waals molecules, i.e., the effect of the van der Waals
potential on the electron attachment resonance (see 4.2.). This experiment has triggered a
recent development in beam experiments of electron-van der Waals molecule collisions
[4,5,236,237].

Experimental data on electron attachment processes have been recently surveyed by
Shimamori [218] and classified into two-body and three-body attachment processes. The
two-body processes consist mainly of dissociative attachment and additionally of
nondissociative attachment. In the latter attachment the overall mechanism is essentially a
three-body process, but looks like a two-body process because of a long lifetime of AX"* in

Jç ____

comparison with the collision frequency between AX~ and M. The three-body processes
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Fig. 3.36 Dissociative attachment cross sections as a function of electron energy in
comparison with the theoretical maximum cross section TrX^ after [221].

consist totally of the non-dissociative attachment which needs the stabilization of AX"* in
collision with M to form stable AX".

Christophorou et al. [221] summarized, as shown in Fig 3.36, dissociative
attachment processes in terms of their cross section values as a function of electron energy
and demonstrated an interesting comparison between nté, i.e., the theoretical maximum
attachment cross section, where A, is the electron de Broglie wave length, and the observed
ma,umum ones. The difference in the cross section value between the two, which increases
with increasing the electron energy, is ascribed to the decrease in the survival probability
with increasing the electron energy. The magnitude of extremely large cross sections at
relatively lower electron energies is of great interest when such attachment occurs in the
condensed phase, because the electron de Broglie wavelength in this case is much larger
than an average distance between molecules in the medium.
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The hydrogen isotope effect of the cross section for dissociative electron attachment,
in which a heavier molecule has a smaller cross section in comparison with that for a lighter
molecule, is well known and explained in terms of the effect of the difference in the reduced
mass of the dissociation fragments, A and X", also on the survival probability. Another
interesting isotope effect has been recently observed also in a nondissociative attachment
process. Three-body attachment rate constants have been measured for 16O2 and 18Q2? in
which the difference in the attachment resonance energy between the two is expected
[238,239]. In some attachment processes, the effect of the temperature of gases on the cross
section or rate constant has been observed. The effect has been ascribed, in most cases, to
the vibrational excitation of a molecule AX. As described in section 4.2., another type of the
temperature effect has been recently observed. This is the effect of the temperature of gases
on the density of a van der Waals molecule, which has an attachment rate constant to be
much larger than an isolated molecule.

Oxygen is cited here as a good . example of AX in both dissociative and
nondissociative electron attachment processes because this molecule is probably the most
extensively studied molecule in the investigation of low-energy electron attachment
[219,222,240], mainly because this is one of the simplest molecules and is also the main
constituent of atmospheric gases. The dissociative attachment has been investigated by many
people and general agreement on the cross section has been reached. The cross section has a
broad peak with its maximum at about 6.7 eV. This peak is interpreted as a resonance
process

) -> 02-(2nu) -> 0-(2P) + 0(3P) . (3.29)

The nondissociative process has been also extensively studied with an electron beam
or swarm technique. From those experimental studies, together with theoretical ones, the
attachment process for thermal electrons is understood to proceed in the following way.
First the electron of ~ 80 meV is resonantly captured by O2:

e- + 02(x3Zg-, v = 0) -> 02-* (2ng, v' = 4) (3.30)

The lifetime of the resonant state O2~* in terms of the autodetachment of electrons:

02-* (2ng, v1 = 4) -> 02(X3Ig-, v=0) + e- (3.31)
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is known to be ~ 100 ps, which gives a resonance width of ~ 10 ueV. In the presence of a
third-body molecule M, O2~ is collisionally stabilized in competing with the process (3.31)
to form stable O2~:

°2"*(2ng, V = 4) + M -> O2-(2n„, v' < 3) + M (3.32)

The processes (3.30)-(3.32) are reduced to the overall three-body attachment,

(3.33)

The rate constants of the process (3.33) have been measured for a variety of third bodies M
ranging from rare gas atoms and diatomic molecules to complex molecules such as
hydrocarbons and alcohols. The difference in the obtained rate constant values are
interpreted in terms of the vibrational energy transfer from O2~ to M. By changing widely
the pressure of M, the electron attachment to van der Waals molecules (O2.M) or (O2)2 has
been observed (see 4.2.).

3.7. Electron Impact Dissociation of Molecules

Electron impact dissociation of molecules has been extensively studied by measuring
either the excitation spectra of dissociation, i.e., dissociation cross sections vs. electron-
impact energy [241,242], or the translational energy of dissociation fragments [243] (This
section is concerned with the dissociation into neutral fragments because the dissociation
into ionic fragments is described in Section 3.4.). The former measurements have been
limited mostly to the dissociation into optically emissive fragments and in some cases into
optically non-emitting but excited fragments, e.g., H(2s) and high Rydberg atoms, because
of experimental difficulties in the measurement of non-emissive fragments at the ground
state, although the cross sections to form ground state fragments are generally much larger
than those to form excited ones. The latter measurements have been also carried out
exclusively with excited fragments and divided further to the following two types depending
on measurement techniques [243]:
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1. Time of flight measurements

2. Doppler profile measurements.

Electron impact dissociation of molecules has been investigated most extensively by
focussing on optically emitting dissociation fragments. In this section, therefore, a brief
survey is given by referring some typical results of the excitation spectrum measurements
and translational spectroscopy, and brief comments are added on the measurements of non-
emissive fragments in the ground state formed in the electron impact dissociation of
molecules.

Excitation spectrum measurements:

Optical emission from excited atoms or free radicals has been observed in electron
impact dissociative excitation of a variety of molecules [241,242]. Good examples are
chosen and briefly described in the following.
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Fig. 3.37 Emission cross sections for Lyman-a radiation presented in the form of a Fano

plot (see Ref. [14,43]) for electron impact on H2 and Ü2 after [244].
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Absolute emission cross sections for production of hydrogen atoms in the n=2-6
excited states, where n is the principal quantum number, have been determined for
dissociative excitation of molecular hydrogen and deuterium by electron impact in the
energy range from 0.05 to 6 keV [244]. The excited atoms have been observed by optical
detection of their fluorescence, Lyman-a radiation in the case of n = 2 and Balmer-a, ß,y,
and 0 radiation in the case of the higher states. The Fano plot (see Ref. [14,43]) of H(2p)
formation is shown in Fig. 3.37, from which the dipole matrix element for its formation is
obtained (see Chapter 5). Figure 3.37 clearly shows that H(2p) is produced from optically
allowed excitation of H/^. A strong isotope effect is observed for the production of excited
atoms from molecular hydrogen and deuterium and ascribed to a competition in the decay of
superexcited states between dissociation and autoionization.

De Heer and his coworkers extended this experiment to other molecules, HF, HC1,
H/2O and hydrocarbons [245-248]. The results of hydrocarbons showed a marked contrast in
the Fano plot for the production of excited hydrogen atoms as compared with the result of
H2, HF, HC1 and Ü2O. Figure 3.38 shows the Fano plot for the Balmer ß radiation
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Fig. 3.38 Emission cross sections for Balmer ß radiation presented in the form of a Fano

plot (see Ref. [14,43]) for electron impact on acetylene, methane and ethylene after
[247].
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produced from the electron impact on simple hydrocarbons. The slopes of the straight lines
at higher electron energies are almost horizontal, which shows that the production of excited
hydrogen atoms is due to optically forbidden excitation of a hydrocarbon molecule.

In Fig. 3.39, however, the Fano plot for the CH(A2A —» X^FI) emission shows
clearly the positive slope of the straight line for each hydrocarbon molecule, indicating that
CH(A2A) is produced by optically allowed transitions in the excitation which may involve
superexcited states of the parent hydrocarbon molecules. De Heer and his coworkers
attempted to compare results on excited fragments produced by optically allowed or
forbidden transitions with the results of photoexcitation experiments. However, it was very
difficult for them at that time to make such comparison because of relatively very few results
of photoexcitation experiments in the energy range above the first ionization potential.
Since, however, photodissociation experiments of molecules excited into that energy range
are recently available, as described in Chapter 5, using synchrotron radiation, it is necessary
to make systematic comparison of the experimental results of molecular dissociation
between electron impact and photon impact.
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Translational spectroscopy of dissociation fragments:

The broadening of an atomic line spectrum is generally ascribed to several well
known factors: natural, Doppler, pressure, Stark and Zeeman broadenings [249]. Recently,

Doppler profiles which are ascribed to molecular dissocation have been observed in
electron-molecule collision experiments, from which direct information has been obtained on
the energy and electronic-structure of molecular-dissociation potential-curves [243].

In the electron impact dissociation of H2 the translational energy of H(n), i.e.,
excited hydrogen atoms with principal quantum number n, formed from doubly excited
states (2pou)(nlA.) as well as from vibrationaliy excited states (lsOg)(nlA.), has been obtained
from Doppler profiles of Balmer emission lines. The hydrogen isotope effect has been also
examined by measuring D(n) formed from 02- These are typical evidence for the Platzman's
prediction of the dissociation of superexcited states of molecules. In the case of molecular
hydrogen, therefore, excess energies beyond the ionization threshold of a molecule result
from vibrational or double excitation. For other molecules one can estimate another type of
excess energy resulting from inner-valence excitation. This experimental technique has been
further applied to H2Û, HF, NH3, Cffy and other more complex molecules, giving direct
evidence for the dissociation potential of inner-valence excited states as well as doubly
excited states [243,250].

In a series of these investigations the internal energies of these highly excited states
have been found to be in good agreement with the energies of corresponding molecular ions
obtained from photoelectron or ESCA (electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis) spectra
and from (e,2e) experiments. This agreement shows that superexcited states are molecular
high-Rydberg states converging to corresponding ionic states, and supports the core-ion
model proposed for high-Rydberg atomic dissociation fragments [243].

Optically non-emitting fragments at the ground state formed in the electron impact
dissociation of molecules:

To measure non-emitting fragments at the ground state formed in the electron impact
dissociation of molecules, there have been the following three types of experiments:

1. Measurements of the decay rate of a target-gas pressure due to electron
impact

2. Measurements of laser induced fluorescence from non-emitting
fragments

3. Threshold-ionization mass-spectrometry of non-emitting fragments
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These experiments are still in a preliminary stage of investigations to substantiate the
dissociation dynamics into non-emitting fragments. In the experiment (1), the absolute value
for the total dissociation cross section is obtained from the decay rate of a target-gas
pressure due to electron impact [251]. This experiment is conceptually simple, but it is
practically difficult to obtain real cross section values. The experiment (2) is also
conceptually easy, but it is practically difficult to get enough fluorescence intensity under a
single-collision condition and limited in terms of detected fragments. In the experiment (3),
the increase in the yield of fragment ions due to electron impact ionization of neutral
dissociation fragments is observed and ascribed to the field of neutral dissociation fragments
initially formed [252]. This experiment is useful to understand quantitatively the dissociation
into non-emitting fragments.

It is greatly needed to investigate systematically the dissociation into non-emitting
fragments in electron impact experiments as well as in photon impact experiments (see
Chapter 5).

3.8. Elastic and inelastic scattering of electrons
3.8.1. Scope of presentation

When an electron collides with an atom or molecule, the processes can be divided
into two general categories: (1) elastic collisions in which no energy is transferred into the
internal degrees of freedom of the target system and (2) inelastic collisions in which such
energy transfer takes place. The following processes are considered here: (i) elastic
scattering; (ii) rotational excitation; (iii) vibrational excitation; (iv) electronic excitation. The
other inelastic processes, i.e., electron impact ionization and dissociation as well as electron
attachment, are discussed in previous paragraphs of this chapter.

In both elastic and inelastic scattering, the electron loses some energy due to
momentum transfer. While this energy loss is small in a single collision, it has to be taken
into account because of the multitude of collisions experienced by the electron along its
path. The cross section for momentum transfer is therefore included here.

The discussion will be confined to selected target species (i.e. Ne, Ar, H2, N2, C>2,
H2O, CC>2, CÜ4, C3Hg) which play a key role in radiation dosimetry and therapy and
related instrumentation. The energy range covered is from 10~2 eV to 103 eV. Only
collisions in the gas phase, i.e. with free atoms and molecules, are considered here.

In an ideal scattering experiment, one would like to measure the cross section for a
transition between two completely defined quantum states. Although this may be desirable
from a basic point of view, it is not always necessary. In practice, it is often also not
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possible; in most cases, one measures cross sections which are averaged over a number of
experimentally unresolved quantum states. For example, processes involving individual
hyperfine levels or magnetic sublevels of electronic states are not of primary concern here.
Such processes are measured in specially designed scattering experiments (e.g.,using laser
excitation or electron-photon coincidence techniques). These measurements are outside the
scope of the present survey. Similarly, electron spin polarization effects are not considered
here, i.e., reported cross sections represent an average over electron spin orientations before
and after the collision.

In electron-molecule collisions, the rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom
often play an important role. With the presently available energy resolution in electron
scattering experiments (typically 10-30 meV), individual rotational transitions can only be
resolved for H2- For other molecules, rotationally inelastic scattering is usually not
separated from pure elastic scattering, so that in these cases the reported cross sections for
'elastic' scattering should be interpreted as Vibrationally elastic' cross sections. It should be
noted that there are some experiments in which information on rotational excitation is
extracted by deconvolution methods [253-259].

As regards vibrational excitation, individual state-to-state transitions (starting from v
= 0) are usually resolved in the case of diatomic molecules, whereas for polyatomic
molecules the different excitation processes can only be partially separated. In many cases,
even the fundamental modes are not clearly separable in the energy loss spectra of the
scattered electrons. Additional complications arise for the excitation of higher harmonics and
combination modes. A way of treating this problem usually consists in presenting electron
impact excitation cross sections for certain composites of vibrational modes.

Some remarks may be added concerning the initial target states involved in the
processes for which cross section data are reported here. First, we note that only collisions
with atoms and molecules in their electronic ground state have been taken into account.
Studies of electron collisions with atoms and molecules in electronically excited states, either
metastable or short-lived, are still rather sparse. For the species considered here, only very
few examples are found in the literature [260-264]. The subject of electron collisions with
molecules in excited states has recently been reviewed by Christophorou [265].

At room temperature (kT = 25 meV), molecular targets are predominantly in their
vibrational ground state. Only low-frequency modes of polyatomic molecules are excited to
an appreciable degree (e.g., the bending mode vibration of CC>2 is populated with about 7 %
at room temperature). As in the case of electronic states, we consider only collisions with
molecules in their vibrational ground state. It is worth mentioning, however, that certain
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processes, e.g. dissociative electron attachment, can show a strong dependence on the initial
vibrational state of the target molecule. For the present species, there exist studies on
electron collisions with vibrationally excited molecules for H2, N2 and CC>2 [265-290].

Under the same conditions as above (room temperature, kT = 25 meV), free
molecules are populated in many rotational states, the population distribution depending on
the rotational constant of the molecule. In the adiabatic approximation (i.e., molecular
rotation slow compared to electron collision time), the cross section for any rotational
transition jj -»• jf can be related to those for transitions from the rotational ground state
(jj = 0). This relation is given by

°rot
jf ) = S fC(jiUf -HI • %t(0 -> J) (3-34)

where C(j. jj,.;000) is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. The range of validity of this formula

is discussed in more detail in [291,292].

If rotational excitation is not resolved, an average cross section is given by

avfl>,d (E,T) = I f. (T) I % t(jj-Mf) (3.35)
Ji l jf

is measured, which may be called 'vibrationally elastic' in the case of A v = 0 transitions. Here
T is the gas temperature and fj (T) is the fractional population of the rotational state j j at

this temperature. Within the framework of the adiabatic approximation mentioned above, it
can be shown that

rot <3J6>

which means that the resulting cross section for 'vibrationally elastic' scattering is
independent of the gas temperature T.

Each of the processes discussed above is characterized by a differential cross section
da/dn (E,0) which determines the intensity of scattered electrons going into a solid angle
element dQ as a function of collision energy E and scattering angle 9 (for more details see
3.8.2.). The angular distribution of scattered electrons can be very different, both for a
given process at different collision energies as well as for different processes at a given
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energy. In many cases, such detailed data are available. However, for reasons of space the
full set of differential cross section data cannot be presented here. This survey will be
confined to the presentation of angle-integrated cross sections as a function of collision
energy E. Fine details such as narrow resonances are usually omitted, except in a few cases
(e.g., N2,02) where the resonance structure plays a dominant role.

3.8.2. Definition of cross sections

When an electron beam of current density j (in units of electrons per cm2 and per
second) impinges on a gas target consisting of N atoms or molecules, then the current Is of
scattered electrons (in units of electrons per second) going into a solid angle element dQ.
under polar angle 6 and azimuthal angle <J> is given by

(3.37)

Here, E denotes the kinetic energy of the incident electrons and dQ = sin0d9d<f>. The
quantity da/dQ is called the differential cross section (DCS) and has the dimension of area
per unit solid angle, i.e. cm^/sr. For atoms and for randomly oriented molecules, the DCS is
independent of the azimuthal angle $. Thus, the DCS may be written as (do/dQ)n (E,6)
where we have now specified by the index n an individual elastic or inelastic scattering
process. It is assumed that only transitions between discrete states are considered.
Otherwise, a double differential cross section (DDCS) of the form (d2a/dQdEf)n (Ej,Ef,6)
has to be introduced, where Ej and Ef denote the initial and final electron energy,
respectively, and dEf is an energy element of the continuous energy distribution of the
scattered electrons. This occurs, for example, in the case of excitation of molecules to
dissociative states. In practice, it may also be relevant in the case of close-lying,
experimentally unresolved discrete states such as vibrational excitation of polyatomic
molecules or excitation to high-lying electronic states. In order to arrive again at the
ordinary DCS as defined by equation 3.37, the DDCS must be integrated over an
appropriate energy interval AEf of the final energy distribution.

In general, the measured DCS represents an average over unresolved initial states
and a sum over unresolved final states, i.e.,
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where Nj is the fractional population of the initial state |i>. An example has been given in
equation 3.35 above. In comparing theoretical and experimental results, care must be
exercised concerning the question to which extent such averaging has been performed or
not. Furthermore, it must be recognized that any measured cross section (state-resolved or
not) represents an average over the finite energy and angular resolution of the apparatus. In
present beam experiments, the energy resolution is typically in the range of 10-30 meV,
whereas the angular resolution may vary between a few tenths of a degree in experiments at
higher collision energies and about 5° in experiments at very low energies.

The integral cross section on(E) for each process is obtained by integrating the DCS
over all scattering angles.

(E) = 2 K (E,0) sine?d0 (3.39)

In the following, angle-integrated cross sections as a function of electron energy E are
presented which are denoted as follows. OQ for elastic scattering, orot for rotational
excitation, 0^ or ov for vibrational excitation, and oe for electronic excitation. Other
processes are treated in previous paragraphs of this chapter.

The grand total cross section aj(E) is given by

o-T(E) = I C7n(E) , (3.40)
n

where the summation includes the elastic and all inelastic processes, i.e., the processes
mentioned above as well as dissociation, ionization and attachment.

The momentum transfer cross section, which is important in relation to electron
transport in gases, is defined by

l —S- cos6M smM0. (3.41)
ko j

Here, ftko and Äkn are the magnitudes of the initial and final momentum of the electron,
respectively. The total momentum transfer cross section OM(E) is again the sum over all
contributing processes. In many cases, o\j(E) is dominated by the contribution from elastic
scattering. Under these conditions, a good approximation may be obtained from the relation
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- l (E,0) (1-COS0) sinötiÖ, (3.42)

which is often used in practice. Here, (da/dQ)o(E,0) denotes the DCS for elastic scattering.

3.8.3. Experimental methods

Here we give only a brief survey of the main experimental methods. More details can
be found in the general literature given below as well as in the original literature cited
together with the presentation of the data.

Total scattering cross sections CTJ are measured in transmission experiments in which
the attenuation of an electron beam is measured as a function of the target gas density in a
scattering cell. Three different types of experiments may be distinguished: Ramsauer-type
experiments, linear transmission experiments, and transmission experiments using time-of-
flight (TOP) techniques. In the latter type of experiment, the TOP distribution of an electron
pulse traversing the gas cell is measured and then converted to an energy distribution. The
energy dependence of the cross section can be determined over a wide energy range by
splicing many data sets, each obtained in a smaller energy interval. The realm of the TOP
method lies at low energies where the resolution is the highest and where the other methods
become increasingly difficult.

These transmission/attenuation experiments are simple by principle and therefore
allow measurements of high accuracy. The main error sources are due to the pressure
measurement, the effective path length determination, and contributions from forward
scattering which cannot be completely suppressed because of the finite angular resolution of
the set-up. An overall accuracy of 2-5 % is typically obtained in modern experiments and
the cross section data reported by various investigators generally agree with each other
within these error limits.

More detailed information on the collision processes is obtained from differential
scattering experiments. Firstly, these experiments allow one to separate the total cross
section into the contributions from the individual elastic and inelastic processes. Secondly,
DCS data are obtained which give information on the angular dependence of the scattering
process. This type of data is needed for the modelling of electron transport in gases.
Furthermore, the DCS can be integrated over angles to yield integral cross sections on(E)
for the individual processes as well as momentum transfer cross sections
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In the past, two types of target configurations have been used in these experiments.
One is a static gas target which may either be represented by the gas-filled vacuum chamber
itself or which may consist of a small gas cell separately mounted in the vacuum. The other
configuration, which is most widely employed in current experiments, uses an atomic or
molecular beam as the target. In this type of experiment, a monochromatized electron beam
(say of 10-20 meV energy width) is crossed at right angles with the gas beam. The latter is
usually an effusive beam simply formed by a needle of 0.5 - 1 mm diameter or by a
multicapillary array. Supersonic nozzle beams are seldom used in electron scattering
experiments. The scattered electrons are detected as a function of energy and angle by a
detector system whose main components are an energy analyzer and an electron multiplier.
Usually, the electron gun is fixed in position and the detector is rotated around the scattering
centre. The data are taken in different modes of operation: (i) energy loss spectra in which
the detector energy is varied, while the primary energy Eo and the scattering angle 0 are
fixed; (ii) excitation functions for a certain energy loss process in which the primary energy
and the detector energy are varied simultaneously at fixed energy loss AE and scattering
angle 9, (iii) angular distributions in which for a certain process (with Eo and AE fixed) the
angular dependence of the DCS is measured.

It is evident that this type of experiment gives both very detailed and nearly complete
information on the scattering process. However, we also point out some problems which
arise in these measurements. The first problem to be mentioned is the finite energy resolution
(typically 10-30 meV in present-day experiments). Particularly for molecules, the energy loss
spectra of the scattered electrons are very complex, since many rotational and vibrational
levels are involved. It is generally a difficult task to decompose the complex overlapping
structures of molecular energy loss spectra into the contributions from the individual
processes. As already mentioned, rotational excitation is usually not resolved (except for
H2). The process termed 'elastic' scattering must therefore be interpreted as Vibrationally
elastic' scattering. The problems arising in vibrational excitation of polyatomic molecules
have also been mentioned before. Regarding electronic excitation, the lower states of atoms
and simple (diatomic) molecules are usually well resolved in the energy loss spectra of the
scattered electrons. For higher excitations and in the presence of dissociative excitations, it
becomes much more difficult to separate the individual contributions. In the case of
polyatomic molecules, the energy loss spectra for electronic excitation usually appear as
broad and unresolved structures. This is due to the manifold of excited states, the complex
rovibrational structure and the strong participation of dissociative states. In spite of these
difficulties it should be kept in mind, however, that the data obtained in differential
scattering experiments give the most detailed information on the scattering processes. These
data are extremely useful in situations where results obtained by other experimental
methods, which are more global and more indirect in character (e.g., optical emission,
metastable production, swarm type experiments), have to be evaluated and interpreted.
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Another problem is the determination of the DCS in absolute units, i.e. the
conversion of the measured scattering intensities into absolute values of the cross section.
This problem has been treated in detail in a series of articles by Trajmar and coworkers
[293-296]. Direct determination of absolute DCS based on the defining relation 3.37 is
generally difficult, since it is not easy to obtain an accurate measure for the effective
scattering volume as viewed by the detector. In order to make absolute measurements, one
needs to know absolute beam densities including their spatial distribution, the overlap
integral of the two beams, the effective acceptance angle of the detector and other factors.
This is hardly possible without large errors. Therefore, one has to rely on other methods.
There are several methods which are used in practice. At high energies and small angles, the
experimental DCS can be normalized to theory by utilizing a Born or Born-type
approximation. Another method, which is most favourably used at low energies where not
too many channels are open, is based on normalization to measured total cross sections.
First, all DCS are measured in relative units, then the data are integrated over angles,
summed over all contributing channels and finally normalized to an absolute total cross
section which is known from transmission experiments. In this way, the whole set of DCS
values can be put on an absolute scale. A third method, which is probably the most practical
one, is the relative flow technique. This method was originally developed in Trajmar's group
[293] and is now widely used in many laboratories around the world. Absolute DCS values
are determined by comparing the scattering intensities for the gas under study with those
obtained under the same conditions for another gas whose elastic DCS values are well
known. More precisely, the measurements are performed under such conditions that both
gases satisfy the same molecular flow condition (see also Ref. [202]). The reference gas is
usually helium for which the elastic DCS values are known with an accuracy in the order of
1%.

In DCS measurements, it is generally impossible to cover the full angular range from
0° to 180° because of instrumental limitations. At small scattering angles, the primary
electron beam begins to interfere with the elastic scattering signal, the critical angle
depending on the energy of the primary beam. In low energy experiments, the limit is already
reached at about 10° typically. At large angles, the accessible angular range is limited by the
fact that the rotatable detector and the electron gun collide with each other. A typical value
for the maximum angle reached in DCS measurements is 130-140°. In order to obtain
integral cross sections an(E) and <T |̂(n)(E) from the measured DCS data, it is necessary to
extrapolate into the experimentally inaccessible regions. This introduces additional errors
into the determination of integral cross sections by this method. It should be noted,
however, that these errors can be minimized if the extrapolation is based on a phase-shift
analysis of the experimental data. Nevertheless, the problem of extrapolation is especially
important for O]y[, because backward scattering is heavily weighted in this cross section.
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A useful cross-check of the data thus obtained can be made by using the relation

CTT = a0 + oexc + <*att + <*t , (3 43)

where GO is the elastic cross section, oexc is the cross section sum for all inelastic processes
including dissociation, oa^ is the cross section for electron attachment, and c^ is the total
ionization cross section (see equ. 3.18 and 3.20). The quantities, which are usually well
known with an accuracy of 5% or better, are aj and o^. The attachment cross section oatt

often plays only a minor role (except for strongly electronegative gases such as halogens).
The cross sections, which usually have the largest uncertainty, are GQ and aexc. Whereas the
errors of OQ are typically in the range of 10-30 % depending on the system and the collision
energy, no general statement can be made concerning the errors involved in the
determination of the inelastic collision cross sections. These errors strongly depend on the
process and the energy range considered. They may be in the order of 10% in favourable
cases and may go up to a factor of two in situations where special difficulties exist in the
measurements (e.g. threshold region). In some cases, the presently available inelastic cross
sections represent only order-of-magnitude estimates. More specific comments will be given
together with the presentation of the data.

Integral electron-impact excitation cross sections can also be obtained by measuring
optical excitation functions, i.e. light emission at a particular wavelength induced by electron
impact is measured as a function of impact energy. An optical excitation function (or optical
emission cross section) measured in this way can only be regarded as an "apparent"
excitation cross section for the state from which photoemission is observed. Various
corrections are necessary to obtain the "true" excitation cross section, the most important of
which being the correction for cascading from higher states. A further difficulty consists in
making absolute measurements of the photon yield. Altogether, the experimental
determination of electron-impact excitation cross sections by this method is difficult and not
very accurate. On the other hand, the optical emission cross section may be compared with
directly (i.e., cascade-free) measured excitation cross sections, if the latter are properly
summed over all contributing states. In many cases, the agreement is satisfactory.

Similar considerations apply to the measurement of the total metastable production
by electron impact. This cross section also contains contributions from cascades. Besides the
usual difficulties inherent in all of these measurements (beam densities, effective scattering
volume, collection efficiency, etc.), a special problem in the present case lies in the accurate
determination of the detection efficiency of the metastables. In most experiments, the
metastables are detected by secondary electron emission from a metal surface. The
conversion efficiency for this process is generally not accurately known and often a matter of
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debate. As in the case of the optical emission cross section, the total metastable production
cross section may be compared with directly measured excitation cross sections summed
over all contributing states. Again, reasonable agreement has been found in those cases
where this comparison could be carried out.

An important contribution to the determination of electron collision cross sections
comes from electron swarm experiments. We briefly comment on the principle of the
method. Extensive reviews can be found in the literature [297,298]. In the first step,
transport and reaction coefficients of an electron swarm drifting in a gas under the influence
of an electric field are measured. Various experimental techniques are used for this purpose.
Among the swarm parameters commonly measured are the drift velocity w, the transverse
and longitudinal diffusion coefficient D j and DL, respectively, the characteristic energy
EK = eOT/u (with \i = electron mobility) which is closely related to the mean energy <e> of
the electron swarm, the ionization coefficient a, the excitation coefficient ß, and the
attachment coefficient TJ. The quantities, which can be measured with the highest accuracy
(about 1-2%), are the drift velocity w and the ionization coefficient a. The other quantities
have typical errors of 5-10%, except the excitation coefficient ß for which the experimental
uncertainty is usually largest (about 20-30%).

The second step consists in deriving cross sections from the measured swarm data.
The theoretical analysis is based on numerical solutions of the Boltzmann equation or on
Monte Carlo simulation of the electron swarm. This provides the connection between the
microscopic cross sections of the electron-atom and electron-molecule collision processes
and the macroscopic transport and reaction coefficients. The actual determination of cross
sections from the swarm data is usually accomplished by assuming a set of energy-dependent
input cross sections based on any available information, solving the Boltzmann equation and
the transport integrals with this set, comparing the calculated transport and reaction
coefficients with experiment, and adjusting the input cross sections to improve the fit. This
procedure is repeated iteratively until an optimum fit is obtained. The result is a set of elastic
and inelastic cross sections which reproduces the measured swarm parameters within their
respective error bars.

An important and well recognized regime of the electron swarm technique lies at low
electron energies (say below 1 eV), where beam experiments have always been difficult to
perform. If the energy is low enough, all electron-atom and virtually all electron-molecule
collisions are elastic, and it is possible to obtain very accurate values for the momentum
transfer cross section cvjyj from measurements of the transport properties of the electron
swarm Such cross sections have been determined for a large variety of gases. At higher
energies, rotational and vibrational excitation begins to play a role in the case of molecular
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gases. If the energy is still further increased, also electronic excitation and ionization become
important processes for both atomic and molecular species. In these situations, it becomes
difficult to derive a unique set of cross sections from swarm data alone. In general,
complementary information from beam experiments or from theory has to be used to solve
this problem. On the other hand, it must be noted that also under these conditions, where
several inelastic channels are open, swarm experiments can give important contributions to
the determination of the cross sections. As a particular example, we mention the threshold
regions of rotational and vibrational excitation, where results from beam experiments either
are not available or have large uncertainties. Another example is the determination of cross
sections for electronic excitation, for which in many cases the data are incomplete or non-
existent. In swarm experiments, lumped cross sections for electronic excitation (oe) can be
derived from measurements of the Townsend ionization coefficient a, if sufficiently accurate
data for the ionization cross section o^ are known. The values of a are particularly sensitive
to the values of cre in the low energy regime.

As a final remark, we mention that there is now a good overlap of the energy ranges
of beam and swarm experiments, since beam experiments can now be performed down to
collision energies in the order of 0.1 eV. The two kinds of experiments thus give
complementary information which can be used to cross-check the accuracy of the data. In
many cases, the data are consistent with each other, but there are also some cases where the
data are still controversial. Recent developments in both beam and swarm experiments, with
special emphasis on the relationship of the two techniques, are discussed in some conference
books [299,300]. We especially mention the work of Hayashi [301, 302] who has
determined comprehensive cross section sets for a large number of atoms and molecules by
combining the information from both types of experiments.

3.8.4. General literature

More general accounts of the present subject can be found in a number of books
dealing with atomic collision physics in general or with electron-molecule collisions in
particular. These books are well known to the experts in the field; they are mentioned here
as reference for those who are not immediately involved in this field. Needless to say that
this list is by no means exhaustive.

A comprehensive review of the earlier developments of the field (up to late sixties)
has been given by Massey et aï. [303] in the classic volumes on "Electronic and Ionic Impact
Phenomena'. The applied aspects of atomic collision physics have been emphasized in a
series of volumes entitled 'Applied Atomic Collision Physics' edited by Massey, McDaniel
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and Bederson [304]. Two excellent books on electron-molecule collisions, both of them
comprising experimental as well as theoretical aspects, have been published by
Chnstophorou [305] and by Shimamura and Takayanagi [306]. Very recently, some very
fine books covering the whole field of atomic collision physics have been published by
McDaniel et al. [307,308].

In addition to these books, there is a large number of review articles, each dealing
with a specific aspect of the field. We mention a few of them here [309-334], partly because
they contain information which is of immediate interest for the present purpose and partly
because they may be of general interest to the readers of this chapter.

Like in every field, the current developments are documented by conference
proceedings. Two such books originating from a conference have already been mentioned in
the preceding paragraph [299,300]. The main international conference in this field is the
'International Conference on the Physics of Electronic and Atomic Collisions' (ICPEAC),
which is held every two years. The invited papers of the conference and the abstracts of
contributed papers are published in separate volumes. In order to give access to this work,
we quote here the conference proceedings (book of invited papers) of the last six
conferences covering a period of about 12 years [335-340].

3.8.5. Cross section data

In figures 3.40-3.46, we present elastic, inelastic and total cross sections for the
individual gases. For the sake of clarity, the momentum transfer cross sections are presented
in separate figures (Figs. 3.47-3.50).

The level of accuracy of the different data can be summarized as follows (see discussion in
section 3.8.3). The data for oj should generally be accurate to 5% or better. The errors of
ao are in the order of 10-30%. No general statement can be made concerning the accuracy
of the inelastic cross section data. The quality of the data varies from 10% accuracy in
favourable cases to only order-of-magnitude estimates in other cases. Specific comments
will be made where appropriate. Equation 3.43 has been used to check the consistency of
the data. Agreement is generally found within the given error limits. The data for OM have
an accuracy of 5% or better at low energies, whereas at intermediate and higher energies the
errors are about 10-20%.

Cross section data for Ne and Ar are shown in Figs. 3.40 and 3.41, respectively.
Besides the total cross section aj and the integral elastic cross section oo, a selection of
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Fig. 3.40 Elastic and inelastic collision cross sections for Ne . oj: grand total cross section;
o0: integral elastic cross section. The other cross sections are explained in the text.

inelastic cross sections is shown. In the case of Ne, aej represents the cross section sum for
excitation of the two lowest metastable states 2p53s(3P2) and 2p53s(3Po), whereas oe2
gives the cross section sum for excitation of the two lowest optically allowed states
2p^3s(3Pi) and 2p53s(1Pi). The data for Ar are presented in the same way: oej is the cross
section sum for excitation of the two lowest metastable states 3p^4s(^P2) and 3p54s(3Po);
oe2 is the cross section sum for excitation of the two lowest optically allowed states
3p54s(3Pi) and 3p54s(1Pi). In both cases, Ecre represents the cross section sum for
electronic excitation including higher states (see discussion further below).
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Data on aj are found in many papers [341-355]. Apart from some minor
discrepancies which existed in some of the measurements and which have been resolved in
the meantime, the data are consistent with each other. References to earlier work can be
found in these papers. Reliable measurements reach down to about 0.1 eV. The extension to
lower energies is accomplished by means of MERT analysis [356]. For energies above 1 eV,
the present data are in good agreement with the data given by Shimamura [318]. Below 1
eV, the present data slightly deviate from the data given in [318].
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Fig. 3.41 Elastic and inelastic collision cross sections for Ar. aj: grand total cross section; a
o: integral elastic cross section. The other cross sections are explained in the text.
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Fig. 3.42 Elastic and inelastic collision cross sections for H2. aj: grand total cross section;
ao: integral elastic cross section. The other cross sections are explained in the text.

The determination of ao uses information from two sides: (i) DCS measurements
[357-376]; (ii) theoretical calculations [377-403]. In the case of Ne and Ar, the whole
energy range relevant to the present purpose is well covered both by experiment and theory.
We further mention the papers by de Heer et al. [346] and Stauffer et al. [404], which give
comprehensive data on Ne and Ar. The final data derived from these sources are shown in
Figs. 3.40 and 3.41; they are in good agreement with the data given in Shimamura's article
[318]. Note that ao and oj are identical for energies below the threshold of electronic
excitation. The consistency check based on equation 3.43 is very satisfactory for Ne and Ar.
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The inelastic collision cross section data shown for Ne (see Fig. 3.40) are primarily
based on the work of Register et al. [405]. Additional information is obtained from the work
of deHeer et al. [346], who used a semi-empirical approach to determine the total cross
section for electron-impact excitation of Ne and the other rare gases. Comparison with other
work (e.g., optical emission studies, metastable production, theoretical calculations
including respective references) can be found in these papers. More recent studies of total
metastable production in Ne have been reported by Zavilopulo et al. [406], Teubner et al.
[407] and Mason and Newell [408].
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Fig. 3.43 Elastic and inelastic collision cross sections for H^O. oj: grand total cross section;
a0: integral elastic cross section. The other cross sections are explained in the text.
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Fig. 3.44 Elastic and inelastic collision cross sections for CC»2. oj: grand total cross section;
oo: integral elastic cross section. The other cross sections are explained in the text.

The first-mentioned authors [405] performed absolute DCS measurements for
electron-impact excitation of the lowest forty electronic levels in Ne. The inelastic collision
cross sections which are derived from the energy-loss spectra of the scattered electrons,
could be grouped into fifteen features, six of which correspond to excitation of individually
resolved electronic levels and the remaining nine are composed of unresolved contributions
from two or more electronic levels each. The DCS data are extrapolated to 0° and 180° and
then integrated over angles to yield absolute integral cross sections as a function of impact
energy. The estimated errors are typically in the range 20-40 %. The four lowest excited
states, for which cross section data are shown in Fig. 3.40, are folly resolved in the original
measurements. Here, we give cross sections suitably combined for clarity of presentation.
The curve Zoe includes all excited states observed in the measurements.
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These cross sections are confirmed by swarm-type experiments. Tachibana and
Phelps [409] measured excitation coefficients in Ne by using a drift-tube technique
combined with laser absorption and laser-induced fluorescence techniques. A Boltzmann
analysis is performed to derive a set of elastic and inelastic collision cross sections which
reproduces the measured excitation coefficients as well as published transport and ionization
coefficients within their respective uncertainties. These cross sections are in good agreement
with the data of Register et al. [405], but in less satisfactory agreement with other data
[410].
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Fig. 3.45 Elastic and inelastic collision cross sections for CH.4. aj: grand total cross section;
oo: integral elastic cross section. The other cross sections are explained in the text.
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Fig. 3.46 Elastic and inelastic collision cross sections for C3Hg. err;: grand total cross
section; o0: integral elastic cross section. The other cross sections are explained in the
text.

The inelastic collision cross section data for Ar (see Fig. 3.41) are obtained in a
similar way as for Ne. They are primarily based on the work of Chutjian and Cartwright
[411], Eggarter [412] and deHeer et al. [346]. Comparison with other work can be found in
these papers. There are a few recent studies which give supplementary information
[406,408,413-421].

The experimental technique used by Chutjian and Cartwright [411] is the same as
that of Register et al. [405]. Absolute differential and integral cross have been measured for
23 individual or composite electronic states lying within 14.3 eV from the ground state. The
estimated errors of the integral cross sections are in the range 30-50%. As in the case of Ne,
the lowest excited states are fully resolved in the original measurements, but are shown here
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in combined form for the sake of clarity. The curve Eoe includes (i) all excited states
observed in the measurements of [411] and (ii) additional contributions from higher
electronic states for which semi-empirical cross sections are given by Eggarter [412].

Again, these cross sections can be checked by swarm-type experiments as described
in the case of Ne. Such work has been performed by Tachibana [422], for example. The
measured reaction and transport coefficients of the drift-tube experiments are well
repoduced by this set of cross sections. Work of similar kind is described in many papers
[e.g., 423-426]. In general, the beam data are slightly adjusted (keeping within the stated
error limits, if possible) in order to fit the swarm results.
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Fig. 3.47 Momentum transfer cross section for Ne and Ar.
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As already mentioned before, studies of electron collisions with atoms and molecules
in electronically excited states are extremely scarce. We quote here a few of such studies for
the rare gases [427-435].

In Fig. 3.42, we present cross section data for the H2 molecule. Besides oj and ao,
representative cross sections for the main inelastic processes are shown: for rotational
excitation j = 0 -> 2 and j = 1 -» 3, for vibrational excitation v = 0 -> 1 and v = 0 -» 2, and
three cross sections for electronic excitation. The latter are grouped in the following way:
aej gives the cross section for excitation of the b3Iu

+ state, oe2 is the cross section sum
for excitation of other triplet states (c3nu, a3£g

+, e3!̂ "1", d3nu), and oe3 is the cross
section sum for excitation of several singlet states (B1!̂ , E1^4", C1UU 3'1 V*"> D
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Cross sections for the individual states can be found in the literature (see below). The data
are given in combined form here for clarity of presentation.

An excellent summary report on cross sections and related data for electron
collisions with hydrogen molecules and molecular ions has been given by Tawara et al.
[436]. The main sources, on which the present data compilation is based, are found in this
article. We further refer to articles by Gerhart [437], Douthat [438], deHeer [439],
Buckman and Phelps [440,441] and McConkey et al. [442], which give comprehensive
accounts of electron collisions with H2- Extensive references to original work and other
review articles can be found in these papers.
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Recent measurements of the total cross section for H2 are reported in [443-450]. For
the individual elastic and inelastic processes, we mainly refer to the above-mentioned articles
and references therein. Some further studies on H2, both experimental and theoretical, have
been reported more recently [275-280, 451-456].

An important contribution to the determination of electron collision cross sections
comes again from electron swarm experiments, in particular for the range of low collision
energies [457-465]. For H2, there is a remarkable and long-standing controversy between
beam and swarm results for near-threshold vibrational excitation [466-468]. Highly
elaborate calculations have been performed to resolve this discrepancy ([469] and theoretical
contributions in [466-468]). At present, the discrepancy remains unresolved - a fact which is
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particularly troublesome because for a prototype system like e-FTj one would expect swarm
analysis, beam experiments and theory to arrive at the same result. The reader is referred to
the quoted papers for further study of this interesting problem.

For N2 and C>2, there are comprehensive data reports available [470-473] in which
all information relevant to the present purpose can be found. These data are not reproduced
here, and the reader is referred to the quoted reports. Very recently, an updating of the state
of knowledge has been given by Itikawa [474]. Some further references to recent work on
N2 and Ö2 may be added here [475-482].

Fig. 3.43 gives our cross section data for F^O. As usual, the total cross section 0j
and the integral elastic cross section OQ ̂  presented. Vibrational excitation has been
separated into three parts: av\ is the cross section for excitation of the bending mode 010
(threshold energy 0.198 eV); av2 is the summed cross section for excitation of the two
stretching modes, the symmetric stretch 100 with threshold energy 0.453 eV and the
asymmetric stretch 001 with threshold energy 0.466 eV. The latter two modes are not
resolved in current scattering experiments and their excitation behaviour can only be
described in summed form. The third cross section ov3 represents a lump-sum cross section
for other kinds of vibrational excitation (higher harmonics., combination modes); a threshold
energy of 1.0 eV has been assigned to this cross section. Finally, aej and 0e2 are tentative
cross sections for electronic excitation, the origin of which will be discussed later. The
assigned threshold energies are 7.5 eV and 13.3. eV, respectively.

Recent summary reports on electron collision cross section data for F^O and the
behaviour of low energy electrons in water vapour have been given by Hayashi [483], Ness
and Robson [484] and Elford [485]. A survey of experimental data can also be found in
[313].

Measurements of the total cross section oj for F^O are reported in [486-494]
covering the energy range from 0.01 eV up to 3000 eV. For energies above 10 eV, the
measurements are in good agreement, except the data of [489], which are generally too low.
In the energy range 1-10 eV, there are discrepancies of up to 30% between the various
measurements. Here, we have adopted the data of [487]. For very low energies, we have
scaled down the data of [488] by a factor of 0.6 (which is still within the stated error bars of
these measurements) in order to match the data of [487] in the 0.5-1 eV energy range. We
consider it important to mention the work of Okamoto et al. [495] at this point. These
authors have recently performed a thorough theoretical study of electron scattering from
H2O molecules. They point out that the measured values of aj for F^O (and any other
polar molecules) may generally be too small because of insufficient correction for small-
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angle scattering. For these molecules, the DCS increases very steeply in the forward
direction. This makes it very difficult to estimate the small-angle contribution by which the
measured data have to be corrected in order to obtain the true cross section. It is likely that
all experiments on a j reported so far suffer from this difficulty.

The integral elastic cross section GQ is obtained in the same way as described for Ne
and Ar. The principal data sources are DCS measurements [487,496-500] and theoretical
calculations [501-508]. On the whole, the present data are in good agreement with those
reported in [483], except for the energy range 20-300 eV, where the present data are slightly
lower. The consistency of the data is checked by means of equation 3.43; the result is
satisfactory. It should be noted, however, that for GO the same difficulty exists as for oj
regarding the strong forward-scattering component.

Rotational excitation of E^O has been studied by Jung et al. [257] experimentally
and by Itikawa [509] and Jain and Thompson [510] theoretically. Under normal conditions,
a multitude of rotational excitation and deexcitation processes takes place. Representative
cross sections for the most important processes have been summarized by Ness and Robson
[484].

Vibrational excitation of H^O has been studied by several workers [511-518].
However, only a few of these studies represent absolute measurements [514,517,518]. The
data presented here (Fig. 3.43) are based mainly on the measurements of Seng and Linder
[514] and Shyn et al. [517]. The data beyond 20 eV are simple extrapolations and should
not be regarded as very certain. From the swarm side, a need is sometimes claimed for an
up-scaling of these cross sections by a factor of 2 or so in order to obtain a better fit to
measured swarm parameters [483]. We have not made use of such a re-scaling of the
original data, because the results of independent beam measurements [514,517] are in good
agreement with each other. The cross sections GV\ and av2 have estimated errors of about
20-30% in the energy range 1-20 eV. In the threshold region, the errors are definitely larger.
A higher uncertainty must also be assigned to the cross section

Experimental information on electronic excitation of H^O by electron impact is very
scarce. Some energy-loss spectra of scattered electrons, which were taken under different
conditions of impact energy and scattering angle, can be found in [519,520], for example.
These measurements were intended to determine generalized oscillator strengths of optically
allowed transitions on the one hand and energetic positions and configurational assignments
of triplet states on the other hand. Cross section data for electronic excitation are only
available from indirect methods. Such data can be derived from measurements of the
Townsend ionization coefficient a, provided that the ionization cross section o^ and other
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cross section data are sufficiently well known In particular, the threshold region of o~e is
quite sensitive to the values of a at low electric field strengths In the present case, we have
taken the values from Hayashi [483], which are obtained by this method The cross section
ae has been divided into two parts, aei and oe2, with threshold energies of 7 5 eV and 13 3
eV, respectively. Another set of cross sections, which has been divided into four parts, is
reported by Ness and Robson [484]

In Fig 3.44, we present cross section data for CC>2 The cross sections oj and OQ
have their usual meaning Vibrational excitation is described by five separate cross sections
°vl> °V2 an<^ av3 are tne cross sections for excitation of the fundamental modes of CO2,
the bending mode 010 (threshold energy 0 083 eV), the symmetric stretch mode 100
(threshold energy 0 172 eV) and the asymmetric stretch mode 001 (threshold energy 0 291
eV), respectively ov2 contains some contribution from 020 excitation (threshold energy
0 159 eV) which cannot be separated experimentally The cross sections av4 and oV5 are
summed cross sections which represent excitation of higher modes (higher harmonics and
combination modes) These cross sections have assigned threshold energies of 0 36 eV and
2 50 eV, respectively Similar to the case of F^O, only tentative cross sections can be given
for electronic excitation The three cross sections oej, oe2 and oe3 shown in Fig 3 44 have
assigned threshold energies of 5 7 eV, 9 0 eV and 11 0 eV, respectively The origin of the
various cross sections is discussed further below

Electron scattering by CC>2 is markedly influenced by a strong resonance in the 3-5
eV energy range This resonance is responsible for the enhanced vibrational excitation
observed in that energy range Furthermore, all cross sections show a pronounced fine
structure in the resonance region which strongly depends on the process observed, the type
of cross section measured and the scattering angle under which the electrons are detected in
DCS measurements No attempt is made here to reproduce the details of this structure, the
cross sections shown in Fig 3 44 rather represent an average over the fine structure of the
resonance

Recent measurements of the total cross section <TJ for CÛ2 are reported in [521-
525, 286,287] These measurements cover the energy range from 0 07 eV up to 3000 eV
With a few exceptions, the data are in good agreement with each other We have adopted
the data of [521,286,287] for energies up to 9 0 eV (see discussion below) and the data of
[525] for higher energies

Recently, it has been observed [286,287] that the total cross section for e-CO2
scattering shows a significant dependence on the gas temperature The cross section
increases when the temperature is increased from 250 K to 520 K [287] This is attributed to
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the presence of molecules thermally excited to vibrational states, principally the first bending
mode 010, which increases with the gas temperature. By making some simplifying, but
plausible assumptions, the authors derived from the measured data a cross section aj(OOO)
for scattering from ground state molecules and a cross section aj(010) for scattering from
molecules excited to the first bending mode (with some possible admixture of 020
population). The following features are observed. The cross section aj(010) is generally
larger than aj(OOO). For the non-resonant part, the excess of Gj(OlO) decreases with
energy from about 60% at 1 eV to 10% at 8 eV. In the resonance region, the peak cross
section for 07(010) is higher by 35%, the width of the rjeak is wider by 8% and - most
noteworthy - the peak position is shifted towards lower energies by 0.3 eV. The reader is
referred to the original papers for more details. It is evident that these observations are of
general importance for the study of electron interactions with polyatomic molecules where
low-frequency vibrations are easily excited at elevated temperatures.

The integral elastic cross section oo is again determined from DCS measurements
[526-532] and theoretical calculations [533-538, 476]. We briefly comment on some points
which are worth noting in this case. For energies below 2 eV, experimental data on GQ are
rather scarce and uncertain (see also discussion in [302]). The present data have therefore
been derived through the relation 09 = oj - Lov in this energy range, since both o-j- and
£<jv are relatively well known here. In the resonance region, in particular on the rising slope
of the resonance peak near 2-4 eV, the cross section is expected to be rather sensitive to
temperature effects (see discussion above). The data presented in Fig. 3.44 should be valid
for room temperature. For energies above 30 eV, the sum of the individual cross sections
adopted here (right side of equation 3.43) exceeds the experimental values of aj by about
30%. This apparent inconsisteny of the data must be attributed to uncertainties in either OQ
or ae (or both), because oj should be accurate to about 5% in this energy range [525].

Vibrational excitation of CC>2 has been discussed in many papers. The earlier work,
which was mainly concerned with the role of resonances in e-CC>2 scattering, is well
summarized in several review and book articles [305,306,310,313]. We especially mention
the work of Danner [525] and Register et al. [529], who measured absolute cross sections
for the different processes. In most of the other work, the measured scattering intensity is
given only in arbitrary units. More recently, special attention has been devoted to
vibrational excitation in the near-threshold region [539-542, 531]. For all three fundamental
modes, enhanced threshold excitation has been found. For the bending and the asymmetric
stretch modes, this is explained by a direct mechanism and can be described by the Born-
dipole approximation [543]. For the symmetric stretch mode, the enhanced threshold
excitation is attributed to a virtual state mechanism. The cross sections avj, av2 and av3
have estimated errors of about 20-30% in the energy range 2-20 eV. The errors are larger in
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the threshold region and at higher energies. This is also the case for the cross sections <yv4
and CTV5 which are generally less certain. We finally mention that important information on
vibrational excitation and other inelastic processes in e-CU2 collisions is also obtained from
electron swarm experiments [544-546].

Some special experiments on e-CO2 scattering may be mentioned here. Antoni et al.
[547] carried out a rotational branch analysis of vibrational excitation for all three
fundamental modes of CC>2. Johnstone et al. [289, 290] performed differential scattering
experiments from vibrationally excited CC>2 molecules. Data for elastic, inelastic and
superelastic scattering are presented. Theoretical studies of rotational excitation in e-CC>2
collisions are reported by Morrison and Lane [548] and by Onda and Truhlar [534].

Concerning electronic excitation, the situation is the same as for H2Û. There are no
direct measurements for oe. The data shown in Fig. 3.44 have been determined from
measurements of the Townsend ionization coefficient a just as described for H2O. For CO2

the cross section oe for electronic excitation has been divided into three parts with
threshold energies of 5.7 eV, 9.0 eV and 11.0 eV, respectively. We have adopted the data
derived by Hayashi [302,549]. Another set of cross sections, which is divided into two parts,
has been reported by Lowke et al. [545].

Fig. 3.45 shows our cross section data for CHj. As usual, aj and CQ are the grand
total cross section and the integral elastic cross section, respectively. Vibrational excitation
is divided into two parts: one cross section av] for excitation of the modes 02 and 04
(threshold energies 0. 190 eV and 0.162 eV, respectively) and a second cross section ov2 for
excitation of the modes u j and 03 (threshold energies 0.362 eV and 0.374 eV, respectively).
In either case, the two vibrational modes are too close in energy to be separated in current
scattering experiments (see however [258]). Their cross sections are therefore given in
summed form. Excitation of higher modes is of minor importance in CHj and is not
represented here. Electronic excitation is described by five cross sections with assigned
threshold values of 7.5 eV, 9.0 eV, 10.5 eV, 12.0 eV, and 13.5 eV, respectively. These
cross sections are discussed further below.

is often regarded as a prototype system for the study of polyatomic molecules.
This also applies to electron-molecule scattering. Hence, there is an extensive literature
dealing with e-CFLj collision processes. Compilations and critical assessments of e-CFLj
cross section data can be found in several summary reports and other articles
[301,302,313,550-553].

Recent measurements of aj for CFf4 are reported in [554-562]. The measurements
cover the energy range from 0.085 eV to 4000 eV. The data are in good agreement with
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each other, which makes it relatively straightforward to construct a recommeded data set for
a-f. The data reported in [563], which are often discussed in the literature, should be
discarded because they are obviously in error. In Fig. 3.45, we have extended the data to
lower energies by using a MERT fit based on the parameters given by Ferch et al. [554].

The sources for determining the integral elastic cross section GQ are again DCS
measurements [564-573, 601] and theoretical calculations [574-587, 331,476]. There has
been much activity on this subject in recent years which must be ascribed to the above-
mentioned prototype role of Ctfy. Recommended data sets for OQ have been derived from
these studies [549-551]. The present data set has been constructed with both the original
results for OQ and the consistency of the data according to equation 3.43 in mind. The

consistency check based on equation 3.43 is satisfactory within the error limits for the
energy range 1-300 eV. Some previous problems, which existed in the energy range 4-20
eV (i.e., measured values for arj were too low), have been resolved by new measurements
[571]. There are two regions where the consistency check fails. One region is above 300 eV,
where the results for ao obtained from DCS measurements [569] seem to be rather high. It
is also possible, of course, that the other inelastic cross sections, in particular 0e, are in
error. The second region is near the Raumsauer-Townsend minimum, where the measured
data for OQ [568] and the difference cross section CTQ = oj-Zcrv obtained from equation 3.43
are not consistent with each other. The present data for OQ in the range 0.1-1 eV (as given in
Fig. 3.45) represent a compromise between the two conflicting data sets. Further
measurements in this energy range, including more definite results for vibrational excitation
in the near-threshold region, are clearly needed.

Cross sections for vibrational excitation are available from various sources: (i) beam
measurements [564, 566,567,573,588-590,258], (ii) swarm experiments [591-597,552], and
(iii) summary reports [301, 550-553]. Extensive measurements by beam experiments have
been performed for the energy range 3-20 eV [567,589,590]. However, the results from
different experiments agree only within a factor of 2. From the analysis of swarm
experiments, it was found necessary to increase the peak cross section around 7 eV by a
significant amount (nearly a factor of 2 compared to the results reported in [589]) in order
to obtain agreement with the measured swarm parameters [552]. For the near-threshold
region (below 2 eV), the results of beam experiments are only fragmentary and also
significantly different from each other [564,566,573]. A variety of different data sets for av

has been derived from swarm experiments for this energy range [591-597,552]. We have to
conclude that the data for av in the energy range below 2 eV are rather uncertain. The same
is certainly true for the data beyond 20 eV. In Fig. 3.45, we have adopted the data set
reported by Nakamura [552]. These data are identical with those given by Tawara et al.
[550,551]. From the discussion above, it is clear that these data are accurate within a factor
of 2 at best.
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Some information is also available on rotational excitation in e-CFLj scattering. To
our knowledge, there are two experiments [256,258] and several theoretical studies
[574,579,585,598-600] on this energy-loss process.

For electronic excitation, direct experimental information is again very scarce. The
data presented in Fig. 3.45 are mainly based on the work of Vuskovic and Trajmar [601].
These authors measured energy-loss spectra of scattered electrons at impact energies in the
range 20-200 eV and for scattering angles of 8-130° The energy-loss range 7.5-15.0 eV
was covered in the measurements. Since only broad and unresolved structures are
observable in the otherwise continuous energy-loss spectra (probably because nearly all
electronic excitation leads to dissociative processes in CtLj), the inelastic region of the
spectrum between 7.5 eV and 15.0 eV was divided into five equidistant segments, each
corresponding to a number of unassigned electronic transitions. Differential scattering
intensities were measured for these segments and then converted to absolute DCS values by
normalization to the elastic scattering cross section. After integration over angles, the cross
sections crei to ae5 are obtained, each representing one of the five sections of the energy-
loss spectrum. The errors of the integral cross sections are estimated to about 40%.

Concerning the data presented in Fig. 3.45, it must be noted that the original data of
Vuskovic and Trajmar [601] have been modified in order to fit the swarm results for the
Townsend ionization coefficient a [549]. For oej, a new cross section has been constructed,
whereas the values for oe2 to oe5 have been increased by 40% (which is still within the
error bars of the original data). The resulting data set ([549]; see also [301]) is shown in Fig.
3.45. The cross section £ae represents the sum of <jej to oe5- Other sets of cross sections,
which are used to describe electronic excitation in Clfy, can be found in [594,595,552,553].
Some recent studies are reported by Nakano et al. [602] and Winstead et al. [603,604].

Fig. 3.46 gives our cross section data for C3Hg (n-propane). Besides the total cross
section GJ and the integral elastic cross section OQ, we present three cross sections for
vibrational excitation and two cross sections for electronic excitation. More details of these
cross sections are discussed further below.

Measurements of <JT for C3Hg are reported in [555,605,606]. The measurements
cover the energy range from 1 eV to 500 eV. The data are in fair agreement in the regions of
overlap. We have used these data to construct the present oj cross section in the energy
range 2-500 eV. The extension to 1000 eV is based on a semi-empirical extrapolation. The
data for energies below 2 eV have been derived from measurements of differential elastic
and inelastic e-C3Hg scattering which have recently been performed at the University of
Kaiserslautern [607]. The details of the method are discussed in connection with arj and av
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below. In this context, it should be noted that we have discarded the data of [605] for
energies below 2 eV, because they are obviously too low. This seems to be a general
conclusion for Brüche's data at the low energy end of his range of measurement. The same
observation has also been made for other gases [607].

Summary reports on cross section data for electron collisions with hydrocarbon
molecules have been given by Tawara et al. [550,551]. Besides the species discussed here,
these reports include other hydrocarbon molecules as well. We also mention that several
authors [555,606,608] have designed semi-empirical formulae based on a few molecular
parameters, by which total positron and electron cross sections at intermediate energies
(about 100-500 eV) are reasonably well described for a large number of molecules. Such
formulae are extremely useful to obtain an estimate of the total cross section in cases where
experimental information is not available.

Until very recently, experimental data on differential scattering of electrons from
C3Ug were extremely scarce. The only reported DCS measurements were those of
Matsunaga et al. [609,610] for the energy range 3-20 eV. Hayashi [549] used these data to
construct a data set for GO over the energy range 1-1000 eV. The extension to higher
energies was accomplished by semi-empirical relations in which use is made of the observed
systematics in electron-hydrocarbon molecule scattering [555,605,606,608]. Data available
for CH4 and €2^ provided the basis to obtain an estimate for e-C3Hg cross sections.

Recently, the situation has changed significantly. As mentioned above, Merz et al.
[607] performed measurements of differential elastic and inelastic e-CßHg scattering in the
energy range 0.5-10 eV. A description of the experimental method can be found in
[374,611]. These new experimental data have been used to reconstruct the data set for GO
up to 10 eV. Towards higher energies, the data have been smoothly connected to the data of
Hayashi [549]. The consistency check for GO based on equation 3.43 is quite satisfactory
for this energy range. On the low energy side, the data for OQ have been extended to 0.01
eV by means of MERT analysis [356,374,611]. Together with estimates of the inelastic
cross sections for vibrational excitation (see discussion below), the total cross section GJ for
the energy range 0.01-2 eV is obtained by using the relation GJ = GO + ZGV.

A theoretical study of elastic electron scattering from €31^3 (and from other
polyatomic molecules) in the energy range 5-30 eV has recently been reported by Winstead
et al. [612]. Since the calculations were carried out on the static-exchange level, they were
not expected to give highly quantitative results. Nevertheless, the comparison with
experimental data shows generally good agreement. Further progress is expected from
calculations at higher levels of approximation (e.g., with inclusion of target polarization). It
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is also planned to extend these calculations to vibrationally and electronically inelastic
scattering [612]. These theoretical developments are very encouraging, because they
promise the possibility of stimulating feed-back between theory and experiment in the study
of electron-polyatomic molecule scattering for the coming years.

During the writing of this article, we became aware of a paper by Boesten et al.
[613] who measured elastic and vibrationally inelastic scattering of electrons from CßHg
molecules in the energy range 2-100 eV. Their data for OQ are in excellent agreement with
the data shown in Fig. 3.46.

The propane molecule has 27 vibrational modes with excitation energies ranging
from 0.041 eV to 0.368 eV [614]. In an electron scattering experiment with 20-30 meV
energy resolution, one cannot expect that the excitation of all individual modes is resolved in
the energy-loss spectra of the scattered electrons. Like in other polyatomic molecules, one
can hope that excitation cross sections for certain composites of vibrational modes can be
derived from the measurements. In the above-mentioned experiments [607], three structures
are discernible in the energy-loss spectra which can be attributed to excitation of C-C
stretching modes, CHX bending modes and CHX stretching modes. Other types of modes
(e.g. C-C bending and CHX rocking modes) are not clearly observed in the measurements.
Cross sections are therefore evaluated for the three composites of vibrational modes quoted
above. These cross sections are designated avj, ov2, and av3, respectively, in Fig. 3.46.
The assigned threshold values are 0.110 eV, 0.180 eV, and 0.360 eV, respectively.

The cross sections ovi to ov3 have been determined experimentally only for the
energy range 1-10 eV. The experimental errors are estimated to about 30% for this energy
range. Beyond 10 eV, the data shown in Fig. 3.46 are simple extrapolations and should not

«-

be regarded as very certain. For energies below 1 eV, a Born-type cross section [543] has
been fitted to the experimental data in each case in order to provide a rough estimate for the
continuation of the cross sections towards low energies Note that only the shape of the
cross section is given by the Born-dipole approximation [543], the absolute magnitude is
determined by the normalization to the experimental data at 1 eV. It is clear that these cross
sections can only be regarded as tentative. Some justification may be derived from analogy
with CÜ4- The corresponding cross sections in CFLj are fairly well reproduced by this
procedure, in a formal sense at least. The physical interpretation of the near-threshold
behaviour of the cross sections certainly requires a more thorough discussion [566]. In any
case, it must be stressed that measurements are needed to clarify the situation. We finally
note that excitation of higher harmonics, like in the case of CFLj, is of minor importance in

and is not considered here.
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In their recent paper on e~C3Hg, Boesten et al. [613] give cross sections for
excitation of the bending composite (here ov2) and the stretching composite (here av3) of
vibrational modes in the energy range 2-15 eV. Within the error bars, the results are in
agreement with the data given in Fig. 3.46.

Only little information is available on electronic excitation of C^H^ by electron
impact. Some energy-loss spectra taken at impact energies of 50 eV and 70 eV, respectively,
can be found in [615,616]. The spectra exhibit a continuum of energy losses with only a few
relatively broad structures. Optical absorption spectra in the VUV show a quite similar
appearance [617]. Some cross section measurements for electron-impact dissociation of
C3Hg (and other molecules) leading to the production of high-Rydberg atomic fragments
are reported in [618]. Otherwise, there are no direct measurements for oe. In this respect,
the situation is similar to the cases of J^O and CO2- The data shown in Fig. 3.46 have been
derived from measurements of the Townsend ionization coefficient a [549]. The cross
section oe has been divided into two parts, crei and ae2, with threshold energies of 6.80 eV
and 9.10 eV, respectively. It is clear that these data must be regarded as very tentative.
Direct beam measurements (such as those reported for Clfy above) would be helpful to
determine more definite cross sections for electronic excitation of

In Fig. 3.47-3.50 we present momentum transfer cross sections OM(E) f°r

species discussed in this article. These cross sections play an important role for the transport
properties of electrons in gases [297]. The definition of CM has been given in section 3.8.2.
Momentum transfer cross sections are determined from swarm experiments at low energies
and from DCS measurements at higher energies. In the energy range of overlap (about 0. 1-1
eV), MERT analysis (e.g. [356,374]) represents a useful tool to make the connection
between results obtained by different methods. As mentioned before, the data for CM are
expected to be accurate to 5 % or better at low energies and to about 10-20 % at
intermediate and higher energies.

Results for momentum transfer cross sections are reported in many papers. The data
presented here are generally not collected from the original literature, but are taken from
data compilations. A recent compilation of CTM data for various atoms and molecules has
been given by Shimamura [318]. These data are regularly updated with the advent of new
information [549]. Here, we have used the most recent data as they were available to us. In
the following, we briefly mention the sources which have been used in the individual cases.

The data for Ne and Ar (Fig. 3.47) are mainly based on the data compilation given by
Shimamura ([318] and references therein). In the case of Ar the data have slightly changed
due to a recent updating by Hayashi [549]. In Fig. 3.47 we present the revised data for Ar. It
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may be interesting to compare the data in Fig. 3.47 with the recent MERT analysis by
Buckman and Mitroy [356] for energies below 1 or 2 eV. In the case of Ne the oj^ data
obtained from the MERT parameters of [356] are in excellent agreement with the present
data up to 2 eV. For Ar the agreement holds up to 0.2 eV, but then the data based on the
MERT fit tend to be slightly higher.

For HT? (Fig. 3.48) we have used the data of England et al. [463] for energies up to
10 eV. For energies above 30 eV we have taken the data reported by Shhnamura [318]
which are based on an analysis of Hayashi [312] and which have recently been updated by
Hayashi [549]. In the energy range 10-30 eV the two data sets have been smoothly
connected. The data reported by Buckman and Phelps [441] essentially agree with the data
of England et al. [463] for energies up to 5 eV.

For N2 we have used the data reported by Phelps and Pitchford [472] for energies up
to 8 eV and then smoothly connected to the data given by Shimamura [318] for energies
above 10 eV. For energies below the resonance (i.e., below 1.7 eV) the data reported by
Shimamura are in almost perfect agreement with the data of Phelps and Pitchford, whereas
in the resonance region (i.e., 1.9-3.5 eV) the two data sets are different. For more detailed
accounts of the collision processes in the resonance region the reader is referred to the
articles by Itikawa et al. [470] and Itikawa [474].

For O2 Shimamura [318] presents two data sets, one set based on an analysis by
Hayashi [312] and another set proposed by Phelps [473]. For energies below 0.5 eV only
data from [473] are available. In the energy range 0.6-10 eV the two data sets are in fair
agreement, though not identical. For energies above 10 eV the data sets are in severe
disagreement with each other. Here we have adopted the data of Phelps [473] for energies
up to 8 eV and the data of Hayashi [312] for energies above 20 eV. In the intervening
energy range the data have been smoothly connected, following the maximum indicated by
the data of Hayashi. As in the case of N2 we refer for further details of e-C>2 collisions to the
articles by Itikawa et al. [471] and Itikawa [474].

For H2Ü (Fig. 3.49) the data sets reported by Shimamura [318] and by Hayashi
[483] are identical. A recent updating using new DCS values has led to a slight correction of
the CTM data, mainly in the energy range 20-300 eV [549]. We have used this latest revised
version of OM data here. The data reported by Ness and Robson [484] are in fair agreement
with the data presented here.

For CC>2 the data presented in Fig. 3.49 are essentially those reported by Shimamura
[318] except for the energy range 3-8 eV, where the present data are slightly higher, again
due to a recent revision of the data [549].
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The momentum transfer cross sections for CH^ and C3Hg are presented in Fig. 3.50.
We have chosen the data evaluated by Hayashi [301,302,549]. In the case of CH4 a slightly
different cross section has been reported by Tawara et al. [550,551]. For C3Hg a large
portion of the cross section had to be estimated from semi-empirical relations (see discussion
of ao above). The new experimental results which are becoming available for C3Hg
[607,613] will lead to a redetermination of the momentum transfer cross section for this
system. However, this will not change the basic structure of the cross section, i.e., the
minimum near 0.1 eV and the maximum near 8 eV will remain the dominant features.

As a general conclusion we can state that there is continuous progress in the
determination of electron collision cross sections. We have tried to review the present state
of cross section data relevant to this field. As far as completeness and quantitative aspects
are concerned the cross section data are subject to continuous development and are never
really final.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

The effects of high-energy radiation can be perceived as the result of a sequence of events

or processes which follow the interaction of the initial particle. Many chapters in this book deal

with the interaction of high-energy photons, electrons, protons and ions incident on biological

media and with the subsequent interactions of the fast electrons generated in the initial energy de-

posit. Fast electrons ionize the medium, producing a distribution of excited atoms and molecules,

ions and secondary electrons. These latter are created in large quantities (105/MeV) and carry

most of the energy of the fast primaries. Secondary electrons have low energies with a distribu-

tion lying essentially below 70 eV and a most probable energy around 10 eV [1]. At those ener-

gies electrons have their highest cross section for scattering by atoms and molecules [2]. Hence,

they interact rapidly and within a very short range (-10-100 A) in the irradiated medium, where

they generate highly reactive species which in turn initiate chemical reactions. Any analysis of the

sequence of events leading to chemical modification of an irradiated substance must therefore in-

clude a description of the action of secondary low-energy electrons.

In radiotherapy, the medium of interest is the living cell or more specially components of

the cell which play a vital role in its proliferative capabilities. Thus, the information generated in

the fields of radiation physics and chemistry must be transferable to the actual processes which

take place within the cell if we are to understand, at the microscopic level, doses in radiotherapy

including the combined effects of radiation and drugs. For the problem of interest in this book,

we need to consider if the data obtained from the interaction of an isolated molecular or atomic

target with a single projectile are still valid in the condensed phase where the target is surrounded

by neighbouring atoms and/or molecules. This is usually the case for high energy particles includ-

ing the fast primary electrons whose wavelength is short in comparison with the "diameter" of the

elementary constituents of condensed matter. The short wavelength of these electrons make it

possible to consider that each projectile interact individually with the atoms and/or molecules of

the condensed system. This concept is no longer valid at low energies and more specifically be-

low —30 eV where the electron's wavelength is of the order of the interatomic or intermolecular

distances. In this case, the electron is scattered collectively from many targets and the scattered
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intensity must be derived from the sum of the interaction potentials between the electron and each

of the atoms and/or molecules present in the liquid or solid. The geometrical arrangement of con-

densed matter must therefore be taken into account in order to describe the interference of the

electron waves arising from multiple scattering. However, for many processes (e.g., those by

which energy localization occurs at specific sites), it may still be possible to describe low-energy

electron scattering in the condensed phase in terms of gas-phase phenomena provided that the

modification to the isolated electron-molecule system are properly taken into account. A number

of experiments have been devised to explore these modifications and investigate the gradual

changes which occur as the density of the scattering medium increases. These may be divided

into three major categories:

(1) high-pressure gas-phase (and liquid-phase) electron scattering experiments, including drift

mobility and pulse radiolysis measurements, where electron motion is investigated as

function of number density, mean energy and gas-pressure up to the liquid state;

(2) cluster experiments, in which a low-energy electron beam crosses a high-density molecular

beam containing clusters of atoms and/or molecules;

(3) solid-film experiments, in which a low-energy electron beam strikes a multilayer film of con-

densed atoms and/or molecules. These experiments are briefly described in this chapter.

We first provide a short description in the following section (i.e., 4.2) of the scattering of a

low-energy electron with an isolated target. In the subsequent sections, we explain how the fun-

damental properties of the isolated scattering phenomena are modified when the density of the

targets is increased up to that of the condensed phase. It is shown that our present knowledge of

electron scattering in high-pressure gases and liquids (sec. 4.3), clusters (sec. 4.4) and condensed

molecular films (sec. 4.5) provides valuable models for excess electrons interactions in liquids

and solids thereby linking gas phase properties to those of the other phases. This transfer of in-

formation is of fundamental importance for our understanding of the action of secondary electrons

in biological structures. A list of the acronyms used in this chapter is given in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. List of acronyms

2-D Two-dimensional

DA Dissociative attachment

DD Dipolar dissociation

DOS Density of states

EA Electron affinity

ESD Electron stimulated desorption

HREEL High resolution electron energy lost

KE Kinetic energy

LEET Low energy electron transmission

PDI Post dissociation interaction

QSE Quantum size effects

TOF Time-of-flight

vdW van der Waals

4.2. INTERACTION OF LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS WITH ATOMS AND

MOLECULES

The interaction of a low-energy electron with an isolated target may be described, outside

the target itself, by a potential [3] which takes into account the force between the two particles

due to the dipole, quadrupole and higher moments of the target as well as induced polarization

effects. By analysing as function of incident electron energy and scattering angle the various

scattering cross sections, it may be possible in particular cases to sort out which part of the po-

tential is dominant. For example, certain energy losses may be characterized as due to "dipolar

scattering" meaning that interaction with the permanent dipole of the molecule is dominant.

However, if the electron penetrates significantly into the target "region" the interaction becomes

more complex due to the possibility of spin-exchange and constructive interference of the electron

wave within the target. This latter phenomenon gives rise to electron resonances. Thus, reso-

nances occur when the scattered electron resides for a time much longer than the usual scattering
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time in the neighborhood of the target atom or molecule. From an atomic or molecular orbital

point of view, a resonant state may be considered as a negative ion formed by an electron which

occupies temporarily an orbital of the target [4].

Fig. 4.1 illustrates the possible decay channels of a diatomic transient anion AB . The

departing electron may leave the molecule in a rotationally, vibrationally [reaction (1) in Fig. 4.1]

or electronically (2 in Fig. 4.1) excited state. In the condensed state librational and translational

excitation is also possible. If the resulting electronically excited neutral state is dissociative,

fragments in the ground or excited states can be produced (2). If the lifetime of the resonance is,

at least, of the order of a vibrational period, the AB state is dissociative in the Franck-Condon

region and one of the possible fragments has a positive electron affinity, then the anion may dis-

sociate into a stable anion and a neutral fragment in the ground (3 in Fig. 4.1) or an excited (4)

state. This process is called dissociative attachment (DA). If during its lifetime, the transient

anion transfers energy to another system (e.g., to another molecule by collisional interaction) it

can become stable when the parent molecule has a positive electron affinity (5 in Fig. 4.1). Final-

ly, when the transient anion is formed at energies above the ionization potential, two-electron

AB*(r,v) A- + B

AB*(n,r,v)+e
— A + B + e

A" + B A B + + 2 e
Fig. 4.1 Possible decay channels for a transitory anion AB . r, v and n represent, respectively,

rotational, vibrational and electronic excitation. AB* and B* represent excited electronic

states of molecule AB and fragment B, respectively.
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emission is possible (6 in Fig. 4.1). Not shown among the reactions of Fig. 4.1, is the

spontaneous emission of a photon by the transitory anion followed by stabilization of the electron

on the molecule (i.e., AB * -* AB + hv), since emission of electromagnetic radiation is rarely

faster than electron emission. In the condensed phase and in high pressure gases, this latter

process can be enhanced with the help of an additional stabilizing interaction with other targets.

Autodetachment lifetimes of transient anions vary from =±10-15 s up to the millisecond time scale

for large polyatomic molecules, where the excess energy of the anion may be accommodated

among its many degrees of freedom, thereby delaying autodetachment.

The amplitudes of the vibrational excitation cross sections are also affected by the lifetime

At of transitory anions. Long-lived resonances (At > 10'14 s) cause a significant displacement of

the nuclei of a molecule when the additional electron occupies a strongly bonding or antibonding

orbital. When the electron leaves the molecule, nuclear motion is initiated toward the initial inter-

nuclear distance, causing strong vibrational excitation including many overtones of the molecule.

On the other hand, when the lifetime is much smaller than a typical vibrational period (At «

10-14 s), the nuclei are not displaced significantly and only the lower vibrational levels become ex-

cited with considerable amplitude.

In the condensed state, we expect not only the single-electron-target potential to be

modified by the proximity of neighbouring atoms or molecules, but also the amplitude, lifetime,

symmetry and energy of the isolated transient anions. Among the "environmental effects" or fac-

tors which may contribute to these modifications we note: (i) the change in the symmetry of the

scattering problem introduced by the presence of other nearby targets; (ii) the polarisation of

these targets by the electron and transient anion; (iii) the fixed orientation of the molecule with

respect to a given frame of reference and (iv) the possible distortion and modification of the tar-

get molecule by the adjacent matter. The change in symmetry may be viewed to arise from mul-

tiple scattering of the electron waves between the molecules of a solid. This condition changes the

partial wave content of a resonant electron which in turn influences the lifetime of the state [5].

By acting on the isolated electron-molecule potential, the polarization force can also modify the

resonance lifetime, by promoting electron transfer to the neighbouring targets and lowering the
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resonance energy with the introduction of an attractive potential. This perturbation may reduce

the number of decay channels; thus, affecting in a drastic manner certain cross sections and in-

creasing the lifetime or decreasing total decay width of the resonance. Lowering of the resonance

energy may be viewed as a change in the electron affinity (EA) of the target molecule (even from

negative to positive) which in clusters can be monitored as a function of size. In the case of well

ordered solids, the orientation of the molecule is fixed so that the differential cross sections and

angular distributions are greatly modified [6] from those of the gas phase, where they are meas-

ured from randomly oriented molecules.

4.3 ELECTRONS IN DENSE GASES AND LIQUIDS

The behavior of excess electrons as in electron transport and reactions in dense molecular

media both polar and nonpolar has recently attracted great interest [7-19]. Excess electron mo-

bilities ue have been measured extensively in a variety of molecular compounds ranging from

rare gas atoms and diatomic molecules to complex molecules such as hydrocarbons and alcohols

in the liquid phase or in the dense-gas phase (see Fig. 4.2), and several theoretical models have

been proposed for the transport mechanism of excess electrons in these media. Excess-electron

reactivities with solute molecules or positive ions in these media, which are closely related to the

transport phenomena, have been also extensively investigated.

In this section, a survey is given of recent understanding of the behavior of excess elec-

trons in particular electron attachment, recombination, solvation, and localization in dense gases

and liquids.

4.3.1 ELECTRON ATTACHMENT [13,19]

As described in section 3.6 of chapter 3, one may expect some environmental effects on

the overall scheme of electron attachment processes in the presence of third-body molecules or in

bulk media (i.e., channel no 5. in Fig. 4.1). In addition to the determination of cross sections or

rate constants for electron attachment or negative-ion formation and their electron energy de-

pendences, it has been of prime importance to clarify the attachment mechanism, not only the

overall mechanism itself but also the influence of environmental conditions on the mechanism.
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In the investigation of low energy electron attachment in bulk gases, electron-swarm or

drift-tube techniques have played a major role, accumulating data on attachment rate constants,

their electron energy dependence, formation of negative ions, etc. Christophorou and his co-

workers [20,21] have extensively studied electron attachment in dense gases as quasi-liquids by

using a high-pressure swarm technique. In addition to usual swarm techniques an interesting ap-

proach of measuring cyclotron resonance signals due to free electrons in gases has been carried

out for the study of electron attachment to various molecules as a function of electron energy in

the range of 1 to lOkT [22]. Another interesting approach to electron attachment studies which is

highly sensitive consists of monitoring of electron density in swarms by the Cavalleri method [23].

The pulse sampling technique [24] is simple but capable of yielding precise data particularly on

energetics of negative-ion formation. A microwave technique for monitoring the rate of removal

of electrons in a swarm has been combined with static or flowing afterglows produced by electri-

cal discharges [25]. This technique has been combined also with the pulse radiolysis method in

order to eliminate essential limitations including those in the above-mentioned microwave tech-

niques [13,19,26]. The response time of the detection system for electrons has been greatly im-

proved and the effect of the presence of various species in afterglows on electron attachment

processes has been eliminated. This combination, therefore, has given a reasonably good selec-

tivity for measuring electron attachment processes, even in multiple collision systems.

For the study of electron attachment mechanism ordinary swarm techniques may have

some essential limitations, as they are limited to the use of only a few buffer gases for which the

swarm parameters, electron energy distributions, etc., are well known. Therefore, in cases where

the attachment mechanism is strongly dependent on the particular nature of environmental gases,

the technique may not give enough information to evaluate adequately the mechanism in detail.

Usual beam techniques are evidently not suitable for the study of environmental effects on the at-

tachment mechanism. On the other hand, the microwave technique has been used as an alterna-

tive means for such studies with the main advantage of the technique allowing the observation of

the behavior of thermal electrons, thus excluding any factor dependent on the electron-energy

distribution. For usual swarm and beam techniques, it has been difficult to study electron collision

processes at very low energies such as thermal, whereas the microwave technique combined with
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Table 4.2

Rate constant, resonance energy, and resonance width for electron attachment to Q2 or (O2-M) [13]

(02-M)

(02-N2)
(02'C2H6)
(CVCÄ)

02

Rate Constant
(10*11 cm3/sec)

3000
1100
380

3

Resonance Energy
(meV)

20
30
45

88

Resonance Width
(neV)
800
450
270

10

the pulse radiolysis method has shown recently a distinct advantage in studying thermal electron

attachment to molecules [13,19,26]. In the pulse radiolysis method it is possible to time-resolve

the disappearance of decaying electrons over a very wide range of the pressure of a buffer gas

which may be chosen with virtually no limitation. Thus, the mechanism of low-energy electron

attachment to molecules has been discussed primarily in terms of the interaction of electrons with

molecules.

Recent studies of thermal electron attachment to O2, N2O and other molecules have re-

vealed that the electron attachment to pre-existing van der Waals (vdW) molecules or neutral

clusters plays a significant role in the stabilization mechanism [13,19,26]. The rate constants for

the electron attachment to these vdW molecules (e.g., (O2.M) and (N2O.M) where M is O2,

N2O or any other molecule) are much larger than those for the electron attachment to isolated O2

or N2O. This clearly shows that the electron attachment to an ordinary isolated single molecule is

greatly enhanced by the presence of a surrounding guest molecule M as summarized by the values

given in Table 4.2. The modification of the single-electron-molecule potential by the formation

of vdW molecules reflects the departure from the gas-phase characteristics toward those of the

condensed phase. Similar to the electron attachment process in clusters and solid films (Sec. 4.4

and 4.5) the following changes are observed [13]; i.e.,

(1) The lowering of the resonance energy due to a deeper ion-neutral potential in comparison

with neutral-neutral potential of the vdW molecule,

(2) The additional vibrational structures of the vdW molecule,
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(3) The symmetry breaking due to the vdW interaction which allows the molecule to attach the

electron with additional partial waves,

(4) The deformation of the molecular structure or the change of the vibrational modes due to the

surrounding molecules,

(5) The effective vibrational relaxation of the formed negative ion with excess energies due to

the presence of a built-in third body molecule in vdW molecule.

The distinct features of the electron attachment to vdW molecules as summarized above

may become a substantial clue to understand the fundamental nature of electron attachment not

only in dense gases but also in the condensed phase. It is also apparent that most of the electron

attachment in bulk systems is no longer a simple process consisting of the interaction of electrons

with isolated molecules. From this point of view, interesting phenomena in ionized gases such as

the attachment cooling effect and the response-time of the air-filled fast response ionization

chamber should be analyzed by taking into account the important role of vdW molecules in the

electron attachment mechanism. It should be noted here also that such attachment studies in

dense gases have been complemented by recent beam experiments between electron and van der

Waals clusters [27,28] (See section 4.4).

4.3.3 ELECTRON SOLVATION AND LOCALIZATION IN THE CONDENSED PHASE

This problem has been one of the central subjects in radiation chemistry and it is now rele-

vant to a variety of chemical areas, and even biological or physical areas. Experimental evidence

for the solvated electron has been obtained using the radiolysis-product analysis, photoconducti-

vity and optical or electron spin resonance spectroscopy techniques [43-45]. Solvated electrons

have been observed in a variety of polar solvents including water, alcohols, ammonia, amines, and

ethers, and even in nonpolar solvents such as hydrocarbons [46]. Optical absorption spectra of

the solvated electron in various solvents are characterized by a broad, structureless,

and asymmetric band, and are positioned at wavelength regions from visible to near-infrared de-

pending on the solvent. Formation processes of solvated electrons, i.e., solvation processes of

pre-solvated electrons, have been recently observed using femtosecond laser spectroscopy
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[47,48]. It is also of great interest that negatively charged clusters formed in sonic nozzle beams

be compared with the theoretical model of solvated electrons (See section 4.4).

Theoretical investigation of the solvated electron has been also extensively carried out to

explain the above-mentioned experimental results and therefore to obtain information on electron

solvent-molecule interaction or the structure of the solvated electron [45]. The stability of nega-

tively charged water clusters has been theoretically investigated in terms of the modelling of the

hydrated electron [49,50].
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Fig. 4.3 Plots of kj/kj) vs ue in several fluids; •, solid methane; •, liquid methane; O, gaseous

methane; x, liquid mixtures of neopentane and n-hexane; T, liquid and solid neopentane;

A, liquid and solid tetramethylsilane; +, liquid n-pentane, n-hexane, and tetramethylsilane;

Q, liquid n-hexane and cyclohexane [7],
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Electrons are also localized or trapped in low temperature glassy or amorphous matrices

of these solvent-molecules and are observable by optical or electron spin resonance spectroscopy

techniques [51,52]. Electron localization and reactivities in various condensed media, particularly

in nonpolar media, have been investigated also by measuring excess-electrons electrical conduc-

tivities [12-15,17,18]. As seen in Fig. 4.2, the measured electron mobilities are strongly depend-

ent on the molecular structure. These values, and their temperature and density dependences have

been measured in a variety of liquids.

(1) A semi empirical treatment by Warman [34] taking both the diffusion-controlled and the

electron-energy-exchange controlled recombination processes into account,

(2) A Monte Carlo simulation by Tachiya [35-37] with the parameter £/a where ( is the mean

free path of electrons and a the reaction radius of recombination,

(3) A molecular dynamics simulation by Morgan [38],

(4) A fractal treatment by Lopez-Quintela et al. [39],

(5) A gas kinetic approach by Kitahara et al [40],

(6) An approach based on the Fokker-Planck equation by Sceats [41], and

(7) A fractal treatment by Mozumder [42].

Warman first proposed a theoretical formula of the recombination rate constant to explain

the result of kr«kd. In spite of many assumptions to derive the formula, the calculated value for

liquid argon is in rather good agreement with the experimental one. For dense gaseous argon,

however, the calculated value is far from the experimental one. Recently, Tachiya pointed out

using a Monte Carlo method that if I/a is not negligible, the rate constant for bulk recombination

deviates from kd. Experimental kr values for liquid methane lie around the theoretical curve of

his simulation which uses (/a only as a parameter. He also explains the effect of the electron field

strength on k,.. The values of kr, in both dense methane and argon, increase roughly in proportion

to the field strength in the lower field strength region and form a peak at around the critical field

strength (e.g., 10"19 V.cm2 in Fig. 4.4); the height of the peak is almost of the same magnitude as

that for ue. These results are explained in terms of the effect of the field strength on the trajec-

tory of electrons to be recombined. In the lower field region, disentangling of random electron
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trajectories caused by the presence of the external electric field should increase the k,. vaiue. In

the field region higher than the critical field strength, the internal energy of an electron-ion pair

(i.e., the energy in excess of the electron's kinetic energy) decreases the kr value.

4.3.3 ELECTRON SOLVATION AND LOCALIZATION IN THE CONDENSED PHASE

This problem has been one of the central subjects in radiation chemistry and it is now rele-

vant to a variety of chemical areas, and even biological or physical areas. Experimental evidence

for the solvated electron has been obtained using the ruliolysis-product analysis, photoconducti-

vity and optical or electron spin resonance spectroscopy techniques [43-45]. Solvated electrons

have been observed in a variety of polar solvents including water, alcohols, ammonia, amines, and

ethers, and even in nonpolar solvents such as hydrocarbons [46]. Optical absorption spectra of

the solvated electron in various solvents are characterized by a broad, structureless,

and asymmetric band, and are positioned at wavelength regions from visible to near-infrared de-

pending on the solvent. Formation processes of solvated electrons, i.e., solvation processes of
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pre-solvated electrons, have been recently observed using femtosecond laser spectroscopy

[47,48]. It is also of great interest that negatively charged clusters formed in sonic nozzle beams

be compared with the theoretical model of solvated electrons (See section 4.4).

Theoretical investigation of the solvated electron has been also extensively carried out to

explain the above-mentioned experimental results and therefore to obtain information on electron

solvent-molecule interaction or the structure of the solvated electron [45]. The stability of nega-

tively charged water clusters has been theoretically investigated in terms of the modelling of the

hydrated electron [49,50].

Electrons are also localized or trapped in low temperature glassy or amorphous matrices

of these solvent-molecules and are observable by optical or electron spin resonance spectroscopy

techniques [51,52]. Electron localization and reactivities in various condensed media, particularly

in nonpolar media, have been investigated also by measuring excess-electrons electrical conduc-

tivities [12-15,17,18]. As seen in Fig. 4.2, the measured electron mobilities are strongly depend-

ent on the molecular structure. These values, and their temperature and density dependences have

been measured in a variety of liquids.

4.4 ELECTRON ATTACHMENT TO VAN DER WAALS CLUSTERS

It is the purpose of this section to focus on electrons scattering in clusters and in

particular to summarize differences between a negatively charged isolated molecule and its ag-

gregated counterpart. We will develop this theme by first describing the physical properties of

negative cluster ions (electron affinity, electronic states) and then by discussing the kinetics of

electron attachment (attachment cross sections).

4.4.1 LOCALIZED EXCESS ELECTRON STATES IN CLUSTERS

Electrons residing in clusters are corresponding to the following three types of ions and

electron localization:
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1. Cluster anions consisting of monomers with positive electron affinity (EA)

In this case the electron is bound by a single cluster constituent with a positive EA. The

stable monomer anion is solvated by the surrounding cluster constituents. The excess energy re-

leased during the primary electron attachment process

.!) (4.3)

can either be accommodated within the molecule (in case of large molecules such as SF6) giving

M* , Mn.}, or within the whole cluster, giving (M . Mn.j)*. In general, however, the excess en-

ergy will be subsequently removed by monomer evaporation

M (4.4)

In this way, it is possible to produce completely stable anions (even of the monomer)

without need of other stabilizing processes. In a similar reaction sequence a primary DA process

may end up in a stable non-stoichiometric cluster anion, i.e.

n + e-»(A--Mn_1)* + B (with M = AB)

(4.5)

In both cases subsequent solvation and isomerization reactions (of M~ in Eq. 4.4 and A~

in Eq. 4.5 may lead to further stabilizing evaporations. Systems falling in this category, whose

properties have been studied by free electron attachment, include O2 [27,53,54], N2O [54-57],

SO2 [58], SF6 [56,59], and halogenated hydrocarbons [60,61].

2. Cluster ions consisting of monomers with negative EA

Because the E A of the CO2 monomer (EA = -0.6 eV [62]) is negative (the most stable

configuration of CO2 being a bent structure [63]), attempts to attach free electrons to CO2

monomers have only resulted in transient formation of CO^ which can decay by DA, mainly

forming O~. Conversely, the EA of the CO2 dimer (consisting of a bent CO^, solvated by a linear

CO2) is positive in accordance with theoretical predictions [63] and confirmed by the experimen-
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tal observation of (CO2)2 and larger homologues [54,64]. Moreover, also CO^ is observable

[55] if electrons are attached to clusters. Its yield exhibits a resonance well below the vertical
EA of the monomer, because the precursor of CO~2 is a cluster. As in case of the first class of

cluster anions, the excess energy released by electron attachment is removed by monomer evapo-

ration. Moreover, DA to clusters of this type followed by isomerization and evaporation

again leads to non-stoichiometric cluster anion series, i.e. in case of CO2 to CO^ • (CC^) ions.

The prototypical case of CO2 has been investigated by free electron attachment in detail by several

authors [54-57,64], CF4 has been studied by Illenberger and coworkers [60].

3. Cluster ions consisting of monomers with near-zero EA: The solvated electron

Atoms and molecules with closed shell electronic structure (e.g. the rare gases, H2O,

NH3, hydrogen halides) cannot bind an additional electron, because the EA is exceedingly small if

not zero. Conversely, solids or liquids consisting of these constituents are known to strongly bind

excess electrons (e.g., up to 1.5 eV below the vacuum level for bulk H2O), indicating a positive

EA in the condensed state. These so called solvated (or hydrated) electrons (see Sec.

4.3.3) constitute self-trapped localized electrons in a potential created by the polarization of the

surrounding polar molecules leading to large intermolecular configurational changes [65]. In case

of clusters consisting of these constituents a transition has therefore been observed as a function

of cluster size from an unbound to a bound level for the additional electron. A series of success-

ful experiments to elucidate this transition has been performed by Haberland [66] and by Echt

[56,57] and their coworkers. Fig. 4.5 shows as an example a mass spectrum of D2O clus-

ter anions obtained with electrons of approximately zero energy. It can be seen that the ap-

pearance size of stoichiometric water cluster anions is 12 (n = 11 for ordinary H2O), whereas non-

stoichiometric anions produced via DA (with electrons of higher energy) appear at all cluster

sizes. In case of ammonia the observed appearance size of(NH3)n is n = 36. The existence of

these solvated electron states in clusters has been theoretically attributed to either interior or

surface states depending on the system and size considered [68-70].

In the next paragraph the kinetics of the production by free electron attachment processes

of cluster anions belonging to these categories will be described. It should be mentioned how-
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ever, that there exist in addition several studies involving bound electron capture by clusters, in-

cluding charge transfer from fast alkali beams to hydrogen halides, (Cl2)n, (SO2)n, (NO2)n,

(CO2)2 and (H2S)n clusters [71], and capture of bound electrons from high

Rydberg atoms by NO, CO2, N2O, SF6, OCS, CS2, CH3CN, C5H5N clusters [72] including those

studies using Rydberg atoms in well defined nl states [73]. Moreover, during the past ten years
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photoelectron spectroscopy, photodissociation and reactions of negative ions have proven to be

powerful means of establishing some of the properties of cluster anions including, not

only van der Waals [74,76], but also valence [75,77] and metal [78,79] cluster anions.

4.4.2 ELECTRON ATTACHMENT CROSS SECTIONS

Up to now, five groups (Oak Ridge [54], Innsbruck [53,58,59,64], Konstanz

[55,56,61,67], Novosibirsk [57] and Berlin [60]) have studied the attachment of free electrons to

clusters as a function of electron energy, including O2, CO2, H2O, N2O, SO2, SF6, CF4, C2F4,

C2F6, CF6C1, C2F3C1 and C2F4C12 clusters. In all of these experiments, electrons from an elec-

tron gun are attached to a beam of neutral clusters produced by supersonic expansion

through a nozzle. Due to the statistical nature of the condensing process in such a nozzle expan-

sion a broad distribution of neutral cluster sizes is generated. Therefore it has not been possible -

at least for anions [80] - to determine absolute attachment cross sections for specific clus-

ter sizes. Moreover, relative attachment cross sections reported for a specific cluster anion are

always the result of the interaction of electrons with a distribution of neutral cluster sizes. Never-

theless, mass spectrometric studies concerning the dependence of measured ion abundances on

size and electron energy yield valuable information on (i) ion stability (magic numbers), on (ii)

overall ion production efficiency (mean effective total cross section), and (iii) size dependent

structure in attachment cross section functions (resonances).

1. Ion stability (size distribution, magic numbers, autodetachment)

If vdW clusters are formed by a mild supersonic expansion the measured size distribution

of cations (produced by electron impact ionization) is found to be in general quasi-exponential

[81]. Superimposed on this general trend are local abundance anomalies called magic numbers,

which are attributed to the intrinsic stability of specific cluster ion sizes [80]. Size distributions of

cluster anions are completely different from cation spectra in most cases investigated so far. Fig.

4.6 shows a comparison of mass spectra of (a) (O^)^, produced by electron impact ionization

with 100 eV electrons and (b) (02)^, produced by attachment of electrons with approximately 0

eV. It can be seen that the same neutral distribution leads for instance via electron impact ioni-

zation to a strong signal for (02)24 anc^ ^2)25 anc* v*a electron attachment to strong minima for
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a°d (02)23- Moreover, the two negative-ion spectra recorded at different times after ion

production ((b) and (c) in Fig. 4.6), exhibit completely different overall shapes of distribution.

Whereas the spectrum at early times (b) shows a general decreasing abundance with cluster size,

the spectrum at later times (c) is strongly depleted at small cluster sizes. This depletion is be-

lieved to be due to autodetachment [53]. The strong dependence of the depletion on cluster size

(i.e. increasing depletion with decreasing cluster size) implies shorter lifetimes for smaller clus-

ter ions. This is in accordance with observations in case of polyatomic molecules [20], where the

reported autodetachment lifetimes increase with complexity (i.e., with the number of vibrational

degrees of freedom).

2. Mean effective total attachment cross sections

Vostrikov et al. [57] reported the determination of an absolute effective total attachment

cross sections for H2O clusters of average size 900, N2O clusters of average size 350, and CO2

clusters of average size 1 100. These effective total cross sections (total cross section divided by

cluster size) are shown in Fig. 4.7. From these data (whose accuracy is not known) follows that

the effective attachment cross sections for clusters (in the size of several 100) are much larger

(reaching for very low electron energies values larger than the geometrical cross section) than that

of the monomer, which is in contrast to observations in the case of positive cluster ion production

[82]. These large cross sections reported by Vostrikov et al. [57] are in accordance with quanti-

tative observations by Echt and coworkers [83], who reported that attachment of low energy

electrons to large O2 clusters is at least as efficient as positive electron impact ionization with 30

eV electrons. Moreover, the direct comparison of the total ion yield for anions and cations

for large H2 and N2 clusters at one electron energy (44 eV) shows a strong almost linear depend-

ence of the cross section ratio on averaged cluster [84].

3. Size dependence and structure of relative partial attachment cross section functions

Low energy electron attachment to the O2 monomer yields O as the only observable

product ion via DA

i.e., 02x3Z- + e ^ 0 * 2 n u - ^ 0 - 2 p + o3p (4.6)
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The cross section for this process shows a single structureless peak at = 7 eV with an onset at

about 4 eV. The same reaction contributes to dissociative electron attachment to clusters yielding

(O2)n O ions, but in this case the cross section arises from contributions (see Fig. 4.8) of both the
2nu and the 2Z^ state of Oj producing essentially a broad single peak at near 7 eV and showing

a slight solvation shift at the onset. The 2!+ is formed in clusters due to a breakdown of the IT

<-» Z+ selection rule [85,86] which is operative in the single-electron-target frame of reference.

Additional structure above the 7 eV peak, not present in the case of the monomer, is attributed
essentially to the production of the 2I+ state of O^ which is also forbidden by the symmetry rule.

0
0 10

Electron energy (eV)

Fig. 4.8 (02)40" anion signal (designated by open squares) produced by electron attachment to 0%

clusters as a function of electron energy after Mark et al. [53]. Also shown is the energy

dependence of the O~ (designated by open circles) produced via dissociative attachment to

O2 (i.e., reaction (5)).
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O~ and O J ion yield (see Fig. 8).



In contrast to the monomer, electron attachment to C>2 clusters also yields stoichiometric oxygen
cluster anions (02)^. The respective attachment cross section function (see Fig. 4.9) not only

shows a peak at approximately 7 eV (involving the anion states 2nu and 2Z+ ), but in addition a

strong resonance peak close to zero energy. This zero energy resonance peak (which becomes

more dominant with increasing cluster size) has been attributed [53] to production via the X2Ilg

state with subsequent stabilization by monomer evaporation, in accordance with observations on

electron attachment in dense gases [13].

Some of the other systems studied (e.g. CO2, H2O, SO2, SF6, C2F3Cl2) show a similar

dependence of the cross section on electron energy and the size of the target. For instance, the

production of (CO2)nO ions is dominated by the same reactions, albeit with significant red shifts

due to solvation effects, as the DA in CO2, i.e. the peak at approximately 4.4 eV due to the first

shape resonance (2nu state) and at about 8.2 eV due to an electron excited Feshbach resonance

(2X+ state) [54-56,64]. The most remarkable feature for the stoichiometric CO2 cluster anions is

again the appearance of an additional resonance at about zero energy, first discovered by Stama-

tovic et al. [64]. Very recently, production of (CO2)nO2 ions and of the other CO2 cluster anion

via the 2<I>g anion state has also been observed [87].

As discussed above, free electrons of almost zero energy can be attached to water clusters

with high efficiency (see Fig. 4.10). The maximum cross section for the formation of (D2O)n at

approximately zero energy is at least one order of magnitude larger than that for the formation of

(D2O)n.1DO at approximately 7 eV (e.g. for n = 20) [67]. The attachment cross section of the

hydroxygenated cluster anions is very similar in shape to that obtained by DA to the monomer

(Fig. 4.10).

Anion yield functions have been recorded for a number of other type of molecular clusters

including those formed with SO2, SF6, C2F3C1, C2F4C12, CF4, C2F4, C2F6, CF6C1 and N2O

[55,56,58-61,88]. The main characteristics of electron attachment in these aggregates has been

found to be similar to those described in this section, although in some instances significant differ-

ences have been observed. For example, in SO2 clusters the first resonance is very effi-
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ciently quenched in favor of SO2 production [58]. This is in contrast to the findings in O2, CO2

and H2O. Further information on the incident electron energy dependence of anion and cluster-

anion formation from the above-mentioned molecular systems can be found in the recent review

articles by Mark et al and Stamatovic [28] and Oster et al [89].

4.5 ELECTRONS IN SOLIDS

In this section, we describe electron scattering experiments performed with molecular

solid films in the energy range 0-20 eV. Some of the results of these experiments are presented

in order to illustrate the most important processes related to the action of electrons in condensed

media.
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Molecular solids are of particular interest in the present context because (1) they often

retain many of the properties of their individual component atoms or molecules, making possible

comparisons with gas-phase data and (2) many organic molecules, which are the building blocks

of the more complex biological molecules, form molecular solids in the condensed state.

Furthermore, the description of slow electron scattering processes in terms of intramolecu-

lar resonance mechanisms and potential scattering is an approach which has proven successful to

describe the interaction of low energy electrons with molecular solids [90]. With this approach, it

has often been possible to explain structures in the energy dependence of an inelastic cross section

(or a signal proportional to that cross section) by invoking the formation, at specific energies, of

transient anions within the solid or near its surface. Comparison with gas-phase data has been

most useful in identifying the resonant states and in investigating the modifications to the charac-

teristics of the isolated transient anion induced by the presence of neighboring targets. Other non-

resonant features in the energy dependence of the cross sections could usually be explained by

specifying which part of the interaction potential is dominant.

4.5.1 EXPERIMENTS

The interaction of low-energy electrons with rare-gas and molecular solids can be investi-

gated by allowing monoenergetic electrons to impinge on a thin multilayer film grown in an ultra-

high-vacuum system by the condensation of gases or organic vapors on a clean metal substrate

held at cryogenic temperatures (15-100 K) [90]. The substrate can be either a single crystal or

polycrystalline. Depending on the type of apparatus, it is possible to measure the dependence on

primary electron energy of the current transmitted through [91], trapped [92] in, or reflected from

the film [93,94] or that of the positive ion, [95] negative ion, [96] and neutral species

fluxes [97,98] emanating from its surface. As a general rule, the film thickness must be larger

than the total electron mean free path in order to minimize effects of the metal substrate. Evi-

dence that a given process occurs within the bulk of the material arises from the presence of mul-

tiple scattering effects in the data [99,100]. It can also be provided by specific experiments such

as matrix isolation [93,101].
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Low-energy electron transmission (LEET) spectra are obtained by measuring, as a func-

tion of incident electron energy, the current It(E) which after traversing a multilayer film arrives

at a metal substrate [91]. In these experiments, It and the beam resolution are of the order of a

few nA and 0.04 eV, respectively. The absolute electron energy scale is calibrated within ±0.15

eV with respect to the vacuum level by measuring the onset of electron transmission through the

films. When the film is charged by the electron beam, this onset is shifted by AV to a higher ac-

celerating potential since the incoming electrons must then possess additional kinetic energy (KE)

to overcome the negative potential barrier caused by accumulated charges. Such measurements

are usually performed in conjunction with LEET and other multilayer-film experiments to make

sure that no significant charge accumulation occurs during the time of the experiment. However,

if the film is purposely allowed to charge by an easily measurable potential AV, this latter can be

related to the trapping cross section by treating the dielectric film as a charged capacitor [92].

Energy losses by electrons scattered within the condensed film can be measured by high

resolution electron energy loss (HREEL) spectroscopy [93]. In these experiments, electrons

leaving a monochromator are focused on the film and those re-emitted from its surface within

narrow cone at another angle are energy analysed by another electron deflector (i.e., the analyser).

Depending on the apparatus, it may be possible to vary the angle of incidence 8, or the analysing

angle 6r (defined from the surface normal) or both. The absolute electron energy scale is calibrated

from LEET spectra. HREEL spectra are recorded by sweeping the energy of either the

monochromator or the analyser. The energy dependence of the magnitude of a given energy loss event

(i.e. the excitation function) is obtained by sweeping the energy of both the monochromator and the

analyser with a potential difference between them corresonding to the probed energy loss. HREEL

spectra are usually recorded at overall resolutions ranging from 6 to 20 meV with corresponding

incident currents lying in the 10'10 - 10-9A range [93,102].

A portion of the positive and negative ions produced by electron impact on condensed

molecules can be measured by placing a mass spectrometer near the film surface [95,103]. In

these electron stimulated desorption (ESD) measurements, ions emerging from the surface are

focused by lenses located in front of the entrance of the mass spectrometer. Grids can be inserted
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Fig. 4.11 Schematics of the angle-resolved electron stimulated desorption apparatus. The target is

tilted by 15° with respect to the incident electron beam. Grids Gl to G6 are used for

charge and energy discrimination. The electron energy can be varied from 1 to 30 eV.

between the lenses and the mass spectrometer in order to analyse the ion energies by the retarding

potential method. It is also possible to measure the angular distribution of ESD yields of ions and

metastable neutrals by combining position sensitive detection with monochromatic electrons as

shown in Fig. 4.11. In this apparatus, [97] an electron beam, emanating from an electrostatic

monochromator, is incident on a target film. Backscattered electrons and desorbed ions are

energy-analyzed by a set of 4 grids (G1-G4) before they enter a field-free region between G4 and

G5. They are then accelerated onto an imaging device consisting of a stack of two gold-coated

microchannel plates (75 mm diameter detecting area) mounted above a resistive anode. The latter
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is coupled to a pulse counting position computer The image coordinates are digitized, buffered

distortion-corrected in real-time and stored in a microcomputer. This storage can be time-

discriminated following an incident-electron pulse so as to perform two-dimensional (2-D) time-

of-flight (TOP) analysis. This analysis for metastable species and photons is obtained with large

positive and negative potentials on grids G2 and G3 respectively, in order to repel all charged

particles. With these potentials the space integrated TOP spectra consist of a sharp photon peak

followed by other peaks corresponding to metastable species of different energies and/or masses.

Allowing positive charges to pass through the grids superimposes the contribution of the positive

ions, whereas allowing negatively charged particle to reach the detector superimposes the

contribution from electrons and anions. In the negative-charge counting mode, the 2-D image at

short time corresponds to electrons and those at longer times to anions. On single crystals the

electrons produce sharp diffraction patterns which determine the substrate and film crystalline

structure. In this manner, electrons are also space differentiated from photons, metastables and

anions. From mass spectrometric ESD data, the electron energy can usually be chosen to produce

a unique anion or cation in order to avoid mass ambiguities and determine the ion energies by

TOP.
4.5.2 ELASTIC SCATTERING

The structure in the energy dependence of elastically transmitted or reflected currents of

molecular films can be explained by invoking multiple scattering of the electron waves between the

potentials of the individual atoms or molecules. Structures in the elastic cross section due to intermo-

lecular interferences of the electron waves are most prominent in elastic reflectivity experiments, since

in these both the incident and outgoing electron momenta are measured with a HREEL spectrometer.

In well ordered films, the diffraction structure is dominated by long-range order [104] whereas, in

amorphous substances, it is due to short-range order. This effect of this latter can be detected in the

energy dependence of the elastic reflectivity or elastic scattering cross section [100]. The energy

dependence of such a cross section is given by the curve at the top of figure 4.12 (a), obtained from the

analysis of elastic reflectivity data of a 30 monolayer (ML) amorphous H2O film. It exhibits a rise at

low energy and two broad structures whose maxima are located at 6 and 14.5 eV. The relative

position of these features can be calculated from the experimental values [105] for the structure factor

of amorphous ice at 10 K assuming other parameters to be constant.
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Fig. 4.12 Energy dependence of the elastic and vibrational electron scattering cross sections per

scatterer in amorphous ice derived from multiple scattering analysis of energy-loss spectra.

The bottom curve in (a) represents the cross section ascribed mainly to the sum of

electronic excitations, dissociative attachment and ionization.

LEET spectroscopy is also sensitive to elastic scattering below the energy threshold for

electronic excitation, in a region where the transmitted current is purely or vibrationally elastic.

However, in transmission only the incident beam has a well defined momentum since electrons which

have been scattered into any angle can be measured at the metal substrate. Furthermore, when the film

is highly disordered, electrons can be scattered in all possible directions near the surface, so that the
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penetrating momentum is also unspecified. So under these conditions, LEET spectra are expected to

represent a directionally averaged band structure [106]. This implies that the elastic portion of the

transmitted current should be related to the electronic conduction band density of states (DOS) of the

condensed material [107,110]. Analysis of the LEET spectra of Ar, Xe, CH4 films according to the

Fermi golden rule has been compared with respective DOS calculations. These comparisons clearly

indicate a relationship between elastic LEET currents and the DOS [107,111-118].

For thin well ordered films where scattering by defects is not sufficiently intense to redistribute

most electrons in random directions and where energy losses to phonons and intra-molecular vibrations

are small, a portion of the penetrating electrons are capable of conserving a specific momentum during

their residence in the film. Then, constructive and destructive interference of the electron wave can

evolve between the film-vacuum and film-substrate boundaries. This phenomenon, called quantum size

effect (QSE), modulates the usual transmission features arising from the bulk DOS [119,120]. This is

shown in Fig. 4.13 by the LEET spectra of 1-3 Ar layers deposited on a polycrystalline platinum

surface having microfacets with the (111) orientation. The drastic differences between these curves is

due to the dominance of QSE features (shown by the arrows in Fig. 4.13) at low coverages. Similar

effects are expected for layered structures located within cells. Coherent scattering of the electron

wave within solids and near their surfaces considerably reduces the gas-phase elastic scattering cross

sections (e.g. by at least an order of magnitude) [100,112] and renders elastic scattering "thickness

dependent" within ordered layers.

4.5.3 INELASTIC SCATTERING

By scattering within molecular solids and at their surfaces low-energy electrons can excite with

considerable cross sections phonon modes of the lattice [93,100,121,122] and individual vibrational

levels of the molecular constituents [93,100,121-131] of the solid. Electronic excitation also occurs

but with a much smaller cross section. All types of energy levels can be populated either by potential

(i.e., direct) or by resonant scattering depending on the mechanism prevailing at specific energies, but

as a general rule resonances have a tendency to dominate the electron-impact vibrational excitation

cross sections in molecular solids. However, for solids composed of molecules having a strong dipole

moment, direct scattering may be sufficiently strong to excite at au energies, with considerable

amplitude, the lowest- energy lattice and molecular vibrational modes [100,131]. Results obtained
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with amorphous H20 films provide a good example of the competition between resonance and dipolar

scattering in producing inter- and intra-molecular vibrational excitation [99,100,121,122,131].

HREEL spectra [121] for a 30-ML film of amorphous ice recorded at 6; = 14° and 0r = 45°

and for incident energies of 7.2 and 9.2 eV are shown in Fig. 4,14. These spectra can be compared

with infrared and Raman spectra of ice [132]. The major energy-loss peaks are identified as a transla-

tional mode (VT) at 24 meV, librational modes (VL) at 62 and 95 meV, the bending mode (v2) at 205

meV and the unresolved stretching modes (v^ 3) at 425 meV. The remaining features along with the

background signal are mainly attributed to overlapping and multiple-scattering [132]. In order to

extract scattering cross sections per scatterer from such spectra, HREEL spectra recorded at different

incident electron energies must be fitted to multiple scattering calculations [99,100,133] based on a

Table 4.3

Total effective oTeff and total inelastic, crTi cross section per scatterer (10~16 cm2) with the
corresponding l/aeff and 1/oq MFP values (A) for electron scattering in the low-density
amorphous form of ice.

Electron energy
(eV)
1.2
2.2
3.2
4.2
5.2
6.2
7.2
8.2
9.2

10.2
11.2
12.2
13.2
14.2
15.2
16.2
17.2
18.2
19.2

GT.eff

1.40
1.03
0.83
0.96
1.02
1.02
1.23
1.18
0.98
0.82
0.83
0.90
1.03
1.18
1.19
1.05
1.17
0.97
0.90

>/<*,„
22.7
30.8
38.2
33.1
31.1
31.1
25.8
26.9
32.4
38.7
38.2
35.3
30.8
26.9
26.7
30.2
27.1
32.7
35.3

aT.i

1.06
0.77
0.61
0.65
0.68
0.70
0.88
0.89
0.75
0.60
0.56
0.59
0.66
0.76
0.80
0.77
0.94
0.82
0.81

,/a,

30.0
41.2
52.0
48.8
46.7
45.3
36.1
35.7
42.3
52.9
56.7
53.8
48.1
41.8
39.7
41.2
33.8
38.7
39.2

Gasa

0.74
0.46
0.46
0.55
0.61
0.66
0.68
0.65
0.57
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model which takes into account the magnitudes of the relevant cross sections. Such fits [132] are

shown by the continuous curves which pass through the experimental points in Fig. 4.14. From these

and total reflectivity measurements, the absolute cross sections per scatterer given in Table 4.3 were

generated. The cross sections so extracted include intrinsically quantum effects pertaining to a single

site as well as those due to the presence of neighboring similar sites. The fit includes an effective (aeg)

and inelastic (Ojn) coefficient of angular anisotropy which allows to evaluate the contribution of

forward scattering. The energy dependence of the cross sections for the major energy losses is shown

in Fig. 4.12.

The absolute electron scattering cross sections for exciting the translational (v andvj) and

librational (Vj andVj) modes of amorphous ice in the 2-18 eV range are shown in Fig. 4.12 (a). The

bottom curve labeled "others" represents contributions to the inelastic cross section arising from DA,

electronic excitation and ionization. Cross sections for exciting the bending (v2) and stretching (v j and

v3) modes are shown in Fig. 4.12 (b). The latter two are found at two slightly different frequencies

giving rise to the curve labeled v^ 3 which represents the cross section for an unresolved peak con-

taining energy-loss contributions from both the symmetric and asymmetric stretching modes. The 2-

18 eV behavior of the absolute cross section for exciting the strongest combination mode (VL + Vj 3)

and the most intense of the overtones [2(vi 3)] are shown at the bottom of Fig. 4.12 (b). The v andvf

lattice modes are clearly characterized by a peak around 7 eV having =; 2 eV FWHM and a rise at low

energy. The v^ 3 modes exhibit a broader (=; 4 eV FWHM) feature around 8 eV with a smaller rise at

low energy.

In the curves of Fig. 4.12, any increase toward lower energies has been ascribed to direct

scattering (i.e., electron-dipole and electron-polarization interaction) which is present throughout the

spectra and possibly accounts for the constant portion in the magnitude of the cross sections [100].

Note that no constant portion exists in the cross section shown in the bottom curve of Fig. 4.12 (b). In

the absence of a large quadrupole moment, the magnitude of the cross section for overtones can only

arises via resonance scattering since the dipolar interaction, which is dominant, can only impart to the

molecule one quantum of vibrational energy.
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From comparison of the energies and widths of the features of Fig. 4.12 with those found in the

gas-phase cross sections the strong enhancement of the amplitude of the Vj 3 mode near 8 eV can be

ascribed to the formation of a 2B2 I^O" transient anion state whereas the broad peak near 7 eV in the

Vj excitation fonction correlates to a 2Bj anion state [121]. While the excitation of an intramolecular

vibrational mode by a resonance process can be inferred from gas-phase mechanisms, the excitation of

lattice vibrational modes by the longer-lived 2Bj state requires a new mechanism. Because of the

overlapping of electron-molecule interaction potentials in the condensed phase, a transient anion state

is also coupled with the nuclear and electronic polarization modes of the surrounding medium. When

an electron is localized in the vicinity of an I^O molecule a force is exerted between the E^O" state

and the permanent dipoles of the surrounding molecules which pull these latter toward the anion

initiating translational and rotational motion. Calculations with a classical harmonic oscillator model

[121] indicate that, a resonance whose lifetime is greater than 10'14 sec can transfer a significant

amount of energy to librational motion by this mechanism, which is also effective in producing

translation motion for resonance times of the order or larger than 10~13 sec.

Electronic excitation by low energy electrons in multilayer atomic and molecular films

condensed on metallic substrates has been investigated by LEET [10,91,106,108,109,118,134-139],

HREEL [101,125,130,140] and metastable emission [97] spectroscopy. The inelastic features in

LEET spectroscopy usually appear as broad maxima resulting from a convolution of inelastically

scattered current distributions created by the much reduced energy of electrons having produced

excitons and band-to-band transitions within the film [91,138].

With HREEL spectroscopy sharp energy loss peaks can be observed, when the band-structure

dispersion is small as shown in Fig. 14.5 for 16-eV electrons incident on a 15-ML N2 film [93]. Each

peak can be ascribed to a vibrational progression belonging to the electronic states indicated in the

figure. These results are representative of electronic excitation in molecular solids induced by slow

electrons which has been found to be similar to the gas-phase below the band gap. Above this energy,

Rydberg transitions disappear as well as electron resonances associated with such states. Electronic

transitions have larger widths and slightly different energies than in the gas-phase. As expected from

the strength of the exchange interaction at low energies, spin- forbidden states are prominent below 20
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incident energy was 16 eV. (b) HREEL spectrum of N2 on Nb in the range 10-15 eV.

The incident energy was 16 eV. The arrows indicate the position of two weak peaks

whose enhanced visibility at 13.5 eV incident energy (inset) is attributed to a resonance.
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eV. In fact, below 10.5 eV in Fig. 4.15, the data are qualitatively similar in amplitude and energy to

those recorded in gas-phase N2 at the same primary beam energy. Above 1 1 eV, in a region where an

abundance of Rydberg states appears in the gas phase, we only observe the B^Ily valence state in solid

The curves in Fig. 4.16 give an example of the results obtained from the application of the three

techniques (LEET, HREEL and metastable) to a thick (>100 ML) multilayer Ar film. The top curve

represents the HREEL excitation function for producing the n1 - 1 (j = 1/2) exciton of solid Ar. Some

of these excited states and of the n = 1 (j = 3/2) states, can convert to 3p54s ̂  and 3Pj vacuum states

of Ar as seen from the ESD results of the middle curve. This latter exhibits the incident electron

energy dependence of the yield of metastable argon emitted in vacuum with an average energy of 50

meV. Since higher electronically excited states of the solid are much shorter-lived than the TOF in

0 5 10 15 20

INCIDENT ELECTRON ENERGY (eV)
Fig. 4.16 (Top) Excitation function of an energy loss of 12.20 eV. (Middle) Function for

metastable Ar production. (Bottom) Electron transmission spectrum. Structures are

correlated via electron density of states for solid Ar. All three curves were recorded with a

multilayer Ar film condensed on Pt.
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these measurements, the middle tracing is believed to represent the yield function for the production of

the 3p54s states of Ar. The structure above 11 eV in the LEET curve at the bottom of Fig. 4.16

represents the excitation function for exciton creation at incident energies close to that of their

excitation threshold. The similarity in the line shape of the three different spectra reflects the

dependence of exciton production on the joint densities of initial and final states available to the

electron before and after the energy loss event, respectively; these densities intervene in the three

different measurements. The LEET spectrum and metastable yield were recorded with the apparatus

shown in Fig. 4.11; the other curve with a HREEL spectrometer.

4.5.4 MOLECULAR DISSOCIATION

Above a certain energy threshold, electrons impinging on isolated or condensed molecules can

cause disruption of intemuclear bonds which leads to fragmentation. Depending on the intermediate

state involved and charge exchange processes, these fragments can be either neutral, positively, or

negatively charged. In molecular film experiments, dissociation products can be measured by the ESD

techniques of the types described in 4.5.1. Charged particles observed by ESD are those which possess

sufficient KE to overcome the polarization forces they induce in the solid. The other charged particles

which are unable to leave the solid can be monitored by measuring the trapping cross section as

described in the experimental section.

Anion emergence into vacuum from electron bombarded molecular solids [96,103, 141-149]

can proceed via DA and/or dipolar dissociation (DD) (i.e., for a molecule AB, e + AB —» AB* + e —>

A+ + B~ + e). This latter process produces a smooth continuous signal which, beyond threshold,

increases monotonically with electron energy. The threshold energy for dissociation within the solid

corresponds to the dissociation energy of the isolated positive and negative species screened by the

polarization induced by the products in the solid. Below the energy threshold for DD, ESD of negative

ions can only proceed via DA [96]. This process constitutes a particular channel for the decay of

molecular transient anions (Fig. 4.1) formed within molecular solids and near their surfaces and within

clusters as explained in section 4.4. Since a given molecular configuration of a transient anion appears

at a well-defined energy each peak in the electron-energy dependence of the anion ESD yield identifies

the energy of a particular resonant state.
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Fig. 4.17 Energy dependence of H~ signal desorbed by electrons impinging on a 6-ML film of

molecules deposited on a Pt substrate.

Anion ESD by both DA and DD processes is exemplified in Fig. 4.7 by the energy dependence

of H yields recorded with multilayer films of condensed CnH2n+2 (n = 1,2,4,5,6) molecules [146].

All curves exhibit a single peak, whose maximum is located around 10 eV, and a rise which onsets at

higher energy (16-18 eV). This latter is due to DD. The 10-eV peak is caused by the DA reaction

e- + CnH2n+2 -^ (CnH2n+2) -^ H- + CnH2n+1

Similar yield functions are observed for CH3 , CH2 , and CH ions, in order of decreasing intensity

[146]. These anions also arise from the decay of transitory (CnH2n+2)~ states. DA features have also

been observed in the O~, C~, CF and H~ ESD yield functions measured from molecular solids formed

by condensing O2, NO, CO, C12, N2O, H2O and hydrocarbon molecules on a metal substrate

[103,141-147]. More recently, the anion-complexes Ar.O , Ar.Cl were produced by ESD from Ar

matrices containing N2O and C12, respectively [86]. O , Ar.O , Kr.O , Oj (or O2.O~) and O^ were

also produced by ESD from solid rare-gas matrices containing O2 [86,148]. The ESD yield functions
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Fig. 4.18 Anion yields produced by 0-10 eV electron impact on (a and b) gaseous O2
 anc^ on (d) a

20-ML Kr film covered with 0,1 ML of O2. The electron energy dependence of the

surface charging coefficient As for 0.1 ML O2 on a 20 ML Kr film is shown in (c).

from O2 isolated on solid rare-gas surfaces have also been reported [142,145]. The O yield function

for submonolayer O2 on a 20 ML Kr film is shown in Fig. 4.18 (d). It results from dissociation of the
2nu transitory Or state. Many of the DA reactions in the condensed state and particularly those

observed in ESD from multilayer films, were found to be similar to the processes found in the cluster

experiments described in section 4.4. For example, the ESD results from condensed multilayer O2

films resembles that shown in Fig. 4.9 for the O2.CT and (O^ yields above 6 eV and results from the

same three O ionic states.

Analysis of the electron energy dependence of these anion yields revealed that the gas-phase

DA mechanism was perturbed in the condensed phase by: multiple electron scattering prior to electron

attachment to a molecule; post-dissociation interaction (PDI) of the resulting anion with the solid; and
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changes in the symmetry of the single-electron-molecule potential introduced by the presence of

neighboring targets. This latter change in symmetry led to the observation of IT <-> Z+ transitions

which are forbidden by electron impact in the gas-phase [85]. In addition, coherent scattering within

solids was found to enhance ESD yields [145], By analyzing the energy distributions of the desorbing

anions as a function of incident electron energy, [103,143,144] it has been possible to distinguish

between the contribution to the total yield arising directly from DA at a molecular site and the other

two portions of the signal which involve multiple scattering and PDI. It was concluded that the lattice

was not involved in the dissociation dynamics and that, therefore, the energy and momentum

conservation laws of the free molecule could be applied to solid state DA reactions [103,144].

Compared to other types of slow electron beam experiments the energy dependence of cation

ESD signals receding from surfaces covered with molecules, does not exhibit appreciable structure

[95,149-155]. In general, the signal rises monotonically from threshold to reach a maximum around 70

eV. The dissociating states are usually not dipole allowed and often involve two electron excitations.

Near threshold, the parent electronic states correspond to excited states of the neutral rather than those

of the ionized configuration. So, dipolar dissociation (DD) is the effective mechanism in this limit.

Predissociation and shake-up contribute to the cation yield at higher energies [151].

ESD of neutrals arising from dissociative states has been recorded primarily from species

chemisorbed on metal surfaces [98,156] and it is only recently that such measurements have been

extended to multilayer molecular films; [97,157] namely, amorphous ice. The 1-30 eV yield function

has been recorded for both molecular and atomic hydrogen. The H2 signal onsets at 6.3 ± 0.3 eV and

exhibits two broad peaks at 15 and 28 eV. The effective cross section for H2 ESD from a 4-ML H2O

film was found to lie within 10*18-10"17 cm2 in the incident energy range 10-30 eV.

4.5.5 CHARGE TRAPPING

As mentioned in section 4.3.1, LEET measurements near the threshold for electron injection

into multilayer films made it possible to obtain absolute values for electron trapping by molecules

condensed at the surface of such films. Measuring the dependence on incident electron energy of the

trapping cross section disclosed fundamental mechanisms for electron stabilization at the surface of
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dielectrics. In many ways, these mechanisms can be related to those responsible for solvation in liquids

[158,159] discussed in section 4.3.3 and also to those responsible for charge localization within and at

the surface of clusters (sec. 4.4).

The charge trapping measurements are exemplified with the result of Fig. 4.18 (c) for trapping

by 0.1 ML of C>2 molecules condensed onto a 20 ML Kr film [160]. This figure shows the electron

energy dependence of As, a charging coefficient directly proportional to the absolute charge trapping

cross section [161]. The results are comparable to the energy dependence of the anion yields derived

from Û2 in the gas phase (i.e., a and b). No signal has been reported between 1.2 and 4.5 eV in the

gas-phase. The similarity with the gas phase data indicates that the surface charging in the 0-2 eV

range is due to vibrational stabilization via the 2ng Oj resonance, i.e.,

as it also occurs in high pressure gases and clusters. The trapping cross section in the region 4-10

eV is due to DA via the intermediate 2nu state of Oj [160], i.e., Eq. (4.6) sec. 4.4.2.

Since the ESD of O from the surface is also known to proceed through this process, the O

ESD and charging proceed via the same mechanism in this energy region. The small shift in energy

between the peaks for the gas-phase, ESD and charge trapping yields is due to the polarization force of

the Kr film. The maximum in As around 6 eV gives a value of (2.2 ± 0.7) X 10'17 cm2 for the trapping

cross section. This can be compared with the cross section in the gas phase at 6.7 eV of (1.3 ± 0.2) X

10'18 [162]. An enhancement of the DA cross section by at least a factor of 17 occurs on the surface.

The origin of this enhancement has been explained [161] by invoking the reduction of autoionization of

the 2nu C>2 state into the A 3!+, C3AU and C1!̂  states of O2 and into the ground state

configurations due to the lower energy of the resonance at the Kr surface. According to calculations

[161] the change in the internuclear crossing points between the 2I1U and neutral states increases the

dissociation probability into the limit O(3P) + O (2P) by a factor of 21, thus accounting for

observations.

The electron trapping cross section per H2O molecule has recently been measured for

water cluster deposited on a 20 ML Kr film [163]. The incident electron energy dependence of

the cross section follows the trend observed for (D2Û) n and (D2O)n_i OD production from
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Table 4.4

Charge trapping cross sections per H2O molécule \i (10~17 cm2) in H2O clusters condensed onto a
Kr surface as a function of initial incident energy Eo (eV) [163]. Also shown are the total
inelastic cross-section per scatterer (u^) and the cross section per scatterer for inelastic processes
other than inter- and intra-molecular excitation in amorphous ice fiims (uother) obtained from
Michaud and Sanche [100]. Error on the absolute value of cross section (i ± 47% at 0.5 eV
incident energy and ±40% elsewhere.

Electron energy
(eV) *in Mother

0.4
1.0
1.8
2.8
3.3
3.9
4.3
4.6
4.9
5.3
5.9
6.5
6.9
7.4
7.5
7.9
8.4
8.9
9.4
9.6
9.9

10.1
10.4
10.6
10.9

52.8
11.8

1.03
0.44
0.44
0.30
0.74
0.21
0.38
0.23
0.30
1.19
0.94
1.30
1.78
0.80
1.43
1.40
3.09
4.74
7.78
9.63
4.72
2.90
3.77

8.8
6.5
6.0
6.3
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.8
6.8
7.4
8.3
9.0
9.1
9.1
8.7
7.9
7.1
6.8
6.3
6.1
5.8
5.7
5.6

0.17
0.12
0.07
0.05
0.09
0.12
0.21
0.36
0.53
0.63
0.65
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.67
0.66

Tabulated values for u^ and uother were interpolated using cubic spline from the values given at

other energies [100].
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cluster containing Kn<10 molecules shown in Fig. 4.10. A sharp rise is observed near 0 eV

indicating strong energy losses to vibrational excitation followed by electron trapping. Similar

to the data in Fig. 4.10, a maximum is observed near 7 eV due to DA. The cross section for this

process is found to be of the order of 10-17 cm2 which is about the same as the gas-phase value.

These electron trapping cross sections per H2O molecule (m) in clusters are listed in Table 4.4 for

incident energies lying between 0.5 and 10.9 eV. Other inelastic cross section in amorphous ice

are also shown in the third and fourth column. The values for u can be compared with those

obtained by Vostrikov et al [57] shown in Fig. 4.7. The high cross sections found by these

authors at the lowest energies are also reproduced in the 0.5-1.0 eV data shown in Table 4.4.

4.6 CONCLUSION

We have shown that recent advances in electron collision experiments make it possible to

obtain reliable information on low-energy electron scattering phenomena in high pressures gases,

clusters and solids. Probing these different forms of the condensation states of matter allows abundant

information on isolated electron-target interactions to be transferred to the liquid and solid phases.

The interaction of a low-energy electron with a molecule is found to be sensitive to the "environment"

in the condensed phase (i.e., the production of excited molecules, radicals, anions and cations by low

energy electron impact is dependent on the nature of the neighbors surrounding the target molecule).

This may render the transfer of information to particular condensed systems more difficult; but on the

other hand, this dependence makes it possible to modify the energy deposited at the molecular level by

changing the "environment" of a specific target (e.g. at a specific bond along the DNA chain). This

control of a relatively large amount of energy within the sequence of energy depositing events offers

extremely promising possibilities in radiotherapy; in particular, in the fabrication of site specific drugs

that could channel part of the energy flow to vital targets within a cell.
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5 . X INTROiOUOTIOlSr

Cross section data on the interaction of photons with
molecules are of great importance in radiotherapy [1]. They must
be correct, absolute, and comprehensive [2]. Photoabsorption
cross sections are related to the cross sections for impact of
fast charged particles as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. The
cross sections for high energy photons, viz., for hard x-rays,
are directly pertinent to radiotherapy [3-7].

The interactions of photons with molecules are classified
into absorption, scattering, and pair production. In this
chapter, photons of moderate energies are discussed, and
therefore only the absorption process is considered. The absorp-
tion of a single photon by a molecule changes its electronic
state from the ground state to a final excited or ionized state.
Its transition probability is expressed in terms of the optical
oscillator strength, which is proportional to the photoabsorption
cross section.

Oscillator-strength values have long been measured for
various molecules in the wavelength regions at least longer than
the near-ultraviolet (UV) region, whereas until recently
measurements in the wavelength region shorter than the LiF cutoff
at 105 nm (at which the photon energy is 11.8 eV) were relatively
few because of experimental difficulties in obtaining appropriate
photon sources and because no suitable window materials were
available [8]. The cutoff energy of 11.8 eV corresponds, roughly
speaking, to the ionization potentials of commonly occurring
molecules. The sum of the oscillator strengths below 11.8 eV
amounts to only a few percent [8] of the total sum, which is
equal to the total number of electrons in a molecule, according
to the Thomas-Kuhn-Reiche sum rule. The absorption in the vacuum
ultraviolet and soft x-ray (VUV-SX) region is much stronger than
in all other wavelength regions. (See Table I .) Since there have
been remarkable advances in synchrotron radiation (SR) research
and related experimental techniques in the VUV-SX region, many
measurements in this region are now available [8].
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TABLE 5.1 SUM OF DIPOLE OSCILLATOR STRENGTH DIS-
TRIBUTIONS OF C3HB [20]

Photon Energy (eV) Cyclopropane Propylene

Below Ip 0.746 0.507
Ip-11.8 0.715 0.666
11.8-35.4 11.744 12.176

35.4< 10.251

Total 23.46 23.60
Z 24

Ip:the first ionization potential.
IP(Cyclopropane)=10.60eV
Ip(Propylene)=10.03eV
Z: the number of electrons in a molecule.

This chapter gives a survey of recent results of measurement
of photoabsorption, photoionization, and photodissociation cross
sections of molecules in the VUV-SX region, and also a summary of
our understanding in spectroscopy and dynamics of molecules in
highly excited or ionized states. Molecules treated here are
chosen from the point of view of basic radiation research. They
are hydrocarbons, alcohols, ethers, and other organic molecules.
Some remarks are presented on molecules in the condensed phase.
Problems to be solved are also indicated.

It is well known that the interaction of high energy elec-
trons with a medium produces photons, viz., the Cerenkov light,
in the spectrum range between infrared and ultraviolet. A possi-
bility of photo-excitation processes due to the absorption of the
Cerenkov light by solute molecules was discussed in the r-
radiolysis of aqueous solutions of biological molecules [9-12].
Recently, however, it has been concluded in pico-second pulse-
radiolysis studies that the contribution of such a photoexcita-
tion process to the observed total excitation processes of solute
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molecules is negligibly small in some hydrocarbon systems [13,
14]. Since the magnitude of this contribution seems to depend
largely on the solute molecule, investigations by changing sys-
tematically the molecule will be necessary to substantiate this
contribution.

A list of the acronyms used in this chapter is given in
Table II .

TABLE 5.2 LIST OF ACRONYMS

UV Ultraviolet
VUV Vacuum ultraviolet
EUV Extreme ultraviolet
SX Soft X-ray
HX Hard X-ray
SR Synchrotron radiation
TKR Thomas-Kuhn-Reiche

5.2 VUV — OIPTIOAL OSCILLATOR
STRENGTH DIE STRI BUT I ON S OF
E»OLYA.TOMIC MOLECULES

Figure 1 shows the wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation
from the infrared to the r-ray regions and corresponding photon
energies [8]. Characteristic x-rays, e°Co-r rays, and VUV light
from discharge lamps are indicated by the arrows. The shaded
areas (1-12 eV and above 5 keV) indicate regions for which photon
sources, apart from SR, are available. Figure 1 clearly demon-
strates that SR bridges the wide gap in the photon energy between
radiation chemistry and photochemistry, i.e., "electron-collision
chemistry" and "photon-collision chemistry", respectively.

It is important to recognize that a major part of both
photoabsorption and photoionization intensities lies in the wide
gap between the two for almost all molecules [8]. The experimen-
tal data for cross section values in this wavelength region have
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been incomplete in general because of experimental difficulties
related to suitable photon sources and window materials. As an
alternative, electron energy-loss spectroscopy has been used.
Even then, cross section data are limited, particularly for
chemically important complex molecules such as hydrocarbons and
other organic molecules [8].

The absorption of a single photon results in an electronic
transition of a molecule from the ground state 0 to a final state
j [15]. The transition probability is expressed in terms of the
optical oscillator strength fj. It is in turn expressed in terms
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of Ej/R, the transition energy measured in units of R=me4/(2nz)=
13.6 eV and of Md2, the dipole matrix element squared as measured
in a0z, where a0=^fiz/mez = 0.0529 nm, as

fj(Ej) = (Ej/R) Mj2. (1)

A set of Ej and fj characterizes a discrete spectrum. To discuss
a continuous spectrum, one expresses the oscillator strength in a
small region of the excitation energy between E and E+dE as
(df/dE)dE, and calls df/dE the oscillator-strength distribution,
or, more precisely, the spectral density of the oscillator
strength. The total sum of the oscillator strength including
discrete and continuous spectra is equal to the total number Z of
electrons in the molecule, viz.,

2fj(Ej) + Ij J i (df/dE)dE = Z, (2)

where I represents the (first) ionization potential. Equation (2)
is called the Thomas-Kuhn-Reiche (TKR) sum rule.

The oscillator-strength distribution is proportional to the
cross section CT for the absorption of a photon of energy E.
Explicitly one may write

df
= 47r2aa0zR ———dE

df= 8.067 • 10-* ——————— (nm2)d(E/R)

df= 0.01098 ——— (eV-1. nmz), (3)dE

where a = ez/Tic=l/137 . 04 .

A decisive step in the physical and physicochemical stages
of the action of any ionizing radiation on matter is collisions
of secondary electrons in a wide energy range with molecules. At
energies T higher than about 10Z eV, the total cross section
Qj(T) to excite a molecule to the state j is at least approxi-
mately given by the Bethe cross section [16,17]. Using the Bethe
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cross section and further assumptions, Platzman [18,19] showed
that the number of product species j (e.g., an excited state or a
dissociation product) formed per 100 eV absorbed is approximately
proportional to the dipole matrix element squared

f~ R dfMj2 = 0j(E) —— ——— dE, (4)Ja E dE

where 0j(E) is the quantum yield and J is the threshold energy,
both for the formation of j. With the use of the W value, viz.,
the mean energy, measured in eV, for the production of an ion
pair (extensively discussed in Chapter 8), one may write

100_
j ~ ~~ W M 2

where Mi2 is the dipole matrix element squared for ionization,
i.e.,

= J
R dfïj(E) —— ——— dE, (6)E dE

where rj(E) is the quantum yield for ionization. Since

T)(E) - a1(E)/at(E), (7)

where ffi(E) and at(E) are, respectively, the photoionization
cross section and the photoabsorption cross section, Eq. (5)
means that the radiation chemical yield Gj is obtained from
optical cross section data. Equation (5) is therefore called the
optical approximation. Optical cross section data are, thus, of
fundamental importance in understanding not only the interactions
of photons with molecules, but also the actions of any ionizing
radiation with matter.

It is important to obtain photoabsorption and related cross
sections for polyatomic molecules such as hydrocarbons and other
organic molecules and relate them with molecular structure. With
this idea, photoabsorption and photoionization cross sections for
molecules in several stereo-isomer series have been systematical-
ly measured and compared with each other [20-23]. The main
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purpose of these investigations is to reveal how df/dE changes
with changing molecular structures; for this purpose isomers have
been chosen as examples. Since isomer molecules consist of the
same kind and same number of atoms, the df/dE of isomers are
expected to have the following properties:

1) The sum of df/dE of an isomer over the entire energy region
should be equal to that of another isomer, and also to the
number of electrons in the molecule, according to the TKR sum
rule.

2) The features of the df/dE of isomers are expected to be
almost identical with each other in the energy region where
inner-core electrons are excited, because the molecular
structure of isomers would have a little influence on inner-
core electrons. Moreover, the value of df/dE in such a region
would be almost equal to the sum of df/dE values of the
constituent atoms.

With these expectations, the photoabsorption cross sections
have been measured for five series of isomers: CaHe (cyclopropane
and propylene) , C-iHa (1-butene, iso-butène, cis-2-butene, and
trans-2-butene), CeHi2 (cyclohexane, 1-hexene, and tetramethyl-
ethylene), CzHeO (ethyl alcohol and dimethyl ether), and C3H80
(n-propyl alcohol, i-propyl alcohol, and ethylmethyl ether) in
the wavelength region from about 30 nm (41 eV) to 140 nm (9 eV),
and compared with each other [20-23].

Figure 2 shows, as an example, the absorption cross sections
of C3Hs isomer molecules, cyclopropane and propylene [20]. Simi-
lar cross section data have been obtained also for the other
isomer series, giving the common new features of absorption cross
sections or oscillator strength distributions summarized as
follows :

1) The values of at show a maximum at 70-80 nm (16-18 eV) for
each molecule.

2) In the high energy side of the maximum the values of crt are
almost the same among the isomer molecules, e.g., cyclopro-
pane and propylene, and equal to the sum of the cross
sections for the constituent atoms.
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3) In the low energy side, the cross sections have different
peaks and shoulders depending on an isomer, i.e., on its
molecular structure. The sum of the cross sections in this
energy region is, however, almost equal among the isomer
molecules.

These results represent an important contribution to funda-
mental physical chemistry particularly as an inducement to a new
development in quantum chemistry, and also a useful contribution
to radiation research in enabling estimates of the energy
deposition spectra of molecules. These results, e.g., those in
Fig. 2, are fully consistent with the TKR sum rule. The results
for C3HB isomers are shown in Table I . The agreement is good
between the sum of the obtained oscillator strength values
(partly including semiempirical ones in the higher energy region)

Photon Energy (eV)
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cg

8 50
CO
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V
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FIG. 5.2 Photoabsorption cross sections for cyclopropane and prop-
ylene [20]. The wavelength resolution is approximately 0.8 nm.
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FIG. 5.3 Photoabsorption cross sections for ethyl alcohol vapor
[21]. Experimental wavelength-resolution is approximately 0.8 nm.

and the number of electrons, Z. Table I also clearly shows that
the sum of the oscillator strength in the energy region below the
first ionization potential amounts to only a few percent of the
total, and the spectra in the VUV-SX region are of great
importance in understanding the ionization and excitation of
molecules. Figure 3 presents comparison of the recently measured
oscillator strength distribution of ethanol vapor and Platzman's
estimate in 1965. The gross features agree well with each other,
although the prediction shows several large peaks, which are
spurious as discussed in Ref.[21].
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5 . 3 PHOTOIONIZWTION QUANTUM
YIELDS

A molecule that has received energy exceeding its ionization
threshold (I») does not necessarily ionize because there are in
general other decay channels such as dissociation into neutral
fragments, and the ionization process competes with the neutral
fragmentation. Various pathways are schematically represented in
the following for a molecule AB [19,24-29].

AB + energy -» AB* + e" ; Direct ionization (8)

-> AB' ; Superexcitation

•» AB* + e~ ; Autoionization

•» A + B ; Dissociation

Others

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

In this mechanism AB' is a superexcited molecule which
decays through autoionization or dissociation. The cross section
di corresponds to the sum of the cross sections for both direct-
and auto-ionization processes, while fft to the sum of the cross
sections for direct ionization and superexcitation. The value of
rj in the energy region below Ip is zero , while above IP it
increases with increasing energy, as described in the preceding
section, and eventually approaches unity in the energy region
well above 1^; however, in the energy region close to !„ the
dissociation process plays a very important role in the decay of
a superexcited molecule. Note that "Others" in Eq.(12) include
decay with photon emission and internal conversion.

It has been pointed out both theoretically [24-26] and
experimentally [19] that superexcited states, and hence neutral
fragments formed from their dissociation play an important role
in radiolysis. The neutral fragments are translationally, vibra-
tionally, or sometimes electronically excited, because of a large
internal energy of superexcited states. Such fragments are called
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hot atoms or free radicals, and have anomalous chemical reactivi-
ties [27].

In order to understand the electronic structure and dissoci-
ation dynamics of superexcited states, electron impact spectro-
scopy and more recently spectroscopy combined with SR have been
extensively applied [28,29].

In the past two decades electron impact studies, such as
measurement of the excitation spectrum and the translational
spectroscopy of neutral fragments, photoelectron spectroscopy
using line sources, and (e, 2e) experiments, have uncovered an
outline of the electronic structure and dissociation dynamics of
superexcited molecules [28]. A major part of the superexcited
states of molecules are molecular high Rydberg states converging
to various ionic states and are classified into the following
three types: 1)vibrationally excited states, 2)doubly excited
states, and 3) inner-core excited states [28].

Recently SR has been used to obtain more detailed informa-
tion about the properties of superexcited molecules [8,29].

In summary, photoionization cross sections and photoioniza-
tion quantum yields are of great importance as key features of
superexcited states, which characterize the primary processes,
(8)-(12), of both photolysis and radiolysis of molecules.

The photoionization quantum yield T? is a quantity of
considerable importance, and serves as an index for the degree of
competition between direct ionization and excitation to the
superexcited states opening to autoionization and dissociation.
Several experimental efforts have been devoted to the measurement
of r). Serious conflicts exist even for simple molecules, not only
between photon impact experiments and "simulated" ones by elec-
tron impact but also between photon impact experiments themselves
[30]. The problems have originated mainly from lack of an intense
light source and a suitable window material in the VUV region
particularly in the wavelength region shorter than the LiF cutoff
at 105 nm. Experiments with differential pumping and without a
window for the entrance of a photon beam into an ionization
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chamber also present several significant problems, such as an
effusion of sample gases into the beam transportation region or a
contribution from a diffracted photon beam in the higher order,
making it difficult to determine correct, absolute, and compre-
hensive values of 77. in most cases, the rç-values have been
assumed to be unity in the energy region far above the first
ionization potential.

Recently systematic measurements have been reported of the
photoionization quantum yields, as well as the photoabsorption
cross sections, of C3He, CUHa, CeH1Z) C2HeO, and C3H80 isomers
using a multiple-staged photoionization chamber and a synchrotron
radiation light source in the wavelength region from 105 nm
(11.8 eV) up to their respective ionization potentials at about
120-140 nm (9-10 eV) [22]. This work has been further extended to
the first attempt of measuring photoionization quantum yields in
the wavelength region of 54-92 nm (13-23 eV) using synchrotron
radiation combined with metal thin foil windows [31]. In what
follows, a survey is given of recent progress in the measurement
of 77 values.
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FIG. 5.4 Photoionization quantum yields for C3HG isomers [23]. The
energies of ionic states corresponding to molecular orbitals are
indicated.
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The values of TJ have been systematically measured in the
wavelength region below the LiF cutoff at 105 nm (11.8 eV) for
the molecules in several isomer series of which, as described in
Section 5.2, the photoabsorption cross sections have also been
measured. Some of the results are shown in Fig.4 for cyclopropane
and propylene [22]. The n-curves for the same C3He isomer
molecules are very different from each other. The rç-curve for
cyclopropane rises almost monotonically , and indeed much more
rapidly than that for propylene, which has a step or a shoulder
at 110-120 nm. The rj-curves for other molecules whose figures are
not given here have shown interesting common features of rç-curves
as a function of photon energy that the energy difference between
the first and the second ionization potentials correlates well
with the shape of the n-curves. A bigger energy difference
corresponds to a longer step-length as seen for propylene in
Fig. 4. This result means that the Tj-value increases rapidly in
the wavelength or energy region close to the ionization poten-
tial, and agrees well with the conclusion that the most important
part of the superexcited states is high-Rydberg states converging
to each ion state. It is, therefore, concluded that the shape of
the 77 curves as a function of the energy at least for these
chemically important molecules is determined by the density of
converging Rydberg states, i.e., superexcited states, which
increases rapidly with increasing energy in the energy region
close to the ionization potential.

In the wavelength region shorter than the LiF cutoff at 105
nm (11.8 eV), metal foil filters are employed as window materials
for the incoming SR beam from a VUV monochromator. The filters
prevent sample gas effusion and eliminate higher order radiation.
In the wavelength regions of 54-80 nm (16-23 eV) and 74-92 nm
(13-17 eV), Sn and In foils respectively, are used. Their
thickness is about 100 nm, with transmittance of about 1%.

Figure 5 shows the ionization quantum yields measured in the
wavelength region of 54-92 nm (13-23 eV) together with those in
the wavelength region longer than 105 nm (11.8 eV) . No data are
shown in the wavelength region between the two because there is
no thin metal window convenient for the measurement of ionization
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FIG. 5.5 Photoionization quantum yields for several molecules [31],

quantum yields and because there are large effects of higher
order light.

The present result clearly shows that

1) rj-values in the region close to the first ionization poten-
tial are much less than unity, which means that the molecules
shown at least in Fig.5 are not easily ionized even when they
have received enough energy to ionize.

2) 7]-values do not reach unity even in the energy range more
than about lOeV above the first ionization potential.

3) Tj-values increase with increasing photon energy and reach
unity at around 23 eV (or 54 nin).

4) rç-curves show considerable structures.

In summary, non-ionizing processes, such as the neutral fragmen-
tation of superexcited molecules, are important among their decay
channels. Neutral fragments thus formed often have excess
energies electronically, vibrationally, rotationally, or transla-
tionally, because the photon energies corresponding to the
wavelengths in Fig.5 are much larger than the bond dissociation
energies to form the fragments in their ground states. It is,
therefore, of great interest to observe optical emissions from
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excited fragments as a function of wavelength, i.e., to obtain
excitation spectra of optical emission, as compared with the
structures in T?-curves.

5 . 4 COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF
IONIZATION QUANTUM YIELDS WITH
EXCITATION SPECTRA OF OPTICAL
EMISSION FROM DISSOCIATION
FRAGMENT S

5.4.1 DIMETHYLETHER [32]

In studies of the oscillator strength distributions and
ionization quantum yields for isomer molecules, interesting
structures have been observed in the 7]-curve of dimethylether in
the wavelength region of 54-92 nm (13-23 eV). The optical
emission at the wavelength of 115-200 nm, at which one expects to
see Lyman-a emission from fragment H*(n=2), is shown in Fig.6,
together with the ionization quantum yield for comparison.

A clear deviation of the rj-value from unity with the three
characteristic minima shows that a considerable portion of the
superexcited states in the region decays into dissociation and
other nonionizing channels. The minima correspond well to the
energies of ionic states with the vacancies of 7TCH3 and CTCO or
another molecular orbital correlating to the C(2s) orbital, which
are identified from the Hell photoelectron spectra for dimethyl-
ether [33]. This correspondence indicates that the superexcited
states corresponding to the minima are high-Rydberg states
converging to the ionic states. The large difference from unity
of the r?-value, which diminishes with the increase in the photon
energy, is explained by the rate of autoionization in competition
with dissociation and by the state density of the continuum
correlating to the superexcited states. The rate of autoioniza-
tion decreases with the excess energy above the ionization
potential. If the photon energy further exceeds other ionization
limits, new channels correlating to higher ionization continua
increase the rate.
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FIG. 5.6 Photoionization quantum yields and the excitation spectrum
of Lyman-a emission for dimethylether CH3OCH3 [32].

The excitation spectrum shows also characteristic structures
at around 60, 65, and 77 nm which agree well with the minima in
the n-curve. These results clearly show that the dissociation of
the superexcited states is followed by fluorescence emission. The
Lyman-a emission from dissociated hydrogen atoms is observed in
the excitation spectrum.
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5.4.2 ACETYLENE [34]

The photoionization quantum yielc? of acetylene measured
using synchrotron radiation combined with metal thin foil windows
is shown in Fig.7, together with those measured previously using
discharge lamps or electron beams as virtual photon sources. In
the energy range between 18-24 eV the yields obtained using
virtual photon sources are larger than those obtained using SR,
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c
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10 20
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30

FIG. 5.7 Photoionization quantum yields for acetylene CzH* [34];
© : Metzger and Cook (Discharge lamp); if : Person and Nicole
(Discharge lamp); +: Cooper et. al. (Electron scattering); and
—— : Ukai et al. (Synchrotron radiation).
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while in the lower energy range agreement is better between the
yields obtained using the different methods. The yield function
obtained using SR (solid curve) shows the three minima, whereas
those obtained using either virtual photon sources or discharge
lamps do not show them clearly. Obvious deviations from unity in
the ionization quantum yield indicate the neutral dissociation of
a superexcited acetylene molecule strongly competing with auto-
ionization. Figure 8 shows the photoabsorption cross sections of
acetylene, the structures of which are assigned to Rydberg series
converging to each of the ionic states, (3er,»)-1, (20-u)"1, and
(2er«)-1. Combining the photoionization quantum yields and the
photoabsorption cross sections, one obtains the cross sections
for non-ionizing decay processes. Results are shown in Fig.9.

Excitation spectra of fluorescence from excited fragments
produced in the dissociation of a superexcited acetylene molecule
have been observed using band-pass filters to disperse the
fluorescence. The excitation spectra of the dispersed fluores-
cence corresponding to the emission spectra of specific fragments
are summarized in Fig.10 for comparison with the ionization
quantum yields. Comparing the threshold wavelengths of the
excitation spectra with the calculated thresholds of related
dissociation processes, one arrives at the assignment as follows.

1) The measurement of Cz (d •» a) is ascribed to
CzH2 -» Cz (d) + Hz (and partly Cz (d) + 2H) ,

2) The measurement of Cz (C -» A) is ascribed to
CzHz -» C-z (C) + 2H, and

3) The measurement of CH (A -» X) is ascribed to
CzHz -» CH (A) + CH (and partly CH (A) + C + H) .

The three minima in the ionization quantum yields correlate well
with the structures observed in the excitation spectra.

5.4.3 SILANE [35]

Absolute values have been obtained of the photoabsorption
cross section, photoionization cross section and ionization
quantum yield of SiH4 in the energy range of 13-40 eV (Figs.11
and 12) [35] .
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FIG. 5.11 Photoabsorption cross sections (at) and photoionization
quantum yields (n) for Sj.H4 [35]. Synchrotron radiation experi-
ments by Itoh et al. (a), Suto and Lee (b), and Kameta et al.
(d)(d'), and electron scattering experiments by Cooper et al.
(c)fc').

Figure 11 shows experimental results for the photoabsorption
cross section of SiH4. There is some discrepancy between the
results obtained from experiments by SR and those by electron
scattering [36], in particular, in the energy region of 8-12 eV.
One also sees a systematic shift toward a higher energy range of
the cross section curve obtained in the dipole (e, e) experiment
from that obtained in the SR experiment in the energy region of
13-37 eV. However, the sum of the cross sections in each experi-
ment agrees well with the TKR rule.

A broad peak at 14.6 eV is seen in Fig. 12. This is also
observed in electron energy loss spectra and assigned to the
optically allowed transition of a 3aa electron to an antibonding
cr*(tz) orbital. In the energy region in this broad peak, the
ionization quantum yield, as clearly shown in Fig.12, deviates
from unity, i.e., the cross section for the neutral fragmentation
has a maximum.
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In the energy range just above this range, an interesting
structure is observed in both absorption and ionization cross
sections. The cross sections are almost equal with each other,
and the ionization quantum yield is unity. This structure is
assigned to the (3ax)~x(nptz) Rydberg state, which decays predom-
inantly through autoionization as seen in Fig.12. The superexcit-
ed states of SiH« in the energy range shown in Fig. 12 are
characterized as these two types, i.e., the valence excited
states and the Rydberg states. The former decays predominantly
through neutral fragmentation while the latter through autoioni-
zation. As concluded in Section 5.2 from electron impact experi-
ments, an important part of the molecular superexcited states is
high Rydberg states either vibrationally, doubly, or inner-core
excited and converging to each ion state. The present SR experi-
ment of Sin« has therefore clarified further details of the
electronic states of superexcited molecules.
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5.4.4 OTHER EXAMPLES [29]

Photoabsorption cross sections have been measured also of
C12) H2S, BF3, BC13, CF«, CF3X (X=H, Cl, Br) , SiF«, GeH4 and
CzHsOH in the wavelength region similar to that described in the
preceding sections.

5 . 5 BASIC IDEAS FOR TREATING
CONDENSED MATTER

5.5.1. A SKETCH OF THEORY

The notion of the dielectric-response function, or the
frequency-dependent permeability, is useful for describing the
dipole interactions of photons or fast charged particles with any
neutral material including condensed matter. It is the purpose of
this section to supplement the foregoing discussion on photoab-
sorption and related processes in gases and to present a resume
of basic ideas for treating condensed matter. Elementary treat-
ments of the topic are found in textbooks, e.g., Landau and
Lifshitz [37]. Earlier and more technical treatments are seen in
Nozières and Pines [38], who focused on an electron gas, and in
Fano [39,40] who dealt with matter in general.

Consider an electromagnetic wave whose intensity is uniform
in space and varies harmonically with time, viz., a plane wave of
photons with a fixed energy ftu. The amplitude of the electric
field is expressed as E(u)exp(-iut) (to be precise, the real part
of the amplitude is the strength of the electric field). When the
electric field is present in matter, there will be an electric
flux density of the form D((o)exp(-id>t) . The spatial uniformity
of the electric field and the electric flux density is a condi-
tion for the dipole approximation. The ratio D(fc))/E(o>) = £ (u) is
the dielectric permeability, which is a property of matter
independent of E(a) so long as it is weak enough. The permeabili-
ty is a complex-valued function of the frequency u, i.e.,

(w) . (13)
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The real part £1(0)) describes dispersion, and the imaginary part
£2(w) describes absorption of the electromagnetic wave. For an
isotropic and homogeneous material, which we shall consider
throughout, e(u) is a scalar; otherwise, it is a tensor.

The two functions, £1 and EZ, are not independent. Indeed,
they are related to each other through a set of formulas called
the Kramers-Kronig relations. Thus, it is useful to express £(<o)
in terms of a single real-valued function df(w)/dco, called the
oscillator-strength spectrum, asi; df(u')/du)'£(<a) = 1+ ————— du' ——————————— , (14)m Jo « ' 2-6)z-ig« '

where g is a small positive number related to the relaxation of
excited states of the material. The physical meaning of df(u)/du
is as follows. Imagine that there are harmonic oscillators with
natural frequencies u that respond to the electric field E(w)exp
(-iut), and suppose that there are df(u) oscillators within the
frequency range between « and w+dw. Historically, this idea came
from J.J.Thomson before the advent of quantum theory. However,
the same idea remains valid in quantum theory, which moreover
gives a procedure for calculating df(u)/d(d from first principles.
The total number of the imaginary harmonic oscillators is the
same as the total number of electrons in matter, i.e., a general-
ization of the TKR sum rule: That is to say,

dw[df (u))/du] = N, (15)
o

where N is the total number of electrons per unit volume. For
treating macroscopic matter, for which N is very large, it is
often convenient to use N-1df(u)/d«, viz., the oscillator-
strength spectrum per electron, as Fano [39] does. For a fuller
discussion of the oscillator-strength spectra, see Fano and
Cooper [41] and Inokuti [42].

In the limit of weak relaxation, i.e., g -» 0, Eq.(14) leads
to separate expressions for £i(u) and £z(u):

3! du'
J o

47rez f- df(u')/du'= 1+ ————— P l du' —————————— , (16)m
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where P means the Cauchy principal value, and

27T2e2 1 d f ( u )
e z ( o i ) = ————— —— ————— . (17)

m u du

Consider a frequency u so high that hw exceeds the binding
energies of all the electrons in the material. Then, virtually
all the oscillator strength lies below w, and we may set d>2»u'2

in the denominator of Eq.(16). Using the sum rule, Eq.(15), we
obtain an asymptotic expression

£ i ( u ) = l -47re 2 N/(m<o 2 ) . (18)

Let us introduce the nominal plasma frequency UD corresponding to
the total electron density N through

u*.2 = 4ire2N/m. (19)

Then we may write simply

. (20)

For a material with density p(g/cm3), atomic weight A, and atomic
number Z, the nominal plasma energy may be expressed as

*«„ = 28.816(pZ/A)1'z(eV) . (21)

The ratio Z/A for all ordinary substances is about 1/2. Thus, we
see that tiup ranges from 20 eV to 60 eV for condensed matter with
p ranging from unity to 10. Equation (20) holds for "fitj exceeding
the K shell, and shows that £1(0) approaches unity from below.

From Eq. (17) we see that &)£z(6>) is the same as df(u)/d«
apart from a universal constant. Therefore, we may rewrite the
sum rule as

du o ) e z ( û ) ) = 27T 2 e 2 N/m, ( 2 2 )
o

or as
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(23)

Let us now consider the propagation of an electromagnetic
plane wave of frequency u in a material with dielectric permea-
bility c(u) and magnetic permeability M(U). It is elementary to
show from the Maxwell equations that the electric field E as a
function of the distance x in the line of propagation obeys [37]

d2E/dx2 + (u>/c)2E(&))n(u)E = 0. (24)

This equation has a solution of the form exp(ikx), where the wave
number

k = (<Ü/C)[E(<O)M((O)]IXZ (25)

is a complex number. It is customary to express

ö), (26)

and call n(u) the refractive index and K (to) the extinction
coefficient, following the tradition of optics. For nonmagnetic
materials, a(a>) = l, we obtain from Eq. (26) relations

ei(w) = n2(&))-K2(u), (27)

EZ(U)) = 2n(&))K(u)). (28)

The physical meanings of n(«) and «(u) are seen from the behavior
of the electric field given by exp[i(u)/c)n(u)x] exp[-(u/c)K (u)x] .
Recalling the presumed time-dependence exp(-iut), we see that the
wave propagates at velocity c/n in an ideal case where the
refractive index n is independent of u . Otherwise, dispersion
occurs, and a wave packet propagates at the group velocity c/[d&>n
(<a)/d<0]. The energy density carried by the wave is proportional
to the square of the electric field, and it decreases with
distance x as exp[-2(<a/c)« (<a)x] . Therefore, we call

A(a) = 2(a/c)K(o) (29)
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the attenuation coefficient or the absorption coefficient, which
has the dimension of an inverse length.

Let us now consider a material of low density, e.g., a gas
at low pressure. Then £i(«) and n(u) are close to unity.
Therefore, K(w)=£z(«)/2 according to Eq.(28), and we may rewrite
Eq.(29) as

A(w) = (u/c)£z(fc)) = (27T2e2/mc)df (u)/d<a, (30)

mwith the use of Eq.(17). Suppose that the material contains N
molecules per unit volume, we call p((d)=A(w)/Nm the photoabsorp-
tion cross section of the molecule, and dfm(u)/d(i)=[df(u)/du]/Nm
the oscillator-strength spectrum of the molecule. Then, we
rewrite Eq.(30) as

CT(U) = (27r2e2/mc)dfm(u)/dfe). (31)

Thus we see the relation of the present discussion with the
earlier discussion on gaseous molecules.

Finally, we point out the relevance of e(u) to the relative
probability of different amounts of energy transfer from a fast
charged particle to materials in glancing collisions, which
occur most often. This topic originates from the famous paper by
Bethe [43], and has been followed up extensively by many workers
[39,40,44]. Here we give only a single point of importance to the
theme of the present Chapter. The probability for the transfer
of energy ho> in a glancing collision of a fast charged particle
is proportional to

n(u) = Im[-l/e(«a)] = £z (a )/[c i 2 (u) + £2
2 (u) ] . (32)

This result seems to have been first recognized by Fermi [45],
and has been derived by many authors at varying levels of rigor
and generality, e.g., by Fano [39,40]. An excellent treatment is
seen in the textbook of Landau and Lifshitz [37]. Remarks by Fano
[46] on Eq.(32) and related topics such as collective excitation
are also useful.
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A few points about Eq.(32) are noteworthy. Recall that the
largest impact parameter effective for the energy transfer hu
from a particle of speed v is about v/w, which corresponds to
some tens of intermolecular distance in ordinary condensed matter
for a relativistic speed v close to c. Then, there are many
molecules within the impact parameter and they screen in part the
electric field of the charged particle. The denominator C:i2(<a) +
£22(w) represents the degree of screening of the interactions
between the charged particle and electrons that receive energy.
The denominator makes n(u)) different from the strength of photo-
absorption which is given by EZ(W) according to Eq.(30).

Consider again a low-density material, e.g., a low-pressure
gas. Then ei(«) is close to unity, and ez(«) is much smaller than
unity; therefore, the denominator is close to unity, and n(o)) is
nearly the same as £Z(G)).

In condensed matter, !!(<•)) may differ from ez(o)) in some
frequency domains. The most drastic difference between n(co) and
EZ(U) is seen near u at which ei(b>)=0, if this occurs at all. In
this event Fl(u) = l/Ez(u) at that u, and has high values in the
neighborhood. The vanishing of EI(U) indeed occurs for metals, as
is readily expected for the following reason. At low frequencies
£x(o) must be negative for a conductor [37], at very high
frequencies £i(a) must be positive for any material according to
Eq.(18). Therefore, at some frequency O)PC, we must have £i(Ui>c) =
0, so long as EI(U)) is a continuous function of u. We call a>vc
the plasma frequency for conduction electrons. If we calculate
the effective density nc of conduction electrons according to
coI,c,= (47re2nc/m):l/'2 the result usually comes out to be sensible. In
metallic aluminum [47,48], for example, tudDC = 15eV, and hence nc =
2.7 per atom. This agrees roughly with the number of valence
electrons (three) of an aluminum atom.

5.5.2 SELECTED DATA

A comprehensive survey of data on E(U) for various materials
is beyond the scope of the present report. Extensive data on
metals, semiconductors, and inorganic insulators are given in a
handbook edited by Palik [48]. A monograph by Egerton [49] is
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FIG. 5.13 Dielectric response function for metallic alminum [50].
The real part £i(u) is negative and has a large absolute value
below 14.9 eV; therefore, -eJ(u)xl03 is plotted. The imaginary
part e.z(u) shows a generally decreasing trend with increasing
photon energy hu. The small peak at about 2 eV arises from intra-
band transitions of conduction electrons, the large peak around
110 eV from the L-shell excitation, and the peak around 1200 eV
from the K-shell excitation.
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also valuable as a source of data. In what follows, we present a
discussion on materials selected for the illustration of a few
notable points.

As an example of metals, we take aluminum, for which a
comprehensive analysis has been given [47,50]. A similar analysis
for silicon has been also given [51]. Figure 13 is a summary of
the result on aluminum [50]. At low energies hu up to several eV,
e(&)) is represented well with a fit according to the Drude model,
i.e. ,

E (a) = l-(co*)2/(«2-iro)), (33)

where fi«* = l2.5 eV and fir = 0.0614 eV. This value of "fiw* is close to
the plasma energy of the conduction electrons, ti(i)i,c=14.9 eV, but
not equal to it. This means that a simple model often describes
the behavior of e(u) over a limited range, but cannot be correct
over the entire range. At low energies, both -EI(O) and £z(u) are
large, and n (u) is small. Near the plasma energy of conduction
electrons IT (to) shows a prominent peak. At energies far above

IO'1 10 I02 I03

ENERGY, oj(eV)

FIG. 5.14 Illustration of the sum rules for metallic aluminum [47].
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h&>üc, £i(ci>) is practically unity and e2(e) is much smaller than
unity. As a result, n(u) is almost the same as £2(u). However,
exceptions arise near the L-shell and K-shell thresholds, where
£2(0)) and n(u) differ in fine structures (which are undiscernible
in Fig. 13). Figure 14 illustrates the sum rules [47]. The curve
labeled "£2(u)" represents an effective electron number, i.e.,

m d(o'(o'£Z(w' ) . (34)
27T 2£ 2 o

According to Eq.(22), nBff((o) should approach 13 as u-*». The
figure also includes two other quantities defined by replacing
£z(u) with Im[-l/£ (&)) ] or K(U) in Eq.(34). The total effective
number of electrons is 3.11 for the M-shell, 8.27 for the L-
shell.and 1.61 for the K-shell. These values roughly correspond
to the electron configuration Is22s22p63s23p of a free atom of
aluminum.

The occurrence of the plasma excitation in metals is most
often explained by the theory of a free-electron gas with a
background of uniform positive charge, as developed by Bohm and
Pines [52-54]. More generally, the occurrence is understandable
from a criterion for collective excitation given by Fano [55].
Suppose that a condensed material is formed from structural
units, e.g., atoms or molecules, which we may call monomers. Let
the oscillator-strength spectrum of the isolated monomer by
dfm(u)/d&) . Fano showed that

(35)

is a crucial index, where upv represents the plasma frequency of
the valence electrons in the condensed matter. Note that the
differential in Eq.(35) is with respect to &>2 and not u. The
quantity u(u) signifies the density of oscillator strength in
space and energy squared. (A more general interpretation of u(u)
has been given recently [56]. If the density is sufficiently
high, the condensed-matter spectrum will differ appreciably from
the monomer spectrum. When this occurs, excited electrons in the
condensed matter will be spatially limited by the presence of
neighbouring monomers, and an associated oscillator strength will
be shifted to higher energies upon going from a monomer to the
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condensed matter. When u(o>) is much greater than unity in a
region of u, the condensed-matter spectrum differs considerably
from the monomer spectrum in that region. When u(&>) is much
smaller than unity, the two spectra are the same. If we examine
data for an element that form a metal, we find that the lowest
valence excitation in an atom indicates u(u)»l and thus leads to
the plasma excitation, Inokuti [42] showed this in an example of
lithium.

Materials of interest to radiation chemistry and biology
include water and organic substances. The spectra of many mole-
cules of such substances are known, as described earlier in the
present chapter. With the use of data on those molecules, we find
that u (u) often reaches a maximum of 0.1-0.3 somewhere at excita-
tion energies of hu ranging from 10 to 25 eV, as first pointed
out by Platzman [18]. The values 0.1-0.3 are tantalizing. The
influence of collective effects is not as clear-cut as in metals,
but is not negligible. However, in certain cases we have a clear
conclusion. In benzene and other aromatic molecules, we find that
U(G))>! in a narrow region around several eV. This indicates the
occurrence of excitons as we know in crystals of those molecules.

Finally, we turn to data on e(u) for materials of this kind.
Birkhoff, Painter, and coworkers [57-63] measured reflection of
photons by liquid water, liquid organics and solid organics, and
thereby determine e(&>) up to Tfu^OeV. Another method of study is
the measurements of the electron energy loss spectra, which are
closely related to Il(co). For example, studies by Killat [64,65]
on hydrocarbons and by Isaacson [66] on nucleic acid bases are of
particular interest to radiation chemists and biologists. More
recently, Dillon et al [67]. measured electron energy-loss
spectra of adenine in gas and found them similar to spectra in
solid films [66]. More data are seen in many references quoted by
Egerton [49] and in a review article by Koch and Otto [68].

Typical data are seen in Fig. 15 for polyethylene [63]. The
function n(u) shows a prominent peak around 20 eV. However, this
peak is similar to a peak in the corresponding monomer spectrum
and is located only a few eV higher. The real part £i(«) does not
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vanish and merely shows a minimum around 15 eV. In general ei(u)
is positive throughout, although at low «, £i(u) shows some
structures. The imaginary part £Z(M) certainly differs from U(u),
but the difference is not as dramatic as in metals. This observa-
tion is consistent with the result that u(w) is not negligible
compared with unity but is substantially smaller than unity.
Consequently, we may conclude that there are modest effects of
collective excitation in the materials of this kind.

5 . 6 CONCLUDING

The measurements of photoabsorption, pîiotoionization, and
photodissociation cross sections have advanced rapidly for a
variety of polyatomic molecules at least in the gas phase in a
wide range of energy including the VUV-SX region, and have just
started to bridge a wide gap existing between radiation chemistry
and photochemistry.

Some future problems to need more work are,

1) Cross sections should be measured for more of the chemically
and biologically important, molecules.

2) Cross sections should be measured for condensed phase systems
which are of importance in radiation research.

3) The cross sections should be measured also for high pressure
gases or cluster systems to provide a basis for understanding
the effect of inter-molecular interactions on the cross sec-
tions .

4) For better substantiation of ionization phenomena in the con-
densed phase as compared with those in the gas phase, the
measurement has been already made of the ionization threshold
energy in nonpolar liquids. A key experiment, however, for
this purpose should be the measurement of the absolute ioni-
zation quantum yield values in liquids.
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6.1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we deal with elementary processes in the
physico-chemical stage of radiolysis in which ions and excited neutrals
(formed in primary events or secondary electron processes) change their
chemical or energetic nature in collisions with other molecules. These
processes represent an important step in the development of the system which
links the physics of the initial processes with the chemistry of subsequent
events (mainly chemical reactions of radicals formed by neutralization of
relatively stable charged species and/or dissociation of energy rich neutral
species).

Better understanding of radiation effects related to radiation therapy
includes understanding of basic features of fundamental processes in this
stage of interaction of radiation with matter. Quantitative information,
namely, cross section or rate data on various elementary processes are
provided by atomic and molecular physics research. We summarize here
information on main elementary processes relevant to the problem.

The elementary processes concern, first of all, a large variety of
encounters between ions and molecules, namely:
- chemical reactions of positive and negative ions
- charge transfer processes
- recombination processes between ions and electrons or between

ions of opposite charge
Secondly, there are elementary processes involving collisions of
electronically excited neutrals with molecules, in particular
- ionization processes
- excitation energy transfer leading to neutral species

In the following, first of all the basic characteristics of the above
mentioned processes will be given, as obtained from studies in the gaseous
phase. Then the fundamental processes involving clusters will be discussed,
and - finally - fundamental processes in the condensed phase will be
shortly treated. Thereafter, relevant data on the elementary processes will
be summarized in tables. The tables concern data on cross sections or rate
constants of the elementary processes in question. It is important to
complement the rate data with thermochemical data of the species on
question. Therefore, the tables contain also data on ionzation potentials,
proton and electron affinities of molecules, and heats of formation of ions
and neutfal species.

There have been several reviews on the above mentioned elementary
processes over the last twenty years as well as data tabulations. Here we
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point out some of the useful sources of information. Thermochemical data on
the species in question have been summarized in excellent reviews [1,2],
proton affinities in recent tables [3], and general data on properties of
atoms, molecules nad ions are given in the Radzig-Smirnov book [4]. Data on
rate constants of ion-molecule reactions and charge transfer processes have
been summarized in two large reviews [5,6], Penning ionization and related
processes have been treated in [7]. Quite recently, fundamental processes in
radiation chemistry have been extensively reviewed [8].

6.2. ELEMENTARY PROCESSES

6.2.1. Chemical Reactions of Positive and Negative Ions

Chemical reactions of ions are elementary collisions processes
occurring between a (positively or negatively) charged particle and a
neutral molecule in which a chemical bond rearrangement takes place (usually
an old bond is broken and a new bond formed). As a result, products
chemically different from reactants are formed, one of the products is
charged. Schematically one can write

A+ + BC -> AB+ + C (1)

or, for example,
A~ + BC -> AB + C~ (2)

where A, B, C are atoms or groups of atoms.
Ion-molecule reactions have been systematically investigated by mass

spectrometric methods as single-collision processes since the early fifties
and large amount of data was accumulated on reactive cross sections and
their dependence on energy. Dynamics of the reactions has been ivestigated.
From the point of view of reaction data, perhaps the most valuable source of
information are results of swarm studies. Flow-tube (FT) and
selected-ion-flow-tube (SIFT) investigation of ion-molecule chemical
reactions has provided a wealth of reaction rate constants on a variety of
processes in the thermal energy region. An equally important source of
information on reaction rate constants are results of ion cyclotron
resonance studies.

In this chapter we deal with the collision behaviour of ions and
excited neutrals formed in primary and secondary energy-deposition events.
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Therefore, we are concerned primarily with collision processes of
energy-rich particles of thermal translational energies, and we will omit
from discussion their hyperthermal behaviour.

Rates of chemical reactions of ions are given usually as the reaction
cross section, cr(v), for a specific relative velocity v of the reactants,

2 2and measured usually in cm or A . For thermal particles the rate is more
often expressed as reaction rate constant k(T), at a given temperature T, in

3units of cm /s. The relation between these two important quantities one
obtains, if one realizes that the rate constant is a quantity averaged over
the Boltzmann distribution of the reactant relative velocities at a given
temperature. It holds, therefore,

00
k(T) = I f(v,T) <r(v) v dv (3)

0
where f(v,T) is the velocity distribution temperature T. One can write
compactly as

k(T) = <v o-(v)> (4)
an average of cross section over the Boltzmann distribution of velocities. A
full calculation leads to the expression

oo
3/2k(T) = (Ttfi)"1/2 (2/kT)3/2 S dEtr E r(E ) exp(-Etr/kT) (5)

where cr(v) is replaced by <r(E ), cross section in dependence on (relative)
translational energy of the reactants (JLI is reduced mass, k - Bcltzmann
constant) .

A basic feature of chemical reactions of ions is -their very high rate
in comparison with chemical reactions of neutrals (cross sections of the

-14 2 -9 3order of 10 cm at thermal energies or rate constats of about 10 cm /s).
The reason for it is the attractive ion - induced dipole interaction between
the colliding particles which results in potential energy surfaces of
basically attractive type without an activation barrier. (Activation
barriers, if any in ion-molecule processes, result rather from crossing of
potential energy surfaces in cases of reactions occurring non-adiabatically
than from a movement of the system on a single potential energy surface).
Reaction thus tend to occur at every collision and thermal reaction rates
approach often the "Langevin collisional limit", k.

kL =27re(o/M)1/2 (6)
(e - electron charge, a - neutral partner polarizability) which essentially
determines, when a colliding pair ion - induced dipole can still be brought
together within the orbiting capture radius. A rate constant appreciably
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smaller than k. means usually that there is a competing (or consecutive)
process to the formation of a product in question. Endoergic processes of
ground-state species have mostly negligible rates being limited by the
exponential factor in the translational energy distribution. Moreover,
translational energy is usually not very efficient in overcoming the
endoergicity barrier. On the other hand, internal energy (i.e. vibrational
or electronic excitation) of reactants has been shown to be very often quite
efficient in overcoming the endoergicity barrier.

Chemical reactions of ions may be grouped into various classes
according to which particle is being transferred during the process. A very
important class of reactions represent processes in which a proton or a
H-atom is transferred and a protonated molecule formed as the ion product:

AH+ + B -> A + BH* (7)

A+ + BH -> AH+ + B (8)

The proton and H-atom transfer processes occur usually in a direct manner,
i.e. the chemical change is accomplished during about one vibrational
period; in many cases, however, an intermediate, thermodynamically stable
species may be formed. Thus, e.g., the important reaction between water and
water cation - a basic reaction in water containing systems -

H_0++ HO -> H 0+ + OH (9)<L £• -J

occurs by both direct proton and H-atom transfer, and by the intermediate
species formation. The formation of the intermediate complex is important
especially in condensed phases, where it may be stabilized in collisions
with the surrounding molecules to form (HJD..OH) .

Another important reaction type is H (hydride ion) transfer

A+ + BH -> AH + B+ (10)
Other reactions concern transfer of functional groups, formation of new C-C
bonds, transfer of other atoms etc. as can be seen in processes listed in
the tables.

6.2.2. Charge Transfer Processes

Charge transfer (charge exchange, electron transfer, electron capture)
processes represent another important elementary process in collisions of
ions and molecules. They can be symbolized as

A + + BC -> A + BC+ (11)

A+ + BC -> A + B* + C (12)
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Process (11) is usually referred to as non-dissociative, (12) as
dissociative charge transfer. Thus, an electron is exchanged between the
colliding particles, no new bond is formed, a bond may be broken in the
dissociative process. Analogous processes occur with negative ions, too.

Positive ions, as electron-deficient species, have very often low-lying
electonic states. Therefore, several electronic states may be involved in
their collision processes. Charge transfer represents a typically
non-adiabatic process during which the system passes from one potential
energy surface, correlating with the reactant pair, to another surface,
characterizing the product pair. Charge transfer processes often occur as
competing processes to chemical reactions of ions.

Cross sections of charge transfer processes are usually comparable in
size with cross sections of chemical reactions of ions. For rate processes
of charge transfer at thermal energies analogous relations hold as for
chemical reactions (see paragraph 2.1,). Rate constats are often used
instead of velocity dependent reaction cross sections; some of the data are
summarized in the tables of this chapter.

6.2.3. Recombination Processes

A positive ion can recombine either with an electron or with a negative
ion.

In a recombination process of a positive ion and an electron, the
surplus energy may be either radiated (radiative recombination (13)),
released in a dissociative process (dissociative recombination (14)), or
taken away by a third body (three-body recombination (15)). In all cases
part of the energy may be stored as internal excitation of the molecular
species formed in the process (e.g., M').

AB+ + e -> AB + hv (13)

AB+ -i- e -> A + B (14)

AB* + e + M -> AB + M' (15)

Quantitative data on rates of recombination processes are presented as
recombination coefficients o^(in cm /s) and for two-body recombination they

- 7 3are of the order of 10 cm /s; this corresponds, for thermal velocities, to
-12 -11 2average cross sections of the order of 10 to 10 cm .

Recombination processes occurring in collisions of positive and
negative ions may be described in an analogous way as radiative
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recombination (16), mutual neutralization by electron exchange (17), and
three-body recombination (18)

A+ + B~ -> AB + hv (16)

A+ + B~ -> A' + B' (17)

A+ + B~ + M -> AB + M' (18)

Recombination rate coefficients areeven larger than for the
ion-electron recombination being of the order of 10 cm /s for most simple
gases; this corresponds to the average cross sections at thermal energies of
10~10 to 10~9 cm2.

6.2.4. lonization Processes in Collisions of Electronically
Excited Neutrals

Elementrary ionization processes in collision of electronically excited
neutral particles with molecules are Penning ionization(19), associative
ionization (20), and chemical rearrangement ionization (21).

A* + EC -> A + BC+ + e (19)
A* + BC -> ABC+ + e (20)

A* + BC -> AB+ + C + e (21)
The necessary conditions for these processes is -that the excitation energy
of A , E (A ), is higher than the ionization potenial of BC, IP(BC). The
energy of the released electron, E , is given by

E . = E (A*) - IP(BC) - AE (22)el e
where AE =E - E is an energy term which takes into account interactions
between the reactant (E ) and product (E ) particles at the internuclear
distance where the ionization process occurs.

A collision of an electronically excited neutral particle with a molecule
does not necessarily result in an ionization process [19,20,21], even if the
excitation energy is higher than ionization energy of the molecule BC. An
exitation energy transfer leading to a superexcited neutral molecule may
occur, with the excitation energy of the neutral molecule being higher than
its ionization potential. This is the basis of the Jesse effect, discussed
in detail elsewhere in this book ( Chapter 5 ) because of its importance in
highly energized systems.

A schematic of potential energy curves for the Penning and associative
ionization process X + Y suggest the mechanism [9] (Fig.la): Penning
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(b)
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x-f y

R

R

FIG. 6.1. Schematics of the mechanism of the Penning and associative
ionization (a) and of the chemiionization (b) process (after [9]).
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ionization occurs in the A-A' transition, associative ionization in B-B" .
The latter takes place, if the sum of AE and the relative collision energy
of reactants is negative. The Penning, associative, and chemical
rearrangement ionization may occur in competition.

A special case of associative ionization is the chemi ionization process
in which the excitation energy of A is lower than the ionization potential
of the target particle CD and ionization occurs on the expenses of forming a
chemical bond, process (23); potential energy curves for the chemiionization
X + Y are shown in Fig. Ib.

A* + CD -> ACD+ + e (23)
and E (A) < IP(CD)e

A chemical rearrangement process (24) may occur in some cases as a
competing process to chemiionization

A* + CD -> AC* + D + e (24)

under the same condition, i.e. E (A) < IP(CD).
Penning and associative ionization processes have been investigated

mostly in collisions of metastable rare gas atoms and atoms or molecules. A
large amount of data on these processes show that thermal rate constants are
of the order of 10 to 10 cm /s which corresponds to average cross
sections of 10 to 10 cm . General conclusions relating the cross
sections to the spatial electron distributions of the outermost orbital of
the target have been recently formulated [10a]. However, studies have been
by no means limited only to excited noble gas projectiles. Among others,
higher lying electonic excited states of other atoms or molecules as well as
Rydberg states of atoms and molecules have been used as projectiles in
studies of Penning, associative, chemical rearrangement and chemiionization
processes. Quantitative data are, however, often missing due to inherent
difficulty of determining the excited state concentration, and only relative
data on the competition of various processes may be available. Examples of
some of the investigated processes are (25) and (26).

He * + H_ -> H * + He + e (25a)m 2 i
-> HeH* + H + e (25b)

+ e (25c)

H2* + C2H4 ~> C2H2+ + H2 * e (26a)

-> CH+ + H + e (26b)
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The extent of fragmentation of polyatomic molecules ionized by metastable
noble gas atoms was investigated with the conclusion that the extent of
fragmentation was practically the same as that one obtained by impact of
electrons of the same energy as the excitation energy of the excited
projectile [10b].

6.2.5. Electronic Excitation Energy Transfer between Neutral
Particles

Transfer of electronic excitation energy in gas phase collisions which
results in excited neutral species belongs to one of the oldest areas of
research in atomic and molecular studies. Many specific cases have been
studied and it is very difficult to review all the possible outcomes of
these studies. In general, the main elementary processes are
electronic-to-electronic (27) and electronic-to-vibrational energy transfer
(28), if we limit our attention to higly-energized particles common to
irradiated systems.

A* + BC -> A + BC* (27)

A* + BC -> A + BC' (28)
The product excited particle may loose its energy by further energy transfer
in subsequent collisions, by a radiative process or by dissociation.

Two basic rules apply in description of processes (27) and (28):
the Wigner spin conservation rule (total spin of the systems is
conserved through the inelastic collision);
the energy resonance rule (energy transfer is most efficient when the

*internal energy given up by A is precisely equal to the energy absorbed
in the process BC - BC or BC' (i.e. the relative translational energy of
the colliding pair tends to be conserved).

A very important energy transfer process in irradiated systems is the
excitation transfer (27) under the conditions that the electronic excitation
energy of A is higher than the ionization potential of BC. This process is
then effectively competing with ionization processes and leads to the
formation of neutral superexcited molecules which dissociate to formexcited
neutral fragments as discussed more in detail in Chapter 5.
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6.3. REACTIONS IN AND OF CLUSTER IONS

As already mentioned in chapters 3 and 4, clusters of atoms or
molecules may have rather different properties and show a rather different
reaction behaviour than single monomers consisting of the same atom or
molecule. It has been mentioned in those chapters that clusters present
systems which bridge the gap between the gaseous and the bulk state.
Therefore, knowledge ofcluster properties may help to understand reactions
in the bulk state by extrapolating the evolution from the atomic or
molecular to the bulk properties with increasing cluster size.

In contrast to atomic and molecular ions discussed in chapter 2,
cluster ions may not only react with other neutral targets (e.g., see the
case of ion-neutral reactions), but there exists also the possibility of
reactions within the cluster ion, i.e. reactions between cluster
constituents termed internal ion molecule reactions). In this brief review
we will discuss first these internal reactions, and then the reactivity of
entire cluster ions. For more information see the specialized literature on
cluster ion reactivity given in [11].

6.3.1. Internal Reactions

After initial formation of an excited or ionized cluster (by either
electron or photon impact) we can distinguish between four classes of
reactions: associative ionization, Penning ionization, ion molecule
reactions, and unimolecular dissociation.

6.3.1.2. Associative Ionization (Chemiionization)
In these processes bond formation is involved. Investigations of Dehmer and
Poliakoff [12] of Ar„in the VUV using mass spectrometric detection showed

* +that besides autoionization of Ar_ , Ar,, is also formed via the
associative ionization reaction Ar i- Ar -> Ar + e within the excited
(Ar .Ar). Ng and coworkers [5] were able to edentify and study the relative
reaction probabilities for the formation of various product channels of the
chemiionization process CS (v,n).CS -> yielding (CS ) , and various
fragment ions as a function of Rydberg level n.

6.3.1.2. Penning Ionization
In Penning ionization an electron is transferred: In this case initial

energy deposition from the bombarding electron (or photon) into an excited
state of one cluster constituent (usually a rare gas atom) is followed by
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Penning energy transfer to a seed cluster constituent leading to its
ionization. For instance, Birkhofer et al. [14] have described Penning
ionization or Ar clusters by metastable He ( a process which has been also
studied outside of the cluster [15}). Kamke et al. [16] have demonstrated
the energy transfer from excited Ar atoms in clusters leading to the
ionization of organic seed molecules, and Dao et al. [17] reported the
possibility of Penning transfer of energy from an organic molecule in a
cluster involving delay times of up to 0.2 P.S. Considering that this
inter-molecular Penning ionization may in principle occur as soon as the
adiabatic ionization energy of the cluster as a whole is below the
excitation energy of any of its (solvated) constituents Hertel and coworkers
[18] recently suggested that this process is a rather common ionzation
channel, since the ionization energy of molecular clusters is usually much
lower than for any of its constituents.

6.3.2.3. Ion Molecule Reactions
A very common phenomenon, especially in mixed and molecular clusters,

are reactions within the energized ion-neutral complex after the primary
ionization event; also referred to as ion-neutral half collision processes.
These reactions usually lead to prompt fragmentation of the cluster ion.
There exists now a large body of molecular beam photoionization and electron
impact ionization studies of these reactions [9-11]. Information about these
reactions are usually deduced from cluster fragmentation mass spectra
measured as a function of electron (photon) energy and stagnation conditions
taking also into account known properties of the respective reactions in the
,gas phase. In these studies the fragmentation pattern is normally
interrogated at times where not only prompt but also metastable
dissociations have already influenced the original pattern.

Recently, the photoion-photoelectron coincidence (PIPECO) techniques
[19], which utilize flight time correlation of an ion-electron pair, have
been used extensively as an ideal approach to incorporate state and energy
selection into these studies. For instance, the dissociation of Ar ( P.). CO

+into CO + Ar (produced by photoionization of Ar. CO and studied with
PIPECO) is rationalized by Ng and coworkers [20] by a stepwise mechanism
involving the formation of a vibrationally excited CO (X,v).Ar complex by
near- resonance intermolecular charge transfer and the subsequent
unimolecular dissociation of the complex by vibrational predissociation.
This is in line with the interpretation of the unimolecular (prompt)
dissociation of single ethylene ions in association with large argon
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clusters (up to Ar.„0), where charge transfer on or close to the surface is
made responsible for the observed fragment abundances [21].

The most common reactions are, however, proton transfer reactions and
association reactions [22,23]. The production of the protonated ammonia
cluster series NH . (NH„) is an example for the occurrence of an exoergic4* «5 n
proton exchange reaction, whereas H.O (R.O) for an endoergic reaction. The

J <_. il

ammonia reaction has been studied extensively [24], and Castleman and
coworkers [25], using multiphoton ionization, found that the protonated
pentamer is an unusually prominent species due to a presumed closed
solvation shell. A similar prominent feature is the protonated 21mer in H20
clusterspectra, its structure has been ascribed to clathrate formation via
an ion-induced mechanism [26]. It is interesting to note that in both cases
ionization also leads to the production of stoichiometric cluster ion
series, albeit with much smaller probability than in the protonated cases.
Recently, evidence of multiple McLafferty rearrangements in protonated
n-butanoic acid clusters was reported [27]. The fragmentation pattern
inducedby such ion molecule reactions has been studied for several molecular
clusters by Buck and coworkers [28] using size-selected neutral clusters as
collision partners in the primary ionization process. In the case of
ethylene clusters, it is assumed that one ethylene unit is ionized, which
leads via an association reaction to a higly excited C H .This complex
either decays to C_H or C H_ ,or, in the case of clusters larger than the
dimer, the C.H complex may be stabilized by a third body collision. The
occurrence of C„H ions is rationalized by the endothermic H-atom transfer
reaction within the cluster C H . C H -> C H + + C H .

il. T: ^ fi O O ^ O

Another method to follow the ion chemistry has been presented by Brutschy et
al. [29], where the neutral precursor of product ions is assigned using the
optical fingerprint in two-color-two-photon ionization spectroscopy.
Finally, it is quite noteworthy that similar ion molecule reactions are to
be expected in negative molecular cluster ions [30].

6.3.1.4. Metastable Dissociations
An interesting variation on the theme of unimolecular cluster ion

reactivity is the decomposition in the metastable time regime. Whereas
prompt dissociation reactions in the cluster ion (as described above) cannot
be observed directly and identified unambigously from the measured
fragmentation patterns, metastable dissociation reactions may be detected
directly in the field-free regions of certain mass spectrometer systems.
This offers an opportunity to study in detail energetics, kinetics, and
dynamics of selected ion dissociation processes of uniquely selected cluster
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ion species. The existence of metastable cluster ions after electron (or
photon) ionization of van-der-Waals clusters has been established only in
the last decade [9,10] despite the fact that (i) delayed unimolecular decay
was to be expected and that (ii) a series of cluster ions, differing only in
size constitute an ideal testing ground for statistical unimolecular decay
theories. Today, a large number of studies exists [9,10] on the properties

-7of metastable decay reactions of cluster ions (with lifetimes from 10 s
[31,32] up to several 100 /̂ s [33-35]) produced by either electron or photon
ionization of vdW clusters.

Fragmentation of an excited molecular ion usually occurs immediately
after the ionization event (prompt dissociative ionization via repulsive
hypersurfaces). However, in certain cases such a dissociation cannot take
place immediately due to obstacles along the possible reaction pathways.
Ordinary polyatomic metastable ions can be categorized into three groups
corresponding to three different mechanisms (storage and disposal of excess
energy).
1. Electronic (forbidden) predissociation: In this case the radiative decay
or the radiationless transition from an excited (bound) state to a
repulsive state (leading to instantaneous dissociation) is strongly
forbidden by some selection rules. A typical example is the metastable
decay of Ar^ ( ni/2)u via Ar * [2n1/2) into Ar^ [2p3/2) + Ar with a

lifetime of ~ 90 us [36,37].
2. Barrier penetration: A second possible mechanism giving rise to
metastable decay of ions is the excitation to bound levels which are above
the dissociation limit of this ion but below the top of a weak dissociation
barrier. The quantum mechanical tunnel effect is responsible for the
observed metastable decay and the corresponding lifetimes. A particular
variant of this mechanism is tunneling through a centrifugal barrier
(rotational predissociation). On the basis of experimental findings [36]
and of a model calculation [38], it was suggested that tunneling through a
rotational barrier is responsible for the slow decay of small Ar cluster
ions.
3. Vibrational predissociation: If a polyatomic ion is complex enough, the
Lissajous motion of an activated ion on its potential hypesurface will be
complicated enough to increase the lifetime into the metastable time
regime. This process has to be described in the framework of a statistical
theory where the unimolecular rate constant k (and other properties such as
the release of translational kinetic energy Ç) are assumed to depend only
on the internal energy of the activated ion. The excitation process is
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assumed to have no influence on the values of k or T. Vibrational
predissociation is thought to be the dominant metastable dissociation
mechanism for large cluster ions and several variants of statistical theory
have been applied to this rather new field [39,40]. Moreover, Scharf et al.
[41] have recently explored by classical molecular dynamics vibrational
predissociation induced by exciton trapping in neutral rare gas clusters.
It is now well established that under certain conditions following the
ionization of a cluster, metastable decay not only proceeds according to
one of the above mentioned (intramolecular) meachanisms, but also via
mechanisms only possible in the complex environment of a cluster. To date
two intermolecular mechanisms are known to occur:
1. Delayed internal ion molecule reaction: One of the first examples
discussed in this context was the formation of protonated water clusters by

Klots and Compton [30], where they attributed observed metastable fragments
to an ion molecule reaction taking place within a water cluster following
its ionization. They also reported observing metastable components in the

+formation of C H^ following the ionization of the ethylene dimer. Other
authors have made similar observations [42]; for instance Futrell et al.
[43] reported that in case of ammonia clusters a rearrangement channel is a
relevant factor for metastable dissociation. Morgan et. al. [44] have
recently obtained first evidence for a delayed internal cluster reaction,
namely, the metastable loss of H?0 following the ionization. This is in
contrast to earlier work, where the product ions detected were also present
as peaks in the direct ionization spectrum.
2. Intermolecular energy transfer: In this case vibrational or electronic
energy stored in one moiety of a cluster ion is released with a delay into
intermolecular motion leading to the evaporation of specific (magic)
mumbers of monomers. In particular, up to four vibrational quanta may be
stored in a nitrogen cluster ion [45] leading to a rather peculiar
metastable evaporation pattern. A similar process involving the transfer of
electronic energy in the metastable time regime has been observed for argon
cluster ions resulting in the preferential evaporation of specific magic
numbers of Ar atoms [32]. Furthermore, metastable dissociations have been
also reported in case of negative cluster ions [46,47].

A particular variant of a delayed decay in these systems is the
occurrence of electron autodetachment in the metastable time regime
[46,48]. For more details on the properties of these metastable decay
reactions see Ref. [10].
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6.3.2. Reactivity of Cluster Ions

The field of cluster ion reactions with neutrals comprises a very large
subset of the general subject of ion molecule reactions treated in section 2.
Association reactions are the most common variant of cluster ion reactions.
The vast majority of association reactions (which are sometimes called
clustering reactions, because they may be seen as production sequence for
cluster ions) have been investigated using either flowing afterglow or high
pressure pulsed mass spectrometry techniques. This subject has been reviewed
several times; in particular, the reader is referred to the collected data
by Albritton anda recent review by Smith and coworkers [49].

The basic mechanisms of ion/molecule association reactions are well
understood. The reactions are visualized to proceed via an intermediate
complex (AL) which has a lifetime t , against unimolecular decomposition
back to the reactants A and L. 'A' may be taken to represent the reactant
ion, perhaps already containing some cluster subunits, and L the next
associating molecule. Collision with a third body, M, can either remove
excess energy from the complex and result in the formation of a stable
entity, or it can provide collisional energy necessary for dissociation back
to the original reactants as follows [9]:

k
A + L <---- (AD*

k
r k

(AD* + M — --> AL + M (29)
k

A + L ----> AL
k--AL + M <---- (AD* + M
ks
k

(AD* — --> A + L (30)

k
AL ----> A + L

Taking k to represent the rate of clustering, k (proportional to I/T ),
the rate of dissociation of the complex, and k , the rate of stabilization
of the complex by a third body (M), a steady-state treatment for the complex
(AD*leads to the following equation for the overall forward rate, k ,
Likewise, the overall reverse rate is given by krQ as follows:
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Although the basic mechanisms and kinetics of cluster formation are well
understood (e.g. see Fig. 1), the details are still subject to intense
investigations [1].

Fig. 2 shows the observed [50] trend in the biomolecular specific rate
of the association reaction

Cn+ + C0 -> Cn+/ (35)

as a function of n. The specific rate is seen to increase with n. Similar
trends are reen also in other reactions. Theories for association reactions
indicate that the specific rate of association is increasing with the
increasing lifetime of the intermediate association complex (AL) * T
This lifetime is determined by the energy of association and the number of
atoms in the complex. The observed increase in the specific rate of
association (Fig.2) is attributed primarily to an increase in T which is
expected from the increase of the number of constituents.

The area which has received by far the greatest attention in this field
is experimental studies of the thermochemical properties [9, 51 ].' Comparing
relative bond strengths for a variety of ligands about a given positive ion
as a function of clustersize n is very instructive in elucidating the role
of the ligand. Data for molecules having a wide range of properties (dipole
moment, polarizability, etc.) clustering around Na are shown in Fig. 3 [9].
It is interesting to note that individual AH values seem to approach
the corresponding bulk value AH ° at rather small cluster sizes.

Experimental information in the backward analog of association
reactions, i.e., declustering reaction or collision-induced dissociation, is
scarce and limited to a few cluster ions [9]. Kebarle and coworkers [52]
demonstrated that cross sections for collision-induced dissociation increase
rapidly with the number of ligands, and with the internal energy of the
cluster ion, but decreases with the increasing dissociation energy. Ligand
switching reactions in general proceed rapidly (k £ 10 cm /s) when
exothermic [53]. Depending on the energetics of solvation, the successive
exchange may come to a halt at some intermediate stage of mixed solvation
[54]. In the following we will only consider reactive (cluster) ion-molecule
reactions, including charge transfer, proton transfer, and ion-atom
interchange processes [55].

The effect of clustering on the reactivity of ions is important for an
understanding of ion chemistry in dense gases, as well as solvation
chemistry in general. Smith at al. [56] found that, for example, association
of N to N„ does not seriously modify the reactivity of the N except

£, £, <Ct

that it reduces somewhat the energy available for reaction. The most common
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O.I

NaU)n * L ̂ Na*(L}n.,

OME
S02
"HiCO?3

2,3. 3.4 4,5
n,n»i

5,6
•&M*V

FIG. 6.3. Values of - AH .vs. cluster reaction n, n+1, for (a) DME,n, n+1
(b) NH3, (c) H20, (d) S02> (e) C02> (f) CO, (g) HC1, (h) N2> and (i) CH^
clustered to Na (after [9]).

mechanism apparently is direct charge transfer, usually followed by
fragmentation with the nitrogen - nitrogen bonds in the reacting ions
remainig intact (see also reactios of (CO ) [57]). Similarly, for ligand
exchange (see above), some (non-resonant) charge tranfer processes of
0 .(H-0) , and reactions of hydrated hydronium ions, increased hydration of£. n
the reactant ion does not significantly decrease the reaction constant
[53,58]. In contrast, for some (resonant) charge transfer processes [58] and
in several ion-atom interchange and/or nucleophilic displacement reactions
[59], increased solvation of the reactant ion resulted in a significant
decrease in reactivity (see also results obtained by Howard et. al. [60] for
associative detachment of negative ions, in which the reactivities arealso
reduced by clustering with HO). Similary, Bohme et. al. [61] found that
stepwise hydration leads to a decrease of the reaction rate constant for
proton transfer from H«0 , e.g., to H S with a concomitant change in AG°
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FIG. 6.4. Reaction rate constants for gas phase nucleophilic displacement
reactions of solvated anions with metyl chloride as a function of the extent
of solvation (after [9]).

(see also [62] for solvated proton transfer reactions). In case of
nucleophilic displacement reactions (e.g. see Fig. 4) these striking results
may be interpreted, according to Henchman et al. [59] in terms of the
qualitative model developed by Pellerite and Brauman [63].

On the other hand, an enormous reactivity enhancement has been found
by Rowe et. al. [64] for a new class of ion-catalyzed reactions between
neutrals occurring in cluster ions in which the central ion does not form
chemical bonds, e.g , the rate constant for the homologous gas phase

-20 2reaction of N-0,. with NO is smaller than 10 cm /s, whereas the rate for
this reaction on an alkali ion cluster increases at least seven orders of+magnitude in the case of Na as central ion, and in excess of nine orders of
magnitude in the case of Li (this subject has been recently extended to
several more reactions yielding rate enhancements up to 30 orders of
magnitude [65]).
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6.4. PROCESSES IN CONDENSED PHASE

The recent results obtained on processes of ions and excited neutrals
in the condensed phase are of particular interest to radiotherapy since in
this field the medium of interest is the living cell. Information obtained
in the gas-phase must in some way be transferable to the radiation processes
which take place in the cell; and, in that respect, the condensed phase data
provide a link between the abundant information found in the gas-phase and
the extremely limited knowledge of initial ultra-rapid ion molecule,
radical-molecule and molecule-molecule reactions which may occur in the
condensed phase environment of the cell. We present in the next section the
results of solid-phase ion-molecule reactions in which
the positive or negative ion reacts with energy of several eV with a
condensed molecule. Thus, these processes correspond to those oftheinitial
ion-molecule reactions in radiolysis.

6.4.1. Chemical Reactions of Ions

The data presently available on initial ion-molecule reactions in the
condensed phase have been obtained from electron stimulated desorption (ESD)
experiments. In these studies [66], monoenergetic electrons impinge on a
tLin film grown in an ultra-high-vacuum system by the condensation of gases
or organic vapors on a clean metal substrate held at cryogenic temperatures
(15-100K). The positive and negative ion currents emanating from the film
surface are measured as a function of primary electron energy. The ion
desorption into vacuum is recorded by a quadrupole mass spectrometer having
an input lens located near the film surface. An energy filter can be placed
in front of the mass spectometer to discriminate the energies of the ions.
The ion yields can be recorded with films whose thickness (10- 2000 A) is
limited by charge accumulation. The data are usually obtained at
temperatures near 20 K, with incident currents varying between 10 and

_Q10 A depending on the desired resolution (5-200 meV).
It has been shown by these experiments [67-69] that anions created by

dissociative attachment could react with surrounding molecules with energies
(eV's) defined by the dissociative process. The unique features of the
reaction and its pathways could be deduced by monitoring the magnitude of a
reaction-product signal as a function of incident electron energy and
concetration of one of the reactants [67,68]. For example, the observation
of reactions
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0 + C H„ „ —> OH + C H„ , (36)n 2n+2 n 2n+l
(n = 1,2,4,5 and 6) is reported for C H„ molecules condensed on the
surface of a multilayer 0?film deposited on a platinum substrate [67]. The
energetic 0 ions are generated by the dissociative association reaction

e~ + 02(3Eg") -> °2~C2V ZE+) (37a)

-> 0~(2P) + 0(3P) (37b)
This reaction is evidenced by first measuring the 0 ESD yield from a pure
multilayer 0? and other molecules as shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b). Here, the

2 2 +8 eV peak arises from the decay of the IT and E transitory states of
CL whereas the 13 eV peak contains contributions from these and a
higher-energy symmetry-forbidden ( E ) CL states [70] . The features in the
curve representing the electron energy dependence of the 0 yield are
reflected into the electron energy dependence od the OH yield and thus serve
as a "signature" to detect and identify reaction(36).

Curves (c) to (g) in Fig. 5 represent the energy dependence of the OH
yields produced by electron impact on three-layer oxygen film covered by a
monolayer of C H_ molecules. At submonolayer coverages, these OH
yield functions exhibit the same characteristics but the signal is lower.
In fact, in the submonolayer regime the magnitude of the OH signal is found
to be directly proportional to the number of condensed hydrocarbon
molecules. Results similar to those in Fig. 1 were also obtained for
submonolayer coverages of 0„on three-layer hydrocarbon films [68]. Since no
compound at the film surface contains both hydrogen and oxygen, OH ions
cannot be produced by direct electron impact. However, they can result from
reactions between ground state molecules (i.e.,0,, and C H_ ) and anions
produced directly by the electron beam (i.e., 0 , H and CH , n = 1 to 3).
The ion OH can be formed via reaction (36) or the reactions

H~ + 02 -> OH" + 0 (38)

CH ~ + 0_ -> OH~ + CH ,0 (39)n 2 n-1
Any OH formed by these latter would bear the "signature" of the yield
function for H or CH which exhibits only a single peak at 10 eV [68].
Thus, the line shapes in Fig. 1 can only be produced via reaction (1).

Reaction of positive ions with molecules in solid films can also be
detected by monitoring reaction products [69]. In this case, cations are
monitored as a function of electron energy. Fig. 6 shows the result of an
experiment where a 50 A film composed of 20'/. volume 0 and 80% volume N„ is
bombarded with 15 to 31 eV electrons. The curve labelled 0 was obtained by
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FIG.6.5. Energy dependence of electron-stimulated desorption (ESD) of
negative ions in the range 1 - 1 0 eV. Curves a nad b: 0 desorption from a
three-layer 00 film; V is a potential retarding the negative ions at theZ K
entrance of the mass spectrometer. Curves c-g: OH desorption from a
three-layer 0 film covered with a single layer of C H (n=l,2,3,4,5
and 6) molecules; curves c-g recorded with V =0.K

measuring the energy dependence of the 0 signal. Similarly, the curves
labelled N and NO represent the ESD yields of these cations, respectively.
The 0 signal can arise from either reactions

+0 - 2e -

°

0 2e

-> 0 +0 + e
(40)

(41)
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FIG. 6.6. ESD yields of 0 , N and NO ions produced by electron impact on
a multilayer film composed of 20% volume 0_ and 80% volume N .

Near threshold, the 0 signal should arise exclusively from the latter
reaction which requires the least energy. The onset of the reaction

) 2e N + 2e~ (42)

lies around 25 eV. The magnitude of the 0 signal is about four times higher
than the N signal and more than an order of magnitude larger than the NO
signal. Below 25 eV, since no N ions can be formed, the NO signal aries
from the reaction of energetic 0 with N?. The possible reaction of N with
0 or 0„ with N„ yielding NO + NO must be eliminated because any
intermediate NO state in the 17-25 eV range could not lead to NO ions
having sufficient kinetic energy to overcome the polarization barrier of the
film. Furthemore, the coincidence of the energy threshold of the 0 and
NO signals dictates interpreration involving the reaction

N + -> NO -> N N0 (43)
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Here, the 0 is created with a few eV of kinetic energy by the dissociation
of a repulsive state. The intermediate N„0 state is also repulsive yielding+a NO product with enough kinetic energy to overcome the polarization
attraction (=• 0.5 eV) [71] of the positive charge toward the film. The
reaction occurs during times characteristic of a vibrational period of the
N Creation (= 10~14 s).

TABLE 6.1. IQNIZATION POTENTIALS OF ELEMENTS

Element IP(eV) Element IP(eV)

H
He
Li
Be
B
C
N
0
F
Ne
Na
I

13.598
24.587
5.391
9.323
8.298
1 1 . 260
14.534
13.618
17.423
21.565
5.139
10.451

-Mg
Al
Si
P
S
Cl
Ar
K
Ça
Br
Kr
Xe

7.464
5.986
8.152
10.487
10.360
12.968
15.760
4.341
6. 113
11.814
13.999
12.130
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TABLE 6.2. lONIZATION POTENTIALS OF MOLECULES AND RADICALS AND HEATS
OF FORMATION OF THE RESPECTIVE IONS

Molecule

CH
C2
CO
C12
F2
H2
12
CN
N2
NO

°2
OH

CH2
co2
CS2
HCN
H2°
NH2NZO
°3so2

BF3
CH3
C2H2
H2°2
NH3cci4
CH

IP(eV)

10.64
12.15
14.014
11.50
15.686
15.426
9.3995
14.03
15.581
9.264
12.059
13.18

10.50
13.79
10.07
13.50
12.614
11.40
12.89
12.52
12.35

15.55
9.842
11.406
10.92
10. 15
11.47
12.615

AHf°o(g)[kJ mol'1]

1619
1992
1238
1109
1514
1488.4
971
1794

1503
983.6
1165
1287

1398
935
1089
1447
978
1263
1330
1368
895

367
1095
1328
< >
941

1006
1150
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Molecule

r~ uC2H4
C2H5C* \J

C2H6
C3H5O *-)

•J O
c-C H«J D
i-CH

+J 1

C3H8•J O

i-C.H-4 8
i —C U1 C4H9

4 10
A IQ

C6H6
C~C6H10
C-C6H12

CH CN
O s

C H N

HCOHb)
CH2OH
CH3OH
C2H5°H

IP(eV)

10.51
8.37
11.521
8.05
9.74
10.06
7.55

10.95
9.11
8.01

10.55
10.57
9.247
8.945
9,45

12. 19
9.266

10.88
8.14
10.85
10.48

AHf°o(g)tkJ mol"1]

1175
917
1041
946
960
999
800
953
871
830
887
879
975
858
871

1270
1034

936
720
856
793

a) • j • . - i j v - ipyridin; formaldehyde
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TABLE 6.3. HEATS OF FORMATION OF SOME NEUTRAL RADICALS

Radical

H
B
BH
C
CH
CH2
CH3
C2H5
P 14C3H5

i~C3H7
n-C3H7

N
NH
NH2
CN

AHf°o[k

216.
557.
446.
711.
592.
392.
145.
107.
169.
73.
86.

470.
331
172
431.

:J mol"1]

003
64
4
2
5
9
6
5
9
6
6

842

8

Radical

0
o3
OH
CH2OH

F
CF
CF3

S
SH
es
so

Cl
Br
I

AH ° [kJ mol"1]i o

246.785
145.35
38.70

-113.4

76.9
251.5
-467.4

276.6
142
269.4
6.3

120.00
117.94
107.24
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TABLE 6.4. PROTON AFFINITIES OF ATOMS AND MOLECULES

Atom/Molecule

Ar
Br
Cl
F
H
He
I
Kr
N
Ne
0
S
Xe

CO
CN
H2
HC1
HF
HS
N2
NH
NO

°2
OH

PAleV]

3.84
5.72
5.36
3.51
2.650
1.845
6.3
4.40
3.4
2.08
5.05
6.9
5. 14

6.15
5.1
4.38
5.86
4.09
7.2
5.125
6. 1
5.50
4.38
6.18

Atom/Molecule

CH2co2
HCN
HCO
H20
H02
H2S
NH2
N02
N20
so2
CH3
/— TTC2H2
H2C°
HCOH
H2°2
NH3
CF4
CH4
C2H4
CH3OH
C2H6
C3H8
C6H6

PAleV)

8.55
5.68
7.43
6.6
7.22
6.9
7.4
8. 10
6.6
5.92
7.0

5.4
6.7
7.44
9.92
7.22
8.85
5.46
5.72
7.05
7.89
6.22
6.50
7.87
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TABLE 6.5. ELECTRON AFFINITIES OF ATOMS AND MOLECULES

Atom/Molecule

H
B
C
0
F
Na
S
Cl
K
ßr
I

Br2
C2
CF
CN
es
C12
F2
12
NH
NO

°2
OH
s2
SH
SO

C3
CF2

EA[eV]

0.7542
0.28
1.263
1.46
3.40
0.5479
2.077
3.62
0.5015
3.37
3.059

2.6
3.39
3.3
3.82
0.21
2.44
2.96
2.51
0.38
0.03
0.44
1.828
1.66
2.31
1.09

2.1
2.1

Atom/Molecule

C H
CH2
CNS
COS
cs2
HNO
H°2
NH2
NF2
N02
N20

°3
SCN
SH2
so2
cci3
CF3
CH3
N03
S°3

CC1F3
CH3°
OH.H20
C3H3
C2H5
SF6
C2H5°
C3H7

EA[eV]

3.73
0.21
2.0
0.5
0.8
0.34
1.19
0.76
1.7
2.28
0.24
2.103
2.2
1. 1
1.06

1.2
1.92
1.07
3.7
1.7

1. 1
1.57
1.95
2.3
0.89
0.6
0.6
0.6
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TABLE 6.6. RATE CONSTANTS OF SELECTED ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS AND
CHARGE TRANSFER PROCESSES

Reactants

HO*.

HO +
HO* +
OH +
OH +
OH +

OH +

OH* +
OH* +

,
OH +

H0„
+
^ iun

H?*5;
H02

CH4

CO
co2
H2
H2°
H2S

NO

N2
N2°

°2

+ Ar
+ CH.

*i+ ro+ LL2
+ C7̂ 4£_> *±

+ C2H6
+ H2

Product (s) Rate Constant
, . . - 1 3 - 1 .(molecule cm s

CH5++ 0(13%)
H30+ + CH2(87%)
CHO + H
CH00+ + 04
H20 + H
H30 + H
H3S + 0(40%)
H2S + OH (60%)
HNO + 0(63%)

j
NO + OH (37%)
HN * + 0
HN20* + 0(72%)
N20 + OH (16%)
NO + NOH(11%)

.
02 + OH (90%)
H02 + 0(10%)

ArH* * 0
^*

products
!_

CH02 + 02
products
products
T, + , pn3 + °2

1.5 (-9)

6.2 (-10)
1.44 (-9)
l.OH-9)
3.4 (-9)
2.05C-9)

9.7C-10)

2.2(-9)
1.56(-9)

1.9(-10)

1.9 (-11)
1 . 0(-9)
l.K-9)
l.K-9)
1.4(-9)
3.3(-10)

Method3)
)

SIFT

SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
ICR
SIFT

SIFT

SIFT
SIFT

SIFT

FDT
ICR
FDT
ICR
ICR
SIFT

a)EXPERIMENTAL METHODS:
DT - drift tube; FA - flowing afterglow; FDT - flow-drift tube;
ICR - ion cyclotron resonance; MS - mass spectrometer ion source;
SIFT - selected-ion flow tube; SIFDT - selected-ion flow drift tube.
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Reactants

H02++ NO

H2N* * H2CO

.

H2N + HCOOH
H2N; * CH,
H2N + CH3OH

H2N++ CO
H2N C2H4

,
H2N * H2
H N + HO

+H N + NH
4-HZN + NO

HO + HCN

.̂
H20 + CH4
HO + CO
un j. p uH2° C2H2
H 0+ + C H2 24+
^ iC D

H20+ + H2
H?0 + H?0-»•DO + D 02 2

Product (s) Rate Constant
, , . - 1 3 - 1(molecule cm s

H4N+ -t- 02 2.0 (-9)
HNO+ + 02 7.3(-10)
HN + + 0 8.0C-10)i £

CH 0+(80%) 2.8(-10)o
H N+(20%)

•*• 4-H4N ,(CH302 ) 2,7(-9)
H3N+ -i- CH3 9.2(-10)
H3N + CH OH(13%) 3.0(-9)
CH50 •»- NH(87%)

Ĥ .CO"1" 2.4(-ll)
C2H4 ,CH4N (30%); 1.5C-9)
C2H .C2H5N (20%);
H N t- H 2.7(-10)

•3

HO (95%),H_N (5%) 2. 9 (-9)
+H N + H 2.2(-9)

^ j.
NO 7.0(-10)

CH2N + OH 2.1 (-9)
HO + CN
^ j.
H30 + CH3 2. 52 (-9)
CHU + OH 5. 3 (-9)
C H + 1.9(-9)2 2
C2H4+ 1.5C-9)
H_0 (83%) .C-H. (12%) 1.6 (-9)

4- 4-C.H, (4%),C0HC (1%)26 25
HO + H 8.3(-10)O
HO •»- OH 1.6 (-9)

*̂  j.
D_0 + OD 1.19(-9)•6

Method

FDT
FDT
FDT

SIFT

FA
SIFT
DT

SIFT
SIFT

SIFT
SIFT
ICR
SIFT

MS

MS
SIFT
DT
DT
SIFT

SIFT
MS
MS
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Reactants Product (s) Rate Constant
, , . - 1 3 - 1 ,(molecule cm s )

Method

H n+H2°

H 0+

4*»X
u nH2°2
H2°2
H2°2
H2°2
TT piH2°2

H3+
H
 +

H3
H3+

H3
H„

+
•3 ,

H3
II *3

+
3

H3+
u +
\
H3
H3+O+
\H

o. U C* H2S

+ NO
+ 0
+ °2

++ co
++H20
++ H2°2
% NH3
*+ NO

+ HCN
+ CH20
+HCOOH

+ CH^
+ CO
+ CO

*-
+ C2H2
, f— TT

* C2H4

+ CH COOHo
+ H2°
j- U C- H2S
+ NH3
+ NO
+ 0
+ o0

+ +
3 2
H30 (3%)
N0+ + H20 5.9(-10)
02+ + H2 I.S(-IO)
°2* + H2° 4.3C-10)

CHO + H02 5. 5 (-11)
H30 + H02 1.7 (-9)
H302 + HO 6 (-10)
H4N + H02 1.8 (-9)
N0+ + H202 5.0(-10)

+
CH N + H 7.0(-9)

•fCH30 + H2 6.3(-9)
CHO + H„0 + H0(70%) 8.03(-9)

£. £

H30 + CO + H (307.)
CHC + H0 2.3C-9)

w5 £.

CHO + H 2.CH-9)
, -̂

CHO + H 2.0(-9)
*- , -̂

C H + H. 2.9(-9)
i— »3 <i.

C H * + 2H (67.) 2. 02 (-9)
O O ^

C H + + H (94%)
tL. O ^

C2H30 + H20 + H2 6. 8 (-9)
HO + H 4.3(-9)

+H3S + H2 3.4(-9)
H4N + H2 4.2(-9)
HNO + H0 1.1 (-9)/̂

products S.O(-IO)
H00+ + H0 6.7(-10)

SIFT

SIFT
SIFT
SIFT

FDT
FDT
FDT
FDT
FDT

FA
FA
FA

SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
FA

FA
FA
FA
FDT
SIFT
FA
FDT
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Rea

+
^

H3N*
H3N*
HN +

H3N*
H3N*
H N*
H N*3
H3N*
H3N*
H„N*
H3N*

H30*
+

«3°*xJ

H30+
H30*
H O*
3H3°;H 03

H 0+
+

H30+
H 0*
H O*
2

H3°*

ctants

+ HCN
+ H2CO
+ HCOOH
+ CH4
+ CH OH

•J

+ CO
+ CO
+ C H?- 4
+ H2
+ H2°
+ NH3
•*• NO

+ HCH
4- CH 02
+ HCOOH
+ CH3OH
+ CH2CO
j. r v+ C2H4
+ CH3CHO
+ OJ COOH

+ (CH ) 0
+ C2H5°H
* H2
* H2S
+ NH3
+ NO

Product (s) Rate Constant
, . . - 1 3 - 1 ,(molecule cm s J

H.N* + CH 6 (-10)4
H4N*+HCO 1.1 (-9)
H N* + . . 9 (-10)
H.N* + CH_ 4.8C-10)4 3
H N* -t-CH30 2. 2 (-9)
products < 5 (-13)
products < 1 (-13)
H.N* + . . . 1.4(-9)4
H4N + H 5 (-13)
H N"" -•• . . < 3 (-11)
H4N* •»- NH2 2. 2 (-9)
NO* + NH3 7.2C-10)

CH2N* + H20 4.5(-9)

CH„0 + H 0 3 (-9)
•«3 Cm

CH 0 * + H 0 2.7 (-9)
J i— ^

CHgO* + H20 2. 2 (-9)
C2H30* + H20 2.0 (-9)
C H + -»• H 0 6.3(-ll)25 2
C2H50 + H20 3.6(-9)
C2H502 + H20(95%) 3.0 (-9)
C2H30* + 2H20(5%)
C2HyO+ + H20 2. 7 (-9)
C u n o , u n o ö f a ' i„H_U •*• nJJ e.al-y)

products < 5 (-15)
H3S* + H20 1.4 (-9)
H.N* + H„0 2.5(-9)4 2
NO* -»- H20 1.5(-12)

Method

ICR
SIFT
FA
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT

FA

SIFT
FA
FDT
FA,
SIFT
FA
FA

FA
FA
SIFT
FA
SIFT
SIFT
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Reactants

C* + HCN

C* + HCOOH
C* + CH3OH

+c + co„
4-f* • I"1 IT

C+ + C2H2
r+ 4- H2 4u •*• n_

4-

C+ + NH3
C+ + N
4

C 4- Q

CH+ + CH 0
Œ"1" 4. PU yi

CH+ +CH3OH

CH+ + CO
CH+ + H2
CH+ + H20
CH* f NO
CH+ + 0.

Product (s) Rate Constant
i -, ! -1 3 -1,(molecule cm s )

C/ * H
CHO+(20%),CH2"I"(60%)

CHO*
CH 0* (33% ) , CH 0* ( 30% )
CHO+(8%),CH +(29%)

*jco"1" + co
C3H+ + H

C H +(85%),C H +(15%)
products <
CHO+ ••• H
H_N+(22%),CH,,N"t"(75%)•3 ^
products <
CO* + 0
0* + CO

CH3+ + CO

+

C2H4+ + H(5%)
CH3+ + CH20(50%)
CH3o"" + CH2(10%)
CHgO* + H(5%)
CHO+ + C
CH2+ + H
CHO+ + H2(main)
NO"*" + CH
CHO* + O(main)

3.K-9)
3.9C-9)

3.3(-9)
4.K-9)

l.K-9)
2.7(-9)
1.82(-9)
5 (-13)
2.7C-9)
2.3(-9)
5 (-13)
9.9(-10)

3.2(-10)lICR

2.9C-9)

7 (-12)

2.9(-9)
7.6(-10)
2.9(-9)

Method

SIFT
SIFT

SIFT
SIFT

SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT

SIFT

SIFT

SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
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Reactants Product(s) Rate Constant
, . , -1 3-1,(molecule cm s )

Method

CHO+ 4 HCN
CHO + CH,,0
CHO + CH.4
CHO * CH3OH
CHO 4 C02
CHO 4 C2H2
CHO 4 H 0

j. *~
CHO 4 NH3

CH2 4 HCN
CH + CH2 4

CH2 4 CO
CH2 4 H2

CE2* 4 NH3

CH2N * H20
CH2N 4 NH3

CH20 + CH20+

+
+CH 0 + 0

<-. ^

CH3* + HCOOH
CH3 + CH4

CH2N+ + CO
CH30 + CO
CHC 4 CO <O
CH50 + CO
products <
C2H3+ 4 CO
H,0* 4 CO

"̂  ,
H4N 4 CO

C2H2N + H

C„H. 4 H (707.)24 2
C2H5 4 H (307.)
CHO 4 CH <

CH3 + H

CH 0 4 H
HO 4 CHo
CH4N+ 4 H(557.)
H4N 4 CH(45%)

H30+ 4 HCN
H.N 4 HCN4

CH30 4 CHO
CH30 4 CH30((107J
CH50 4 CHO (907.)
HO 4 CHO

•3 +CHO 4 HO (707.)
. ^

H202 4 CO (307.)

j— > TJ , TJC2H5 H2

3.K-9)
6.K-10)
1 (-13)
2.4C-9)
2 (-13)
1.36C-9)
2.5C-9)
2.3C-9)

1 . 8 (—9 )
1 2 (—9 )

7. (-12)
1.6 (-9)
2.9(-9)

2.8(-9)

8.8(-13)
1.2C-9)

3.2(-9)
2.4(-9)

2.6(-9)
1.7C-9)

2.K-9)
1.2 (-9)

SÏFT
ICR
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT

ICR
SIFT

SIFT
SIFT
SIFT

SIFT

FA
FA

SIFT
SIFT

SIFT
SIFT

FA
SIFT
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Reactants Product(s) Rate Constant Method
. . , - 1 3 - 1 ,(molecule cm s )

+
3 22

CH„ -»• H„
O Cf

CH + H„0O £>

CH„0+ + CH„OHJ o
CH30+ * H2
CH 0+ + H„0

•J £

CH4 + HCN
PH * + PHun . ^ L-ti .4 4
CH + CO

4-ĵ TJ , TT

4 2"* C.

4 2
CH4+ + 02

CN+ + CH4
CN + CO

-i- »CN + H
, ^-

CN + H20

CO 4 CH-4

C0+ + H
. ^co ••• HZO

CO + 0„

C3H3 + H2-* i *CH. + H4
CH2OH -•• . .
CH3NH3 (20%)
CH4N+ + H2(707.)+

CH 0+ + CH 0O <£
products
H.0+ + CH90

•J Cf

CH2N + CH2
CH_ + CH„S J
CHO + CH, J
CH_ + H
3

H.O + CH„•«5 s5

°2+ * CH4

CH2N+(607.),CHN+(35%)
CO + CN,
CHN + H
, .

CHN (507J.CHNO (20%)
CH2N (15'/.),H20 (10%)

CHO (35%),CH (607.),
C H 0*(5X)

CHO + H
. j^

HO (667.), CHO (347.)
0̂  * CO

5
< 1
2

1
< 4
3

2
j
1
3
2
4

1.
2
1

, 3

1

1
2
1

(-13)
(-11)
.2(-9)

-9(-9)
(-14)
(-11)

.H-9)
• 5 ( —9 )
. 4(-9)
.3C-11)
-6(-9)
.41-10)

2C-9)
.5(-10)
.OC-9)
.2(-9)

.36(-9)

.8(-9)
-6(-9)
. 2(-10)

SIFT
ICR
ICR
SIFT

SIFT
SIFT
SIFT

ICR
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT

ICR
SIFT
SIFT
ICR

SIFT

SIFT
ICR
SIFT

CHO"f(407.)>CH00^(60%) 3. 5 (-9) SIFT
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Reactants Product(s) Rate Constant
, . . - 1 3 - 1 ,(molecule cm s J

Method

0 + HCOOH
O" + CH4
0+ + CO
0+ -t- C0„

o+ +
0

CHO"I"(70%),H02+(30%) 5.0 (-9)
CH*(11ÎÎ),CH. + (89Î4) 1.0(-9)

«Ji ft
products
0„ + CO
H0+ + H

N0+ + 0
°2+ * °

< 5 (-13)
l (-9)
1.7((-9)
3.2(-9)
1.2C-12)

FA
SIFT
SIFT
DT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT
SIFT

0_ + HCOOH

°+ + CH

°

CH3OH
C2H4
H2°

CHO (10%),CH20 (90%) 2.31-9)
CH202+(65°/.),CHO +(35%) 1.8 (-9)
CH20*(15i/.),CH302 (70%), 6.3(-12)

CH30't" ( 50% ) , CH40+ ( 50% ) 1 . 0 ( -9 )
C2H4+ + °2 6.8C-10)
H0* + 0 < 1 (-12)

SIFT
SIFT
SIFT

SIFT
SIDT
FDT
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TABLE 6 . 7 . RATE CONSTANTS OF REACTIONS OF WATER CLUSTER IONS WITH

MOLECULES

H30+.
H30*.
H30+-
H 0+.
H30+.+

+ly.+
H30+.V*.
H30*.
H 0*.
H30*.«3°;-
H3° •
H30*.
H/.

*J +

V*'
H30+.
H/.
H30+.
H/.
H3° '
H30+.
H30+.
H30+-H3o*.

Reactants

H20 + HCN
H20 + CH 0
H20 + HCOOH
HO + CH«£ l±
HO + CH OH

<_. tj

HO + CH CHO
Cf X?

H20 + CH3COOH
H n j. p u nu_u T u„n un£ £ ^
H20 -i- (CH3)20
H20 + (CH3)2CO
H90 + NH

£. -J

2H20 + CH20
2H 0 + HCOOH^
2H20 + CH3OH
2H 0 + CH CHO

<Lf >J

2H20 + CH3COOH
2H20 + C2H5OH
2H»0 + (CH.)_0

4L- J <-*

2H20 + (CH3)2CO
2H20 ••- NH3

3H20 + CH20
3H20 + HCOOH
3H 0 + CH OH

bi ~3

3H20 + CH3CHO
3H20 + CH3COOH
3H20 + C2H5OH
3H20 + (CH3)20
3H20 + (CH3)2CO
.3H.O + NH„

£ *3

Product Ions

CH N+.H20
CH30 ,CH30+.H20
CH302+,CH302+.H20

H 0*
+ +CH50 ,CH50 .HO

C2H5° 'C2H5° 'H2°
C2H5°2 >C2H5°2 'H2°
C2H7° >C2H7° >H2°+ +
C3H7° -sy -H2°
N4H ,N4H .H20

,
CH 0 . (2-m)H,,Oa;

•J £,

CH 0 * . HO , C H 0+ . 2H70-3 <i <i_^ o £ £
CH50. (2-m)H20
C2H50 . (2-m)H20
C H -0 *. (2-m)H 0

£* O iC. <̂

C2H?0+. (2-m)H20
C2H?0 . (2-m)H20
C3H?0 . (2-m)H20
N4H . (2-m)H20

CH30+. (3-n)H2Oa)
CHO . (3-n)H 0
O ^ £.

CH50+. (3-n)H20
C2H50+. (3-n)H20
C2H502 . (3-n)H20
C2H70+. (3-n)H20
C2H?0+. (3-n)H20
C3H?0+. (3-n)H20
H4N+. (3-n)H20

Rate Constant
r i i "l 3 -1l[molécule cm s J

l.OC-10)
3.0(-9)
2.4(-9)
5.4C-9)
2.4(-9)
3.K-9)
2.7(-9)
2.5C-9)
2.2C-9)
3.5C-9)
2.2C-9)

I.O(-IO)
1.5 (-9)
2.0 (-9)
2.6C-9)
2.4C-9)
2.01-9)
2.0(-9)
3.0(-9)
1.2C-9)

> I.O(-IO)
> l.OC-9)

1.5C-9)
2.3C-9)
2.21-9)
1.7 (-9)
1.8C-9)
2.9(-9)
1.8 (-9)

a)m,n - number of freed water molecules; 0<m<2, 0<n<3.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS FOR CHAPTER 7

A mass number of projectile (7.3.1.1)
A relative atomic mass of natural target element (7.2,1.1, 7.3.1.1)
A -A expansion coefficients for stopping power fits (Table 7.10)X 8
a angle of emergence with respect to entrance angle (7.5.4)
a. half-maximum angle (7.5.4)

a reduced scattering angle (7.5.4)
ß = VI/G
C/Z shell correction (7.3.1.1)
c speed of light
ô density effect correction (7.2.1.1, 7.3.1.1)
A energy loss for path length s (7.2.4)
<A> average energy loss (7.1, 7.2.4)
E total relativistic energy (7.1)
e = S/n stopping cross section (7.1)
$ fraction of energy imparted to medium (7.3.1.5)c
I mean excitation energy (7.2.1.1, 7.3.1.1)
L(T) Stopping number (7.2.1)
L ,L ,L see 7.3.1.10 1 2
LFCTR correction factor for screening length (7.5.1.1)
A scaled energy loss parameter (7.2.4)
A screening length for the projectile (7.5.1.1)
m rest mass of electrone
M relative atomic mass of projectile (7.3.1.1)
M relative atomic mass of target atom (7.3.3)
M relative atomic mass of protonp
(JL. i moment of a distribution (7.1)
n number of atoms or molecules per unit volume (7.1)
N number of electrons carried by ion (7.5.1)
N Avogadro constantA
£2 energy straggling (root-mean-square deviation of energy) (7.3.3)
ß Bohr energy straggling (7.3.3)
B

Œ energy straggling according to Firsov-Hvelplund (7.5.3)
FH
n energy straggling due to surface roughness (7.5.3)s
n energy straggling for smooth foil (7.5.3)
T

p(T) mean free path between inelastic collisions (7.2.5)
q = (Z - N)/Z fractional projectile charge (7.5.1.1)
r = e / ( 4?re m c )e 0 e

classical electron radius (in SI units) (7.2.1.1, 7.3.1.1)
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R csda range (7.1)
R vector range (average straight-line distance from point of

emission to end of path, 7.1, 7.3.6)
R mean projected range (7.1)
p density of target (7.1)
s path length variable (7.1) (in units of length, except for 7.2.4)
s average path length (7.2.5)

dTS = - — linear stopping power (7.1)ds
«r range straggling (root-mean-square deviation of R ) (7.1)R x
da1 differential cross section for an energy transfer W (7.1)
t target thickness (7.5.4)
T reduced target thickness (7.5.4)
T kinetic energy of projectile
T initial kinetic energy
T equivalent proton energy (7.3.1.1)eq
T kinetic energy of neutron (7.3.1.5)n
T = T/M energy per mass unit (7.3.1.1)

12u atomic mass constant, m( C)/12 (7.2.1.1, 7.3.1.1)
v Bohr velocity (= c/137; v2- 24.8 keV/u)
v projectile speed
v Fermi velocity for solid target (7.5.1.1)
w. fraction by weight (7.2.1.5)
W energy transfer in a single collision (7.1)
W cut-off for energy transfer (7.1)c
W maximum energy transfer to an electron (7.3.3)m
x coordinate axis corresponding to initial beam direction (7.1)
Ç energy loss variable (7.2.4)
Z atomic number of projectile
Z effective charge of projectile (in units of electron charge)1, ef f

(7.4.1.2, 7.5.1)
Z atomic number of target atom
£

Ç relative effective charge (7.4.1.2, 7.5.1)
Ç relative effective charge in the solid (7.5.1.3)
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7.1. INTRODUCTION

When charged particles traverse a medium, they are scattered and they
lose energy; the energy lost is then imparted to the medium (or carried
away by electromagnetic radiation). In dosimetry and radiology, one needs
to understand not only the energy lost by the primary particle, but also
the energy transfer to the medium through all generations of secondary
particles [1] . The stopping power only describes the energy lost. This is
only a first step toward a full treatment, but an indispensable step.

The stopping power is defined as the rate at which particles lose
energy along their tracks, averaged over many particles. The linear
stopping power, with dimension of energy/length, is therefore expressed as
S = -(dT/ds) , where T is the kinetic energy of the projectile, and s is
its path length . Here, dT is, of course, identical to dE (where E is the
total relativistic energy). If the particle path is essentially straight
and in the x-direction, one can also write S = -(dE/dx) . If, in aav
transmission measurement of stopping power, the absorber thickness At is so
small that the energy loss AT is a small fraction of the initial kinetic
energy, and if the path length increase due to multiple scattering can be
neglected (cf. Sec. 7.5.4), then one has approximately S = -AT /At (One
has to be careful, however, if the charge of the projectile is not
constant, see below).

It is often useful to consider the mass stopping power S/p (dimension
energy/areal density) since, to first order, this quantity is independent
of the density of the medium. From a theoretical standpoint, one defines
the stopping cross section e = JWdo* (dimension energy/number of atoms (or
molecules) per unit area), where der is the differential cross section for
an energy transfer W. Under certain circumstances [2,3,4], e is equal to
S/n, where n = pN /A is the number of atoms (or molecules) per unitA 2
volume. If S/n is expressed in units of eV/(10 atoms/cm ), it gives
approximately the energy loss per monolayer.

This notation seems to imply that T is a unique, continuous function of
s, but that is only approximately true.
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One can separate the stopping power into three components which
must be calculated by different methods:

* the electronic stopping power (sometimes also called collision

stopping power [5]) which is due to the transfer of energy to
bound electrons in inelastic Coulomb collisions;

* the radiative stopping power which is due to the emission of
bremsstrahlung quanta in Coulomb collisions with atomic nuclei or
bound electrons;

* the nuclear stopping power which is due to the transfer of energy to
target atoms in elastic Coulomb collisions.

For electrons and positrons, the nuclear stopping power is negligible
compared to the electronic stopping power except at energies below the
threshold for electronic excitations (a few eV). For heavy charged
particles (mesons, protons and heavier), the radiative stopping power is
negligible compared to the electronic stopping power except at enormously
high energies, and the nuclear stopping power is important only at low
energies. Electronic stopping leaves the direction of the heavy projectile
almost unchanged, whereas nuclear stopping is accompanied by a change of
direction.

The restricted collision stopping power [5] often used in radiobiology
is defined as the mean energy loss per unit path length involving energy
transfers W smaller than some chosen cut-off energy W . It is also calledc
"linear energy transfer" (LET) [6], and describes, approximately, the
energy imparted to the medium in the vicinity of the particle track. For
unrestricted W, it equals the collision stopping power defined above.
Results for electrons are given in [5], for several values of W . See also
Table 7.19 below.

The term "nuclear" is customarily used, even though no nuclear forces
are involved. Janni [7], however, included truly nonelastic nuclear
interactions in his calculations of stopping.

The dependence of nuclear stopping on the solid angle of detection
("angle-restricted nuclear stopping") is discussed in Sec. 7.4.2.
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If a particle has a fixed charge and if the differential cross section
do- for an energy transfer W leading to ionisation (Ch.2) or excitation is
known, then the stopping cross section can be determined by integrating Wd<r
(see Sec. 7.2.1.7). If only the "partial stopping cross section" (without
excitation) is integrated, one obtains a slightly smaller result (see table
2.8). Bichsel [4] finds that the integrated energy loss spectrum for
various projectiles in silicon agrees well with stopping power as given by
the Bethe theory.

A slow heavy particle, when passing through matter, will capture and
lose electrons until its charge reaches a dynamic equilibrium state. In
this case, if one wants to determine the stopping cross section by
integrating Wdo-, one has to include the contribution of charge changing
collisions [8]. In practice, the effect of the charge state upon stopping
power is normally described by the "effective charge" (see 7.4.1.2 and
7.5.1.1, and also chapters 2 and 9). Tabulated stopping power values
normally correspond to this equilibrium state. If the thickness of a target
is too small to produce charge equilibrium, then division of energy loss by
target thickness will not yield the stopping power unless a correction is
applied [9] . To describe the situation of a projectile that changes its
charge state toward equilibrium while entering the surface of some
material, one speaks of "pre-equilibrium stopping".

The history of particles passing through matter is described by
stochastic, i.e., statistically distributed quantities. For many purposes,
the description by a simple average is sufficient, but higher moments fi. of
the energy (or range) distribution may also be needed. For example, the
energy distribution of a particle beam of initial energy T after
traversing a certain amount of material is completely described by the
straggling function F(A), i.e., the distribution of energy losses
A = T - T. Less completely, the distribution can be described by its
average energy <T> or the average energy loss <A> = T - <T> and by its

energy straggling ft = v<(T-<T>) > = v<(A-<A>) >, the root of the second
moment, p. . For a Gaussian function, the full width at half maximum is
2.355xfi. Deviations from Gaussian shape are described by the skewness
fi = <(T-<T>) > (or the dimensionless skewness coefficient pi /ß ) and the
kurtosis u. - <(T-<T>) >.4
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Following in part the suggestions of the Subcommittee on Penetration
of Charged Particles [10, p. iv], we define the following terms:

* The "range" of a group of particles of a given initial energy T is
their mean (rectified) path length from the point of departure to the
point where they come to rest. This definition is not further used
here.

T
* The "csda range" is defined by the integral R = J — that

0
corresponds to the continuous-slowing-down-approximation. This
quantity is an extremely good approximation [11] to the range defined
above and will be used instead in this chapter (see, however, Sec.
7.2.5 for an exception).

* We assume that the particles enter the medium along the x-axis. Then
the "projected range" <R > is the mean of the path lengths projected
onto the x-axis. The distribution of individual projected ranges is
described [12] by this mean and by the root of the second moment of

the distribution <r = v<(R -<R >) >, also called range straggling.R x x
Clearly, we always have R £ <R >.x

* In cases where the particles are emitted from a point source, it may
be useful to introduce the additional definition "vector range" <R >,
i.e., the average straight-line distance from the point of emission to
the point where the particles come to rest (cf. H.H.Andersen [134]).

In the following, the available data will be discussed mainly in
regard to the "key substances" that are of interest to radiation therapy
(cf. the INTRODUCTION to this book) . Also, we assume the solids to be
amorphous (or polycrystalline), i.e., we neglect channeling effects.

7.2. ELECTRONS

7.2.1. Electronic «topping power

7.2.1.1. Stopping Power Formula.

Because of the scarcity of experimental data, all tables [10, 13-15,
5] of electronic stopping powers for electrons (also called collision
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stopping powers, cf. Sec. 7.1) have been based on the use of Bethe's theory
[16, 17]. The formula for the mass collision stopping power, — S (T), is:p col

4n r m c l Z
(T) = ———t_±_ _i L(T). (7.1)

^ A

L (T) is the stopping number, T is the kinetic energy of the electron, re2is the classical electron radius, me is the electron rest energy, u ise
the atomic mass unit, ß is the electron velocity in units of velocity of
light, and Z and A are the atomic number and relative atomic mass of the

2target atom. With r in cm, me in MeV, and u in g, the constant in eq.e e
2 2 2(7.1) becomes 4irr m c /u = 0.307075 MeV cm /g, and S /p is given in the
e e col

same units. The stopping number is given by

m c
/ 2 2L(T) = •£ I log —— — —— — - (2 I - ß - 1 + ß) log 2 +

+ 1 - ß+ £ (1 - •/ 1 - ß' )* - Ô I , ( 7 . 2 )] ,

where J is the mean excitation energy, ô is the density-effect correction,
and log means the natural logarithm. The mean excitation energy is
approximately equal to I x Z , with I = 10 eV, and must be determined more
accurately from experimental data.

7.2.1.2. Absence of Barkas, Bloch and Shell Correction.

Eqs.(7.1,7.2) were derived in the first Born approximation. Whereas
for heavy charged particles higher-order approximations are available in
the form of Barkas and Bloch corrections (proportional to the third,
respectively fourth power of the charge of the projectile), similar
correction terms applicable to electrons have not yet been worked out.

The derivation of the stopping-power formula is based on the
assumption that the velocity of the incident electron is large compared to
the velocities of the atomic electrons. For collisions with inner-shell
electrons, especially in high-Z materials, this condition is no longer
satisfied for incident electrons with energies below about 100 keV.
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Corrections are required analogous to the shell corrections which have been
introduced into stopping power theory for heavy charged particles. However,

3 4 )a theory of such corrections for electrons is not yet available. ' In
stopping-power tabulations for electrons it is therefore customary to limit
the use of Eqs. (7.1,7.2) to energies above 10 keV, and to construct
stopping powers at lower energies from atomic or molecular cross sections
(see Sec. 7.2.1.7).

7.2.1.3. Absence of Binding Corrections for Large Energy Transfers.

In Bethe's derivation of the stopping power formula for electrons,
large energy transfers are treated with use of Mailer's [19] cross section
for the collision of an electron with a stationary free electron. No
estimates are available for the error incurred by the neglect of the
binding and of the velocity distribution of the atomic electrons.

7.2.1.4. Mean Excitation Energies for Elements.

The mean excitation energy in Eq.(7.2), also denoted as J-value, is
the most important non-trivial parameter that characterizes the stopping
properties of a material, and must be determined with use of experimental
data. This involves (a) the analysis of stopping-power and range data for
protons, deuterons or alpha particles, or (b) the use of oscillator-
strength distributions for gases, or dielectric response functions for
materials in the condensed phase. Method (a) is the one more widely used.

Bethe and Ashkin [18] point out that the use of the first Born
approximation down to very low energies in the evaluation of shell
corrections is justified by the fact that an incident heavy particle can be
treated as equivalent to a perturbing potential that moves with constant
velocity. This consideration does not apply to electrons.
4 ) Inelastic collision cross sections for silicon developed by Bichsel
[4] implicitly contain shell corrections. The use of these cross sections
results in collision stopping powers for electrons that are 4.6 % lower at
10 keV, and 8.3% lower at 1 keV, than those from Eq.(7.1). However, the
reliability of these results is uncertain because they were obtained in the
first Born approximation.
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However, method (b) has acquired increasing importance in recent years, and
made possible very accurate determinations of J-values for many molecular
gases [20], for liquid water [21,22] and for aluminum [23].

The accuracy requirement for J-values is not very stringent. Because J
enters logarithmically into Eq.(7.2), the uncertainties of the collision
stopping powers are several times smaller than the uncertainties of the
I-value. This is shown in Table 7.1, which gives the percent decrease of
the stopping power that would result from a 10-percent increase of the mean
excitation energy.

Numerous evaluations of I-values have been published in the course of
the years [5, 10, 11, 24-27, 7]. The estimates keep changing as the
database of relevant stopping-power data increases. Choices of J-values are
also influenced by unavoidable subjective judgments. In one of the most
recent compilations [5], experimental data to determine J-values were
available for 44 elements, and interpolation with respect to atomic number
was used for the other elements. For the 44 elements, the uncertainties of
the adopted J-values were estimated to be smaller than 5% for 36 elements,
between 5 and 10% for 5 elements, and between 10 and 15% for 3 elements.

The extraction of J-values from measured stopping-powers and ranges of
protons, deuterons or alpha particles depends on the use of the Bethe
stopping power formula with appropriate shell, Barkas and Bloch
corrections. The difficulty arises that in general the first two of these

TABLE 7.1. PERCENT DECREASE OF THE COLLISION STOPPING POWER FOR ELECTRONS
ASSOCIATED WITH A 10 PERCENT INCREASE OF THE MEAN EXCITATION ENERGY.

Energy Percent Decrease of the Collision Stopping Power
(MeV)

0.01
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0

Air

2.0
1.4
1.0
0.8
0.2

Water

2
1
0
0
0

.0

.4

.6

.2

.01

Graphite

2
1
0
0
0

.0

.4

.7

.3

.01

Aluminum

2
1
1
0
0

.4

.6

.1

.3

.04

Copper

2
1
0
0
0

.8

.7

.9

.4

.08

Silver

3
1
1
0
0

.1

.8

.1

.4

.08

Gold

3.7
2.0
1.1
0.5
0.12
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TABLE 7.2. COMPARISON OF MEAN EXCITATION ENERGIES FOR SELECTED ELEMENTS,
ADOPTED IN VARIOUS COMPILATIONS, AND OBTAINED IN RECENT EXPERIMENTS.

Compilations: AZ:
Janni:
ICRU:

B:

Andersen and Ziegler, 1977 [26]
Janni, 1982 [7]
ICRU Report 37, 1984 [5]
Bichsel, 1991 [30]

Experiments; Sak88: Sakamoto et al, 1988 [28]; 6.5-MeV protons
Sak91: Sakamoto et al, 1991 [29]; 73-MeV protons

BH: Bichsel and Hiraoka, 1991 [31]; 70-MeV protons

M e a n E x c i t a t i o n E n e r g y , e V

4
13
22
26
29
42
47
50
73
74
78
79
82
92

Be
Al
Ti
Fe
Cu
Mo
Ag
Sn
Ta
W
Pt
Au
Pb
U

AZ

62.7
162
230
280
322
406
466
487
684
693
759
755
759
847

Janni
(a)

65.2
160.1
228
278
323
423
469
500
738
753
826
807
819
880

ICRU
(a)

63.7
166
233
286
322
424
470
488
718
727
790
790
823
890

Sak88 B
(b) (a)

63.9
167.7
232
282
323
413
463
471
674 734

775
728 786
745 790
743 786

836

Sak91 S
(b)

169.7
247

343
466
507
491
753

773
799
836

ak91
(a)

169.4
246

341
463
504
488
763

786
813
853

BH
(a,c)

[166]
242
293
339
440
489
508
736
765

816

(a) Based on use of shell corrections calculated according to the
prescription of Bichsel [5,30].

(b) Based on use of shell corrections from Bonderup [37].
(c) Based on I = 166 eV from ICRU [5]
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corrections are not known independently with sufficient accuracy, so that
they must be determined jointly with the mean excitation energy. Therefore
the J-values adopted by various authors depend to a certain extent on the
assumptions made in regard to the shell or Barkas corrections. These
difficulties are minimized at high energies where the influence of the
Barkas and shell corrections is small.

The current situation in regard to J-values for elements is indicated
in Table 7.2, which compares values adopted in several compilations with
values from recent experiments by Sakamoto et al [28,29], Bichsel [30], and
Bichsel and Hiraoka [31]. For low-Z elements the agreement is
satisfactorily close, but there are discrepancies for high-Z elements which
deserve further attention.

7.2.1.5. Mean Excitation Energies for Compounds.

It is preferable to use direct experimental J-values for compounds.
Such information is often unavailable. However, approximate J-values can be
obtained by using Bragg's additivity rule, according to which the mass
collision stopping power for compounds is a linear combination of the
stopping powers of the constituent elements. From Eqs.(7.1,7.2) it follows
that the corresponding additivity relation for the mean excitation energy
is

EW3 (W:j log J3
log J = —————————————————— , (7.3)

where w. is the fraction by weight, J. is the mean excitation energy, and
(Z /A ) is the ratio of atomic number to atomic weight for the j'th atomic2 2 3
constituent of the compound. For improved accuracy, the J. values used in
Eq.(7.3) should take into account atomic binding effects, and should be
different for compounds in the gaseous or condensed phase. Table 7.3 shows
the J-values for atomic constituents in gaseous and condensed compounds
used in ICRU Report 37 [5]. This assignment scheme was justified by showing
that it provides J-values for 13 gaseous, 27 liquid and 14 solids compounds
that are close to the J-values obtained directly from experimental data.
Nevertheless, the scheme is simplistic, and should be replaced by a sounder
scheme that takes into account the physics of binding and phase effects,
for example, along lines suggested by Thompson [32] and Brandt [33].
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TABLE 7;3. MEAN EXCITATION ENERGIES ADOPTED IN ICRU REPORT 37 [5] FOR
ATOMIC CONSTITUENTS OF COMPOUNDS, TO BE USED IN THE ADDITIVITY EQ.(7.3).

Constituent

H
C
N
0
F

Cl
Others

Mean Excitation Energy, eV

Gases Liquids or
or Solids

19.2 19.2
70 81
82 82
97 106

112
180

1.13 x value
for elements

There are also considerable discrepancies between the experimental
J-values for graphite, usually obtained by the measurement of the ranges of
high-energy protons beams in graphite relative to the ranges in other
materials. The experimental I-values listed in [5] extend from 91.7 ± 8.6
eV to 78.0 ± 4.0 eV. Bichsel and Tschalär (priv. comm. to M. Berger)
obtained 78 eV at 19 MeV, and Bichsel and Hiraoka [31] obtained 86.9 eV at
70 MeV.

Of particular interest for medical and radiobiological applications is
the mean excitation energy of liquid water. In [5], a value of 75±3 eV was
adopted, based on four experimental results: 75.4±1.9 eV from the analysis
of Thompson's [32] measurements of partial ranges of 340-MeV protons;
74.6±2.7 eV from the stopping-power measurements of Nordin and Henkelman
[34] with 61-MeV pions; 75 eV from Ritchie et al [21], and 75.4 eV from
Ashley [22], both obtained from measured optical data. Recently, in an
experiment with 70-MeV protons, Bichsel and Hiraoka [31] determined the
stopping powers of water relative to that of aluminum. Assuming for
aluminum the accurately known I-value of 166 eV, they determined the
J-value of liquid water to be 79.710.5 eV, which differs significantly from
earlier values.
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For tissue-equivalent A-150 plastic, Ishiwari and coworkers [36] made
stopping-power measurements with 2.5 to 7.5 MeV protons, and estimated an
J-value of 64.7 eV, using shell corrections from Bonderup's theory [37].
Re-analysis of their data with shell corrections from [5] leads to J-values
of 64.4 eV at 2.5 MeV and 62.3 eV at 7.5 MeV. These results are
significantly lower than the values of 70.210.7 eV to 72.810.7 eV obtained
by Hiraoka and collaborators at 70 MeV with various A-150 targets of
slightly different composition.

Table 7.5 indicates the percent changes of the collision stopping
powers for water and various organic solids that are caused by the
replacement of I-values from [5] by those from [31,35]. The changes are in
most instances smaller than the uncertainties due to the approximations in
the derivation of the stopping power formula.

TABLE 7.5. PERCENT CHANGE OF COLLISION STOPPING POWERS FOR ELECTRONS THAT
RESULT WHEN THE J-VALUES ADOPTED IN ICRU REPORT 37 [5] ARE REPLACED BY
THOSE OF BICHSEL AND HIRAOKA [31] FOR WATER, AND BY THOSE OF HIRAOKA AND
COLLABORATORS [35] FOR THE OTHER MATERIALS.

Electron Energy, MeV
0.01 0.1 1 10

Water (liquid)
Graphite
A-150 TE plastic

White Lucite
Clear Lucite
Polyethylene
Polypropylene
Nylon 6
Polystyrene
Polyvinyl chloride
Polycarbonate
Mylar
Teflon

-1.21
-2.16
-1.46
-2.00
-2.16
-0.16
0.08
-1.15
-1.60
-2.19
0.30
0.52
-0.95
0.88

-3.40

-0.84
-1.47
-1.02
-1.40
-1.51
-0.11
0.06
-0.81
-1.12
-1.53
0.21
0.35
-0.66
0.61

-2.32

-0.37
-0.83
-0.38
-0.52
-0.57
-0.04
0.02
-0.29
-0.41
-0.57
0.08
0.16
-0.26
0.23

-1.00

-0.11
-0.36
-0.13a
-0.18a
-0.19a
-0.02
0.01
-0.10
-0.14
-0.19
0.03
0.06
-0,09
0.08

-0.32

a. Three different targets with slightly different composition
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7.2.1,6. Density-Effect Correction.

This correction takes into account the reduction of the collision
stopping power due to the polarization of the medium by the passage of the
incident charged particle. The correction depends on the density and the
dielectric response function of the medium. Sternheimer [38,39] developed a
simple dielectric model which uses binding energies and occupation numbers
for various atomic shells as input. The key to the success of his model is
the adjustment of the binding energies, which are multiplied by a factor
chosen so that the mean excitation energy agrees with the empirical mean
excitation energy adopted used in the stopping power formula.

More accurate calculations of the density effect, based on the use of
experimental optical data were made by Inokuti and Smith [40] for aluminum,
by Ashley [41] for water, and by Bichsel [4] for silicon. The use of
density-effect corrections from these authors in place of those from the
Sternheimer theory changes the collision stopping power by less than 0.4%
for electrons with energies between 1 and 10 MeV, and even less at higher
energies.

Difficulties arise in the evaluation of the density effect for
inhomogeneous media. An important case is that of graphite, a material that
is widely used for radiation detectors such as ionization chambers and
calorimeters. Graphite is a porous, anisotropic material, consisting of
loosely packed crystallites. The crystallite density is 2.265 g/cm ,
whereas the bulk density of graphite can vary from 1.5 to 1.9 g/cm . In
[5], a homogeneous medium with a bulk density of 1.7 g/cm was assumed, and
the errors of stopping power incurred thereby might be as large as 1
percent.

7.2.1.7. Data below 10 keV.

At energies below 10 keV, where the Bethe theory ceases to be
applicable, stopping cross sections can be constructed as energy-weighted
integrals over the cross sections for electron-impact excitation and
ionization (see Sec. 7.1). But one must realize that at low enough
energies, one can no longer use the concept of stopping power to describe
the gradual energy loss along the electron track (see Sec. 7.2.5, and [5]).
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Experimental and theoretical information about electron-impact cross sec-
tions is quite limited. Therefore, explicitely or implicitely, the Weiz-
säcker-Williams method [41a] is usually employed , which permits the use of
the more abundant cross section data for photon interactions with matter.

Electron-impact cross sections for soft collisions (that result in
small energy and momentum transfers) are obtained from oscillator-strength
distributions for gases or dielectric response functions for liquids or
solids. Sum rules for these distributions provide useful constraints that
aid the analysis of experimental data. Hard collisions (that result in
large energy and momentum transfers) , are described by the Mott cross
section, modified by an approximate binding correction. The Mott cross
section also takes into account exchange effects resulting from the fact
that the incident electron and atomic electrons are indistinguishable.
Collisions of intermediate magnitude, which can be considered neither soft
nor hard, are treated by heuristic models which interpolate between the two
limiting cases of soft and hard collisions. The model parameters are
adjusted to get the best possible agreement with the available experimental
data on electron-impact ionization. The Weizsäcker-Williams method
implicitly assumes the validity of the first Born approximation. When the
calculation of stopping powers is extended down to energies of 100 eV or
even 10 eV, as is often the case, the failure of the first Born
approximation can be expected to result in sizeable errors.

Inelastic scattering cross sections for gases were obtained in this
manner by Gerhart [42] for molecular hydrogen, by Eggarter [43,44] for
argon, by Paretzke [45-47], Olivero et al [48], Dayashankar and Green [49],
and by Laverne and Mozumder [50] for water vapor, by Jackman et al [51] for
various atmospheric gases, and by Waibel and Grosswendt [52,53] for
nitrogen, carbon dioxide and tissue-equivalent gas. The main purpose of
these data compilations was to provide input for the calculation of
electron energy-degradation spectra and yields of excitations and
ionizations. Stopping powers were obtained as a by-product of this work.

The calculation of stopping powers of solids is usually based on
methods introduced by Lindhard [54] and Ritchie [55] involving the use of
dielectric response functions. The differential inelastic scattering cross
section is proportional to Im [-l/e(w,k)]( where Im indicates the imaginary
part and e(w,k) is the dielectric response function, a complex-valued
function of the energy transfer hw and momentum transfer hk to the medium.
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The stopping power is obtained by integrating the energy-weighted
differential cross section with respect to u and k.

A variety of procedures has been used to evaluate the required
dielectric response function, involving the combination of experimental
input (optical data) with the local-plasma approximation (free electron
model) of Lindhard [54,56]. Ritchie, Ashley, Tung and collaborators at the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory applied the method to calculate stopping
powers, and mean free paths for inelastic scattering, for various materials
[57-67], They used different dielectric models appropriate for conductors,
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Fig. 7.1. Stopping cross section of molecular hydrogen gas for electrons.
Calculated by M. Kimura (private communication) from cross sections
compiled by Gerhart [42] and used by Kimura et al [71] for the calculation
of energy degradation spectra. The figure shows, in addition to the total
stopping cross section, the contributions from ionizations, from exci-
tations resulting in optically allowed transitions and in transitions
leading to metastable states, and contributions from dissociative
transitions.
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Fig.7.2. Stopping cross section of argon gas for electrons. Calculated by
M.Kimura (private communication) from cross sections compiled by Eggarter
[43,44], and used by Kimura et al [71] for the calculation of energy
degradation spectra. The figure shows, in addition to the total stopping
cross section, the contributions from ionizations and from excitations
involving optically allowed and forbidden transitions and transitions to
metastable states.

semiconductors and insulators, which take into account single-electron
excitations and collective excitations (plasmons). Measured optical data
were used to determine the dielectric response function in the limit of
zero momentum transfer. The response function was extrapolated into the
region of non-vanishing momentum transfer in such a manner that the
resulting cross section for large energy transfers approaches the Mott
cross section. The contribution to the stopping power from inner-shell
electrons was evaluated from generalized atomic oscillator strength
distributions, because the wave functions of inner-shell electrons are
insensitive to the state of aggregation of the medium. Similar calculations
were made by LaVerne and Mozumder [33], Akkerman and Chernov [68], Khlupin
and Akkerman [69], and Liljequist [70].
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Data for Gases. Pig. 7.1 shows the stopping cross section for
molecular hydrogen, and Fig.7.2 the stopping cross section for argon. Also
indicated in these figures are the contributions of ionization and of
various excitations to the total cross section. The stopping powers were
calculated by M.Kimura (private communication) with cross section sets
compiled by Gerhart [42] for hydrogen and by Eggarter [43,44] for argon.
These cross sections were used in recent calculations of energy-degradation
spectra [71].

Figs.7.3 and 7.4 show the stopping powers of carbon dioxide and of
methane-based tissue-equivalent gas (64.5 CH , 32.2% CO and 3.2% N by4 2 I

/

Fig.7.3. Mass stopping power of carbon dioxide gas for electrons,
determined by Waibel and Grosswendt [52].

4. : from ionization measurements, with correction for energy
carried away by secondary electrons

0 : from ionization measurements, without correction for
secondary electron escape

Q : calculated from inelastic scattering cross sections

: Bethe theory, from [5]
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Fig.7.4. Mass stopping power of methane-based tissue-equivalent gas for
electrons, determined by Waibel and Grosswendt [53].

+ : from ionization measurements, with correction for energy
carried away by secondary electrons

• .• from ionization data, without correction for secondary-
electron escape

O • calculated from inelastic scattering cross sections

: Bethe theory, from [5]

partial pressure) determined by Waibel and Grosswendt [52,53]. This is one
of the rare instances where stopping powers were calculated as well as
measured. In the experiments of Waibel and Grosswendt, electron beams were
injected into a parallel-plate ionization chamber, and the ionization
current of positive charge carriers was measured as a function of gas
pressure. The stopping power was obtained as the derivative of the current
with respect to pressure, extrapolated to zero pressure. A fairly
substantial correction had to be applied to account for the escape of
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energy carried by secondary electrons. Figs. 7.3 and 7.4 show stopping
powers calculated with, and without, this correction. Waibel and Grosswendt
estimated the uncertainties of the measured stopping powers to be 10%. Also
shown in the figures are stopping powers calculated by Waibel and
Grosswendt from estimated electron-impact cross sections, which they
estimated to have uncertainties of 15%. Within the limits of error, the
agreement between the experimental and theoretical stopping powers is

satisfactory.

The left panel of Fig.7.5 shows stopping powers of water vapor
calculated by Paretzke [45-47] and by Laverne and Mozumder [50]. Paretzke
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Fig.7.5. Stopping power of water vapor and of liquid water for electrons.

A: Ashley [66]
P: Paretzke et al [45-47]
L: LaVerne and Mozumder [50].
B: Bethe theory, from [5], calculated with mean excitation

energy 71.6 eV for water vapor and 75 eV for liquid water.
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carried out a critical data analysis for water vapor with the same approach
used earlier by Gerhart and Eggarter. Laverne and Mozumder relied on the
oscillator-strength distribution for water vapor compiled by Zeiss et al
[72] but provided few details of the procedure used. Also shown in Fig. 7.5
is the prediction from Bethe's theory (with a mean excitation energy of
71.6 eV).

Data for the Condensed Phase. The right panel of Fig.7.5 shows
stopping powers for liquid water calculated by Ashley [66], Paretzke et al
[45-47], by Laverne and Mozumder [50], and again - for comparison - the
stopping power from Bethe's theory (calculated with a mean excitation
energy of 75 eV). In Ashley's work, the dielectric response function was
calculated with an insulator model whose parameters were adjusted to take
into account the measured optical data up to 26 eV of Heller et al [73] .
lonization from the K shell was treated with generalized atomic oscillator
strength distributions.

The calculation of Laverne and Mozumder was similar to that of Ashley.
However, a somewhat different method was used to extrapolate the optical
data to higher energies, and exchange effects were not explicitly included
in the dielectric model but treated in a more approximate manner by an
energy-loss cut-off.

The cross sections for liquid water used by Paretzke et al were
obtained by modifying their cross sections for water vapor in the following
respects: The optical data of Heller et al were taken into account; the
binding energies of the outer ionization levels were reduced by 4 eV; the
energy-loss spectrum Im[-l/e(ti>,k) ] was shifted to higher energies;
oscillator-strength distributions for discrete transitions were decreased
and broadened.

It can be seen in Fig.7.5, that the three calculations agree closely
with the Bethe theory down to 1 keV, and with each other down to about 300
eV. The differences below 300 eV are an indication of the uncertainties
inherent in the calculation. A comparison of the results in the left and
right panels of Fig.7.5 suggests that the phase effect on the stopping
power of water is small. The stopping powers of LaVerne and Mozumder are
slightly larger for vapor than for liquid at the energy where the stopping
power peaks, which is plausible, and consistent with corresponding results
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for protons and alpha particles. A small opposite phase effect indicated by
the results of Paretzke et al is probably a spurious result due to the
uncertainties of the calculations.

Fig.7.6, from Tung et al [57] shows the stopping power of aluminum and
the contributions of various modes of energy loss. This calculation, also
described by Ashley et al [60], takes into account separately the
interactions with electrons in the conduction band and with the tightly
bound electrons in the ion core.

Table 7.6 shows electron stopping powers calculated by Ashley
[65,67a,b] for a few compounds of low atomic number. In these calculations
the dielectric response function was constructed with the use of

TABLE 7.6. LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON STOPPING POWERS OF COMPOUNDS. THE RESULTS
FOR POLYETHYLENE, POLYMETHYL METHACRYLATE (PMMA), WATER AND ALUMINUM WERE
CALCULATED BY ASHLEY [67a,b], AND THOSE FOR SILICON DIOXIDE BY ASHLEY AND
ANDERSON [65]. THE VALUES IN PARENTHESES ARE FROM BETHE'S STOPPING-POWER
FORMULA EVALUATED WITH MEAN EXCITATION ENERGIES FROM [5].

S t o p p i n g P o w e r , MeV cm /g

Energy Poly-
(eV) ethylene PMMA Water Aluminum

Silicon
dioxide

40
60
80
100
150
200
300
400
500
600
800

77.0
219
290
319
319
296
250
215
189
170
142

54.1
161
224
253
266
254
220
193
172
156
132

56.6
159
215
242
258
248
220
194
173
157
133

157
168
162
153
132
121
111
104
97.8
92.2
82.2

55.1
105
128
137
141
137
127
117
108
99.6
87.5

1000
1500
2000
3000
4000
6000
8000
10000

125
95.9
78.7
57.0
47.5
34.9
27.8
23.3

(135)
(102)
(83.3)
(61.8)
(49.7)
(36.4)
(29.1)
(24.4)

115
89.1
73.3
55.0
44.3
32.3
25.7
21.4

(117)
(89.6)
(73.4)
(54.8)
(44.3)
(32.6)
(26.1)
(22.0)

116
89.2
73.4
55.1
44.6
32.8
26.2
22.0

(120)
(91.8)
(75.2)
(56.2)
(45.4)
(33.4)
(26.8)
(22.6)

74.4
60.0
50.4
38.5
31.8
24.0
19.5
16.5

(73
(59
(50
(38
(31
(23
(19
(16

.8)

.5)

.2)

.7)

.8)
-9)
.4)
.5)

78.1
62.6
52.8
40.8
33.5
25.1
20.4
17.4

(83.4)
(66.3)
(55.5)
(42.4)
(34.7)
(25.0)
(21.0)
(17.8)
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TABLE 7.7.EXCHANGE CORRECTION FACTORS, FROM ASHLEY [67b], CALCULATED BY
TAKING THE RATIO OF THE ELECTRON STOPPING POWER (WITH THE EXCHANGE
CORRECTION) TO THE POSITRON STOPPING POWER (WITHOUT THE EXCHANGE
CORRECTION).

E X C H A N G E C O R R E C T I O N F A C T O R

Energy
(keV)

0 .04
0.06
0.08
0.10
0.15

0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0 .60

0.80
1.00
1.50
2.00
3.00

4 . 0 0
6.00
8.00

10.00

C

0.625
0.624
0.645
0.670
0.720

0.751
0.786
0.805
0.817
0.824

0.833
0.839
0.847
0.853
0.864

0.875
0.888
0.894
0.896

Al

0.648
0.703
0.726
0.737
0.750

0.758
0.770
0.779
0.786
0.793

0.804
0.812
0.829
0.840
0.855

0.864
0.874
0.881
0.888

Cu

0.641
0.657
0.670
0.680
0.699

0.712
0.731
0.745
0.756
0.765

0.781
0.794
0.815
0.828
0.839

0.843
0.849
0.856
0.865

Ag

0.661
0.640
0.638
0.643
0.665

0.688
0.728
0.756
0.775
0.788

0.803
0.811
0.818
0.823
0.834

0.845
0.859
0.865
0.864

Au

0.656
0.626
0.625
0.634
0 .663

0.688
0.726
0.752
0.769
0.781

0.795
0.802
0.811
0.816
0.826

0.835
0.847
0.852
0.851

experimental optical data, and exchange effects were taken into account in
the dielectric model. Table 7.6 also shows the corresponding stopping
powers from Bethe's theory.

Ashley [67b] calculated stopping powers not only for electrons (with
the exchange correction) but also for positrons (without the exchange
correction, leaving all other aspects of the calculation unchanged). We
have made a least-squares fit of Ashley's electron/positron stopping-power
ratios as functions of the particle energy. These ratios (exchange
correction factors) are given in Table 7.7 for C, Al, Cu, Ag and Au, and
can be seen to be rather insensitive to the atomic number of the target
material.
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TABLE 7.8. ELECTRON STOPPING POWERS (in MeV cm /g) OF ELEMENTAL
CALCULATED BY KHLUPIN AND AKKERMAN [69]. 3.94E2 means 3.94xlQ2, etc.

SOLIDS

Energy
(eV)
100
150
200
300
400
600
800

1000
1400
2000
3000
4000
6000
8000
10000

Energy
(eV)
100
150
200
300
400
600
800
1000
1400
2000
3000
4000
6000
8000
10000

Energy
(eV)
100
150
200
300
400
600
800
1000
1400
2000
3000
4000
6000
8000
10000

Li

3.94E2
3.35E2
2.96E2
2.43E2
2.08E2
1.63E2
1.35E2
1.16E2
9.08E1
6.96E1
5.09E1
4.05E1
2.93E1
2.32E1
1.93E1

Ca

2.09E2
1.89E2
1.70E2
1.41E2
1.21E2
9.70E1
8.29E1
7.31E1
6.00E1
4.81E1
3.68E1
3.01E1
2.25E1
1.82E1
1.54E1

Ag

1.11E2
1.07E2
9.82E1
8.24E1
7.11E1
5.75E1
4.96E1
4.42E1
3.69E1
3.02E1
2.36E1
1.96E1
1.50E1
1.23E1
1.05E1

3.
3.
2.
2.
1.
1.
1.
1.
8.
6.
4.
3.
2.
2.
1.

2.
1.
1.
1.
1.
9.
8.
7.
5.
4.
3.
2.
2.
1.
1.

9
8
8
7
6
5
4
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
1

Be

72E2
05E2
65E2
17E2
87E2
48E2
24E2
08E2
59E1
67E1
94E1
96E1
88E1
29E1
91E1

Ti

02E2
86E2
69E2
42E2
22E2
70E1
22E1
22E1
89E1
71E1
60E1
95E1
20E1
78E1
51E1

Sn

.59E1

.97E1

.37E1

.32E1

.49E1

.32E1

.59E1

.09E1

.43E1

.82E1
-21E1
.85E1
.42E1
. 17E1
. OOE1

C

4.30E2
3.66E2
3.13E2
2.43E2
2.03E2
1.56E2
1.29E2
1.11E2
8.85E1
6.88E1
5.10E1
4.10E1
2.99E1
2.38E1
1.99E1

Fe

1.51E2
1.52E2
1.42E2
1.21E2
1.06E2
8.47E1
7.11E1
6.20E1
5.03E1
4.01E1
3.07E1
2.53E1
1.90E1
1.54E1
1.30E1

Sb

9.95E1
9.15E1
8.50E1
7.43E1
6.60E1
5.42E1
4.67E1
4.16E1
3.48E1
2.85E1
2.24E1
1.87E1
1.43E1
1.18E1
1.01E1

Na

2.32E2
2.26E2
2.12E2
1.83E2
1.60E2
1.28E2
1.07E2
9.24E1
7.34E1
5.71E1
4.25E1
3.44E1
2.53E1
2.03E1
1.71E1

Ni

1.32E2
1.50E2
1.43E2
1.23E2
1.08E2
8.65E1
7.26E1
6.30E1
5.09E1
4.04E1
3.09E1
2.54E1
1.90E1
1.54E1
1.31E1

Ba

7.32E1
6.76E1
6.33E1
5.71E1
5.23E1
4.48E1
3.92E1
3.51E1
2.96E1
2.45E1
1.95E1
1.65E1
1.27E1
1.06E1
9. UEO

2.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
!..
8.
7.
5.
4.
3.
2.
2.
1.

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
8.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
2.
1.
1.
1.

7
7
7
6
6
5
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
9

Mg

05E2
94E2
83E2
63E2
45E2
19E2
01E2
84E1
09E1
56E1
17E1
39E1
51E1
02E1
70E1

Cu

23E2
42E2
34E2
16E2
01E2
12E1
81E1
91E1
75E1
76E1
87E1
35E1
77E1
43E1
21E1

W

.74E1

.93E1

.59E1

.72E1

.02E1

.03E1

.37E1

.89E1

.22E1

. 60E1

. 01E1

. 67E1

.28E1

.06E1

.07EO

Al

2.04E2
1.82E2
1.69E2
1.49E2
1.34E2
1.11E2
9.52E1
8.35E1
6.75E1
5.31E1
4.00E1
3.25E1
2.41E1
1.94E1
1.64E1

Zn

1.62E2
1.65E2
1.51E2
1.28E2
1.11E2
8.83E1
7.40E1
6.41E1
5.13E1
4.04E1
3.07E1
2.51E1
1.88E1
1.52E1
1.29E1

Au

6.13E1
6.33E1
6.14E1
5.59E1
5.09E1
4.35E1
3.84E1
3.46E1
2.91E1
2.38E1
1.86E1
1.55E1
1.20E1
9.92EO
8.53EO

2.
2.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
8.
7.
5.
4.
3.
2.
2.
1.

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.
1.
1.

6
5
5
5
4
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
9
8

Si

53E2
11E2
88E2
61E2
43E2
18E2
01E2
86E1
18E1
65E1
25E1
46E1
56E1
06E1
74E1

Ge

49E2
39E2
29E2
14E2
02E2
39E1
17E1
28E1
08E1
03E1
07E1
52E1
90E1
54E1
31E1

Pb

.43E1

.85E1

.49E1

.OOE1

.59E1

.97E1

.54E1

.21E1

.73E1

.25E1

.78E1

. 49E1

. 15E1

. 58EO

.26EO

K

2.13E2
1.90E2
1.69E2
1.38E2
1.18E2
9.53E1
8.15E1
7.19E1
5.89E1
4.71E1
3.59E1
2.96E1
2.19E1
1.78E1
1.50E1

Mo

1.09E2
1.02E2
9.30E1
7.91E1
7.03E1
5.95E1
5.25E1
4.74E1
3.99E1
3.27E1
2.55E1
2.12E1
1.62E1
1.33E1
1.14E1

Bi

6.81E1
6.13E1
5.65E1
5.08E1
4.64E1
3.99E1
3.54E1
3.21E1
2.73E1
2.25E1
1.78E1
1.49E1
1.15E1
9.57EO
8.26EO
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Khlupin and Akkerman [69], extending earlier work by Akkerman and
Chernov [68], calculated electron stopping powers in 24 solids at energies
between 0.1 keV and 100 keV. They treated the response of the electrons in
the valence bands with a dielectric response function calculated according
to Lindhard and Winther [56], and calculated the interactions with inner-
shell electrons using the binary-encounter theory of Garcia [74]. Exchange
effects were not taken into account. Table 7.8 gives stopping powers
excerpted from the more extensive tables of Khlupin and Akkerman. It would
be a simple matter to apply Ashley's exchange effect to the Khlupin-
Akkerman results, using correction factors obtained by interpolation from
Table 7.7.

Fig.7.7a compares the Khlupin-Akkerman stopping powers of Al, Cu, Ag
and Au with the corresponding results of Ashley [67b] calculated without
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Fig.7.7a. Comparison of stopping powers of Al, Cu, Ag and Au for electrons,
calculated without exchange corrections. Solid curves: Ashley [67a,b];
Dashed curves: Akkerman and Khlupin [69].
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the exchange correction. The agreement between the two sets of calculations
is good for Al and Au, and fair for Ag. For Cu, however, Ashley's stopping
powers are much smaller than those of Khlupin and Akkerman. A somewhat
similar discrepancy was found by Ashley [67a], who noted that the stopping
powers obtained with his optical-data model are slightly higher for Ag and
Au, but considerably lower for Cu, than the stopping powers obtained
earlier by him with a statistical model [58,61].

Al-Ahmad and Watt measured the stopping powers of Al, Ni, Cu, Ag and
Au [69a] and of polyethylene [69b] for electrons with energies from 10 keV
to 1 keV. Ref.[69a] also presents comparisons with earlier stopping-power
measurements by other authors. A calorimetric method was used by Al-Ahmad
and Watt to determine the amount of energy lost by electrons in very thin
foils. To interpret these measurements, they had to determine the average
path lengths of the electrons in the foils, which was done with a simple
multiple-scattering correction. Furthermore the effective energy, i.e. the

350
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E l e c t r o n K i n e t i c E n e r g y ,

8 9
k e V

10

Fig.7.7b. Comparison of stopping powers of polyethylene for electrons.
Solid curve: Ashley [67a,b]; short-dashed curve: Bethe's theory; Squares
and circles: experimental results of Al-Ahmad and Watt [69b], obtained with
two different type of multiple-scattering corrections.
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Al-Ahmad and Watt [69a].
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Fig.7.7e. Comparison of stopping powers of silver for electrons,
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Fig.7.7f. Comparison of stopping powers of gold for electrons,
(similar to Fig.7.7c).
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average energy of the electron in the foil, had to be estimated
iteratively. For example, for 4-keV electrons incident on the foil the
pertinent parameters had the following values:

Material Foil Energy Effective Ratio of average path
thickness loss energy length to foil thickness
(fig/cm2) (keV) (keV)

Polyethylene 13.24 0.0766 3.61 1.06
Al 27.94 0.1334 3.33 1.24
Au 55.88 0.3743 2.12 4.97

Except for low-Z materials, the multiple-scattering correction is
large, and somewhat uncertain. Nevertheless the stopping powers extracted
by Al-Ahmad and Watt from their data are in fair agreement with calculated
stopping powers. This can be seen in Figs. 7.7b to 7.7f which contain
comparisons with the results of Ashley [67a,b] and of Khlupin and
Akkerman [69], and with predictions from Bethe's theory. It would be
interesting to analyze the energy-loss data not only with a simple
multiple-scattering correction, but by a complete transport calculation.

7.2.1.8. Uncertainties.

The number of measurements of stopping powers for electrons is very
small, and the available body of data is not adequate to determine the
accuracy of the stopping power formula. Error estimates must rely on the
uncertainties of the parameters in this formula (see Sections 7.2.1.4 to
7.2.1.6), and must take into account the absence of various needed
corrections (see Sections 7.2.1.2 and 7.2.1.3). In ICRU Report 37 [5] it is
concluded that the differences between measured and calculated stopping
powers in the region 2 keV to 100 keV do not form a consistent pattern and
provide little guidance how the Bethe theory should be modified at lower
energies. In [5] it is estimated that the uncertainties of the collision
stopping powers tabulated with the use of the stopping power formula are
1-2% above 100 keV, and 2-3% in low-Z and 5-10% in high-Z materials

jj jj

between 100 keV and 10 keV.

The error estimate for the region 100 keV to 10 keV is consistent with
the differences between the results from the Bethe theory and from other
low-energy calculations in Table 7.9.
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TABLE 7.9. PERCENTAGE AMOUNT A BY WHICH THE ELECTRON STOPPING POWERS AT 10
keV CALCULATED BY KHLUPIN AND AKKERMAN [69] AND BY ASHLEY AND COLLABORATORS
[59,65,66,67] DIFFER FROM THE RESULTS OF THE BETHE THEORY FROM [5].

Li
Be
C
Na
Mg
Al

-2.4
2.3

-1.5
1.9

-0.9
-0.7

Si
K
Ca
Ti
Fe
Ni

3.0
-6.5
-6.5
4.0

-6.3
-6.3

Cu
Zn
Ge
Mo
Ag
Sn

-7.6
-2.2
5.9
-2.3
-6.4
-7.8

Sb
Ba
W
Au
Pb
Bi

-5.2
12.2
1.1

-1.6
-2.0
-2.4

Polyethylene 0.6
Polystyrene -1.0
Water 0.0
Silicon Dioxide 3.3

7.2.2. Radiâtiv« stopping Power

The radiative stopping power, — S , represents the mean energy loss
per unit path length due to the emission of bremsstrahlung quanta. An
accurate evaluation can be accomplished through the combination of several
theories applicable in different energy regions. Such a combination was
used in ICRU Report 37 [5] . At energies above 50 MeV, the emission of
bremsstrahlung in the screened Coulomb field of the atomic nucleus was
calculated from the analytical theory of Davies, Bethe and Maximon [76];
below 2 MeV, the numerical values of the cross sections of Pratt, Tseng and
collaborators [77] were used, obtained by numerical phase-shift
calculations for a static, screened Coulomb potential. The radiative
stopping powers calculated with these cross sections above 50 MeV and below
2 MeV were used as input for a cubic-spline, least-squares fitting formula,
which was then used for interpolation in the intermediate energy region
from 2 to 50 MeV.

A similar interpolation scheme was used subsequently [78,79] for the
bremsstrahlung cross sections themselves, and the validity of the
interpolation scheme was confirmed by comparisons with a few direct
calculations according the method of Tseng and Pratt at 5 and 10 MeV. The
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radiative stopping powers in the energy region 2 - 5 0 MeV determined in
this manner differ slightly from the values obtained when interpolation is
applied directly to radiative stopping powers, but the differences are
generally smaller than 1%.

The contribution to the radiative stopping power from bremsstrahlung
in the field of the atomic electrons was calculated in [5] according to the
theory of Haug [80], combined with screening corrections derived from
Hartree-Fock incoherent-scattering form factors.

In ICRU Report 37 [5] the uncertainties of the tabulated radiative
stopping powers are estimated to be 2% above 50 MeV, 2-5% between 50 MeV
and 2 MeV, and 5% below 2 MeV. These estimates are based on comparisons
between measured and calculated bremsstrahlung cross sections in [78], and
on the inherent uncertainties arising in the combination of various
bremsstrahlung theories.

7.2.3. Computer Program.

A computer program, called ESTAR, has been developed [81] which
calculates electron stopping powers, ranges and related quantities for any
element, compound or mixture (see appendix).

ESTAR calculates collision stopping powers for electrons according to
Eqs.(7.1,7.2), and radiative stopping powers according to the procedure
outlined in Sec. 7.2.2. The output from ESTAR also includes electron ranges
calculated in the continuous-slowing-down approximation (CSDA), i.e.,
neglecting energy-loss straggling. The CSDA range is a close approximation
to the average path length traveled by an electron in the course of slowing
down to rest, and is calculated by integrating the reciprocal of the total
stopping power (collision plus radiative) with respect to energy:

T
R= f ———————————————— , (7.4)- I S (T) + S (T)0 col rad

where T is the initial electron energy.

The ESTAR program is accompanied by a database of composition data
(J-values and fractions by weight of the atomic constituents) for 278
materials. The default values of mean excitation energies are those used in
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[5] . However, the user of ESTAR has the option of choosing different
J-values.

7.2.4. Energy LOB« Straggling

The energy loss A which an electron suffers in traversing a given path
length is the sum of the numerous energy losses in individual inelastic
collisions. For a short path length s such that the average energy loss is
only a small fraction of the initial electron energy, the distribution of
energy losses, F(A,s), can be calculated according to the theory of Landau
[82]:

F(A,s)dA = F (X) dX (7.5)

where
c+ico

F (X) = I exp (u log u + Xu) du (7.6)
c-ioo

is a universal function of a scaled energy loss parameter X. The Landau
function F (X) was accurately tabulated by Börsch-Supan [83]. The relationLi
between the scaled and actual energy loss is

F 2 Ç m c2 ß2 ,
A = £ X + log ———————— - ß + 0.4228 - 0 (7.7)

L I2 (1 - ß2 ) J

where J is the mean excitation energy, S the density-effect correction, and

2 22n r m c 1 Z
S,-^L---1S. ,7.8,

u ß A

2 2 2with 2irr m c lu - 0.153537 MeVcm /g, and s is expressed in terms of areale e
density. The quantity £ has the significance that in a path length s there
will occur - on the average - only a single collision which results in an
energy loss greater than Ç.

Landau's theory takes into account accurately only the mean value but
not the higher moments of the cross section for small energy losses. Blunck
and Leisegang [84] introduced a correction which treats the second moment
more carefully. It involves the convolution of the Landau distribution with
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a Gaussian distribution. Various prescriptions for the standard deviation
of this Gaussian can be found in the literature. Blunck and Westphal [85]
recommended the approximation

» - fBW L

•jl/2
(10 eV) Z*/3 <A> , (7.9)

where <A> = s — S is the average energy loss in path length s. Seltzerp co 1
[86] analyzed many experimental energy-loss distributions in terms of the
most probable energy loss and the full width at half maximum. He found that
use of Eq.(7.9) leads to predictions in fairly good agreement with
experiment.

Due to approximations in its derivation, the Landau distribution (even
with the Blunck-Leisegang correction) is accurate only if Ç » I, where I
is the mean excitation energy [82,87]. Fair accuracy is obtained when
Ç > 10 J, and very good accuracy when Ç > 100 J. Under these conditions the
Landau theory with the Blunck-Leisegang correction has the great advantage
that it requires knowledge only about the mean and mean-squared energy
loss, but not about the energy-loss cross section itself, which is often
hard to obtain.

Landau's theory is approximate in that it admits arbitrarily large
energy losses in individual inelastic collisions. This has the consequence
that the function F (A) extends to arbitrarily large values of A, and does

Li

not have a finite mean value. When the Landau distribution is used in
transport calculations, it must be truncated at a suitable value A , so

C
that the mean value of the truncated distribution, via eq.(7.7),
corresponds to the correct mean energy loss —S . The appropriate cut-offp co 1
valuer as functions of energy were determined by Seltzer [86].

Finally we note that Landau's theory takes into account only energy
losses due to collisions resulting in the ionization of atoms. Blunck and
Westphal [85] developed an approximate theory to include energy-losses due
to the emission of bremsstrahlung. In a more detailed treatment by the
Monte Carlo method [86,88], the use of Landau's theory was combined with
random sampling of all individual bremsstrahlung emission events.

When the Landau theory is not applicable, it is necessary to fall back
on more laborious methods involving (a) the evaluation of the energy-loss
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Fig.7.8. Energy-loss Distributions for 1-MeV electrons in water (from
[90]). The histograms are Monte Carlo results calculated by simulating all
individual excitations and ionizations, using cross sections for water
vapor. The smooth curves are from the Landau theory with the
Blunck-Leisegang binding correction.
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Path length, Jim 372
Avg.number of inelastic collisions 1230

Average energy loss, keV 71. 6
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3.3
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0.134

cross section, and (b) the development of a suitable mathematical method
for calculating multiple inelastic scattering. The preparation of the
necessary database of inelastic scattering cross sections has been carried
out only for a small number of materials. Especially thorough evaluations
were done by Bichsel and Saxon [89] for aluminum, and by Bichsel [4] for
silicon. These authors used an efficient numerical convolution method
devised by Kellerer to calculate the energy-loss distribution from the
inelastic cross sections.
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Energy-loss cross sections for water vapor have been compiled and
applied to the calculation of energy-loss distributions by the Monte Carlo
method [90]. These results, for 1-MeV electrons, are illustrated in Fig. 7. 8
for four path lengths, and are compared with the predictions of the Landau
theory (with the Blunck-Leisegang correction) . The agreement is excellent
for a path length such that Ç = 50 I, still rather good when £ = 10 I, and
poor when Ç = I. For a path length of 1 fjm (of interest in microdos imetry) ,

is 0.134, and the Landau distribution is inapplicable and is not shown.

7.2.5. Limitations of th« usefulness of Stopping Powers.

Stopping powers are essential ingredients for calculating penetration,
diffusion and slowing down of electrons in extended media, but by
themselves they are sufficient only for rough estimates. Transport of
electrons and energy deposition are strongly influenced by angular
deflections due to multiple elastic scattering, by energy-loss straggling,
and by the transport of energy by secondary electrons and photons.
Scattering effects are much larger for electrons than for protons, because
the elastic-scattering cross section depends inversely on the square of the
projectile mass. Energy-loss straggling is more important for electrons
than for protons, because in a single inelastic collision an electron can
lose up to half its energy, whereas the energy loss of a proton is limited

22 2 2to the much smaller value 2m c ß /(I - ß ), where me is the electron reste e
mass and ß the proton velocity divided by the speed of light.

The limited utility of stopping powers for calculations of electron
transport is illustrated in Fig. 7.9, which pertains to the energy-loss per
unit depth, dT/dx, in a water medium irradiated by a monoenergetic electron
beam incident along the x-direction. dT/dx is plotted as function of the
depth in units of the CSDA range. Results are given for beam energies of 1
MeV (Fig.a) and 20 MeV (Fig.b). The short-dashed curves represent the rate
of energy loss per unit depth, calculated with stopping powers only, on the
assumption that the electrons travel in a straight line (no multiple
scattering) and lose energy at a rate equal to the stopping power (no
straggling). The other curves were obtained with the Monte Carlo transport
program ETRAN [86,88]. The long-dashed curves take into account the effects
of multiple scattering angular deflections. The solid curves include in
addition the effect of energy loss straggling, and the transport of energy
by secondary electrons and bremsstrahlung photons. The solid curves thus
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Fig.7.9. Energy loss per unit depth, dT/dx, as function of the depth in a
water medium. Depths are expressed in units of the CSDA range, R. The
short-dashed curves are calculated with neglect of multiple-scattering
deflections and energy-loss straggling. The long-dashed curves include the
effects of multiple scattering. The solid curves represent the energy
imparted to the medium, and take into account energy-loss straggling and
the transport of secondary electrons and photons.

2a. 1 MeV electrons, CSDA range 0.4378 g/cm
2

b. 20 MeV electrons, CSDA range 9.295 g/cm
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actually represent the energy imparted to the medium (depth-dose
distribution) rather than the loss of energy by the primary electron beam.

At 1 MeV, the influence of multiple scattering is large, but that of
energy-loss straggling is small. The converse is the case at 20 MeV. At
this energy the depth dose is modified at shallow depths by the transport
of energetic secondary electrons. Moreover, at 20 MeV the combined effect
of energy-loss straggling and the transport of energy by secondary photons
extends the depth dose curves beyond the CSDA range.

At energies below 10 keV the utility of stopping powers is decreased
because the continuous-slowing-down-approximation becomes increasingly
inaccurate. In each inelastic collision, the primary electron must lose
enough energy to supply at least the energy needed for the ejection of a
bound electron from the target atom, or for raising the atom to an excited
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Fig.7.10. Average energy loss per inelastic collision, obtained as the
product of tabulated mean free path and stopping power. Obtained from
Khlupin and Akkerman [69] for C and Al, and from Ashley [66] for water.
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Fig.7.11. Average number of inelastic collisions made by an electron with

initial energy T as it slows down to an energy of 12.6 eV. Results were

obtained either in the CSDA, or by the Monte Carlo method taking into

account fluctuations. The results for liquid water were obtained with the

stopping powers and mean free paths given by Ashley [66] .

state. The average energy loss per collision can be calculated as the
product p(T)S(T), where p(T) is the mean free path for inelastic collisions
and S(T) the stopping power at energy T. These quantities can be obtained
from the various tabulations described in Sec. 7.2.1.7. The resulting
average energy loss per inelastic collision in water, carbon and aluminum
is shown in Fig. 7.10. At 1000 eV, the average fractional energy loss per
collision is 4 to 5 percent of the primary electron energy, but at 100 eV
it is as large as 20 percent, so that the assumption of a smooth gradual
decrease of the electron energy is no longer realistic.
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The average number of inelastic collisions, <n>, made by an electron
in the course of slowing down from an initial energy T to a final energy
T can be calculated, in the continuous-slowing-down approximation, as

•j; dT
P(T)S(T) (7.10)

Plots of <n> vs. T from Eq.(7.10) are shown in Fig. 7.11 for electrons
slowing down in water vapor or in liquid water to an energy T = 12.6 eV.

1.05

1.0

GC

V)
°-95

0.9

0.85
10 10' 10"

TO (eV)
Fig.7.12. Ratio s /R of the average path length to the CSDA range, for

aV

electrons of initial energy T slowing down in water vapor to an energy of'0
12.6 eV. From Berger [75].
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Fig.7.13. Distribution of the path lengths traveled in water vapor by
electrons of various initial energies, when they have slowed down to an
energy of 12.6 eV, normalized to unity. Path lengths are expressed in units
of the CSDA range R.

The values of <n> are « 30 at 1000 eV and « 5 at 100 eV. Also shown in Fig.
7.11 are values of <n> from a Monte Carlo calculation (taking into account
straggling) which - below 100 eV - become significantly smaller than the
values from Eq.(7.10).

The deterioration of the continuous-slowing-down-approximation with
decreasing energy can be illustrated by the relation between the average
path length s and the CSDA range R. Fig.7.12 shows the ratio s /R, fromav av
a Monte Carlo calculation, for electrons that have slowed down in water
vapor to an energy of 12.6 eV. For initial electron energies T above 1
keV, s /R is only slightly larger than unity, so that R is a good estimate
of the rectified path length (as is usually assumed). Below 1 keV, however,
s /R becomes smaller than unity, reaching the value 0.87 at 100 eV.av
Furthermore, as shown in Fig.7.13, the shape of the distribution of the
path-length/range ratio s/R changes significantly below 1 keV. For T = 10
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keV and 1 keV, the distribution is approximately Gaussian. At 100 eV it
becomes much broader and highly skewed, and the most probable value of s/R
is 0.5.

7.3. HYDROGEN IONS

7.3.1. Electronic Stopplag Power

7.3.1.1. .Introduction.

The mean electronic energy loss of protons in elementary substances at
energies >1 MeV is well described by the Bethe-Bloch theory (see, e.g.,
[5]) with subsequent improvements:

2 2S 4itr m c l Z
_2£i = ——U_ _ J: z2 (L + Z L + Z2L ) . (7.11)

_2 , l 0 11 12P u ß A2

Hère, S /p is the mass electronic (or collision) stopping power (incol-2 2MeV/(gem ), e.g.), r the classical electron radius, m c the rest energye e
of the electron, u the atomic mass unit, ß the projectile speed divided by
the speed of light, Z and A are the atomic number and the relative atomic
mass of the target element, and Z (=1) is the atomic number of the
projectile. The numerical constant is given in 7.2.1.1, and L is given by

f2m c2ß2\
L (ß) = in e - ß2 - In I - — - - (7.12)

1-ß2 Z2 2

where I is the mean excitation energy of the target medium, C/Z is the
shell correction of the first order term, and 5/2 the density effect
correction. The terms L and L in eq.(7.11) extend the treatment beyond
the first Born approximation (see, e.g., P.Bauer's recent review [91]). For
a discussion of I-values, see Sec. 7.2.1.4 and 7.2.1.5.

Evidently, the stopping power depends on the projectile speed but not
on the projectile mass, M . Eq.(7.11) therefore applies equally well to
deuterons and to tritons. Instead of describing the stopping power as a
function of speed, one conveniently uses T = T/M , the energy per mass

2unit, as an independent variable (which is proportional to ß , for a
non-relativistic projectile) . If T is in MeV and if M is the relative
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atomic mass of the projectile, then T is in units of MeV u . Another,
slightly different, choice [92] is the equivalent proton energy, i.e., the
energy of a proton of equal speed,

M
T = -£ T (7.13)eq MI

where M is the proton mass, and M may refer to p, d or t.p l

If differences of 1% or so do not matter, one can also use the
specific energy instead, i.e., the energy per nucléon, T/A (in MeV), where
A is the atomic mass number of the projectile. This is common for heavy
projectiles (see Sec.7.5).

Table 7.10 contains a short resume of the various stopping power
tables and computer programs presently available. Janni (J82) gives a list
of some additional tables. Conversion factors for converting S to S/p or to
S/n or vice versa are given, e.g., by AZ77. For a list of reference codes
like AZ77, see table 7.11.

The stopping power according to eq. (7.11) can be conveniently
calculated using program BEST (see Table 7.11). This program is valid above
about T = 1 MeV (see ICRU49); it contains the necessary data for all
elements and for many additional substances of interest to radiology. One
can also calculate additional substances it one enters the mean excitation
energy (using, e.g., ICRU37). For a comparison of these I-values with
recent experimental results, see Tables 7.2 and 7.4.

In the region of the maximum (near T = 100 keV) , no reliable theory
has existed until recently [93,91], but now one may hope that the charge
state approach [94,95] will provide one. Indeed, Penalba et al [95] were
able to reproduce the experimental stopping power of Al for protons (below
100 keV) within about 20%, taking the contributions due to H , H , and H
separately into account. For special cases (light targets), coupled-channel
calculations [96,97] are very promising: see the recent result by Schiwietz
and Grande in Fig. 7.17 below. Recently, Kaneko (K93) has produced a table
of theoretical stopping powers for protons from 1 to 10000 keV, for all
atomic targets (2SZ S92) , and for many elements also in the solid state.

£i

Examples of his results are shown in Figs. 7.15 and 7.16 below; they
indicate agreement with experiment within 20 to 30%. It is surprising that
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TABLE 7.10. FITTED CURVES AND TABLES OF ELECTRONIC STOPPING POWER FOR HYDROGEN IONS.

C ... C o e f f i c i e n t s of f i t t e d curve g iven , Tb , . . T a b l e
P ... Program, T ... K i n e t i c energy in k e V , T = T/M ,

Andersen- C 92 e l e m e n t s
Z i e g l e r Tb
( A Z 7 7 )

Janni Tb 92 e l e m e n t s ,
(J82) 63 compounds

or m i x t u r e s

B i c h s e l - T b H 2 , H e , N 2 ,
Porter _ „„ ,,
(BP82) 0 2 , C H 4 , A i r

Z i e g l e r - C 92 e l e m e n t s
Bier sack
L i t t m a r k ( f o r a l l ions)
( Z B L 8 5 )

Z89 P 92 e l e m e n t s ,
Z90 many m i x -

t u r e s and
compounds

Berger Tb 25 e l e m e n t s ,
( I C R U 4 9 ) 48 compounds

or mi x tures

Berger- P 92 e l e m e n t s ,
B i c h s e l any compound
(BEST) or m i x t u r e s

B i c h s e l Tb 7 e l e m e n t s
( B I 9 1 ) (La - U)

o f f i t t e d s topp ing power d a t a ,
e * S/n . . . S t o p p i n g c ross s ec t i on

1 - 1 0 keV 10 - 999 keV

wher e

CH . li in [l + £i + A 5 T r ]
r L r J

1 - 5 k e V 5 - 2 0 k e V

e a T 0 ' 5 e a: T S

( s var i ab 1 e )

0.4 - 20 MeV

Bethe e q u a t i o n w i t h one

0 - 2 5 k e V
e <* T ° - " 5

r

[but e oc T / ' 2 5

for Z2 < 7]

20 - 1000 keV

F i f t h o r d e r p o l y n o m i a l
f i t t o e x p e r i m e n t a l d a

0.6 - 100 MeVAS r K*2] ß? j A

wh e re ß ~ —
C

( I n T ^ ' J

1 - 1000 Mev

Bethe e q u a t i o n w i t h a l l necessary
ta correct i on s

f r e e p a r a m e t e r ( i n Barkas c o r r e c t i o n t e r m )

0 . 0 2 5 - 100 MeV ( b u t s h o u l d not be used above 10 Me
E - 1 _ £ - i + e - i [ C o e f f i c i e n t s A . i n f i l e

H A2 A - As K
w h e r e E L = A 1 T p + A

3
T

r ' e
H

 = ~£7 ln T~ + A8Tr

o
SCOEF.DATA]

Program c o n t a i n e d in TRIM89 , T R I M 9 0 . Uses the same f u n c t i o n s as ZBL85 , and an upda ted
f i l e , SCOEF.88, o f c o e f f i c i e n t s A ( . Above T f = 1 0 M e V , i t
uses e = H + H2x + H x + H 4 / x ( w h e r e x = In T , and the c o e f f i c i e n t s H t are c o n t a i n e d
i n f i l e H I C O E F . D A T )

T = 1 keV - 10000 MeV
Bethe e q u a t i o n , w i t h c o r r e c t i o n s , at h i g h energy ( 2: 1 M e V ) , merged to e x p e r i m e n t a l
va lues a t low e n e r g i e s . I - v a l u e s f r o m I C R U 3 7 . See a p p e n d i x for p r o g r a m PSTAR .

Program BEST, a v a i l a b l e
f r o m about T = 1 to T =

f r o m t h e au thor s , c a l c u l a t e s Be the e q u a t i o n , w i t h co r r ec t i ons ,
1000 M e V .

Bethe e q u a t i o n , w i t h c o r r e c t i o n s , f i t t e d t o e x p e r i m e n t a l v a l u e s f r o m 0 . 3 t o 1 0 0 MeV,



TABLE 7.11. DATA REFERENCE CODES

Ab91 ABDESSELAM, M., STOQUERT, J.P., GUILLAUME, G., HAGE-ALI, M., GROB,
J.J., SIFFERT, P., Nucl. Instrum. Methods B61,385, and personal
communication to H. Paul

Ab92a ABDESSELAM, M., STOQUERT, J.P., GUILLAUME, G., HAGE-ALI, M., GROB,
J.J., SIFFERT, P., Nucl. Instrum. Methods B72,293.

Ab93 ABDESSELAM, M., STOQUERT, J.P., HAGE-ALI, M., GROB, J.J., SIFFERT,
P., Nucl. Instr. Methods B73, 115.

An68 ANDERSEN, H.H., HANKE, C.C., SIMONSEN, H., SÖRENSEN, H., VAJDA, P.,
Phys.Rev. 175, 389

And69 ANDREEV, V.N., NEDOPEKIN, V.G., ROGOV, V.l., Soviet Phys. JETP 29,
No. 5, 807.

Ar69 ARKHIPOV, E.P.,GOTT, Yu.V., Sov. Phys. JETP 29, 615.
Ay82 ANTHONY, J.M., LANFORD, W.A., Phys. Rev. A25, 1868.
AZ77 ANDERSEN, H.H., ZIEGLER, J.F., Hydrogen Stopping Powers and Ranges in

all Elements, Pergamon Press, Elmsford, New York.
Ba83a BAUMGART, H., ARNOLD, W., BERG, H., HUTTEL, E., CLAUSNITZER, G-,

Nucl. Instr. Meth. 204, 597.
Bd56 BADER, M., PIXLEY, R.E., MOZER, F.S., WHALING, W.,

Phys.Rev. 103, 32
Be81 BEDNYAKOV, A.A., BULGAKOV, Yu.V., NIKOLAEV, V.S., CHERNOV, V.L.,

Phys. Status Solidi A68, 187.
BEST Computer program by BERGER, M.J., BICHSEL, H., available from the

authors for use on personal computer (1990).
BG65 BOOTH, W., GRANT, I.S., Nucl.Phys. 63, 481.
Bi78 BIMBOT, R., DELLA NEGRA, S., GARDES, D., GAUVIN, H., Nucl. Instr.

Methods 153, 161.
Bi89 BIMBOT, R., CABOT, C., GARDES, D., GAUVIN, H-, HINGMANN, R.,

ORLIANGE, I., DE REILHAC, L., HUBERT, F., Nucl. Instr. Methods B44, 1
BI91 BICHSEL, H., Nat. Inst. of Standards and Technology, report NIST

IR-4550, and Phys. Rev. A46 (1992) 5761.
Bp71 BONDERUP, E., HVELPLUND, P., Phys. Rev. A4, 562.
BP82 BICHSEL, H., PORTER, L.E., Phys. Rev. A25, 2499.
Br90 BAUER, P., Nucl. Instr. Methods B45, 673.
Bs79 BESENBACHER, F., ANDERSEN, H.H., HVELPLUND, P., KNUDSEN, H.,

Kgl. Danske Vid. Selskab Mat.-fys. Medd. 40, No.3.
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By55 BROLLEY, J.E., RIBE, F.L., Phys. Rev. 98, 1112.
Cr42 CRENSHAW, C.M., Phys. Rev. 62, 54.
Ct54 CHILTON, A.B., COOPER, J.N., HARRIS, J.C., Phys. Rev. 93, 413.
Do75 DOSE, V., SELB, G., Z. Phys. A272, 237.
Ef75 EFKEN, B., HAHN, D., HILSCHER, D., WUSTEFELD, G.,

Nucl. Instr. Methods 129, 219.
Ep93 EPPACHER, Ch., SEMRAD, D., unpublished data
Fu80 FUKUDA, A., Phys. Med. Biol. 25, 877.
Ga87 GAUVIN, H., BIMBOT, R., HERAULT, J., Nucl. Instrum. Methods B28, 191.
G192a GOLSER, R., EPPACHER, Ch., SEMRAD, D., Nucl. Instrum. Methods B67,

69.
Gl92b GOLSER, R., SEMRAD, D., Nucl. Instrum. Methods B69, 18.
Go67 GORODETZKY, S., CHEVALIER, A., PAPE, A., SENS, J.Cl., BERGDOLT, A.M.,

BRES, M., ARMBRUSTER, R., Nucl. Phys. A91, 133.
He91 HERAULT, J., BIMBOT, R., GAUVIN, H., KUBICA, B., ANNE, R., BASTIN,

G., HUBERT, F., Nucl. Instrum. Methods B61, 156.
Hm62 HUBERMAN, M.N., Phys. Rev. 127, 799.
Hof76 HOFFMANN, !.. JÄGER, E., MÜLLER-JAHREIS, U., Rad. Effects 31, 57.
HU90 HUBERT, F., BIMBOT, R., GAUVIN, H., At. Data Nucl. Data Tables 46, 1.
Hv71 HVELPLUND, P., Kgl. Danske Videnskab. Selskab Mat.-fys. Medd. 38, 4.
ICRU37 ICRU Report 37: Stopping Power for Electrons and Positrons, Intern.

Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements, Bethesda, MD 20814,
USA (1984).

ICRU49 ICRU Report 49 : Stopping Powers and Ranges for Protons and Alpha
Particles, Intern. Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements,
Bethesda, MD 20814, USA (1993); the tables can also be produced using
the programs described in the appendix

J82 JANNI, J.F., At. Data Nucl. Data Tabl. 27, 150, 341.
Jo71 JOHANSEN, A., STEENSTRUP, S., WOHLENBERG, T., Radiât. Eff. 8, 31.
K93 KANEKO, T., Atomic Data Nucl. Data Tabl. 53, 271.
Kr82 KREUSSLER, S., VARELAS, C., SIZMANN, R., Phys. Rev. B26, 6099.
La75 LANGLEY, R., Phys. Rev. B12, 3575.
Ld85 LAND, D.J., SIMONS, D.G., BRENNAN, J.G., GLASS, G.A., Nucl. Instrum.

Methods BIO/11, 234, and pers. communication to H. Paul (1992).
Ld92 LAND, D.J., pers. communication to H. Paul, see also:

PRICE, J.L., STERN, S.H., SIMONS, D.G., LAND, D.J., BRENNAN, J.G.,
Nucl. Instr. Methods B56/57 (1991) 348.
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LenSSa LENNARD, W., GEISSEL, H-, JACKSON, D., PHILLIPS, D., Nucl. Instrum.
Methods B13, 127.

Len86b LENNARD, W.N., GEISSEL, H., Nucl. Instrujn. Methods B27, 338.
Mar62 MARTIN, E.W., NORTHCLIFFE, L.C., Phys. Rev. 128, 1166.
Me78 MERTENS, P., Nucl. Instrum. Methods 149, 149.
Me80 MERTENS, P., KRIST, Th., Nucl. Instrum. Methods 168, 33.
Me82a MERTENS, P., KRIST, Th., Nucl. Instrum. Methods 194, 57.
Me82b MERTENS, P., KRIST, Th., J. Appl. Phys. 53, 7343.
Mh.65 MOORHEAD, R.D., J. Appl. Phys. 36, 391.
Mi90 MITTERSCHIFFTHALER, C., BAUER, P., Nucl. Instrum. Methods B48, 58.
Ms66 MASON, D.L., PRIOR, R.M., QUINTON, A.R., Nucl. Instrum. Methods 45,

41.
Na68 NAKATA, H., Can. J. Phys. 46, 2765, and Erratum: Can. J. Phys.48

(1970) 1744.
Ny78 NYAIESH, A.R., STECKELMACHER, W., LUCAS, M.W., J. Phys.C ,Solid State

Phys. 11, 2917.
Op75 OPHEL, T.R., KERR, G.W., Nucl. Instrum. Methods 128, 149.
Or63 ORMROD, J.H., DUCKWORTH, H.E., Can. J. Phys. 41, 1424.
Or65 ORMROD, J.H., MAC DONALD, J.R., DUCKWORTH, H.E., Can. J. Phys. 43,

275.
Or68 ORMROD, J.H., Can. J. Phys. 46, 497.
Ov79 OVERBURY, S.H., DITTNER, P.F., DATZ, S., Rad. Eff. 41, 219.
Ph53 PHILLIPS, J.A., Phys. Rev. 90, 532.
Pi68 PIERCE, T.E., BLANN, M., Phys. Rev. 173, 390.
Po59 PORAT, D.I., RAMAVATARAM, K., Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A252, 394.
Po60 PORAT, D.I., RAMAVATARAM, K., Proc. Phys. Soc. 77, 97.
Po61 PORAT, D.I., RAMAVATARAM, K., Proc. Phys. Soc. 78, 1135.
Pr91 PRICE, J.L., STERN, S.H., SIMONS, D.G., LAND, D.J., BRENNAN, J.G.,

Nucl. Instrum. Methods B56/57, 348.
PSS PAUL, H., SEMRAD, D., SEILINGER, A., Nucl. Instrum. Methods B61

(1991) 261
Rä91 RÄISANEN, J., RAUHALA, E., BJÖRNBERG, M., KISS, A.Z., DOMINGUEZ, J.,

Rad. Eff. and Defects in Solids, 118, 2, 97.
RBS Program due to STEINBAUER, E..
Re87 REITER, G., BAUMGART, H., KNIEST, N., PFAFF, E., CLAUSNITZER, G.,

Nucl. Instrum. Methods B27, 287.
Re90 REITER, G., KNIEST, N., PFAFF, E., CLAUSNITZER, G.,Nucl. Instrum.

Methods B44, 399.
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R160 ROLL, P.G., STEIGERT, F.E., Nucl. Phys. 17, 54.
Rn53 REYNOLDS, H.K., DUNBAR, D.M.F., WENZEL, W.A., WHALING, W., Phys. Rev.

92, 742
SaSla SANTRY, D.C., WERNER, R.D., Nucl. Instrun». Methods 188, 211.
Sa91 SANTRY, D.C., WERNER, R.D., Nucl. Instrum. Methods B53, 7.
Sa92 SANTRY, B.C., WERNER, R.D., Nucl. Instrum. Methods B69, 167.
Sc82 SCHULZ, F., BRANDT, W., Phys. Rev. B26, 4864.
Sc85 SCHULZ, F., SHCHUCHINSKY, J., Nucl. Instrum. Methods B12, 90.
Sf78 SOFIELD, C.J., COWERN, N.E.B., PETTY, R.J., FREEMAN, J.M.,

MASON, J.P., Phys. Rev. A17, 859.
SG93 SCHIWIETZ, G., GRANDE, P.L., Radiation Eff. Def. in Solids 27 (1993)
Sh84 SHCHUCHINSKY, J., PETERSON, C., Radiât. Eff. 81, 221-229.
Sim75 SIMONS, D-, LAND, D., BRENNAN, J., BROWN, M., Phys. Rev. A12, 2383.
Sr65 SAUTTER, C.A., ZIMMERMANN, E.J., Phys. Rev. 140, 490.
SUG89 SUGIYAMA, H., ELT Technical Report TR-89-13, Electro-technical Lab.,

Ibaraki, Japan
Sw70 SWINT, J.B., PRIOR, R.M., RAMIREZ, J.J., Nucl. Instrum. Methods 80,

134.
Tp62 TEPLOVA, Y.A., NIKOLAEV, V.S., DMITRIEV, I.S., FATEEVA, L.N., Sov.

Phys.-JETP 15, 31.
TRIM89 Monte Carlo program describing TRansport of Ions through Matter by

BIERSACK, J.P., ZIEGLER, J.F., based on ZBL85
available on diskette from ZIEGLER, J.F..

TRIM90 like TRIM89, but 3-dimensional, and with graphical output.
TRIM91 like TRIM90, but with different definition of lateral straggling and

of skewness and kurtosis of range. Also, energy straggling is
linearly reduced below the Bohr value for energies below the
stopping power maximum. Energy straggling not calculated for Z > 3.

TRIM92 like TRIM91, but flight path within a layer now decreases toward
layer edge (see Sect. 7.3.3) and nuclear stopping for compounds now
calculated using Bragg additivity.

T2D Two-dimensional TRIM program by BIERSACK, J.P.,
can be purchased from the author.

We53 P.K., WEYL, Phys. Rev. 91, 289.
Wi62 VAN WIJNGAARDEN, A., DUCKWORTH, H.E., Can. J. Phys. 40, 1749.
Wo63 WOLKE, R.L., BISHOP, W.N., EICHLER, E., JOHNSON, N.R.,

O'KELLEY, G.D., Phys. Rev. 129, 2591.
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Wr79 WARD, D., ANDREWS, H.R., MITCHELL, I.R., LENNARD, W.N., WALKER, R.B.,
RUD, N., Can. J. Phys. 57, 645.

Ya83 YALYSHKO, S.V., WEDELL, R., Phys. stat. sol. B116, K47.
YonSO KIM, Yong-Ki, CHENG, Kwok-tsang, Phys. Rev. A22, 61.
Z77 ZIEGLER, J.F., Helium: Stopping Powers and Ranges in all elemental

Matter, Pergamon Press, Elmsford, New York.
Z80 ZIEGLER, J.F., Handbook of Stopping Cross Sections for Energetic Ions

in all Elements, Pergamon Press, Elmsford, New York.
(Vol.5 of: The Stopping and Ranges of Ions in Matter)

ZBL85 ZIEGLER, J.F., BIERSACK, J.P., LITTMARK, U.,
The Stopping and Ranges of Ions in Matter, Vol. 1, Plenum, New York

Z89 Stopping power programs contained in TRIM89. The changes with
respect to ZBL85 are discussed in chapters 7.3.1.1 and 7.5.1.1

Z90 Stopping power programs contained in TRIM90 (identical to Z89)
Z91 Stopping power programs contained in TRIM91 (identical to Z89)

Kaneko reaches this agreement assuming a point charge projectile at all
velocities, whereas Penalba et al [95] need contributions also from H and

For practical purposes, one uses empirical functions fitted to the
data (see table 7.10). To predict the stopping of substances where no
measurements exist, one interpolates the fitting coefficients, taking into
account the empirical fact that *Z -oscillations" exist, i.e., that due to
shell structure, S/p is not a smooth function of Z . AZ77 performed this
interpolation guided by the Z -oscillations already known for He

£

projectiles. ZBL85 first used the dielectric response of an electron plasma
in random phase approximation together with the local density approximation
(for atoms whose electron distribution corresponds to the solid state) to
calculate the stopping power, and then interpolated the 10-20% difference
between theory and experiments, both in velocity and in Z .

As an example. Fig. 7.14 shows S/n as a function of Z according to
AZ77, J82, Z90 and to ICRU49. At 60 keV, Z -oscillations are quite
noticeable; in particular, the stopping cross section for the noble metals
Cu, Ag, and Au is seen to be smaller than that for the neighbor elements.
At higher energy, the oscillations are strongly reduced.
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Fig.7.14. Electronic stopping cross section of all elemental targets
and 1000 keV protons, according to AZ77 (- — ), J82 (——), Z90 (---
ICRU49 (B); (cf. table 7.11).

90

for 60
), and

Below about 20 keV, the stopping power is generally assumed to be
roughly proportional to velocity [98]. Echenique, Nieminen and Ritchie
[99,100], e.g., have calculated velocity proportional stopping in this
energy region using a non-linear density-functional approach and describing
the solid target by its one-electron radius [101] (see Fig. 7.15). In
accordance with this assumption of velocity proportionality, the fitting
functions (cf. table 7.10) usually assume S « T '5 or S « T°'45 at low
energy. For light targets (Li, Be, C), ZBL85 claim that the stopping power

0 25should be proportional to T . Our Fig.7.15 for H on C shows that this
claim is rather questionable (see also Sec. 7.3.5). On the other hand, in a
special case like H on He the stopping cross section depends on a power of
T much higher than 0.5, as found recently by Golser and Semrad [102].
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The book AZ77 contains the most comprehensive compilation of
experimental data (S/n versus T/M^ , including graphs and tables, available

to date. This includes all the elements, also those that are normally
gaseous (or liquid). The densities given on the graphs for N and Ne, e.g.,

2i

seem to imply the solid state, but the measurements (and hence, the fitted
curves) really refer to the gaseous state. It should be noted [103] that
medium- and high-energy fits by AZ77 are not continuous at 1 MeV; there is,
e.g., a jump by 3.6% for H =» Ag.

The same data (including some new ones, see Z80) were later refitted
by Ziegler (ZBL85). This has been an improvement in some cases, e.g., for

H on amorphous Carbon

0.2 0.5 1. 2. 5. 10. 20. 50. 100. 200. 500. 1000.

Equivalent Proton Energy [keV]

Fig.7.15. Electronic stopping cross section of amorphous carbon for
hydrogen ions. The curves correspond to the following references:
—— AZ77; short dashed: ZBL85 and K93 (solid), as marked; long dashed: Z90
(without bonding corr. ) ; •••-••-- J82; -••- ICRU49; -•- Echenique et al [100].
The symbols indicate measured points from the following references (see
table 7.11):
A Be81; B Kr82; C Me80; D Me82a; E Me82b; G SaSla; H Sc85; I Sh84;
J,K,L Br90; M Ov79; N Rn53; 0 Ar69; P Or65; Q WÎ62; R Op75; T Mh65; U Go67;
V Sr65; W Jo71; X Ny78; Z,3 G192a; 2 Or63.
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H on Argon

M
f\ __________[______t 1 I j I J . | 1___________|______j I | ! | ) 1 ]___________\_____| .....J

5 10 20 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000
Equivalent Proton Energy [keV]

Fig.7.16. Electronic stopping cross section of argon for hydrogen ions. The
curves correspond to the following references:
—— AZ77; short dashed: K93; long dashed: Z9C (identical to ZBL85);
•-•--- J82. ICRU49 is identical to AZ77.
The symbols indicate measured points from the following references:
A Ba83a; B Bs79; C Ct54; D Rn53; E Or68; F Or68; G Wo63; H We53; I Ph53;
J Bp71; K Sw70; L Ms66; M By55; N Re90

gold [103], but made agreement worse in others, e.g. for carbon (see Fig.
7.15). ZBL85, according to the title of the book, is for solids only.
Elements which normally occur as gases are assumed to be at the melting
point. For elements in the gaseous state one should therefore use AZ77 (or
ICRU49), not ZBL85 (see Fig. 7.16 for hydrogen on Ar).

More recent versions of Ziegler's stopping power programs (referred to
as Z89, Z90, Z91 or Z92 in the following), written in Quickbasic to be used
on a personal computer, are contained in TRIM89, TRIM90, TRIM91 and
TRIM92. Z89, Z90, Z91 and Z92 are identical. These programs contain a
correction for relativistic projectiles (in the ZBL85 version, the stopping
power keeps decreasing toward high energy rather than going through a
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minimum) . For some light elements, the coefficients A to A (see table1 8
7.10) have now values different from those in ZBL85. Table 7.12 shows, for
these elements, the largest differences between ZBL85 and Z90 due to this
change (see also Fig. 7.15). Otherwise, the stopping power routines
contained in TRIM89 to TRIM92 are identical to the one in ZBL85.

A new table for selected elements, compounds and mixtures has been
produced recently [ICRU49]. It is partially based on AZ77, but takes new
measurements into account. Its values can also be produced using program
PSTAR (see appendix). ICRU49 also contains useful tabular and graphical
comparisons between experimental data and fitted curves.

H on Hydrogen

a 7

0 6 -

LTD
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SG93
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' ICRU49

J______1 ! \ I i I I
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Equivalent Proton Energy [keV]

500 1000

Fig.7.17. Electronic stopping cross section of hydrogen for hydrogen ions.
The curves correspond to the following references:
-••- ICRU49 (identical to AZ77) ; ••••••- J82; short dashed: Z90 with bonding
correction; long dashed: Z90 without bonding correction;
-•- BP82 (T > 400 keV) ; —— SG93.
The symbols indicate measured points from the following references:
A Ba83a; B Bs79; C By55; D Ph53; E We53; F La75; G Rn53; H Cr42; I Bp71;
J Hm62; K Re90; L,M,N,O Gl92b.
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TABLE 7.12. STOPPING POWER ACCORDING TO Z89, DIVIDED BY THE VALUE FROM
ZBL85, AT THE ENERGY WHERE THE CHANGE IS LARGEST:
A) below 10 MeV; b) between 10 and 100 MeV. The unusually low value for S
at 10 MeV is due to a discontinuity in the Z89 stopping for S at this
energy.

Target
H2
He
C
N
O
F
Ne
Al
Si
S
Kr
Xe

(a
Energy

£25 keV
70

£25

79
70

£25

£25

£25

5.6

40
£25

£25

)

Ratio
1.12
1.12
0.94
1.11
1.13
1.03
0.81
1.03
0.93
1.13
1.13
1.08

(b)
Energy
100 MeV
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
44
10
100
100

Ratio
1.11
1.21
1.15
1.14
1.13
1.13
1.12
1.10
0.98
0.93
1.05
1.03

The table by J82 is useful in that it also gives uncertainties for all
stopping power values. These uncertainties, based on statistical methods
alone, may however be too small in some cases. In the region of the
stopping power maximum for Ni, e.g., J82 gives ± 2.1%, but this fit appears
[103] too high by 10%.

A recent reanalysis [103] of all the published data for Au, Ag, Cu, Ni
and Al targets for T between 10 and 2500 keV shows that the stopping
maximum is lower than given by AZ77, and (for Cu and Ni) lower also than
Z90 and J82. Only for Al targets, all fits agree (J82 being slightly low).
Uncertainties are also given in this paper, hopefully more realistic than
those by J82.

7.3.1.2. Mixtures and Compounds.

To calculate the stopping power for mixtures, one uses Bragg's
additivity rule [5]:

S/p = £ w. (S/p)., (7.14)
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where w. is the fraction by weight and (S/p). is the mass stopping power of
1- Vithe j atomic constituent. This is valid provided the condition discussed

by Golser and Semrad [8] does not occur (if some gases have very different
charge-changing cross sections for a particular low-energy projectile, then
the addition of only a small amount of one gas will have a large effect on
the population of different projectile charge states and hence on the
stopping power).

Eq. (7.14) is approximately valid also for compounds above about 1
MeV, but at lower energies and for light targets, where the valence
electrons contribute significantly to stopping, it becomes more and more
inaccurate due to "chemical binding effects". In the extreme cases of SiO
and AI O^, Bauer et al [104] have found the stopping in the compound
reduced by as much as 14 and 27 %, resp., at about 20 keV, with respect to
the Bragg value (eq. 7.14). But it is well known from the high energy
measurements of Tschalär et al [105] that this reduction extends far into
the Bethe region: it amounts to 4% at 1 MeV and to 2% at 10 MeV for AI O ,a 23
and it corresponds to an increased I-value for the compound (see also table
7.3) .

Z90 offers the possibility to calculate the stopping power of many
compounds using eq. (7.14) and a bonding correction according to Ziegler
and Manoyan [106], based on a joint analysis of the large amount of
stopping data measured at Baylor University [107] and at Köln University
[108] . Here, the molecule is not decomposed into single atoms as in eq.
(7.14) but into atomic cores and different bonds (essentially between light
target atoms from H to F) ; phase effects are assumed to be negligible. The
correction is a constant factor at low energy, and it converges to unity at
about 1 MeV. (Actually, the correction should differ slightly from unity
even abo'.e that energy, as one can see from the results on AI O just
mentioned, and also from fig. 7.19 below). The core-and-bond approach used
by Ziegler and Manoyan describes the input data well, but becomes less
accurate [109] if used to describe data outside the original input set.

For heavier atoms, no bond corrections are supplied even though these
are necessary at least [104,91] in the case of AI O . The constants

/i J

describing the various mixtures and compounds (including bond structure!)
are contained in a file COMPOUND.DAT. The file also contains information
for many (especially organic) liquids and gases, but this should be used
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with caution: Big. 7.17 for H on H shows that the stopping power from Z90
(with or without bonding correction) is about 30% low at the maximum. It is
remarkable that the Z9Q stopping power for He on H seems to agree much
better with the data. This may indicate that in Z90, a (bad) H stopping
power has been combined with a (bad) effective charge for He to give a. good
He stopping power.

The bond correction contained in Z90 assumes a constant relative
difference at low energy (see, e.g., fig.7.19 below). The results by Bauer
et al [104] for Al O and SiO , however, indicate that a constant absolute

£• J À

difference at low energy describes the data better.

Thwaites [109] has recently proposed an empirical scheme to calculate
corrections to Bragg additivity for dosimetric materials. This scheme
requires knowledge of stopping powers and I values of the constituents, and
of a realistic value for the mean excitation energy I of the compound
(which can be estimated using eq. 7.3 and Table 7.3); the scheme is said to
provide values accurate to 5% at 100 keV and to 10% at 1 keV.

In Sec. 7.2.1.5, the small changes in electron stopping power of
liquid water and various solids were discussed that result when the
I-values from ICRU37 are replaced by recently measured I-values (Table
7.5). Similar changes occur of course in the proton stopping power at a
similar projectile velocity. For example, for protons in liquid water,
changes of -2.4%, -1.9% or -1.1% could be expected at 0.5, 1 or 10 MeV,
respectively, provided the Barkas and shell corrections are left unaltered.

7.3.1.3. Difference between condensed phase and gas.

The interaction of a proton with an electron gas is weaker than that
with an isolated atom, due to the dynamic screening by the electron gas
[100,110]; therefore the stopping cross section for protons in the
condensed phase is generally smaller than in the gas ("phase effect" or
"physical state effect"). Indeed, one finds differences up to 10% at the
stopping power peak [109]. Recently, P. Bauer et al Till] have found a
phase difference for Zn which becomes as large as 60% at 20 keV. Calculated
phase differences can be found in Kaneko's new table (K93) for many
elements. For water, see the discussion in the following section, and also
Ch. 9.



H on Nitrogen

0.001 0.01 0.1 1. 10. 100.

Equivalent Proton Energy [MeV]
1000.

Fig.7.18. Electronic stopping cross section of nitrogen for hydrogen ions
from various publications, divided by values from Z90 (without bonding
correction). The curves correspond to the following references:
—— AZ77; - J82; -• •- ICRU49; -•- SUG89. ICRU49 is identical to AZ77
below 0.3 MeV and identical to BP82 ( —— ) from 0.4 to 20 MeV.
The symbols indicate measured points from the following references:
A Ba83a; B Bs79; C Fu80; D Re87; E Ph53; F Do75; G Do75; H La75; I Rn53;
J 3w70; K Or68; L By55; M Ct54; N Wo63; O Re90.

7.3.1.4. Comparison of stopping power compilations.

We have compared all the recent stopping power fits for key substances
with each other, from 0.001 to 1000 MeV. For convenience, we normalize all
the curves (where possible) by the Z90 function, since this is easily
calculable. If this is not possible, we use a different normalization.
Fig. 7.18 shows an example, for H on nitrogen. Like in the case of H on H ,

£n

Z90 is low with respect to the measurements, below 0.1 MeV (with or without
bonding correction, which is negligible here). Since AZ77, ICRU49 and J82
follow the data better, they appear high in this plot around 40 keV. The
ICRU49 curve follows AZ77 at low energy but merges into BP82 above 0.3 MeV.
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TABLE 7.13. RATIOS OF FITTED CURVES
SUBSTANCES, NEAR THE MAXIMUM.
NB . .. no bonding correction used; E .

Z90

FOR THE STOPPING OF PROTONS IN KEY

.. bonding correction used.

AZ77 J82 ICRU49 PSS
NB B

Gases :
H2
N2
02
Ar
H 02
CO2
Air
CH4
C H3 8

Solids:

C (am. )
C (graph.)
Mg
AI
Si
P
Ca
Fe
LiF
CaF2
AI 02 3 *)Lucite
Polyethylene
Nylon

Liquids:

H 02
Toluene

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

40
40
100
60
20
30
60
60
60
60
30
40
40
40

40
40

keV
keV
keV
keV
keV
keV
keV
keV
keV

keV
keV
keV
keV
keV
keV
keV
keV
keV
keV
keV
keV
keV
keV

keV
keV

0.956 1 1.452
1.001 1 1.124
0.997 1 1.031

1
1

1
0.923 1
0.937 1

1 1.098
0.941 1 1.033
1 1.120
1 0.997
1 0.996
1 0.747
1 1.223
1 0.839
1

1
0.983 1
0.947 1
0.968 1

1.098 1
0.926 1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1

1

.471

.171

.070

.020

.160

.236

.211

.080

.017

.84

.948

.097

.149

.391

.811

.357

.987

.180

.193

.179

.367

1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1

0
1

0
1

0
1
0
0
1
1
1

1
1

.452

.124

.031

.000

.110

.983

.115

.219

.121

.994

.012

.997

.156

.836

.063

.791

.785

.123

.051

.131

.077

.052

1.023

Lucite = Plexiglas = Perspex = Polymethyl methacrylate (see ICRU37)
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Table 7.13 summarizes the differences between the various fits in the
low energy region. The curves are compared at a single energy value (near
the maximum) where the discrepancies are fairly big. This table may be used
to estimate the accuracy of the fits (see also Sect. 7.3.1.5); it also
shows which fits are available for the key substances.

Concerning gases, one can see that the various fits agree within a few
percent {except for Z90) . Evidently, measurements on gases using protons
are less prone to erroneous results than measurements on solids (compare,
e.g.. Figs. 7.15 and 7.16). Clearly, the low Z90 values for H and N carry

£t £•

over into low values for air, water and organic gases; the bonding
correction is too small to compensate for this effect. For methane, e.g.,
ICRU49 shows that its curve agrees with experimental data down to T =20r
keV within 5%; this is in contrast to the 20% deviation of Z90 (table
7.13).

1.3
Protons on Water

o
o

5

O i.l

£
o 1.0

0.9

a«
3 0.8

o
3 0.6

l iquid

Z90 vapor

Z90 liquid

ICRU49 l iquid

10 -3 10 -2 10~' 10° 101

Proton Energy [MeV]
102

Fig.7.19. Electronic stopping power of water (liquid or vapor) for protons
from various publications, divided by values from Z90 (without bonding
correction). The -•- curve is from SUG89 (for liquid).
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H on Calcium
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Fig.7.20. Electronic stopping cross section of calcium for H ions. The
curves correspond to the following references:—— AZ77; --- Z90; •---•- J82.
The symbols indicate measured points from the following references:
A An68; B Go67; C Bd56; D Ep93.

Fig. 7.19 shows the various stopping power curves for water normalized
by the Z90 curve for water vapor. Comparison with experimental data (Ph53,
Rn53, Mi90) shows that the ICRU49 curve for vapor follows the data for
vapor rather well, whereas the Z90 curve is too low, as expected.

Concerning solids, table 7.13 shows that the differences between the
various fits are generally as large as 20 - 40% at these low energies. Al
is an exception: here all the fits (except for J82) agree quite well [103].
The discrepancies for Mg and P are not surprising, since here no
experimental data are available at all, but the discrepancies are even
larger in the case of Ca, where some data do exist (see fig. 7.20) . The
recent measurements by Eppacher and Semrad (Ep93) show that the stopping
maximum of Ca is higher even than the highest fit curve (J82). The rather
large difference between ICRU49 and AZ77 for Si is due to the fact that
ICRU49 has taken new measurements into account.
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Carbon is a special case since there are indications that the stopping
powers of graphite and evaporated amorphous carbon are different (see
ICRU49). Fig. 7.21 shows that indeed, both ICRU49 and Z90 give higher
stopping powers for graphite than for amorphous carbon. Actually, one might
expect the reverse effect since the experimental plasma energy [112] is
slightly higher for graphite than for evaporated carbon. Indeed, Necas et
al [113] have recently found the stopping power of graphite a few percent
smaller than that of amorphous carbon for hydrogen ions below 50 keV/u (see
Fig. 7.21). The computer program PSTAR, described in the Appendix, produces
stopping powers for graphite that take into account the
amorphous-carbon/graphite stopping power ratios measured by Necas et al. It
should be noted that there are many more measurements for amorphous C than
for graphite, hence the fits by AZ77 and by J82 may be assumed to refer to
amorphous C, even though J82 calls it "graphite". The steep descent in
Fig. 7.21 at low energy is due to the unrealistic energy dependence of Z90
(see Fig. 7.15 above).

1 2 Protons on Carbon
o
o
-o
rH
N-<
o

3 1.1
O ,. JCRU49 Graphite

^ n _... Z9.Q .(M9.9I.-1.,

CO 0.9 L

ICRU49 amorphous
AZ77

0
• r— <

,— <

O
^

•+J
o

'— ' n R

^ //
: //

' '/
1 1 'l Y 1 1 ! l' 1 1 . . . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

— 1

:
l i i l l i i i ! i ill ii

10" 10" 10'' 10° 10'
Proton Energy [MeV]

10' 10s

Fig.7.21. Electronic stopping power of carbon (amorphous or graphite) for
protons from various publications, divided by values from Z90 (without
bonding correction). N: experimental values for the ratio
S /S due to Necas et al [113].

graphite amorphous
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TABLE 7.14. RATIOS OF FITTED CURVES
SUBSTANCES, AT 1 MEV.
NB ... no bonding correction used; B .

T90

Gases:

Solids:

Liquids:

FOR THE STOPPING OF PROTONS IN KEY

.. bonding correction used.

AZ77 J82 ICRU49/BEST PSS

H2
N2
O2
Ar
H O2
CO2
Air
CH4
C H3 8

C (am.)
C (graph.)
Mg
AI
Si
P
Ca
Fe
LiF
CaF2
AI 02 3
Lucite
Polyethylene
Nylon

H 02
Benzene
Cyclohexane
n-Pentane
Toluene
Xylene

NB B

0.967 1 0.984
1.001 1 1.019
0.996 1 0.992

1
1

1
0.942 1

0.953 1

1 1.001
0.956 1
1 0.968
1 1.012
1 1.003
1 0.992
1 0.993
1 0.981
1

1
0.988 1
0.960 1
0.976 1

1.070 1
0.941 1
0.960 1
0.955 1
0.945 1
0.947 1

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

1

.954

.965

.936

.992

.963

.933

.944

.994

.940

.987

.967

.996

.001

.980

.964

.962

.966

.952

.953

.019

0.974
1.020
0.998
1.005
0.989
1.065
1.022
0.956
C.968

0.980
0.951
0.958
0.988
0.988
1.002
1.036
0.983
0.981
0.988
0.945
0.955
0.944
0.968

1.045
0.937
0.948
0.944
0.938
0.939

0.989
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Concerning solid compounds, it should be noted that J82 uses Bragg's
rule, whereas ICRU49 takes deviations from this rule into account. Hence
the ICRU49 values are always smaller than J82 (indicating that electrons in
the compound are more tightly bound). In the case of AI O , e.g., ICRU49
has taken the measured values due to Bauer et al [114,104] into account.
Here again, the low Z90 values for hydrogen lead to low Z90 values for
lucite, polyethylene and nylon.

Concerning liquids, very little information is available at low
energies, because of experimental difficulties. Fig. 7.19 shows that Z90
and ICRU49 agree in predicting a stopping power for liquid water about 10%
lower than that for vapor, at low energy (as expected from Sec. 7.3.1.3).
Using the common assumption that the stopping powers of liquid and solid
water are the same, this difference agrees with that found experimentally
by Bauer et al (Mi90). Sugiyama [115] has suggested a slightly smaller
difference (4%). Above 0.5 MeV, the difference between the two curves by
ICRU49 is due to the difference in I-values (as given, e.g., in ICRU37; see
also table 7.3). For more water stopping powers, see also fig. 7.44.

Table 7.14 shows the differences between the various fits for 1 MeV.
Here, the agreement (and hence the expected accuracy) is much better: the
discrepancies amount only to a few percent.

The tissue substitute A-150 TE plastic is not shown in tables 7.13 and
7.14 since it is only given in ICRU49 and hence cannot be compared to other
tables. A precise measurement of the stopping power of this substance for
protons of 2.5 to 7.5 MeV was carried out recently by Ishiwari et al [36].
The result agrees within 0.2% (on the average) with that obtained using
Bragg's rule and the element data from AZ77; this is surprisingly good
indeed. Also, if we calculate the stopping using BEST or PSTAR, the result
is, on the average, only 0.5% above Ishiwari's measurements [36], and in
agreement with the calculation by Thwaites [116].

Summarizing, it seems advisable to use the ICRU49 table (or program
PSTAR) for best accuracy, if possible. This table contains data for most of
the key substances, and for many additional substances of interest to
dosimetry. In this table, compounds are treated using either directly
experimental data, if available, or else Bragg's rule (eq. 7.14); mixtures
are treated by applying Bragg's rule to molecular and/or atomic
constituents. Above 1 MeV, program BEST can also be used instead. Program
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Z90 is convenient in that its stopping subroutine RSTOP can be included in
other main programs, but it appears less reliable at least for compounds
containing hydrogen. J82 is inconvenient in that it exists only in the form
of printed tables; below 1 MeV, it can be replaced by the fit function due
to Eppacher and Semrad [117]. J82 has the advantage of containing all
elements; for compounds it has the disadvantage of neglecting chemical
effects.

TABLE 7.15. FRACTION OF THE (NORMALIZED) DOSE D AT DEPTH X THAT IS
CONTRIBUTED BY PROTONS WHOSE ENERGY IS SMALLER THAN T .c
Results pertain to a 160-MeV proton beam penetrating through a water
medium. R = 17.65 cm is the CSDA range at 160 MeV. The maximum of the Bragg
curve is at a depth equal to 0.99 R.

T (keV) 10c
x(cm)

16.94
17.03
17.12
17.21

17.30
17.39
17.47
17.56

17.65
17.74
17.83
17.91

18.00
18.09
18.18
18.27

x/R

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

1.
1.
1.
1.

1.
1.
1.
1.

960
965
970
975

980
985
990
995

000
005
010
015

020
025
030
035

D

0.606
0.650
0.707
0.782

0.872
0.958
1.000
0.953

0.802
0.572
0.341
0.165

0.065
0.020
0.005
0.001

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.1

.1

.1

.1

.1

.1

.2

.2

.3

20

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

F r

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.1

.1

.1

.2

.2

.2

.3

.3

.4

.6

50

a

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1

c t

.0

.0

.0

.0

.1

.1

.2

.3

.4

.4

.5

.6

.7

.9

.0

.5

100

i o n

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1

1
1
1
2

.0

.0

.0

.1

.1

.2

.4

.6

.7

.9

.1

.2

.4

.7

.9

.9

200 500 1000

(percent)

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1

1
1
2
2

2
3
3
5

.0

.0

.0

.1

.3

.5

.8

.1

.5

.8

.1

.5

.9

.4

.8

.2

0
0
0
0

0
1
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

.0

.0

.1

.3

.6

.2

.9

.8

.6

.5

.3

.2

.1

.1

.3

.5

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.6

1.3
2.4
3.9
5.5

7.3
9.0

10.6
12.4

14.2
15.9
17.9
19.4
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7.3.1.5. The influence of stopping power uncertainties upon problems in
dosimetry.

The tables of proton stopping powers in ICRU49 are estimated to have
the following uncertainties: at energies of a few MeV or higher, 1 to 2
percent for elements, and 1 to 4 percent for compounds; at 1000 keV, 2 to 5
percent; at 100 keV, 5 to 10 percent; at 10 keV, 10 to 15 percent; and at 1
keV, at least 20 to 30 percent (see also Tables 7.13 and 7.14).

In many applications in conventional dosimetry, the proton stopping
powers at high energies (with their relatively small uncertainties) are all
that matters, because low-energy protons play only small role. A case in
point is the depth-dose distribution in a water phantom irradiated with a
high-energy proton beam used for therapy. The proton spectra from such
beams, as functions of depth, have been calculated [118], and can be used
to estimate the relative contributions to the absorbed dose from protons
with different energies. The results of such a calculation for a 160-MeV
proton beam are shown in Table 7.15. This table shows the fraction of the
absorbed dose at various depths that is contributed by protons whose
energies are less than 10, 20, .... 1000 keV. It can be seen that for
depths up to 96% of the cdsa range, there is no contribution at all from
protons with energies below 1000 keV. With increasing depth, near and
beyond the Bragg peak, contributions from protons with lower energies
appear, but remain small.

Another example pertains to neutron irradiation, namely, protons set
in motion in elastic collisions. The proton spectrum is approximately
uniform, and extends up to the neutron energy T . Let # denote then c
fraction of the proton energy that is imparted to the medium by protons
with energy smaller than T . It can be shown that this fraction isc

i rc T ji
i . T dT + — . dT

n n T
0 c

i T

~ - Sn T dTT
n 0

T r- c (2
T ^

n

Tc

T
n

(7.15)

For example, for a neutron energy T = 14 MeV, <f> is 13.4%, 1.4%, 0.14% orn c
0.014% for T = 1000 keV, 100 keV, 10 keV or 1 keV, respectively. For T = 1c n
MeV, 6 is 19.0%, 2.0% or 0.2% at 100 keV, 10 keV or 1 keV, respectively.c
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The need for proton stopping powers at low energies, where the
uncertainties are large, may,, however, arise in the modeling of radiation
effects on small biological structures, at the cellular or sub-cellular
level. Even for such applications the energy degradation process takes
place largely via secondary electrons. However, if one is concerned with
the penetration of protons through very small targets, one must know the
stopping powers down to energies where the residual range is smaller,
perhaps by an order of magnitude, than the dimension of the target. In this
connection, it should be noted that the residual proton range in water is
10 fun at 553 keV, 1 îm at 62 keV, 100 run at 3.4 keV, and 10 run at 380 eV.

7.3.2. Nuclaar Stopping Powar

Many of the tables and programs mentioned in table 7.10 also give
results on nuclear stopping. This is in general quite small compared to
electronic stopping. In the worst case (hydrogen projectiles on hydrogen
target) it amounts to 30% at T = 1 keV, to 1.7% at 10 keV (see ICRU49).
Actually these values are upper limits, since they include elastic
scattering through all angles. If the energy loss of a beam of protons is
considered, then a large angle scattering would usually remove the proton
from the beam, so this proton would not contribute to the energy loss
measured. This effect can be calculated using the TRIM program; a few
examples have been calculated by ICRU49; see also Sec. 7.4.2.

7.3.3. Energy Loss Straggling. TRIM Programs.

Since charged particles lose their energy statistically in many small
amounts, their energy after penetrating a certain amount of material is a
stochastic quantity, described by its average, by its variance Î2 (see
Sec. 7.1) and possibly by higher moments. Straggling of energetic H and He
ions has been reviewed by Besenbacher et al [118a], and a general review of
the statistics of charged particle penetration has been presented recently
by P. Sigmund [119].

If the target is thick enough so that individual contributions W to
the energy loss are small compared to the straggling, i.e., if [126]

3 W < 0, (7.:-,6)m
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but if it is thin enough so that the energy loss in the target is
negligible, the energy distribution of transmitted projectiles is expected
to be Gaussian [118a]. If, in addition, one assumes the target electrons to

2be free and initially at rest, then the variance ß of the energy
distribxation is given by Bohr's simple energy-independent expression [2]

ß = 4ir r2 (m c2)2 Z2 Z n s = (2.6056xl(f 13eV2cm2/atom) Z2 Z n s.•B G G 1 2 12
(7.17)

Here,

4 m
W = -—- T = 2m v2 (7.18)m M U e l

is the maximum possible energy transfer to a free electron (for a
non-relativistic projectile), and r is the classical electron radius.<2

Various refinements of the Bohr expression (7.17) are discussed in
[118a]; they take into account that the target electrons are not initially
at rest and that they are spatially correlated. The effect of electron
binding has been discussed by Bichsel [120a]. The Bohr expression
presupposes that the projectile energy remains constant throughout the
target; in practice, it is valid up to a 20% loss of the initial energy
[121].

It is difficult to obtain agreement between theoretical and
experimental results for straggling in solids, since effects like crystal
structure and non-uniform film thickness can influence the measurements in
a way that is hard to control. For gaseous targets, however, these problems
do not arise, and very careful measurements in 13 different gases and
comparisons with theories have therefore been carried out by Besenbacher et
al [120]. At first these authors checked if their measurements yield an

2energy variance ß proportional to target density. Fig. 7.22 shows that
this is indeed true for 600 keV He ions penetrating nitrogen. According to
the conditions mentioned above, Bohr straggling should be valid from 0.04
to 0.7 jjm, i.e., over most of the thickness shown. Actually, the
experimental results exceed the Bohr straggling (because of the
intra-molecular correlation of the target electrons).

It is instructive to compare these results to calculations performed
using the program for "TRansport of Ions through Matter" (TRIM) mentioned
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already above. This Monte Carlo program, originally written by J.P.Biersack
[122] and described in ZBL85, has since been updated many times by Ziegler.
It calculates every single nuclear collision (leading to deflection and
energy loss), but treats the much more numerous collisions with target
electrons only in a global way: between any two nuclear collisions, it adds
to the csda energy loss a stochastic contribution that corresponds to
straggling. TRIM90 (and its successors TRIM91, TRIM92) computes particle
penetration in 3 dimensions and draws instructive pictures of all relevant
processes on the screen. Another version of TRIM ("T2D"), available from
J.P.Biersack, calculates penetration in 2 dimensions; it is faster but does
not draw pictures. Both versions use tht- same stopping powers (Z90) below
10 MeV/nucleon. Above this specific energy, the T2D stopping is the
original one from ZBL85 and hence inaccurate.

TRIM results are also shown in Fig.7.22. Except at small thickness,
T2D agrees with the Bohr straggling as it should. The TRIM90 result is
consistently lower, possibly due to a different choice of the free flight
path . (Note that for comparing with Bohr straggling, we exclude those
rare large-angle scattering events from the statistical analysis whose

Note that the TRIM programs contain a statement forbidding an energy
increase between two nuclear collisions. This makes the straggling too
small for small flight paths (where R may exceed the energy loss), and it
makes the straggling too small also for the entire target, if the free
flight path is chosen too small (the flight path can be chosen by the user
in T2D). This difficulty can be remedied in T2D by removing the statement
that forbids an energy increase. In TRIM92, the difficulty is enhanced by
the fact that the flight path within a layer is decreased toward the layer
edge until it reaches a monolayer thickness (in order to avoid unphysical
peaks or dips near an edge), and by the fact that straggling is
artificially kept below 20% of the csda energy loss (J. Ziegler, pers.
comm.). Hence, the TRIM92 straggling is even lower than that of TRIM90 (see
Fig. 7.23).

In TRIM91 and TRIM92, the straggling is linearly reduced below the
Bohr straggling for energies below the stopping power peak. This is a
reasonable approximation (see, e.g., Fig. 7.25 below).
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Fig.7.22. Energy straggling of 600 keV alphas penetrating nitrogen. The
energy variance is plotted versus the target thickness, assuming a

3 1 8 2hypothetical density of 0.8096 g/cm , so that IJLTJI « 3.482x10 atoms/cm .

Experimental results due to Besenbacher (•••) and the Bohr prediction (-•-)

according to eg. (7.17) are indicated by lines. TRIM results are indicated

by open squares (TRIM90, TRIM91) and full squares (T2D), resp.

energy is clearly outside the Gaussian distribution of transmitted

energies)6)

Figures 7.24 to 7.26 show the energy straggling of protons in Ar, N
jj

and H , as examples taken from [120]. In Ar (Fig. 7.24), the straggling is

The program TRIM90 produces an output file TRANSMIT.TXT that contains
the final energy and angle of every transmitted projectile. This file can
be analyzed using program TRANSMIT.BAS (also on the TRIM90 disc) that
calculates energy and angular straggling and produces a histogram of final
angles. We have added a section that produces a histogram of final energies
also.
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Fig.7.23. Energy distribution of 70 MeV protons after passing 3.67 cm of
water (p = 0.997 gem ), as calculated by Bichsel and Hiraoka [130]

(dashed), and by use of TRIM90 (full curve) or TRIM92 (dotted curve). The
_2

csda range of these protons is 4.08 gem
-2projected range 4.075 gem" (ICRU49), but only 4.00 gem

TRIM90. The TRIM92 curve is too narrow (see text).

(ICRU49, Bichsel); the mean
-2 according to

slightly below the Bohr value. This can
atomic electron density realistically [123]
due to intra-atomic electron correlation
7.2,) can be understood by including,
correlations. The straggling in H (Fig. 7.

£f

using Fano's [11] asymptotic perturbation
electron speeds as not negligible compared

be understood by treating the
and by adding a straggling term
[120]. The result for N (Fig.

£*

in addition, intra-molecular
26) is explained down to 80 keV
formula which treats the target
to the projectile speed.

To see how well these measurements can be reproduced by TRIM, we
consider 500 keV protons on nitrogen, at a thickness corresponding to
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Fig.7.24 Energy straggling variance [120] of H and He ions in Argon,
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Fig.7.25 Energy straggling variance [120] of protons in nitrogen, divided
by Bohr variance, eg. (7.17), versus energy.
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Fig.7.26 Energy straggling variance [120] of protons in hydrogen, divided
by areal density, versus energy, compared to the formulas by Bohr
(eq.7.17) and by Fano [11] for molecular (——) and atomic (---) targets.

18 26.96x10 atoms per cm . In this case, the Bohr straggling amounts to
1.82x10 eV cm /atom, or 12.7 keV for the given thickness, and the

2measured value is 13.6 keV (cf. Fig.7.25). Using TRIM, we obtain
n2 = 12.5 keV2 (TRIM90) and 14.0 keV2 (T2D) , resp., in fair agreement.
Since W =1.1 keV (eq. 7), the thickness is just enough (eq. 7.16) form
Bohr straggling to apply.

Using a local-electron-density model, Kaneko and Yamamura [124] have
calculated the straggling for protons (and He ions) in many solid targets.
They use Hartree-Fock wave functions modified to include plasma electrons,
and they include collisional as well as charge-changing contributions. They
find that the straggling variance is proportional to T for small T, and
that it approaches the Bohr value above 1 MeV/u. Measurements by Matsunami
and Kitoh [125] using 100 keV protons and He ions on C films of about 10 run
thickness and high (30 eV) resolution agree with their prediction.

For solid targets, variations of the target thickness due to surface
roughness produce an important contribution to straggling. Besenbacher et
al [118a] have attempted to determine this contribution by comparing the
results from measurements with H, He, and Li ions. See also Sec. 7.5.3.
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Fig.7.27 Energy straggling Q (divided by energy loss in the foil) versus
energy loss (divided by initial energy), for protons from 1.9 to 7.2 MeV in
aluminium. Measurements by Bauer et al [128], indicated by symbols, are
compared to the Bohr result (——), eg. (7.17), to Tschalär's [121,137]
calculations (short dashed: 1.5 MeV; -••-.- 7.6MeV), and to TRIM90 (long
dashed: 2 MeV; -•-: 7.6 MeV).

For thin targets, the energy distribution of transmitted projectiles
is asymetrical (see, e.g., the reviews in [119] and in ICRU49) ; it can be
described by the Vavilov theory [126] (see Sec. 7.2.4). For very thin
targets, this theory does not apply and must be replaced by other
approaches (see ICRU49).

For thick targets, the Bohr theory cannot be used either. The
straggling theory developed by Tschalär [121,127] can, however, be used for
relative energy losses up to 80%. In fig.7.27, we compare TRIM90
calculations for 1.5 and 7.6 MeV protons on aluminum to Tschalär's
calculations and to measurements by G.H.Bauer et al [128]. Although the
straggling is, of course, no more energy independent, one can see in this
type of representation that the normalized energy straggling becomes
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approximately energy-independent if plotted versus the normalized energy
loss. Evidently, the TRIM calculations (after excluding r-are low-ensrgy
events, as above) agree well with the Tschalär results. Both calculations
appear to be in fair agreement with Bauer's measurements at energies
between 4 and 5.3 MeV. The results measured at energies below 3 MeV appear
somewhat high; this could be partly due to non-uniformities in the target
foils [cf. ICRU49]. Similar results were obtained by Armitage and Trehan
[129].

As another example for a thick target, we show the energy spectrum
calculated by Bichsel and Hiraoka [130] for 70 MeV protons in water. Here,
the importance of the third moment (skewness) can be seen from the asymetry
of the spectrum. Fig. 7.23 shows Bichsel's curve for a thickness of 3.67 cm
of H 0, calculated using the moment method by Tschalär [127] and including

Zi

multiple scattering. The figure also shows the result of a Monte Carlo
calculation carried out using TRIM90. The latter curve has a lower mean
energy, since the Z90 stopping is slightly higher in this energy region
(see Fig. 7.18), but the two curves have the same variance. A curve
obtained using TRIM92 is also shown; it is much too narrow .

For a discussion of TRIM calculations of ranges and range straggling,
see Sec. 7.3.5 below.

Bichsel [4] has also carefully compared measurements of Q for high
energy (>38 MeV) protons on Si with his calculations carried out by means
of the convolution method; he found agreement within 1%.

7.3.4. Multiple Scattering

Multiple scattering is treated in Sec. 7.5.4, since most of the recent
data refer to heavy ions. But it should be noted that Fig. 7.48 contains
also data measured with H and He ions.

7.3.5. Range« and Range Straggling

Curves for the csda range R (cf. Sec. 7.1) in all elemental targets
heavier than Li are given in AZ77 (called "path length"). In addition,
AZ77 show the mean projected range R , calculated according to Schi«tt's
approximation [131], and the range straggling, or . They say that the

R
results f.ar R and <r are of limited accuracy,x R
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Kistemaker and Sanders [132] have given a simple expression for the
ratio R/R (based on a constant nuclear stopping power) which is a function
of M and M only. Al-Affan [133] has used this function to convert the
true stopping power to a so-called "effective stopping power" the
integration of which yields the projected range, and he has produced a
table of stopping powers and projected ranges in some materials of
dosimetric interest (see [134] for a critical review of this work by
H.H.Andersen).

The tables in ICRU49 list the "csda range" R and the "detour factor"
(= R /R) . Alternatively, these values and also R can be calculated usingx x
program PSTAR. The Janni table (J82) separately lists the "proton range"
R , the "path length" R, the path length straggling, and, in addition, it
gives the probability for the projectile to be lost from the beam due to
nuclear interactions.

The computer programs TRIM89 and TRIM90 permit calculation of
projected ion ranges either by the PRAL algorithm based on an analytical
solution of the transport equation or by the Monte Carlo code. Both
programs use the electronic stopping power and a universal scattering
potential as inputs. They both give results on longitudinal and lateral
straggling; in addition, TRIM90 can produce graphical range and straggling
distributions (and even a distribution of deposited energy vs. depth). A
newer version, TRIM91, produces generally the same results as TRIM90
(within statistics), except for the lateral straggling which has been
redefined. It also calculates dimensionless measures of the higher moments
of projected range, skewness and kurtosis (which appear on the screen
together with the ion range distribution). Fig.7.28 (taken from ZBL85)
shows graphical comparisons of experimental and calculated results for R,
R and <r for Si and Ni targets. For Si at least, the agreement betweenx R
experimental and calculated range is impressive. The disagreement in the
straggling results is said to be due to the different straggling definition
used by the experimenters.

Fig.7.29 compares the csda range R for protons on nitrogen from
different tables. At 1 keV, the three curves differ by up to a factor 2;
this is in part due to the different low-energy values of S (see Fig.7.18),
in part due to different assumptions about the low energy integration
limit. Toward higher energies, the relative differences become quite small.
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Fig.7.29 Csda range for protons on nitrogen, according to AZ77 (——), J82
(•••), and ICRU49 (-••-).

Fig.7.30 shows the detour factor (= R /R) for protons on nitrogen,
X

taken from five different compilations. To obtain the TRIM curve, R was
X

calculated using TRIM90, but the corresponding R was obtained using [135]
program RBS with Z90 stopping powers. Evidently, all the calculations
(except AZ77) are in pretty fair agreement with each other.

B0rgesen et al [136] have measured the projected range and the range
straggling of 10-30 keV deuterons implanted into various solids. Fig.7.31
shows their result for aluminum, compared to various calculations including
their own (which uses the AZ77 stopping power). One can see that the range
measurements agree with the TRIM90 curves within about 10%, and that the
PRAL curve is slightly below the Monte Carlo result, at low energy. For
the straggling width, the two Monte Carlo results agree fairly well, but
the experimental result is somewhat higher. The PRAL result appears too
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high. Note that Ashworth et al 1137] have recently published a revised
version of PRAL; they find that the first-order PRAL algorithm contained in
TRIM90 is poor in predicting longitudinal and lateral straggling, due to a
mathematical error.

The Bergesen results for carbon [136] (not shown here) indicate that
the TRIM90 range is about 15% low due to the high stopping power (see
Fig.7.15). These range measurements may be qualitatively compared to more
recent measurements by Ross and Terreault [138,139] using H and D ions of
energies up to 2 keV. Here, the discrepancy with the TRIM90 stopping power
for carbon is even more striking. If the stopping power of carbon were
proportional to T ' (as assumed in TRIM90, see 7.3.1.1), the csda range
would be proportional to T . Such an energy dependence is indeed found
approximately by Ross and Terreault, but of course for the projected range,
not for the csda range.

Protons on Nitrogen

10'
Proton Energy [MeV]

Fig.7.30 Detour factor for protons on nitrogen, according fco AZ77
PRAL/RBS (——), J82 (•••), ICRU49 (-••-), and Al-Affan [133] (-•-)
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For comparison with the experimental results which are given in terms of
the full width at half maximum, the theoretical values <r have been
multiplied by 2.35.

7.3.6. Vector Ranges

To our knowledge, no tables of the vector range R are available
[134] . To estimate this quantity, we can calculate the longitudinal range
and the "radial range" (i.e., the final perpendicular distance of the
projectile from the axis of its original velocity) using TRIM90, and add
them in quadrature. Taking protons on Al as an example, we find that R.v
hardly differs from R~~ down to about 50 keV. For 2 keV we get, e.g., ax
longitudinal range of 0.034 jfln and a radial range of 0.023 jcn, which add up
to R = 0.04l (im. This is an upper limit, since particles that happen to
have a large longitudinal range must have small radial range, and vice
versa.
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Fig.7.20. Electronic stopping cross section of calcium for H ions. The
curves correspond to the following references:—— ÄZ77; --- Z90; ••-—- J82.
The symbols indicate measured points from the following references:
A An68; B Go67; C Bd56; D Ep93.

Fig. 7.19 shows the various stopping power curves for water normalized
by the Z90 curve for water vapor. Comparison with experimental data (Ph53,
Rn53, Mi90) shows that the ICRU49 curve for vapor follows the data for
vapor rather well, whereas the Z90 curve is too low, as expected.

Concerning solids, table 7.13 shows that the differences between the
various fits are generally as large as 20 - 40% at these low energies. Al
is an exception: here all the fits (except for J82) agree quite well [103].
The discrepancies for Mg and P are not surprising, since here no
experimental data are available at all, but the discrepancies are even
larger in the case of Ca, where some data do exist (see fig. 7.20). The
recent measurements by Eppacher and Semrad (Ep93) show that the stopping
maximum of Ca is higher even than the highest fit curve (J82) . The rather
large difference between ICRU49 and AZ77 for Si is due to the fact that
ICRU49 has taken new measurements into account.
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Carbon is a special case since there are indications that the stopping
powers of graphite and evaporated amorphous carbon are different (see
ICRU49) . Fig. 7.21 shows that indeed, both ICRU49 and Z90 give higher
stopping powers for graphite than for amorphous carbon. Actually, one might
expect the reverse effect since the experimental plasma energy [112] is
slightly higher for graphite than for evaporated carbon. Indeed, Necas et
al [113] have recently found the stopping power of graphite a few percent
smaller than that of amorphous carbon for hydrogen ions below 50 keV/u (see
Fig. 7.21). The computer program PSTAR, described in the Appendix, produces
stopping powers for graphite that take into account the
amorphous-carbon/graphite stopping power ratios measured by Necas et al. It
should be noted that there are many more measurements for amorphous C than
for graphite, hence the fits by AZ77 and by J82 may be assumed to refer to
amorphous C, even though J82 calls it "graphite". The steep descent in
Fig. 7.21 at low energy is due to the unrealistic energy dependence of Z90
(see Fig. 7.15 above).

Protons on Carbon

10 10 10'' 10° 10'
Proton Energy [MeV]

10'

Fig.7.21. Electronic stopping power of carbon (amorphous or graphite) for
protons from various publications, divided by values from Z90 (without
bonding correction). N: experimental values for the ratio
S /S due to Necas et al [113].graphite amorphous
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TABLE 7.14. RATIOS OF FITTED CURVES
SUBSTANCES, AT 1 MEV.
NB ... no bonding correction used; B .

T90

Gases :

Solids:

Liquids:

FOR THE STOPPING OF PROTONS IN KEY

.. bonding correction used.

AZ77 J82 ICRU49/BEST PSS

H2
N2
02
Ar
H 02
CO2
Air
CH4
C H3 8

C (am.)
C (graph.)
Mg
AI
Si
P
Ca
Fe
LiF
CaF2
AI O2 3
Lucite
Polyethylene
Nylon

H 02
Benzene
Cyc lohexane
n-Pentane
Toluene
Xylene

NB B

0.967 1 0.984
1.001 1 1.019
0.996 1 0.992

1
1

l

0.942 1
0.953 1

1 1.001
0.956 1
1 0.968
1 1.012
1 1.003
1 0.992
1 0.993
1 0.981
1

1
0.988 1
0.960 1
0.976 1

1.070 1
0.941 1
0.960 1
0.955 1
0.945 1
0.947 1

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

1

.954

.965

.936

.992

.963

.933

.944

.994

.940

.987

.967

.996

.001

.980

.964

.962

.966

.952

.953

.019

0.974
1.020
0.998
1.005
0.989
1.065
1.022
0.956
0.968

0.980
0.951
0.958
0.988
0.988
1.002
1.036
0.983
0.981
0.988
0.945
0.955
0.944
0.968

1.045
0.937
0.948
0.944
0.938
0.939

0.989
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Concerning solid compounds, it should be noted that J82 uses Bragg's
rule, whereas ICRU49 takes deviations from this rule into account. Hence
the ICRU49 values are always smaller than J82 (indicating that electrons in
the compound are more tightly bound). In the case of AI O , e.g., ICRU49
has taken the measured values due to Bauer et al [114,104] into account.
Here again, the low Z90 values for hydrogen lead to low Z90 values for
lucite, polyethylene and nylon.

Concerning liquids, very little information is available at low
energies, because of experimental difficulties. Fig. 7.19 shows that Z90
and ICRU49 agree in predicting a stopping power for liquid water about 10%
lower than that for vapor, at low energy (as expected from Sec. 7.3.1.3).
Using the common assumption that the stopping powers of liquid and solid
water are the same, this difference agrees with that found experimentally
by Bauer et al (Mi90). Sugiyama [115] has suggested a slightly smaller
difference (4%). Above 0.5 MeV, the difference between the two curves by
ICRU49 is due to the difference in I-values (as given, e.g., in ICRU37; see
also table 7.3). For more water stopping powers, see also fig. 7.44.

Table 7.14 shows the differences between the various fits for 1 MeV.
Here, the agreement (and hence the expected accuracy) is much better: the
discrepancies amount only to a few percent.

The tissue substitute A-150 TE plastic is not shown in tables 7.13 and
7.14 since it is only given in ICRU49 and hence cannot be compared to other
tables. A precise measurement of the stopping power of this substance for
protons of 2.5 to 7.5 MeV was carried out recently by Ishiwari et al [36].
The result agrees withi.i 0.2% (on the average) with that obtained using
Bragg's rule and the element data from AZ77; this is surprisingly good
indeed. Also, if we calculate the stopping using BEST or PSTAR, the result
is, on the average, only 0.5% above Ishiwari's measurements [36], and in
agreement with the calculation by Thwaites [116] .

Summarizing, it seems advisable to use the ICRU49 table (or program
PSTAR) for best accuracy, if possible. This table contains data for most of
the key substances, and for many additional substances of interest to
dosimetry. In this table, compounds are treated using either directly
experimental data, if available, or else Bragg's rule (eq. 7.14); mixtures
are treated by applying Bragg's rule to molecular and/or atomic
constituents. Above 1 MeV, program BEST can also be used instead. Program
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Z90 is convenient in that its stopping subroutine RSTOP can be included in
other main programs, but it appears less reliable at least for compounds
containing hydrogen. J82 is inconvenient in that it exists only in the form
of printed tables; below 1 MeV, it can be replaced by the fit function due
to Eppacher and Semrad [117]. J82 has the advantage of containing all
elements; for compounds it has the disadvantage of neglecting chemical
effects.

TABLE 7.15. FRACTION OF THE (NORMALIZED) DOSE D AT DEPTH X THAT IS
CONTRIBUTED BY PROTONS WHOSE ENERGY IS SMALLER THAN T .c
Results pertain to a 160-MeV proton beam penetrating through a water
medium. R = 17.65 cm is the CSDA range at 160 MeV. The maximum of the Bragg
curve is at a depth equal to 0.99 R.

T (keV) 10
c

x(cm)

16.94

17.03

17.12

17.21

17.30

17.39

17.47

17.56

17.65

17.74

17.83

17.91

18.00

18.09

18.18

18.27

x/R

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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.970

.975

.980

.985
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.000
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D
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7.3.1.5. The influence of stopping power uncertainties upon problems in
dosimetry.

The tables of proton stopping powers in ICRU49 are estimated to have
the following uncertainties: at energies of a few MeV or higher, 1 to 2
percent for elements, and 1 to 4 percent for compounds; at 1000 keV, 2 to 5
percent; at 100 keV, 5 to 10 percent; at 10 keV, 10 to 15 percent; and at 1
keV, at least 20 to 30 percent (see also Tables 7.13 and 7.14).

In many applications in conventional dosimetry, the proton stopping
powers at high energies (with their relatively small uncertainties) are all
that matters, because low-energy protons play only small role. A case in
point is the depth-dose distribution in a water phantom irradiated with a
high-energy proton beam used for therapy. The proton spectra from such
beams, as functions of depth, have been calculated [118], and can be used
to estimate the relative contributions to the absorbed dose from protons
with different energies. The results of such a calculation for a 160-MeV
proton beam are shown in Table 7.15. This table shows the fraction of the
absorbed dose at various depths that is contributed by protons whose
energies are less than 10, 20, .... 1000 keV. It can be seen that for
depths up to 96% of the cdsa range, there is no contribution at all from
protons with energies below 1000 keV. With increasing depth, near and
beyond the Bragg peak, contributions from protons with lower energies
appear, but remain small.

Another example pertains to neutron irradiation, namely, protons set
in motion in elastic collisions. The proton spectrum is approximately
uniform, and extends up to the neutron energy T . Let à denote then c
fraction of the proton energy that is imparted to the medium by protons
with energy smaller than T . It can be shown that this fraction isc

1
T

n•r
0

T dT + -- . f dT

c

1 T

~ • SU T dT
n 0

T

T
n

('
T

T
n

(7.15)

For example, for a neutron energy T = 14 MeV, <f> is 13.4%, 1.4%, 0.14% orn c
0.014% for T = 1000 keV, 100 keV, 10 keV or 1 keV, respectively. For T = 1c n
MeV, 4> is 19.0%, 2.0% or 0.2% at 100 keV, 10 keV or 1 keV, respectively.c
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The need for proton stopping powers at low energies, where the
uncertainties are large, may, however, arise in the modeling of radiation
effects on small biological structures, at the cellular or sub-cellular
level. Even for such applications the energy degradation process takes
place largely via secondary electrons. However, if one is concerned with
the penetration of protons through very small targets, one must know the
stopping powers down to energies where the residual range is smaller:,

perhaps by an order of magnitude, than the dimension of the target. In this
connection, it should be noted that the residual proton range in water is
10 pin at 553 keV, 1 fim at 62 keV, 100 run at 3.4 keV, and 10 run at 380 eV.

7.3.2. Nuclaar Stopping Power

Many of the tables and programs mentioned in table 7.10 also give
results on nuclear stopping. This is in general quite small compared to
electronic stopping. In the worst case (hydrogen projectiles on hydrogen
target) it amounts to 30% at T = 1 keV, to 1.7% at 10 keV (see ICRU49) .
Actually these values are upper limits, since they include elastic
scattering through all angles. If the energy loss of a beam of protons is
considered, then a large angle scattering would usually remove the proton
from the beam, so this proton would not contribute to the energy loss
measured. This effect can be calculated using the TRIM program; a few
examples have been calculated by ÏCRU49; see also Sec. 7.4.2.

7.3.3. Energy Loss Straggling. TRIM Programs.

Since charged particles lose their energy statistically in many small
amounts, their energy after penetrating a certain amount of material is a
stochastic quantity, described by its average, by its variance SI (see
Sec. 7.1) and possibly by higher moments. Straggling of energetic H and He
ions has been reviewed by Besenbacher et al [118a], and a general review of
the statistics of charged particle penetration has been presented recently
by P. Sigmund [119].

If the target is thick enough so that individual contributions W to
the energy loss are small compared to the straggling, i.e., if [126]

3 W < n, (7.J6)m
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but if it is thin enough so that the energy loss in the target is
negligible, the energy distribution of transmitted projectiles is expected
to be Gaussian [118a]. If, in addition, one assumes the target electrons to

2be free and initially at rest, then the variance & of the energy
distribution is given by Bohr's simple energy-independent expression [2]

fi2 = 4rr r2 (mec2)2 Z2 Z2 n s = (2. S056xlCf 13eV2cm2/atom) Z2 Z^ n s.
(7.17)

Here,

4 m
W = —— T = 2m v2 (7.18)m M u e l

is the maximum possible energy transfer to a free electron (for a
non-relativistic projectile), and r is the classical electron radius.

e

Various refinements of the Bohr expression (7.17) are discussed in
[118a]; they take into account that the target electrons are not initially
at r^st and that they are spatially correlated. The effect of electron
binding has been discussed by Bichsel [120a]. The Bohr expression
presupposes that the projectile energy remains constant throughout the
target; in practice, it is valid up to a 20% loss of the initial energy
[121] .

It is difficult to obtain agreement between theoretical and
experimental results for straggling in solids, since effects like crystal
structure and non-uniform film thickness can influence the measurements in
a way that is hard to control. For gaseous targets, however, these problems
do not arise, and very careful measurements in 13 different gases and
comparisons with theories have therefore been carried out by Besenbacher et
al [120]. At first these authors checked if their measurements yield an
energy variance Cl proportional to target density. Fig. 7.22 shows that
this is indeed true for 600 keV He ions penetrating nitrogen. According to
the conditions mentioned above, Bohr straggling should be valid from 0.04
to 0.7 jjm, i.e., over most of the thickness shown. Actually, the
experimental results exceed the Bohr straggling (because of the
intra-molecular correlation of the target electrons).

It is instructive to compare these results to calculations performed
using the program for "TRansport of Ions through Matter" (TRIM) mentioned
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already above. This Monte Carlo program, originally written by J.P.Biersack
[122] and described in ZBL85, has since been updated many times by Ziegler.
It calculates every single nuclear collision (leading to deflection and
energy loss), but treats the much more numerous collisions with target
electrons only in a global way: between any two nuclear collisions, it adds
to the csda energy loss a stochastic contribution that corresponds to
straggling. TRIM90 (and its successors TRIM91, TRIM92) computes particle
penetration in 3 dimensions and draws instructive pictures of all relevant
processes on the screen. Another version of TRIM ("T2D"), available from
J.P.Biersack, calculates penetration in 2 dimensions; it is faster but does
not draw pictures. Both versions use the same stopping powers (Z90) below
10 MeV/nucleon. Above this specific energy, the T2D stopping is the
original one from ZBL85 and hence inaccurate.

TRIM results are also shown in Fig.7.22. Except at small thickness,
T2D agrees with the Bohr straggling as it should. The TRIM90 result is
consistently lower, possibly due to a different choice of the free flight
path . (Note that for comparing with Bohr straggling, we exclude those
rare large-angle scattering events from the statistical analysis whose

Mote that the TRIM programs contain a statement forbidding an energy
increase between two nuclear collisions. This makes the straggling too
small for small flight paths (where Q may exceed the energy loss), and it
makes the straggling too small also for the entire target, if the free
flight path is chosen too small (the flight path ran be chosen by the user
in T2D) . This difficulty can be remedied in T2D by removing the statement
that forbids an energy increase. In TRIM92, the difficulty is enhanced by
the fact that the flight path within a layer is decreased toward the layer
edge until it reaches a monolayer thickness (in order to avoid unphysical
peaks or dips near an edge), and by the fact that straggling is
artificially kept below 20% of the csda energy loss (J. Ziegler, pers.
comm.). Hence, the TRIM92 straggling is even lower than that of TRIM90 (see
Fig. 7.23) .

In TRIM91 and TRIM92, the straggling is linearly reduced below the
Bohr straggling for energies below the stopping power peak. This is a
reasonable approximation (see, e.g., Fig. 7.25 below).
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Fig.7.22. Energy straggling of 600 kéV alphas penetrating nitrogen. The

energy variance is plotted versus the target thickness, assuming a
3 1 8 ?hypothetical density of 0.8096 g/cm , so that l\m « 3.482x10 atoms/cm .

Experimental results due to Besenbacher (•••) and the Bohr prediction (-•-)

according to eq. (7.17) are indicated by lines. TRIM results are indicated

by open squares (TRIM90, TRIM91) and full squares (T2D), resp.

energy is clearly outside the Gaussian distribution of transmitted
.6)energies)

Figures 7.24 to 7.26 show the energy straggling of protons in Ar, N
and H , as examples taken from [120]. In Ar (Fig. 7.24), the straggling is

£t

6) The program TRIM90 produces an output file TRANSMIT.TXT that contains
the final energy and angle of every transmitted projectile. This file can
be analyzed using program TRANSMIT.BAS (also on the TRIM90 disc) that
calculates energy and angular straggling and produces a histogram of final
angles. We have added a section that produces a histogram of final energies
also.
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Fig.7.23. Energy distribution of 70 MeV protons after passing 3.67 cm of

water (p = 0.997 gem ), as calculated by Bichsel and Hiraoka [130]

(dashed), and by use of TRIM90 (full curve) or TRIM92 (dotted curve). The

csda range of these protons is 4.08 gem
-2projected range 4.075 gem" (ICRU49), but only 4.00 gem

TRIM90. The TRIM92 curve is too narrow (see text).

(ICRU49, Bichsel); the mean
-2 according to

slightly below the Bohr value. This can be understood by treating the
atomic electron density realistically [123] and by adding a straggling term
due to intra-atomic electron correlation [120] . The result for N (Fig.
7.25) can be understood by including, in addition, intra-molecular
correlations. The straggling in H (Fig. 7.26) is explained down to 80 keV

&

using Fano's [11] asymptotic perturbation formula which treats the target
electron speeds as not negligible compared to the projectile speed.

To see how well these measurements can be reproduced by TRIM, we
consider 500 keV protons on nitrogen, at a thickness corresponding to
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Fig. 7. 24 Energy straggling variance [120] of H and He ions in Argon,
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Fig.7.25 Energy straggling variance [120] of protons in nitrogen, divided
by Bohr variance, eg. (7.17), versus energy.
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(eq.7.17) and by Fano [11] for molecular (——) and atomic (---) targets.

18 ?6.96x10 atoms per cm . In this case, the Bohr straggling amounts to
- 1 2 2 2 21.82x10 eV cm /atom, or 12.7 keV for the given thickness, and the

2measured value is 13.6 keV (cf. Fig.7.25). Using TRIM, we obtain
SI2 = 12.5 keV2 (TRIM90) and 14.0 keV2 (T2D) , resp., in fair agreement.
Since W = 1.1 keV (eq. 7), the thickness is just enough (eq. 7.16) form
Bohr straggling to apply.

Using a local-electron-density model, Kaneko and Yamamura [124] have
calculated the straggling for protons (and He ions) in many solid targets.
They use Hartree-Fock wave functions modified to include plasma electrons,
and they include collisional as well as charge-changing contributions. They
find that the straggling variance is proportional to T for small T, and
that it approaches the Bohr value above 1 MeV/u. Measurements by Matsunami
and Kitoh [125] using 100 keV protons and He ions on C films of about 10 nm
thickness and high (30 eV) resolution agree with their prediction.

For solid targets, variations of the target thickness due to surface
roughness produce an important contribution to straggling. Besenbacher et
al [118a] have attempted to determine this contribution by comparing the
results from measurements with H, He, and Li ions. See also Sec. 7.5.3.
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Fig. 7.27 Energy straggling Q ("divided Jby energy loss in the foil) versus
energy loss (divided by initial energy), for protons from 1.9 to 7.2 MeV in
aluminium. Measurements by Bauer et al [128], indicated by symbols, are
compared to the Bohr result (——), eg. (7.17), to Tschalär's [121,137]
calculations (short dashed: 1.5 MeV; -••-.- 7. 6MeV), and to TRIM90 (long
dashed: 2 MeV; -•-: 7.6 MeV).

For thin targets, the energy distribution of transmitted projectiles
is asymetrical (see, e.g., the reviews in [119] and in ICRU49); it can be
described by the Vavilov theory [126] (see Sec. 7.2.4). For very thin
targets, this theory does not apply and must be replaced by other
approaches (see ICRU49).

For thick targets, the Bohr theory cannot be used either. The
straggling theory developed by Tschalär [121,127] can, however, be used for
relative energy losses up to 80%. In fig,7.27, we compare TRIM90
calculations for 1.5 and 7.6 MeV protons on aluminum to Tschalär's
calculations and to measurements by G.H.Bauer et al [128]. Although the
straggling is, of course, no more energy independent, one can see in this
type of representation that the normalized energy straggling becomes
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approximately energy-independent if plotted versus the normalized energy
loss. Evidently, the TRIM calculations (after excluding rare low-energy
events, as above) agree well with the Tschalär results. Both calculations
appear to be in fair agreement with Bauer's measurements at energies
between 4 and 5.3 MeV. The results measured at energies below 3 MeV appear
somewhat high; this could be partly due to non-uniformities in the target
foils [cf. ICRU49]. Similar results were obtained by Armitage and Trehan
[129] .

As another example for a thick target, we show the energy spectrum
calculated by Bichsel and Hiraoka [130] for 70 MeV protons in water. Here,
the importance of the third moment (skewness) can be seen from the asymetry
of the spectrum. Fig. 7.23 shows Bichsel's curve for a thickness of 3.67 cm
of H 0, calculated using the moment method by Tschalär [127] and including
multiple scattering. The figure also shows the result of a Monte Carlo
calculation carried out using TRIM90. The latter curve has a lower mean
energy, since the Z90 stopping is slightly higher in this energy region
(see Fig. 7.18), but the two curves have the same variance. A curve
obtained using TRIM92 is also shown; it is much too narrow .

For a discussion of TRIM calculations of ranges and range straggling,
see Sec. 7.3.5 below.

Bichsel [4] has also carefully compared measurements of fl for high
energy (>38 MeV) protons on Si with his calculations carried out by means
of the convolution method; he found agreement within 1%.

7.3.4. Multipl« Scattering

Multiple scattering is treated in Sec. 7.5.4, since most of the recent
data refer to heavy ions. But it should be noted that Fig. 7.48 contains
also data measured with H and He ions.

7.3.5. Ranges and Rang« Straggling

Curves for the csda range R (cf. Sec. 7.1) in all elemental targets
heavier than Li are given in AZ77 (called "path length"). In addition,
AZ77 show the mean projected range R , calculated according to Schiatt's
approximation [131], and the range straggling, cr . They say that theR
results for R and <r are of limited accuracy.x R
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Kistemaker and Sanders [132] have given a. simple expression for the
ratio R/R (based on a constant nuclear stopping power) which is a function
of M and M only. Al-Affan [133] has used this function to convert the
true stopping power to a so-called "effective stopping power" the
integration of which yields the projected range, and he has produced a
table of stopping powers and projected ranges in some materials of
dosimetric interest (see [134] for a critical review of this work by
H.H.Andersen).

The tables in ICRU49 list the "csda range" R and the "detour factor"
(= R /R) . Alternatively, these values and also R can be calculated usingx x
program PSTAR. The Janni table (J82) separately lists the "proton range"
R , the "path length" R, the path length straggling, and, in addition, it
gives the probability for the projectile to be lost from the beam due to
nuclear interactions.

The computer programs TRIM89 and TRIM90 permit calculation of
projected ion ranges either by the PRAL algorithm based on an analytical
solution of the transport equation or by the Monte Carlo code. Both
programs use the electronic stopping power and a. universal scattering
potential as inputs. They both give results on longitudinal and lateral
straggling; in addition, TRIM90 can produce graphical range and straggling
distributions (and even a distribution of deposited energy vs. depth). A
newer version, TRIM91, produces generally the same results as TRIM90
(within statistics), except for the lateral straggling which has been
redefined. It also calculates dimensionless measures of the higher moments
of projected range, skewness and kurtosis (which appear on the screen
together with the ion range distribution). Fig.7.28 (taken from ZBL85)
shows graphical comparisons of experimental and calculated results for R,
R and <r for Si and Ni targets. For Si at least, the agreement betweenx R
experimental and calculated range is impressive. The disagreement in the
straggling results is said to be due to the different straggling definition
used by the experimenters.

Fig.7.29 compares the csda range R for protons on nitrogen from
different tables. At 1 keV, the three curves differ by up to a factor 2;
this is in part due to the different low-energy values of S (see Fig.7.18),
in part due to different assumptions about the low energy integration
limit. Toward higher energies, the relative differences become quite small.
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Fig. 7.29 Csda range for protons on nitrogen, according to AZ77 (——), J82
(•••), and ICRU49 (-••-).

Fig.7.30 shows the detour factor (= R /R) for protons on nitrogen,
taken from five different compilations. To obtain the TRIM curve, R was

X
calculated using TRIM90, but the corresponding R was obtained using [135]
program RBS with Z90 stopping powers. Evidently, all the calculations
(except AZ77) are in pretty fair agreement with each other.

Bergesen et al [136] have measured the projected range and the range
straggling of 10-30 keV deuterons implanted into various solids. Fig.7.31
shows their result for aluminum, compared to various calculations including
their own (which uses the AZ77 stopping power). One can see that the range
measurements agree with the TRIM90 curves within about 10%, and that the
PRAL curve is slightly below the Monte Carlo result, at low energy. For
the straggling width, the two Monte Carlo results agree fairly well, but
the experimental result is somewhat higher. The PRAL result appears too
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high. Note that Ashworth et al [137] have recently published a revised
version of PRAL; they find that the first-order PRAL algorithm contained in
TRIM90 is poor in predicting longitudinal and lateral straggling, due to a
mathematical error.

The B0rgesen results for carbon [136] (not shown here) indicate that
the TRIM90 range is about 15% low due to the high stopping power (see
Fig.7.15). These range measurements may be qualitatively compared to more
recent measurements by Ross and Terreault [138,139] using H and D ions of
energies up to 2 keV. Here, the discrepancy with the TRIM90 stopping power
for carbon is even more striking. If the stopping power of carbon were
proportional to T (as assumed in TRIM90, see 7.3.1.1), the csda range
would be proportional to T . Such an energy dependence is indeed found
approximately by Ross and Terreault, but of course for the projected range,
not for the csda range.
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Detour factor for protons on nitrogen, according to AZ77 ( —— ),
( —— j , J82 ( • • • ) , ICRU49 (-••-), and Al-Affan [133] (-•-)
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Fig.7.31 Projected range and range straggling (fwhm) of deuterons in
aluminium. Measured points and two theoretical curves (full: range; long
dashed: straggling) are from Bvrgesen et al [136]. The remaining curves
were calculated using TRIM90:

Range: Monte Carlo (-•-); PRAL (•••)
Straggling: Monte Carlo (short dashed); PRAL (-••-)

For comparison with the experimental results which are given in terms of
the full width at half maximum, the theoretical values <r have been
multiplied by 2.35.

7.3.6. Vactor Rang«8

To our knowledge, no tables of the vector range R are available
[134] . To estimate this quantity, we can calculate the longitudinal range
and the 'radial range* (i.e., the final perpendicular distance of the
projectile from the axis of its original velocity) using TRIM90, and add
them in quadrature. Taking protons on Al as an example, we find that R
hardly differs from R down to about 50 keV. For 2 keV we get, e.g., ax
longitudinal range of 0.034 jjm and a radial range of 0.023 jam, which add up
to R = 0.04l (im. This is an upper limit, since particles that happen to
have a large longitudinal range must have small radial range, and vice
versa.
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7.4 ALPHA PARTICLES

7.4.1. Electronic stopping Power

7.4.1.1. Compilation of Ziegler

The first comprehensive compilation of stopping cross sections of all
elements for helium ions was published in 1977 by Ziegler [140] . At
energies from 10 MeV to 100 MeV, Ziegler used Bethe's stopping power
formula with empirical shell corrections (which implicitly also included
Barkas and Bloch corrections). These corrections were based on the
corresponding corrections for protons of the same velocity, from Andersen
and Ziegler [26]. At energies from 10 MeV to l keV, Ziegler used
experimental data represented by the following fitting formula for the
stopping cross section:

S/n (S/n) (s/n>v,. ulow high

(7.19)

where
A.

(S/n) = A (1000 T)low 1
and

(S/n) = (A / T) log (1 + A / T + AT),high 3 4 5

and T is the kinetic energy in MeV.

The formulas for (S/n) and (S/n) are similar to theoreticallow high
expressions applicable at low and high energies, respectively. Used in
combination, they provide a good description of the energy dependence of
the stopping cross section in the vicinity of the stopping power peak. For
the determination of the coefficients A ,....A in Eq.(7.19) Ziegler had at
his disposal data for 50 elements. For the other elements he interpolated
with respect to atomic number. The interpolations were also guided by
knowledge of stopping cross sections for protons of the same velocity from
the compilation of Andersen and Ziegler [26].

Table 7.16 lists the elements for which data were available for helium
ions, and the lowest energy for each element to which the data extend. It
can be seen that measurements at energies as low as 10 keV are available
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TABLE 7.16. LOWEST ENERGIES AT WHICH EXPERIMENTAL STOPPING CROSS SECTIONS
OF ELEMENTS FOR ALPHA PARTICLES ARE INCLUDED IN THE COMPILATION OF ZIEGLER
[140] .

Lowest
Energy, keV

2
4
5

10
15
20
30
40
50
75
100
150
200
250
300
400

2000

47
6,
14,
7,
5,
1,

28
24
25,
3
2,
78
17,
63
9,
4,
64,

Atomic Number

29
79
18, 23, 32
13
34, 46, 51, 83

26, 27

8, 10, 36, 54

68, 74

39, 40, 41, 42, 52, 53, 57, 66, 73
12, 23, 49, 50
72, 77

for only 7 elements, and as low as 100 keV only for additional 26 elements.
Clearly the use of the Eq. (7.19) down to 10 keV or 1 keV represents an
extrapolation with considerable uncertainty.

7.4.1.2. Method of Ziegler, Biersack and Littmark.

Ziegler, Biersack and Littmark (ZBL)[141] introduced a different
method for obtaining empirical stopping powers for helium ions below 10
MeV, which involved a scaling from protons to helium ions, in a two-step
procedure. First, proton stopping cross sections for all elements are
fitted by a formula similar to the one used by Andersen and Ziegler (cf.
Table 7.10). Second, an effective charge parameter Ç is introduced, such
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Fig.7.32 Z as defined by eg. (7.22), for Li ions in solid elements,

versus energy per mass unit [152]. Every symbol represents an experimental

value; the line is a fit to the points.

that Ç Z is the effective charge of an ion of charge Z (see also Sec.
7.5.1) . The ratio of the stopping cross section for a helium ion to that
for a hydrogen ion of the same velocity is then given by

He zHe He He (7.20)

ZBL assumed that the effective charge parameter for hydrogen ions, Ç ,H
is equal to unity at all energies. They determined the parameter Ç for
helium ions by analyzing experimental stopping cross sections for hydrogen
and helium ions with the same velocity. They found that Ç depends

il 6
predominantly on the velocity. Neglecting the residual dependence of Ç onHe
the atomic number of the target atom, they fitted Ç by an empirical
formula that depends only on the energy of the helium ion. This formula
predicts an effective charge that decreases monotonically with decreasing
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velocity (e.g., Ç = 1 at 1 keV/u). However, in a review of stopping powers
of light ions near the maximum, Bauer [91] pointed out that for gas targets
as well as solids such as carbon, AI O and SiO , the effective charge of2 3 2
helium ions reaches a plateau below 50 keV/u. [Note that the effective
charge shown in fig. 7.32 for Li ions does reach a plateau below 20 keV/u!]
Similar results were obtained by Eppacher and Semrad [142] who also
emphasize that the effective charge of helium ions is not quite independent
of the target.

There is another case where the concept of effective charge is quite
inappropriate: Golser and Semrad [143] have found that the squared
effective charge for He ions in helium gas at 4 keV/nucleon is 5.8. This
exceeds even the high-energy limit of 4 that one would naively expect
somewhere above 300 keV/u; it is due to the unusually steep energy
dependence of S for H ions in He.

A similar scaling procedure was applied by ZBL to all heavy ions (see
Sec. 7.5.1.1), and was incorporated into a charged-particle transport code
called TRIM [141] which car be applied to compounds as well as elements
(cf. sections 7.3.3, 7.5.3). The TRIM programs are updated from time to
time. From the 1990 version [144] on, they include bonding corrections for
compounds developed by Ziegler and Manoyan [106] (cf. Sec. 7.3.1.2). Even
though these bonding corrections were derived for solids, the TRIM program
also offers bonding corrections for some gaseous compounds.

7.4.1.3. Compilation in ICRU Report 49.

In ICRU Report 49 [145], stopping powers for helium ions with energies
above a few MeV are evaluated according to Bathe's theory, with shell,
Barkas and Bloch corrections. The mean excitation energies used were the
same as those adopted previously in ICRU Report 37 [5] dealing with
electrons and positrons. The mean excitation energies for compounds were
either taken directly from experimental data, or were obtained by a
modified Bragg rule as described in section 7.2.1.5. The shell corrections
and Barkas corrections were evaluated according to procedures proposed by
Bichsel [5,30,145] which involve the adjustment of various parameters to
obtain close agreement ^ith measured stopping powers for alpha particles
and protons. If the mean excitation energy for liquid water were changed
from the value of 75 eV used by the ICRU to the value of 79.8 eV
recommended by Bichsel and Hiraoka (see Table 7.4), and if the shell and
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Barkas corrections were left unchanged, the stopping power for helium ions
would be reduced by 2.4%, 1.8% or 1.5% at 2, S, or 10 MeV, respectively.

At energies below a few MeV, Ziegler's fitting formula, Eq.(7.19), was
useci. For most elements, the numerical values of the coefficients were
taken from Ziegler [140] . However, for elements with atomic numbers Z = 1,
4, 6, 7, 8, and 14, the values were re^vised in order to take into account
newer experimental data. Coefficients for amorphous carbon were adopted
which differ from those for graphite. For 13 compounds for which
experimental data were available, the stopping powers were evaluated with
use of a different fitting-formula developed by Powers [146], For other
compounds, Bragg additivity was applied to the elemental stopping cross
sections.

The tables of ICRU49 can also be calculated using program ASTAR (see
appendix).

7.4.1.4. Comparisons of Electronic Stopping Powers

Table 7.17 contains comparisons of stopping powers of selected
elements and compounds from three sources: the compilation of Ziegler
[140], the compilation in ICRU Report 49 [145], and the TRIM program (1990
version) . At 1000 keV and 100 keV the differences are moderate, on the
order of a few percent, but occasionally they exceed 10 percent. At 10 keV
and 1 keV the differences are large, which is not unexpected because the
stopping powers at these energies often depend on rather uncertain
extrapolations. The differences between Ziegler's 1977 compilation and ICRU
Report 49 on the one hand, and the TRIM program on the other hand, are
largely due to the reliance on experimental alpha-particle data of the
former two, instead of the proton-to-alpha-partiele scaling procedure of
the TRIM program. See also fig. 7.44 for results on water.

Included in the stopping power tables for heavy charged particles
published by Hubert et al [HU90; see table 7.11 for reference codes and
Sec. 7.5.1.1 for a more complete description], are stopping powers for
helium ions with energies from 10 MeV to 2000 MeV. Below 600 MeV, these
stopping powers are from Ziegler [140], and differ by less than 1 percent
from those from ICRU Report 49 [145]. The stopping powers in HU90 above 600
MeV were obtained from Janni's proton stopping power tables [J82], assuming
Z -proportionality, and differ by less than 2 percent from those in ICRU
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TABLE 7.17 . RATIOS OF FITTED CURVES FOR THE STOPPING OF ALPHA PARTICLES
IN SELECTED MATERIALS.

T90: TRIM-90 [144]
NB: no bonding correction used
B: bonding correction used

277: Ziegler [140]
ICRU49: ICRU Report 49 [145]

Gases :

Solids:

1 keV 10 keV

H2
N2
02
H 02
Air
CO2
CH4
C H3 8
Be
C (Graphite)
Al
Si
Fe
Cu
Ag
Au
Pb
LiF
Al 02 3
SiO

2
Lucite
Polyethylene
Polystyrene
Teflon

Water
Toluene

T90
NB B

0.956 1
1.001 1
0.997 1
1
1
1
0.923 1
0.937 1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.983 1
0.947 1
0.933 1
0.961 1

1.098 1
0.926 1

Z77 ICRU49

0.470 0.427
1.367 1.317
1.865 1.929

1.243
1.461
1.274
0.864
0.975

0.929 0.922
1.730 1.567
1.130 1.130
0.922 0.969
2.108 2.108
1.637 1.637
1.826 1.826
1.098 1.281
1.557 1.557

1.936
1.376
1.134
0.903
0.919
0.953
1.339

1.068
1.162

T90
NB B

0.956 1
1.001 1
0.996 1
1
1
1
0.923 1
0.923 1

1
1
1
j_
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.983 1
0.947 1
0.933 1
0.961 1

1.098 1
0.926 1

Z77 ICRU49

0.587 0.553
1.178 1.152
1.391 1.406

1.051
1.221
1.064
0.800
0.847

0.880 0.800
1.236 1.235
1.162 1.162
1.004 1.060
1.520 1.520
1.333 1.333
1.376 1.376
1.037 1.189
1.257 1.257

1.470
1.157
1.073
0.855
0.848
0.884
1.053

0.973
0.946
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----------------- laoj-e / . j. / , concinue

100 keV

Gases ; H2
N2
O2
H O
2

Air
CO2
CH4
C H3 8

Solids: Be
C (Graphite)
AI
Si
Fe
Cu
Ag
Au
Pb
LiF
AI 02 3
SiOï
Lucite
Polyethylene
Polystyrene
Teflon

Liquids: Water
Toluene

T90
NB B

0.956 1
1.001 1
0.996 1
1
1
1
0.923 1
0.937 1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.983 1
0.947 1
0.933 1
0.961 1

1.098 1
0.926 1

Z77 ICRU49

0.364 0
0.914 0
0.937 0

0
0
0
0
0

0.915 0
1.049 1
0.986 0
0.974 1
0.993 0
0.983 0
0.940 0
0.892 0
0.919 0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

.847

.303

.329

.897
,925
.884
.893
.975

.809

.143

.986

.002

.993

.983

.940

.998

.919

.114

.863

.782

.901

.931

.968

.835

.884

.940

a.

1000 keV
T90

NB B

0.956 1
1.001 1
0.996 1
1
1
1
0.924 1
0.937 1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.983 1
0.947 1
0.933 1
0.961 1

1.098 1
0.927 1

Z77 ICRU49

0.954 0.965
1.008 1.019
0.996 1.019

1.004
1.029
1.060
0.975
0.914

0.996 0.998
0.955 0.998
1.032 1.032
0.992 0.948
1.015 1.015
0.990 0.990
1.002 1.002
1.020 1.037
0.991 0.991

1.036
0.935
0.887
0.944
0.961
0.919
0.887

1.028
0.893
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Report 49 or from the computer program BEST. These small differences are
due to the use of different I-values and shell corrections in the various
compilations.

7.4.2. Kuclaar Stopping Power

Because of the scar-city of experimental data, nuclear stopping powers
are usually obtained by calculations involving three steps: (a) the
determination of an appropriate projectile-target scattering potential; (b)
the determination of the elastic-scattering cross section by a
classical-mechanics calculation; and (c) the evaluation of the energy
transferred to recoiling target atoms in elastic collisions. Confirmation
of the validity of such calculations is usually obtained through
comparisons between calculated and measured ranges, or with more detailed
transport results.

There is no controversy in regard to steps (b) and (c) , but many
different prescriptions can be found in regard to step (a) , the
determination of the potential which must take into account the Coulomb
interactions between the projectile and target, including nuclei and
orbital electrons. The most detailed discussed of this problem can be
found in the book by Ziegler, Biersack and Littmark [141]. It is customary
to calculate such potentials for a large number of projectile-target
combinations, and then to adopt a single potential that provides a good
approximation to the results for all the combinations. Such potentials were
developed by various authors including Kalbitzer, Oetzmann, Grahmann and
Feuerstein [147], Wilson, Haggmark and Biersack [148], Bister, Hautala and
Jäntti [149], and Ziegler, Biersack and Littmark [141].

For applications to alpha particles it is not necessarily best to take
such a universal potential, and it might be better to rely on calculations
involving alpha-particle projectiles only. However, the application of the
so-called universal potential of ZBL to alpha particles appears to be
justified by the transport calculations by Fink, Biersack, Städele and
Cheng [150], who were able to get good agreement with measured range
profiles of 50 to 1500-keV He ions in 30 solid elemental targets.

Table 7.18 compares nuclear stopping powers of elements from four
calculations. There are large differences between the results from [147]
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TABLE 7.18. RATIOS OF NUCLEAR STOPPING POWER FROM VARIOUS PUBLICATIONS.

T90: TRIM-90 [144]
ICRU49: ICRU Report 49 [145]
BHJ79: Bister, Hautala and Jantti [149]

K76: Kalbitzer et al [147]

l keV 10 keV

H
Be
C
Al
Ag
Pb

T90

1
1
1
1
1
1

ICRU49

0.996
0.995
0.943
0.997
1.003
1.002

BHJ79

1.259
1.212
1.195
1.137
0.962
0.863

K76

0.730
0.724
0.755
0.844
0.928
0.859

T90

1
1
1
1
1
1

ICRU49

1.044
1.039
1.034
1.017
0.993
0.994

BHJ79

1.170
1.149
1.141
1.102
1.970
0.895

K76

0.821
0.764
0.705
0.639
0.618
0.656

and [149] on the one hand, and [144] and [145] on the other. Both [144] and
[145] use the ZBL universal potential, and the small differences between
them are due to the fact that the TRIM program uses an approximation
formula for the calculated numerical results, whereas in [145] the
numerical data are used directly.

For nuclear stopping powers of compounds, the results given in [145]
are essentially identical to those obtained from the TRIM program, if one
uses TRIM92 (from version 92.05 onward).

The nuclear stopping powers found in compilations are calculated
without any restriction on the underlying elastic-scattering deflections.
In many experimental situations such restrictions are needed. For example,
when stopping powers are measured in a foil-transmission experiment, the
large deflections associated with large energy transfers to atomic nuclei
would tend to remove the projectiles from the cone of acceptance angles of
the detector. Therefore the measured stopping power would in effect include
only the electronic stopping power plus a small fraction of the nuclear
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stopping power. The exact evaluation would require detailed multiple
elastic scattering calculations. However, the magnitude of the effect can
be estimated by calculating angle-restricted nuclear stopping powers which
include contributions only from collisions with deflections smaller than a
specified cut-off value. In Table 7.19, ratios of the angle-restricted to
unrestricted nuclear stopping powers are given for a few elements, as
functions of the cut-off angle.

TABLE 7.19. RATIO OF ANGLE-RESTRICTED TO UNRESTRICTED NUCLEAR STOPPING
POWER FOR ALPHA PARTICLES.

Cut-off angle (in the laboratory system), degrees
1 2 5 10 20 50 100 180

Energy
(keV)

Be 1 0.0070 0.0188 0.0644 0.1507 0.3163 0.6694 0.9256 1.0
10 0.0426 0.0926 0.2187 0.3680 0.5550 0.8166 0.9616 1.0
100 0.2045 0.3115 0.4742 0.6036 0.7333 0.8933 0.9778 1.0

C 1 0.0047 0.0129 0.0463 0.1141 0.2568 0.6021 0.8946 1.0
10 0.0282 0.0652 0.1691 0.3052 0.4909 0.7729 0.9452 1.0
100 0.1551 0.2539 0.4182 0.5553 0.6951 0.8704 0.9692 1.0

AI l 0.0022 0.0064 0.0250 0.0663 0.1656 0.4714 0.8226 1.0
10 0.0117 0.0296 0.0913 0.1914 0.3536 0.6657 0.9019 1.0
100 0.0795 0.1511 0.2985 0.4433 0.6030 0.8149 0.9480 1.0

Ag 1 0.0008 0.0025 0.0110 0.0327 0.0927 0.3315 0.7254 1.0
10 0.0031 0.0087 0.0320 0.0810 0.1907 0.4928 0.8228 1.0
100 0.0195 0.0467 0.1288 0.2444 0.4132 0.6962 0.9059 1.0

Pb 1 0.0006 0.0018 0.0083 0.0255 0.0760 0.2946 0.6945 1.0
10 0.0019 0.0055 0.0215 0.0575 0.1451 0.4265 0.7866 1.0
100 0.0104 0.0263 0.0822 0.1743 0.3291 0.6305 0.8811 1.0
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TABLE 7.20. COMPARISON OF ALPHA PARTICLE RANGES: RATIOS OF PROJECTED RANGES
FROM ICRU REPORT 49 [145] TO THOSE CALCULATED WITH TRIM-90 [144].

Energy (keV)
10 100 1000

Be
Graphite
Al
Fe
Ag
Au
U

0.908
0.805
0.893
0.879
0.914
0.968
0.967

1.048
0.801
0.869
0,819
0.890
0.954
0.923

1.211
0.867
0.945
0.918
0.978
0.981
0.889

1.039
0.949
0.965
1.003
0.989
0.931
0.880

Air 0.833 0.813 0.968 0.980
Water, liquid 0.969 0.929 1.120 1.118

7.4.3. Projected Ranges

The projected range is defined as the average depth to which particles
penetrate, with the depth measured along the direction in which the
particles start out. In the continuous-slowing-down approximation, the
projected range is given by

<R •r <cos S (T)el (T) dT (7.

where S and S refer to electronic and nuclear stopping power, resp.,el nuc
and T is the initial particle energy. The quantity <cos X(T =* T)> is tne
average deflection cosine, due to multiple elastic scattering, that occurs
as the particle is slowed down from T to energy T. Projected ranges and
detour factors for alpha particles are given in [145] (or can be calculated
using program ASTAR, see appendix) . Projected ranges are also part of the
output of the TRIM program. Projected ranges from these two sources are
compared in Table 7.20 for several materials and energies. Differences
ranging from a few to 20 percent occur. Since the projectile-target
potential in both cases is the universal potential of ZBL, the
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elastic-scattering deflections and nuclear stopping powers in the two
calculations can be presumed to be the same, so that the projected-range
differences are probably due to differences in the assumed electronic
stopping powers.

7.5. HEAVY IONS

We consider mainly ions from Be to Ar, in elemental targets. For
compounds, we have, unfortunately, found very few measurement using these
ions. Two exceptions are given in Sec. 7.5.1.2.

Instead of describing stopping power as a function of velocity, one
conveniently uses T/A (in MeV/nucleon) or T = T/M (in MeV/u) as energy
variable, as for hydrogen ions (see 7.3.1.1). The difference between these
two possibilities usually amounts to about 0.1% of the energy variable in
the range considered (see the list of masses of the most abundant isotope
in [25], in ZBL85 or in file SCOEF.88 of TRIM90) . (For the definition of
reference codes like ZBL85, see table 7.11).

7.5.1. Electronic Stopping Power

7.5.1.1. The Effective Charge concept.

At sufficiently high speeds where the projectile is bare and where the
first Born approximation holds, the electronic stopping power is

2proportional to Z (if one compares different projectiles at equal speeds),
i.e., eq.(7.11) holds with L = L = 0. At lower speeds the projectileX ^
usually carries some orbital electrons, and this reduces the stopping
power. If N is the average number of electrons carried, the charge on the
projectile (in units of e) is Z - N, and the fractional projectile charge
is q = (Z - N)/Z . For distant collisions, all the electrons on the
projectile will shield the nuclear charge of the projectile (and hence,
reduce the stopping power), but for close collisions, the shielding will be
reduced. One therefore introduces an effective projectile charge Zl,ef f
(smaller than Z but larger than the true charge, Z - N) to replace Z in
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the equation mentioned above. If the projectile's charge state is in
dynamic equilibrium with the target, one can describe the measured stopping
power S for an arbitrary ion (Z ) by comparing it to the stopping power
S''" for a reference ion (Z ) whose stopping is presumably well known, in
the same target and at the same velocity (see also Sec. 7.4.1.2 and Ch. 9):

s sref - (7.22)

Eg.(7.22) defines Z . Clearly, Z not only contains information1, ef f 1,eff
about the projectile charge, but also about deviations from
2Z -proportionality. In the following, we assume, unless stated otherwise,

re fthat the proton is used for reference and that Z =1 (note, however, that
according to [95] the true equilibrium charge of a slow hydrogen ion is
less than 1). As an example, Fig. 7.32, taken from Ziegler [152], shows
experimental values for the squared effective charge of Li ions; they
approach the value 9 at high speeds, as they should. One also introduces
the relative effective charge

<7-23)

The most comprehensive and most practical source of information on
stopping, ranges and straggling of all ions of all energies in all solid
elements (and in many mixtures and compounds) is the computer program by
ZBL85 and its more recent versions Z89, Z90, Z91 or Z92 which are
identical to each other and differ from ZBL85 only in some of the
coefficients in file SCOEF, and above 10 MeV/u (see 7.3.1.1, and also
below).

7 Shima [151] and Gauvin et al [9] have compared the ionic equilibrium
charges Z - N of fast heavy ions (as measured after exit from the target
foil) to their effective charges, for many different solid targets. They
find, in part, a similar behaviour as a function of Z , but they also find
Z - N equal to or even larger than Z , contrary to what was said above.
This is presumably because the ionic charge, after exit from the foil,
increases as a result of Auger electron emission.
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Fig. 7.33. Relative effective charge Ç for Be, C, O and Ar ions in

carbon, calculated using Ziegler's program STOP (contained in TRIM90). The

curves are essentially the same for other targets, except at the low energy-

end (see Fig.7.34).

The semi-empirical program Z90 is based on eq. (7.22) and on the
proton as a reference projectile. It uses the Brandt-Kitagawa theory [153]

ef fto calculate Z , as follows: The ions penetrating the solid are assumed
to be in charge state equilibrium, and their fractional ionization q is
determined as a function of the relative velocity between the electrons in
the solid (described by the Fermi velocity v ) and the ion. Then the
screening length A for the ion is calculated as a function of Z and q,
including an empirical correction factor LFCTR given in file SCOEF for
every Z . Finally, the fractional effective charge Ç is found from q, v
and A. In this procedure then, Ç depends on Z only through v . Fig.7.33

2t r

shows the fractional effective charge according to Z90, for Be, C, O and Ar
ions, as a function of T/A . As expected, the heavier the ion, the moreI
speed is necessary to strip off all electrons.
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The dependence of Ç on v just mentioned leads to a small
2 -dependence of the stopping power additional to the Z -oscillations
already present in the proton data (see Sec. 7.3.1.1). Fig.7.34 shows this
additional dependence on 2 for carbon projectiles, according to Z90. Only
for the extremely small energy of 12 keV there are sizeable variations; at
100 keV/nucleon the oscillations are practically gone, and the effective
charge becomes target-independent.

In practice, this target-independence of Ç is useful as a first
approximation, but it cannot be completely correct. Geissel et al [154,155]
in their very useful reviews of heavy ion stopping, show that the peaks of
the Z -oscillations found for H and He projectiles (cf. Sec.7.3.1.1) stay

£4

roughly at the same Z -values but become more pronounced at large Z (e.g.,
£• \-

for Pb projectiles). These enhanced oscillations can not be reproduced by
the program Z90 (because here, Ç is essentially independent of Z , as noted

0.6 Effective Charge of Carbon Projectiles

0) 0.5

0.4
0)
a;

0) 0.3 -

0.2

1200 keV

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Atomic Number of Target
80 90

Fig.7.34. Relative effective charge Ç for carbon projectiles, versus target
atomic number Z , according to Ziegler's stopping tables (Z90), for T = 12

keV and T = 1200 keV.
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Z? - Oscillations for N Projectiles
~ n———p

A Ld85 (25 keV/u)

A Ld92 (25 keV/u
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Atomic Number of Target

80 90

Fig.7.35. Electronic stopping power as a function of target atomic number

Z , for nitrogen projectiles. The points shown by symbols were deduced from

experimental range values, assuming a stopping power proportional to v

(full triangles: inert gases; other points: solid targets). Lower full

curve: Z90 for 25 keV/u (v = v ); upper full curve: Z90 for 57 keV/u.

Remaining curves by Northcliffe and Schilling [157] for 25 keV/u:

-.- solids, --- gases.

above). But for nitrogen and argon ions, the measured oscillations are
still fairly well reproduced by Z90, cf. figs.7.35 and 7.36. The well-known
stopping tables by Northcliffe and Schilling [157] that date from 1970 and
are sometimes used even today, follow the general trend of the data (fig.

7.35) but do not contain Z -oscillations.2

For specific ion energies less than about 10 - 20 keV/u, Z90 assumes
S oc v0.75 for Si and Ge targets (if Z s 19) and for C targets, and S « v
for all other targets (see, e.g., Fig. 7.45 for an Ar target).
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In going from ZBL85 to Z89, some of the proton stopping coefficients
in file SCOEF were changed, as mentioned in Sec. 7.3.1.1. This produced
generally the same relative changes in heavy ion as in proton stopping

12powers. In addition, most of the values v were changed for Z < 19. For 'C

on Na, e.g., this change reduced S by 16% (below 13 keV/u) . In addition,
the correction factors LFCTR (see above) were changed for Li, B, Si and P
projectiles. For 31P on Mg, e.g., this reduced S by 19% (below 20 keV/u) .
Kuronen [158] found that the difference between these two codes is less
than 2% for the cases studied by him, but there are evidently larger
difierences in other cases.

7.5.1.2.Solid Targets.

If one plots the measured stopping cross section versus Z , for a
given Z and at a fixed projectile velocity, one also finds oscillations

ĵ

("Z -oscillations"). Ward et al [159] and others have investigated these

- Oscillations for Ar ions (0.5 MeV/u)
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Fig.7.36. Electronic stopping power for Ar ions (0.5 MeV/u), versus

Z Curve- Z90; symbols: values measured on solid targets [156]
2
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- Oscillations for Carbon Target

10 20
Atomic Number of Projectile

30

Fig.7.37. Electronic stopping power of carbon for light projectiles at

v = v , versus Z . The experimental points, measured at various ion speeds

given below, were reduced to v = v , assuming the stopping power to be

proportional to v . Full curve: Z90 for v = v .

Open triangles: Wr79 (0.818 v ) ; full triangles: Wr79 (v =v ) ; open

squares: Len86a (0.8v); full squares: Len86b (0.8v); crosses: Hof76

(0.402 v ); hexagons: Or63, Or65 (0.41 v ). Beyond Z - 30, the discrepancy

between Z90 and Len86a becomes very large.

Dashed curve: empirical correction factor LFCTR (Z90; right scale).

oscillations in several materials . An example for carbon is shown in fig.
7.37. Ward et al found that the amplitude and the phase of the oscillation
depends on the material; the amplitude decreases with increasing projectile
velocity. These oscillations have been built into 290 by introducing the
empirical correction factor LFCTR mentioned above. Fig.7.37 shows this
correction factor; it also shows that Z90 represents the oscillation quite
well (within about 10%), up to Z„= 20. The Z - oscillation for a carbon

À .L
target has been calculated by Echenique et al [100] using a non-linear
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density-functional approach; the result agrees rather well with experiment,
except that the calculated depth of the minimum at Z = 12 is too low.

For aluminum, the Z -oscillation is similar to that for carbon; for
nickel, the amplitude is considerably smaller [159]. This change cannot be
reproduced by Z90 because in this calculation, the variation of the
relative effective charge with Z is practically independent of Z (see

1 /!

fig.7.38).

Evidently, it is of interest to compare the ZBL85 and the Z90 stopping
powers to recent experiments. We discuss such comparisons in the following
four paragraphs. Sofield [160], e.g., in a recent review of heavy-ion
energy loss, finds that the ZBL85 code provides a sound practical basis for
stopping power calculations, but that one may have to resort to experiment
if high accuracy is required.

0.6

0.5

03
'S °'4
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o
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n „(J.O
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Effective Charge in different Targets
—————————————————————

\\

0.0 I I I I
10 15 20 25

Atomic Number of Projectile
30

Fig.7.38. Relative effective charge Ç, according to Z90, for light
projectiles in various targets: full curve: C; dashed curve: Al; dotted
cjrve: Ni. The curves are almost identical.
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12Fig.7.39. Electronic stopping power for C ions at 4.56 MeV in various

targets, versus Z . The experimental points are due to Kuronen et al [162],

the curve is from Z90.

The Helsinki group has done many useful comparisons in recent years,
for energies of about 1 MeV/nucleon or less. Räisänen and Rauhala [161]
find that Z89 gives systematically better fits to experimental data than
Z80 (except for Li ions). Kuronen et al [162] measured the stopping power
for 12C ions (T/A = 0.4 to 1.4 MeV) in 18 different elemental solids. They
give correction factors f by which ZBL stopping should be multiplied to
give their experimental results. Fig. 7.39 shows their experimental
stopping power for C ions (0.38 MeV/u), compared to the prediction of
Z90. One sees agreement in most cases within the experimental error of 12%.
(Note that the Z -oscillation appears much reduced compared to the original
publication [162] since we have plotted S/p rather than S) . For Li-, B-,
C-, N-, and O- projectiles in Au, they also find mostly agreement with
ZBL85, within the experimental error of 4%.
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Similarly, Räisänen and Rauhala [163] measured the stopping of "Li-,
B-, C-, N-, and O-ions (T/A = 0.2 to 2.1 MeV) in Mylar, Kapton, Havar, and
nickel and compared it to Z80, ZBL85, and Z89. For Mylar and Kapton
targets, Z89 (with bonding correction, see Sec. 7.3.1.2) was generally
best, pointing to a positive effect of this correction; the measured values
for B-ions were, however, larger than predicted; also, for Li-ions, the
special values given for Li in Z80 were better. For Nickel and for Havar (a
foil consisting mainly of Cr, Fe, Co, and Ni), there was agreement with
ZBL85 for N- and O-ions, but for B- and C-ions, experimental values were
higher than Z80 and ZBL85 by up to 15%. This result may correspond to the
finding by Anthony and Lanford [164] that experimental stopping for C-ions
in Cu is higher than predicted by Z -scaling,
not described by the Ziegler stopping power.
in Cu is higher than predicted by Z -scaling; it points to a Z -oscillation

In their paper [165] on the stopping power of bisphenol
A-polycarbonate C H O for Li, B, C, N, and O ions, Rauhala and Räisänen16 14 3
compare their results to their previous [163] data on Mylar (C H 0 )
mentioned above. Since both materials contain the same elements, comparing
them will provide a good test of Bragg's rule. For all ions, the authors
find that the measured stopping power of polycarbonate exceeds that of
Mylar by a few percent, and that this difference is correctly predicted by
Bragg's rule. (Only for Li, the predicted difference is too small to be
measurable). The small bonding corrections predicted by Z89 (cf. Sec.
7.3.1.2) are, however, obscured by the noticeable Z - oscillation.

Bauer and Rössler [166] have recently made another test of Bragg's
rule. They find that, for N ions in AI O and SiO , the stopping cross
section is about 20% higher at 25 keV/u than expected from Bragg's rule.
This large effect is in a direction opposite to the effect found for H ions
in the same materials (see 7.3.1.2); evidently the influence of projectile
charge states is of importance here.

For Mg-ions in 17 elemental solids, Arstila et al [167] find fair
agreement with ZBL85 stopping for 2v < v < 5v ; their correction factors
f are given in table 7.21 (Note that v = 24.8 keV/u) . For v < 2v ,
however, they find the electronic energy loss much higher and its velocity
dependence different from that predicted by ZBL85. This is in contrast to
the finding by other members of the same group [168] that for Al- and
Si-ions in Ta at 0.4v < v < 4v , the velocity dependence agrees with that
predicted by ZBL85. Similarly, Land et al [169] found that the electronic
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TABLE 7.21. LIST OF CORRECTION FACTORS f ACCORDING TO ARSTILA et al [167],c
for Mg ions in the velocity range 2v < v < 5v . f is the ratio of

experimental stopping powers to ZBL85 values. Error of f : 5%.
c

Target
Ti22
V23
Fe26
Co27
Ni28
Cu29
Ge32
Nb4 1
Mo42
Pd46
Ag47 a
Hf72
Ta73
W74
Re75
Pt78
Au

fc
1.10
0.90
0.93
0.97
0.99
1.03
1.05
1.05
1.15
1.05
1.08
1.09
1.07
1.05
1.05
1.05
0.9679

14stopping power of Fe, Ni and Zr for N ions is consistent with velocity
proportionality from 14 to 140 keV/u.

To arrive at an estimate of the accuracy of stopping powers for
relevant projectiles, we show here a few figures comparing experimental
values to Z90. Fortunately, we find that C-, N, and 0-projectiles, which
are relevant for radiotherapy, have also been measured most frequently.
Figs. 7.40 and 7.41 show the result for C- and O-ions in aluminum.
Evidently, Z90 agrees with the experimental data within about 20% between
0.01 and 0.1 MeV/u, and within about 10% above 0.1 MeV/u. The same is true
for C- and O-ions in carbon (not shown) , if one disregards the slightly low
data by Po60. There is similarly good agreement for C-, N, and O-ions on
nickel, and for C- and O-ions on silver. The data for N-ions on aluminum
form rather an exception {Fig. 7.42): here, the agreement is only within
20% in the range shown.
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12Fig.7.40. Electronic stopping power of Al for C ions. Full curve: Z90;
dashed curve: HU90. The symbols indicate measured points from the following
references: A Sa91; B Wr79; C Rä91; D Ay82; E Po60; F Ab91; G Ab93.

It was mentioned above that the effective charge introduced in
eq.(7.11) neglects corrections of higher order in Z . Anthony and Lanford
[164] did extensive measurements of the stopping power of five solids for
many ions near the stopping maximum; they could represent their results
better by using a relative effective charge Ç that decreases with
increasing Z and by including L - and L -corrections, rather than by the2 1 2
formalism of Z80. The importance of L - and L -corrections in connection

.L £

with effective charge has also been stressed by Semrad et al [170] and by
Abdessalam et al [171].

For higher energies (2.5 < T/AI < 500 MeV), Hubert et al (HU90)
produced a new table of stopping powers and ranges for all ions in the
range 2 ̂  Z s 103 (assuming the most probable mass for the ion) , in 36
solids from Be to U, based mainly on the very accurate (1-3%) measurements
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from their own group (For a recent review of this work, see Bimbot [172]).
Their table is based on eq. (7.22). They find that, to represent the data
adequately, one must use a Ç that decreases with increasing Z [173]. They

4 2
use the He-projectile (which is fully stripped at these energies) and the
He stopping power table 277 below 150 MeV/u as a reference. Presumably,

4this table represents the He data better than the all-encompassing program
ZBL85 (cf. Sec. 7.4.1.4). Above 150 MeV/u, HU90 use Janni ' s proton table

4 2(J82) instead, converted to He data by assuming Z -proportionality.

12.As an example, Fig. 7.43 compares HU90 to Z90 for 30 MeV C ions,
i.e., at the low energy end of the HU90 table. Evidently, the two agree
rather well (average difference 2.6±2%). As seen in Fig. 7.41, the

c
OH

D,
OH
O
——>
CO
o'So
acu

1.2

1.1

i.o

0.9

0.8 -

0.7

160 on Al

0.01 0.10 1.00 10.00
Energy per Nucléon [MeV]

100.00

Fig. 7.41. Electronic stopping power of Al for O ions, divided by values
from Z90. Dashed curve: HU90; dot-dashed curve: BEST. The symbols indicate
measured points from the following references: A Po60; B Rä91; C Wr79;
D Sa92; E Ab92a; F Ab93; G BG65; H,I,J: Ga87; K BÎ78; L Sf78.
The apparent kinks in the measurement by Sa92 at 0.025 MeV/u and in the
HU90 and BEST curves at 10 MeV/u are due to the fact that the Z90 curve is
continuous but not different!able at these points.
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14,Fig. 7.42. Electronic stopping power of Al for N ions. Full curve: Z90;

dashed curve: HU90. The symbols indicate measured points from the following

references: A Sa91; B Po61; C Sc82; D Wr79; E Rä91; F Na68; G Tp62; H Po59;
,15J Me78; J Ab93 ( N!); K Sh84; L Ya83

agreement improves toward higher energy; the average difference becomes
0.6±2% at 120 MeV and 0.4±0.4% at 1200 MeV. For Ar ions, the difference is
slightly larger at 2.5 MeV/u (-4.6±5%), but similar at the larger specific
energies.

Hubert et al give Ç as an analytical function for all but the lightest
targets; hence their values can be calculated for all solid targets, above
about Z = 11.

At high energy, where the projectiles are fully stripped (Ç > 0.99 for
C ions above 8 MeV/u, and for Ar ions above 38 MeV/u, see Fig. 7.33), one
can use the BEST program in place of HU90. BEST has the advantage that it
can be used for all target elements and for many compounds. For 0 on Al,
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e.g., (Fig. 7.41} the two agree within 1% above 6 MeV/u (see also fig.
7.44).

In summary, we estimate that the Z90 program describes the available
empirical stopping power data of key substances for C to Ar ions from 0.01
to 0.1 MeV/u within about 20%, and above 0.1 MeV/u, within about 10%. For
energies above 2.5 MeV/nucleon, HU90 state that the experimental points
fall near their table values "with deviations typically less than 5%". The
agreement of HU90 with Z90 and (partly) with BEST is evidently better than
that over most of the energy range above 2.5 MeV/nucleon [Even for an
extreme case like uranium ions at T/A = 2.5 MeV in carbon, HU90 and Z90
disagree only by 16%].

12C ions at T/AL= 2.5 MeV

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Atomic Number of Target

12Fig.7.43. Electronic stopping power of various elemental targets for C
ions at 2.5 MeV per nucléon. The curve is due to Z90, the symbols
correspond to HU90.
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Stopping Power of various Ions in Water
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Fig.7.44. Total (electronic plus nuclear) stopping power of water for H,
He, C, O, Ne, Ar, and Fe ions. Full line: Z90; dashed line: Stewart [174];
short dashed: ICRU49; dash-dotted: BEST. X...Northcliffe and Schilling
[157] for H, He and C ions.

7.5.1.3. Liquid Targets: Water.

It was mentioned in Sec. 7.3.1.3 that one assumes the mass stopping
power of liquid water to agree with that of ice. Figure 7.44 compares the
stopping power from various tabulations for H, He, C, O, Ne, Ar and Fe ions
in water. Good overall agreement between the old Stewart program [174] and
Z90 can be seen for light ions up to Neon, where Stewart was able to base
his calculations on experimental data. Only for He ions around 0.8 MeV/u,
Stewart is about 15% high. For fast Ar and Fe ions, Stewart is about 15%
low, as one can see from a comparison with BEST.

Fig. 7.44 also shows a few points from Northcliffe and Schilling
[157] . Evidently, this table disagrees by as much as 30% from the other
results. This is surprising since both the Stewart and the Northcliffe
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calculations are based on the original work of Northcliffe [157].
Incidentally
fig. 7.35).
Incidentally, neither calculation contains Z - or 2 -oscillations (see also

Deviations from Bragg additivity cannot easily be seen in fig. 7.44,
due to the scale used, but all the curves shown (except for Stewart's) are
based on the existence of such deviations. See also fig. 7.19 and tables
7.13, 7.14, and 7.17.

The curves in fig. 7.44 include the contribution of nuclear stopping
(see Sec. 7.5.2). This contribution is small except for Fe ions at low
energy.

7.5.1.4. Gas targets.

In 1982, Geissel et al [176] observed for the first time that the mass
stopping power for partially stripped very heavy ions (of several MeV/u) is
considerably less in a gas than in solids of similar Z . This is due to a
density effect as predicted by Bohr and Lindhard [177]: in a gaseous
(dilute) medium, an ion excited in a collision with a target atom can
de-excite before the second collision; but in a solid (dense) medium, the
ion, while still excited, has a high probability of undergoing a second
collision that may lead to ionization. Hence the ionic equilibrium charge,
and also the effective charge, is higher in the solid than in the gas
[172]. Hérault et al [178] have shown that at very high energies, where the
ions are fully stripped, the gas-solid difference vanishes, as expected.
They also gave a useful curve that shows the gas-solid difference as a
function of the relative effective charge in the solid, Ç . For example, at
Ç =0.9 (i.e., for 1.75 MeV/u 12C or 7.8 MeV/u 4°Ar ions, see Fig. 7.33)
the difference amounts to 10%.

It is worth noting that the gas-solid difference mentioned here (a
projectile state effect) is opposite to the difference found for protons (a
target effect), which is discussed in Sec. 7.3.1.3.

At lower energies, the gas-solid difference can be seen superimposed
on Z -oscillations in the data by Land et al for nitrogen projectiles. Fig.

2i
7.35, where Ç » 0.37. Here, Z90 describes the measurements for He and Nes
well, but becomes progressively too high for the heavier gas targets.
Although Z90 is strictly speaking for solid targets only (according to the
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title of the book, ZBL85), it is still useful for gas targets, at least as
a first approximation.

Hvelplund [179] found that the stopping power of air. He and Ne for
light projectiles is roughly proportional to velocity between 100 and 500
keV. Price et al [180] found the stopping power of N ions in He
proportional to velocity from v = v up to 2.25 v ; for N ions in Ar, it is
linear in (but not proportional to) v (see Fig. 7.45). Hvelplund [179] has
also investigated Z -oscillations in He, Ne and air at v = 0.9v ; he found
a behaviour similar to that shown in Fig. 7.37.

A tabulation of stopping powers of gas targets for projectiles in the
range 2-100 MeV/u, is being prepared by Bimbot et al [181].

14N on Ar

0.2
0.001

Fig. 7. 45
Measured
A And69;

0.005 0.01 0.05 0.1

Energy per Nucléon [MeV]
14.Electronic stopping power of Ar for N ions, versus energy,

points are from the following references:
O Or68; T Tp62; W We53; 9 Pr91.
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Fig.7.46. Experimental electronic stopping of light elementary gas targets
for various light ions, divided by electronic stopping from Z90. The
symbols have the following meaning (Here, "ion" means the most abundant
isotope of the ion):

Symbol Ref.code Ions
A
B
E

H

M

0

P

R

T

V

W

Y

9

And69

Bi8 9

Ef75

He91

Mar62

Or68

Pi68

R160

Tp62

Hv71

We53

Y on 80

Pr91

Be, B,

Ne, A:

N, Ne.

O, Ar

C,Ar

B,C,1

S,C1

B,C,l

B, N, l

Be, B,

N, Ne

Ar

N

Be,B, C,N, O, F,Ne,Na,Mg

Targets
Ar

H ,N ,Ne,Ar

Ar

Ar
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Unfortunately, for gas targets, there are hardly any cases where more
than four authors have measured the same projectile/target combination. An

14exceptional example, with data (for N in Ar) from five authors, is shown
in Pig. 7.45. To make some comparison possible in spite of the scarcity of
data, we have plotted all the stopping data measured with Be, B, C,N, O, F,
Ne,Na,Mg,A1,S,C1 and Ar ionc in H ,N ,O ,Ne and Ar, divided by the

£* 2t £t

corresponding value from Z90, in Fig. 7.46. Evidently, the agreement with
Z90 is worse here than for solid targets: it is within 5% from 10 to 60
MeV/u, within 15% from 1 to 10 MeV/u, and within 30% from 0.01 to I MeV/u.
Below 0.01 MeV/u, there are even larger discrepancies, especially for the
Or68 measurements in Ar (see also Fig. 7.45).

A few measurements on compounds (CH and CO ) have been done by Bi894 2
and He91, at specific energies > 2 MeV/u where Bragg's rule should be
fairly accurate (indeed, Bragg additivity has been assumed for alpha
particles in the course of the evaluation). The only measurements on a gas
mixture have been done on air (We53, Tp62, Hv71). Even though these were at
low specific energy, Bragg's rule should be valid here, provided the
condition discussed by Golser and Semrad [Q] does not apply (see 7.3.1.2).

7.5.2. Nuclear Stopping Power

Nuclear stopping and the universal potential due to ZBL85 have been
discussed in Sec. 7.4.2. The importance of Coulomb scattering and hence, of
nuclear stopping increases with increasing Z and Z , but it is always
important only at low energies. Within the range 2 < 27, i.e. for key

2i

substances, electronic stopping becomes larger than nuclear stopping for C
ions above about 1 keV/u, and for Ar ions above about 10 keV/u. Like
electronic stopping, nuclear stopping can be calculated using the stopping
routines contained in the TRIM programs (with respect to nuclear stopping,
ZBL85 and Z90 are identical; Bragg's rule for nuclear stopping in compounds
is used correctly only from version 92.05 of TRIM on). As discussed for
protons and for alphas, the numbers thus obtained are based on the
assumption that all scattering angles are allowed, an assumption not always

12appropriate (see chapters 7.3.2 and 7.4.2). For C ions of 0.017 MeV/u on
Al (the lowest energy experimental points shown in Fig. 7.40), nuclear
stopping according to Z90 amounts to only 6% of electronic stopping, and
the actual correction in a forward scattering geometry (e.g., Sa91a) is
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certainly less than that and hence negligible. For range calculations, the
nuclear contribution to stopping can become quite important (e.g., in Fig.
7.49) .

For light ions in polycrystalline Ta at very small velocities (« v ) ,o
Kuronen and his coworkers [158] have found that the nuclear stopping
according to ZBL85 should be multiplied by a factor between 0.7 and 0.8
(for a geometry where all scattering angles are allowed).

7.5.3. Energy Loss Straggling

Bohr's energy-independent straggling formula was given in Sec. 7.3.3,
and it was stated there that crystal structure and non-uniform film
thickness can influence measurements on the straggling of protons in solids
to a great extent. The same holds true for heavy ions, so that here also,
measurements on gas targets are preferable fer a comparison with theory
[154] .

According to Besenbacher et al [118a], the measured straggling for gas
targets consists of the contributions due to statistically independent
electron excitations (corresponding to the Bohr formula), due to
intra-atomic electron correlations, due to charge exchange, and (for
molecular targets) due to intra-molecular correlations. For low velocity

2/3heavy ions (v/v < Z ) , the intra-atomic contribution should dominate
[118a]. This contribution can be approximated by the Firsov-Hvelplund

2formula [179,183] for the straggling variance ß (based on theFH
Thomas-Fermi atomic model):

H2 = (8xlO~15 eV2cm2/atom) n s (Z + Z )8 /3 (v/v )2 (7 .24)FH X 2i U

Fig. 7.47, taken from Geissel et al [184], compares straggling
measurements carried out on gas targets by four groups [179,184-186] to

2eq.(7.24). The experimental results in units of ß are plotted in reduced3
energy units so that eq. (7.24) appears as a straight line; the agreement
is surprisingly good.

To understand straggling measurements on solid targets, one must take
surface roughness into account. If this roughness is described by a
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Fig.7.47. Energy loss straggling of various ions in gases, over a large
energy range, divided by the Bohr value, according to Geissel et al [184J.
In these units, the Firsov-Hvelplund formula (eq. 7.24) appears as a single
straight line. Measured points are due to Geissel et al [184], Hvelplund
[179], Andersen et al [186], and Efken et al [185]. Arrows indicate the
molecular contribution.

variance R (and if the effect of channeling can be neglected) , then the
s 2measured energy variance Q will be given by [118a, 187]

H2 = £î2(t) + (SQ )2T s (7.25)

where ß (t) is the energy straggling after a foil of thickness t (assumed
smooth), and S is the linear stopping power. If solid films of different
thickness are measured, and if these films have equal surface roughness,
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then the slope of the measured energy variance versus foil thickness will
correspond to ß (t)/t, and the intercept at zero thickness will correspond
to the surface roughness. Such measurements have indeed been done recently
by Briere and Biersack [187] using 7 MeV 15N ions in various substances.
They found the surface roughness ß determined in this way to be in
beautiful agreement with that measured using an atomic force microscope,
and they found ß for light targets well described by the quantum
mechanical formalism of Bethe and Livingston [188] that differs slightly
from the Bohr result.

Lennard et al [189] have found that the energy straggling for light
ions of low specific energy (16 keV/u) in carbon shows a Z -oscillation
that peaks at Z = 14, possibly due to L-shell ionization via electron

10 r
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Fig.7.48. Experimental reduced half widths a of multiple scattering-

distributions versus reduced thickness T, compared to the Sigmund-

Winterbon theory [192] (full line). The symbols O, A, K, and M refer to O,

Ar, Kr, and Mo ions, respectively [194], the symbol S to H, He, N, and Ne

ions [195], and the symbol H to O, Cl, and Fe ions [196].
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Fig.7.49. Projected range in carbon of various 120 keV ions, versus Z .

S: experimental points due to Santry et al [201]; full curve: PRAL

(TRIM90).

promotion. This peak is in a place different from where the stopping power
has a peak (see Fig. 7.37), since the straggling is more sensitive to large
inelastic energy transfers than the stopping power.

The TRIM programs may be used to calculate electronic straggling in an
approximate way, as discussed in Sec. 7.3.3. Note that TRIM91 and TRIM92
calculate electronic straggling only for Z < 4 [190].

7.5.4. Multiple Scattering

Sigmund [119] has recently reviawed theoretical descriptions and
experimental results concerning multiple scattering.
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If a particle beam enters a target foil of thickness t at a right
angle, the angular distribution (per unit solid angle) of the transmitted
particles consists of a central Gaussian part produced by many small-angle
scatterings, and a tail at large angles that is due to a single deflection.
If a is the exit angle (with respect to the direction of the incident
beam) , the Gaussian part can be described by the angle a where the

\. I Zi

distribution has half its maximum value. The distribution function has been
calculated by Meyer [191] and by Sigmund and Winterbon [192], assuming
randomly distributed scatterers and screened potentials, and neglecting
energy loss. The results are given in terms of two reduced variables, r and
a . The reduced target thickness is given by

2T = ira nt, (7 .26)

where

a = 0.8853 a (Z+ Z)" (7.27)

is the screening length. The reduced scattering angle is defined by

a = a — — — (7.28)

[Note that e2/a = 27.2 eV] . Sigmund and Winterbon [192] have tabulated the
distribution for a very large range of thicknesses (0.001 s T ̂  2000). For
small thickness (T s 5), one has [192] approximately a 3 T/4, so the

1 / •&

half -width can be conveniently approximated by

na Z Z e
a a —— —— —— nt. (7.29)
1/2 2 aE

If the transmitted particles are observed at an angle a with respect
to the incident beam direction, then the path length in the foil will, on
the average, be larger than t by a factor (1 + l/cosa)/2, due to multiple
scattering [193].

Fig. 7.48 shows the reduced half-widths of experimental multiple
scattering distributions over a very large range of reduced
thicknesses,compared to the Sigmund-Winterbon theory. Above T = 30, the
results were measured using 0, Ar, Kr and Mo ions in the range 20-90 MeV/u
in solid and gaseous targets [194]. Below T = 20, the measurements were
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done using H, He, N, and Ne ions (1-11 MeV) [195] and using O, Cl and Pe
ions (12 - 40 MeV) [196] . One sees that in reduced units, all these
measurements lie on a common curve, at least to a first approximation.
Above T = 20, the Sigmund-Winterbon curve appears 20% low. Below this
value, it appears to represent the data well, within the larger
uncertainties. A closer look at the results by Hooton et al [196] shows
that the Fe data tend to lie below the O data.

If the stopping power is measured in a transmission experiment with a
beam at normal incidence and a detector of small solid angle, then the
result appears to depend upon the angle a between the incident beam and the
direction to the detector [154, Fig.16], due to multiple scattering. If the
target thickness is not constant across the target but fluctuates about a
mean value, then areas of different thickness contribute with different
weight to the energy loss [197]. If a is close to zero, e.g., then the thin
parts of the foil contribute more to the measurement than the thick parts,
and the measured value S comes out too small (since it is referred to the
average foil thickness); the opposite holds for large a. Golser et al have
shown [198] that one obtains the correct value S if one measures the energy
loss at an angle a such that the counting rate is about 30% of the rate at
a = 0, and by dividing this value by the average foil thickness.

The etfects of multiple scattering can, of course, be calculated using
the TRIM programs. If one uses TRIM91, e.g., multiple scattering can be
nicely visualized by observing the computer screen during calculation.

7.5.5. Rang«B and Rang* Straggling

Ziegler et al (ZBL85, Ch.7) discuss various methods for measuring the
mean projected range. Many of these measurements have been done out of
interest for ion implantation, mostly in silicon. Ziegler et al also show
figures (similar to Fig. 7.28) from which one can estimate the accuracy of
the results. They state an overall accuracy of 9% for the range of ions in
silicon. Fichtner, Biersack et al [199] and Grande et al [200] state that
the calculated projected ranges and range stragglings of ZBL85 are in
overall good agreement (» 10%) with most of the published data, for a wide
range of ion energies and for many ion-target combinations (except [200]
for low energy heavy ions which are not of interest here).
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Experimental points are from the following references:

E: [205]; H: [206]; J: [207]; T: [208]; W: [209]; X: [210]; Z: [211];

0 and +: [203] (10B); 1 and x: [203] (11B) .

The TRIM calculations mentioned can be done using either the Monte
Carlo code or using program PRAL (see also Sec. 7.3.5). The two approaches
generally give the same result for the projected range, but not for range
straggling (see Ch. 7 of ZBL85, and our Sec. 7.3.5, and Fig. 7.50). PRAL
should therefore not be used to determine range straggling, except for
preliminary estimates. The figures in Ch.7 of ZBL85 also permit comparisons
of the projected range with the csda range.

In Fig. 7.49, we show the range of 33 different ions in carbon at 120
keV, as measured by Santry et al [201], compared to the PRAL-values from
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TRIM90. Except for the heaviest ions, the agreement is within a few
percent, on the average. At Z = 11, the kink in the PRAL curve is an
indication of the Z -oscillation also seen in Pig. 7.37.

Santry et al [201] also measured the ranges of these ions in Be, Al
and Si targets, with similar results.

Recently, Schule et al [202] have measured the range parameters of
many different ions implanted at energies from 3 keV to 40 MeV into C, Si
and Ge targets made amorphous to prevent channeling. For projectiles with
A /A < 1 in Si and Ge, they found that the projected ranges and the range
straggling agree with TRIM calculations (ZBL85) within 10%. For Si, Ti and
Cr ions with A /A > 1, the agreement is slightly worse. Since these authors
based their depth measurements on stopping powers from the same TRIM code,
some of these conclusions might be circular.

Behar et al [203] have measured the mean projected range and the range
straggling for B ions implanted into amorphized silicon at energies from 10
keV to 2 MeV, Their results aro shown in Fig. 7.50 together with range
results from other authors selected because they are new or because the
range of implantation energies is large (see also the corresponding figure
in ZBL85, where many ether measurements are shown) . One can see that most
of the range measurements agree within about 10% with the PRAL calculation,
and also with the Brice table [204]. For range straggling, the TRIM90 Monte
Carlo calculation agrees well with experimental results, while the PRAL
calculation appears too large, with respect to Behar's results (the
straggling results due to Wong et al [209] are higher, but the disagreement
between different results is generally larger for straggling than for
ranges [203]). The apparent disagreement between Monte Carlo straggling and
experimental results at low energy is due to the finite energy resolution
of the measurements and can be quantitatively understood [203].

Fig. 7.50 also shows that the calculated range of B ions is slightly
11smaller (by 4% at BOOkeV) than that of B ions. Considering electronic

10stopping, this is not surprising, since at the same energy, the B ions
are faster and hence, are stopped more efficiently. But Zalm et al [211]
have shown that the range of the lighter ions is always smaller, even if
the additional effect of nuclear stopping is taken into consideration.
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Abel et al [212] found that the projected range of Ar ions implanted
into C films at energies from 10 to 200 keV, is 20% larger than predicted
by ZLB85 (PRAL or Monte Carlo). Since the stopping power of C according to
TRIM90 is slightly lower than that of ZBL85 (see Table 7.12), the range
according to TRIM90 is 1% larger, so there is still a 19% difference
between measurements and TRIM90. This discrepancy resembles the one found
by Grande et al [200] for heavier ions. We note, however, that the range of
Ar ions found by Santry at 120 keV agrees with TRIM90 within 4% (see Fig.
7.49), and that the experimental range values shown in Fig. 7-13 of ZBL85
agree quite well the ZBL85 prediction.

It is obvious that range distributions should reflect the Z - and
Z -oscillations found for the electronic stopping power (see figs. 7.35 to
7.39). A Z -oscillation was mentioned above; Geissel et al [155] have found
Z -oscillations in the projected ranges and the range straggling observed
for He ions implanted at 35 keV into 14 metallic targets. But Besenbacher
et al [213] have found Z -oscillations also where nuclear stopping
dominates the range (using ions with Z a 18 in Si).
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8.1. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 8 deals with physical quantities that characterize stochastic
processes induced in matter exposed to ionizing radiation and related mean values.
The term ionizing radiation includes photons and charged particles (e.g., electrons,
pions, protons, alpha particles, or heavy ions) with energy sufficient to ionize
molecules. (The term molecules is used to indicate atoms and molecules in gases or
appropriate structural units in condensed matter.) These particles collide with
molecules many times and thus dissipate their energy in the absorber. Quantities
treated below describe major consequences of a multitude of collisions. A review of
recent progress in theoretical and experimental research on the ionization yield and its
statistical fluctuations in gases, is presented. Excitation yields in gases are discussed in
Section 8.5, and W and G values in the condensed phase arc discussed in Section 8.6.

The ionization and excitation of molecules are the dominant processes
when particles traverse matter, although non-ionizing processes such as molecular
dissociation into neutral fragments also take place. Many secondary electrons ejected in
the primary ionizing events carry sufficient energy to cause further ionizations, and a
substantial fraction of radiation energy is delivered to matter through secondary
electrons. The molecular entities generated by the interactions of the initial particles
and the secondary electrons are termed initial species. Subsequently, these initial species
may form new species during thermalization and in thermal collisions with other
molecules, as discussed in Chapter 6. Evaluation of the initial yield of ions and excited
states is essential for dosimetry, radiation chemistry, and biology.

A full description of ionization is given by the probability distribution
P(T0,j), that is, the probability that a particle of initial energy T0 will give rise to
precisely j ion pairs. Often the description is condensed into two parameters: the mean
number of created ion pairs N; and the variance VN. Statistical fluctuations in the
ionization yield are usually characterized by the Fano factor F = VN/Nj.

If particles lose all their energy in the absorber the average amount of
energy used to create an ion pair is termed the W value, W = TQ/NJ. For particles
losing a fraction A of their energy a differential value w = A/Ni is defined. A
comprehensive review of W values in gases, including some data on W in rare gas
liquids and solids, was published by the International Commission on Radiation Units
and Measurements in 1979 [1]. Recent developments in experiment and theory
presented in this Chapter have significantly enlarged our knowledge on the ionization
yield for various kinds of ionizing radiation. In radiation chemistry, in which both ions
and excited states need to be discussed, the yield Ns(Tg) of any initial species s in
irradiated matter is expressed in terms of the G value, GS(T0) = (100/To)Ns(T0), i.e.,
the number of species produced per 100 eV of absorbed energy.

The knowledge of W-values is crucial to radiation dosimetry using ionization
chambers and to proportional counter spectroscopy. W values are the link between the
energy deposited in the gas by ionizing radiation, and the resulting electric charge
measured.

More precisely, in radiation dosimetry using a gas chamber, one is
determining the number of ion pairs produced by either primary particles or secondary
particles released in the gas, some of which may result from cavity walls. The
knowledge of the W value for the particles involved remains the most fundamental in
the conversion of the ionization to the energy absorbed. Notice also that the
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knowledge of the stopping power (discussed extensively in Chapter 7) is also required
in the analysis. For measurements in charged particle beams which traverse a chamber,
the differential w value is relevant in calculating the absorbed dose, especially for
parallel plate chambers, since only a portion of each track deposits energy in the
chamber. lonization chamber measurements, like proportional counter measurements
can make use of W values to correct the energy calibration obtained with a reference
source to that for the radiation being measured.

For electrons the degradation spectrum or the slowing-down spectrum
y(T0,T) is fundamental in theoretical calculations of all previously mentioned physical
quantities. Its meaning is as follows: y(T0,T)dT is the summed pathlengths of all the
electrons that are generated from a stationary source of electrons of energy TQ at unit
intensity and have kinetic energies between T and T + dT. In theoretical studies, a
complete database is needed of all absolute cross-sections (for ionization, excitation,
and dissociation) for the interactions of photons and charged particles, especially
electrons, with molecules. Once the degradation spectrum has been determined, the
yield of ionization, and other initial species, can be calculated.

Calculations may be tested by comparison with experimentally determined
quantities such as w, W and F, and thus the accuracy and reliability of the basic
atomic and molecular data can be inferred. At the same time, values such as w, W,
F, and stopping powers, which are derived from the more fundamental atomic and
molecular data, are also directly pertinent to radiation dosimetry, nuclear spcctroscopy
and radiation chemistry. In particular they determine the accuracy of absorbed dose
determination and kerma measurements of direct relevance for radiation therapy using
different kind of radiations.

8.2. ELEMENTS OF THEORY

8.2.1. Introductory Remarks

The calculation of the yield of ions, excited states, or any other initial
species requires two steps. The first step is to determine the cross-sections for all
collision processes of the incident radiation and of all secondary particles, in particular
secondary electrons, with molecules in the material.

Cross-section data have been discussed in Chapters 2-6. It is crucial to
use cross-section values that are reliable and internally consistent. In particular, cross-
sections for individual collisions should be consistent with the total cross-sections for
al! possible processes and with the stopping cross-section (treated in Chapter 7), both
of which are often better known than individual cross-sections. Calculations of initial
yield using unrealistic cross-sections are of little value at best and may be misleading.

The second step is the determination of the consequences of all collision
processes to both the particle and the material. This analysis belongs to statistical
physics [2] or physical kinematics [3] in the language of the Landau school and may
be called particle transport theory. Two kinds of approaches are used. The first kind
is the Monte Carlo method, in which one simulates histories of collisions for many
particles on a computer and draws conclusions from statistics of those histories [4, 5].
The advantage of this approach is the relative simplicity of the algorithms and its
resulting applicability to a wide range of problems. Indeed, when questions concerning
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media with complicated geometry are asked, the Monte Carlo simulation is often the
only practicable method. However, a challenge lies in adopting an informative scheme
for statistical analysis of a large volume of numerical data, and also in reliably
assessing the precision of results against the background of numerical noise. The
second kind of approach is the analytic transport theory, in which one writes an
equation for a quantity of interest, such as the yield of a product itself or the energy
distribution of energetic particles. The advantages of this approach are the clear
meaning of the results and the possibility that general consequences may be deducible
without numerical solution. However, a transport equation is solvable through
numerical analysis only in simpler cases. Consequently, the two kinds of approaches
are complementary. (It is unwise to regard them as competitive, as unfortunately is
occasionally done.) Perhaps a good approach will be a hybrid of the two kinds, in
which one treats simpler parts of a problem by means of a transport equation and
the rest by means of Monte Carlo simulation.

In what follows we present a resume of the analytic transport theory as an
introduction to the discussion of data on the yields of ionization and excited states.

8.2.2. Degradation Spectra

Consider a particle of kinetic energy T moving in a material consisting of
n molecules of a single species per unit volume. Let crs(T) be the cross-section for
the formation of product s by a collision of the particle. A method for calculating the
yield of products is as follows. The number of products ^ produced in a small track
of length dx is nas(T)dx. Therefore, the cotal number Ns of products s produced in
a finite track segment may be written as follows:

N s = n J a s ( T ) d x (8.1)

However, the meaning of the integral is ambiguous unless one specifies how
the track length dx is related to T and determines the limits of integration. A
relation between dx and T may be readily found in a simple case of an ion at
sufficiently high speed losing its kinetic energy gradually, i.e., through many collisions
in each of which a small fraction of its kinetic energy is lost to a molecule. Then, the
kinetic energy T may be viewed as a smooth function of the track length x, and one
may set dx = dT/(dT/dx), where dT/dx is the energy loss per unit track length, viz.,
the stopping power. This idea is now known as the continuoits-slowing-down
approximation (CSDA).

Fano [6] pointed out limitations of this idea and introduced the notion of
the degradation spectrum, y(T), sometimes called the track length distribution. According
to his idea, one rewrites Eq. (8.1) as follows:

N s = n J d T y ( T ) o s ( T ) (8.2)

Here the infinitesimal track length dx has been written as y(T)dT, where
the function y(T) is determined through methods described in Section 8.2.3. It turns
out that y(T) is the same as the product of the speed VT of the particle at energy T
and the number density of such particles, apart from a constant dependent on the
volume of the material. (In introducing the idea of the degradation spectrum, one
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distinguishes particles by means of their kinetic energies only, regardless of their
positions. This is justified so long as the goal is to evaluate the number of products
regardless of their positions. For the evaluation of the spatial distribution of the
products, one needs the number density of the particles which depends on both their
energies and their positions).

8.2.3. Theory of Electron Degradation Spectra

The most important of all the particles generated in any material are
electrons, because they are a major component of all materials and are the most
readily liberated due to their small mass. Indeed, under irradiation with high-energy
photons and particles, a multitude of secondary electrons appear in any material.
Therefore, in what follows we shall concentrate on electrons as incident particles.

Spencer and Fano [7] founded the theory of the degradation spectrum. The
theory was applied first to high electron energies (>10 keV), far exceeding the binding
energies of atomic electrons in outer shells [8]. The reason for the limitation was the
availability of cross-section data; at those high electron energies, using the cross-section
for collisions between free electrons (viz., the Mott cross-section at non-rclativistic
speeds and the Moeller cross-section at relativistic speeds) is justified.

Since the 1970s the Spencer-Fano theory has been applied to electron
energies down to the lowest ionization threshold for simpler gases [9-11], for which
realistic cross-section data began to be known. More recently, the theory has been
extended to treat new aspects, such as statistical fluctuations [12-14] of the yields of
ions and other products, mixtures [15-19], time-dependent cases [20-24], and
subexcitation electrons [25-31]. The following is a summary of current theory.

8.2.3.1. The Spencer-Fano equation

For simplicity of discussion, let us consider a pure substance consisting of n
molecules per unit volume. Suppose that a source in the substance steadily introduces
u(T)dT electrons having kinetic energies between T and T + dT. Then, the total
track length y(T)dT of electrons with kinetic energies between T and T + dT obeys
the Spencer-Fano equation:

nK T y(T) + u(T) = 0 (8.3)

Here KT is a linear operator called the cross-section operator, defined so
that nKTy(T)dT represents the net change of the number of electrons in the energy
interval between T and T+dT. If we write the cross-section for all collision processes
in which an electron of energy Tj disappears and an electron of energy T2 appears as
c(T1->T2)dT1, then we may write the following:

KT y(T) = Jy(T' )a(T -> T)dT - y(T)JdT' a(T -» T ) (8.4)

If a collision leads to the production of a new electron, or more, we must
include them in the collision operator.
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8.2.3.2. The solution for a monoenergetic source

It is useful to consider the solution of Eq. (8.3) for a monoenergetic
source of unit strength, viz., u(T) = o(T - T0). We write this solution as y(T0,T); in
other words, y(T0,T) satisfies the equation

nKTy(T 0 ,T) + 5(T-T0) = 0 (8.5)

We call y(T0,T) the fundamental solution. It plays the role of the Green
function for our problem, in the language of mathematical physics. The solution of
Eq. (8.3) for an arbitrary u(T) is expressed as follows:

y(T) = JdT0u(T0)y(T0 ,T) (8.6)

We may call Eq. (8.6) the superposition theorem.

Another theorem relates three fundamental solutions of different sets of
variables:

y(T0,T2)=-nKTJdT1y(To,T1)y(T1,T2) (8.7)

Equation (8.7) follows readily from the definition of the fundamental

solution, Eq. (8.5). To verify this, note that the operator nKj acts on y(Tj,T2) under
the integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (8.7). This equation may be called the
combination theorem. The physical meaning is as follows. The unit source at T0
causes the electron spectrum y(Tg,Ti) at lower Tj. Each electron at Tj may be
viewed as a source for creating the electron spectrum y(Tj,T2) at an even lower T2-
The integral over Tj means that contributions from all Tj between T0 and T2 must

be accounted for. Finally, the operator -nKj signifies the effects of collisions at T2

that need to be incorporated to arrive at y(T0,T2). The basis of numerical evaluation
of the degradation spectrum is indeed Eq. (8.7), applied to sufficiently small steps
from TO to Tj and then to T2. Notice that the degradation spectrum is determined
successively by descending in T.

8.2.3.3. The yield of an initial species

An alternative method exists for evaluating the yield Ns of any product s.
Consider the mean number of products s resulting from complete degradation starting
with an electron of energy T0:

TO
N s(T0)-nJdTy(T0 ,T)a s(T) (8.8)

Es

Here the lower limit of integration is the threshold energy Es for product s.
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Let us consider the following integral:

TO
JdTN s (T)[nKTy(T 0 ,T) + 8(T-T0)] = 0 (8.9)
Es

Its value is evidently zero because of Eq. (8.5). Recall the definition of KT,
Eq. (8.4), and rewrite the first term in Eq. (8.9) as follows:

JdTN s (T)nK T y(T,T) = nJdTN s(T)|dT'y(T0 ,T')o(T1-»T)

-nJdTN s(T)y(T0 ,T)Jdra(T->T') (8.10)

Here every integral is taken over the interval from Es to T0. We may
interchange the integration variables T and T' in the first term on the right-hand
side, but not in the second term. The final result is expressed compactly as follows:

JdTN s (T)nK T y(T 0 ,T) = |dT[nK^N s(T)ly(T0 ,T) (8.11)

Here Kj is a new operator defined as follows:

= JdT'o(T-»T')N s(T')-N(T)JdT'a(T->T') (8.12)

The square bracket in Eq. (8.11) means that Kj operates on NS(T) but
not on y(T0,T). The operator Kj is called the adjoint of KT. The difference
between Eqs. (8.4) and (8.12) arises in the first term of each equation. The
integration over T' is taken over the electron energy before the collision in KT, but it
is taken over the electron energy after the collision in Ky.

Let us return to Eq. (8.9) and focus on the second term. Obviously, from
the definition of NS(T0), Eq. (8.8), this term is equal to the following:

JdTN s(T)5(T-T0) = JdTna s(T)y(T0 ,T) (8.13)

Consequently, we insert Eqs. (8.11) and (8.13) into Eq. (8.9) to arrive at
this expression:

nJdT[K£N s(T)+a s(T)]y(T0 ,T) = 0 (8.14)

Therefore, we may conclude that

K+ Ns(T) + as(T) = 0 (8.15)
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at every T. (For the interest of a mathematically minded reader, exceptions may arise
at those values of T at which y(T0,T) = 0. An example is T0 -E2 < T< T0 -Ej,
where Ej is the lowest excitation threshold and E2 is the second lowest excitation
threshold. From the point of view of physics these exceptions are clearly insignificant
for most purposes.)

Equation (8.15) may be solved by starting with the obvious boundary condition that

NS(T) = 0 (8.16)

for T<ES and ascending in T. This equation is useful for determining NS(T) aï lower
T. However, this approach suffers from accumulation of numerical errors if it is used
to determine NS(T) at T»ES. Historically, Eq. (8.15) was first discovered by Fowler
[32], about three decades before the Spencer-Fano equation. The relation between the
Fowler equation and the Spcncer-Fano equation was clarified much later [12].

8.2.3.4. The yield fluctuations

Another notable result of recent theoretical research concerns statistical
fluctuations of the number of any product s. The most commonly used index
characterizing the fluctuations is the Fano factor.

Fs = -s- (8.17)S Ns

The Fano factor is the ratio of the variance Vs of the number of products
j> to the mean number Ns. Let us consider these quantities for the fundamental case,
in which the degradation process begins with a single electron of energy T0. Then the
mean number NS(T0) is given by Eq. (8.8). The variance VS(T0) is likewise given as:

To
VS(T0) = n JdT y(T0,T) ps(T) (8.18)

ES

Here ps(T) is a new quantity with the dimension of a cross-section, defined below.
Suppose that a collision process p, either ionization or excitation, occurs with the
cross-section ap(T). As a result, the mean number NS(T) differs by ANS(T) before and
after the collision process p. Then, we may write the following:

ps(T) = £ap(T)[ANs(T)]2 (8-19)

Here the summation includes al! possible processes p. (The sum therefore includes
integrals corresponding to ionization processes.)
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8.2.4. Characteristics of Electron Degradation Spectra

The knowledge of electron degradation spectra, obtained from various
theoretical and experimental studies, is by no means complete. However, it is useful to
point out general characteristics that are understood.

8.2.4.1. Dependence of the Spectrum on Electron Energy

The spectrum varies greatly depending on T. The magnitude of the
spectrum is thus often shown on the logarithmic scale, as in Fig. 8.1. The spectrum
is generally bimodal; it is peaked near the source energy and is peaked more strongly
near the lowest energy, Ij, i.e., the (first) ionization threshold. The peaking near Ij
results from accumulation of secondary electrons, most of which are produced at low
energies owing to the general characteristics of the secondary-electron spectra (as
discussed in Chapter 2).

The fundamental solution y(T0,T) peaks near the source energy TQ, and
declines with decreasing T. According to the CSDA, y(TQ,T) is close to the reciprocal
of the stopping power dT/dx at energy T. This rule holds in the interval To/2<T<T0,
where secondary electrons make no contribution. However, notable exceptions arise at
discrete energies T0 - Ej, T0 - E2, ..., where Ej, E2, ... are thresholds for discrete
excitations; at these energies, the spectrum y(T0,T) has sharp peaks and vanishes
between peaks. These discrete structures, known as the Lewis effect, arise from a small
number of specific collisions that are necessary to bring down electron energies to
specific discrete values. With decreasing energies, these structures diminish and
eventually disappear.
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FIG. 8.1. An example of the electron degradation spectrum. The horizontal axis represents
the electron energy T on a logarithmic scale. The vertical axis represents the spectrum y(TQ,T)
produced in H2 gas at 0°C at one atmosphere, steadily subjected to incident electrons of initial
energy TO = 10 keV at the rate of one electron per second per cm^. Reproduced with
permission from Douthat [11].
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FIG. 8.2. An example of the yield spectrum. The horizontal axis is the same as in Fig. S.I.
The vertical axis represents ny(To,T)Tai(T)/To, where y(To,T) is the spectrum shown in
Fig. 8.1., and aj(T) is the total ionization cross section of H? for electrons of energy T.

8.2.4.2. Dependence of Yield on Electron Energy

The relative importance of the electrons of different energies T in
determining the yield of ionization or any product is represented by the integrand of
Eq. (8.2). Because the T integration runs over many decades, it is best to consider it
on the logarithmic scale. Thus, one may rewrite Eq. (8.2) in the following form:

= njd(lnT)y(T)Ta s(T) (8.20)

Then, the product y(T)Tas(T) represents contributions to Ns from any unit interval in
InT. We often call the product the yield spectrum. Figure 8.2 shows an example.
Note the flatness of the spectrum apart from the rise near the source energy. In
other words, no energy region is of particular importance for determining the
ionization yield; all energies between T0 and ll make appreciable contributions, and
the energies immediately below T0 are somewhat more notable than others.

8.2.4.3. Scaling of the Spectrum

An example of the relations among y(T0,T) for different T0 is shown in
Fig. 8.3. The near-invariance of the rescaled spectra shown in Fig. 8.3b with respect to
TQ is an explanation of the near-constancy of the W value at high incident energies.
Fano and Spencer [33] gave an analytical interpretation of the scaling.
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FIG. 8.3. The scaling of the degradation spectrum. The spectra y(To,T) are for helium at
0CC at one atmosphere, subjected to incident electrons of ini t iai energies TQ = 1.99, 10, and
30 keV. In Fig. S.3a, spectra themselves are shown; in the abscissa scale, R = 13.6 eV. In
Fig. 8.3b, suitably scaled quantities are used for both abscissa and ordinale. The three curves
are very nearly the same. The symbol aj(T) represents the total ionization cross-section of He
for electrons of energy T, and I represents the (first) ionization threshoid, 24.58 eV, of
helium. Reproduced with permission from Douthat [9].
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8.2.5. Monte Carlo Calculations

Electron degradation processes have been studied by using the Monte Carlo
method in various gases (He, Nc, Ar, H2, CO2, CH4, N2, H2O vapor and liquid,
mixture ot Ar f 50% CH4, and the methane-based tissue-equivalent gas mixture)
[5, 34-53) The electron degradation spectra, the lomzation and excitation yields, the
mean energy required to form an ion pair, the probability distribution of ion pairs
formed, and the statistical fluctuations of the yield were obtained from computer
simulation for various incident energies Thus, it was possible to study the probability
density distribution of the number of ion pairs and their moments as a function of
incident electron energy The obtained values were compared to experimentally
determined values and results of the Monte Carlo calculations arc presented in
Sections 83 and 84, together wi th experimental data The uncertainty of Monte Cailo
calculations is primarily defined by uncertainties in cioss section data needed for
calculation In particular, the data for \\atcr, the pnncipal const i tuent of biological
cells, are important for ladiation physics, chemistry, and biology However,
experimental data on cross-sections and other relevant quantities for liquid water are
very scarce Water in both gaseous and liquid phases was intensively studied by
Paretzke and Berger [39], Hamm et al [40], Turner et al [41], Parctzke et al
[5, 42], Ternssol et a! [43], Malbcrt et al [44], and Kaplan et al [45-49] Results for
liquid water are presented m more detail in Section 8 6

83 THE W VALUE

Let N^Tfl) be the mean number of ion pairs (the mean lomzation yield)
formed by incident ionizing radiation after complete dissipation of its energy T0 The
mean lomzation yield is customarily expressed in terms of the mean energy per ion
pair

W(T0) = — — (821)N i (To)
At high energies (usually at T0 > 10 keV for electrons), the W value

generally approaches a constant value Wa [1] The W value increases as the incident
particle energy decreases (below about 1 keV for electrons), because in the low-energy
region, the ratio of the lomzation cross-section to the cross-section lor non-iomzmg
processes becomes smaller than in the high-energy region The fraction of incident
energy carried by subiomzation electrons must also be considered Inokuti [54]
proposed an analytic approximation N\(TQ) = (T0 - U)/Wa, where U is a constant
close to the mean energy of the subiomzation electrons, and Wd is the asymptotic
value of W at high energies According to this idea, we may write the following

W
W(T) = ———-— (822)

1 - U TO

Measurements on propane |55j, methane [56], and xenon [57] give an
energy dependence consistent wi th this relation do\vn to quite low energy Some older
measurements in air and other gases [58-60] give a much stronger energy dependence,
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T
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but several recent measurements in the same gases [50, 51, 61, 62] are in agreement
with Eq. (8.22). (As a qualification we note that some of these measurements [55-57]
were made with the use of photons, which act as a source of electrons having a
distribution of initial energies. Therefore, comparison of those measurements with
Eq. (8.22) is not altogether straightforward).

The W value is defined for complete dissipation of the initial energy T0 to
the matter. However, for high-energy particles in thin media, it is necessary to
consider the differential value, w, of the mean energy necessary to produce an ion
pair, defined as follows:

w - —— (8.23)
dN

Here dT is the mean energy lost by a charged particle of energy T in
traversing an absorber of thickness dx, and dN is the mean number of ion pairs
produced when dT is completely dissipated in the gas. The relationship between w and
W is as follows:

(8.24)

If W(T) = W = const at any particular T, then w(T) = const at that T, and its
value is W. This rule holds for sufficiently high TO, to a close approximation. (As a
qualification, the above discussion presumes that dT in Eq. (8.23) is the energy
deposited within the thickness dx. Any energy departing from dx, e.g., by means of
secondary electrons must be corrected for, in a rigorous treatment).

To explain the magnitude of the W value in pure gases, Platzman [63] gave
an elementary treatment based on the idea of energy balance. When the kinetic
energy T of any incident particle is completely absorbed in a pure gas, the energy T
may be apportioned into three parts, a part used in producing discrete excited states
or neutral dissociation fragments, a part used in producing ions, and a part carried by
subexcitation electrons (i.e., electrons that have kinetic energies lower than the first
electronic-excitation threshold and are therefore incapable of producing excited states or
ions). Let Nex be the mean number of excited states produced and Eex the mean
energy transfer per excited state. Let N[ be the mean number of ions and E j the
mean energy transfer per ion pair. Note that the total number of subexcitation
electrons is equal to Ni and suppose that the mean kinetic energy carried by them is
e. Then, one may write:

T = N i E i + N e x E e x + N i e (8.25)

By definition the W value is the ratio T/Ni. A natural unit for the W values is the
(first) ionization threshold I for the gas; therefore, we consider the ratio W/I. This
ratio may be expressed as follows:

'Ni I I
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Each term of this equation depends on the particle energy T, but the
dependence on T is weak for T»I. For pure helium, Platzman gave the following
estimates of the magnitude of each term for large T values:

1.71 » 1.06 + 0.85 • 0.40 + 0.31

The ratio Ej/I is slightly greater than unity because excited states of He4"
ions are produced. The ratio should be greater for other atoms (for which possibilities
for excited ion states are more diverse), and even greater for molecules (which lead
to molecular ions that may dissociate or may carry some vibrationa! and rotational
energy). The ratio Ee\/I i-s generally less than unity but is close to unity because
excited states lie slightly below I in most cases. Molecules have superexcited states that
are above I and yet produce neutral fragments; therefore, one expects a higher value
of the ratio. The ratio Nex/Ni is hard to evaluate without detailed analysis. It is about
0.5 for closed-shell atoms, about 1 for ordinary molecules, and about 2 for free
radicals (molecules containing an odd number of electrons), according to Platzman's
estimates [63], which are basically correct in the light of current knowledge. The ratio
e/I should be smaller than unity in general, and it is about 0.3 for rare gases.
Consequently, the ratio W/I, for high-energy particles is 1.7 - 1.8 in rare gases and
2.1 - 2.5 in molecular gases.

A characteristic feature of rare gases is a relatively small number of
excitations in comparison with the number of ionizations. This feature is reflected in
relatively small values of W/I and the Fano factor compared to molecular gases. The
ionization of molecular gases is more complex, because non-ionizing dissociation
processes are possible after the transfer of energy T>I [64, 65], and the ionization
process competes with the neutral fragmentation. Consequences of the competition to
the ionization yield were pointed out by Platzman [64, 65] and were further discussed
by Alkhazov [66]. This topic is closely related to the quantum yield of photoionization,
as discussed in Chapter 5. A recent study by Kimura et al. [67] showed that the
competition between these channels for the de-excitation of superexcited molecular
states is responsible for oscillations in the W value in a series of alkanes.

Extensive knowledge of the W value for different incident particles of
various incident energies in gases and liquids is needed for full elucidation of radiation
effects. Measurements of absorbed dose or of kerma by using gas cavity chambers
require precise knowledge of basic physical data. For radiotherapy it is desirable to
determine doses in soft tissue with an overall absolute uncertainty of 5% [68-70]. Such
an overall accuracy implies that the separate contributions of stopping power ratios, W
values, and kerrna ratios in ion chamber materials and tissues should be known with
absolute uncertainties of ±2% or less.

The ICRU Report 31 [1] on W values provides a database of measured W
values for different charged particles in various gases, published up to 1978. Most of
the W values presented in ICRU Report 31 [Ij were obtained at high energies, where
significant energy dependence was neither expected nor observed. We will refer to the
average high-energy W values as ICRU values in the following sections. In this Chapter
we will pay more attention to new data obtained either experimentally or theoretically
since 1978 and will attempt to critically assess all published data. Recent experimental
W values in various gases are presented as a function of energy. Materials of interest
for dosimetry and radiotherapy are argon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, methane,
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propane, butane, carbon dioxide, tissue-equivalent gas mixtures, water (vapor and
liquid) and air. Mcthanc-bascd tissue-equivalent (TE) gas is a mixture of 64.4% CH4,
32.4% CO2, and 3.2% N2 (by volume) [71J , and the propane-based TE gas mixture
consists of 54% propane, 40.5% CO2, and 5.5% N2 [72].

8.3.1. Experimental Methods and Errors in Measurement of W Values and Fano
Factors

Two entirely different experimental methods have been applied in
measurements of W values and Fano factors in gases. The classical method of Jcsse
and Sadauskis, consisting of precise measurements of electric current (DC) produced
by ionizing radiation in a gas-filled chamber, was developed in the early 1950s [73-76].
The pulse ionization chamber method exploits the signal generated by heavy ions well
above the electronic noise, to measure the charge produced by the particle to calculate
the W values. The low LET radiation, such as x-ray, gamma, and beta radiation,
produce pulses that are too small to be distinguished from electronic noise, therefore
another technique must be applied to measure the particle counting rate, as explained
in 8.3.1.2. and elaborated by Waibel [77]. A different method of measurements of W
values for low energy particles (Tg<10 keV) was developed by Srdoc [55, 78] and
elaborated by his co-workers [79, 80]. The new method is based on the pulse height
analysis (PHA) of electrical pulses produced by multiplication of initial (primary)
charges in a gas-filled proportional counter. The proportional counter is calibrated by
applying a source of single electrons, enabling the measurement of spectra of ionizing
radiation in terms of number of electrons per ionizing event, which, in turn, makes
possible the calculation of the mean value of number of electrons per event and
determination of the shape of the distribution of primary ionizing events. Further
elaboration of the PHA method led to measurement of the W values and Fano
factors for a variety of gases and gas mixtures [55, 56, 78, 81-85]; however, the total
amount of data on W values in gases so far produced by applying this method is
rather modest. The PHA method is convenient because it enables the determination of
W and F values simultaneously; also, it represents an independent method for cross-
checking the W values obtained by the classical ionization chamber method. It requires
a source of low energy photons for W measurements (up to «10 keV, in its present
stage of development), therefore it is of potential use for synchrotron radiation.
Presently, it is widely used in microdosimetry for measurement of energy deposition in
small volumes [72] and can be applied for w measurements of energetic particles. The
DC and PHA methods are complementary, however, both involve inherent experimental
errors, which will be briefly discussed in the following paragraphs.

8.3.1.1. Sources and energy of incident radiation

To obtain experimental W values by either the DC or PHA method, one
must determine the particle energy T precisely. The most reliable particle sources with
well defined energy are either radioisotopes or soft X ray machines, emitting photons
that enter the measuring device (an ionization chamber or a proportional counter)
through a thin window (e.g., Be or Mylar) without losing beam intensity [86]. Recently,
synchrotrons with double monochromators provide photon beams with high energy
resolution and high intensity. This type of particle source can be applied in the
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measurement of W values for photo-electrons ejected from the K shell of gas
molecules in the chamber. Depending on the chamber (or counter) size, gas density,
and Z (the atomic number), the created secondary electrons are usually contained in
the active gas volume up to the incident particle energy of several keV. Care must be
taken at intermediate and high energies to avoid loss of energy to the chamber walls
instead of the active gas volume. This may be done by increasing the gas density
(pressure). However, limits often exist, beyond which the experimentalist may encounter
more troubles than gain, such as an incomplete charge collection due to low E/p near
the chamber walls, ruptures of fragile windows, or electric breakdowns due to the
excessively high voltage required to operate the proportional counter at high gas
pressures.

Sources emitting a and ß particles are usually manufactured in the form of
foils or plaques having the active material electrodeposited on the base metal. Very
often a thin protective layer of gold, for example, is evaporated on the active surface.
In such cases one has to take into account the particle energy losses (1) due to self-
absorption in the active layer; (2) in the protective layer; (3) in the gap between the
source and the chamber window, if the gap is filled with a gas; and (4) in the
chamber window. The energy degradation of the particle due to losses in the source
and along its path to the gas-filled chamber, is often difficult to calculate precisely. In
some cases, however, all the uncertainties in determining the incident particle energy
can be eliminated by using internal gaseous sources, such as ^7Ar. Adding a small
amount of radioactive gas to the working counter gas can eliminate particle energy
losses due to passage through various materials outside the active gas volume in the
chamber.

When electrons or ions are produced by accelerators (here we are dealing
mostly with very low energy accelerators), care must be taken to avoid several sources
of energy distortion. At low electron energies, up to a few hundred electron volts, the
work function of the target material must be considered. The energy spread of the
electron or ion beam must be closely controlled. The electron energy spread and the
mean energy shift are caused by the space charge at the source and depend on the
particular source parameters [87, 88]. The voltage ripple introduced by power supplies
of ion accelerators must be measured and its effect on the spread of the electron
energy must be evaluated. Loss of energy in the entrance window or in the effluent
gas, if an entrance aperture is used, can lead to significant errors. Another source of
energy shift can be the ion-collecting voltage in the gas chamber. At very low particle
energies approaching the ionization threshold a DC method with alternate non-
symmetrical pulsed primary and secondary currents is applied to avoid serious changes
of the input particle energy caused by the ion collecting field [61]. In the adjacent
higher energy region the current or charge integrating methods give the best results
[51, 52, 62, 89]; in both cases no chamber window foils are acceptable for charged
particles due to the large loss of energy in the window material. At higher particle
energy the primary particle rate is measured by counting individual particles to avoid a
large difference in DC current, provided that the corresponding pulse height
distribution of the primary particles can be safely discriminated against noise [90]. And
at very high energies where the ionization chamber dimensions should be very large
and the pressure high to stop the particles it is more convenient to measure
differential w values [91, 92].
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8.3.1.2. îonization chamber measurement techniques

Measurements of W values in gases by means of DC ionization chambers
require a precise determination of the total number of particles entering the chamber
with energy T and the number of ion pairs resulting from interaction of energetic
particles with gas molecules. This setup, called the integration mode, is very often
replaced in practice by measuring the particle rate and the corresponding ionization
current, which is the electric current produced by interaction of incident particles with
the investigated gas. Steady source conditions must therefore be provided, because in
most cases there is no way to measure both the primary particle current and the
secondary ionization current simultaneously.

The primary particle rate must be kept low to avoid space charge and
recombination effects caused by high ionization density, especially at higher incident
particle energies. Hence, only at lower particle energies are current or charge
integration methods convenient. Particle counting methods are applied by using the
ionization pulse in the gas of interest with or without gas amplification. Two main
sources of error should be mentioned here: incorrect discrimination against electronic
noise [93], and deadtime losses. Analysis of pulse height distribution and the theory of
counting losses must be applied. For current or charge measurements, the precision
and stability of the capacitors and resistors of the input preamplifier are of utmost
importance [93]. Charge exchange of accelerated ions with residual gas molecules in
the beam-guiding system leads to errors in particle current measurement; the
corresponding cross-sections are high at low energies.

The number of ion pairs may be determined from each ionization pulse,
but in most cases it is derived from the mean ionization current or an integrated
charge. High collection efficiency must be ensured; this depends on the chamber
geometry, the type of gas, the pressure, and the ion density. Loss of particles due to
scattering in the effluent gas from the entrance aperture must be taken into account
by using the pressure dependence of the ionization current. By extrapolating the
pressure-dependent current from the region of complete particle stopping to p->0, the
ionization and particle losses in front of the entrance aperture can be taken into
account [94]. However, an optimum collection of charges can be achieved in many
cases only if the collecting voltage is varied with a constant ratio E/p of electric field
strength E and pressure p. From the dependence of the ionization current on the
ratio E/p, the energy shift can easily be determined if a parallel-plate ionization
chamber is used in the region of high collection efficiency [94]. Attention should also
be given to ionization losses due to the backscattering of primary particles in the gas;
this effect is especially important for electrons.

8.3.1.3. Proportional counter measurement technique

Except for alpha particles and heavy ions, most of ionizing particles produce
a too small an electric charge in a chamber or counter gas to be detected directly by
the coupled electronics. In spite of a significant progress in low-noise techniques [93]
the signal produced by beta or gamma rays in an ionization chamber is buried in
electronic noise. Therefore, gas multiplication of the order of 103 is required to raise
the signal above the noise. A proportional counter serving that purpose delivers
electric pulses proportional to the electric charge produced in the counter gas, which
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is, in turn, proportional to the incident particle energy dissipated in the gas and
inversely proportional to the W, i.e., the energy spent to form an ion pair.

The proportional counter technique for measurement of W values and Fano
factors comprises three interconnected systems: (1) the proportional counter and the
associated gas handling manifold, (2) the electronics and high-voltage power supplies,
and (3) the data processing system, usually on-line for data acquisition and off-line for
subsequent elaborated data processing. Each of the three steps contains specific
problems and inherent measurement errors that will be discussed briefly.

To obtain by the proportional counter method a reliable and reproducible
distribution of electric charges produced by incident particles in a gas, the following
conditions must be met or precautions taken:

The contamination of the investigated gas in the proportional counter
arising from vacuum lines and counter casing leaks should be carefully tested and
eliminated. A vast selection of methods for eliminating or reducing outgassing (a slow
diffusion of gases trapped in metal, especially in plastic insulators inside the gas-filled
volume) have been described in high vacuum literature. Essentially, prolonged pumping
and simultaneous baking at an elevated temperature of all parts of the vacuum system
are recommended. A different approach consists of the so-called flow mode, in which a
constant flow of the investigated gas maintains the required gas purity. The flow mode
helps to overcome the leakage and outgassing problems, but very often the fluctuations
in gas pressure due to imperfect pressure regulating devices offset all the advantages
of the flow mode. Rubber or plastic gaskets used to seal various metal parts of an
assembled proportional counter are prone to leaks over a prolonged period of time
because of diffusion of atmospheric gases into the counter. The vacuum sealants
behave similarly. A compromise leading to a good, practical solution was applied by
Srdoc and Clark [86]. The procedure consisted of a combination of both techniques,
that is a thorough outgassing at an elevated temperature followed by system operation
in the gas flow mode. However, to avoid gas pressure fluctuations during data
collection, the proportional counter was sealed off by closing the inlet and outlet
valves. The gas purity was controlled by measuring a calibration spectrum before and
after data collection under the closed system mode. Additional good practices are
keeping the air out of the vacuum lines and the counter at all times and soaking the
counter in the gas at working pressure for 24 h before measurement. The
experimentalist is coping with two entirely different and very distinct phenomena in
gaseous physics. A small amount of inadvertently admixed gas, very often of the order
of ppm, causes no substantial change of W values or Fano factors in regular gas
mixtures, as explained in Section 8.3.7. However, the admixture of any gas that makes
the gas mixture irregular will drastically change the physical properties of the gas
mixture by inducing the Jesse or Penning effects. The W and F values obtained in
such cases are relevant to the (very often unknown) gas mixture, not to the vehicular
gas. A totally different phenomenon occurs if the gas impurity contains a component
having a high electron attachment coefficient, such as the ubiquitous oxygen [95]. In
this case, the primary distribution of charges may not be significantly affected by, e.g.,
several ppm of O2 in a gas. However, the probability that free electrons formed in
the track (or in a cluster in the case of a low-energy particle) are attached to O2

molecules is relatively high in a period of time much shorter than the average transit
time for electrons to reach the gas multiplication zone in a proportional counter.
Consequently, a significant fraction of created free electrons is lost for multiplication
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FIG. 8.4. W value for electrons in argon. The ICRU [1] reference value of 26.4 eV is
denoted by the arrow. +, Smith and Booz [601; D. Combecher (61j ; A, Kowari et al. (14);
»,-Eggarter [15]; x, Unnikr i shnan and Prasad [98]. Measured W values [60, 61] are presented
together with W values calculated by applying the following methods: Monte Carlo [98], the
Fowler equation [15], and the Spencer-Fano theory [14]. Monte Carlo calculation by
Grosswendt [37] (not shown here) is in good agreement with measured W values [61], except
at very low energies. The differential w value for 60Q) gamma rays, measured by Hiraoka
et al. [99], is 26.0 eV.

because heavy, negatively charged O2 molecules cannot gain enough energy in an
electric field to produce additional charges on collision, and detachment coefficients are
usually too low at E/p values encountered in proportional counters to free the
electrons. The net result is a completely distorted spectrum, shifted toward the low-
energy side, which is useless for further processing and calculation of W or F values.
Low-energy electron attachment to O2 molecules in gas mixtures has been extensively
studied and summarized in a recent review [96]. The effect of the attachment process
on the response-time of an air-filled ionization chamber and the consequences on W
and F value measurements have been discussed in details.

Besides gas pressure and composition, gas multiplication depends strongly on
the counter's high voltage. Care must be taken to provide a high-quality power supply
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without ripples. Continuous monitoring of the high voltage during measurement is
recommended. The input stage of a preamplifier should be coupled directly to the
proportional counter anode at ground potential, to reduce excessive input capacitance,
which is a major source of electronic noise. A low-noise FET preamplifier developed
by Radeka [93] serves well for signal amplification.

The process of gas multiplication introduces a substantial broadening of
lines in the event-frequency spectrum, which is more conspicuous with decreasing
particle energy. Thus, a spectrum of monoenergetic K« lines of AI (Tg « 1.5 keV) or
C (Tg « 0.277 keV) consists of a broad, bell-shaped pulse height distribution, and the
so-called single electron spectrum in a proportional counter is a curve stretching over
two decades, which can be fitted by a gamma function. In spite of such extreme
broadening of energy lines due to the very nature of electron multiplication in a gas
under the influence of a strong electric field, recent developments in computer-assisted
data processing have eliminated the broadening of spectral lines introduced by gas
multiplication [80, 81].
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FIG. 8.5. W value for electrons in hydrogen. D, Ü2, Combecher [61]; —, Ü2, [61];
A, Eggarter [15]; x, Kimura et al. [100]. The ICRU [1] high-energy value (36.5 ± 0.3 eV) is
denoted by the arrow. W values for keV electrons in H2 were calculated according to the
Fowler equation [15] and the Spencer-Fano theory [100].
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FIG. 8.6. W value for electrons in N2- The ICRU [1] high-energy value (equal to
34.8 ± 0.2 eV) is denoted by the arrow. 0, Smith and Booz [60]; D, Combecher [61];
+, Waibel and Grosswendt [51]. The differential w value measured by Hiraoka et al. [99] for
60Co gamma rays is 35.1 eV.

The processing of spectra obtained by a proportional counter is described in
some detail in [80]. Most spectra are incomplete in their original form; usually the
low-energy part is buried in electronic noise and the high-energy tail is missing
because of the limited range of most electronic devices (typically two decades). Careful
extrapolation is required, based on the best fit to experimental data or the theoretical
or empirical shape of the pulse height distribution. The deconvolution of experimentally
obtained spectra, properly processed at the low- and high-energy ends, is performed by
the aid of a computer [80, 81]. The final result is a frequency distribution of ion
pairs in the investigated gas, irradiated by a chosen ionizing radiation of a well-defined
energy. The W value and the Fano factor are easily calculated from such a frequency
distribution.
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The accuracy of W values and Fano factors obtained either by the
ionization chamber or proportional counter method depends on so many experimental
errors, as described above, that the error margins claimed by the author(s) must be
taken cautiously. A laboratory bias is sometimes evident, meaning that a set of data
published by an author or a group of authors using the same instrument in a
laboratory may differ systematically from another set of data or an accepted set of
average values. With typical experimental errors in ionization chamber and proportional
counter techniques, an overall error of ±2% may be considered realistic for W and F
values. Departures in both directions are possible. Experimental values deviating more
than 3% from an accepted average value should be shelved until more data are
available to confirm or definitely reject the values.
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FIG. 8.7. W value for electrons in Crfy. The ICRU [1] high-energy value (equal to
27.3 ± 0.3 eV) is denoted by the arrow. 0, Smith and Booz [60]; D, Combecher [61];
+, Waibel and Grosswendt [50]; and A, Krajcar-Bronic et al. [82]. Data in [60] differ
significantly from other data. Monte Carlo calculations by Waibel and Grosswendt [50] (not
shown here) are in good agreement with the experimental data of '.he same group and those
of Combecher [61]. Data of Krajcar-Bronic et al. [82] are electron W values calculated from
photon W values measured by Srdoc [78]. The differential w value, equal to 26.6 eV with
uncertainty of 4.3% and measured by Hiraoka et al. [99] for 60Co gamma rays (1.33 and
1.17 MeV), is in good agreement with the ICRU high-energy W value.
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FIG. 8.8. W value for electrons in CO2 The ICRU [1] high-energy value (equal to
33.0 ± 0.7 eV) is denoted by the arrow. 0, Smith and Booz [60]; D, Cambecher [61];
+, Waibel and Grosswendt [52]; A, Monte Carlo calculations by Waibel and Grosswendt [52].
Data of Combecher [61] above 100 eV and data of Smith and Booz [60] differ from data of
Waibel and Grosswendt [52], which approach the high-energy W value. Monte Carlo
calculations [52J closely follow the experimental W value, with a small discrepancy at the low-
energy end. The differential w value for 60Qj gamma rays, measured by Hiraoka et al. [99], is
33.4 eV.

8.3.2. W Values for Electrons

Combecher [61] has published W values for electrons in air, N2, O2, CO2,
TE gases, H2, D2, H2O, D2O, Ar, Kr, Xe, methane, ethane, propane, butane, pentane,
hexane, nonane, ethylene, acetylene, ethanol, acetone, C6H6, and C6D6 in the energy
range from 200 eV to 1200 eV. He claimed a total experimental error in W of less
than 2%. Smith and Booz [60] measured W values for electrons in methane-based TE
gas, CH4, CO2, N2, and Ar from 30 eV to 2 keV with quoted uncertainties larger
than 5%. Waibel and Grosswendt published measured W values for air [62], CH4 [50],
N2 [51], CO2 [52] and methane-based TE gas [53] in the energy region from 20 eV
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to 5 keV. The standard deviation of these data is less than 1% for energies between
50 eV and 5 keV and less than 2% below 50 eV in most cases. Waibel and
Grosswendt gave also fitting parameters to their experimental data, carried out Monte
Carlo calculations and obtained W values for CH4 [50J, N2 [51], CO2 [52] and
methane-based TE gas [53] in good agreement with measurements. Tung and Baum
[97] calculated W values for electrons of 1-10 keV in several hydrocarbons by using
Inokuti's solution of the Fowler equation.

Figures 8.4-8.14 show W values for electrons in various pure gases, in
tissue equivalent gas mixtures, and in air as a function of electron energy.

W values in argon are presented in Fig. 8.4. The data of Smith and Booz
[60] show stronger energy dependence than data of Cornbecher [61] and the calculated
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FIG. 8.9. W value for electrons in methane-based TE gas. 0, Smith and Booz [60];
D, Combecher [61]; +, Waibel and Grosswendt [53]; A, Krajcar-Bronic et al. [82]. Data in
[60] significantly differ from those in [6Î] and [53]. Data of Krajcar-Bronic et al. [82] are
electron W values calculated from photon W values measured by Srdoc [78]. The differential w
value for 60Q) gamma rays, measured by Hiraoka et al. [99], is 29.4 eV. This value may be
taken as the high-energy W value.
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W values [14, 15, 37, 98]. The ionization is not zero at the atomic ionization
threshold because of production of the diatomic rare gas ion Ar2

+ by energy transfer
from the excited atoms, Ar* + Ar —> Ar2+ + e".

W values in hydrogen are presented in Fig. 8.5. No significant difference in
W values for H2 and D2 was observed [61].

W values in N2, CH4 and CO2, i.e., the constituents of the methane-based
TE gas, are presented in Figs 8.6, 8.7, and 8.8, respectively, while the W values in
the methane-based TE gas are presented in Fig. 8.9. The W values obtained by
Combecher [61] agree very well with those of Waibel and Grosswendt (Figs 8.6, 8.7,
and 8.9), except for electron energies above 100 eV in CO2 (Fig. 8.8). The data of
Smith and Booz [60] deviate from other measurements and have stronger energy
dependence (Figs 8.6-8.9).
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W values for low-energy electrons in propane and propane-based TE gas
are presented in Figs 8.10 and 8.11.

The W values for TE gas mixtures are well represented in the energy
range from about 20 eV to several keV, as evident from Figs 8.9 and 8.11, but data
for medium- and high-energy electrons are very scarce [1]. The importance of these
gas mixtures in radiation dosimetry and microdosimetry suggests that more attention
should be given to measuring W values for electrons above 10 keV in TE gases.

W values in butane are presented in Fig. 8.12. Differences in W for
electrons in chemical isorners n- and i-butane were found by Combecher [61] at
energies between 13 eV and 80 eV.

W values in water vapor are given in Fig. 8.13. Paretzke et al. [42]
presented a Monte Carlo calculation for the degradation of 10 keV electrons in water
vapor. The W values thus obtained are in good agreement with the experimental
values of Combecher [61]. Olko et al. [101] reported W values equal to 30.4 eV for
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FIG. 8.11. W value for electrons in propane-based TE gas mixture, x, Combecher [61];
V, Krajcar-Bronic et al. [82]. Data in [82] are electron W values calculated from photon
W values measured by Srdoc [78].
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Data of Krajcar-Bronic et al. [82] (0) are electron W values calculated from photon W values
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12 keV X rays, and Marshall et al. [102] obtained 32.6 eV and 36.4 eV for electrons
having energies 0.76 keV and 0.27 keV, respectively, in water vapor. Combecher [61]
reported isotope effects in water vapor and benzene. Significantly lower W values were
found in deuterated water and benzene at low electron energies.

W values in air are presented in Fig. 8.14. Cole [59] quoted uncertainties
of 15% below 100 eV and 5% above 2 keV, and his data deviate from other
experimental W values [58, 61, 62]. Data of Gerbes [58] show stronger energy
dependence below 1 keV than data in [61, 62]. The dependence of W on the partial
pressure of water vapor in air was published in ICRU Report 31 [1]. Measurements
of W for electrons produced by 60Co radiation in dry air were presented by Niatel
et al. [103]. Taking into account new values for stopping powers, Boutillon and
Perroche-Roux [104] re-evaluated all data for dry air (data from ICRU 31 and recent
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values of Niatel et al. [103] and Kunze and Hecker [105]) and obtained the mean
value W = 33.97 eV, compared to the former value of W = 33.85 eV given in
ICRU 31 (Fig. 8.14).

Above 5 keV, and in some cases even above 500 eV, a discrepancy exists
in measured W values for electrons in all gases. This problem may be remedied for
practical purposes by smoothly extending the W values from the region between 1 keV
and 5 keV, if available, to the high-energy values recommended by the ICRU Report
31 [1].

8.3.3. W Values for Photons

Very few data exist on the W value for low-energy photons. The only
measurement of the W value for low-energy photons in methane was made by Srdoc
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FIG. 8.13. W value for electrons in water vapor. The ICRU [1] high-energy VV value
(29.6 ± 0.3 eV) is denoted by the airow. D, H2O Combecher [61]; —, D2Ü [61]; V, Marshall
et al. [102]; 0, Paretzke et al. [42]; A, Turner et al. [41]. Monte Carlo calculations by
Paretzke et al. [42] and Turner et al. [41] agree well with the measured data.
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FIG. 8.14. W value for electrons in air. The ICRU [1] high-energy value
(33.85 ± 0.05 eV) is denoted by the arrow. A, Gerbes [58]; x, Cole [59]; D, Combecher [61];
+, Waibel and Grosswendt [62}; 0, Niatel et al. [103]; V, Boutillon and Perroche-Roux [104].
Older data of Gerbes [58] and especially of Cole [59] differ from recent data of Combecher
[61] and Waibel and Grosswendt [62]. Boutillon and Perroche-Roux [104] re-evaluated the
ICRU [1] average W value on the basis of recently published stopping power data and
obtained W = 33.97 ± 0.05 eV.

and Obeiic [56]. Their results show an increasing W value with decreasing energy.
Srdoc [55] measured W values for low-energy photons in propane down to 85 eV and
obtained a slow increase of W up to 7% (Fig. 8.8). Srdoc [78] measured the W value
for low-energy photons in both TE mixtures and compared the results to other
experimental data. Suzuki and Saito [106, 107] measured W values for photons in
methane and propane by using monochromatic, ultrasoft X rays generated from
synchrotron radiation through a plane grating monochromator. They were primarily
interested in the effects of inner-shell excitation on the fine structure of the W value
near the C-K edge of methane and propane (260-360 eV). Their results were
published as relative values, and therefore they will not be included in this report.
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The W values for photons of 0.277, 1.49, and 5.9 keV in a series of alkanes, TE
mixtures, and some other polyatomic gases were published by Srdoc et al. [81].
Generally, the conversion of photon W values to electron W values is not trivial.
However, the procedure reported in [82], based on certain simplifications, offers a
possibility to convert the photon W values into the electron W values by assuming
that (1) each 277 eV photon ejects electron from an outer shell and (2) all 1.5 keV
and 5.9 keV photons eject electrons from an inner shell, thus creating two electrons
having energies 1.2 (or 5.6) keV and 250 eV [82].

An interesting feature that appears in the data of Srdoc et al. [81] and
Krajcar-Bronic et al. [82] is the oscillatory structure of the W values as a function of
the number of carbon atoms in an alkanc molecule (Fig. 8.15). This behavior was
explained by Kimura et al. [67] as follows: the oscillations are due to the strong
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FIG. 8.15. W for electrons in alkanes (saturated hydrocarbons, CnH2n+2. n = 1 methane,
n = 2 ethane, etc.) as a function of number of carbon atoms in an alkane molecule.
V, ICRU-recommenckd high-energy values for electrons; x, 100 eV, Combecher [61]:
A, 150 eV [61]: 0, 250 eV [61]: +, 0.26 keV, Krajcar-Bronic et al. [82[; D, 1.2 keV [82].
Data in [82] are electron W values calculated from photon \V values measured by Srdoc [78].
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energy dependence.

oscillations of the branching ratio of ionization and neutral decomposition of molecular
superexcited states. Similar oscillations can be seen in data of Combecher [61] at
electron energies above 100 eV when plotted as the mean values given by the author
(Fig. 8.15). Whereas the 2% error bar renders these osciibtions less certain, the
reproducjbility of results presented in [81] and [82] indicated a much smaller relative
error in W values in a series of alkanes, as opposed to the absolute W value error of
±2%.

8.3.4. W Values for Protons

Recommended W values for protons in the energy range from 20 keV to
4 MeV were given in the ICRU Report 31 [1] for the following gases: N2, CO2, Ar,
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and methane-based TE gas, and for protons having energy between 2.5 keV and
500 keV in methane. In the following Sections 8.3.4-8.3.6 we will always indicate the
kind of an incident particle.

Only three W values for protons in argon have been published since the
ICRU Report [1]. Petti et al. [92] measured the differential w value for protons at
150 MeV, and Thomas and Burke [108] measured W at 2.52 MeV and 3.18 MeV
(Fig. 8.16).

The W values for protons in nitrogen, displayed in Fig. 8.17, show a wide
scattering between 20 keV and 1 MeV. However, the data of Waibel and Willems
[89], Huber et al. [114], Boring et al. [115], and Nguyen et al. [116] confirm a
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FIG. 8.17. W value for protons in KT2- D, protons, Huber et al. [114]; -l-, Ü2+ ions [114];
0, Thomas and Burke [90]; à, Nguyen et al. [116]; V, Boring et al. [115]; *, Schaller et al.
[118]; », Siùenius [117]; ©, Lowry and Miller [110]; A, Larson [111]; x, Waibel and Willems
[89]; H, Kuehn and Werba [119]. Values of Parks et al. (•) [113] and Petti et al. (•) [92]
are differentia! w value«. (—), the ICRU [I] suggested values of 36.5 ± 1.5 eV for the
energy range 20 keV < TQ < 4-103 kev. A minimum in the W(T) plot can be observed
around 20-30 keV.
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0, Thomas and Burke [90]; A, Nguyen et al. [116]; x, Kuehn and Werba [119j; », Sidenius
[117]; A, Waibel and Willems [89]. (—) The ICRU [1] suggested values of 30.5 ± 1.0 eV for
the energy range 10 keV < TO < 500 keV on the basis of measurements by McDonald and
Sidenius [122]. Recent measurements by Sidenius [117], Huber et al. [114J. and Waibel and
Willems [89] showed that W is not constant below TO = 100 keV. A differentia] w value
measured for 70 MeV protons by Hiraoka et al. [99], 27.9 eV, is comparable to W values for
MeV protons measured by Thomas and Burke [90].

minimum around 20-30 keV with a depth of at least 1.5 eV. The minimum was not
observed by Sidenius [117] and Lowry and Miller [110]. At much higher energies, the
differential w value of Petti et a!. [92] at 150 MeV agrees satisfactorily with the W
data around 3 MeV, while the w value of Bakker and Segre [91] (33.6 eV) at
340 MeV is much lower. Improved data are needed between 0.1 MeV and 2 MeV
and at higher energies, while a satisfactory set of W values for practical work may be
derived from 1 keV to 100 keV with an overall uncertainty of about 3%, disregarding
some strongly deviating data.

The experimental W values for protons in the main constituents of the
methane-based TE gas, CH4 and CO2, as well as in the methane-based TE gas, have
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been updated considerably since 1978 [1]. The data on W values have been extended
to energies above 1 MeV by Thomas and Burke [90] and below 100 keV by Sidenius
[117], Huber et al. [114], and Waibel and Willems [89, 12.0], while Chemtob et al.
[109] and Nguyen et al. [116] measured W values for protons having energy between
25 and 375 keV.

The W for protons in methane (Fig. 8.18) is a smooth function of energy
up to «1 MeV. A step of about 2 eV is then observed between the data at lower
energies [89, 114, 116, 117, 119] and those of Thomas and Burke [90] and Hiraoka et
al. [99] (w value). Bichscl and Inokuti [121] calculated the differential w value
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FIG. 8.19. W value for protons in CÖ2- ü, protons, Huber et al. [114]; + , H2+ ions [114];
0, Thomas and Burke [90], à, Nguyen et al. [116]; x, Kuehn and Werba [119]; *, Sidenius
[117]; A, Boring et al. [123]; *, Larson [111]; V, Waibel and Wülems [89]; (—), value
suggested by ICRU [1] (34.5 ± 1.5 eV) for the energy range 30 keV < TO < 2-1Q3 keV.
Recent measurements showed a broad minimum around TO = 20 keV. The W values
measured by Thomas aad Burke [90] are considerably lower than the ICRU value.
A differential w value for 70 MeV protons measured by Hiraoka et al. [99] is 34.3 eV, the
same as the W value measured by Larson [111] and given by ICRU [lj.
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FIG. 8.20. W value for protons in methane-based TE gas. (—), the ICRU Jl] suggested
values of (31.0 ± 1.5 eV) for the energy range 20 keV < TO < 3-103 key. D, protons,
Huber et al. [114]; -f, H2+ ions [114]; •, Larson [111]; 0, Thomas and Burke [90]; V, Kuehn
and Werba [119]; A, Nguyen et al. [116]; *, Leonard and Boring [124]; *, Sidenius [117];
A, Rohrig and Colvett [125]; x, Waibe! and Willems [120]. The differential w value (30.4 eV)
for 70 MeV protons measured by Hiraoka et al. [99] is comparable to values of Rohrig and
Colvett [125] but higher than values of Thomas and Burke [90].

w=29.4 eV for 1 MeV protons in CH4 from experimental secondary electron spectra,
total ionization cross sections and W values for electrons. This value is in good
agreement with the measured W values.

In contrast to the smooth energy dependence in CH^ a flat minimum
around 20 keV in CÛ2 (Fig. 8.19) can be confirmed from the data of Sidenius [117],
Nguyen et al. [116] and Waibel and Willems [89]. The W values measured by Thomas
and Burke [90] are lower than the ICRU value and the W measured by Larson [111].
Further investigations are needed at proton energies above 100 keV.

Figure 8.20 gives W values for protons in methane-based TE gas as a
function of proton energy. The energy dependence of W is very similar to that in
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methane. However, the scatter of the data between «10 keV and 1 MeV is quite
large. An apparent maximum around 350 keV suggested by Chemtob et al. [109] and
Nguyen et al. [116] is questionable because of the large uncertainties quoted. A
monotonie energy dependence seems to be more realistic. Further precise
measurements are therefore required for this energy region and for energies above
3.5 MeV.

Propane-based TE gas is increasingly
but only Posny et al. [126] measured W values
propane at proton energies from 25 keV to
uncertainty of W for protons in propane was
propane-based TE gas at about 4%. As for the
values show a shallow minimum around 175 keV.
the whole energy range.

being applied in neutron dosimetry,
for protons in this TE gas and in
375 keV, (Fig. 8.21). The overall
quoted at about 3% and for the

energy dependence, the measured W
More measurements are required for
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FIG. 8.22. W value for protons in air. D, protons, Huber et al. [114]; +, H2+ ions [114];
0, Larson [111]; A, Willems et al. [127]. A broad minimum is observed at proton energies
around TO = 20 keV. A differential w value for 70 MeV protons measured by Hiraoka et al.
[99], 35.3 eV, is comparable to the W value measured by Larson [111].

Marshal! et al. [102] reported differential w values in water vapor equal to
33.6 ± 2.4, 31.9 ± 2.0, and 30.6 ± 1.9 eV for protons having energies 85 keV,
230 keV, and 390 keV, respectively. Olko et al. [101] reported differential w values
for protons in water vapor, calculated by the Monte Carlo method, equal to 34.1,
33.5, and 33.1 eV for protons having energies 0.3, 1.0, and 3.5 MeV, respectively.
These results are much higher than those of Marshall et al. [102].

W values for protons in air (Fig. 8.22) have been measured by Willems
et al. [127] at energies from 1 keV to 100 keV and by Huber et al. [114] from
5 keV to 50 keV. The uncertainties quoted were about 2%. Waibel and Willems [128]
confirmed a flat minimum around 20 keV. A single W value has been published by
Larson [111] at 1.826 MeV, while the differential w values were measured by Bakker
and Segre [91] at 340 MeV (w = 33.3 eV) and by Hiraoka et al. [99] at 70 MeV
(w = 35.3 eV).

8.3.5. W Values for Alpha Particles

ICRU Report 31 [1] gave average W values for «5.3 MeV alpha particles
in the following gases of radiological interest: Ar, H2, N2, CH4, C3H8, CO2, methane-
based TE gas, H2O, and air. The W values for alpha particles in Ar, N2, methane,
and methane-based TE gas were also given as a function of energy in the ICRU
Report 31.

New measurements of W values for alpha particles in various gases were
reported by Krieger et al. [129], Whillock and Edwards [130], Thomas and Burke
[131], and Tawara et al. [132]; values for He+ ions were given by Nguyen et al [116],
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Huber et al. [114], and Posny et al. [126], They measured W in Ar, methane-based
TE gas and its constituents, except that Posny et al. [126] measured W for He+ in
propane and propane-based TE gas. Figures 8.23-8.27 show the W values for alpha
particles and He"1" ions in Ar, N2, CH4, CO2, and methane-based TE gas, respectively.

Although the ICRU Report 31 [1] suggested the same value of
W = 26.5 ± 0.5 eV for both 1 MeV and 10 MeV alpha particles in Ar, recent
measurements by Tawara et al. [132] showed a slight decrease of the W value with
increasing energy between 1 and 5 MeV (Fig. 8.23).
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FIG. 8.23. W value for alpha particles and He+ ions in argon. D, Krieger et al. [129];
+, Chemtob et al. [109]; 0, Thomas and Burke [131]; A, Chappell and Sparrow [133];
x, Phipps et al. [112]; T, Tawara et al. [132]. The ICRU [1] recommended 26.31 eV for
s=5 MeV alpha particles, with an uncertainty of at least 0.7%, and suggested 27.5 ± 1.0,
26.5 ± 0.5, and 26.5 ± 0.5 eV for alpha particles at about 0.1, 1, and 10 MeV, respectively.
Recent measurements by Tawara et al. [132] showed a slight decrease of the W value with
increasing energy between 1 MeV and 5 MeV. Hiraoka et al. [99] obtained 27.4 eV for the
differential w value for 99 MeV 3He ions.
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FIG. 8.24. W value for alpha particles and He+ in N2- D, Huber et al. [114]; », Whillock
and Edwards {130]; 0, Varma and Baum [134]; A, Thomas and Burke [131]; x, Nguyen et al.
[116]; V, Schaller et al. [118]; », Boring et al. [115]; +, Kuehn and Werba [119]; *, Jesse
[135J; A, Tawara et al. [132]; *, Chappell and Sparrow [133]. The ICRU [1] recommended
36.39 ± 0.23 eV for »5 MeV alpha particles and suggested 42 ± 1, 37.5 ± 1.0, and
36 ± 1 eV for alpha particles at approximately 0.1, 1, and 10 MeV, respectively.

More precise data are needed for alpha particle energies from 100 keV to
5 MeV in N2 (Fig. 8.24) to confirm the maximum at about 400 keV obtained by
Schaller et al. [118], Nguyen et al. [116] and Varma and Baum [134]. Kuehn and
Werba [119] reported a monotonie decrease of the W value in the energy range
100 keV - 1 MeV.

W for CH4 decreases smoothly with increasing alpha particle energy
(Fig. 8.25), but the data of Kuehn and Werba [119] are approximately 2 eV lower
than other data [116, 132, 134] at the same particle energy. The data points for W
values in CO2 (Fig. 8.26) are prohibitively scattered, and more measurements are
needed for ail energies. A weak maximum at 300 keV in methane-based TE gas (Fig.
8.27) was reported by Nguyen et al. [116], Varma and Baum [134], and by Rohrig
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and Colvett [125]. It was not observed by Kuehn and Werba [119], whose data show
a monotonie decrease of the W value with increasing energy, and are lower 1-2 eV
than other data [116, 125, 130, 134]. Simmons [137] pointed at discrepancies between
the measured W values in TE gas mixture reported by various workers and pointed
out that these differences are larger than the uncertainties quoted by authors. Further
comments by Waker on W value for alpha particles in TE gas can be found in [138].

The data for propane and propane-based TE gas are presented in
Fig. 8.28. New measurements are needed in both gases to cover a wider energy range
than that given by Posny et al. [126].

W values for alpha particles in air are presented in Fig 8.29. A gap
between «60 keV and 1 MeV should be filled by new measurements.
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FIG. 8.25. W value for alpha particles and He-!- ions in CH4- D, Huber et al. [1141];
E, Krieger et al. [129]; V, Kuehn and Werba [119]; +, Whillock and Edwards [130]; 0, Varma
and Baum [134]; A, Thomas and Burke [131]; x, Nguyen et al. [116]; », Tawara et al. [132];
*, Jesse [136]. The ICRU [1] recommended 29.11 eV for »5 MeV alpha particles, with
uncertainty of at least 0.7%, and suggested 36.0 ± 1.5, 30.5 ± 1.0, and 29.0 ± 1.0 eV for
alpha particles at approximately 0.1, 1, and 10 MeV, respectively. Hiraoka et al. [99] obtained
28.3 eV for the differential w value for 99 MeV 3He ions.
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FIG. 8.26. W value for alpha particles and He+ ions in CÛ2- D, Kuehn and Werba [119];
+, Whillock and Edwards [130]; 0, Varma and Baum [134]; A, Thomas and Burke [131];
x, Nguyen et al. [116]. The ICRU [1] recommended 34.21 eV with an uncertainty of at least
0.7% for »5 MeV alpha particles. Hiraoka et al. [99] obtained 34.9 eV for the differential w
value for 99 Mev ^He ions.

8.3.6. W Values for Heavy Ions

Heavy ions combine the advantages, for the treatment of certain tumors, of
radiation with high linear energy transfer and excellent physical selectivity. Heavy
charged particles are especially needed in clinical cases where physical sensitivity is
essential [70]. High-energy heavy ions used in radiotherapy have a much different
range of charge, mass, and velocity than do electrons and alpha particles. Heavy ions
are also important recoil particles generated after interaction of neutrons with matter.

ICRU Report 31 [1] summarized data for C+, N+, and O+ ions in
methane-based TE gas; heavy ions in N2; and various ions in other gases. All data
show an energy-dependent W. Two causes of energy dependence of W values for
heavy ions are discussed in [1].
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New data were published by Nguyen et al. [116] and Posny et al. [126] for
C+, N+, and O+ ions having energies of 25-375 keV in both TE gases and their
components, and by Huber et al. [114] for various ions in air, CH4, N2, and methane-
based TE gas at ion energies ranging of 0.5-50 keV/atom. Data for heavy ions are
presented in the following figures: Ar, Fig. 8.30; N2, Fig. 8.31; CH4, Fig. 8.32; CO2,
Fig. 8.33; methane-based TE gas, Fig. 8.34; propane and propane-based TE gas,
Fig. 8.35; and air, Fig. 8.36. The W value at a particular ion energy is generally
higher for the heavier ion. Stronger energy dependence was observed in propane than
in the propane-based TE mixture for all heavy ions (Fig. 8.35).
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FIG. 8.27. W value for alpha particles and He+ ions in methane-based TE gas. D, Huber
et al. [114]; +, Whillock and Edwards [130]; •, Rohrig and Coivett [125]; 0, Varma and
Baum [1340], A, Thomas and Burke [131]; x, Kuehn and Werba [119]; V, Ngi:yen et al. [116];
V, Kemmochi [139]. The ICRU [1] recommended 31.1 ± 0.3 eV for =5 MeV alpha particles
and suggested 37 ± 1, 33 ± 1, and 31 ± 1 eV for alpha particles at about 0.1, 1, and
10 MeV, respectively. More data are needed between 100 keV and 1 MeV, to confirm the
maximum suggested by Nguyen et al. [116] and Rohrig and Coivett [125]. Hiraoka et al. [99]
obtained 31.0 eV for the differential w value for 99 MeV 3He ions.
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FIG. 8.28. W value for alpha particles and He+ ions in CßHg and in propane-based TE
gas. CßHs: D, Posny et al. [126]; 4-, Kemmochi [139]. Propane-based TE gas: 0, Posny et al.
[126]. The ICRU [1] recommended 26.2 eV for «5 MeV alpha particles in propane with an
uncertainty of at least 0.7%.

Schimmerling et al, [140] measured differential w values for heavy ions (Ne,
Si, Al) of much higher energy (100-600 MeV/u). The measured average values were
w = 26.3 ± 0.8 eV in P-7 gas (93% argon + 7% methane) and w = 33.0 ± 2.3 eV
in N2- These values are comparable to the W values reported for 5.3 MeV alpha
particles in P-7 gas and slightly lower than those reported for N2. Thomas et al. [141]
reported the following differential w values in nitrogen: 36.4 ± 0.6 eV for 250 MeV/u
C6+ ions, 35.4 ± 0.8 eV for 375 MeV/u Ne10+ ions, and 34.7 ± 0.5 eV for
479 MeV/u Ar18+ ions. Recently, Kanai et al. [141a] reported differential w values for
some heavy ions in air: w=36.2 ± 1.0 eV for 6.7 MeV/u carbon ions,
w = 33.7 ± 0.9 eV for 129.4 MeV/u carbon ions, and w = 34.5 ± 1.0 eV for
10.3 MeV/u ^He ions. Additional data and a compilation of W values for heavy ions
in Ar and N2 were presented by Schimmerling [1421. Varma and Baum [143, 144]
measured W values for heavy ions in various gases and determined the dependence of
W values on the ion energy per atomic unit and charge.
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Since 5 rays are frequently produced in the collisions of charged particles,
it is important to consider their ranges. Whenever a 5 ray enters into the wall
surrounding the gas volume in which the ionization is measured, it only produces ion
pairs to the extent that energy is lost in the gas. The residual energy of the particle
given to the wall will be lost to the ionization process ("wall effect"). If in Eq. (8.23)
the energy lost by the particle is calculated from the stopping power, the w value will
be too iargc. Conversely, if the energy loss is calculated from the observed ionization
with the tabulated value of w, the energy loss will appear to be too small. The
increases of w measured by Schimmcrling et al. [140] may be due to a wall effect. An
effect of the order of 20%, increasing with particle energy, was observed by Pfutzner
et al. [144a] for 150 to 900 MeV/u Ar, Kr and Xe ions in argon gas passing through
the center of an ionization chamber with a diameter of 40 cm. A reduction of the
width of the straggling function by as much as a factor of 2.5 was observed. A Monte
Carlo calculation by Bichsel [144b] gave quantitative agreement for the effect.
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FIG. 8.29. W value for alpha particles and He+ ions in air. ", Huber et al. [114]; 4
, Chappell and Sparrow [133]; *, Kemmochi [139]. The ICRU [1] recommended 35.08 eV with
an uncertainty of at least 0.7% for ~5 MeV alpha particles. Hiraoka et al. [99] obtained 35.7
eV for the differential w value for 99 MeV 3He ions.
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Evidently, the wall effect is of great importance for the dosimetry of heavy
ions with gaseous ionization chambers. Similarly, it must be considered for biological
effects. It must be calculated for particular chamber geometry and biological models,
as discussed in Chapter 9.

8.3.7. W Values in Gas Mixtures

Two groups of binary gas mixtures can be distinguished: the regular mixture
and the irregular one [145J. In mixtures of molecular gases, the W value of the
mixture lies between the extreme values for the pure gases arid changes smoothly from
one limit to the other as the composition of the mixture is changed. Such mixtures
are called regular mixtures. In irregular mixtures, a small amount of admixture to a rare
gas causes considerable increase in ionization. Such mixtures will be discussed
separately.
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FIG. 8.30. W value for C+, N+, O + , and Ar+ ions in argon. 0, C+ ions; A, N+ ions;
x, O+; +, Ar+, Phipps et al. [112]. D, Ar+ ions, Chemtob et al. [109].
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FIG. 8.31. W value for C+, N+, O+, and Ar+ ions in N2- C+ ions: D, Huber et al.
[114]; +, Boring et al. {115J. N+ ions: •, [114]; ©, [115], *, Nguyen et al. [116]. O+ ions:
m, [114]; », [116], 0, [115]. Ar+ ions: D, [114]; *, [115].

8.3.7.1. Regular Mixtures

In regular mixtures the intermolecular energy transfer is considered
negligible, and the W value for the mixture can be related to the W values in pure
components. Several models for calculating W values in mixtures are described in the
literature. All models are based on the assumption that the presence of gas A does
not affect the ionization of gas B, and vice versa. In the simplest model, the
ionization yield in a mixture is obtained by simple addition of the ionizations in pure
components according to their relative concentrations Q. The corresponding W value is
as follows:

w •y vmix T^W;
(8.27)
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Here Q and Wj are the concentration fraction and the W value, respectively, for the
pure component i, where i = A,B.

Other models take into account different interaction properties of the gases.
The model of Haeberli et al. [146, 147] assumes that the energy T0 of the incident
particle is dissipated to the components in proportion to their respective stopping
powers Si.

(8.28)
W •vv mix SACA + S B C B

This model was modified by Bortner and Hurst [148] and Strickler [145] by
replacing relative stopping powers in Eq. (8.28) with the empirical parameter f}.

W - W A f A C A + W B f B C B
wrmx ~ f f1 -i-f r (8.29)
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FIG. 8.32. W value for C+, N+, and O+ ions in CH4- C+ ions: +, Nguyen et al. [116].
N+ ions: D, Huber et al. [114]. O+ ions: 0, Nguyen et al. [116].
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Recent considerations by Eggarter [15], Inokuti and Eggarter [16] and
Swallow and Inokuti [149] showed that the energy partition is determined by the total
ionization cross-sections, a[, evaluated at sufficiently high electron energy. The W value
in a regular mixture is then given by:

(8.30)
aACA +aB CB

All these expressions can be easily extended to mixtures with more than two
components, such as TE gas mixtures.

The measured W values for electrons, protons, and alpha particles in both
methane-based and propane-based TE gases have been compared with the calculated
W values according to Eqs (8.27-8.30) [84]. Good agreement between the experimental
and the calculated values for methane-based TE gas has been obtained for all models.
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This is because the values of energy partition parameters (fi or aj for CO2 and CH4,
the main components of the mixture, are almost equal. In contrast, the values of fi
and ai for CO2 and C3H8, the main components of the propane-based TE gas, are
considerably different. The best agreement between the experimental and the calculated
W values for propane-based TE gas was obtained by using Eq. 8.29 over the whole
energy range and for all kinds of incident particles, and by using Eq. 8.30 for
electrons having energy T0 > 100 eV [84].

8.3.7.2. Mixtures with Irregular Effects

In sharp contrast to the properties of regular mixtures of molecular gases,
a significant increase in ionization and a consequent decrease in W values are
observed when small amounts (<1%) of certain gases are mixed with a rare gas, if
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FIG. 8.34. W value for C+, N+, O+, and Ar+ ions in methane-based TE gas. C+ ions:
•, Huber et al. [114]; x, Chemtob et al. [109]; V, Rohrig and Colvett [125]. N+ ions:
*, [114]; A, [109]. O+ ions: D, [114]; +, Nguyen et al [116]; 0, Leonard and Boring [124].
Ar+ ions: A, [114].
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the ionization potential of the admixture is lower than that of the metastable state of
the rare gas, as first reported by Jessc and Sadauskis [73-76]. This observation has
been referred to as the Jesse effect. Melton et al. 1150] also observed the increased
ionization in Ar, even when the admixture had an ionization potential greater than
that of the Ar metastable level, at higher admixture concentrations of 5% in
argon-methane and 3% in argon-ethane. This additional yield was attributed to the
non-metastable Penning processes,

The de-excitation of metastable (and other excited) rare gas atomic states
by collisions with the admixture molecules leads to additional ionizations in the mixture
and to a corresponding decrease in W values. The total ionization yield in such
mixtures is composed of direct ionization of both gases by the incident particle and
the ionization of the admixture by excited atoms of the rare gas through the Penning
processes. In these mixtures, the simple additivity rule of W values (Eqs 8.27-8.30)
cannot be applied.

Processes that involve excited (and metastable) states of rare gas atoms are
dependent on the admixture's concentration at a constant total pressure of the mixture,
as shown by Melton, et al. [150] and Tawara et al. [151], and are also dependent on
the total pressure of the mixture at constant admixture concentration, as shown by
Parks et al. [113], Jarvinen and Sipila [152], and Krajcar-Bronic et al. [83]. The
pressure dependence of the W value in argon-butane mixtures is described in some
detail in [83]. These interesting features of W values in mixtures of rare gases with
various atoms and molecules have been discussed in terms of the collisional
de-excitation of excited rare gas atoms by atoms and molecules. Investigations of such
de-excitation processes have been greatly advanced. Absolute cross section values, as
well as product branching ratios have been measured extensively for a variety of
electronic excited states in rare gases, both metastable and non-metastable and for
various quenching atoms and molecules [153].

8.4. STATISTICAL FLUCTUATIONS

The degradation of a charged particle passing through matter occurs
through many collisions of diverse kinds, which result in energy transfer of different
values and in different outcomes such as excitation or ionization. Therefore, the
precise history of successive collisions is different for each incident energetic particle.
To express this fact compactly, one often states that the degradation process is
stochastic.

A stochastic description of the ionization is given by the probability P(T0,j)
that an incident particle of energy T0 and all subsequent generations of secondary
electrons produce a total of exactly j ions after complete dissipation of energy TQ.

The probability is normalized as follows at all T0:
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The mean number Nj(T0) of ions produced is given by:

) (8.32)

It is related through Eq. (8.21) to the W value, which we have discussed extensively.

The simplest index characterizing statistical fluctuations of the number of
ions is the variance defined as follows:

P(T0 , j) (8.33)

Fano [154], the first to discuss the fluctuations, showed that VN(Tg) should
be proportional to Nj(T0) for sufficiently high incident energies T0. It is customary to
write the variance as follows and to call F(T0) the Fano factor:

VN(To) = F(T 0 )Nj (T 0 ) (8.34)

Then, F(T0) tends to a constant at high energies T0. Fano [154] also
pointed out that the value of F(T0) should be less than unity. If the ionization
process were described by simple Poisson statistics, the Fano factor would be unity.
Actually, the ionization yield is subject to limitations due to the partitioning of energy
TO into individual inelastic collisions resulting in ionization or excitation, and the cross-
sections for these collisions are dependent on the kinetic energy of a particle.
Therefore, the Poisson statistics does not apply at all.

The Fano factor represents the limit of ultimate resolution of the particle
energy by ionization measurements and is therefore of interest in dosimetry and
particle-detection technology.

In what follows, we shall review the values of the Fano factor for various
materials and particles (in Section 8.4.1) and knowledge of P(T0,j) (in Section 8.4.2).

8.4.1. The Fano Factor

The Fano factor and the W value depend mainly on the properties of the
irradiated matter and only weakly on the energy and nature of the incident particles,
if they are much faster than the valence electrons in molecules of the medium. At
higher particle energies the Fano factor has a constant value between «0.2 and 0.4 (in
pure gases), increasing toward unity as the particle energy decreases toward the
ionization energy of the gas.

Fano factors have characteristic values for various gases, but usually F is
lower in gases in which most of the incident energy is spent on ionization. For the
same reason as for W values, the Fano factor in rare gases is smaller (0.13-0.19,
according to Alkhazov [155]) than in molecular gases (0.26-0.37) owing to different
energy partition between ionization and other processes (excitation, dissociation) in
gases. In the limiting case of ionization of a complex molecule that has a high
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TABLE 8.1. FANQ FACTOR IN PURE GASES AND REGULAR MIXTURES

Gas Energy* F Ref.

Electrons
H
H2

H2
H2

He
He
Nc
Ne
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar + 10% CH4
C02

02
N2

C2H2

CH4
CH4
H2O vapor
H2O vapor
TE (CH4)

keV
lOkeV

keV

keV
>1 keV
2.8 keV

keV
keV
keV

keV
keV
keV

100 eV
keV

0.39
0.30
0.40
0.34
0.21
0.17
0.13
0.17
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.32
0.37
0.28
0.27
0.22
0.26
0.25
0.32
0.25

155
13

154
155
66

157
155
157
157
155
98

158
155
155
155
163
38

157
39
39
36

Electron energy is indicated where specified in cited reference;
keV denotes incident electron energy range.

probability for pre-dissociation, so that the ionization yield is low, F should be nearly
equal to unity [155, 156]. Values of the Fano factors in several gases [78,
81, 155, 157-168] are presented in Table 8.1.

In certain gas mixtures with a pronounced Penning effect (irregular
mixtures), the Fano factor can be as low as 0.05. As discussed in Section 8.3.7.2, an
admixture to the rare gas often converts the excitation energy of the rare gas atoms
to additional ionizations, increasing the mean number of ion pairs and decreasing
statistical fluctuations. Some W values and Fano factors for irregular gas mixtures are
presented in Table 8.2.

A recent discovery about the systematics of the Fano factor deserves
attention. A linear correlation between the Fano factor and the W value was reported
by Srdoc et al. [81] for 1.49 keV photons in several polyatomic gases. Kimura et al.
[100] pointed out that the Fano factor and the W value show notable correlation
revealed in Fig. 8.37, where the Fano factor is plotted against the W value of argon-
hydrogen mixtures of various compositions. The best fit to the calculated data points
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TAB LE 8.1. (cont.)

Gas Energy F Ref.

Photons
Kr
Kr
Xe
Xe
Xe
CH4

CH4

TE (CH4)
TE (CH4)
TE (CH4)
TE (see [164])
TE (see [164])
C3H8

C3H8

C3H8

TEC3H8

TE C3H8

Ar + 10% CH4

Kr+ 1.3% XQ
Kr + 60% Xe

l .SkeV
1.5 keV
5.9 keV
1.5 keV
5.9 keV
l.SkeV
1.5 keV
l .SkeV
1.5 keV
277 eV
l .SkeV
277 eV
1.5 keV
1.5 keV
277 eV
l .SkeV
1.5 keV
5.9 keV
l.SkeV
l.SkeV

<0.23
<0.19
0.17

<0.15
0.13
0.29
0.26
0.37
0.31
0.32
0.40
0.25
0.29
0.25
0.27
0.32
0.30
0.21
0.19
0.21

160
162
161
160
159
78
81
78
81
81

164
164
78
81
81
78
81

165
160
160

Gas

Alpha
He
Ar

particles

Ar + 10% CH4

Ar + 0. 8 % CH4

Energy

5.3 MeV
5.7 MeV
5.3 MeV
5.7 MeV

F

0.24
<0.20
0.18

<0.19

Ref.

168
166
167
157

was obtained from the linear equation F = 0.0165-W - 0.2865, and the correlation
coefficient was r2 = 0.99. The correlation between the Fano factor and W values for
electrons in various gases and gas mixtures was later generalized by Krajcar-Bronic
et al. [170]. They found that W and F tend to increase or decrease together in series
of comparable gases. In Fig. 8.38 the Fano factor is plotted against the ratio W/I for
various pure gases [171]. Here the dimensionless ratio W/I is used because it is
appropriate for comparison with F. The trend of simultaneous increase or decrease of
W/I and F is easily understandable because a small value of W/I means a high
probability of ionization, which in turn means that a small variety of inelastic collisions
is involved. Hence, the value of F will be small. Conversely, a large value of W/I
means a low probability of ionization, a large variety of inelastic collisions, and hence
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TABLE 8.2. FANO FACTOR AND W VALUES IN
MIXTURES WITH ADDITIONAL IONIZ.ATION

Gas mixture W (eV) F Ref.

Electrons
He + 0.5% Ar
He + Xe (0.5-1%)
He + CÜ4 (0.5-1%)
Ar + 0.5% C2H2
Ne + 0.5% Ar
Ne + 0.5% Ar

29.2
28.7
30.3
20,3
25.3
25.3

0.054
0.057
0.089
0.075
0.063
0.05

155
Î.55
155
Î57
155
157

Photons
Ar+ 1%C2H2
Ar + 0.5% C4Hio
Ne + 0.5% Ar

20.7
22.3
25.4

-
-
-

152
152
152

Protons
Ar+ 1%C2H4 23.8 - 113

Alpha particles
He + 1 % Ar
Ar + 0.5% C2H2
Ar + 0.5% C2H2
Ar + 0.8%C2H2

28.9
-

20.3
21.2

0.11
<0.09

-
0.09

168
157
166
169

a large value of F. More significantly, we see that W/I and F are related to each
other virtually linearly:

(8.35)

Here a and b are constants. The best fit given by F = 0.188 W/I - 0.15,
j-2 = 0.97, approximates very weli the data for electron energies higher than 50 eV. In
the low-energy region, where the energy dependence of both quantities is significant,
the relation is no more linear, and the Fano factor asymptotically approaches a
limiting value equal to 1 for W/I»1 (Fig. 8.38). Although this relation has not been
successfully derived theoretically, the relation obtained by Kimura et aï. [100] can be
approximated by a linear relationship within a relatively narrow range of W/I and F
values. The linear dependence of F versus W/I, which is certainly remarkable, can
serve as a practical guide for gases for which no oata on either F or W are
available. In most cases the linear approximation may be used to estimate the Fano
factor in gases and gas mixtures for which the W values are known.
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0.30

0.25

0.20

0.15

0.2

26.0 28.0 30.0 32.0 34.0 36.0

W(eV)
FIG. 8.37. The relation between the Fano factor (F) and the W value in Ar-H2 mixtures.
D, Calculated values from Kimura et al. [100]; — best fit. The fractional concentration of
argon in the mixture is indicated along with the calculated data points.

W/I
FIG. 8.38. The relationship between the Fano factor (F) and the ratio W/I in pure gases
and gas mixtures. D, rare gases; +, molecular gases; +, regular Ar-H2 mixture; A, gas
mixtures exhibiting metastable Penning effect; —, best fit. Data are taken from Alkhazov [155],
Combecher [61], Grosswendt [35], Kimura et al. [100], Kowari et al. [14], and Srdoc et al. [81].
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The Monte Carlo method (i.e., the simulation of histories of a large
number of individual particles in a computer) enables one to calculate W and F, as
well as some other quantities characterizing the energy degradation process. Examples
of Monte Carlo calculations of the Fano factors were given by Unnikrishnan and
Prasad [98] in argon; by Grosswendt in H2 [35], in methane-based TE gas [36, 53],
and in He, Ne and Ar [37]; by Grosswendt and Waibel in N2 and air [34] and in
CH4 and CO2 [38]; and by Turner et al. [41] and Parctzke et a!. [42] in water vapor
and liquid.

As we pointed out in Section 8.2.3, the Fano factor can be evaluated from
transport theory, with the use of Eqs (8.17)-(8.19). Examples of the evaluation of the
Fano factor for electrons arc shown in Refs [13, J4, 100], while in [172] the Fano
factor is calculated for protons. If proton or alpha particle is an incident particle, than
the yield and the fluctuations receive contributions from direct ionization by the
incident ion and from ionization by secondary electrons. The Fano factor for protons
of energies between 0.1 and 2 MeV in argon is nearly the same as that for electrons
at the same speeds, but it is considerably lower than the Fano factor measured with
alpha particles [172]. Doke et al. [173] summarized and compared the theoretical and
experimental results on the Fano factor in pure rare gases and their mixtures. They
found that the Fano factors for alpha particles are systematically larger than those for
electrons.

8.4.2. Probability Distribution of the Number of Ion Pairs

The probability distribution of the number of ion pairs formed by an
incident electron in various gases has been evaluated by the Monte Carlo method
[34-38, 42, 53]. The generalized Fano factors, introduced by Inokuti et al. [13], have
also been evaluated as functions of incident electron energy.

Monte Carlo calculations of the probability distribution at various electron
energies in water [42] and in methane-based TE gas [53] have shown a rapid change
in the shape of the P(T0,j) curve from a Poisson-like distribution at low energies to a
Gaussian-like distribution with increasing energy. This behavior is accompanied by a
very rapid decrease of the Fano factor with increasing energy and an asymptotic
approach to a constant value at higher energy (~5 keV). Furthermore, Waibel and
Grosswendt [53] compared the data characterizing ionization yield for electrons
(W value, Fano factor, P(T0,j) distribution) in methane-based TE gas with those in
water vapor [42] and showed the similarity in the ionization behavior of electrons in
both media, what may be important for many purposes in radiation research and
applications.

The probability distribution of the number of ion pairs can also be
determined experimentally. The pulse height distribution measured with a proportional
counter is the result of two independent processes: (1) ionization along the primary
track in the counter gas, producing ion pairs the mean number of which is
proportional to the energy spent by incident particles and depends on the gas
properties, (often called the primary ionization distribution), and (2) multiplication of the
primary electrons, which depends on the working voltage, gas properties, and pressure.
If the distribution of avalanche sizes triggered by a single electron in the counter is
known, the distribution P(T0,j) can be calculated from the measured pulse height
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spectrum. An iterative deconvolution method was developed by Gold [174] and tested
and modified by Marino and Srdoc [175] and Obelic [80], Obelic [80] described this
method in detail. By applying this method, Srdoc et al. [81] obtained the primary
ionization probability density distribution for incident low-energy photons in several
gases that are frequently used in radiation dosimetry. Moments, central moments, and
generalized Fano factors were calculated. These values confirmed the supposition that
the primary distribution approaches a Gaussian distribution at higher energies, whereas
positively asymmetric shapes, more peaked than Gaussian, were obtained for incident
particle energies below 1.49 keV.

Another method of measuring the probability distribution and its indices
such as the Fano factor was developed by Hurst and co-workers [165]. Their method,
known as rcsonance-ionization spectmscopy, is based on multiphoton ionization by laser
lights combined with ingenious use of proportional counters. Unfortunately, this line of
work does not seem to be pursued as vigorously as its merits warrant.

8.5. YIELDS OF EXCITED STATES

The absorption of radiation produces various electronically excited states, in
addition to ions. The excited states of an isolated molecule eventually decay
spontaneously in many ways, including photon emission, dissociation into fragments
(which may be also excited), and internal conversion into vibrationally and rotationally
excited levels of a lower electronic state (which may be the ground state). As we
mentioned in Section 8.2., the yield of any excited state can be calculated as for an
ion. Theory also shows that the total yields of excited states are generally appreciable.
Recall the discussion (Section 8.3) of the ratio Nf/Nex in the energy balance equation
of Platzman, Eq. (8.26). To illustrate the yield of excited states theoretically evaluated,
we cite results of Douthat [11] for molecular hydrogen (Table 8.3).

In a gas at any appreciable pressure, an excited state may survive long
enough to collide with another molecule in the ground state because of thermal
motion, and thus may cause important consequences. An example is seen in the Jesse
effect in gas mixtures, discussed in Section 8.3.7.2. A full discussion of the rich topic
is in Chapter 6. In condensed matter, an electronically excited state is in immediate
contact with neighboring molecules, especially because the orbital of any excited
electron is spatially more extended than that of an unexcited valence electron.
Therefore, the consequences of an excited state in condensed matter are even more
spectacular and diverse (as exemplified in the production of excitons and excimers,
which are outside the scope of the present volume). Therefore excited states should
clearly be just as important as ions in the mechanisms leading to chemical and
biological effects.

Experimentally, it has been difficult to obtain absolute yields directly for the
formation of excited states in radiolysis. However, qualitative evidence for their
formation has been obtained with the use of the following methods [165, 176-184]:

1. Optical emission from radiative excited states

2. Optical absorption of excited states

3. Laser-induced fluorescence or ionization of excited states
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4. Electron spin resonance (ESR) absorption

5. Monitoring of other spectroscopic signals attributable to excited states

6. Optical emission or absorption, and in some cases ion formation (if
Penning ionization occurs), due to energy transfer from excited states to
an additive quencher molecule

In general, experimental results are explained by the reaction schemes
shown in Table 8.4., which are selected from all known fundamental processes of
radiation chemistry for their roles in producing excited states [180, 1S1].

Table 8,4. shows that a molecule AB may be directly ionized, supcrexciied
to form a supercxdtcd state AB' (which may autoionize or dissociate into neutral
fragments), or excited to form an excited state AB* below the ionization potential
AB* is also formed bv the recombination of AB+ and e-. An excited molecule AB"

TABLE 8.3. YIELDS OF VARIOUS PRODUCTS GENERATED IN
MOLECULAR HYDROGEN BY AN ELECTRON OF INITIAL.
ENERGY TO = 10 keV, ACCORDING TO DOUTHAT [11]

Transition

Lyman
Werner
H(2P)
Slow H(2S)
Fast H(2S)
H(n = 3)
Remaining
Ions
Triplets
Subexcitation
électrons

NS*

96.8
112.1

5.6
29.6

5.3
3.2

12.2
295.6
102.6
295.6

Total**

ESNS

(eV)

1210
1457

84
453
175
47

177
4759
1036
975

10373

Energy absorbed
(% of total)

11.7
14.0
0.8
4.4
1.7
0.5
1.7

45.9
10.0
9.4

' The symbol Ns represents the mean number of products s. The G value is given by
Gs = 100 NS/TQ, where TQ is the initial electron energy in eV; for TQ = 10 keV the
yield is given by GS = NS/100. The product ESNS represents the energy used to
generate product s. The terms Lyman and Werner indicate the excited states that
emit luminescence photons associated with the names of the spearoscopists. The
terms H(2P), and Remaining indicate h>drogen atoms in various states result ing
from dissociation.

The sum of ESNS exceeds the in i t ia l energy of 10 keV by 3.79J because of
truncation and other errors in numerical work. The inconsistency is insignif icant in
view of uncertainties in cross-section data used as input .
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TABLE 8.4 REACTION SCHEMES THAT PRODUCE EXCITED STATES [180, 181]

Reactant(s)

AB

AB'

AB+ + c-

AB*

AB* + S

AB* + AB

Product(s)

-AA> AB+ + e"
-AA> AB'

-JVV> AB

—— > AB+ + c-

—— > A -f B

__ > AB*

—— » A + B

—— > A + B*
__ > B + A*

vibrational and
rotational energy

—— > AB -+ hv

—— > AB + S*
—— > AB + S+ + e-
—— > ABS*

—— > ABS+-i-e-

—— > (AB)2*

Type of reaction

Direct iouizauon

Excitation to superexcited states
Excitation to excited states below the
ionisation potential
Auto-ionization of superexcited states
Dissociation of superexcited states
Electron-ion recombination resulting in
excited states
Dissociation of excited states to ground
slate fragments
Dissociation to an excited fragment
and a ground state fragment

Internal conversion

Optical emission
Energy transfer
Penning ionization
Exciplex formation
Associative ionization
Excimer formation

may dissociate into neutral fragments, cascade to lower excited states via either
internal conversion or intersystem crossing, isomerize to another excited state AB*',
emit a photon, or react with AB to form an excimer (AB)2*. In the presence of an
additive molecule S, AB* is collisionaliy quenched by S in simple energy transfer,
Penning ionization, associative ionization, or exciplex formation. Some examples in the
gas phase, chosen from recent advances in radiation chemistry to show the important
role of excited states in radiolysis, are discussed below.

Fundamental processes of radiation chemistry of simple molecules, such as
O2, N2, N2O, CO, CO2, H2S, H2O, and NH3 in the gas phase, were surveyed [182]
by compiling a large body of data on yields of radiolysis products; cross-sections for
electron-molecule collisions; and information about ion-molecule reactions, electron-ion
recombination, electron attachment, and others obtained up to the early 1970s. In this
survey, G values were determined for ionization and excitation and also for individual
elementary processes that are dependent on electronic states of ions and excited
neutral species. Table 8.5 shows, as an example, the G values for H2O vapor
radiolvsis.
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TABLE 8.5. G VALUES FOR PRIMARY IONIC AND NEUTRAL
DISSOCIATION AND EXCITATION PROCESSES IN THE
RADIOLYSIS OF WATER VAPOR, ACCORDING TO WILLIS
ANDBOYD[182].

Reactant Products G
(100 eV)-i

Ionic processes

H2O — '
H2O — '
H2O — '
H2O — n

H2O — '

Neutral dissociation

H2O — ̂
H2O —r

V-» H2O+ + e-
l^> OH+ + H + e-
\,v-> H+ + OH + c-
L^> H2

+ + O + e-
u^-> H2 + O+ + e-

Sum

and excitation processes

/-> H + OH
/-> H2 + 0

Sum

1.99
0.57
0.67
0.01
0.06

3.30

3.58
0.45

4.03

The understanding of these elementary processes in the gas phase has been
greatly advanced both in theory and experiment, and new data on cross-sections and
rate constants have been available since the early 1970s. Thus, it may be worthwhile
to re-evaluate the results obtained by Willis and Boyd [182].

8.6. YIELDS OF IONIZAT1ON AND EXCITATION IN CONDENSED MATTER

lonization and related phenomena in condensed matter are rich in physics
and chemistry, and their mechanisms are only partially delineated, as can be seen in
recent books edited by Freeman [185] and by Ferradini and Jay-Ge^in [186].

Therefore, the current understanding of the yield of ionization in condensed
matter is limited in several respects. First, ionization phenomena manifest themselves
differently, depending on the nature of the condensed matter (crystals or amorphous
materials and conductors, semiconductors, or insulators). Second, to devise an
experiment that produces a signal unquestionably representative of the ionization yield
is often difficult. For instance, a current induced by radiation may depend on an
applied electric field in a complicated manner that prevents the determination of
ionization yield without a detailed analysis. Even an apparent yield of ionization that is
unequivocally determined from measurements may not necessarily correspond to the
initial yield in the sense of our discussion in Section 8.1; thus, to relate measured
results with theory is not straightforward.
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Generally speaking, ionization occurs at higher probability in a liquid than
in a vapor consisting of the same molecular species. This difference is chiefly
attributable to the lower value of the first ionization threshold in a liquid than in a
vapor. For instance, the ionization threshold in liquid water is lower than that in
water vapor by as much as 3.8 eV. In addition, the difference in the distributions of
energy transfer, seen most clearly as the differences in the oscillator strength spectra
(discussed in Chapter 6), contributes to the higher probability of ionization in liquid.
In a phase change from gas to condensed matter for a single molecular species, the
oscillator strength is modified often considerably, as was discussed fully by Inokuti
[187]. A general modification is the shift toward higher excitation energies, which
means that the spectral intensities corresponding to some of the discrete excitations in
the gas will add to ionization in the liquid. Consequently, the ionization yield is
expected to be higher in liquid than in vapor.

In the following sections, we shall briefly discuss several topics selected for
their particular relevance to the theme of the present report.

8.6.1. Rare Gas Liquids

The ICRU Report 31 [1] briefly summarized knowledge about the W values
in rare gas liquids. A review of the physical properties of liquids used in ionization
chambers is presented in [188]. Various physical properties of liquid rare gases and
the possibility of their application in radiation detectors have been recently studied
extensively and presented at the International Conference on Liquid Radiation
Detectors [189].

The W values for liquids reported in literature are 23.6 eV for Ar [190],
20.5 eV [191] and 18.4 eV [192, 192a] for Kr, and 15.6 eV for Xe [193]. Recently,
Seguinot et al. [194] reported W = 9.76 ± 0.70 eV for 1 GeV electrons in liquid Xe.
Their value is considerably lower than the value of Takahashi et al. [193] and only a
little higher than the gap energy Eg=9.3 eV. Seguinot et al. [194] also reported
Ws = 14.2 eV, i.e., the energy required to produce a scintillation photon in liquid
xenon. Reported experimental W values in liquid rare gases depend on the method of
extrapolation to an infinite electric field strength. Several recombination models were
tested by Aprile et al. [192a] in the case of liquid krypton, and the authors found
that the reported values in liquid rare gases obtained by the pulsed ionization chamber
are the upper W value limits.

The W values for rare gas liquids are considerably lower than the values
for gases (26.3 eV for Ar, 24.1 eV for Kr, and 21.9 eV for Xe). Doke and co-
workers [190, 191, 193] interpreted the W values in rare gas liquids by extending
Platzman's idea of energy balance [64], which we quoted in Section 8.3. In Eq. (8.26)
they replaced the ionization threshold I with the gap Eg between the filled band and
the conduction band and wrote the following:

L + e x . « + (8.36)
F F N- Fg g i g
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Dokc and co-workers and Aprilc et al. [192a] estimated each term of this equation by
using various pertinent data. The main conclusions of the treatment are discussed
below.

The ratio W/Eg is about 1.65, only slightly smaller than the ratio
W/Ï = 1.7 - 1.8 in gases. In other words, the primary reason for the low W values in
liquids is the decrease in the ionization potential for the liquid relative to the gas.
Second, the difference between W/Eg and W/I is chiefly at t r ibutable to very small
values of Nex/Nj in liquids (e.g., about 0.2 in Ar, 0.07 in Kr, and 0.05 in Xe). The
small values of Nex/Ni also suggest that the Fano factor in liquids should be
considerably smaller than that in gases of the same element: 0.11 in liquid Ar, 0.06 in
liquid krypton, and 0.04 in liquid xenon [195j. This expectation is one of the
motivations for the recent development of liquid rare gas ionization counters [189,
196-203]. The present state of the art in developing liquid rare gas detectors is
reviewed by Doke [204].

An increased charge per event was observed by Doke et al. [205J when
liquid argon is doped with a small amount of organic molecules whose effective
ionization potential is lower than the energies of photons emitted in liquid argon. In
liquid argon-allene mixture the effective W value is 19.5 eV. An effect similar to the
Jesse effect in gas phase was observed also in a mixture of liquid argon and 1%
xenon: both the W value [195, 206, 207] and the Fano factor [195] were lower. The
enhanced ionization was attributed to electronic energy transfer from exciton states of
liquid argon to xenon.

8.6.2. Molecular Liquids

8.6.2.1. Summary of Experimental Knowledge

In liquids composed of polyatomic molecules, especially those with high
dielectric constants, a low-energy electron ejected from a molecule may rapidly lose its
energy through vibrational excitation, phonon generation, and other inelastic collisions
(as discussed fully in Chapter 5) and eventually recombine with the remaining
molecular ion. This process is called geminate recombination [183, 185, 208-212].
Electrons that are ejected at sufficiently high energies travel far from the ion, to a
region where the potential energy of attraction, partly shielded by the dielectric
medium, is less than the thermal energy. Then we say that a free ion pair is formed.
The number of such ion pairs, determined by measurements at the limit of zero
applied electric field, is expressed by the free ion yield, Gfi, which represents the
number of free ion pairs produced per 100 eV of absorbed energy. Numerous
measurements of Gfi have been made, and results have been extensively tabulated
[208-212].

In contrast, the total number of ion pairs, including those that undergo
geminate recombination, is difficult to measure directly in most of liquids. The total
ion yield, Gtj, represents the total number of ion pairs produced per 100 eV of
absorbed energy and is related to the W value through Gti = 10Q/W. The ratio
Gfi/Gti, called the probability of escaping gemmate recombination, has been the topic of
many treatments, as seen in Chapters 2, 5, and 6 of Freeman [185]. With a
theoretical estimate of the ratio Gfj/G{j, a measured value of Gfi leads to an estimate
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of Gtj. The W/I value thus derived is generally close to the value for the gas phase
of the molecular species, within the sizable uncertainty of the estimate.

The measurement of G values of excited states in the condensed phase,
which is much more difficult than in the gas phase, was recently summarized by
Katsumura [179]. It has been generally accepted that excited states play a significant
role in radiation chemistry. This role is most clearly observed in non-polar media like
hydrocarbons. However, in polar media such as water and alcohols, no clearcut
evidence is available about the role of excited states. The primary excited states AB'
(i.e., H2O') should be formed in the radiolysis of water. Experimentally, however, no
evidence has been obtained for AB* or AB'. The generally accepted primary species
in the radiolysis of water [177] arc, therefore, eaq" (hydrated electron), H, OH, H2,
H2Û2, and H^O"*", which correspond to the "primary" species in the physicochemical
stage. This stage should be sharply distinguished from the physical stage or the very
early stage at a time between 10-18 and 1(H9 sec, just after the ini t ia l interaction of
ionizing radiation and water.

In the radiolysis of liquid hydrocarbons, cyclohcxane, a key compound, has
been investigated most extensively [213j. Measured G values of excited cyclohexanc,
however, still range widely, from 0.3 to 1.7, although physicochemical features of this
species (e.g., its optical emission, absorption spectrum, and lifetime) have been greatly
clarified [179]. The roles of excited states and their G values in the radiolysis of
liquid hydrocarbons have been investigated by measuring the effect of the addition of
scavengers for electrons, positive ions, and free radicals [183].

An example is shown in Table 8.6 for liquid cyclohcxane [213], where H,
H', and H7 denote thermal hydrogen atoms, hot hydrogen atoms, and hydrogen formed

TABLE 8.6. HYDROGEN FORMATION IN THE RADIOLYSIS OE
LIQUID CYCLOHEXANE [213]

Reactant(s)

Direct ionisation

CöHi2

Product(s)*

and excitation

—— > H
—— > H' and H2

Sum

Yield G
(100 eV)-i

0.57
1.20
1.77

Neutralization

C 6Hi2+ - fe- — » H
— > H' and H2

Sum
Total G(H2)

0.89
3.01
3.90
5.67

H, H', and Ho denote thermal hydrogen atoms, hut hydrogen atoms, and
hydrogen formed by molecular detachment, respectively.
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by molecular detachment, respectively. The yields of excited states and ions can be
inferred from the measured yields of hydrogen. Product hydrogen is formed by
bimolccular processes (hydrogen abstraction from C6H12 by H and H') and by
unimolccular processes (molecular detachment of H2 from C6H12

+, C6HP', or
C6H12*)- A fraction, 10-20%, of the total G(H2) is attributable to the molecular
detachment as determined in experiments with C6H]2 and C6D12. Furthermore, the C-
C bond scission is almost negligible compared with the C-H bond scission in the
radiolysis of liquid cyclohcxanc [178j. Consequently, the total hydrogen yield of 5.67
given in Table 8.6 corresponds approximately to the sum of the yields of ions and
excited states as precursors of H, H', and H2 1183]. The G value of 1.77 almost
exclusively represents the yield of direct excitation, al though it may include a minor
contribution from direct ionization. More precisely, the value 1.77 corresponds to the
yields of relatively highly excited states, including superexcited states. The G value of
3.90, which represents the yield of electrons that eventually undergo geminate
recombination, is comparable to the ionization yield in gaseous cyclohexane. Excited
states resulting from geminate recombination are believed to be generally low lying.
Analyses of luminescence and related phenomena such as interrnolccular energy transfer
lead to G values for "excited states" of 0.3 - 1.7. These excited states arc singlet
states, the most important of which is the lowest singlet state.

8.6.2.2. Summary of Monte Carlo Calculations for Liquid Water

Several groups of authors have calculated yields of ions and excited states
for electrons in liquid water by performing Monte Carlo calculations. Collective
excitation effects have been included as the current understanding permits. Ritchie and
co-workers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in collaboration with Paretzke [39-42],
Terrissol and co-workers at Centre de Physique Atomique, University of Toulouse [43,
44], and Kaplan and co-workers at the Karpov Institute of Physical Chemistry [45-49]
made significant contributions to the field. Table 8.7 summarizes some salient results
of the MC calculations. (The symbol gj represents the number of all ions, and the
symbol gex the number of all excited states, produced as initial species per 100 eV of
absorbed energy). As we stated in Section 8.1, the initial species are products
immediately resulting from the degradation of electrons and other energetic particles.
The yield of initial species is a major result of particle transport calculations, either by
Monte Carlo methods or by analytic methods. However, measurements in condensed
phases seldom lead to the determination of the yields of initial species, because the
initial species are often rapidly converted into other species, as we indicated in Section
8.6.2. To show the distribution between the initial species and measurable products,
Platzman [214] proposed to use the symbols gi and gex for the initial species and to
reserve the symbol G for measurable products.

Returning to Table 8.7, we see general agreement in the results for water
vapor. However, results for liquid water are quite different among the groups.
According to Paretzke et al. [42], the ratio gi/gex hardly changes between vapor and
liquid water. However, in the calculation by Kaplan et al. [49], the ratio gi/gex in *he
condensed phase is twice that in the gas phase. Similar result is obtained by Tenissol
et al. [43]. The main reason for this result is a sizable decrease (3.8 eV) in the
ionization potential and a shift of the excitation spectrum to higher energies for the
liquid phase. Furthermore, for 1Q-Î6 s the collective plasmon-type state decays and
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TABLE 8.7. SOME RESULTS OF MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS ON WATER
VAPOR AND LIQUID

Quantity*

gi

gex

gi/gex

W(eV)

VAP

Kaplan
et al. [45]

3.39

3.82

0.89

29.5

OR

Paretzke
ct al. [42 J

3.3

3.03

1.1

30.5

L I Q U I D

Kaplan
et al [49]

Primary Account

Paretzke
et al. [42]

of

Terri ssol
étal . [43]

yield plasmon decay

4.52 6.04

2.28 1.43

2 4.22

22.12 16.6

3.88

3.6

1.08

25.8

4.02

2.05

1.96

Symbols: g[ represents the number of all ions; gex represents the number of all excited states,
produced as initial species per 100 eV of absorbed energy.

creates an electron with energy 21.4 - 8.76 = 12.64 eV, additionally ionizing the
medium and increasing the ratio gi/gex to greater than 4, according to Kaplan et al.
[49].

The yield of ionizations obtained by Paretzke et al. [42] is even lower than
the experimental yield of hydrated electrons (ges = 4.8 at 30 ps) reported by
Sumiyoshi and Katayama [215]. According to the experiments by Jonah et al. [216],
with acceptors the ionization yield equals gi = 5.4. Nevertheless, this yield is a lower
limit because we must account for the rapid geminate recombination of thermalized
electrons with the parent ion, as seen in papers by Kaplan et al. [47] and Goulet
et al. [217].

The different results obtained by the three groups illustrate that the topic
belongs to the true frontier of current research. It is difficult to say with certainty
how the discrepancies might eventually be resolved. The discrepancies may well be
attributable to uncertainties in the input data used in the Monte Carlo calculations,
especially for liquid water. Clearly, much work and many new ideas are needed to
improve the input data both experimentally and theoretically.

Turner et al. [41] and Paretzke et al. [42] calculated statistical fluctuations
(i.e., the Fano factors) in both the gaseous and liquid phases. Above 100 eV the F
value for the liquid phase was only half of that for the vapor (Fig. 8.39).

Table 8.8. presents G values evaluated by Kaplan et al. [47]. All
electronically excited states in liquid water except the first one have energies higher
than the ionization potential Ii = 8.76 eV and are superexcited states as discussed by
Platzman [64, 65]. The decay of the superexcited states and the collective excitations
results in ionization and also produces neutral excited states or dissociation fragments.
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10000

FIG. 8.39. The Fano factor F in water as a function of incident electron energy T. •, water
vapor; *, liquid water. Data are from Paretzke et al [42]

The competition between these decay modes is clearly an important item of study.
Results so far reported on liquids are largely based on theoretical considerations rather
than well established experimental data concerning the dynamics of the competition.

Excited states can be produced in another indirect way when fast electrons
interact with medium. Excited water molecules result from the following geminate
recombination:

H9O+ ->H2O" (8.37)

When we account for the energy spent on the reorganization of a medium,
we obtain the value for the excited-state energy equal to 6.26 eV, which is lower than
the energy of the first triplet and singlet electronically excited states of the water
molecule. Thus, the water molecules produced by ion-electron recombination are in
highly vibrationally excited states. The yields of these states are as large as 1.77,
according to Kaplan et al. [47]. This value is compatible with the total yield of the
excitations created as a result of direct interaction, gextot = 2.3.
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In the condensed phase the vibrationally excited molecule has the following
three possible decay channels:

I 2 H2O

H2Ovib** + H2O -» 1 H2 + 2 OH (8.36)

l H + OH + H2O

The last decay mode produces hot hydrogen atoms with high chemical reactivity.

TABLE 8.8. YIELD PER 100 eV OF ABSORBED ENERGY FOR ELECTRONICALLY
EXCITED STATES PRODUCED BY INCIDENT ELECTRON WITH INITIAL
ENERGY TO IN LIQUID WATER, ACCORDING TO KAPLAN et al. [47]*

State Excited Excitation Oscillator
number state energy (eV) strength

1

1 A l ß l 8.4 0.018 0.042
0.535

2 B l A l 10.1 0.039 0.046
0.256

3 Ry(A + B) 11.26 0.0089 0.008
0.039

4 Ry(C + D) 11.93 0.0536 0.0442
0.187

5 Diffusion 14.1 0.103 0.0627
bands

0.209

6 Collective 21.4 2.03 0.635
excitation

1.200

Total excitation yield 2.426

Yield at TO (keV)

5

0.017
0.542

0.023
0.258

0.048
0.038

0.022
0.191

0.035

0.202

0366

1.066

2,300

10

0.013
0.545

0.020
0.256

0.0041
0.038

0.0218
0.184

0.033

0.200

0.343

1.060

2.283

The first line is related to the primary electron effect, and the second line includes the effect of
the spectrum of ejected electrons.
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8.6.2.3. G Values and Chemical Dosimetry

Chemical dosimetry means the determination of the radiation dose, i.e., the
energy absorbed, through measurements of some chemical change induced in a
material, most often in condensed matter. The G values for the chemical change
monitored must be known in advance, because it enables one to convert the amount
of the chemical change into the energy absorbed. The best known example is the
Fricke dosimeter, which consists of an aqueous solution of ferrous sulfate and in which
Fe2+ ions are converted to Fe3+ ions in a series of reactions that are well
understood. The G value for the conversion is about 15.5 (per 100 eV absorbed), for
a wide variety of radiations. Other examples are the ccric sulfate dosimeter, the
hydrated-electron dosimeter, and the potassium dichromate dosimeter.

Full discussions of this topic can be found in ICRU Report 34 [218] and
in Tabata [219].

8.6.3. Silicon, Germanium, and Other Solids

Only for semiconductors have measurements of ionization yields in solids
been nearly as unequivocal in their physical meaning as for gases or rare gas liquids.
When a semiconductor is subjected to ionizing radiation, one observes a current that
is proportional to the electric field, and thus one attributes the current to charge
carriers generated by radiation. This observation means that the recombination of the
charge carriers takes a long time compared to the time necessary for the charge
carriers to reach electrodes. In other words, measurements are operationally similar to
the measurements of the W value in a gas.

The charge carriers are not free electrons like those found in a gas, but
are the conduction electrons and holes discussed in the band theory of crystals [220].

TABLE 8.9. IONIZATION YIELDS IN SEMICONDUCTORS, EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF
THE W VALUES AND RELATED QUANTITIES

Material

Si

Ce

Temp

(K)

77
300

77
90

300

Eg

(3V)

1.12

0.813

W

(eV)

3.86
3.62 ±0.02
3.68 ±0.02

2.97 ± 0.02
2.95 ±0.02

2.81

W/Eg

3.45
3.23
3.28

3.65
3.63
3.46

F

<0.1
<0.1

0.13*

<0.12
<0.12
<0. 1 07
<0.08
0.058

Ref

222
224

1
225
224
227
226
222
228

* the F value not extrapolated to infinite electric field strength
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Thus, the band gap Eg, which we mentioned in connection with rare gas liquids in
Section 8.6.1 , plays the role of the lonization threshold î m a gas.

Table 8.9 summarizes values of the loruzation yields and the Fano factor
for silicon and geimamum The W values appear to be well established in the
literature [1, 221]. W value m solid state is temperature dependent [1] and it also
depends on the concentration of crystal imperfections [221]. Theoretical calculations
[222, 224] show that the Fano factor should be less than 0.1 in Si, and close to 0.06
m Ge. Experimental F values are approaching theoretically calculated values as
detectors and experimental techniques improve [222, 223]. The extrapolation to infinite
electric field strength can result in large errors in experimental F values.

The mean energy required to form an electron-hole pair in meicunc iodide
(HgI2) is 4.2 eV, and the upper limit of the Fano factor determined at T = 253 K
is 0.19 ± 0.03 [223].
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9.1. INTRODUCTION

For the analysis of radiation effects in matter, knowledge of radiation track structures
is essential. The spatial distributions of species excited by the interaction of a
radiation affects their reaction probabilities, which in turn govern the final changes in
the micro- and macroscopic structures of the material. Examples of radiation track
structures are shown in Figure 9.1. The species making up a track are ions, electrons,
excited molecules, and molecular fragments (free radicals) that have lifetimes longer
than, say, 1O10 s (1-3). These are the species that remain after the decay of
plasmonlike excitations and super-excitations. The new species are the starting points
of subsequent physical, chemical, and biological processes. They mark the end of the
physical stage of radiation action and the beginning of the chemical stage (Figure
9.2). During the latter stage diffusion and reaction of primary species with other
radiogenic species or with molecules of the irradiated object alter the pattern of the
physical track structure. This occurs according to the boundary conditions set in the
first stage.

Thus, it is the objective of track structure theory to:

(i) Identify the molecular changes of importance for the development of a
radiation effect under consideration.

(ii) Predict and explain the spatial distribution of relevant species with a minimum
of assumptions regarding preliminary processes (2); this spatial distribution
should be given in terms of the joint probability to find an event of type S} at
position Xj and at the same time an event S2 at position x2 and S3 at x3, and so
on, to account for spatial correlations for further reactions.

(iii) Identify (for example by correlation studies or modelling of subsequent
processes) the parameters of physical track structure that predominantly
determine the nature and magnitude of a final radiation effect and that may
also be used to characterize a radiation field with regard to its radiation action
when compared to other fields.

The theory that describes the generation of radiation tracks and their structure is still
under development. Contributions have been made by Spencer (4), Fano (1-3),
Berger (5), Boag (6,7), Platzman (8,9), Mozumder and Magee (10,11), Caswell
(12,13), Voltz (14), Ritchie (15), Inokuti (16), Lea (17), Katz (18-20), Kaplan (21),
Paretzke (22), Zerby (23) and others. Recent progress has been made with new
simulation techniques on fast computers developed by Grosswendt et al (24,25),
Hamm et al (26-29), Ito (30), Kaplan (31), Nelson et al (32), Paretzke (33,34),
Terrissol (35), Uehara et al (36), Wilson and Toburen (37-40), Zaider and Brenner
(41,42).

The importance of radiation track structure in biological effects was demonstrated
already in 1946 (17). Applications of track structure theory include the interpretation
of tracks in nuclear emulsions and other solid-state nuclear track detectors (18-20).

The first objective (i) depends on the radiation effect under consideration,
lonizations, dissociations, and the resulting ions, electrons, and radicals play a major
role in further chemical or biological reactions. In this chapter emphasis is given to
the second (ii) and third (iii) objectives, namely, to the prediction of track structures
and their quantitative evaluation.
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Figure 9.1 Incident radiations are characterized by particle mass, charge, and velocity;
the stochastic structure of tracks resulting from interactions of these radiations
with matter are described by track matrices T (S, x, r), where the 5 is the type
of a new chemical species at location \ at time t.
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Figure 9.2 Time scale of processes occurring during the physical stage of energy transfer
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A survey of processes in which photons and neutrons transfer energy to matter is
given in Sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2. From this it is evident that electrons, in particular
low-energy electrons, are the carriers that distribute most of the energy to the
individual molecules in matter and thus create most of the track structures. The
interactions of electrons are described in Section 9.2.3 and those of heavy charged
particles in Section 9.2.4. With consistent sets of interaction cross sections, track
structures can be simulated on a computer. Results of simulations for electrons,
protons, a particles, and heavier ions in water vapor are described in Section 9.3.
Section 9.4 outlines concepts for the quantitative evaluation of such stochastic
structures for the purpose of characterization and classification.

9.2. INTERACTIONS IN TRACKS OF INDIRECTLY AND DIRECTLY IONIZING
PARTICLES

9.2.1. Interactions of Photons

Photons play an important role in radiation research and in technical and medical
applications of ionizing radiation. A photon normally imparts a large fraction of its
energy to a single electron, which then ionizes many other molecules along its path.
The track generated by a photon is therefore an electron track.
A photon of energy hv might interact inelastically with a molecule in one of three
ways (43-47):
(i) In a photoelectric process where the photon is completely absorbed and an

electron is ejected with kinetic energy E = hv - U, where U is the binding
energy of the electron in the molecule. This effect is dominant at low photon
energies, below, say, 40 keV in materials with a small atomic number Z. It
produces sharp energy spectra of photoelectrons that carry essentially all the
photon energy, since the binding potential in low-Z matter is typically only
about 500 eV. In addition, often Auger electrons or fluorescent photons are
emitted from the target atom.

(ii) In an incoherent Compton-scattering event where only part of the photon's
energy is transferred to an electron. This Compton electron is emitted from its
parent atom; the scattered photon continues its flight in a new direction and
with reduced energy according to the laws of energy and momentum
conservation. In water and other low-Z materials this process is the most
important energy loss mechanism for photons in the medium energy range
from, say, 0.04 to 10 MeV. It leads to tracks of Compton electrons with a
wide energy spectrum, from zero up to a substantial fraction of the primary
photon energy hv.

(iii) In a pair production event, when, in the strong fields of the atomic nucleus
and of the orbital electrons, the photon is transformed into an electron-
positron pair. This process can only occur at photon energies above 1.02
MeV, which is the energy equivalent of the masses of an electron and positron
with zero kinetic energy. The excess energy hv - 1.02 MeV is shared as
kinetic energy E+ and E~ between the created positive and negative particles.
Their energy spectrum is rather flat in the energy range from essentially zero
up to E+, E~ = hv - 1.02 MeV. This interaction process must be taken into
account only at high photon energies (above, say, 5 MeV), but it gains
importance with increasing energy. For conventional X rays, 137Cs y rays
(0.66 MeV) and 60Co y rays (1.17 and 1.33 MeV), pair production can be
neglected.
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Figure 9.3 Cross sections (in barn/atom: 1 barn = 10"28 m2) for various types of
interaction of photons with aluminium, a typical low-Z material (48).
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barn/keV per electron) after Compton scattering of 0.1, 0.4, and 1 MeV
incident photons. daK*N/dE is evaluated by the Klein and Nishina formula
(43,44).
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Figure 9.3 shows cross sections for aluminium as an example of low-Z atoms. The
strong absorption at low energies (say, below 40 keV) due to the photoeffect is
evident, as is the importance of the Compton effect at medium to high energies and of
pair production at very high energies.

The photoelectric cross section of an atom, between its resonant absorption edges,
varies with the photon energy approximately as (/tv)~2-5 and increases approximately
as the fourth to fifth power of the atomic number Z (see Chapter 5 for details). The
Compton cross section of an electron, however, is almost independent of the atomic
number, and it decreases only slightly with increasing photon energy. Thus, in
heterogeneous objects made up by atoms of different Z, a variation in photon energy
can lead to a significant change in the relative importance of interaction modes and of
the locations of interactions.

The close correspondence between the photon energy after collision and Compton
electron kinetic energy is visible in Figure 9.4, which shows the energy spectra of the
scattered photons (a) and electrons (b) for photons with incident energy 0.1, 0.5, and
IMeV.

10 10' 10"

Start Energy (keV)

Figure 9.5 Mean number of electrons of all generations with initial energies larger than E
produced by interaction of various radiation fields with water (normalized to
an absorbed energy of 1 J); adapted from Ref. 49. Parameters give
acceleration voltages and target materials of X-ray tubes.
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Electrons set in motion by inelastic photon collisions in turn excite and ionize other
molecules. Thus, the original electron can produce an avalanche of higher order
generations of electrons with decreasing initial energies, which all contribute to the
track formation. The number and energy spectra of the higher generation electrons
depend on electron collision cross sections, which are discussed in Section 9.2.3.

Figure 9.5 shows such spectra for photon fields of widely different energies and for
incident fast electrons (49). The interactions of electrons change the shapes of the
initial Compton- and photo-effect start spectra.

Photon track structures, and thus their energy deposition, are mainly characterized by
the start energies of the electrons ejected in inelastic photon collisions and by the
distances between subsequent inelastic photon collisions.

The locations and types of energy transfers in inelastic photon events are determined
by the respective cross sections of the three inelastic processes mentioned above (as
well as inelastic scattering), which are governed by the photon energy and the atomic
constitution of the irradiated medium. The lengths of the corresponding electron
tracks are generally small (typically nanometers to millimeters in water), compared to
the distance between subsequent photon collisions (typically centimeters). Thus the
analysis of photon track structures can usually be reduced to the analysis of
appropriate electron track structures.
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The low density of electron tracks in photon-irradiated matter and its dependence on
photon energy can be estimated from Figure 9.6, which shows the fraction of photon
energy absorbed within concentric spheres around photon point sources located in the
center and for uniformly distributed sources (50). However, this low energy density
in single-photon tracks leads to the complicating situation that, with increasing values
of energy deposited in finite mass elements, many photons have interacted in that
element. Thus, the spatial and temporal overlap of track structures of many
secondary electrons and their physical and chemical consequences must be
considered. They might lead to non-linearities in dose-effect relationships and to
different effects of the same total dose if it is delivered at different dose rates or
fractions.

9.2.2. Interactions of Neutrons

Whereas photons mainly interact with the electrons of molecules, ejecting electrons as
charged secondary particles, neutrons collide with atomic nuclei, leading to recoil
atomic ions and products of nuclear reactions as charged secondary particles. These
reaction processes can be divided into elastic scattering (the most important
interaction in this context) producing recoil ions, inelastic scattering (leading to an
excitation of the struck nucleus and to a slower neutron), nonelastic scattering
(ejecting another particle out of the hit nucleus), neutron capture processes (which are
important for slow neutrons and lead to their disappearance), and spallation processes
(breaking up the hit target nucleus and ejecting significant pieces of it, of importance
at neutron energies above, say, 10 MeV) (44,51,52).

In hydrogen-containing media such as water and biological substances, the most
important interaction is elastic scattering with hydrogen nuclei, accounting for
typically more than 90% of the energy transferred. Hydrogen nuclei are protons.
Neutron collisions produce a wide spectrum of recoil proton energies from zero to the
neutron energy.

The contributions of the various neutron interaction processes to neutron track
structures depends on the neutron energy and on the relative abundances of the
elements in the irradiated object. Cross sections for elements can be found elsewhere
(51,53-57). The abundance of hydrogen in an object is of great importance for
neutron track structure because the cross sections for hydrogen are relatively high for
neutron energies up to about 1 MeV.

As with photons, the kinetic energy of the charged secondary particles produced by
the interactions of neutrons is of main importance in determining the track structure.
From energy and momentum conservation in the hard-sphere approximation, it can be
shown (43-46) that, to a good approximation, the energy spectrum of elastically
recoiled nuclei is a rectangular distribution from zero to the maximum energy £max
that can be transferred from a neutron of energy En to a nucleus of mass A:

This flat distribution is seen in the initial secondary particle spectra shown in Figure
9.7. The proton contribution around 1.5 MeV for 1-MeV neutrons stems from the
(n, p) reaction in nitrogen. The structure in the spectra for 14- MeV neutrons is due to
contributions from inelastic and nonelastic processes.
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in

The total and differential cross sections for neutron interactions generally are not as
well known as those for photons; this holds particularly for neutron energies above 20
MeV that are of interest for radiation therapy. However, for low to medium-high
energy neutrons, which includes many cases of practical importance in radiation
research, elastic scattering dominates the energy absorption from neutrons, and these
elastic cross sections are sufficiently well known for track structure calculations.

Energy deposition by neutrons is determined by the locations of energy transfer and
by the type and energy of secondary particles produced. The maximum range of
secondary charged particles resulting from elastic or other neutron collisions (Figure
9.8) is small compared to mean distances between subsequent neutron collisions
(typically centimeters in low-Z media). Therefore, as with photons, the tracks of
secondary charged particles from the same neutron are not likely to overlap. Thus,
they can be analyzed separately. This simplification can be for up to doses about 10
times higher than for photons, since the ranges of recoil heavy ions are shorter than
those of Compton electrons.

Although most of the energy deposition by fast neutrons in hydrogenic material is via
recoil protons, neutron track structures are more complex than those for photons.
Proton track structures at low energies (say, below 100 keV) are not known because
relevant cross sections are lacking. In addition, there are some low-energy heavy
ions, mainly carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, for which there are essentially no cross
sections available for condensed targets. Furthermore, neutrons are often
accompanied by energetic photons, either from beam production or from inelastic
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interactions in the irradiated object. The interaction of these photons in the volume of
interest may also have to be taken into account. This mixture of various heavy
charged particles, electrons, and photons and the corresponding mixture of physical
events makes analysis of neutron radiation effects in terms of track structure theory
more difficult than for photons or monoenergetic, fast charged particles. This may be
the reason why rigorous neutron track structure calculations have not been performed
yet. The deficiencies of analytical approximations (12,13,58,59) and of semi-Monte
Carlo approaches (60,61) underline the need for more detailed calculations.
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9.2.3. Interactions of Electrons

Electrons are of prime importance in thé production of track structures. Essentially
all energy from photons or primary high-energy electrons is transferred to and
transported in irradiated matter by secondary and higher generation electrons. The
same is true for a large fraction of the energy lost by fast ions and thus also for
neutrons. Because of this importance, much has been written on various aspects
of electron interactions with matter. References 3,8,62-69 can be consulted for
details. For a survey of the general characteristics of interactions of low- to
-medium-energy electrons, see Chapter 4.

The starting point for a study of the energy deposition of electrons is their stochastic
track structure (Section 9.3.2). Input data for track structure calculations are cross
sections for all relevant processes (see e.g. Chapters 2,3,4,5). Averaged quantities
such as stopping power (the rate of energy loss along a particle path; see Chapter 7),
range (some expectation value or extrapolated value of the length of a particle track;
see Chapter 7), or yields (expectation values of the production of primary,
intermediate, or long-lived new species; see Chapters 6,8) are also useful in radiation
research.

The stopping power dEldx of a medium can be considered as the sum of all single
energy loss processes:

*°- - (9.2)dx

where N = number density of molecules in the medium
Qi = energy transferred to a molecule in process /
a,- = cross section for discrete collision process i

= differential cross section foryth transition into the continuum.

Stopping powers known accurately from theory or experiment can be used as
constraints in the estimation of less well known cross sections (in particular of
secondary electron spectra; see Chapter 7).

It is useful to mention here the so-called electron degradation spectrum Y(EQ, E),
which gives the sum of the path segment lengths where the degraded primary
electron (start energy £0) and all secondary electrons produced during complete
slowing down have an energy between E and E + dE (70-72):

Y( E0,E) ~ (9.3)

where N(E, £0) is the absolute number of all secondary and higher order electrons
created by complete slowing down of an electron of incident energy E0, which have
kinetic start energy larger than E, plus 1 for the primary electron. The electron
degradation spectrum increases steeply with decreasing electron energy (Figure
9.9a), because of the increase in the number of low-energy secondary electrons and
the decrease of the stopping power at energies below 100 eV. As written here,
equation 9.3 is only a rough approximation that does not explicitly take into
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Figure 9.9
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Energy E (eV)
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Degradation spectrum of electrons in water vapour (a) of various low-LET
radiation fields (34) and (b) photon and electron fields (adapted from Ref. 49).

account departures from the continuous-slowing-down approximation or adequately
describe contributions from secondary electrons. For more detailed discussion of
electron degradation spectra see Chapter 8.

Figure 9.9b gives degradation spectra for several photon fields and very fast
electrons. It shows the strong distortion of electron energy spectra during slowing
down from their clean Compton- and photo-electron spectra produced by the initial
photon interactions.
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Figure 9.10 Yields of various primary excitations and of ionizations produced by complete
slowing down of electrons in water vapor as a function of incident energy.

Degradation spectra are useful for the calculation of the yield G/ of any species /:

Gi(E0) = I Y(EQ, E)Gi(E) dE (9.4)

where Oj(£) is the production cross section of species / by electron of energy E.
Yields (for example of ions, electrons, or light-emitting excitations) produced during
the complete slowing down of a primary particle can be measured to a much higher
accuracy than total or differential cross sections for single collisions. Therefore,
yields represent a means to check predictions of track structure calculations against
experiments and thus to improve iteratively on relevant cross sections. Figure 9.10
shows the result of such a calculation for water vapor. The predominance of
ionizations at high energies and of excitations below, say, 200 eV is evident. An
average of 14 eV is spent here per inelastic event (G/ = 7 events per 100 eV). For a
more detailed discussion see Chapter 8.

Yields, as defined in Eq. (9.4), are expectation values averaged over many primary
electron tracks. In reality, however, each track will produce a somewhat different
number of new species than another track. In many cases, because of the correlation
between energy loss and species production and because of the finite energy
available, the frequency distributions of the number of new species is narrower than a
Poisson distribution (73-76). The ratio of the variance of the observed distribution to
that of a Poisson distribution is often called the Fano factor. Comparison of
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Number of lonizations

Figure9.lib lonization sum distributions (probability graphs) for complete slowing down
of electrons in water vapor (—) and in liquid water (——); adapted from Ref.
77. Arrows indicate respective mean values.

calculated and experimental yield distributions can also be a sensitive check of
consistency of single-collision cross sections (74). Figures 9.11 a and b give
distributions of the number of ionizations produced in the tracks of electrons in liquid
water and in water vapor. The distributions appear essentially Gaussian over a wide
parameter range (Fig. 1 Ib). The consequent G-values (Figure 9.12) show that at high
electron energy more ionizations are produced in the liquid and that the outermost
electron orbits contribute most to ionization (contrary to irradiation by photons). The
calculated total ionization yields for the vapor are in excellent agreement with
experimental data (78). The lower part of Figure 9.12 shows that (a) the frequency
distributions for the total ionization yields are narrower in the liquid (i.e. their Fano
factor is smaller) and (b) the respective distributions for each single shell are much
broader than that for all ionizations (i.e., their Fano factor is larger).

Finally some spatial aspects of electron energy deposition shall be considered, since
the spatial correlation of all initial events influences the subsequent physical and
chemical reactions. The expectation values of electron energy deposition show a
number of typical features, some of which are depicted in Figure 9.13 (5 keV
electrons vertically incident on a slab of water). The number of transmitted electrons
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Figure 9.12 G-values for ionization from different molecular levels and corresponding
Fano factors for electron impact on water vapor (—) and liquid water (——)
(adapted from Ref. 77).

decreases strongly with increasing slab thickness (compared to corresponding plots
for heavy charged particles, which show almost a step function). However, the
kinetic energy per transmitted electron decreases much more slowly. At a thickness
equal to their range (obtained in the continuous-slowing-down-approximation [csda,
(79)] about 1% of the incident energy and around 5% of the incident number of
electrons are still transmitted. With increasing slab thickness electrons are also
reflected (back-scattered). Their number fraction at medium energies and for vertical
incidence on low-Z matter is around 10%, and the mean energy per reflected electron
is around 40-50% of the incident energy. The reflected number is independent of
thickness beyond dIR = 0.4 because electrons are not appreciably reflected back to the
surface from greater depths.
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Figure 9.13 Calculated fractions of reflected and transmitted electrons and their energies
as a function of slab thickness d (in units of the electron range R) (34).
Vertical incidence, pencil beam, and water vapor. See Figure 9.14 for values
of A.

Electrons in Water

Energy ( eV )

Figure 9.14 Calculated mean track length r0, practical range rp, mean range rm, and total
track length r, for electrons of energy E0 in water vapor; data from Refs. 34,
49 and 79.
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The transmission curves indicate that there are many possibilities for definition of an
electron "range" (csda, mean, practical, extrapolated, and so on) (49). The range
becomes even less well defined at low energies (< 100 eV), where electrons are more
or less in complete diffusion, or at subexcitation energies, where electrons can diffuse
over long distances because of the reduced number of energy loss processes. Figure
9.14 shows some of these ranges calculated by a Monte Carlo electron track structure
program in comparison with data from ICRU Report 37 and an empirical range-
energy relationship for low-Z matter (p = 1 g/cm3), which gives reasonably accurate
values up to, say, 20 keV:

R = 40 E( 1 + 0.5 E) (nm) (9.5)

where E = electron energy in keV.

9.2.4. Interactions of Heavy Charged Particles

Energy transfer from fast charged particles to matter occurs primarily through
excitations and ionizations. For ions with specific energy E per mass in the range
0.5-100 MeV/u, around 65-75% of the energy loss is transferred to and then
transported by secondary electrons, 15-25% is needed to overcome their binding
energy, and the residual 5-10% produces neutral excited species. The large fraction
transferred to secondary electrons emphasizes the importance of electrons also in this
context. For 0.8 MeV/u particles around half of all ionizations are produced by the
fast ion itself, and the rest by its secondary electrons. With increasing ion energy two
out of three ionizations are ultimately due to secondary electrons and are thus not
necessarily located close to the ion path (see Chapter 2).

Let us consider some characteristics of heavy charged particle (ion) tracks. The main
contribution to energy losses of a fast ion comes from inelastic interactions with the
electrons of a medium. The role of the elastic interactions becomes important only at
the end of the ion's track. The role of charge exchange processes between a moving
ion and the target molecules increases when the ion slows down, see Chapter 2 of this
report. The size of regions of the energy localization depends only on speed of a
charged particle. Therefore, a fast proton generates a similar track structures as does
a fast electron with the same speed.

But for the whole track picture we must take into account the differences in the
interactions of ions and electrons. This difference in action is based on the difference
in charge and in mass.

Interaction cross-sections and stopping power depend only upon charge and speed,
they are proportional ~Z2/v2, and do not depend upon mass of a particle. So when an
ion and an electron have the same speed the ratio of inelastic cross-sections is equal to
Z2 (this is also valid for the ratio of stopping powers).

Another difference between the action of an ion and electron is the difference in the
maximum energy of the knocked out electron. The ion with the speed v can transfer
to a free electron in a medium the maximum energy E1^ = 2 mv2, where m is the
electron mass, whereas a fast electron with the same speed can transfer maximum
energy E^ax = mv2/4, so E^/E^ = 8. Consequently, in the case of ions the energy
of the knocked out electrons will be distributed partly to regions of the medium far
more remote from the point of initial ionization than in the case of electron collisions.
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Figure 9.15 Secondary electron ejection cross section for proton impact (0.3, 1.0, and 2.0
MeV) on various target molecules, divided by the number of weakly bound
target electrons (37).

There are two new interaction processes for fast ions, compared to electrons. First,
heavy charged particles of medium energy (say, 0.1-5 MeV/u) can capture electrons
from target molecules into their own continuum states [charge transfer to the
continuum (CCT)], which leads to the ejection of additional secondary electrons.
These have essentially the same speed as the ion and travel in essentially the same
direction. Their production cross sections are not well known. Second, heavy
charged particles are usually incompletely stripped ions that carry electrons in bound
states (for example He+ and Xe5+) and can successively lose electrons and capture
target electrons. This complicates the derivation of relevant cross sections for heavy
charged particles.

The singly differential ionization cross sections for protons show the same general
shape as those for primary electrons (Figure 9.15). This figure gives experimental
data for secondary electron ejection cross sections for proton impact on various
hydrocarbons and on hydrogen. The cross section (a) decreases with increasing ion
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energy (^T1) and (b) falls at medium energies of secondary electrons approximately
as E-2. Also, (c) the maximum electron energy increases linearly with the ion energy
(«7). All this is understood from theory and is similar to cross sections for primary
electrons. The features (a) and (c) are mainly responsible for the fact that there
cannot exist one single parameter characterizing the "quality" of any radiation field in
producing a certain radiation action (see also Section 9.4.5). The absolute value of
these cross sections per weakly bound target electron (i.e., for all electrons except for
the K orbital electrons) is almost independent on the chemical nature of the target
molecule. The same is true for the angular distribution of the ejected secondary
electrons (Figure 9.16).

The magnitude of cross sections of charged particles is proportional to the square of
their electric charge Z. The classical Rutherford cross section is:
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- (9.6)
dE y T Q2

where T = 1A mv2

m = electron mass
v = ion speed
Q = energy transfer (= E + U)

This relationship is approximately correct for bare nuclei or fast ions with tightly
bound electrons, but the supposition that this holds also for fast ions with loosely
bound electrons is not correct. Figure 9.17 shows an example of this failure; the ions
H2

+ and H+ are both singly charged and a constant cross section ratio might be

MeV/amu
0.75
0.5

250 500 750
Electron Energy ( eV )

1000

Figure 9.17 Ratio of energy differential cross sections for the production of secondary
electrons by H2

+ and H+ projectiles of various specific energies impinging on
hydrogen gas (81).
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expected, but over a wide secondary electron energy range the contribution of the
ejected electron of the H2

+ molecule shows that such a simple scaling from proton
cross sections to heavy-ion cross sections is not obtained. Scaling from proton data to
heavier ions with a so-called effective charge Zeff (83-88), however, has proven useful
in stopping power analysis (see Chapter 7). The empirical formula derived by Barkas
from nuclear emulsion work (89) is often adequate. His formula is also in agreement
with experimental data for the charge state distribution after penetration of heavy ions
through gases (Figure 9.18). The higher charge states observed after penetration
through solids are most probably due to electron ejection from the highly excited fast
ion after leaving the solid (82). It might be worthwhile to put more effort into
understanding this apparent discrepancy between the meaningfulness of the concept
of an effective charge in stopping power and the failure of this concept for those cross
sections that essentially determine the stopping power.

Tracks of heavy charged particles are often characterized by their mean rate of energy
loss and their range. This mean rate, the stopping power, has been the object of many
theoretical and experimental studies (1,90-108), which has led to substantial
knowledge about the general underlying principles (see Chapter 7). However, the
accuracy of actual stopping power values for charged particles heavier than a
particles and for all particles at low energies is far from satisfactory. In the context of

Dimitnev and Nikolaev
-•• -Northchf fe and Schilling
-•- Wilhamson et al
- - - Barkas
o • exp. data

0.03 0.1 0.3 1.0 3.0

Specific Energy ( MeV / u )
Figure 9.18 Effective charge of iodine projectiles after passing through solid, in gaseous

targets, and according to various empirical formulas derived from stopping
power analysis (84,85,87,89).
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track structure theory it is sufficient to remember the usefulness of this integral
quantity for consistency checks as outlined in the section on electrons, the
insensitivity of stopping power to the physical phase of the target matter (107,108),
and the principles of the dependency of material and particle parameters in the basic
stopping power formula of Bethe (79,91) (see Eq. (2), Chapter 7).

dE _ Z2 Z2 2mc2ß2 C o) /n _.— = 47tr(
2mc2— — - In ——— — -ß2-lnl- — -- (9.7)

dx ° ß 2 A 2 l , 1-ß2 Z2 2)

where C/Z2 represents shell corrections (79) that are discussed in Chapter 7.

The material properties enter essentially only with Z2/A2 (~ 0.5) and In /, and the
dependency on the particle parameters is approximately as ß~2 (which is similar to the
case of electrons) and proportional to Zf. Therefore, particles of the same velocity
have different stopping powers according to their Zf, whereas particles with the same
stopping power and different Zf have different speeds (with the consequences for
their secondary electron cross sections mentioned above). Because of the similarity
in the Z\ and ß dependences of cross sections and stopping power, an apparent
correlation over a restricted parameter range of the size of a radiation effect with
stopping power could in reality be due to an actual correlation with one or more
important basic interactions since the cross sections for these have the same
dependency. Data for stopping power of heavy charged particles in water are given
in Chapter 7 (Figure 7.5.13).

Beyond the considerations outlined above, the applicability of stopping power in
track structure research is rather limited for several reasons. First, the molecular
changes in a target material depend on energy deposited in it and not on the energy
lost by the passing particle; this is an important difference which can be large when
the site dimensions under consideration are small. Second, the number of collisions
and the energy transferred in them are random variables with certain probability
densities. Therefore, the actual energy loss in a small region of interest can vary
considerably (109,110), and the physical and chemical reactions do not "know" of
average values but "feel" only actual values. This variation in actual energy loss is
shown in Figure 9.19 (111,112), which shows the variance o2 of energy loss in thin
absorbers divided by the expected energy loss A£ (stopping power times pathlength)
for electrons and protons. For thin absorbers this straggling ratio is independent of
absorber thickness. Third, secondary electrons can acquire rather high energy and
form tracks of their own physicochemical consequence. Fourth, a site of interest
might be larger than the finite range of a particle track structure; this makes
considerations of mean rates of energy loss useless in some cases. The regions of
influence of these various aspects are illustrated in Figure 9.19.

Chapter 7 gives data for the csda ranges of heavy charged particles in water, which
can be used to estimate the longitudinal extensions of their track structures. The
ranges of these particles are orders of magnitude shorter than those of electrons of the
same kinetic energy.
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Figure 9.19 (a) Ratio of variance of energy loss spectrum to mean energy loss for protons
and electrons in the free electron model, (b) Regions of site diameters and
proton energies where the energy deposition is strongly influenced by their
finite range (I), straggling (III + IV), and by the range of their delta rays (IV).
In region II the energy deposition can be approximated by dE/dx. (111,112).

9.3. SPATIAL ASPECTS OF TRACK STRUCTURES

9.3.1. Characteristics of Tracks from Photons and Neutrons

Photons and neutrons in most cases produce primary events separated by distances
that are large compared to the ranges of their secondary charged particles. This is
illustrated in Figure 9.20 for water and air. It can also be seen by comparing the
particle ranges given in Figures 9.8 and 9.14. Therefore, the track structures
produced by primary electrons, protons, and heavier ions are similar to those
produced by photons and neutrons. However, with the latter two radiations more than
one particle sometimes leaves the same affected atom, for example, because of Auger
electron emission after inner shell ionization, or an (n, 3a) reaction.
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Figure 9.20 Mean free paths for energy transfer reactions of neutrons and photons in dry
air and water (51-57,113).

Figure 9.21 shows another characteristic of photon and neutron track structures (114).
The ranges of secondary particles from neutrons (mainly protons and heavier charged
particles) are much shorter than those from photons (electrons). Therefore, for the
same absorbed dose neutrons have a smaller chance to affect a certain small site of
interest in the irradiated matter. But if the small site happens to be affected, the
amount of energy imparted e to that site in this interaction is much larger (because of
the higher stopping power of ions compared to that of electrons). This leads to the
higher expectation value of the specific (imparted) energy zn for neutrons than for
photons Zy per energy deposition event, where z is the first moment of the frequency
distribution f(z) of specific energy z (see Section 9.4.3). At a fixed absorbed dose,
for the same reason, the standard deviation o of the distribution of z is much broader
for neutrons than for photons (Figure 9.21). The determination of such distributions
is a main objective of proportional counter microdosimetry. Further discussions of
the properties of these characteristic functions can be found in the literature (112).
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Figure 9.21 Range of specific energies (mean values z ± standard deviation o) and mean
number of events as a function of absorbed dose for 14-MeV neutrons (n) and
60Co y rays in tissue spheres of 1 \im diameter (112).

9.3.2. Structures of Electron Tracks

The distance an electron travels between two consecutive events of energy transfer is
called the free path length 4, with respect to inelastic scattering. Its average value
equals l^ - (n a,^)'1, where n is the density of molecules in the medium and <stot is the
total cross section for inelastic scattering. For fast electrons with E > 10 keV, the
value of lin exceeds significantly the region of localization of the energy transferred
to the medium. For relativistic electrons (E > 100 keV) in water, /,„ is equal to 200-
300 nm, while for a 10 keV-electron it is an order of magnitude smaller. At the same
time the size of the energy localization region or a spw (following Samuel and Magee
(80)) is several nm. Thus, the track of a fast electron is regarded as a set of
nonoverlapping microregions (isolated spurs) containing excited and ionized
molecules. In the approach of Samuel and Magee, with decreasing electron energy,
the spurs in the track are no longer isolated from each other and at E < 1 keV the
track structures are described as a continuous region of overlapping spurs.

Electron track structures have been calculated for energies from about 10 eV to
several MeV, and for gases, liquids, and solids (5,22,24-29,34,35,115-125). Here a
few characteristic results are shown, using tracks of keV electrons in water vapor.
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Electron tracks in water vapor
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Figure 9.22 Two-dimensional projections of electron tracks in water vapor calculated with
a Monte Carlo simulation program (MOCA-8). For graphical reasons the 2-
keV e~ track is continued in the last line. For this plot all 20 types of
activations are divided into two classes: +, excitation; •, ionization.

Electron Tracks
Energy (keV)

" ^̂-_/ s*

Figure 9.23 Ten tracks of 1-, 2-, 5-, and 10-keV electrons each in water, showing the
stochastic nature of paths of identical projectiles and the widely different
degrees of spatial concentrations of energy absorption events.
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Figure 9.24 Simulated electron tracks from the absorption of Al-Ka X rays in water
(leading typically to one photoelectron and one Auger electron) and from an
125I decay (up to 22 electrons of widely different energies ejected per decay).

Figure 9.22-9.24 (and track structures in later sections) are two-dimensional
projections of three-dimensional computed tracks, which originally contain full
information about the location of each event and its physicochemical nature. For
the decay mode of initially excited or ionized states, evaluated experimental data
of Tan et al (126) were used. The figures show that (a) the number of events
increases with electron energy (69), (b) with increasing electron energy the mean
distance between inelastic collisions increases, (c) electrons suffer appreciable
angular scattering, and (d) the event density is particularly high in the track ends
of the primary and secondary electrons.

The largest number of events with small distances to their neighbors can be found in
tracks of electrons of around 500 eV; electrons with less energy produce less events
per energy deposited, and those with higher energies produce them further apart on
the average. This can be seen from the frequency distribution to the next neighbors
(Figure 9.25).
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Figure 9.25 Frequency distributions of nearest neighbor distances between excitations and
ionizations in tracks of electrons with starting energies from 0.05 to 20 keV.

For electrons with energies in the keV range the probability to find less than 1, 2, 3,
... additional events within a certain distance follows approximately a Gaussian
function. However, this distribution describes only expected distances averaged over
many events and tracks. Actual reactions of events in a track do not know of these
averages and react according to their actual distances. If the reaction probabilities
vary nonlinearly with reactant separation distances, for example, in a second-order
reaction, the distance distributions must also be weighted nonlinearly. This is
possible with Monte Carlo simulations.

9.3.3 Structures of Proton Tracks

Proton track structures have been calculated for comparison with experimental proton
data, for neutron track structure studies, and to provide basic data for radiation
biology (127-133). Figure 9.26 gives three tracks each for simulated short segments
of 0.3-, 1-, and 3-MeV protons in water vapor to demonstrate the similarities and
differences between fast ion tracks of the same energy compared to those of different
energy. In general, these tracks are straight because the heavier mass of fast ions
prevents them from being scattered as much as electrons in elastic and inelastic
collisions. With increasing ion energy the relative fraction of all events produced
directly by the fast ion decreases from more than two-thirds for energies T around 0.3
MeV/u to around one-third at 5 MeV/u. The fraction of events on or close to the ion
path also decreases. This is due to the T~l In T behaviour of the secondary electron
inelastic cross sections and the "hardening" of the secondary electron spectrum with
increasing ion energy (the secondary electron maximum energy increases with T).
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Figure 9.26 Proton track segments in water (0.3, 1.0, and 3.0 MeV, three tracks per
energy) calculated with a Monte Carlo simulation program (MOCA-14).

The linear density of fast secondary electrons along the ion path, however, is rather
small, and it decreases with increasing secondary electron energy (°c £-2). Therefore,
the usefulness of a "radial dose concept" for classification of heavy-ion tracks
(Section 9.4,4), which averages the energy deposited by secondary electrons at certain
radial distances from the ion path along the path, is not obvious (at least for protons
and a panicles).

The differences in the three track structures produced by protons of the same energy
are completely due to the stochastic nature of all single-collision processes. It is still
a challenging problem to derive a rigorous strategy for the classification of such track
structures, regarding the similarities of tracks produced by identical particles and
dissimilarities between tracks from different particles.
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Figure 9.27 Calculated a particle track segments (1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 MeV) in water
(MOCA-14).

9.3.4. Structures of Heavy Charged Particle Tracks

The great difference between the ion mass and electron mass results in the great
difference in the geometry of ion and electron tracks. While an electron can lose up
to half of its energy, the energy lost by an ion in colliding with an electron is less than
one thousandth of its kinetic energy. This leads to the rectilinearly of an ion
trajectory, since the energy that an ion loses in each event and the corresponding
change in its momentum amount to only a small fraction of its total energy and
momentum; it is proportional to m/M, where M is the mass of an ion. Therefore,
along the whole track except its end part, where elastic collisions are dominating, the
trajectory of an ion can be considered as a straight line.

For protons and a particles experimental cross section data and theory permit
estimates of basic input data for track structure calculations with reasonable accuracy
for a few target media (e.g., water vapor) for a restricted energy range (say, 0.3-10
MeV/u). Figure 9.27 shows two-dimensional projections of track segments from 1 to
8 MeV a particles in water vapor. The higher density of events (all primary and
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secondary inelastic events are symbolized by a dot, though the full information on
their chemical nature is available in the computer program) stems from the Z2

dependence of all ion cross sections. The electron transport, however, is independent
of the charge of the ejecting ion. Because of the Z2 dependence of the primary cross
section, more higher energy secondary electron tracks are also visible per unit track
length for a particles than for protons (Figure 9.26).

In these computed a particle tracks one can see the transition from the "grain count"
(single, separated events along the ion path) regime at high particle energies to the
"track width" (overlapping events on and close to the ion path) regime at lower
energies. This can lead to different types of radiation action (17) and can actually be
seen microscopically in fast heavy-ion tracks registered in nuclear emulsions
(18,134).

Presently it is still impossible to perform reliable track structure calculations for ions
heavier than a particles and for condensed targets, because of the lack of reliable or
comprehensive experimental absolute cross sections and the lack of accurate enough

Carbon

*•* *̂ »MeV /u •» • \ i«•«..• Ui .v
. Jk

lOnm

Figure 9.28 Track segments of 1- and 3-MeV/u carbon ions in water (MOCA-14) scaled
from proton tracks of the same velocity by multiplication of primary electron
ejection cross sections by the effective charge squared.
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theories. As mentioned above, the existence of loosely bound electrons in the
projectile is the main reason for this problem. However, to give a semiquantitative
example, track structures of fast carbon ions were derived from proton tracks by
multiplying all primary ion cross sections with the speed-dependent effective charge
squared, as calculated from Barkas's formula (89). Figure 9.28 gives an impression
of such a heavy-ion track. The event density is very high along, and even at some
distance from, the ion path. Quite different chemical reactions and dynamics might
be expected in the "core" of such tracks than in sparsely ionizing electron tracks, such
as are encountered at larger distances from an ion track or due to photon interactions.

9.4. CLASSIFICATIONS OF TRACK STRUCTURES

9.4.1. Concepts of Classification

As demonstrated in the preceding section, radiation track structures, due to their
stochastic nature and the usually large number of events per track, contain much
detailed information. This fact introduces the problem of data reduction and
classification (135-137). This is a general problem in science and various approaches
to its solution can be found in different fields. It is a common objective in research to
identify the essential parameters in the usually large number of descriptors that can be
attached to an object, process, or phenomenon. Such an identification for data
reduction is necessary for the derivation of underlying principles. The aim should
first be to establish quantitative criteria for similarities and dissimilarities between
objects of study (here track structures) and then to derive strategies for classification
and discrimination.

Classification of incident radiation fields (even of mixed fields) is an easy task. In
most cases they can conveniently be described at any point in space by their spectral
distributions of particle radiances pf (i identifies the particle type) as a function of
energy, solid angle, and time (138). These radiances are related to the particle
fluence <t>p which is the number of particles per unit area, by

(}> i=/JJp i(E,ß, t)dtdßdE (9.8)
EO i

The classification of track structures produced in matter, however, is a difficult task
and presently there is no rigorous solution. A few limited approaches are mentioned
below, and ways are shown that might lead to improvements.

9.4.2. Macroscopic Dose. Kerma and Fluence

One possibility of classification is by the energy spent to produce all events of tracks,
or of that spatial subgroup, which is in a certain site element of interest. Essentially
this means that tracks are ordered according to the energy needed to produce them.
The chemical nature of the events and their spatial arrangement (within a site element
of interest) is ignored. This could be justified if the so-called optical approximation
were valid throughout (8,9), namely, the relative spectrum of physicochemical initial
species produced by interaction is independent of the parameters of the radiation and
depends only on material properties (for example on its dipole oscillator strength
distribution). However, this approximation is valid only for fast charged particles and
not for slow electrons, which are very important for track structure formation.
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Examples of Concepts of Macro- and Microscopic Dosimetry

1 Macroscopic Dose :

2 Microscopic Dose :

3 Linear Energy Transfer

4 Degradation Spectrum

Cl»

10pm

5 Radial Dose
Lr D(r)

Figure 9.29 Some dosimetric classification concepts for charged particle tracks.

Examples of Concepts of Track Structure Analysis
Track« jS1,x'1;S2,x2;....Sn,^

Nearest Neighbour Analysis

Activation centered
Neighbourhood .Analysis :

3 Track Entities :

Cluster Formation :

blotV£3

track

• —v-Act.
. "% ' wetgbt

s Cluster Association :
^Cluster
weight

Figure 9.30 Some classification concepts based on locations and types of new chemical
species in charged particle tracks.
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Furthermore, the primary interactions of photons, neutrons, and charged particles are
quite different and the direct consequences of these primary collisions can also be
quite different. Thus, the energy absorbed to produce a track is not a very good
quantity for classification in radiation research in spite of its wide usage. Its frequent
use, in fact, might be a major reason that insight into radiation action mechanisms is
not more advanced.

For some applications, however, absorbed energy in mass elements might be an
acceptable classification quantity, for example, in calorimetry, or if exactly the same
radiation field and irradiation condition is used repeatedly to investigate the dose-
effect relationship for this field. Absorbed energy can then be used as an implicit
integral measure of the number of charged particle tracks produced. However, if the
density in space and time of tracks from different primary particle interactions
becomes so high that the track structures overlap and interfere with each other, even
in this restricted sense classification by absorbed energy in a mass element can initiate
misleading interpretations of observed radiation actions. For mixed fields or when
comparing radiation effects produced by different irradiation modalities, even use of a
"radiation quality" factor (accounting for different actions of different radiations at
the same absorbed dose) cannot overcome the general shortcomings of the quantity
"energy absorbed in a mass element" for classification of track structures and their
effects. Therefore, it is doubtful whether dosimetric quantities actually "provide a
physical measure to correlate with actual or potential effects" (138).

It is mainly for historical reasons and because of its usefulness in certain applications
(see above) that absorbed dose is mentioned in this context. Absorbed dose D can be
defined (138) as the quotient of the expectation value of the energy e absorbed in an
infinitesimally small element (still containing many molecules) divided by its mass m:

D = —— = limz (9.9)
dm

where z = e/m = specific energy
z = first moment of /(z)

Figure 9.29 gives a survey of classification schemes based essentially on dosimetry.
By contrast, Figure 9.30 shows preliminary concepts for characterization of track
structures based on the locations and types of events rather than on the total energy
needed to produce them. Some of these concepts are discussed in more detail below.

Closely related to the quantity absorbed dose is the quantity kerma, which is the
fcinetic energy released in matter by uncharged particles (photons, neutrons) divided
by the mass of the scattering element (52,139,140).

K = ̂  = <})E^ = XF^- (9.10)
dm p p

where <]> = particle fluence (particles/m2)
*¥ = energy fluence (MeV/m2)
E = particle energy

= mass energy transfer coefficient (100)
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Figure 9.33 Kerma and absorbed dose on the central axis as a function of depth for high-
energy photons and neutrons in tissue (derived from Refs. 52, 140 and 142
and normalized to the dose maximum).

Kerma factors (kerma/fluence) for neutrons and photons in water and tissue are given
in Figure 9.31. Both materials have low Z and thus the cross sections are almost
identical, except for the additional nitrogen content of muscle, which influences the
low energy neutron values through its (n, p) reaction. The partitioning of the kerma
of neutrons in tissue in Figure 9.32 shows the dominance of proton recoils in neutron
track structure, as mentioned in Section 9.2.2. At higher neutron energies nuclear (n,
a) and (n, 3a) reactions in carbon and oxygen start to play a significant role.

Whereas absorbed dose is proportional to the energy actually absorbed in a mass
element, kerma is the energy lost from a radiation field (into kinetic energy of
secondary charged particles). The spatial distribution of energy lost by the primary
radiations differs from that of the energy imparted to the medium, because of the
transport of energy (mainly in the forward direction) by secondary radiations
including electrons and Bremsstrahlung. This can be seen in Figure 9.33.

For the classification of track structures and their action, the differential particle
radiance (138) is recommended to specify the local radiation field by direction,
particle type, energy spectrum, time, and so on. At the next higher level of data
reduction the fluence or fluence rate can be used [see Eq. 9.8]. These primary
quantities characterize the radiation field, and the corresponding track structures
characterize its action on matter. A change in the energy spectrum of the radiation
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field can be used for classification of the interactions that this field experiences but
not for classification of the track structures produced in matter, where the new
physico-chemical species and their spatial arrangements are of interest and not the
energy needed to produce them. If absorbed dose should be used at ail as a derived
quantity, the radiation modality should be stated in parentheses, for example D (X,
150 kVp, I mm Cu), or D (60Co, 2 cm steel), or D (n, 0.2-6 MeV, 2 mm Perspex).

9.4.3 Concepts of Microscopic Energy Deposition

Track structures can be classified according to the energy of events in a particular,
small volume element of interest. Due to the stochastic nature of track formation, the
imparted energy e is also a stochastic quantity, and one can consider the frequency

1.0
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0.6

0.4

0.2 -

0.0
10-2 10-1 100 10- 10'

Y(keV//xm)

Figure 9.34 Distribution of D(Y) in lineal energy Y (= e/d) measured with a spherical
proportional counter with diameter (d) equivalent to 2 |j.m of tissue. (For a
sphere 1 = (2/3)d and hence Y = (2/3)y.) Measurements were made with
photons and neutrons (142a, 142b). The ordinale represents YD(Y) with
arbitrary scales. Photon energies are (a) 1.37 and 2.75 MeV, (b) 0.66 MeV,
(c) approximately 60 keV. Note that the shape of the function between 3 and
10 keV/p.m varies little with photon energy. Neutron energies are 14.6 MeV
and 2.95 MeV. Peaks can be seen for protons (that have a maximum value of
Y of about 100 keV/nm), for alpha particles (maximum Y of about
250 keV/jim) and for heavier ions (up to about 700 keV/^m).
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distribution f(t) and its mean value e. In a major branch of microdosimetry that
developed from experimentally-measurable proportional counter quantities (112,143),
the quantity e itself plays only a minor role compared to the two derived quantities
lineal energy y and specific energy z defined as:

z = (9.11)

where 1 = mean chord length of volume element (for convex bodies 1 is four times
the volume divided by the surface area)

mv = mass of volume element.
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Figure 9.35 Spectra of lineal energy y for (a) a 1-^im-diamter site and various photon
energies; (b) 60Co y rays and various site diameters (M-m); adapted from Ref.
79, data from Ref. 144.
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Distributions of y and z in a spherical volume element of tissue show large differences
for sparsely ionizing radiations (photons) and densely ionizing radiations (neutrons)
(Figure 9.34) and also differences among photon fields (Figure 9.35). This can be
understood from the preceding discussion of the respective secondary particles and
their track structure properties. Thus measured y or z spectra might be used to derive
particle and energy radiances of the incident radiation and thus provide the basic
information needed for a more appropriate classification. For tissue-like volume
elements of dimensions greater than about 0.3 Jim, y and z spectra can be measured
experimentally and also computed from track-structure simulations for comparison
(145, 145a-f). For much smaller dimensions the computational methods are essential
because experimental measurement is usually not possible (112,146).

The first moment, yF , of the distribution and the second moment divided by the first
moment, yD , are also characteristics of the energy deposition by radiation in a
particular site (Figure 9.36) and have been used for classification in microdosimetry
(112,114,143). However, all these distributions depend on the size and shape of the
volume element of interest, and thus this information must be stated for each y or z
spectrum and for their mean values. The frequency mean specific energy z F has wide
application as a normalizing factor because the event frequency per unit macroscopic
dose is 1/Zp (112,146). The dose means, ZD and yD, have application only for very
much more restricted assumptions (112,146).
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Figure 9.36 Second moment divided by first moment, yD , vs. first moment yF of linear
energy spectra in l-|im-diameter sites for various radiation fields (112).
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Figure 9.37 Comparison of inter- and intratrack contributions to the energy imparted
within spheres around arbitrary activations in high-energy electron tracks:
"electron" indicated the intratrack component, the parameterized lines show
the intratrack part as a function of absorbed dose (112). The curve labelled
electron correspond to the proximity function T(r) for a single high-energy
electron.

Another possibility to classify track structures within the concept of microdosimetry
is the integral proximity function T(r). It gives the average energy deposited around
initial species as a function of radial distance (112). For one track T(r) increases with
increasing distance. At higher doses it includes a contribution from an "average"
single track (intratrack) and a component from track overlaps (intertrack) (Figure
9.37). The objections raised against dose and possibly wrong averages also apply to
the above microdosimetric descriptions.

It is sometimes more useful to obtain and present the energy deposition information
as spectra of e directly rather than converting to y or z. In this way, for example,
chemical and biological consequences of given events in DNA can be estimated
empirically or on the basis of numbers of ionizations or excitations in the events (see
Section 9.6). Large consistent databases have been generated for many different
radiations, evaluating absolute frequency distributions f(e) particularly in cylindrical
volume elements of dimensions varying from 0.5 to 100 nm or larger (147-152) using
the MOCA track structure codes for electrons, protons and alpha-particles (34,130).
If other track structure codes are used, some differences in f(e) are obtained,
particularly for larger values of e in smaller volume elements (153,154). Frequency
distributions have also been evaluated directly in terms of numbers of ionizations in
the volume elements (130,155,156) but these are substantially dependent on the total
ionization yield of the medium including its state of condensation (26,77,157).
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9.4.4. Average Track Characteristics for Different Ions

At high speeds the track of an ion can be considered as consisting of separate
track structures similar to those of a fast electron. On the other hand an ion with
energy E < 10 Me V/u produces a region of continuous ionizations and excitations
consisting of overlapping spurs (10). The inner cylindrical part of this region is
then characterized by the increased concentration of ionizations and excitations
and is called a core. The region of track outside the core is called penumbra
(Figure 9.38). It is characterized by a "diffuse" concentration of ionizations and
excitations and is formed by electrons with enough energy to leave the core.

Inside the core the density of ionizations and excitations is produced by both the
primarily ion itself and by secondary electrons it has generated. In this model the
core has the shape of a cylindrical column with a radius rcore. The value of rcore is
estimated on the basis of the direct action only of the primary ion. There are
several formulas for rcore. Mozumder (10) defined rcore from qualitative
considerations equating the effective time of collision and the average time of the
quantum transition on the lowest excited level (transition energy Aco01) as

(9.12)
2co01

where v is the speed of the ion. Kaplan and Miterev (21) defined rcore by equating
to zero the distribution function of the probability of exciting a molecule to the
lowest excited level. According to Ref. (21),

71 V /O 1 -2\(9.13)
CO0!

This expression is 2n times greater than (9.12).

2r core

Figure 9.38 The geometrical picture of heavy ion track; rp is the radius of penumbra which
is equal to maximum range of 0-electrons, Tcore is the radius of a core.
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Formula (9.13) is valid for nonrelativistic speeds of an ion, when ß^e((u) « 1, where ß
= v/c, e(co) is the dielectric permittivity. The formula for rcore for arbitrary velocities
of an ion taking into account the dielectric properties of condensed medium was
obtained by Miterev (158). It can be transformed to the following form:

rcore = ( V2ît ßc / (001 )/{[!! - ß2
El (co01 )l2 + ß4e2 (tu01 )J K + 11 - ß2

£l (co01 )l J (9.14)

where e,(co01), ^(^oi) are real and imaginary components of the dielectric
permittivity. For ß2 e « 1 the formula (9.14) is similar to the formula (9.13). But in
contrast to the monotone behaviour of (9.13), rcore according to the formula (9.14)
takes a maximum value at ß = [EJ ((u^)]'** For increases of speed above this value,
the radius of Tcore decreases (relativistic reduction). In Table 9.1 are presented the
dependence Tcore on the speed of charged particle for water (h co01 = 8.4 eV ).

The distribution of excited and ionized molecules produced directly by the primary
ion inside the core of the track can be found from the following formula:

Noj(r) = nPoj(r) (9.15)

where n is the concentration of molecules, and P0j (r) is the probability of creation of
the electronic state j by direct action of the primary ion at radial distance r. In the
nonrelativistic case, when ß2 e « 1 a sufficiently good approximation for N0j (r) is

(9.16)goj W = ————J-~r expJ m v2 h o>„: r2
0j 2v2

where Z is the ion charge and F0j is the oscillator strength; in the condensed phase it is
obtained by integrating the continuous distribution of the oscillator strengths (9.19)
over the peak width. According to this formula, NOJ decreases very rapidly with
increase of r and this decrease is steeper the smaller the ion speed.

The distribution of excitations and ionizations produced by knocked out secondary
electrons can be calculated by the Monte Carlo method. In the model of continuous
slowing down an analytical expression can be obtained (Butts and Katz (159),
Miterev et al (160)), which is more convenient in a number of practical applications.
When the range of an electron R (E) ~ E, this analytical expression can be presented
in the following form:

„„.i-Z^Jlf , _ _ £ _ ] (9.17)
m v2 r2 1, rmax )

where Nv is the number of valence electrons in the molecule, and r,̂  is the range of
electrons with maximum energy.

Now let us consider the track characteristics for ions with different charges. In Table
9.2 we compare the characteristics of tracks of protons and a-particles with the same
stopping power. The difference between them is based on the difference in their
charges. The stopping power is roughly proportional to the factor Z2/v2. So for the
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Table 9.1.

The dependence of rcore on the velocity of charge particle for water according to
formula (9.14).

Velocity
ß = v/c

0.01
0.1
0.25
0.5
0.693
0.75
0.9
0.935
0.999

Energy
MeV/u

0.047
4.73

30
145
363
480

1214
1707

20047

core
mz

0.74
7.4

19.0
52.4

118.0
96.8
73.3
70.8
68.4

Table 9.2.

Characteristics of tracks of protons and a-particles with the same LET in water*

Track Characteristics

LET, eV/nm

Energy, MeV

Speed, 108 cm/s

Core radius, nm

Maximum energy of 0 electrons, keV

Penumbra radius, nm

Average density of energy absorption in track core,
eV/nm3

eV/molecule

Average density of ionizations in track core, nm-3

Average density of ionizations in the track, nm-3

proton a-particle

98 98

0.082

4

1.2

0.18

4.5

15

4.5

2.2

3.74

1.16

1.3-10-1

65.7

19.2 1.56
5.8-10-1 4.7-10-2

9.4-10-3

4.3-10-4

* Kaplan and Miterev (unpublished).
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Table 9.3.

Characteristics of tracks of a-particles and multicharged 127I ions with the same speed
in water*

Track Characteristics a-particle 127I ion

Speed, 108 cm/s 10 10

Energy, MeV 2 63.5

Effective charge 1.86 10.76

LET, eV/nm 146.8 4920.6

Number of 5 electrons per 1 nm track length 3.2 117

Core radius, nm 2.4 2.4

Penumbra radius, nm 29.3 29.3

Average density of energy absorption in track core,
eV/nm3 4.48 150
eV/molecule 0.134 4.49

Average density of ionizations in track core, nnv3 2.7-10-' 9.04

Average density of ionizations in the track, nnv3 4.9-10~3 1.6-10'1

* Kaplan and Miterev (unpublished).

same stopping powers the speed of a-particles is almost 4 times greater than the
speed of protons if we neglect a weak dependence of the logarithmic term. This is the
reason for different values of E,̂  (for secondary-electrons) and radius of penumbra
rp. The Tp is greater for a-particles and as a consequence the average concentration of
ionizations created in the tracks of the a-particles is lower than in the proton tracks.

In Table 9.3 we present the characteristics of tracks of a-particles and multiply-
charged 127I ions with the same speed. The high value of the effective charge of
iodine results in a very high stopping power. We see that the number of ionizations
and their concentration are extremely high for a multicharged ion. The number of
ionizations near the axis of the track of a multicharged ion exceeds the number of
molecules. We can conclude that each molecule undergoes multiple ionization and
with great probability dissociates into fragments. This fact can be very important for
radiation effects.
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9.4.5. Linear energy transfer

Higher densities of events in charged particle tracks are often more effective than
lower densities in producing certain radiation effects (though sometimes the
opposite is true). Therefore, concepts have been put forward to classify radiation
track structures according to their stopping power or their stopping power
distribution (161). The average energy locally imparted to the medium is called
Linear Energy Transfer (LET), which is essentially the same quantity as stopping
power. rr o

Energetic ionizing radiation can lead to the ejection of energetic secondary electrons.
These electrons can travel considerable distances away from the path of the primary
particle and virtually form sparse density tracks of their own. Therefore, modified
classifications have been put forward (161) that neglect the energy expended in sparse
tracks because it is almost "wasted". This neglect can be introduced either by an
energy cutoff (Lq) in the energy transfer distribution or a radius cutoff (Lr) in the
radial distance up to which energy is considered "locally imparted" (161). Figure
9.39 demonstrates the effect of extending the integral over the energy transfer
distributions (essentially the secondary electron kinetic energy distributions) only up
to the cutoff energy q (162-164). Around 50% of the stopping power is contained in
energy transfers below 100 eV and thus remains rather close (say, within a few
nanometers) to the point of interaction.

Whereas Lq can readily be calculated from basic differential cross sections by simple
integration but not measured directly, Lr, which is the energy absorbed locally at a
certain radial distance from the path of a primary particle, has been measured for
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Figure 9.39 Ratio of the energy restricted stopping power Lq to the unrestricted stopping
power Lx for various specific ion energies as a function of cutoff energy
(162,163).
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Figure 9.40 Calculated radial dose profiles around photon paths and a particle paths in
tissue equivalent [csda (heavy line), mixed csda-Monte Carlo (triangles), and
full Monte Carlo (histograms) models, for explanation see Ref. 88] compared
to experimental data (•, Ref. 165), Baum's model (B, Ref. 166), and the model
of Butts and Katz (BK, Ref. 159).

several fast ions and used to check the reliability of track structure calculations
(159,165-180) (Figure 9.40). In general, these radial dose profiles decrease
approximately with 1/r2 up to the range of the maximum energy secondary electrons,
which is proportional to the ion energy. They are also proportional to the square of
the (effective) charge of the incident ion.

These general properties are depicted in Figure 9.4la, which also shows the
contributions of secondary electrons ejected from inner and outer shells of target
molecules. Based on such radial dose distributions averaged along the ion path, Katz
has put forward an empirical classification scheme (18-20,159) that agrees with many
observations.
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Figure 9.41 (à) Generalized radial dose profiles around heavy-ion tracks in a model
substance (outer shell potential 10 eV, electron occupation fraction 0.75; inner
shell potential 400 eV, electron occupation fraction 0.25). (&) Quotient of
radius restricted stopping power Lr to unrestricted stopping power Lm as a
function of radial distance from the ion path. For comparison the adiabatic
limit for excitations is indicated as track core radius (175) for several specific
ion energies.

Figure 9.41b shows calculated LJL^ ratios (L„ is the unrestricted linear energy
transfer and is thus essentially equal to the stopping power). As mentioned above, a
large fraction of the energy lost by fast ions stays within the first nanometer around
the path, but with increasing ion energy a large fraction can be transported by
energetic electrons to large distances from that path. Also shown in this figure is the
radius of the so-called track core as introduced by Mozumder and Magee (175), see
Section 9.4.4.
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One of the important questions is the following: can LET be a universal
characteristic of the quality of radiation? If we consider radiochemical and
radiobiological actions the answer is very definite: it cannot be. Experimental
evidences have been demonstrated by La Verne and Schuler (181,182) see Figure
9.42 and 9.43. The same value of LET corresponds to different values of G(H2) and
G(Fe3+), if we irradiate benzene or Fricke dosimeter by different ions. The reason for
such behaviour has already been explained above when we discussed Table 9.2. For
equal stopping powers an ion with greater Z has greater speed and can create faster §-
electrons which spread their energy over larger distances. As a result for an ion with
greater charge the same energy spreads in a greater volume and as a consequence the
value of G(H2) in benzene is lower for an ion with greater charge. For these reasons
G(Fe3+) also is lower for the ion with greater charge.

So we conclude that LET should not be used as a sufficient characteristic of radiation
effect when we compare different ions. This conclusion is not surprising because
LET is a one-dimensional characteristic but all reactions proceed in volume. From all
this follows an important conclusion for chemical dosimetry: each type of radiation
must have its own dosimetric curve. The well known curve of Bibler (183) for a
Fricke dosimeter cannot be recommended for practical dosimetry.

Thus, LET cannot serve as a universal characteristic of radiation quality. Attempts
have been undertaken to introduce other parameters instead of LET, but they were
unsuccessful. This can be understood because the identical set of track structures can
be obtained only for charged particles with all the three parameters being equal
(charge, speed and mass), i.e. only in the case of a particle and its antiparticle. For
particles differing in at least one parameter the track structures will be different. This
is obvious for particles that differ in charge or in speed (see Tables 9.2,9.3).

The differences in the track structures are less obvious if the particles differ only in
mass. To reveal these differences it should be taken into account that a heavy particle
under other equal conditions (equal Z and v) is more slowly retarded in the matter as
compared with a light one. Therefore, the change of distributions (9.16) and (9.17)
along the trajectory of particles of different mass will be different. The track of a
particle with lower mass is more compressed. As a result averaged concentration of
the primary active particles in this case will be higher.

For example let us consider protons with the energy of Ep = 100 MeV and electrons
with Ee = 55 keV. They have almost the same values of \ and the initial LET values
are also rather close (S^ = 0.75 eV/nm, Se = 0.6 eV/nm). When such electrons pass
through the water layer of 5.10'3 cm thickness their energies decrease down to Ee =
7.5 keV, and the LET value increases up to Se = 2.5 eV/nm. By contrast the protons
traverse this same layer of water without any practical change in the energy and LET
values. Due to such rapid slowing down the electrons will form more dense track
structures in a layer than the protons.

As was discussed above there is no universal parameter of radiation quality.
However, for practical purposes (e.g. simulation or prediction of particular radiation
effects) it is desirable to have at least an approximate parameter by means of which it
could be possible to estimate the radiation effect when we substitute one type of
radiation for another.
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A useful characteristic of the ion track for some purposes can be the average specific
energy absorption in the track core Dc (184):

~ S-SS»<=^r- (9.18)
"• core

where S is the energy transferred by the primary ion to the electrons of a medium per
unit length of the track; S5 is energy carried by secondary electrons to outside the
core. The track characteristic Dc takes into account the three-dimensional character
of energy absorption in the microvolume of irradiated matter and is mainly dependent
on the parameters of the primary ion. Therefore, it can be used as an approximate
equivalence parameter.

The correlation of radiation effects of different ions with Dc value were applied to the
radiolysis of benzene by La Verne and Schuler (181). In Figure 9.44 we presented
the differential yields G(Fe3+) in a Fricke dosimeter (182) as a function of Dc,
calculated according to formula (9.18). The value of rcore was calculated according to
(9.14). We see that beginning with 7Li ions the G(Fe3+) curves as a function of Dc are
close to each other. So the representation of G(Fe3+) as a function of Dc removes the
ambiguity which exists in the LET dependencies of G(Fe3+), when for one type of an
ion there are several values of G(Fe3+) corresponding to the same LET value (see
Figure 9.43). Although the representation of differential yields as a function of Dc
does not allow to exclude completely the dependence of the radiation effect on the ion
type, nevertheless, by means of Dc one can make more realistic estimations of the
change of effect under substitution of one type of an ion for another.
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Figure 9.44 The dependence of G(Fe3+) on Dc (eqn. 9.18) for different ions (184).
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In conclusion of this section we note that LET concepts and radial dose concepts for
the classification of track structures depend also on the validity of the averaging
procedure. If an effect depends on the types and actual densities of events on a
microscopic scale, averages of the initial energy depositions can lead to doubtful
conclusions. In many radiation effects averages are meaningful only for final yields,
after the reactions are complete. Energy density in itself does not contain enough
information.

9.4.6. Track Entities

Ninety-five percent of the energy loss events of fast electrons transfer less tban 100
eV to matter. Each of the resulting low-energy electrons produces three or Jess
additional ionizations during their own slowing down, which can be seen in the
decrease of the yield curves (per 100 eV) in Figure 9.10. About 60% of them do not
produce any further ionizations. Therefore, in most cases there are only one or a few
events in such isolated spatial areas, which are called "spurs" (10,11,185-187), and
the subsequent chemical reactions and their dynamics are quite different from those
encountered in areas of higher ionization density. Areas of higher density are
classified by Mozumder and Magee (10,11) as "blobs" (energy transfers between 100
and 500 eV) or "short tracks" (energy transfers between 0.5 and 5 keV). Secondary
electrons produced in energy transfers above 5 keV are considered as "branch tracks",
which are not likely to overlap with the other entities. The fraction of energy spent
by fast electrons to form such entities is given in Figure 9.45. Figure 9.46 shows the
yields of such entities for fast and slow electrons, depicting the decrease of secondary
blobs and spurs at low electron energies. Similar calculations have been performed
for electrons by Berger (191) and for radiation chemical yields from heavy charged
particles by Turner et al (192) and Miller and Wilson (193). The high event density
in blobs and short tracks favors recombination of radiogenic species over reaction
with molecules of the material. The low-event density in spurs may favor reaction
with molecules of the material (80,185-190).

The old concept of track entities is still a useful approach for the classification of
track structures, since it takes into account the spatial arrangements of initial species,
which affects their subsequent reactions. Refinement of this concept is needed in
particular for heavy charged particle tracks.

9.4.7. Outlook for Other Clustering Concepts for Track Structures

In 1937 Gray stated that "the most natural unit of radiation dosimetry is the absolute
increase of energy of the absorbing medium" (194), and dosimetric concepts (for
example, LET) have been used for classification of track structures for many decades.
However, dosimetric concepts are inadequate to explain recently observed differences
between results obtained with different radiation fields. Track structures are a better
starting point for classification. This is illustrated in Figure 9.47, which compares
energy-based evaluation concepts (left panel) with event-based evaluation (right
panel). Such evaluation or similar approaches can follow the principles outlines in
Figure 9.48. First, track structures are measured [for example, in a low-pressure
cloud chamber (196-198)] or calculated with an appropriate Monte Carlo program.
Then the important distances and their distributions are derived from the structures.
Finally, from these distributions of event densities reaction probabilities are computed
and evaluated.
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Figure 9.49 Dendrogram of 1-keV electron track using the &-means algorithm.

The evaluation can be made by using conventional cluster algorithms (199-203)
designed for the analysis of more-dimensional data. Results from such types of
classification can be displayed in the form of dendrograms (Figures 9.49 and 9.50).
Here the merging to clusters of increasing sizes of closely located initial events is
shown as a function of their increasing amalgamation distance (for example the
square root of the sum of the distances of all members of a cluster to its virtual center)
until the whole track forms one large cluster. The dendrograms of Figure 9.50 can be
used to demonstrate that there are fewer events in electron tracks in water vapor than
in liquid water (scaled for the density), they are further apart on a mass basis in the
liquid (because of the assumed delocalization through plasmon diffusion), but the
total track lengths scaled for the density are very similar (as is also expressed in the
phase state insensitivity of stopping power).
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The classification of track structures requires further improvement. There are
classification concepts used in other fields, for example, in fuzzy set theory (204-
207), in pattern recognition, and in artificial intelligence (208-210), which should be
explored for usefulness in this context.

9.5. PHASE EFFECTS

All substances of the living organism are in a condensed phase. So for simulation of
penetration of charged particles through matter we must take into account the specific
features of a condensed phase (210a).

One of them is the high density of a condensed phase as compared with gas and as a
consequence the necessity of using such macroscopic characteristic as the dielectric
permittivity e(o>) (see Chapter 5, Section 5.5). The probability of energy losses by a
charged particle in a condensed medium is described by the energy loss function,
which is equal to the imaginary part of the inverse permittivity: Im [-l/e(co)]. It is
this function that determines the distribution of oscillator strengths in the liquid phase

1

710)^ e(co)
(9.19)
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where Zm is number of electrons in a molecule, copl =(4n Nc e2 /m) is the
plasmon frequency, Ne is the number of electrons in a unit volume of the medium, m
and e are the mass and charge of an electron.

The distribution of the oscillator strengths of water in the condensed phase strikingly
differs from that in the gaseous phase (210a). The discrete peaks at low energies that
one observes in the gaseous phase transform into a continuous distribution with a
wide absorption peak around 21 eV. The latter peak is often attributed to collective
plasmon-type excitations (for details see review by Kaplan and Miterev (21). This
peak is independent of the kind of condensed state: liquid or solid (see Figure 9.5la
for ice) and is typical of various condensed materials, (see Figure 9.5 Ib).
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Figure 9.51 Spectra of energy losses in condensed phase for polycrystalline ice (184) and
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Figure 9.52 Scheme of energy levels in a dielectric. lc is the ionization potential in the
condensed state, E£h is the photoemission threshold, V0 is the bottom energy
of the conductivity band (Ec) counted off the vacuum level, Es is the energy
level of a solvated electron.

Another peculiarity of the condensed phase is the lowering of the ionization potential.
In the condensed phase ionization takes place when an electron appears on the
conductivity band, see Figure 9.52. The ionization potential Ic equals the energy
needed to transfer an electron to the bottom of the conductivity band

I.= + V (9.20)

Ef is the photoemission threshold, V0 is the so-called work function which equals
the energy the electron has at the bottom of the conductivity band. The ionization
potential in a condensed phase Ic is connected with the ionization potential Ig in a
gaseous phase by the following equation

I =1* * (9.21)

where Pt is the energy required for reorganizing the medium after one of the
molecules has been replaced by a positive ion (this energy being approximately equal
to the polarization energy). Pt and V0 are negative, so the ionization potential in a
liquid phase is always lower than in a gaseous phase. The difference is the greatest
for water, AI = Ig - Ic = 3.8 eV.

The comparative simulation and computer experiments on interaction of fast electrons
with water in liquid and gaseous phases with regard to the above mentioned
specificity of the liquid phase have been performed by several groups (Turner et al
(27); Kaplan et al 31,212-214); Paretzke et al (77); Terrissol and Beaudre (35)). If
we are interested only in ranges and stopping powers, then for electrons with E > 200
eV the dependence upon phase state is small (77,31). So for calculating these
quantities the model of tissue-equivalent gas is quite satisfactory. But this model fails
increasingly if we are interested in the yields of excitations and ionization for lower
energy electrons, see Chapter 8, Section 8.6.2.2. Further details regarding phase
effects are discussed in Chapter 5.
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9.6. RECENT TRACK STRUCTURE APPROACHES TO BIOLOGICAL DAMAGE

Track simulation methods now make it possible to describe the stochastic tracks of
different radiations down to dimensions of the order of a nanometre, although there
remain significant limitations on resolution due to phase effects and cross sections for
particular media. This development has given wide scope for attempts to describe the
mechanisms by which the radiations cause damage to DNA and other biological
molecules and the consequent cellular effects after the majority of the damage has
been repaired. Because of the complexity of the overall process, different model
approaches tend to concentrate on particular stages and to use experimental
information on intermediate damage, such as DNA, to constrain their assumptions.
Subsequent combination of the stages should then lead to more complete descriptions.
Four recent model approaches are summarized below (215) as non-exhaustive
examples. These four approaches have many features in common but also notable
differences in their methods, emphasis, detailed assumptions and some of their
conclusions. By closer comparisons between the models, and close comparison with
experimental data, it should be possible to evolve improved integrated approaches.
Other examples can be seen in the proceedings of recent meetings on track structure,
biophysical modelling and microdosimetry and other reviews, such as in References
216-221.

9.6.1. Energy Deposition Frequencies in Microscopic Targets

The basic philosophy of this approach is that radiation quality effects should be due
predominantly to the spatial properties of the radiation tracks on a microscopic scale,
and that comparison of relative biological effectiveness (RBE) with features of
simulated track structures for different radiations should lead to the identification of
biologically relevant track properties and hence closer to the biomolecular
mechanisms. Although DNA is a likely target of interest, this is not an a priori
assumption of the approach and the dimensions of the targets of interest are sought
from the correlations themselves (222-226).

There are still uncertainties about the fine details of track structure simulations at the
nanometre and subnanometer levels, even for water. For the analysis of biological
effects we would be concerned also with track structures in materials such as DNA
and protein (and inhomogeneous combinations), for which track simulation cross
sections are not at present available. Hence the approach taken is to seek robust
properties that may serve as a useful guide to evolving studies, without being mislead
by possible code or medium differences.

An approach used to date (147-149,224) has been to evaluate the absolute frequencies
of energy depositions in cylindrical targets of dimensions 1 to > 100 nm and hence to
seek regions of energy and volume that correlate with RBE and may therefore
provide focus for more detailed mechanistic studies (227) (Fig. 9.53). Energy has
been used rather than numbers of ionizations because it is clear that ionization yields
would be strongly dependent on the medium chosen, its state of condensation and
details of assumed cross sections and because there is no a priori reason to exclude a
possible role for excitations in the locally-clustered damage that may be more severe
and of particular relevance to final biological effects after cellular repair has
eliminated the minor damage (228,229).
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Figure 9.53 Absolute frequencies of energy deposition events, by various radiations in
water, in randomly positioned cylindrical volumes corresponding to the sizes
of DNA structures (146). The right-hand axis shows the corresponding
frequencies of such events in DNA of a typical mammalian cell (224).

It seems likely that detailed results for the smallest dimensions and smallest energy
depositions will be the least reliable because they are most dependent on code-
specific assumptions regarding individual interactions or small combinations of a few
adjacent interactions. For larger dimensions and numbers of interactions, averaging
within the target should increase robustness of the results and interpretations.
Robustness should be further enhanced by expression of the frequencies of energy
deposition as ratios between radiations, for comparison with experimental RBEs.
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Figure 9.55 Comparison of observed numbers of lethal lesions (222) (versus a-particle
LET) with absolute frequencies of E > 340 eV in nucleosomes, assuming that
1/24 of nucleosomes contain information relevant to cell survival (231).
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Figure 9.56 Comparison of observed numbers of lethal lesions (232) (versus X-ray
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1/26 of DNA segments contain information relevant to cell survival (231).

With this philosophy a very large consistent database has now been generated for
many radiations (147-154,230), using the Monte Carlo codes MOCASb and
MOCA14. This can serve also as a baseline for comparison with other codes
(153,154).

Figure 9.54 illustrates how the scored data for a-particles of different LET, when
compared to RBEs for inactivation of human fibroblasts, defines a track property of
potential interest, namely f(> 340 eV) in a nucleosome-sized target, where f(>E) is
the absolute frequency of deposition of energy >E in the specified target volume
placed at random in the irradiated medium. This correlation is illustrated further in
Fig. 9.55.

These and other analyses have suggested that there are different critical properties for
the readily-modifiable and repairable dominant damage from low-LET radiations and
that from slow high-LET ions. Figure 9.56 illustrates a property of potential interest
for X-rays of 0.3 to 100 keV, namely f(> 100 eV) in a target of DNA dimensions.

It should be emphasised that this approach makes no a priori assumptions as to the
molecular nature or dimensions of the biologically critical targets. However, where
regions of correlation are obtained, more detailed studies and interpretations of
mechanisms may be assisted by more specific assumptions, such as for example in
assessing yields of DNA breaks (224,233) or in assessing the molecular nature of the
larger target volumes apparently involved in the less-repairable high-LET damage
(227,228). A number of related approaches have also been taken to identifying, from
track structure simulation, the ionization-clustering properties that may be
predominantly responsible for DNA double-strand breaks and for final cellular
effectiveness (156,234-236).
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Figure 9.57b Comparison of calculated and experimental data on the relative efficiency of a
radiochromic dye film exposed to different types of radiaton (231).

9.6.2. The Radiation Track Segment Model

A track structure model (237) has been developed which provides a description of the
spatial distribution of events for both electron and ion tracks. For each ionizing
particle, both primary and all secondary particles, the parameters of stopping power,
average energy loss per event and average track radius are calculated over a limited
track segment. Using these quantities the complete slowing down process, i.e. the
complete inventory of all particles generated by the primary particle and their
respective contribution to dose is calculated in liquid water down to subionization
energies. The model thus permits calculations of radiation effectiveness to be made
taking into account the three dimensional structure of the target at nanometer
dimensions. Only secondary particles with an initial energy greater than 25 eV are
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treated as separate particles for the calculation of the three parameters, although their
contribution to the radiation effect forms part of the complete slowing down
inventory.

This model has been applied to calculate the efficiency of different types of radiation
on single hit detectors and for DNA double-strand breaks. The target of a single-hit
detector is represented by a sphere with interaction radius Rj (see Fig. 9.57a). Each
energy deposition in this sphere is assumed to have a probability f} to cause an effect.

The results of calculations using f j = 0.06 and R^ = 8.2 nm have been compared with
data for radiation effects in the radiochromic dye film (238). Fig.9.57b clearly
demonstrates that a family of curves is predicted for the different radiation types,
which indicates that, although different radiation types may have the same stopping
power their relative effectiveness is not necessarily the same, because there are
differences in delta ray spectrum and average energy loss per event and thus in track
structure geometry.

The model has also been applied to calculate the efficiency for the induction of DNA
double-strand breaks because this lesion has been assumed to be crucial for
radiobiological effects. The double stranded DNA helix presents a structured
molecular target of nanometer dimensions and has been represented by two
associated cylinders having an interaction radius of Rj and the axes of which are
separated by 2 nm (see Fig. 9.58a). It is assumed that an energy deposition event in
the cylinder with radius Rj has a probability of f\ of causing a strand break. Two
adjacent strand breaks induced by the passage of the same primary particle are
assumed to lead to a double-strand break. The initial slope of cell survival curve has
been used as a surrogate for the induction of DNA double-strand breaks by the
passage of one particle. In Fig. 9.58b the experimental data for human fibroblasts
(239) are compared with two sets of calculations. The humped behaviour with
stopping power revealed by the experimental data is closely approximated by the
calculations and arises because the probability that the track intersects the two
cylinders causing an event in each cylinder increases as the stopping power and the
average track radius increase. At high stopping powers excessive energy depositions
in the two cylinders cause a decrease in the relative efficiency of the radiation effect.
The initial slopes of survival curves of several other cell lines show a stronger
dependence on LET than the factor of about 3 shown in Fig. 9.58b. These other cell
lines generally have a more pronounced shoulder on their low-LET survival curves,
in contrast to the unshouldered curves of the human diploid fibroblasts.

This continuous slowing down track structure model is derived from basic physical
principles but is not as advanced as the Monte Carlo based track structure models.
However, it also offers the possibility of calculating energy deposition events on a
nanometer scale which is important when energy deposition events in a geometrically
structured target such as the DNA helix are considered. The results presented in Fig.
9.57b and 9.58b demonstrate the importance of the target structure and the usefulness
of the model.

9.6.3. PARTRAC-Model

The Mfinte Carlo track structure simulation codes MOCA8 (for incident electrons up
to 100 keV) (88) and MOCA14 (for protons and alpha particles) (240) were
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developed for the model target 'homogeneous water vapour' and are used in many
radiation physical calculations (for a review see Ref. 34). This particle track model
has been extended into the PARTRAC code (241,242) which in its present status;
(a) follows also incident photons (10 eV - 100 MeV) with their photoelectric,
coherent and incoherent scattering, and pair production effects; (b) extends the
electron energy range considered up to 100 MeV; (c) considers phase dependent
differences in ionization cross sections for the condensed state (243,244); (d) permits
the use of complex geometry algorithms to simulate structured, heterogeneous targets
(e.g. 'DNA" in 'chromatin' in a 'nucleus' in a 'cell' in 'tissue'); and (e) follows also the
fate of primary or secondary chemical species (e.g. H, OH, hydronium ions, solvated
electrons, DNA-breaks) produced by radiation action in the target.

The PARTRAC code was used to calculate the induction of single and double strand
breaks for photons of various energy spectra (C- and Al-K-lines, filtered 30 kV and
150 kV X-rays)5 to study the importance of indirect (via OH-radical attack) and direct
(via energy deposition in the DNA above a certain threshold energy (Et)) radiation
action for these end points, and the sensitivity of the yield of single-strand breaks
(SSB) and double-strand breaks (DSB) on model assumptions regarding the direct
energy deposition in the sugar phosphate backbone, threshold energy needed to
produce a SSB and the maximum SSB-interaction distance d to form a DSB.

If a minimum energy deposition Et for the production of a single-strand break by
direct action of 17.5 eV in the DNA (245) is assumed, SSB-yields per Dalton and Gy
of (4.0 ± 0.5) x 10'10 are calculated for the X-ray photon spectra and of ca. 2.6 x 10"
10 for the Al- and C-K-photons. This is somewhat higher than the experimental
values of 1.2 to 2.8 x 10'10 reported for high energy photons (246,247). However,
this calculated yield decreases with increasing threshold Et, e.g. to ca. 50% at Et
twice the 17.5 eV used here, which might indicate that a somewhat higher value of Et
would lead to more consistency with experimental observations.

Under the assumptions of random diffusion of OH-radicals within ca. 3 nm towards a
cylindrical DNA target (248) and of 80% probability for a radical interaction with the
DNA taking place on the bases (leading only to point mutations but no breaks) and
20% with the desoxyribose (249), about one third of the calculated S SB s appear to
result from indirect action and two thirds from direct.

The formation of DSBs was assumed to result from the interaction of two S SB s on
opposite strands if their distance was less than d base pairs. Setting d to a plausible
value of 10 base pairs the calculated DSB-yield increases from ca. 2.3 x 10'11 per
Dalton and Gy to ca. 3 x 10"11 with the photon energy decreasing from 150 kV X-
rays to C-K-photons which is also somewhat higher than the reported experimental
values (typically around 1.5 x 10"11). This calculated yield decreases to ca. 50% its
above value for d decreasing to ca. 3 base pairs. Again the contribution from indirect
action was found to be smaller than that from the direct action with roughly one third
of the DSBs resulting apparently from radical plus direct action and ca. one tenth
from radical only action. The calculated DSB-yield in the low dose regime increases
only slightly (i.e. by ca. 20%) for d larger than 10 base pairs, since the action is here
essentially by intra-track effects and most of the primary chemical modifications in
photon produced electron tracks are located to each other closer than these 10 base
pairs.
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9.6.4. Modelling of Chemical Stage

The space and time distributions of radicals and molecular products coming from the
water radiolysis between 10'15 and 1 second have been calculated with Monte Carlo
type codes (35,31)- This allows the possibility to add various finite volumes
containing solutes like scavengers (Tris, formate ions, ...) which are chemically
reactive with water radicals, or volumes containing a set of biological molecules
(DNA or other) also chemically reactive with water radicals or scavengers. All the
chemical reactions between these species can be taken into account. The addition of
a scavenger was necessary as a substitute for incorporation in the model of numerous
biomolecules and chemistry associated with DNA in a cellular environment (250). It
is a step towards the real simulation of what happens in an irradiated cell. Due to
computer time and relative memory limitation, these finite volumes were limited in
initial studies to about hundreds of cubic nanometers, sufficient to contain a DNA
helix of 14 nm length with 2 nm radius and surrounding media of liquid water with a
scavenger concentration not exceeding 2M.

As a first example, an infinite medium of liquid water was considered (see Figure
9.59) inside which is placed a small volume Vj of interest supposedly containing a
DNA molecule, taken as a cylinder of 2 nm radius and 14 nm length, and a larger
second scavenger volume V2 is drawn (shape unimportant) large enough to contain
all the species involved around Vj until 10"8s. An electron with 278 eV energy is to
be introduced, as indicated by the small arrow on Figure 9.59, at a distance of 2 nm
from the axis of Vj.

At early times, say between 10'18 and 10'15s, the slowing down of the electron is
almost complete, elastic and inelastic (ionisations and excitations) collisions have
taken place, and every ionisation localised in the volume of interest is counted as one
'direct' product, and removed from the track. Then thermalization and solvation of
electrons and creation of water radicals are simulated and a data set in a four co-
ordinates systems (t, x, y, z) is obtained for each species: e~aq, OH-, H-, H3O+, H2C>2,
OH", H2, HÛ2, starting at 10'15s. In V2, molecules of scavenger are added. As a
function of time, all water species and scavengers can diffuse and react together.
When OH- or H- radical enters Vj, these are counted as 'indirect' products, and
removed from the species set.

For 278 eV electrons (e.g. CK-Auger electrons), and in the case represented in Figure
9.59, the analysis gave a 'direct' product yield of 0.242 per electron and a value of
0.192 for the 'indirect' product yield at 10'12s. The variations of 'indirect' yields as a
function of time and concentrations of Tris and Formate ion, are represented in
Figure 9.60. At about 10'10s the indirect yield is twice the direct, and then increases
with time. Wright et al. (251), found comparable results with a ratio indirect/direct
of 2.1 for 125I Auger electrons (mean energy close to 300 eV), without a scavenger.
The Tris effect on cumulated direct yield is small, as mentioned also by Holley and
Chatterjee (250). The present model has been applied also to take into account
chemical reactions with DNA after the Auger-cascade decay of 125I incorporated into
DNA (252).

Such chemical-stage computer models are powerful tools for biophysical
investigations. They are stochastic in nature and it can be improved as more
information becomes available.
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Figure 9.59 Schema of the model used. Monoenergetic 278 eV electrons are emitted in
the direction of the volume of interest as indicated by e~ and the small arrow
(231).
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Figure 9.60 Variations of 'indirect' yield, the number of OH and H radicals entering the
volume of interest per election, as a function of time. 0.0 M represent the
case without scavenger. 0.02 T and 2.0 T are concentrations in mole per litre
of Tris and 0.02 F and 2.0 F for Formate ion (231).
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9.7. INTERCOM?ARISON OF TRACK STRUCTURE CODES

Most of our knowledge on spatial distribution of track structure is based on Monte
Carlo calculations. Results of such calculations are often used in modelling the
biological effects of radiation. In the absence of direct experimental checks, some
assessment of the confidence one might place in our present theoretical understanding
of the physics of track structures can be obtained by comparing specific results
calculated by using different independently developed, particle transport codes.

9.7.1. Vapour and Liquid Wajejr Çp4gs

The development of Monte Carlo codes (252a) for charged particle transport track
structure studies arose in 1963 with Berger (5). Since many authors have developed
their own track structure codes, it is not possible to present here an intercomparison
of all existing codes, but we can focus on ones dealing with water medium, most
often used as tissue equivalent. Comparisons have been done for electrons in the
vapor and liquid phase (27,115,153,154,157). We can see for instance on Figure 9.61
the cumulative percentage of interactions at 1 nm intervals plotted against the radial
distance from the starting point of the electron. The codes used MOCA (33) and
KURBUC (36) are for water vapor, while OREC (253) and CPA (35,254) are for
liquid water. The distributions are very similar for all four electron track codes.
Some differences are observed at distances around 20 nm.
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Radial distribution of interactions represented as cumulative % of interactions,
normalized to total number of interactions, for 100 tracks of 1 keV electron,
plotted at 1 nm intervals, for each of the four Monte Carlo track structure
codes.
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uncontested cross sections does not exist. So, depending on the age of the code, the
model of computer used and the results expected, the analysts are making
assumptions and nobody does this exactly the same. It is also possible that very
recently a few points in the large cross section sets and different assumptions have
been improved and inserted in the codes, but the results presented here have been
obtained with the described set of cross sections up to 1990.

9.7.2.1. Cross Sections Used

As one can see in Tables 9.4, 9.5 and 9.6, the basic input data are similar but
nevertheless different. Such large codes make assumptions and use algorithms that
are similar but designed for specific objectives, so that comparisons cannot be done in
a large scale. For elastic cross sections (Table 9.4) in the low energy domain
(0-200 eV) agreement is not satisfactory and more data are needed (see Chapter 4).
For excitation cross sections there is reasonable agreement, except for subexcitation
electrons.

Table 9.4 - Elastic cross sections used in liquid water Monte Carlo codes

Code
KIPC

OREC

CPA

Energy Range
<200eV

>200eV
0 - 10 eV

<1000eV
>1000eV
0 - 8.4 eV

up to 30 keV

Cross Sections Used
experimental data of Danjo-Nishimura (255)

assuming: liquid = vapor
Thomas - Fermi
experimental data of Trajmar, Itikawa (256,257)

assuming liquid = 0.6*vapor
phase-shift Mott-Dirac formula
Thomas - Fermi
experimental data of Sanche-Michaud (258)

assuming liquid = ice
phase-shift Mott-Dirac formula (254)

Table 9.5 - Excitation Cross Sections Used in Liquid Water Monte Carlo Codes

Code
KIPC
OREC
CPA

OREC

CPA

Excitation State
A'B,
B!A,
Rydberg (A+B)
Rydberg (C+D)
Diffuse bands
Collective
Subexcitation
electrons
Subexcitation
electrons

Energy
8.4 eV

lO.leV
11.26eV
11.93eV
14.1 eV
21.4 eV

< 8.4 eV

< 8.4 eV
, ——————

Cross Section Used
Integration of energy loss function
within the limits of each peak width,
using differential oscillator strengths
determined with dielectric response
function derived from experiments

Stopping power calculated with optical
data and Fermi age theory
Exper. cross sections of Sanche-Michaud,
assuming liquid = ice
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Table 9.6 - lonization Cross Sections Used in Liquid Water Monte Carlo Codes

Code
KIPC

OREC

CFA

lonization Level
Oxygen K shell
For outer shells:
8.76 - 25 eV
>25eV
Oxygen K and
Ib,,lb2,2a,
3a, shells
Oxygen K shell
For outer shells:
lb,, lb„ 2a,,3a,

Cross Section Used
Asymptotic Bethe cross section

Use of dielectric response function and
Jain-Khare semi-empirical cross sections (259)
Partitioning of the imaginary part of the
dielectric function between the five levels
with sum rules
Gryzinski cross section (260)
Partitioning of the dielectric response
function between the four levels

Table 9.7 - Initial Radiation Yield, for 5 keV Electron in Liquid Water

Code
KIPC
OREC
CPA

eicm

4.51
4.36
4.02

g,T
2.30
3.09
2.05

Table 9.8 - Yields at 1O12 s for 5 keV Electrons in Liquid Water

Code OH H H, H9Q9 OH" 1
KIPC
OREC
CPA

4.8
6.3
4.51

6.8
8.4
4.8

4.8
6.3
4.5

0.84
2.1
1.5

0.62
0.3
0.4 0.98 0.01

Table 9.9 - Yields at IQ-7 s for 5 keV Electron in Liquid Water

Code
KIPC
OREC
CPA

H^O*
3.78
2.62
2.6

OH
4.65
2.2
1.5

e-M

3.32
1.63
2.05

H
0.85
0.92
0.95

H,
0.62
0.76
0.9

_H2p2_
0.80
0.92
1.45

OH- |
0.46

0.55

Table 9.10 - Calculated Fricke G values at 0.28 IQ-6 s in Liquid Water

Code
KIPC
OREC
CPA

IkeV

12.1
13.8

5keV
18.7
12.9
13.4
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9.7.2.2. Results

Table 9.7 presents initial ionization and excitation yields (at about 1O15 second),
resulting from the physical step. Differences may be due to including or not the
deexcitation scheme and then disappear in Table 9.8, obtained after the physico-
chemical step.

Table 9.9 is presented at 1O7 second, which is the beginning of a stationary phase.
And for greater times it is then possible to calculate the so-called Fricke G value with:

GFricke = 2<JH202 + GOH +3((-J
H

Table 9.10 shows Fricke G values calculated for 1 and 5 keV. The KIPC value is
calculated at 1O7 second, with data of Table 9.9.

9.7.3. Remarks

Studies of this nature are important to allow better understanding, modelling and
interpretation of biophysical mechanisms of action of ionizing radiations in biological
media. Although the different codes are developed from the same initial phenomena,
methods by which the subsequent processes involved have been treated produce
different track parameters. These differences could lead to significant differences in
physical, chemical and then in biological interpretations. Therefore more work is
needed to identify the most realistic description for an electron track.
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APPENDIX

ESTAR, PSTAR and ASTAR: Computer Programs for Calculating
Stopping Powers and Ranges for Electrons, Protons and Helium Ions

M.J. Berger
National Institute of Standards and Technology,

Gaithersburg, Maryland,
United States of America

This Appendix describes three computer programs, ESTAR, PSTAR and ASTAR, which
calculate stopping-powers and ranges for electrons, protons and alpha particles (helium ions).
ESTAR is applicable to any element, compound or mixture. PSTAR and ASTAR are applicable
to 74 materials, including many of interest in biomédical dosimetry. A detailed description of the
methods used in these programs can be found in ICRU Reports 37 and 49 [1,2].

The original versions of PSTAR and ASTAR [3] are based on calculations with a fixed
set of mean excitation energies from [1,2]. In Version 2 presented here, stopping powers and
ranges can be adjusted so that they correspond to mean excitation energies that differ by up to
10 percent from the values used in Version 1. Furthermore, the stopping powers of graphite in
version 2 of PSTAR are modified to take into account recent measurements of the amorphous-
carbon/graphite stopping power ratio by Necas et al. [4].

The files for ESTAR, PSTAR and ASTAR are stored in compressed form in three
archive files EST.EXE, PST.EXE and AST.EXE. These archives contain executable code (for
use with IBM-compatible personal computers), data files, and Fortran source code. The latter
can be used to compile the programs on other types of computers. The archive files are self-
extracting. When used with an IBM-compatible personal computer, the commands EST, PST or
AST will extract and decompress all the files from the archives.

The archive files are stored on two 3.5-inch 1.44-Mb floppy disks. Disk 1 contains
EST.EXE and AST.EXE, and Disk 2 contains PST.EXE. The two disks can be obtained from
the Nuclear Data Section, Division of Physical and Chemical Sciences, International Atomic
Energy Agency, Wagramerstrasse 5, P.O. Box 100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria.

A.I. ESTAR: Stopping Powers and Ranges for Electrons.

A.1.1. Output from ESTAR

ESTAR calculates the following quantities:

a) Electronic mass stopping power — average rate of energy loss per unit path length,
due to Coulomb collisions that result in the ionization and excitation of atoms, MeV cm2/g.

b) Radiative mass stopping power — average rate of energy loss per unit path length due
to collisions with atoms and atomic electrons in which bremsstrahlung quanta are emitted,
MeV cm2/g.

c) Total mass stopping power - sum of a) and b), MeV cm2/g.
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d) Density effect correction — correction term in the stopping power formula that takes
into account the reduction of the electronic mass stopping power due to the polarization of the
medium by the incident electron.

e) CSDA range - a close approximation to the average path length traveled by a charged
particle as it slows down to rest, calculated in the continuous-slowing-down approximation,
g/cm2. Obtained by integrating the reciprocal of the total stopping power with respect to energy.

f) Radiation yield — fraction of the energy of primary electron converted into
bremsstrahlung, calculated in the continuous-slowing-down approximation.

There are two output options:

Option 1 A table is produced that includes all of the quantities a) through f) at a
standard set energies between 10 keV and 1000 MeV. The spacing of the
energy grid is approximately logarithmic. The output is a two-page table
with a format similar to that of the tables in [1].

Option 2 Output quantities a) through d) are tabulated at a user-selected set of energies
between 1 keV and 10 GeV.

A. 1.2. Method used for Electrons

Electronic mass stopping powers are calculated from the theory of Bethe [5,6], using Eq.
(7.1) of Chapter 7.2, with a density-effect correction evaluated according to Sternheimer [7,8].
By default, I-values are used which are identical with those recommended in [1,2]. However, the
user is given the opportunity of choosing different I-values.

The uncertainties of the calculated electronic mass stopping powers for electrons are
estimated in [1] to be 1 to 2 percent above 100 keV, and 2 to 3 percent (in low-Z materials) and
5 to 10 percent (in high-Z materials) between 100 keV and 10 keV. The increasing uncertainties
at low energies are mainly due to the lack of shell corrections.

Radiative stopping powers are evaluated in ESTAR with a combination of theoretical
bremsstrahlung cross sections described by Seltzer and Berger [9]. Analytical formulas (using
high-energy approximations) are used above 50 MeV, and numerical results of Pratt et al. [10]
below 2 MeV. Cross sections in the intermediate energy region from 2 MeV to 50 MeV are
obtained by interpolation. The uncertainties of the radiative stopping powers are estimated to be
2 percent above 50 MeV, 2 to 5 percent between 50 and 2 MeV, and 5 percent below 2 MeV.

A. 1.3. Required Program Files and Data Files

ESTAR can be run on an IBM-compatible personal computer, using the DOS operating
system (Version 2.1 or higher). A mathematical coprocessor is required. The following files are
used:

ESTAR.EXE executable code

UEDAT atomic data, in an unformatted direct-access file
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UCOMP data pertaining to the composition of materials, in a binary direct-access
file

IDLIST.COM executable code that displays a list of material names included in the
database UCOMP

COMPOS.EXE executable code for examining the contents of the database UCOMP

ENG.ELE default energy list (81 values between 0.01 and 1000 MeV).

For the installation of the program on a different type of computer, the following
Fortran-77 source-code and data files (in ASCII format) are available:

ESTAR.FOR, COMPOS.FOR, EDCONV.FOR, CONVERT.FOR, FEDAT, and FCOMP.

These files are to be used as follows:

a) ESTAR.FOR, COMPOS.FOR, EDCONV.FOR and CONVERT.FOR must be
compiled individually to produce executable codes.

b) EDCONV must be run, using FEDAT as input. The output is the unformatted
direct-access file UEDAT.

c) CONVERT must be run, using FCOMP as input. The output is the unformatted
direct-access file UCOMP.

A. 1.4. Specification of the Properties of the Stopping Medium

ESTAR must be supplied with information about the atomic composition, density, and
mean excitation energy (I-value) of the material. There are two ways in which this information
can be provided:

Option 1 For 279 materials, the required information can be read from the data file
UCOMP.

Option 2 The information for any material can be supplied from the keyboard, in
response to prompts from ESTAR.

With both options, ESTAR provides a default I-value, which the user can accept, or
replace by another value. Because of the scarcity of experimental data for electrons, such a
choice has to be based on a data analysis for protons or alpha particles, or on the determination
of I-values from the analysis of oscillator strengths or dielectric response functions.

The UCOMP file includes data for 279 materials, which are referenced by identification
(ID) numbers 1,2,...,278, and 906. Carbon appears twice, as amorphous carbon (ID = 6) and
as graphite (ID = 906). ID numbers smaller than 99 pertain to elements, and are identical with
atomic numbers. The other ID numbers pertain to compounds or mixtures. Table 1 gives a
listing of ID numbers and names of materials. Elements appear in this list in order of increasing
atomic number, and are followed by compounds and mixtures arranged alphabetically by name.
The command IDLIST can be used to start a program which lists, on the monitor screen, all ID
numbers and material names in UCOMP. This display can be scrolled.



Included in UCOMP are default I-values for 279 materials. The values for 25 elements
and 48 compounds are identical those used in [1,2]. Those for the other compounds in UCOMP
are obtained with approximate procedures adopted in [1] for materials for which direct
experimental information is lacking. This involved use of a modified Bragg rule using I-values
for atomic constituents that in a crude way take into account chemical-binding and phase effects
(see Section 7.2.1.5).

The contents of UCOMP for a specified ID number can be examined by running the
program COMPOS. The program prompts the user to specify the ID number of the material of
interest, and lists the atomic ambers and weights of the atomic constituents, the density of the
material, and the I-value.

If the composition data are entered from the keyboard, the user is prompted to supply the
following information:

a) Name of the material, to be used in table headings;

b) The density of the material, g/cm3;

c) The classification of the material: element, compound or mixture;

d) The chemical symbol for the element, or the chemical formula for the compound,
which must be entered in standard chemical notation, with upper and lower case
letters; subscripts must be written on-line. For example, silicon is to be entered as
Si, silicon dioxide as SiO2, and water as H2O.

e) For mixtures, the user must provide the number of constituents (which can be
elements or compounds), the fractions by weight of these constituents, and their
chemical symbols or formulas. If data for a constituent are included in the UCOMP
file, it is possible (but not required) to enter the information from the UCOMP file
by using the appropriate ID number. For example, for Pyrex glass (80.7% SiO2,
12.9% B2O3, 3.8% Na2O, 2.2% A12O3 and 0.4% K2O by weight) the input for
A12O3 and SiO2 can belaken from UCOMP.

ESTAR calculates, and displays on the monitor screen, the fractions by weight of the
atomic constituents in a mixture. The user is prompted to inspect these fractions, and can either
accept them or enter different composition data. With entry from the keyboard, the composition
data are used by ESTAR to determine the I-value of the material. For compounds this is done by
the modified Bragg-additivity rule described above. The use of this procedure results in I-values
that for elements are the same, and for compounds are either identical with, or very close to,
those stored in UCOMP.

ESTAR provides the option of storing the composition data entered from the keyboard in
a designated file, which can be merged into the FCOMP file. When an enlarged FCOMP file is
used, the data statements KMAX/279/ in CONVERT.FOR and KLST/278/ in COMPOS.FOR
must be appropriately changed.

A.1.5. Specification of Electron Energies

With Output Option 2 (see Section A. 1.1) a list of energies must be supplied at which
stopping powers are to be calculated. This can be done in three ways:
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a) A list of energies can be read a from default file ENG.ELE, containing 81 energies
between 1 keV and 1000 MeV.

b) A list of energies can be read from a previously prepared file. The first line of this
file must contain the number of energies in the list; subsequent lines must contain the
energies (in MeV), separated by blanks.

c) The desired list of energies can be entered from the keyboard, in response to prompts
from ESTAR.

In cases b) and c), ESTAR issues a warning if at least one of the requested energies is
smaller than 10 keV. ESTAR halts if it encounters an energy below 1 keV.

A.2. PSTAR and ASTAR: Stopping Powers and Ranges for Protons and Helium Ions

A.2.1. Output from PSTAR and ASTAR

The following quantities are calculated:

a) Electronic mass stopping power - average rate of energy loss per unit path length,
due to Coulomb collisions that result in the ionization and excitation of atoms,
MeV cm2/g.

b) Nuclear mass stopping power — average rate of energy loss per unit path length, due
to elastic Coulomb collisions with atomic nuclei, MeV cm2/g.

c) Total mass stopping power - sum of a) and b), MeV cm2/g.

d) CSDA range - an extremely close approximation to the average path length traveled
by a charged particle as it slows down to rest, in g/cm2, calculated in the continuous-
slowing-down approximation. Obtained by integrating the reciprocal of the total
stopping power with respect to energy.

e) Projected range - average value of the depth to which a charged particle penetrates
in the course of slowing down to rest, in MeV cm2/g. This depth is measured along
the initial direction of the particle.

f) Detour factor - ratio of the projected range to the CSDA range (always smaller than
unity, due to multiple-scattering detours)

A.2.2. Method of Calculation for Protons and Helium Ions

PSTAR and ASTAR rely on interpolation in a database of stopping powers and ranges.
A brief description will now be given of the methods used for producing this database.

A.2.2.1. Merger of High-Energy Theory and Low-Energy Data. Electronic mass
stopping powers are evaluated from Bethe's theory at high energies, and from experimentally-
based fitting formulas at low energies. The experimental stopping powers at energies below a
cut-off energy T1? together with the theoretical values from the Bethe theory at energies above a
cut-off energy T2, are fitted by a cubic spline. Actually the cubic-spline fit is made for the
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quantity /32(S/p), where ß is the particle speed in units of the speed of light, and S/p is the mass
stopping power. The cubic-spline function is used to obtain, by interpolation, stopping powers at
energies between Tj and T2. The values of Tj and T2 are adjusted individually for each material
to obtain a visually pleasing plot of stopping power vs. energy. The adopted values of T1 and T2
are given in Table 2 for protons, and in Table 3 for helium ions.

The uncertainties of the electronic mass stopping powers in the high-energy region are
estimated to be 1 to 2 percent for elements, and 1 to 4 percent for compounds. The uncertainties
in the low-energy region are estimated to be 2 to 5 percent at 1000 keV, 5 to 10 percent at
100 keV, 10 to 15 percent at 10 keV, and at least 20 to 30 percent at 1 keV.

A.2.2.2 Stopping Power Theory at High Energies. Stopping powers are calculated
according to the formulas given in Chapter 7.3.1.1.* The shell corrections for most elements
are based on semi-empirical formulas developed by Bichsel (described in [1]). For most
materials the shell corrections, together with the default I-values, are those denoted as "Model 1"
in [2].

For elements with atomic numbers Z = 47, 64, 74, 78, 79, 82 and 92 two sets of
calculations are made, one with shell corrections from Model 1, and another with shell
corrections and I-values from a Model 2 due to Bichsel [11]. The calculations with Model 2 are
used up to an energy T3, and those with Model 1 above energy T4, and stopping-power values
between T3 and T4 are obtained by cubic-spline interpolation. The values of T3 and T4 are taken
to be 25 MeV and 100 MeV for protons, and 100 MeV and 400 MeV for helium ions.

The Barkas correction is calculated according to the method of Ashley et al. [12,13], with
parameter values used in [1]. For elements with atomic numbers Z = 47, 64, 74, 78, 79, 82
and 92, empirical Barkas correction from [14] are used. The density-effect correction is
evaluated according to Sternheimer [7,8], and is significant only for protons with energies of
several hundred MeV or higher.

A.2.2.3. Adjustment of Mean Excitation Energy. For each material ESTAR calculates
the stopping powers in the high-energy region three times, with different I-values: with the
default value (from [1,2]) and with values that are 10 percent lower, and 10 percent higher, than
the default value. The results from these three calculations are merged with the same set of fitted
low-energy stopping powers. Stopping powers with intermediate I-values can be accurately
calculated by interpolation with respect to logl.

For elements with atomic numbers Z = 47, 64,74, 78, 79, 82 and 92, the Bethe formula
with Model-2 shell corrections quite accurately represents a large body of experimental data in
the energy region from 0.3 MeV to 20 MeV [11]. For these elements the changes of the
stopping power due to differences of the I-value from the default value are therefore only
evaluated for protons above 25 MeV and helium ions above 100 MeV.

In view of the differences between the I-values recommended by various authors (see,
e.g., the discussion in Chapter 7.2.1), the opportunity of varying the I-values in ESTAR is

*This was done with a program BEST, which combines codes from ESTAR for the calculation of the
density effect correction with subroutines for the calculation of the Bloch, Barkas and shell corrections
from an unpublished program of H. Bichsel. With BEST one can obtain stopping powers for stripped
particles of any mass or charge.
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useful, but should be used with care. One should keep in mind that many of the default I-values
adopted in [1,2] are obtained in an analysis of measured stopping powers or ranges that involved
the simultaneous determination of I-values and of various parameters pertaining to the shell
corrections and Barkas corrections. A change of an I-value may therefore require a
corresponding adjustment of these corrections, to ensure that the calculated and experimental
stopping powers remain in adequate agreement. References to the available experimental
literature for such an analysis can be found in the bibliographies of Andersen [15] and Powers
[16].

A.2.2.4 Empirical Stopping Powers at Low Energies. In the low-energy region,
stopping powers are calculated from fitting formulas that represent experimental data for many
elements and a limited number of compounds. Extensive use is made of a fitting formula of
Varelas and Biersack [17] with numerical coefficients adopted in [2], which - except for a few
materials - are from Andersen and Ziegler [18] for protons, and from Ziegler [19] or Watt [20]
for alpha particles. For a few materials use is made of a different fitting formula for
alpha-particle stopping powers developed by Powers [21].

For compounds for which no experimental stopping power data are available, the Bragg
additivity rule is used, and mass stopping powers are calculated as linear combinations of the
mass stopping powers of the constituents atoms. When applying the additivity rule to mixtures,
these are treated, to the extent possible, as a mixtures of compounds and elements. For example,
the stopping power of "muscle" is obtained by as a weighted sum of the stopping power of water
(assumed to be 78.6% by weight) and the stopping powers of the other elemental constituants.

A.2.2.5. Nuclear Stopping Powers. Cross sections for the elastic scattering of charged
particles by atoms are obtained by a classical-mechanics orbit calculation, using the method of
E verhart et al. [22]. For protons the screened potential is assumed to be the Thomas-Fermi
potential as parameterized by Molière [23]. For alpha particles, the "universal" ion-atom
potential of Ziegler et al. [24] is used. Nuclear stopping powers are calculated using the relation
between the deflection angles and the energy transfers to the recoiling atom in elastic collisions.
In [2] the uncertainties of nuclear stopping powers for alpha particles are estimated to be 5 to
10 percent at 100 keV, 10 percent at 10 keV, and 10 to 20 percent at 1 keV.

A.2.2.6 CSDA and Projected Ranges. CSDA ranges are calculated by integrating the
reciprocal of the total stopping power (electronic plus nuclear) with respect to energy. Projected
ranges are obtained in a transport calculation according to the method of Lewis [25], which uses
the elastic scattering cross sections mentioned above.

A.2.3. Required Program and Data Files

PSTAR and ASTAR can be run on an IBM-compatible personal computer using the DOS
operating system (Version 2.1 or higher). A mathematical coprocessor is required. The
following files are required to run PSTAR:

*The files FCOMP, UCOMP, COMPOS.EXE, COMPOS.FOR and CONVERT.FOR are used in ESTAR
as well as PSTAR and ASTAR. However, PSTAR and ASTAR use only part of the information stored
in FCOMP and UCOM.
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PSTAR.EXE executable code for generating a stopping-power and range table

UPROTO database that contains stopping power and range data calculated with
default I-values

UPROTL similar to UPROT, but calculated with I-values 10 percent smaller than
the default I-values

UPROTH similar to UPROT, but calculated with I-values 10 percent larger than
the default I-values

NAMES set of names of the 74 materials in the database

ENG. PRO default energy list (133 energies between 1 keV and 10,000 MeV)

UCOMP file that contains material composition data

COMPOS.EXE executable code for examining the contents of UCOMP

IDL.COM executable code that displays a list of material names and corresponding
ID numbers;

The following files are required to run ASTAR:

ASTAR.EXE executable code for generating a stopping-power and range table

UALPHO database that contains stopping power and range data

UALPHL similar to UPROT, but calculated with I-values 10 percent smaller than
the default I-values

UALPHH similar to UPROT, but calculated with I-values 10 percent larger than
the default I-values

NAMES set of names of the 74 materials in the database

ENG.ALF default energy list (122 energies between 1 keV and 1000 MeV)

UCOMP file that contains information about the composition of the materials
included in the database;

COMPOS.EXE executable code for examining the contents of UCOMP for a specified
material;

IDL.COM executable code that displays a list of material names and corresponding
ID numbers.



For the installation of the program on a different type of computer, the following
Fortran-77 source-code and data files (in ASCII format) are available:

For Protons:
PSTAR.FOR
PCONVERT.FOR
FPROT
FPROTL
FPROTH

For Helium Ions:

ASTAR.FOR
ACONVERT.FOR
FALPH
FALPHL
FALPHH

For Both:

COMPOS. FOR
CONVERT. FOR
FCOMP

These files are to be used as follows:

a) PSTAR.FOR, ASTAR.FOR, PCONVERT.FOR , ACONVERT.FOR and
CONVERT.FOR must be compiled individually to generate executable code

b) PCONVERT must be run, using formatted files FPROTO, FPROTL or FPROT1 as
input, to generate unformatted direct-access files UPRPOTO, UPROTL or UPROTH

c) ACONVERT must be run, using formatted files FALPHO, FALPHL or FALPHH as
input, to generate unformatted direct-access files UALPHO, UALPHL or UALPHH

d) CONVERT must be run, using formatted file FCOMP as input, to generate
unformatted direct-access file UCOMP.

A.2.4. List of Materials

For easy reference in the computer programs, each material is given an identification (ID)
number. For elements the ID numbers are identical with atomic numbers (except for graphite
which has ID number 906, to distinguish it from amorphous carbon with ID number 6).

Table 4 list the names and ID numbers of the 74 materials in the data files. The list
includes 26 elements and 48 compounds and mixtures. A listing of ID numbers and names can
also be displayed, and scrolled, on the monitor screen by running the program IDL. The
information in the composition file UCOMP for each material consists of:

a) The atomic numbers and fractions by weight of the constituent atoms
b) The density of the material
c) The mean excitation energy of the material

A.2.5. Specification of Energies

A list of energies must be supplied at which stopping powers are to be calculated. This
can be done in three ways:

a) A list of energies can be read from a default file ENG.PRO for protons (133 energies
between 1 keV and 10,000 MeV) or from a default file ENG.ALF for helium ions
(122 energies between 1 keV and 1000 MeV).
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b) A list of energies can be read from a previously prepared file. The first line of this
file must contain the number of energies in the list; subsequent lines must contain the
energies (in MeV), separated by blanks.

c) The desired list of energies can be entered from the keyboard, in response to prompts
from PSTAR or ASTAR.

A.2.6. Choice of Mean Excitation Energy

PSTAR and ASTAR display on the monitor screen the default I-value of the material, and
prompt the user to indicate whether this value is acceptable. If the reply is negative, the program
displays the three I-values for which stopping powers are available for interpolation: the default
value Idef, Ij = Idef/l.l and I2 = 1.1 Idef. The user is then asked to specify the desired I-value,
Is. When making this choice, the user should keep in mind the cautionary remarks in Section
A.2.2.4.

If Is lies between Ij and I2, the program uses quadratic polynomial interpolation with
respect to logl to determine the stopping power. If Is is smaller than It or larger than I2, the
program uses linear extrapolation with respect to logl. Extrapolation should of course be used
with caution.
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Table A. 1. List of ID numbers and names of materials for which data are included in file UCOMP.
1 HYDROGEN
2 HELIUM
3 LITHIUM
4 BERYLLIUM
5 BORON
6 AMORPHOUS CARBON (deiuily 2.0 g/cm3)
7 NITROGEN
8 OXYGEN
9 FLUORINE
10 NEON
11 SODIUM
12 MAGNESIUM
13 ALUMINUM
14 SILICON
15 PHOSPHORUS
16 SULFUR
17 CHLORINE
18 ARGON
19 POTASSIUM
20 CALCIUM
21 SCANDIUM
22 TITANIUM
23 VANADIUM
24 CHROMIUM
25 MANGANESE
26 IRON
27 COBALT
28 NICKEL
29 COPPER
30 ZINC
31 GALLIUM
32 GERMANIUM
33 ARSENIC
34 SELENIUM
35 BROMINE
36 KRYPTON
37 RUBIDIUM
38 STRONTIUM
39 YTTRIUM
40 ZIRCONIUM
41 NIOBIUM
42 MOLYBDENUM
43 TECHNETIUM
44 RUTHENIUM
45 RHODIUM
46 PALLADIUM
47 SILVER
48 CADMIUM
49 INDIUM
50 TIN
51 ANTIMONY
52 TELLURIUM
53 IODINE
54 XENON
55 CESIUM
56 BARIUM
57 LANTHANUM
58 CERIUM
59 PRASEODYMIUM
60 NEODYMIUM
61 PROMETHIUM
62 SAMARIUM
63 EUROPIUM
64 GADOLINIUM
65 TERBIUM
66 DYSPROSIUM
67 HOLMIUM
68 ERBIUM
69 THULIUM
70 YTTERBIUM

71 LUTETIUM
72 HAFNIUM
73 TANTALUM
74 TUNGSTEN
75 RHENIUM
76 OSMIUM
77 IRIDIUM
78 PLATINUM
79 GOLD
80 MERCURY
81 THALLIUM
82 LEAD
83 BISMUTH
84 POLONIUM
85 ASTATINE
86 RADON
87 FRANCIUM
88 RADIUM
89 ACTINIUM
90 THORIUM
91 PROTACTINIUM
92 URANIUM
93 NEPTUNIUM
94 PLUTONIUM
95 AMERICIUM
96 CURIUM
97 BERKELIUM
98 CALIFORNIUM
99 A-150TISSUE-EQUIVALENTFLASTIC
100 ACETONE
101 ACETYLENE
102 ADENINE
103 ADIPOSE TISSUE (ICRP)
104 AIR, DRY (NEAR SEA LEVEL)
105 ALANINE
106 ALUMINUM OXIDE
107 AMBER
108 AMMONIA
109 ANILINE
110 ANTHRACENE
111 B-100 BONE-EQUIVALENT PLASTIC
112 BAKELITE
113 BARIUM FLUORIDE
114 BARIUM SULFATE
115 BENZENE
116 BERYLLIUM OXIDE
117 BISMUTH GERMANIUM OXIDE
118 BLOOD (ICRP)
119 BONE, COMPACT (ICRU)
120 BONE, CORTICAL (ICRP)
121 BORON CARBIDE
122 BORON OXIDE
123 BRAIN (ICRP)
124 BUTANE
125 N-BUTYL ALCOHOL
126 C-552 AIR-EQUIVALENT PLASTIC
127 CADMIUM TELLURIDE
128 CADMIUM TUNGST ATE
129 CALCIUM CARBONATE
130 CALCIUM FLUORIDE
131 CALCIUM OXIDE
132 CALCIUM SULFATE
133 CALCIUM TUNGST ATE
134 CARBON DIOXIDE
135 CARBON TETRACHLORIDE
136 CELLULOSE ACETATE, CELLOPHANE
137 CELLULOSE ACETATE BUTYRATE
138 CELLULOSE NITRATE
139 CERIC SULFATE DOSIMETER SOLUTION
140 CESIUM FLUORIDE
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Table A.I. (Continued)
141 CESIUM IODIDE
142 CHLOROBENZENE
143 CHLOROFORM
144 CONCRETE, PORTLAND
145 CYCLOHEXANE
146 1,2-DICHLOROBENZENE
147 DICHLORODÎETHYL ETHER
148 1,2-DICHLOROETHANE
149 DIETHYL ETHER
150 N.N-DIMETHYLFORMAMIDE
151 DIMETHYL SULFOXIDE
152 ETHANE
153 ETHYL ALCOHOL
154 ETHYL CELLULOSE
155 ETHYLENE
156 EYE LENS (ICRP)
157 FERRIC OXIDE
158 FERROBORIDE
159 FERROUS OXIDE
160 FERROUS SULFATE DOSIMETER SOLUTION
161 FREON-12
162 FREON-12B2
163 FREON-13
164 FREON-13B1
165 FREON-1311
166 GADOLINIUM OXYSULFIDE
167 GALLIUM ARSENIDE
168 GEL IN PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSION
169 Pyrex Glai»
170 GLASS, LEAD
171 GLASS, PLATE
172 GLUCOSE
173 GLUTAMINE
174 GLYCEROL
175 GUANINE
176 GYPSUM, PLASTER OF PARIS
177 N-HEPTANE
178 N-HEXANE
179 KAPTON POLYIMIDE FILM
180 LANTHANUM OXYBROMIDE
181 LANTHANUM OXYSULFIDE
182 LEAD OXIDE
183 LITHIUM AMIDE
184 LITHIUM CARBONATE
185 LfTHIUM FLUORIDE
186 LITHIUM HYDRIDE
187 LITHIUM IODIDE
188 LITHIUM OXIDE
189 LITHIUM TETRABORATE
190 LUNG (ICRP)
191 M3 WAX
192 MAGNESIUM CARBONATE
193 MAGNESIUM FLUORIDE
194 MAGNESIUM OXIDE
195 MAGNESIUM TETRABORATE
196 MERCURIC IODIDE
197 METHANE
198 METHANOL
199 MIX D WAX
200 MS20 TISSUE SUBSTITUTE
201 MUSCLE, SKELETAL (ICRP)
202 MUSCLE, STRIATED (ICRU)
203 MUSCLE-EQUIVALENTLIQUID, WITH SUCROSE
204 MUSCLE-EQUIVALENTLIQUID, WITHOUT SUCROSE
205 NAPTHALENE
206 NITROBENZENE
207 NITROUS OXIDE
208 NYLON, DU PONT ELY AMIDE 8062
209 NYLON, TYPE 6 AND TYPE 6/6
210 NYLON, TYPE 6/10

211 NYLON, TYPE ! 1 (RILSAN)
212 OCTANE, LIQUID
213 PARAFFIN WAX
214 N-PENTANE
215 PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSION
216 PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR(VINYLTOLUENE BASED)
217 PLUTONIUM DIOXIDE
218 POLYACRYLONITRILE
219 POLYCARBONATE (MAKROLON, LEXAN)
220 POLYCHLOROSTYRENE
221 POLYETHYLENE
222 POLYETHYLENETEREPHTHALATE (MYLAR)
223 POLYMETHYL METHACRALATE (LUCFTE, PERSPEX)
224 POLYOXYMETHYLENE
225 POLYPROPYLENE
226 POLYSTYRENE
227 POLYTETRAFLUOROETHYLENECTEFLON)
228 POLYTRIFLUOROCHLOROETHYLENE
229 POLYVINYL ACETATE
230 POLYVINYL ALCOHOL
231 BUTYRAL
232 POLYVINYLCHLORIDE
233 POLYVINYLEDENE CHLORIDE, SARAN
234 POLYVINYLIDENE FLUORIDE
235 POLYVINYL PYRROLEDONE
236 POTASSIUM IODIDE
237 POTASSIUM OXIDE
238 PROPANE
239 PROPANE, LIQUID
240 N-PROPYL ALCOHOL
241 PYRIDINE
242 RUBBER, BUT* L
243 RUBBER, NATURAL
244 RUBBER, NEOPRENE
245 SILICON DIOXIDE
246 SILVER BROMIDE
247 SILVER CHLORIDE
248 SILVER HALIDES IN PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSION
249 SILVER IODIDE
250 SKIN (ICRP)
251 SODIUM CARBONATE
252 SODIUM IODIDE
253 SODIUM MONOXIDE
254 SODIUM NITRATE
255 STILBENE
256 SUCROSE
257 TERPHENYL
258 TESTES (ICRP)
259 TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
260 THALLIUM CHLORIDE
261 TISSUE, SOFT (ICRP)
262 TISSUE, SOFT (ICRU FOUR-COMPONENT)
263 TISSUE-EQUIVALENTGAS (METHANE BASED)
264 TISSUE-EQUIVALENT G AS (PROP ANE BASED)
265 TITANIUM DIOXIDE
266 TOLUENE
267 TRICHLOROETHYLENE
268 TRŒTHYL PHOSPHATE
269 TUNGSTEN HEXAFLUORIDE
270 URANIUM DICARBIDE
271 URANIUM MONOCARBIDE
272 URANIUM OXIDE
273 UREA
274 VALINE
275 VITON FLUOROELASTOMER
276 WATER, LIQUID
277 WATER VAPOR
278 XYLENE
906 GRAPHITE (density 1.7 g/cnr)
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Table A. 2. Cutoff energies Tj and T2 used in combination of low-energy experimental and
high-energy theoretical stopping powers for protons.

ID
No.
1
2
4
6
7,8
10,13
14
18
22
26,29
32,36
42,47
50
54,64
74,78 79
82
92
99
101
103
104,106
111,119,120
126
130

TI(MeV)
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.75
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.5
0.25
0.5
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3

T2(MeV)
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.0
0.8
1.0
1.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

ID
No.
134
138
139
141
155,160,169
179
185,189
191
197
200
201,202,203,204
209,213
215
216,219,221,222
223
225,226
227,232,238
245
252
255
263,264,266
276
277

TI(MeV)
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.8
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.8
0.2
0.3
0.15
0.3

T2(MeV)
0.5
0.5
0.5
2.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
3.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
3.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
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Table A.3. Cutoff energies Tt and T2 used in combination of low-energy experimental and
high-energy theoretical stopping powers for helium ions.

ID
No.
1
2
4
6
7,8,10
13,14
18
22,26,29,32
36
42,47,50,54
64,74,78
79,82
92
99
101
103
104,106,111,119,120
126,130,134,138,139
141
155,160,159,179
185
189
191
197
200,201,202,203,204,209,213
215
216,219,221,222,223,225,226.227
232
238,245,252
255
263.264,266,276,277

TI(MeV)
1.0
1.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
0.8
2.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
1.0
0.6
1.0
0.6
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

T2(MeV)
2.0
3.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
4.0
3.0
6.0
7.0
5.0
3.0
2.0
4.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
5.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
5.0
2.0
4.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
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Table A.4. List of ID numbers and names of materials for which codes PSTAR and ASTAR
provide stopping powers and ranges.

HYDROGEN
HELIUM
BERYLLIUM

ft AMORPHOUS CARBON (deiuity 2.0 g/cm3)
7 NITROGEN
8 OXYGEN
10 NEON
13 ALUMINUM
14 SILICON
18 ARGON
22 TITANIUM
26 IRON
29 COPPER
32 GERMANIUM
36 KRYPTON
42 MOLYBDENUM
47 SILVER
50 TIN
54 XENON
64 GADOLINIUM
74 TUNGSTEN
78 PLATINUM
79 GOLD
82 LEAD
92 URANIUM
99 A-150TISSUE-EQUIVALENTPLASTIC
101 ACETYLENE
103 ADIPOSE TISSUE (ICRP)
104 AIR, DRY (NEAR SEA LEVEL)
106 ALUMINUM OXIDE
111 B-100 BONE-EQUIV ALENT PLASTIC
119 BONE, COMPACT (ICRU)
120 BONE, CORTICAL (ICRP)
126 C-5 52 AIR-EQUIVALENT PLASTIC
130 CALCIUM FLUORIDE
134 CARBON DIOXIDE
138 CELLULOSE NITRATE

139 CERIC SULFATE DOSIMETER SOLUTION
141 CESIUM IODIDE
155 ETHYLENE
160 FERROUS SULFATE DOSIMETER SOLUTION
169 Pyrex GU*i
179 KAPTON POLYIMIDE FILM
185 LITHIUM FLUORIDE
189 LITHIUM TETRABORATE
191 M3 WAX
197 METHANE
200 MS20 TISSUE SUBSTITUTE
201 MUSCLE, SKELETAL (ICRP)
202 MUSCLE, STRIATED (ICRU)
203 MUSCLE-EQUIVALENT LIQUID, WITH SUCROSE
204 MUSCLE-EQUTVALENTUQUID, WITHOUT SUCROSE
209 NYLON, TYPE 6 AND TYPE 6/6
213 PARAFFIN WAX
215 PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSION
216 PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR (VINYLTOLUENE BASED)
219 POLYCARBONATE (MAKROLON, LEXAN)
221 POLYETHYLENE
222 POLYETHYLENETEREPHTHALATE (MYLAR)
223 POLYMETHYL METHACRALATE (LUCTTE, PERSPEX, PLEXIGLAS;
225 POLYPROPYLENE
226 POLYSTYRENE
227 POLYTETRAFLUOROETHYLENE<TEFLON)
232 POLYVINYLCHLORIDE
238 PROPANE
245 SILICON DIOXIDE
252 SODIUM IODIDE
255 STILBENE
263 TISSUE-EQUrVALENTGAS (METHANE BASED)
264 TISSUE-EQUIVALENT G AS (PROPANE BASED)
266 TOLUENE
276 WATER, LIQUID
277 WATER VAPOR
906 GRAPHITE (density 1.7 g/cm3)
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SUBJECT INDEX

absolute cross sections
absorbed dose
acetylene
accuracy (in radiotherapy)
adenine
additivity rule
alpha (a) particles
aluminum
angle of emergence
angle-restricted nuclear stopping
anion(s)
appearance energy
aromatic molecule(s)
association reactions of cluster ions
associative ionization
associative ionization in clusters
ASTAR
attachment
Auger electrons
autodetachment
autoionization
average path length
AVM - arterio-venous malformation
Barkas correction
beam method
benzene
BEST
Bethe

Bethe-Born
Bethe cross section
binary encounter theory

binary peak
binding correction
blobs
Bloch correction
Bohr energy straggling
bonding correction
Born-Bethe approximation
Bragg peak
Bragg's additivity rule
branch tracks
breakdown graph
bremsstrahlung
Burgess-Vriens formulation
cancer (cure rate)
cations
cell
charge transfer

4.5.3
7.3.1.5, 9.4.2
5.4.2
1.5
5.5.2
3.3.2
7.4, 9.1
5.5.2
7.5.4
7.4.2
4.1.2, 4.4.1, 4.4.2, 4.5.1., 4.5.2, 4.5.4, 4.6
3.2
5.5.2
6.3.1.3, 6.3.2
6.2.4
6.3.1.1
7.4.1.3, 7.4.3
3.2
2.2.3, 2.2.3.2, 2.3.2, 2.3.3, 2.8, 9.6.4
3.6
3.2, 5.3
7.2.5
1.2.4
7.2.1.1, 7.2.1.4, 7.4.1.1, 7.4.1.3
3.6
5.5.2
7.3.1.1, 7.3.1.4, 7.5.1.2
7.2.1.1, 7.2.1.4, 7.2.1.7, 7.3.1.1, 7.4.1.1,
7.4.1.3
2.2.2.4, 2.3.1, 2.3.2
5.2
2.2.2.2, 2.2.2.3, 2.2.2.4, 2.2.3.2, 2.3.2,
2,3.3, 2.7, 7.2.1.7
2.2.1, 2.2.3.2
7.2.1.3
9.4.6
7.2.1.1, 7.2.1.4, 7.3.1.1, 7.4.1.1, 7.4.1.3
7.3.3, 7.5.3
7.3.1.2, 7.3.1.4, 7.4.1.2
3.3.2
7.3.1.5, 1.2.2, 1.2.3, 1.4.1
7.2.1.5, 7.3.1.2, 7.4.1.3, 7.5.1.2, 7.5.2
9.4.6
3.4.2
see: radiative stopping power
3.3.2
1.1
4.4.2, 4.6
9.6.3
6.2.2
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charge transfer to the continuum
charge trapping
charging coefficient
charge state approach
charge state equilibrium
charge state population
chemical binding effect
chemical dosimetry
chemical reactions of cluster ions
chemical reactions of ions
chemical stage
chemiionization
chemiionization in clusters
chromatin
classical collision theory
classical electron radius
classification
cluster anions
cluster(s)

cluster-distribution cross section
cluster ions
cluster system(s)
CNS - central nervous system (tumors of the)
collection efficiency
collective effects
collective excitation
collective plasmon-type excitations
collimator (Multileaf)
collision stopping power

compounds

Compton-scattering
computer programs
condensed matter
condensed phase

condensor plate method
continuous-slowing-down approximation
core
core-and-bond approach
counting ionization cross section
coupled-channel calculation
CPA
crossed beam method
crossed beam technique
cross section function
cross section(s)

cross sections of charge transfer
cross sections of ionization by excited neutrals
cross sections of reactions of ions

9.2.4
4.5.5
4.5.5
7.3.1.1
7.1, 7.5.1.1
7.3.1.2, 7.5.1.1
7.3.1.2
9.4.5
6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.6.6, 6.6.7
6.2.1, 6.2.2
9.1
6.2.4
6.3.1.1
9.6.3
3.3.2
7.2.1.1, 7.3.1.1
9.1, 9.3.3
4.4.1
3..5, 4.1, 4.3.1, 4.3.3, 4.4, 4.4.1, 4.4.2,
4.5.4, 4.5.5
3.5
6.3
5.6
1.2.3
3.4.1
5.5.2
5.5.2
9.5
1.3.2.4, 1.3.3, 1.5
7.1, 7.2.1, see also: electronic stopping
power
7.2.1.5, 7.2.1.7, 7.3.1.2, 7.3.1.4, 7.4.1.2,
7.4.1.3, 7.5.1.2, 7.5.1.4
9.2.1
7.2.3, 7.3.1.1, 7.3.1.4
5.5.1
4.1, 4.2, 4.3.3, 4.5.3,4.5.4, 4.6, 7.2.1.7,
7.3.1.3, 7.3.1.4, 7.4.1.2, 7.5.1.2, 7.5.1.3,
7.5.3
3.3.1
see: csda
9.3.4, 9.4.4
see: bonding correction
3.2
7.3.1.1
9.7.1
3.3.1
3.4.1
3.1
3.6, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3.1, 4.4, 4.4.2, 4.5.1,
4.5.2, 4.5.3, 4.5.4, 5.5.5, 9.1
6.2.2, 6.6.6
6.2.4
6.2.1, 6.6.6
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csda range
cycloidal mass spectrometry
cyclopropane
cyclotrons
damage
data reference codes
degradation spectrum definition

for electrons
characteristics of

delta ray
dense media
density effect
density-functional approach
density of oscillator strength
density of states
detour factor
Deutsch-Mark formulation
df/dE
dielectric permeability
dielectric-response function
differential cross section for energy transfer
diffusion
dimethylether
dipolar dissociation
dipole approximation
dipole (e,e) experiments
dipole matrix element
dipole moment
direct ionization
discharge lamp(s)
discrimination effect
dissociation(s)
dissociative attachment
dissociative process
dissociative recombination of ions
DNA
Doppler profile method
dose
dosimetry
double-strand breaks (DSB)
doubly differential cross sections

doubly excited states
Drude model
effective charge
effective charge of projectile
effective cross section
ejection cross sections
elastic scattering
electromagnetic wave
electron
electron affinity
electron affinity of atoms

7.1, 7.2.3, 7.2.5, 7.3.5, 7.4.3, 7.5.5, 9.2.3
3.4.1
5.2
1.2.5, 1.3.3, 1.5
9.6
Table 7.10
8.1, 8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
9.6.2
4.3.2
7.2.1.1, 7.2.1.6, 7.3.1.1, 7.5.1.4
7.3.1.1, 7.5.1.2
5.5.2
4.5.2
7.3.5, 7.4.3
3.3.2
5.2
5.5.1
5.5.1,7.2.1.4, 7.2.1.6, 7.2.1.7, 7.3.1.1
7.1
9.2.3
5.4.1
4.5.4
5.5.1
5.4.3
5.2
4.5.3
3.2, 5.3
5.4.2
3.4.1
2.5, 4.5.4, 4.5.5, 5.3, 9.1
4.2
3.6
6.2.3
4.6, 9.6
3.7
9.4.2
7.3.1.5
9.6.2, 9.6.3
2.1, 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.2.1, 2.2.2.2, 2.2.2.3,
2.2.2.4, 2.2.3.1, 2.2.3.2, 2.3.3, 2.4.1,
2.4.2, 2.7, 2.8
5.3
5.5.2
2.1, 2.2.3.2, 2.2.3.2, 2.3.3,2.7, 2.5, 9.2.4
7.1, 7.4.1.2, 7.5.1.1
3.5
9.2.4
9.2.2
5.5.1
3.1. 3.2
3.2. 4.2, 4.4, 4.5.2
6.6.5
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electron affinity of molecules
electron attachment
electron capture and loss
electron capture to the continuum
electron ejection
electron energy-loss spectroscopy
electron ionization
electronic excitation
electronic state
electronic stopping power
electron-impact cross section
electron interaction
electron ionization
electron-ion recombination
electron localization
electrons

electrons carried by ion
electron solvation
elastic differential cross sections
elastic scattering
electron attachment
electron impact dissociation
elementary processes
elements
empirical formula
energy cutoff (Lq)
energy deposition event
energy imparted to the medium
energy loss

energy loss function
energy loss parameter
energy loss per collision, average
energy loss straggling
energy per mass unit
energy straggling
energy transfer
energy transfer of electronic excitation
energy variable
environmental effects
equivalent proton energy
error estimates
ESTAR
ethanol
evaporation(s)
excess electrons
exchange effects
excitation(s)
excitation cross section
excitation spectra of fluorescence
exciton(s)

6.6.5
4.3, 4.3.1, 4.4, 4.4.1, 4.4.2, 4.5.4
2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8
2.2.2.2
9.2,4
5.2
3.5
4.5.2, 4.5.3
3.4.3
7.1, 7.2.1, 7.3.1, 7.4.1
7.2.1.7
3.1
3.2
4.3.2
4.3.3, 4.4.1
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.3.3, 4.1,
4.4.1, 4.4.2, 4.5, 4.5.1, 4.5.2, 4.5.3, 4.5.4,
7.2, 9.1
7.5.1
4.3.3
2.2.1
4.5.2
3.6
3.7
6.2
7.2.1.4, 7.4.1.1, 7.4.1.3, 7.4.2
3.3.2
9.4.5
9.3.1
7.1, 7.2.5, 7.3.1.5
2.1, 2.2.1, 2.2.2.4, 2.2.3.2, 2.3.1, 2.3.2,
2.3.3, 2.5, 2.6,2.7, Ch.7
9.5
7.2.4
7.2.5
7.1, 7.2.4, 7.3.3, 7.5.3
7.3.1.1
see: energy loss straggling
7.1
6.2.5
7.3.1.1, 7.5
4.2, 4.3.1
7.3.1.1
see: uncertainties
7.2.3
5.2
4.4.1, 4.4.2
4,1, 4.3, 4.3.1
7.2.1.7
2.1, 2.2.3.2, 2.4.1, 2.5, 2.7, 3.2, 9.1
3.7
5.4.2
4.5.3, 4.5.4, 5.5.2
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experimental determination of W 8.3.1
PHA method 8.3.1, 8.3.1.3
ionization chamber method 8.3.1, 8.3.1.2
particle sources 8.3.1.1
effects of gas contamination 8.3.1.3

experimental method(s) 3.3.1, 3.4.1, 3.6
exponential absorption law 3.2
extinction coefficient 5.5.1
Fano factor definition 8.1, 8.4, 9.2.3

calculation 8.2.3.4
in gases 8.4.1
in gas mixtures 8.4.1
relation with W 8.4.1
in semiconductors 8.6.3
in liquid water 8.6.2.2
in rare gas liquids 8.6.1

fast neutral beam apparatus 3.3.1
fast neutrons (see neutrons)
Fermi velocity for solid target 7.5.1.1
Feshbach resonance 4.4.2
fieldfree extraction 3.4.1
film(s) 4.1, 4.5.1, 4.5.2, 4.5.3, 4.5.4, 4.5.5
Fourier transform mass spectrometry 3.4.1
fragmentation 3.5
fragment ion 3.4.1
Franck-Condon factor 3.4.2
free path length ljn 9.3.2
frequency-dependent permeability 5.5.1
Fricke dosimeter 9.4.5
G value(s) definition 8.1, 9.2.3

for cyclohexane 8.6.2.1
in liquids 8.6.2
in liquid water 8.6.2.2
of excited states in gases 8.5

gases 7.2.1.7, 7.3.1.3, 7.3.1.4, 7.4.1.2, 7.5.1.4,
7.5.3

gas filled counters 3.3.1
gas mixtures in proportional counter 8.3.1.3

irregular mixtures 8.3.7.2
regular mixtures 8.3.7.1

gas-solid difference 7.5.1.4
glancing collision 5.5.1
grain count 9.3.4
Gryzinski formula 3.3.2
H-atom transfer reactions of ions 6.2.2
H2O 4.4.1, 4.4.2, 4.5.2, 4.5.3, 4.5.4, 4.5.5
half-maximum angle 7.5.4
heavy charged particles 9.2.4
heavy ions 7.5, 1.1, 1.4, 1.5
heavy ion therapy

rationale 1.4.1
clinical data 1.4.2
patient selection 1.4.3
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helium ions
high-LET damage
high pressure gas(es)
high pressure swarm
high-Rydberg states
human fibroblasts
hydride-ion transfer reactions of ions
hydrocarbon(s)
hydrogen ions
inactivation
inelastic collisions, average number
inelastic scattering
initial kinetic ion energy
inner-core electron(s)
inner-core excited states
inner shell
inner-shell ionization
inorganic insulator(s)
ion beam deflection method
ion extraction
ionization(s)
ionization by excited neutrals
ionization cross section
ionization efficiency
ionization mechanism
ionization potential
ionization potential of atoms
ionization potential of molecules
ionization process
ionization yield(s) definition

calculation
ionization yield spectrum
ions
ion trajectory
isomer(s)
isotope effect
Jain-Khare formula
kerma
KIPC
Kramers-Kronig relations
KURBUC
kurtosis
Landau distribution
Langevin collisional limit
lateral straggling
lattice
LET
Lewis effect
lifetime
linear energy transfer (LET)
linear stopping power
liquid phase
liquids
liquid water

1.2
9.6.1
4.1, 5.6
4.3.1
5.3
9.6.1
6.2.2
4.3, 4.3.3, 4.4.1, 4.5.4, 5.2, 5.5.2
7.3
9.6.1
7.2.5
5.4.3, 9.2.2
3.4.1
5.2
5.3
2.3.2, 2.8
3.3.2, 3.4.3
5.5.2
3.4.1
3.4.1
3.2, 9.1
6.2.4
3.2
3.2
3.2
9.5
6.6.1
6.6.2
3.2
8.1, 9.2.3
8.2.3.3
8.2.4.2
9.1
3.4.1
5.2
3.6
3.3.2
9.4.2
9.7.2
5.5.1
9.7.1
7.1, 7.3.5
7.2.4
6.2.2
7.3.5
4.5.4, 4.5.5
7.1
8.2.4.1
3.6
7.1, 9.4.5
7.1
4.3, 4.3.2
see: condensed phase
9.4.7
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lithium
local-density approximation
locally-clustered damage
Lotz formula
low energy
low energy electrons
low-pressure cloud chamber
Lozier tube
magnetic permeability
mass spectrometer
mass spectrum
mass stopping power
maximum energy
maximum energy transfer
mean excitation energy

mean free path between inelastic collisions
mean projected range
metastable
metastable dissociations of cluster ions
metastable ion detction
microdosimetry
microwave
mixtures
MOCA8
MOCA14
models
modified additivity rule
molecular solids
molecular structure
molecule
moments of distribution
monomers
Monte Carlo approaches
Monte Carlo calculation of W and F
Monte-Carlo method
Monte Carlo simulations
Mott cross section
multiple ionization
multiple scattering
neutral dissociation
neutral fragmentation
neutral fragment(s)
neutron beam therapy

radiobiological rationale
clinical data
technical developments

neutron capture processes
neutron irradiation
neutrons
Nier type ion source
nonpolar liquid(s)
non-adiabatic elementary processes
non-dissociative process

5.5.2
7.3.1.1, 7.3.3
9.6.1
3.3.2
4.3.1, 4.4.2, 4.5, 4.5.2, 4.5.3
4.1, 4.2, 4.5.1, 4.5.3, 4.6
9.4.7
3.3.1
5.5.1
3.4.1
3.4.2
7.1
9.2.4
7.2.5, 7.3.3
7.2.1.1, 7.2.1.4, 7.2.1.5, 7.3.1.1, 7.3.1.2,
7.4.1.3
7.2.5
7.1
4.5.1, 4.5.3
6.3.1.4
3.4.1
9.3.1, 1.3.1.2
4.3.1
7.3.1.2, 7.5.1.4
9.6.3
9.6.3
2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.3
3.5
4.5, 4.5.1, 4.5.3, 4.5.4
4.3.1, 4.3.3
3.7
7.1
4.4.1, 4.4.2
9.2.2
8.2.1, 8.2.5
7.2.4, 7.2.5, 7.3.5
9.3.2
3.3.2, 7.2.1.7
2.2.3, 2.3.3, 2.6
7.2.1.7, 7.2.5, 7.3.4, 7.5.4
5.4.2
5.4.3
5.3
1.1, 1.3, 1.5
1.3.1, 1.5
1.3.2
1.3.3
9.2.2
7.3.1.5
9.1, 9.2.2
3.4.1
5.6
6.6.2
3.6
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nonelastic scattering
non-emissive fragment
non-stoichiometric
nuclear emulsion
nuclear interactions
nuclear stopping power
nucleic acid base(s)
nucleosome
nucleus
Tj-value(s)
OER - oxygen enhancement ratio
OH-radicals
optical approximation
optical data
OREC
organic molecule(s)
organic substance(s)
oscillator strength
oscillator strength distribution
oscillator-strength spectrum
outer-shell ionization
pair production
parent ion
partial cross section
partial cross section ratio
partial ionization cross section
particle fluence
PARTRAC
path length
path length increase
penetrating field extraction
penetration
Penning ionization
Penning ionization in clusters
penumbra
phase effect

photoabsorption
photochemistry
photoelectric process
photoemission threshold
photoionization quantum yield(s)
photons
photon source(s)
physical selectivity (of a radiation treatment)
physical stage
physical state effect
physico-chemical stage of radiolysis
plane wave
plasma excitation
plasma frequency
polyatomic molecule(s)
polyethylene
positrons

9.2.2
3.7
4.4.1
9.2.4
7.3.5
7.1, 7.3.2, 7.4.2, 7.5.2
5.5.2
9.6.1
9.6.3
5.3
1.3.1.1
9.6.3
9.4.2
7.2.1.5, 7.2.1.6, 7.2.1.7
9.7.1
5.2
5.5.2
5.1. 5.2, 9.4.4
5.2. 7.2.1.4, 7.2.1.7
5.5.1
3.3.2, 3.4.3
9.2.1
3.4.1
3.1
3.5
3.2, 3.4.1, 3.4.2
9.4.1
9.6.3
7.1, 7.2.4, 7.3.5
7.2.1.7, 7.5.4
3.4.1
9.2.4
6.2.4
6.3.1.1
9.4.4
7.3.1.2, 7.3.1.3, see also: gas-solid
difference
2.3.1
5.2
9.2.1
9.5
5.3
4.1, 4.5.1, 9.1
5.2
1.1, 1.2, 1.3.1.3, 1.4.1, 1.5
9.1
see: phase effect
6.1
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.1, 5.5.2
5.6
5.5.2
7.2.1.7
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PRAL
predictive tests (in radiation therapy)
pre-equilibrium stopping
probability distribution definition

Monte Carlo calculation
experimental determination

projected range
projectile charge, fractional (fractional ionization)
proportional counter
propylene
prostatic adenocarcinoma
proton affinity of atoms
proton affinity of molecules
proton beam therapy

rationale
technology

proton dose
proton impact
protons
proton transfer reactions of ions
proton transfer reactions in cluster ions
PSTAR
pulse radiolysis
pulsed electron and ion technique
quantum mechanical calculation
quantum yield
quantum yield for ionization, the
Quasi-Equilibrium theory
radial dose concept
radiances
radiation biology
radiation chemical yield
radiation chemistry
radiation damage
radiation effects
radiation quality
radiative recombination of ions
radiative stopping power
radicals
radiochromic dye film
radiotherapy
radius cutoff (lr)
range
range straggling
rare gas
rate constant(s)
rate constants of charge transfer
rate constants of reactions of ions
ratio W/I definition and values

relation with F
RBE - relative biological effectiveness
reactions of ions
reactions of ions in condensed phase
reactions of ions in clusters

7.3.5, 7.5.5
1.5
7.1
8.1, 8.4
8.4.2
8.4.2, 8.3.1.3
7.1, 7.3.5, 7.4.3, 7.5.5
7.5.1.1
9.3.1
5.2
1.3.2.4, 1.2.4, 1.4.2
6.6.4
6.6.4

1.2.1
1.2.5, 1.5
Table 7.14
9.2.4
7.3, 9.1
6.2.2, 6.3.1.3
6.3.1.3
7.3.1.1, 7.3.1.4, 7.3.5
4.1, 4.3.1
3.4.1
3.3.2
5.2
5.2
3.4.2
9.3.3
9.4.1
9.3.3
5.2
5.2
3.1
9.1
9.4.5
6.2.3
7.1, 7.2.2, 9.4.2
9.1
9.6.2
3.3.3, 3.4.4, 4.1, 4.6
9.4.5
7.1, 7.3.5, 7.5.2, 7.5.5, 9.2.2, 9.2.3
7.1, 7.3.5, 7.5.5
4.4.1
3.6, 4.3.1
6.2.2, 6.6.6
6.2.1, 6.6.6
8.3
8.4.1
1.3.1, 1.3.2.4, 1.4.1
6.2.1, 6.2.2
6.4.1
6.3
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recoil ions
recombination coefficients
recombination of ions
recommended partial cross section
recommended total cross section
reduced scattering angle
reduced target thickness
reference codes
reflection
refractive index
relative biological effectiveness
resonance(s)
restricted collision stopping power
RRKM theory
Rutherford cross section
Rydberg states
salivary gland tumors
scewness
screening length
secondary electron(s)
sector field mass spectrometer
selection (of patients for particle therapy)
selection rule
semi-classical collision theory
semiconductor(s)
shell correction
short tracks
silane
similarities
simulations
single collision condition
single-hit detector
single ionization
single ionization cross section
single-strand breaks (SSB)
singly differential cross sections
skull (tumors of the)
slowing down
soft tissue sarcomas
soft X-ray
solid film
solids
solid-state nuclear track detectors
solvation
spallation processes
specific energy
spectroscopy
Spencer-Fano equation
spin conservation rule
spread out Bragg peak-SOBP (see Bragg peak)
spur(s)
state selected partial cross section
statistics of penetration
stereo-isomer

9.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.3
3.4.4
3.3.3
7.5.4
7.5.4
Table 7.10
5.5.2
5.5.1
9.6.1
4.2, 4.3.1, 4.3.3, 4.4.1, 4.4.2, 4.5.3, 4.5.5
7.1
3.4.2
9.2.4
5.4.3
1.3.2.2
7.1, 7.3.3, 7.3.5
7.5.1.1, 7.5.4
3.1, 4.1, 5.2, 9.2.4, 9.4.4
3.4.1
1.3.1.3, 1.3.2.1, 1.4.3, 1.5
4.4.2
3.3.2
5.5.2
7.2.1.1, 7.2.1.4, 7.3.1.1
9.4.6
5.4.3
9.4.1
9.1
3.2
9.6.2
3.2
3.3.2
9.6.3
2.1, 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.3
1.2.3
9.6.4
1.2.4, 1.3.2.3, 1.4.2
5.1
4.1, 4.3.1, 4.5
see: condensed phase
9.1
9.6.4
9.2.2
7.3.1.1, 9.3.1
4.3.3, 4.4.1, 4.5.1, 4.5.2, 4.5.3
8.2.3.1
6.2.5

9.3.2,
3.4.3
7.3.3
5.2

9.4.6
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stimulated desorption
stoichiometric
stopping cross section
stopping number
stopping power
stopping power compilations
stopping power, effective
stopping power fits
stopping power: limitation of the usefulness
straggling

straggling ratio
subexcitation
summation method
superexcited state
super-conducting cyclotrons
surface roughness
surface states
superexcitation
superexcited molecule
superexcited states
swarm method
symmetry
symmetry breaking
synchrotron (for therapy)
synchrotron radiation
target thickness, variation of
theoretical method
therapy
thermalization
thermodynamic data of ions
thin metal window
Thomas-Kuhn-Reiche sum rule
Thomson formula
three-body recombination of ions
time-of-flight technique
total cross section
total ionization cross section
track
track ends
track entities
track structure theory
transient anions
transition probability
translational energy
transmission
transmission measurement
transport equation
trapped ion mass spectrometry
TRIM
triply differential cross sections
two-step ionization
uncertainties
universal scattering potential

4.5.1
4.4.1, 4.4.2
7.1, 7.2.1.7, 7.3.1.1, 7.3.1.3, 7.4.1, 7.5.1.2
7.2.1.1
Ch.7, 9.2.3, 9.4.5
7.3.1.1, 7.3.1.4, 7.4.1.1, 7.4.1.4
7.3.5
7.3.1.1, 7.4.1.1, Table 7.9
7.2.5
see: energy loss straggling, range
straggling
9.2.4
9.2.3
3.3.1
3.7
1.5
see: target thickness, variation of
4.4.1
5.3
5.3
5.3
3.6
4.2, 4.3.1, 4.4.2, 4.5.4
4.3.1
1.2.4, 1.2.5, 1.4.4, 1.5
5.1
7.3.3, 7.5.3, 7.5.4
3.3.2, 3.4.2
7.3.1.5
9.6.4
6.6.2
5.3
5.1
3.3.2
6.2.3
3.7
3.1
3.2, 3.3.1
9.2.1
9.3.2
9.4.7
9.1
4.2, 4.5, 4.5.4
5.2
3.7
4.5.1, 4.5.2
7.4.2, 7.5.4
7.3.5, 7.4.2
3.4.1
7.3.3, 7.4.1.4, 7.4.3, 7.5.3, 7.5.5
2.1, 2.2.1
3.2
7.2.1.7, 7.2.2, 7.3.1.1, 7.3.1.5, 7.5.1.2
7.3.5,7.4.2, 7.5.2
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uveal melanoma
valence excited states
Vavilov theory
vdW clusters
vector range
vibrational excitation
vibrationally excited states
vibrational stabilization
virtual photon source(s)
VUV monochromator
VUV-SX region
water
water vapor
Weizsäcker-Williams method
work function
W value

definition
calculation
methods of measurements
ionization chamber technique
proportional counter technique
for electrons in gases
for photons
for protons
for alpha particles
for heavy ions
in regular gas mixtures
in irregular gas mixtures
in liquid rare gases
in molecular liquids
in semiconductors

w value definition
in gases

Z\ -oscillation
Z2-oscillation
Ziegler, Biersack, Littmark (ZBL)

1.2.2
5.4.3
7.3.3
4.4.2
7.1, 7.3.6
4.2, 4.5.2, 4.5.4
5.3
4.5.5
5.4.2
5.3
5.6
5.5.2
9.4.7
7.2.1.7
9.5
5.2
8.1, 8.3
8.2.1
8.3.1
8.3.1.2
8.3.1.3
8.3.2
8.3.3
8.3.4
8.3.5
8.3.6
8.3.7.1
8.3.7.2
8.6.1
8.6.2.2
8.6.3
8.1, 8.3
8.3.4 to 8.3.6
7.5.1.2, 7.5.3, 7.5.5
7.3.1.1, 7.5.1.1, 7.5.5
7.3.1.1, 7.3.3, 7.4.1.2, 7.4.2, 7.4.3,
7.5.1.1, 7.5.1.2, 7.5.5
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON IAEA-TECDOCs

It would greatly assist the International Atomic Energy Agency in its analysis of the effective-
ness of its Technical Document programme if you could kindly answer the following questions
and return the form to the address shown below. Your co-operation is greatly appreciated.

Title: Atomic and molecular data for radiotherapy and radiation research
Number: IAEA-TECDOC-799

1. How did you obtain this TECDOC?

[ ] From the IAEA:
[ ] At own request
[ ] Without request
[ ] As participant at an IAEA meeting

[ ] From a professional colleague
[ ] From library

2. How do you rate the content of the TECDOC?

[ ] Useful, includes information not found elsewhere
[ ] Useful as a survey of the subject area
[ ] Useful for reference
[ ] Useful because of its international character
[ ] Useful for training or study purposes
[ ] Not very useful. If not, why not?

3. How do you become aware of the TECDOCs available from the IAEA?

[ ] From references in:
[ ] IAEA publications
[ ] Other publications

[ ] From IAEA meetings
[ ] From IAEA newsletters
[ ] By other means (please specify)
[ ] If you find it difficult to obtain information on TECDOCs please tick this box

4. Do you make use of IAEA-TECDOCs?

[ ] Frequently
[ ] Occasionally
[ ] Rarely

5. Please state the institute (or country) in which you are working:

Please return to: R.F. Kelleher
Head, Publishing Section
International Atomic Energy Agency
P.O. Box 100
Wagramerstrasse 5
A-1400 Vienna, Austria
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